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his introductory issue of the Audio Pe r fe c t i o n i s tThe sound from the speakers and the sound from the
J o u r n will
a l present the basic philosophies and
room must be considered separately.
precepts which will become the basis for all J o u r n a l
a rt i c l .eItswill lay the foundation for the info rm a t i o n
The article Equalization Can’t Fix Your Room
that will be presented in future issues.
A c o u s t iisc the
s first in a series about getting the best
sound from the components that you already own. It
In this first J o u r n we’ll
a l discuss some of the misindebunks the popular idea that all your acoustic probfo rmation that is rampant today and I’ll offer logical
lems can be electronically corrected and explains
arguments to refute this propaganda. As a prelude to
why room acoustics must be corrected acoustically. It
the articles on speaker placement and room treatlays the groundwork for future articles about both
ment that will be included in Journal #2, we’ll lay out
system components and room acoustics by explainsome specific goals for assembling an audio system
ing why these two major aspects of sound—system
that can provide lasting musical satisfaction and we ’ l l and environment—must be treated as separate entidiscuss some of the problems that music lovers may
ties.
encounter in their quest for that satisfa c t i o n .T h e
s e ies
r of J o u r n athat
l s fo l l wo will suggest solutions
There are two major elements of the sound that you
to the problems and provide info rmation to help
hear from a home audio system: the sound that
a c h ivee the goals presented here.
comes from the speakers—which is influenced by the
quality of the system components—and the sound
The foundation of the Audio Pe r ectionist
f
Journal i s
that comes from the environment in which the system
my high fidelity approach to home audio. This philoresides—which is influenced by the room acoustics.
sophical position is presented in the article titled “ Th e These two major elements of sound can be further
High Fidelity Ap p ro ahcto Home Music Rep ro d u c t ”i o n . divided into two parts: bass frequencies up to about
All info rmation in the Journal is based on the high
140Hz and everything else. Speaker placement and
fidelity approach which requires that a home audio
room acoustics will be covered in future Journals but
system accurately reproduce the recorded signal.
first we have to establish some fundamentals. Before
Proper system set-up is integral to the high fidelity
I suggest where you should place your speakers, you
approach and proper set-up starts with the preparaneed to know why they should be placed there.
tion of the listening room.
Before I suggest how you should treat your room, you
should understand the goal.
Your listening room is a fundamental element of your
home audio system and the acoustics of your room
You are wasting your time spending big money for
must be considered even before you start to choose
small improvements in component performance
audio components to accurately reproduce the
before you’ve realized all the performance possible
recorded signal in that room. Room acoustics cannot
from the equipment you have now and the room in
be corrected by electronic gadgets that alter the
which that equipment is used. A screwed up system
recorded signal and the response of the speakers.
in an untreated room may prevent you from hearing
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Introduction
the improvement that an expensive component upgrade of f e r s .
But when you insert a better-sounding component into an optimized system, a subtle sonic improvement becomes a significant advance in fidelity and satisfaction.
The article titled The High Fidelity Approach to Home T h e a t e r
proposes that a high fidelity audio system that accurately
reproduces the recorded signal can be effectively utilized for
home theater, too. If you want to really hear what the filmmakers intended, you’ll want to hear the signal just as they recorded it.
The popularity of home theater has been responsible for the
biggest setback in the cause of high fidelity music reproduction
since the introduction of the compact disc. T h a st ’because the
marketeers decided to offer a false paradigm as the standard
for home theater fidelity in order to license and sell more products.
The article Home Theater Myths describes this false paradigm
and explains why it has caused a division in the ranks of audio
enthusiasts that really makes no sense at all.
This article presents arguments that counter the many heavily
promoted “truths” about home theater performance that go
largely unchallenged today. If you love music and want an
audio system that serves double duty for music and movies,
this article is a must read.
Home theater is a lot of fun and there is no reason that music
lovers have to be at war with home theater buffs. High fidelity
sound is what the Audio Pe r ectionist
f
Journal is all about.
There is no caveat about what that sound has to represent,
and there is no rule that says we have to use our hi-fi systems
only for music. We can have it all if we get our priorities
straight.
Future articles will describe how to use your high fidelity audio
components for home theater sound without sacrificing musical
performance in any way. We’ll discuss the fidelity of film sound
and I’ll tell you how to add home theater capability to your
audio system without wasting money on components that claim
to deliver more than the film medium allows.
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No Advertising
While the Audio Pe r ectionist
f
Journal expresses opinions like
a magazine, it is not funded by advertising. The importance of
this distinction cannot be overemphasized. You’ve read far too
much about products that are overpriced yet perform poorly
and you’ve seen far too little information about those products
that provide true, state-of-the-art performance and good value
for money invested. This is largely due to the fact that the manufacturers of the overpriced products virtually control the magazines through advertising revenue and equipment loans.
Selling new products is the sole aim of the industry and the
publications that support it. Telling you how to get more performance from the equipment that you already own, or how to
save money when you upgrade components, is considered
subversive. It may seem to be subversive to the magazines
which are supported by advertising but you’ll find facts and
unbiased opinions in the Audio Pe r ectionist
f
Journal a l o n g
with advice that is based on real-world experience.

What the Journal Won’t Do
The Audio Pe r ectionist
f
Journal won’t profess that a product
is superior just because it costs more. Many of the components
that provide the best possible sound quality are fairly priced
and many of the components that sell for a king’s ransom are
mediocre performers. Magazines that rely on advertising revenue generally assume that the most expensive components
are the best. They can’t risk insulting advertisers who make
expensive products that are outperformed by components that
cost less. The J o u r n doesn’t
al
rely on advertising revenue and
can tell you the truth about performance and value.
The J o u r n won’t
a l assume that you already know how an
audio system works or that you understand the meaning of
technical terminology. The first 8 J o u r n awill
l s explain in the
simplest terms possible how components work and how they
function in an audio system. Terminology will be carefully
explained.
C o n v e r s, the
e l yJ o u r n won’t
a l assume that you are an uncultured idiot and talk down to you from a lofty perch. I won’t
spend any time telling you that I can hear things you can’t
because I’m more “culturally sophisticated” than you are. I
won’t ask that you simply take my word on matters of sound
q u a l .i tI’lly tell you how to listen and decide for yourself.
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What the Journal Will Do
I conceived the Audio Pe r ectionist
f
Journal as an instructional guide in which I could share some of the things I’ve learned
about making good sound in a home environment. I’ll tell you
about techniques that have worked for me and about things
that I have tried that weren’t successful. I’ll offer opinions about
the nature of things and arguments that support these opinions.
Some of my views are very controversial but I never make a
claim about sound that I can’t demonstrate. Some of my explanations provide demonstrable facts and some are hypotheses.
Before you condemn me as a nut case because my writing
often flies in the face of conventional wisdom, try my suggestions. If you try it my way and the results aren’t pleasing, your
only loss is a little time and ef f o r t .
Most of the articles in the J o u r n will
a l be an attempt to explain
how components function and to suggest why products sound
the way they do, not simply to express my opinions about how
they sound, although I’ll do that, too. Your tastes and mine
might be diametrically opposed. If you find this to be true you
may still benefit from my opinions; just do the opposite of what
I suggest and we’ll both be happy.
I don’t want to be merely your trusted hi-fi guru. I want to stimulate your interest in music and the equipment that provides a
satisfying musical experience in the home. I’ll tell you how I
have achieved that satisfaction without insinuating that my way
is the only way, and you can take it from there.
This issue contains mostly arguments supporting my philosophical positions. These lay the groundwork for the articles about
system set-up and room preparation that will constitute the bulk
of the first few issues. When your current system is performing
optimally you’ll be able to hear the differences in components.
Then I’ll review specific products and we’ll start to talk about
component upgrades.

Accuracy
The J o u r n will
a l advocate the high fidelity approach to home
music reproduction. The high fidelity approach requires that the
recorded signal be accurately reproduced by the playback system. An article in this issue explains the reasons for this
approach.
It has been argued that an audio system should not simply

reproduce the signal that is on the recording but should deliver
sound that is reminiscent of live music. What difference does
accuracy make if it sounds good—isn’t lifelike sound what we
are really after in the end? The answer to this question is yes
and no.
We want the sound that we hear at home to be as much like a
live musical performance as possible but there must be guidelines or disaster can ensue. When there are no standards for
what is correct, the situation can quickly deteriorate into the
mess that the high-end audio industry is in today. When engineering is ignored and only subjective judgments are considered useful, anybody can be a designer and everybody can be
a critic.
We have people designing products who don’t know what
they’re doing and people reviewing these products who know
even less. We have loudspeakers that are so bright they can
only be used with speaker cables that act as low-pass filters
and reviewers who describe this phenomenon as detail.
Designing inaccurate speakers to seduce unknowledgeable
reviewers is especially bad for consumers who may buy these
speakers and be disappointed over the long term. Combining
inaccurate speakers with inaccurate cables that err in a complementary fashion may deliver acceptable results in one specific circumstance, but what happens when something better
comes along? Must you buy new speakers whenever you
change speaker cables? This synergy-of-errors limits your
choice of components. You are forced into using one flawed
product with another flawed product or you will hear just how
bad each one really is. How did this situation come about? It is
a marketing strategy for selling goods of questionable value
and nothing more.
Speakers with substantial response errors—that only work with
cables designed to compensate for this inadequate (or maybe
well-planned) engineering—are common today. Unfortunately,
some of the most expensive components available fall into this
c a t e g o. Ir reject
y
products like this and you should, too.
Achieving a synergistic blend by interfacing components with
complementary (though minor) colorations is an important part
of system set-up, but we must start with individual components
that are designed to be as accurate as possible. This assures
us the freedom to select from a broad range of competing
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Introduction
products when we assemble a system, and makes it possible
for us to change any component independently. It also guarantees good sound from a variety of recordings, not just a few
special discs selected to complement a flawed system.
No audio component is completely free of coloration but each
component should start with flat frequency response and low
distortion within reasonable limits. Then the user can adjust for
maximum “musicality” by combining products that work well
together into a satisfying system.

“Art in audio component design
should always be an addition to
science, not a substitute for it.”
Are flat frequency response and low distortion measurements
the only factors that really matter? Unfortunately, the answer is
no. Well-engineered products that produce flawless measurements can still sound different. There is quite a bit of art
involved in the design of a satisfying audio component. I
believe that we have to start with impeccable measured performance and go on from there. Art in audio component design
should always be an addition to science, not a substitute for it.

Computers & Human Brains
Computers use the binary system to perform mathematical calculations. The binary system is a base-two numbering system.
There are only two numbers in a base-two system: zero and
one. In reality, computers aren’t even aware of zeros and ones.
A computer is just a huge array of switches. These switches
are either open or closed—off or on. An engineer tracing a signal through a computer defines that signal as either high or
l o w.T h a st ’it. Either state may represent a binary one or a
binary zero or the answer to a Boolean logic question. Are the
contents of register A equal to or greater than the contents of
register B?
Everything that I have read about the human brain leads me to
believe that it works in much the same way, only better. I can
hear things that my computer-based measurement instruments
can’t identify.
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I know from experience that we are far more sensitive to timing
cues than to amplitude deviations and I know that certain
measurement techniques offer a better correlation with my listening impressions than others. I find square wave testing and
F F Tanalysis of impulse response to be very informative and
I’m going to tell you why in detail. I believe that your brain performs what is essentially a Fourier transform as it converts the
analog sound waves that enter your ears into the “digital” data
that fires your neurons.
We’ll talk about measurements and I’ll tell you how to interpret
those that get published and even how to perform some simple
tests of your own in order to sort out those audio products that
are poorly engineered. If you have a PC with an available card
slot you can buy everything you need for semi-anechoic speaker testing and a variety of other acoustic measurements for
about $1,000. If you’re not interested in making your own
measurements I’ll tell you about the results of mine.
If I state that there are only three major brands of loudspeakers
that can accurately reproduce an input waveform, and that all
the rest will be made virtually obsolete by the new recording
technologies that are coming to market now, you might be
skeptical. If I tell you why and explain how you can measure
this phenomenon for yourself you may be more intrigued.
Testing can help to determine which products are well-engineered and worthy of further consideration, but listening is the
only way to proceed from there. Learning how to listen and
determining and defining your own particular audio tastes are
necessary requisites for success.

Product Reviews
I intend to do some product reviews but they will not be like the
ones you’ve been reading elsewhere. Relying on reviews is a
crutch that you should learn to do without. When you have firmly established your own sonic tastes you’ll realize that someone
e l s es subjective
’
impressions of an audio component are useless to you.
The influence of product reviews is a primary reason that so
many music lovers are frustrated with their audio systems.
Seeking that magic component that will transform your system
into a sonic wonderland is a futile pursuit.
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Home Music Reproduction
Some audio components sound better than others but many
people have systems that are so poorly set-up, in rooms that
sound so bad, that the subtle differences between competing
components will be all but inaudible. An inferior component
may actually be preferred if it compensates for a flaw somewhere else in the system.
I have visited many rooms where the best components available were making the worst imaginable sound. Set-up is far
more important than the choice of equipment. The sonic dif f e -r
ence between a good component and a great one is subtle
compared to the huge difference between a bare room and one
with proper acoustic treatment.
Most of us have too much to do and far too little time in which
to do it. We want to save energy by letting “experts” do some
of the leg work. We want them to evaluate products and tell us
which ones to buy. This may be helpful when choosing utilitarian devices like coffee makers and watches but it will never be
a satisfactory way to select products where the primary goal is
an emotional response, not simple function.
When seeking a soul mate to share your life, the opinion of an
expert is worthless because no expert knows your soul’s
unique needs. Assembling a good hi-fi system is just as personal as choosing a spouse and a well-chosen hi-fi system is
more likely to bring long-term satisfaction.
Manufacturers and magazines would have you believe that
audio components are either great or they are garbage. And if
you choose the great ones you are guaranteed great sound.
This is seldom the case. There are many different audio components available that are of sufficient quality to be incorporated into a great-sounding system, if they are properly interfaced
and the room is properly prepared. As your personal involvement with the system deepens, your developing tastes will narrow the field.

In Search of Better Sound
Before I try to describe why I think that a Levinson amplifier
sounds slightly better than a Krell, we need to get the system
that you already own up to speed. Then you’ll be able to try
these amps in your own home and see if I’m right. I’m an
amplifier expert but I’m not an expert about your taste. Y o u
might like the Krell better, but if the sound of your system sucks
you’ll never really know.
The sonic consequences of poor speaker placement or a room
with mediocre acoustics may swamp the audible dif f e r e n c e
between amplifiers that vary in price by thousands of dollars.
Reading elaborate reviews of products that offer potential performance benefits will be of little value to those who haven’t
fully developed and identified their own audio tastes and suf f -i
ciently prepared their home audio systems in order to allow
these potential benefits to be realized and appreciated. Y o u
need to know what to listen for, and you need a system that
sounds good enough to enable you to hear it. The Au d i o
Pe r ectionist
f
Journal can help. Let’s get started. APJ

the High

T

Fidelity Approach to…

H o m e M u s i c R e p ro d u c t i o n

he Audio Pe r ectionist
f
Journal fo l l ws
o a clearly defined
and proven method for evaluating audio systems and components that I call “the high fidelity approach to home mu s i c
r e p r o d u c ”t Ifi omusical
n.
satisfaction is your goal, the high
fidelity approach is the best way to evaluate and choose audio
components and systems. H e r se why.
’

There is no shortcut to audio nirvana and there are no magical
audio components. If you want to own a satisfying audio system, you must learn how to select components and tweak the
system yourself. You don’t have to study electronics and
physics but you do need to know the sonic effect of various
adjustments. Otherwise you’re just shooting in the dark.
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The high fidelity approach allow s
audio components and systems to
be quickly evaluated with repeatabl e
r e s u .l tItshelps us to avoid products
that are designed to momentari l y
seduce by embellishing rather than
a c c uately
r reproducing the recording, assuring lasting musical satisfaction from the components we
c h o o .s Ite allows us to choose from
a broader range of components
instead of seeking products with
“ s y n e r g i sf ltaw
i c.”sIt allows us to
e n jyoa wide range of recordings,
not just special “ a u dpi oh i l ed ”i s c. s
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Home Music Reproduction
The Reason For Accurate Music Reproduction
We start with these assumptions: Our goal is the emotional satisfaction that music can provide. A high fidelity audio system is
a means to that goal. A more accurate and revealing audio system can facilitate a deeper and more satisfying connection with
recorded music and allow us to enjoy a wider variety of music
and recordings.

“Our goal is the emotional satisfaction that music can provide.
A high fidelity audio system
is a means to that goal.”
We add these requisites: The basic building blocks of music—
m e l o ,drhythm
y
and pace—must be accurately reproduced in
order for the composer’s message to be fully conveyed to the
l i s t e n. We
e r want instruments and voices to sound natural and
lifelike and we need to assemble an audio system which can
deliver a lifelike presentation from recorded music.
In order to choose the components for this system we have to
think realistically about what an audio system does and the
function of each of the components from which it is comprised.

Audio Systems Play Recordings
An audio system doesn’t reproduce instruments or voices, it
reproduces recordings of instruments and voices. We have no
way of knowing what colorations a recording contains, which
makes any individual recording a questionable tool for evaluating audio components. We may know how real instruments and
voices sound but we don’t know exactly how a recording
should sound because we don’t know how accurately the live
performance has been captured by the recording.
While we have virtually no control over the quality of recordings, we can assure that recordings are reproduced accurately
by choosing well-designed audio components and using them
p r o p e.rWhy
l y should accurate reproduction of the recorded
signal be our goal? Because it minimizes playback distortion,
which is the only kind of distortion over which we have some
control. Minimizing playback distortion by accurately reproducing the recording assures us that most recordings will provide

6

acceptable sound and it provides us with a specific methodology for choosing components.

The Two Stages of Home Music Reproduction
There are two parts to an in-home musical experience: recording and playback. The live musical performance must be captured by microphones, converted to an electrical signal and
stored on the recording medium. The recorded signal must
then be retrieved from the recording medium and reproduced
by the components in the home audio system.
We have virtually no control over the recording process and virtually no way to objectively evaluate the recording. We can
control the playback process and evaluate the quality of the
playback system to ensure that we are hearing all there is to
h e a. r

The Magic Can Be Lost in Recording or Playback
We can’t control the recording process but we can strive to
hear all that each recording has to of f e .r We can’t prevent distortion that occurs during the recording process but we can
minimize distortion during playback.
A high fidelity audio system should reveal the information
stored on the recording with minimal loss and no additions. We
hope that the recording is true to the original event but, if it is
not, a high fidelity playback system won’t romanticize the
sound with complementary colorations or added effects. T h i s
point is philosophically critical. A high fidelity audio system
should not attempt to make a recording sound better by altering
the recorded signal in any way. Any alteration of the recorded
signal is playback distortion. While some types of playback distortion may be complementary to some recordings, no type of
distortion is complementary to all recordings.

Hear All There is to Hear & No More
Fidelity means faithfulness or adherence to the truth. High
fidelity sound offers maximum truth or faithfulness to the original recording.
The source component (turntable, CD player, etc.) should
retrieve all the recorded information. That information should
be processed by the amplification components (preamplifier
and amplifier) and reproduced by the speakers with minimal
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Equalization
loss and no added coloration or reverberation. The recording
must be reproduced without embellishment because embellishment is distortion and no type of embellishment (distortion) will
work for every recording.
Artifacts (distortion) added by the playback system which may
seem to be complementary to one recording are likely to be
detrimental to other recordings. System colorations that make
some recordings sound better are likely to make other record
ings sound worse.

Many Recordings Capture the Magic of Music
You can enjoy a wide range of music with an accurate audio
system. The artists and technicians who create the recordings
generally try to capture the live musical performance faithfully
in order to offer a good-sounding, saleable product. They judge
their results by listening to the recordings on a professional
monitoring system which, while it may not sound as good as
the systems in our homes, is likely to have reasonably accurate
response.

nents which are designed to accurately reproduce the signal.
The potential for accurate reproduction can be established by
objective testing. Each component should be designed to
retrieve and process as much of the recorded information as
possible while adding as little noise and distortion as possible.
After basic accuracy is assured by objective measurements,
subjective evaluations by ear can begin.
Each component should be selected for accuracy, neutrality
and transparency. It should not be necessary to combine a
“dark” speaker cable with a “bright” amplifier to achieve a “synergistic” blend of colorations. Combining flawed components in
a synergistic fashion is a slippery slope to mediocrity. Each
component should be demonstrably accurate and audibly transparent to the component that precedes it in the signal path.
Components that embellish the sound in some way will be less
transparent than those that do not. Of course each component
should also deliver good sound, and if a component is accurate, neutral and transparent it probably (though not absolutely)
will. Listening will insure that the component is objectively and
subjectively excellent.

A home playback system that is demonstrably accurate will
provide acceptable sound from the vast majority of recordings
and startlingly realistic sound from the best ones.
To assemble an accurate audio system we should choose components that can provide high fidelity performance and there is
a sound methodology for doing this.

Two-Stage Evaluation Process
There are two parts to the evaluation process when using the
high fidelity approach: assessing the integrity of the design to
gauge the potential for accurate performance and listening to
the product to determine actual resolution and sound quality.
If the design is scientifically sound and the specifications
acceptable, the product is deemed to be capable of accurate
reproduction. Choosing between capable products is done by
listening and comparing the perceived sound quality using specific guidelines.

Choosing Components for High Fidelity
Reproduction
A high fidelity audio system should be assembled from compo-
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Equalization
Evaluating by Ear
This high fidelity approach to home music reproduction provides us with an objective method of evaluating audio components and systems by ear. You can judge a complete audio
system by how easily you can hear the differences between
recording types and recording quality. You can judge an individual audio component by how easily you can hear the component that precedes it in the signal path.
Better speakers will make it easier to hear the dif f e r e n c e s
between amplifiers. A better amplifier will make it easier to hear
the differences between preamps. A better preamp will make it
easier to hear differences between source components. Better
source components (turntable, CD player, etc.) will make it easier to hear differences between recordings.

A Wide Range of Music is Available to Enjoy
A truly transparent, accurate audio system will provide acceptable sound from a wide variety of recorded material and exceptional sound from the best recordings. If you choose accurate
components and assemble them into a high fidelity audio system you won’t have to limit your listening to “audiophile” recordings or a single type of music. You’ll be able to enjoy the
w o r lsdmusical
’
heritage and revel in the new creations of
t o d asycomposers
’
and those who will follow tomorrow. APJ

G

…Can’t Fix Your Room Acoustics

etting good sound from your home entertainment system
requires attention to set-up. You can choose the best
equipment in the wo rld and still be disappointed by the sonic
results unless you devote some time to adjusting the system
and the room that you put it in.

The contribution from the environment in which it resides can
make or break the sound of a hi-fi system. Yes, your room is an
important component and if it sounds bad, your potentially
great-sounding system may be overwhelmed. Nothing I’m
going to say in this article is meant to imply that the room is not
an extremely important aspect of the total sound. What I am
saying is that you can’t fix a poor-sounding room with electronic equalization that alters the response of the speakers. Y o u
must fix poor room acoustics acoustically. Learning why you
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can’t fix room acoustics by equalizing the speakers is important
in order to understand how to do it correctly.
Please don’t jump to any all-encompassing conclusions. I don’t
have a problem with equalization per se. Recordings are equalized to compensate for flaws in the equipment used to make
them and play them back. Speakers can be equalized to correct response errors that should have been fixed in the original
design. In fact, that’s what well-designed crossover networks
are supposed to do—equalize driver response errors. Using an
equalizer as a tone control to tune your system to suit your
specific tastes or to make poor recordings sound listenable is a
reasonable concept, although I think that there are better ways
to do this. I don’t mean to condemn all forms of equalization—
just so-called “room EQ,” also incorrectly called “room tuning.”
I have a problem with the idea that you can compensate for
poor room acoustics by altering the response of the loudspeakers to make them inaccurate in a complementary way. In a
room where the speakers and the listeners are properly placed,
well-away from the room boundaries, “room EQ” simply does
not work.
As powerful digital signal processors become ever more economical, magic computer boxes designed to fix all your
acoustic problems will be springing up like weeds. They work
just like traditional room EQ. They falsely assume that the
ear/brain mechanism can’t distinguish between the sound from
the source and the sound from the room. When we start to
actually tune the room with acoustical treatment, you’ll see that
the sound from the speakers and the contributions from the
room are separate entities.

Caveat
This article is about the silly concept of attempting to correct
room acoustics by inversely screwing-up the response of the
loudspeakers. It applies only to the important midrange frequencies starting at about 130Hz.
Below 130Hz or so, in a domestic living room, EQ may actually
prove to be sonically beneficial but there are better ways of
achieving smooth, detailed bass response and that’s the subject of another article. At low frequencies the ear can’t easily
distinguish between the sound from the speakers and the contributions from the room, but I believe that you still need to prepare the room for the best sounding results.
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Equalization
Above the lower-midrange even the most lead-eared measurement freak has to recognize that there are huge dif f e r e n c e s
between the way in which a single microphone captures sound
and the way in which two moving ears attached to a thinking
brain do it. Engineers refer to “standing waves” above 400Hz
as “statistical” because they are so numerous and closely
spaced that they can’t be individually singled out with meaningful accuracy, even by a microphone.

Why doesn’t this process, which sounds so logical, work?
Because it is based on two false assumptions: that removing all
sound contributed by the room during playback is desirable,
and that the sound from the room boundaries and the sound
from the speakers combine to become one undifferentiated signal. Let’s use logic and empirical evidence to analyze this situation.

Almost everyone agrees that there is a transition between a
range of frequencies where we can’t separate the sound of the
room from the sound from the speakers and the range where
we can. There is a big debate about the frequency range over
which this transition occurs. I am convinced that it begins at the
point where sounds start to become directional—perhaps as
low as 60Hz—and is complete by 140Hz or so where the dif f e -r
ence is quite clear. If this weren’t the case, low male voices
would become unrecognizable due to room acoustics.

My Piano, the Reality Reference
I am very fond of my piano. It’s not a fine-quality instrument
and would have little monetary value if offered for sale, but it
has been in my family for three generations and I have become
quite attached to it. My grandparents bought it sometime
around the turn of the century and my parents took possession

From the midrange frequencies upward, room reverberation
must be acoustically controlled and that is the subject of another article on preparing your room. Reducing higher-frequency
output from the speakers simply reduces high frequency detail
and has little effect on reverberation. EQ tames brightness at
the expense of musical information. Fixing the room fixes the
problem rather than covering it up.
Before we can discuss how to get good sound in a real room,
we need to expose some concepts that don’t work and examine the reasons why. You’ll better understand the importance of
this information as we build on it in future articles.

“In-room” Response
Room equalization is the process of measuring the sum of the
amplitude response curve of the loudspeakers combined with
the reflected energy from the room boundaries and then altering the response of the speakers to achieve a flat frequency
response measurement from a test microphone placed at the
listening position. A curve that is the inverse of the measured
sum of room response and speaker response is applied to the
signal entering the loudspeakers using analog filters, digital filters, or sophisticated DSP techniques. This is supposed to
deliver error-free response “in the room.” Regardless of how
the correction is applied, room EQ doesn’t work to improve
sound quality.

when I was a small child. I learned about music while taking
piano lessons on this very instrument.
When I grew up and moved out on my own, I purchased a new
baby grand that served my daughter well when she studied
music, but I missed the feel and sound of my familiar old
Brambach and arranged a trade with my mother. She got my
newer piano and I got the old family heirloom. For the last
twenty years or so this near-hundred-year-old piano has traveled with me from home to home like a loyal pet. Together we
have experienced a variety of acoustic environments. In the
home in which I now live, the piano has resided in three dif f e -r
ent rooms at various times.
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If You Listen to a Guru, You Must EQ
Now if you listen to some of today’s “audio experts,” all the
rooms in my house (and your house) are rife with dreaded
“standing waves”—multiple resonances based on the dimensions of the room—and other unimaginable evils that only
equalization can correct. To hear these “experts” talk, an audio
system installed in these same rooms would sound awful without electronic equalization. Did my piano (a real live instrument) sound bad in these rooms? Should I have applied equalization to the piano to compensate for the room acoustics?

Equalizing the Piano
The argument for room equalization is that these room aberrations add to or subtract from the response of the loudspeakers
at various frequencies necessitating that the speaker’s
response be modified from flat until it is the complement of the
response of the room. Then the sum of the speaker’s response
and the additions from the room will produce a flat measured
response curve and the sound supposedly will be more accurate. This appears to be reasonable if you don’t look too closely
at the facts.
If you were to measure the frequency response of my piano in
a room with a single microphone and some kind of non timebased spectrum analyzer like the EQ gurus use, the amplitude
response curve probably would have many peaks and dips
when compared to a measurement taken outdoors, indicating
substantial deviations from flat response. Even the presence of
a coffee table in the room would produce measurable comb-filter effects. If all the keys were struck in sequence with the
same force, some notes would measure louder than others due
to room reinforcement or cancellation.
What if we could modify the felts on the hammers of the piano
to make the softer notes louder and the louder notes softer
until the measured response of the piano in the room was
indeed flat? Would the sound be improved? Of course not. A l l
we would accomplish by doing this is to completely ruin the
sound of the piano. In fact the idea of modifying the piano for
flat in-room response seems silly—but that’s exactly what the
EQ gurus recommend that you let them do to your speakers.
They want to alter the frequency response of your speakers to
make them less accurate.
Applying electronic equalization to your loudspeakers to com-
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pensate for room acoustics is just as silly as modifying the
piano with the same goal and the idea is based on some complete misconceptions that have been repeated so many times
that many people have come to believe that they are true.

Does the Piano Sound Different in Different
Rooms?
My piano has been in many different rooms over the years. If I
positioned the piano in a bare room and played it before placing other furnishings in this room, the sound of the room would
be overly reverberant and the long decay time of this reverberation would blur and confuse the sound from the piano somewhat. However, when placed in a variety of normally furnished
rooms with very different acoustic characteristics the sound
from the piano remains exactly the same. The environment
sounds different—you can certainly differentiate one room from
another—but the piano sounds exactly the same. No one would
ever confuse the sound of my piano with the sound of a
Steinway or a Bösendorfer. And no one would ever confuse my
playing with that of Chopin.
A familiar voice is another real-world example. My wife’s voice
is clearly identifiable whether she speaks to me in the kitchen
or in the bedroom. When she shouts to me from the den, I can
tell where she is by the sound of the room acoustic, but her
voice remains clearly hers. Regardless of the acoustics of the
room in which she speaks, her voice is easily recognizable.
The room contributes to the overall sound of the experience but
makes virtually no difference in the sound of the piano or of a
human voice. Why is this? What about all those dreaded
“standing waves”? If we need to electrically equalize our home
audio systems to compensate for room acoustics, why do the
piano and my wife’s voice work just fine without EQ?

“A microphone integrates these
signals but the ear/brain
differentiates between them.”
I’ll give you a couple of good reasons: there is a big dif f e r e n c e
between our ear/brain mechanism and a microphone/spectrum
a n a l y z, and
e r there is a big difference between music and voices (or sound effects for that matter) and a continuous stimulus,
whether it’s a sine wave or pink noise. In simple terms, the
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measurement system used for “room equalization” is completely bogus. The sound from the room and the sound from the
speakers don’t sum because these sounds originate in dif f e r e n t
places and they arrive at the listener at different times. A m i c r- o
phone integrates these signals but the ear/brain dif f e r e n t i a t e s
between them.

Is It Anechoic or Am I Stoic?
I recently read an article advocating room equalization and the
writer made the statement that, sure, the speakers measured
flat in an anechoic chamber, but in a real room their response
would have to be radically modified for accurate reproduction.
Is that true? Are speakers really measured in an artificial environment just to fool you? Does some self-proclaimed “authority”
with a signal generator and a spectrum analyzer really know so
much more about sound than the experienced engineers who
worked so hard to make their speaker designs accurately
reproduce the signal fed into them?
In fact, anechoic chambers were made nearly obsolete by modern time-oriented, computer-based measurement techniques.
Although there are some anechoic chambers still in use for
research, the vast majority of speaker manufacturers measure
loudspeaker frequency response the same way that I do. We
use a prescribed sequence of pseudo-random noise stimuli,
known as a Maximum Length Sequence (MLS), which is correlated to an impulse from which we can derive full bandwidth
amplitude response curves by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
analysis utilizing a computer.
These measurements are made in a reverberant field. I measure speakers in my listening room. Yes, an accurate speaker
delivers flat frequency response in a real room.
What about all those dreaded resonances and standing waves?
They are excluded from the measurement by a simple technique known as “windowing” or “gating.” In essence, the computer opens the microphone just long enough to receive the
complete direct signal output from the speaker and turns off the
mic before the first arrival of reflected energy from the room
boundaries. Sound complicated? Maybe, but your brain has
been doing virtually the same thing all along. In scientific circles it’s known as the Haas effect. (The primary signal that
arrives at the ear first gets preferential attention from the brain
and a secondary signal that arrives at the ear delayed by a few

milliseconds is perceived as an echo, or reverberant sound).
T h ast why
’
the piano sounds the same in dif f e r e n t - s o u n d i n g
rooms. Mother Nature is a very crafty old broad.
The fact that a windowed measurement taken in a reverberant
field produces a flat amplitude response curve from an accurate speaker proves that the sound contributed by the room is
out of time and phase with the actual signal. It’s not part of the
signal; it is, in effect, distortion. Distortion that is delayed or out
of phase with the desired signal is easy to deal with. You have
all the tools necessary to exclude this distortion from the
desired signal sitting just above your shoulders.
Suppose that a simple single-microphone measurement shows
that the room boosts a certain signal at a certain frequency by
twenty percent. Equalization is applied to the signal entering
the speaker to reduce the speaker’s output at that frequency by
twenty percent. A simple non time-based measurement using a
continuous stimulus shows an improved result with the sum of
the speaker’s output and the room’s addition now equalized to
measure flat. Is the resulting tone now 80% signal and 20%
distortion? It actually would be if we heard things like a microphone does, but we don’t. We can differentiate between the
arrival times of the real signal, which comes directly from the
speaker and the effects of the room, which arrive later and
come from slightly different directions.
Before equalization our brain says, “Yes, that’s a recording of
the piano that I know so well and the room containing the audio
system is fairly large and somewhat reverberant.” After equalization our brain says, “That’s a recording of a screwed-up
piano being played in a fairly large, somewhat reverberant
room.”

The Ear/Brain Mechanism
A human being is like a time machine. The human hearing
mechanism is more sensitive to time and phase than it is to
pitch. We use inter-aural time differences (the tiny dif f e r e n c e
between the arrival time of a signal at one ear and the other)
as one mechanism for determining the direction of origin of a
sound. We use subtle shifts in phase to tell whether the source
of the sound is approaching or departing.
You determine the direction of the sound from the breaking twig
beneath the foot of the beast that’s stalking you in the forest
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primarily by inter-aural time delay. Amplitude differences add
additional cues but a sound that is directly behind you or directly in front of you will offer little amplitude variation from one ear
to the other.

“We can hear the difference
between the sound of the
piano and the sound of the
room it’s in…”
We are more sensitive to timing than to pitch. If something is
sneaking up on you in the forest, it’s much more evolutionarily
expedient to know the direction from which the potential attack
will come and how far away the attacker is than it is to be able
to identify the call of the individual attacker so that you can recognize its exact species.
If there is equal energy across a one-third-octave band, most
people can’t hear deviations of ±5dB or more in individual frequencies within this band. But if you hear a projectile whiz by
your head, the direction of origin and its trajectory are apparent—to most of the people most of the time. This is important
for survival. The next one might not whiz by, it might find its
mark. Knowing the exact frequency of the whizzing sound is
less important for survival—an approximation will do. It’s nice
to know if what whizzed by was a rock or a pterodactyl, but
either way you’d better be prepared to duck.
You have two ears. They are shaped to provide a specific pattern of sonic reception. This helps you to determine the direction of the origin of a sound. Both of your ears can’t be in the
same place at the same time. This fact alone eliminates most
of the arguments regarding room standing waves at frequencies above 150Hz or so. Both ears probably won’t be exposed
to the same room aberration because they occupy dif f e r e n t
locations in that room and they are always moving. Nobody sits
perfectly still like a test microphone.
Between those two ears is the world’s most powerful computer.
Mine may do more MIPs than yours but either of us can outreason any machine. And a machine can differentiate between
the direct sound from an accurate speaker and the delayed
energy reflected from the room boundaries.
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We can hear the difference between the sound of the piano
and the sound of the room it’s in because there is a dif f e r e n c e
in the arrival time of these sounds and in the position from
which they originate. We can hear the difference between the
sound from our speakers and the sound of the room they’re in
because there is a difference in the arrival time of these
sounds and in the position from which they originate.
If you are blindfolded and taken into a room that you have
never seen, you can easily tell whether the room is large or
small, furnished or bare, just by how things sound in there. A n d
you could identify the sound of a friend’s voice in any room
regardless of the acoustics, at any time. The sound of the room
and the sound of the voice are two distinct entities. Try it.
What if a room sounds so bad that it detracts from the sounds
that we want to hear? You have two choices: either don’t go in
there, or fix the acoustics of that room to make it sonically hospitable.

The Party Test
While visiting Scotland I asked my friend, Ivor T i e f e n b r u n ,
Managing Director of Linn Products, for his opinions about
room acoustics. His advice was simple. “Throw a party and
watch where people gather to converse,” he said. “Put your hifi in that room.”
We tend to add furniture to a room until it feels comfortable to
be in there. Much of the feeling of comfort has to do with how
the room sounds. A room that is too bare sounds cold and barren like a hallway at the courthouse. Too many furnishings
make the room feel closed-in and dead. An anechoic chamber
is not a comfortable place to be and neither is an over-damped
custom home entertainment room.
Most domestic rooms that provide a comfortable place for conversation will also provide acceptable acoustics for a piano
recital or for hi-fi listening. Some additional work may be necessary to achieve the very best possible sound. We’ll get to
that in upcoming articles.

Records & CDs Are Round but Speakers Should
Be Flat
The first requisite for performance accuracy in a loudspeaker is
flat frequency response. A speaker shouldn’t have a tonal char-
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acter of its own. If it emphasizes some frequencies and diminishes others it will color every sound that it reproduces with its
own tonal aberrations. If the signal entering the speaker is
modified to produce an output from the speaker that is the
complement of the room acoustic, accuracy goes out the wind o w.An equalized speaker will color every sound it reproduces
with its new tonal aberrations. Equalizers also add noise, distortion, and frequency-dependent phase shift to the signal and
depreciate transient response due to filter ringing, but that’s
another story.
The makers of accurate loudspeakers go to great lengths to
design and build speakers that deliver frequency response
curves with minimum deviation from the desired flat response.
The best speakers are carefully matched to a reference standard and to each other. It is very important that the left and
right speakers have closely matched frequency response
curves if you want good imaging. Equalizing the signal that
goes into the speaker undoes all this engineering and careful
quality control and results in an inaccurate output. Putting a different EQ curve into just one speaker is the worst possible
thing, in terms of sonic accuracy, that I can imagine. Yet that is
exactly what will happen if you apply room EQ in anything
other than a perfectly symmetrical room.
The following statement is a simple truth: If you start with a
bad-sounding room and apply electronic equalization you will
end up with bad-sounding speakers in a bad-sounding room.
Don’t take my word for it. Try it and hear for yourself. Don’t let
an EQ guru show you a graph and tell you how much better
things sound. Listen to music and determine if an improvement
has been made or if the change is just a change.
I have listened to dozens of systems in actual home environments before and after equalization. With equalization the
sound is invariably worse. Some people will cling to and defend
a supposedly objective measurement over what their own
senses tell them even when that measurement is completely
wrong. How else can you explain the persistence of the idea
that room acoustics can be corrected by ruining the accuracy of
the loudspeakers?

What If My Room Sounds Awful?
R e m e m b, I’m
e r not suggesting that the sound of a room can’t
be improved. I’m simply saying that electronic equalization that

makes the output from the
loudspeakers
inaccurate is not
the way to do it.
So what do you
do if your room
sounds bad? Fix
it, of course.
Acoustic problems need to be
dealt with
a c o u s t i c. a l l y
Standing waves
and room resonances at frequencies below
130Hz or so
really can cause
complications, but the situation is far more complex than
accepted theory suggests, and the fix for virtually all these
problems is far simpler. In a future article I will tell you how to
get near-perfect bass in almost any room without rebuilding
your house. When you hear just how easy it is, you’ll wonder
why all the propaganda you’ve read in the past was about
building special rooms and using computer spread sheets to
position speakers.
Reverberation time really is important. Proper speaker placement and simple room treatments can cope with most sonic difficulties that will be encountered in the home environment, and
I’m going to tell you how to fix each one of these problems in
future articles.
D i ferent
f
loudspeaker types require different room placement
and treatment. One set of rules won’t work for all speakers
because of the differences in radiation patterns. We’ll talk
about planars, dipoles, bipoles, D’Apolito arrays and properlydesigned speakers too.
I’ve achieved great sound in three rooms in my house without
electronic equalization and you can have it too. (The RT-60 in
my bathroom could be improved but I never sing for an audience in there.) You may be surprised to find that you can do it
yourself for very little cost. No “gurus” required. APJ
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the High

Fidelity Approach to…

Home T h e a ter A u d i o

T

he Audio Pe r fe c t i o n i s t
J o u r n fo
a ll lws
o a clearl y
defined and proven method fo r
evaluating audio systems and components that I call “the high fidelity
approach to home music reproduct i o ”nC. o n t ra
y to
r popular belief, the
high fidelity approach also wo rk s
for home theater. In fact, an audio
system that accurately reproduces
the recorded signal wo rks just as
well for film sound as it does fo r
mu s i c .

The high fidelity approach to home
theater allows us to utilize some of
our ex p e n sei audio
v
equipment for the enjoyment of mov i e s
without compromising musical perfo rmance in any way. If yo u
want to enjoy the best possible sound from mov i e,sand mu s i, c
the high fidelity approach is for yo u .H e r se ’why.

Hear What the Filmmakers Recorded
The high fidelity approach to home theater requires that the
recorded signal be accurately reproduced without alteration or
addition. This assures that we will hear every nuance of the
soundtrack as recorded on the DVD or other home theater
medium. We hear what the filmmakers recorded, not what
someone else feels the “filmmakers intended.” A high fidelity
audio system doesn’t arbitrarily impose certain characteristics
(like a diffuse surround field) upon the artists and technicians
who create the soundtracks.
The high fidelity approach allows us to utilize our home entertainment systems for music and movies without compromise.
The high fidelity approach allows audio components and systems to be quickly evaluated with repeatable results. It helps us
to avoid products that are designed to momentarily seduce by
embellishing rather than accurately reproducing the recording
or soundtrack, assuring lasting satisfaction from the components we choose. It allows us to choose from a broader range
of components instead of being limited to products with “special” home theater characteristics or attributes. It allows us to
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enjoy a wide range of films and music recordings, not just
e fects-laden action movies or “audiophile” selections.

The False Paradigm
If you find the local Cineplex to be a paradigm of good sound
then you may want to assemble a home theater system that
sounds as much like a commercial movie theater as possible. If
you want better sound than what you hear in a commercial
movie theater then you need to establish a higher standard as
a reference.
If you want a home theater system that can also provide a satisfying in-home musical experience you’ll definitely need better
sound than what the horn-loaded PA system in a commercial
movie theater can off e .rThe high fidelity approach to home theater guarantees better sound by applying the same standards
to a home theater audio system that we use to evaluate a
home music system. Those standards require that the recorded
signal be accurately reproduced—not modified to emulate a
movie theater or another arbitrary standard of quality such as a
dubbing stage.
Propaganda has led many to believe that a high-fidelity audio
system can’t provide the best movie sound. We’ve been told
that the recorded signal on a DVD must be radically altered,
both electronically and acoustically, in order to deliver “the
sound the filmmakers intended.”
The mandated electronic alterations include bass management,
re-equalization, timber matching and decorrelation of the surround signals. The mandated acoustic alterations include the
use of limited-range satellite speakers with modified vertical
dispersion characteristics and bass redirected to a mono subwoofer; dipole surround speakers placed so that the listener
sits in the null region and hears only reflected sound from the
room boundaries; and mono subwoofers capable of high output
at around 35Hz, which usually means reduced output at real
sub-bass frequencies.
We’ve been told that altering the recorded signal in these ways
will make our living rooms sound just like a dubbing stage or a
commercial movie theater. We’ve been told that this should be
our ultimate goal in order to “hear what the filmmakers intended.”
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What we’ve been told is not a matter of fact but an opinion. It’s
one way of doing things—and not a very good way if accurate
reproduction and the best possible sound is our goal. The article titled Home Theater Myths in this Issue explains why.
There is, of course, another way to reproduce home theater
sound—the high fidelity approach. Here’s why it is a better way
to enjoy movies at home.

The Reason For Accurate Soundtrack Reproduction
We start with these assumptions: Our goal is to utilize our high
fidelity audio systems for home theater as well as music without compromising performance in any way. A more accurate
and revealing audio system can facilitate a deeper and more
satisfying connection with film art as well as recorded music
and allow us to enjoy both to the fullest.

We can assure that soundtracks on DVD, or other home theater media, are reproduced accurately by choosing welldesigned audio components and using them properly. Why
should accurate reproduction of the recorded signal be our
goal? Because it minimizes playback distortion, which is the
only kind of distortion over which we have some control.
Minimizing playback distortion by accurately reproducing the
recording assures us that most recordings will provide acceptable sound and it provides us with a specific methodology for
choosing components.
We can control the playback process and evaluate the quality
of the playback system to ensure that we are hearing all there
is to hear from home theater media.

The Filmmakers Should Decide
We add these requisites: Every nuance of the soundtrack must
be accurately reproduced in order for the filmmakers’ m e s s a g e
to be fully conveyed to the viewer. Dialog must be intelligible
and sound effects must be realistically loud and involving.
E fects and voices must sound natural and lifelike and we need
to assemble an audio system which can deliver all this without
compromising music reproduction.
In order to choose the additional components that we’ll need to
add to our stereo systems we have to think realistically about
what a home theater system does and the function of each of
the components from which it is comprised.

Audio Systems Play Recordings
An audio system for home theater is just like an audio system
for music. It reproduces recordings of music, sound effects and
voices. Our best hope of hearing what the filmmakers intended
is to strive to hear exactly what they recorded—without alteration.
We can’t assume that the filmmakers intended for us to hear a
d ifuse
f surround field and impose that assumed intention on
those filmmakers who actually wanted us to hear sounds
focused in positions towards the sides and rear. We can’t
assume that the DVD we just purchased contains a soundtrack
with theatrical EQ that must be re-equalized for home playback. In fact, we can’t assume that a DVD contains a movie. It
may be a music video!

The filmmakers should decide how the audio palette will be
used, not the playback system. An audio system that alters the
recorded signal imposes its characteristics upon the artists
instead of revealing what they have created.
We can’t control the creative process or make assumptions
about what the filmmakers intended but we can strive to hear
all that each soundtrack has to of f e .rWe can’t prevent distortion that occurs during the recording process but we can mini
mize distortion during playback.
A high fidelity audio system should reveal the information
stored on the recording with minimal loss and no additions. A
high fidelity playback system won’t romanticize the sound with
complementary colorations or added effects and it won’t try to
make your living room sound like a commercial movie theater.
Any alteration of the recorded signal is playback distortion. A n
audio system that imposes its characteristics on the soundtrack
may conceal rather than reveal the filmmakers’ i n t e n t .

Hear All There is to Hear & No More
Fidelity means faithfulness or adherence to the truth. High
fidelity sound offers maximum truth or faithfulness to the original recording, whether that recording contains music or a film
soundtrack.
The source component (DVD player, VCR, etc) should retrieve
all the recorded information. That information should be
processed by the amplification components (surround proces-
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sor and amplifier) and reproduced by the speakers with minimal loss and no added coloration or reverberation.
The recording must be reproduced without embellishment
because embellishment is distortion and no type of embellishment (distortion) will work for every recording. Artifacts (distortion) added by the playback system which may seem to complement the style of one filmmaker are likely to be detrimental
to the styles of others.

Many Soundtracks are Remarkably Realistic
The artists and technicians who create the film soundtracks try
to draw the viewer into the screen image with realistic sound
e fects and dialog. The soundtracks they create are equalized
when a film is prepared for theatrical exhibition and re-equalized or re-recorded for home distribution on DVD and tape. A
home audio system that is demonstrably accurate will provide
acceptable sound from the vast majority of DVDs and startlingly realistic sound from the best ones.
To expand an accurate audio system for home theater use we
should choose additional components that can provide high
fidelity performance and there is a sound methodology for
doing this.

ater system. The added components should accurately reproduce the recorded signal and match the characteristics of the
stereo components.
The potential for accurate reproduction can be established by
objective testing. Each component should be designed to
retrieve and process as much of the recorded information as
possible while adding as little noise and distortion as possible.
After basic accuracy is assured by objective measurements,
subjective evaluations by ear can begin.
Each component should be selected for accuracy, neutrality
and transparency. It will be necessary to add center channel
and surround speakers that are designed to sound like the
stereo speakers when used in the locations where they will
actually be used. Each component should be demonstrably
accurate and audibly transparent to the component that precedes it in the signal path. Components that embellish the
sound in some way will be less transparent than those that do
not. Of course each component should also deliver good
sound, and if a component is accurate, neutral and transparent
it probably (though not absolutely) will. Listening will insure that
the component is objectively and subjectively excellent.

Evaluating by Ear
Two-Stage Evaluation Process
There are two parts to the evaluation process when using the
high fidelity approach: assessing the integrity of the design to
gauge the potential for accurate performance and listening to
the product to determine actual resolution and sound quality.
If the design is scientifically sound and the specifications
acceptable, the product is deemed to be capable of accurate
reproduction. Choosing between capable products is done by
listening and comparing the perceived sound quality using specific guidelines.

Choosing Components for High Fidelity Home Theater
A high fidelity audio system for home theater should be assembled from components which are designed to accurately reproduce the signal. An accurate stereo system can be utilized for
home theater by adding additional channels. The components
necessary to expand an accurate audio system into a home
theater system should be chosen in the same way as the components for the stereo system that is the basis of the home the-
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This high fidelity approach to home theater duplicates the high
fidelity approach to home music reproduction in that it provides
us with an objective method for evaluating audio components
and systems by ear. You can judge a complete audio system
by how easily you can hear the differences between recording
types and recording quality. You can judge an individual audio
component by how easily you can hear the component that
precedes it in the signal path.
Better speakers will make it easier to hear the dif f e r e n c e s
between amplifiers. A better amplifier will make it easier to hear
the differences between preamps or surround sound processors. A better preamp or surround sound processor will make it
easier to hear differences between source components. Better
source components (DVD player, etc.) will make it easier to
hear differences between recordings or film soundtracks.

A Wide Range of Art is Available to Enjoy
A truly transparent, accurate audio system will provide acceptable sound from a wide variety of films and music videos on
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DVD and exceptional sound from the best recordings. If you
choose accurate components and assemble them into a high
fidelity audio system you won’t have to compromise your musical enjoyment in order to enjoy films at home. You’ll be able to
explore the world’s film art and fully experience the world’s
musical heritage, too. APJ

Home Theater Myths

I

’m a serious music listener and audiophile but I also enjoy
m ovies as a creative art fo rm and I like to watch them in the
c o m fot of
r my own home. Great sound adds to my enjoy m e n t
of cinema just as it adds to my enjoyment of mu s i cSince
.
I
h ave a substantial investment in high-end audio equipment, it
m a eks sense for me to use some of that equipment to prov i d e
the audio for mov i e,stoo. W h ast that?
’
Home theater and high
fidelity are two completely different things, you say. W hy should
that be true? Maybe the people who told you that story had
something other than your best interests in mind.

While satisfying music reproduction is the subject of pri m ayr
c o n c ne for
r the Audio Pe r ectionist
f
Journal, future art i c l e s
will deal with home theater and how to get good sound from
DVDs and laser discs. Since few of us can afford the ex p e n s e
or the floor space to have more than one high-end home entertainment system, and we all want to get the most enjoy m e n t
from our inve s t m e n, itt smakes sense to consider home theater
as we proceed in our discussion of home audio system perfo rm a n c. Be eore
f we can talk about how to get the best audio
p e r fomance
r
from film soundtra cks recorded on home media
we have to decide what constitutes the best perfo rm a n c. e

Hi-Fi Versus Home Theater
The Audio Pe r ectionist
f
Journal is devoted to the hobbyist
seeking high fidelity sound for the home. High fidelity sound is
accurate sound, regardless of the original source, but we’ve
been told that home theater is a completely different animal
and that high fidelity and home theater are mutually exclusive.
If you visit the average custom home theater store and listen to
the systems that are demonstrated there, you might get the
impression that this is true. Reading THX propaganda or listening to the evangelists who were trained at Skywalker Ranch will
further reinforce this message. The purveyors of home theater
want you to believe that film sound has a different standard of
a c c u r a. c y

So what do we do if we want to enjoy a film now and then—
build a redundant system just for movies? Does a home theater
system have to offer low fidelity sound to deliver “what the filmmaker intended”?

A False Paradigm
Most myths about home theater are based on the assumption
that we should strive to make our home entertainment systems
sound as much like a commercial movie theater as possible.
That seems logical at first. Why not emulate the sound of the
public address systems at the local cineplex if you want movies
at home to sound just like they sound at the movies. But is that
really what we want? Do we want our home systems to sound
like commercial theater systems? Are these PA systems really
that good, or are they sonically compromised because they
were designed to do a completely different job?
Maybe we have been offered the wrong paradigm. If you start
with a false premise you will likely come to some false conclusions.

The Cineplex as a Standard
Who is it that started the notion that the goal of home theater is
to sound like the commercial movie theater down the street?
(Hint: it’s Tom Holman, the former guru of THX.) When I see
birds on the screen I want to hear chirps from the soundtrack
that sound like real birds, not squawks that sound like a hornloaded compression driver from the PA speaker in a commercial movie house. How about you?
I want dialog that sounds like people talking. I want music that
sounds like real instruments playing. I never hear that in a
commercial movie theater. I hear “honking,” horn-loaded speakers and boomy, poorly defined bass. I hear screechy dialog that
is frequently harsh and painfully loud.
Why would I want to emulate that? Shouldn’t the movie theater
be trying to imitate the sound from my home hi-fi system, which
is so much better, instead of the other way around?

Different Tools For Different Jobs
The sound system in the commercial movie theater and the
sound system in your home do different jobs. The commercial
sound system needs to fill a large space with loud sound, and
the one in your home needs to sound good up close.

www.audioperfectionist.com
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Home Theater Myths
A commercial movie theater is a big place. Hundreds or perhaps thousands of people can sit in one. Nearly everyone will
be seated in a less-than-ideal position to hear the best sound.
Many in the audience will be far off-axis from the center and
some of them will be seated near the sides or at the rear of the
auditorium. A very few people will be seated in the middle
about one third of the way back from the screen, properly positioned in relationship to the speakers.

in sealed enclosures that offer good transient response, as
opposed to the vented boom-boxes that are necessary to deliver the high sound pressure levels needed in the theater. In
short, the fidelity that is achievable at home can be so much
higher than that offered in a commercial movie theater that to
suggest that we try to emulate the latter is simply ludicrous.
As you might have guessed, this is leading up to one of my
famous analogies.

Every ticket for every seat at the local cineplex costs the same.
There can’t be any “sweet spot” or the customers who didn’t
get to sit in it would complain. Making the sound uniform
throughout the theater assumes the highest priority. The quality
of sound is reduced to the lowest common denominator in an
attempt to make it nearly the same everywhere. Every seat
must sound just as good (or bad) as every other seat.

The Porsche & the Dump Truck—An Analogy

The sound system in a commercial theater must be capable of
playing very loudly to fill this large room with high-level sound
e fects and intelligible dialog, whether there are many
absorbent bodies in the audience or just a few. Dialog intelligibility is valued above all else and loud bass and sound ef f e c t s
come next. Sound quality is considered last. The system must
operate with modest amplifier power for extended periods of
time, run cool and be extremely reliable. The word “imaging”
simply doesn’t apply in a commercial theater. The words
“smooth” and “natural” are seldom heard either.
The speaker system in a commercial movie theater is not
meant to offer flat frequency response. The three front speakers fire through perforations in the screen, the walls are covered with lots of sound absorbent material and high frequencies are further attenuated by the great distances between the
speakers and the audience. A standard equalization curve,
called the X curve, is applied to the soundtrack to boost
midrange and high frequencies. Horn-loaded compression drivers are nasty-sounding things anyway, and feeding them a hot
signal exacerbates the problem.
At home we can properly position ourselves between the
speakers in the sweet spot. We can trade-off some of the high
e ficiency of the commercial horn-loaded speakers that are
necessary in the big movie houses for less efficient but more
accurate speakers designed for home use. We can use directradiating surround speakers and have imaging at the sides and
across the rear as well as in the front. We can use subwoofers
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A Porsche is built low to the ground using light-weight materials. Its sleek, aerodynamic lines minimize wind resistance. It is
fast and it goes around corners like it’s on rails.
A dump truck is built with lots of ground clearance and has
extremely stiff springs. It is made of the strongest materials
because it is used to haul gravel. It accelerates slowly and it
won’t corner worth a damn.
Is the Porsche better than the dump truck? Well that depends
on whether your afternoon plans include a lap around W i l l o w
Springs Raceway or a journey to the gravel quarry. You could
enter the dump truck in a race at the track but you would surely
lose and it’s possible to haul gravel in the trunk of the Porsche
but you’d have to make many trips.
Both vehicles are expensive and each is extremely effective at
performing the specific tasks for which it was designed. Each
one could conceivably do the job of the other—but not very
well. Just like the commercial theater’s low-fi sound reinforcement system and the high fidelity audio system in your home,
the Porsche and the dump truck were built to do different jobs.
It would be virtually impossible to build a sound system in a
commercial movie theater that could equal the fidelity of even a
modest home audio system. You could design a home system
to sound nearly identical to a commercial theater system, but
why would you want to?

Yesteryear
Early high fidelity systems were based on the theater sound
systems of the day. The whole hi-fi industry started out with
J B Lhorns or Altec Voice of the Theater speakers. We quickly
learned that we could do much, much better in the home, and
we did. Modern high-end hi-fi systems offer natural sound
reproduction that is light years beyond the fidelity of the PA
systems used in commercial movie theaters.
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Home Theater Myths
With the advent of home theater, a new myth was created. It
proposed that we should go back to the days of primitive audio
systems so that we could “accurately replicate the sound of the
dubbing stage” where the film soundtracks were created.
Making our home audio systems sound as bad as a dubbing
stage is supposed to deliver sound that “the filmmaker intended.”
Don’t buy this false premise if you want good sound in your
home. Real sounds are the true standard for fidelity, not the
sound from the PA system used in the dubbing theater.
An audio playback system should not be required to alter the
recorded signal to suit a recording that was equalized for theatrical exhibition. Laser discs and DVDs are strictly for home
theater use. It is the filmmaker’s responsibility to put the sound
that he or she “intends” to be heard on the laserdisc or DVD so
that an accurate home playback system can reproduce it without alteration.

The Dubbing Stage & the Intentions of the
Filmmaker
I’ve heard it said over and over again that we must strive to
duplicate the sound heard on the dubbing stage with our home
theater systems. It is said that if we try to improve on this
sound, we won’t hear what “the filmmaker intended.” Do you
really think that any filmmaker would intend for you to hear bad
sound? They want you to hear the best, most natural sound
possible—in the theater and at home. They want you to like
their movies, and good sound plays an important part in that
.
In the past, when theatrical exhibition was the primary source
of revenue for the film studios, large dubbing stages were
exclusively used to create the film sound mix because these
stages replicated the compromised sound of the movie theater
and allowed the filmmaker to do the best possible job of producing sound for those venues. Now that home theater produces more income for the studios than theatrical exhibition,
the Hollywood studios are rapidly moving to home theater-style
mixing rooms to create special sound mixes when films are
transferred to home theater media like DVD. Some soundtracks
are first created in a home-like environment and then altered
for theatrical exhibition. In the past, discs were sold containing
soundtracks equalized for theatrical exhibition. Modern DVDs
have soundtracks designed for home use and usually don’t
require re-equalization.

Dubbing stages are fine for creating sound mixes for commercial cinemas because both are designed to sound the same but
home theater sound can be a lot better than that. Many filmmakers already know this and all of them soon will.

Timbre Matching
Timbre is a musical term that describes the distinctive quality of
the sound of a musical instrument or voice having to do with
the mixture and intensity of harmonic overtones, which sets it
apart from another sound with the same pitch and volume. If a
component in a home entertainment system produces distinctive overtones the phenomenon is correctly called harmonic
distortion. A good speaker doesn’t have timbre. In my opinion,
this term should not be used when discussing components
designed to accurately reproduce a recorded signal unless
you’re talking about a characteristic that these components
shouldn’t have. We should be trying to eliminate timbre from
our speakers, not trying to match it.
Another mythical concept is that sound arriving from the side is
somehow changed in tonality and needs to be EQed to match
sound arriving from the front. Sit down in front of your stereo
speakers and listen to a musical selection. Or have a friend
speak to you continuously. Turn your head 90° or more to one
side or the other while continuing to listen. If you hear any difference at all in the tonality of the sound, your head is wired
very differently from mine.
Of course, no amount of equalization can make indirect sound
from dipole surround speakers match the direct sound from the
left front and right front speakers because much more than frequency response is involved.
R e m e m ,bjust
e r because some “expert” makes a proclamation
doesn’t make it so. Test everything yourself. Alot of the advice
you’ve been getting from self-proclaimed authorities is simply wrong.

The Center Channel Is The Most Important?
I’m going to make some very bold statements here. Center
channel speakers depreciate spatial effect. I’ve never heard a
surround sound system that didn’t sound better with the center
channel speaker turned off. The only purpose for a center
channel is to anchor film dialog at the screen for listeners sitting well off-axis. Why sit off-axis in your home?
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Home Theater Myths
Here we are, back where we started—talking about the dif f e -r
ent requirements for a commercial movie theater and a home
t h e a t. eInr a commercial theater, some members of the audience will be seated well off-axis. Some may even be to the left
of the left front speaker, or to the right of the right front speake r. A center channel speaker is a necessity in a commercial
theater to anchor dialog to the screen. Is a center channel
speaker necessary in your home?
This is subjective and you may disagree, but give this a try: T e l l
your home theater processor that there is no center channel
s p e a k. eIt rwill now mix center channel information into the left
front and right front speakers. Sit centered between your front
speakers and listen to familiar material. Don’t you hear an
image with greater depth and dimension, and dialog that is better integrated with the acoustics of the scene? When you turn
the center channel speaker on, you hear monophonic voices
coming directly from that speaker, don’t you? Those voices
often sound disassociated from the acoustics of the scene on
the screen because they were actually recorded on an A D R
stage, not at the time that the film was made.
Center channel information is not lost when no center channel
speaker is used. The center channel sound is remixed into the
left and right front speakers by the surround processor. Mono
signals sound better when reproduced by two sources and a
“phantom” image sounds better than voices-in-a-box. Try it for
yourself.

In a commercial movie theater there are arrays of surround
speakers at each side of the auditorium to provide a dif f u s e
sound field. This is not done because diffuse sound is somehow desirable. It is done in order to provide a similar (albeit
mediocre) experience for those seated in less desirable positions relative to the speakers. Movie theater sound is always
adjusted to the lowest common denominator. Why would you
want diffuse, unfocused sound in the rear of your room at
home? Wouldn’t it be better to have clear, precise sound at the
rear that matches the sound at the front of the room? Don’t use
THX-style dipole surround speakers if you want the best possible sound. It’s just that simple.

High SPL Subwoofers
The notion that subwoofers for home theater need to play at
levels of 105dB SPL or more presents a problem for an audio
purist. An occasional gunshot at near-realistic levels or an
explosion that lifts you out of your chair can be really fun, but
this capability is dangerous.
Long-term exposure to sound levels over 90dB will cause permanent hearing damage and the belief that “bass can’t hurt
you” is absolutely false. In fact, bass can be insidious.

We have a facial muscle on each side of our head that pulls on
one of the three bones in our middle ears to act as a sort of com pander (compressor/expander)—extending the dynamic range of
our hearing. When there is a sudden, loud sound this muscle pro vides
mechanical compression to limit stress on the nerves in the
Of course, if you or some of your guests must sit so far of f - a x i s
inner ear. It can become fatigued from overuse in the presence of
that sounds tend to pull to one or the other of the front speakloud, repetitive bass sounds. The use of intoxicants, which have a
ers, you need a center channel for movie sound. But is it the
numbing effect, can exacerbate this problem. A fatigued muscle
most important channel? I don’t think so. I’d call it a sometimes
won’t
mechanically compress loud transients quite as well,
necessary evil.
increasing the chances for nerve damage in the inner ear .
Occasional loud bass probably won’t hurt you, but be careful.

Dipole Surround Speakers
If re-radiated room sound is a delayed, out-of-phase distortion
of the original signal, does it make any sense to use dipole surround speakers positioned so that the listener sits in the null
area insuring that all he hears is reflected sound off the room
boundaries? This idea comes from the ridiculous assumption
that we should be trying to duplicate the mediocre sound of the
local commercial cinema instead of striving for the highest
fidelity possible in the home.
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Speaking of nerve damage, what about those action films with
extended periods of extremely loud sound effects? Must we listen
to those at the levels the filmmaker intended?

Reference Level
Home theater fanatics always listen at “reference level.” T h e y
believe that this allows them to experience the film as the filmmaker intended.
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With the exception of some quiet, dialog-driven films, reference
level is too loud. Much too loud. Long term exposure to sound
pressure levels of 90dB SPL or higher will cause permanent
hearing damage. A high fidelity sound system won’t do you any
good when you’re deaf. Don’t watch films at reference level if
you care about your health. Read that last sentence again.

High Fidelity for You & Me

We shouldn’t have to correct a soundtrack that was equalized
for a movie theater in order to watch a film at home using an
accurate sound system. We should demand that they include
accurate soundtracks, engineered for home theater playback,
on home theater media. (Until everyone in the film industry
gets that message you may have to use equalization to make
some soundtracks tolerable. Virtually all surround decoders
include some form of EQ for this purpose.)

The electrical signal that is retrieved from the recording medium is either accurately reproduced by the playback system or it
isn’t. No component in your system knows what this signal is
supposed to represent. Your amplifiers and speakers don’t care
if the signal is a simulated gunshot or the sound of a solo violin. The playback system should accurately reproduce the
recording—nothing more, nothing less.

I use my high-end reference stereo system as the left front and
right front channels for my home theater system. It sounds
great when playing recent movies from DVD. On rare occasions I have to tame an overly-bright soundtrack with EQ but
that doesn’t happen much anymore. A high fidelity sound system works just fine as the front half of a home theater system
and I’ll tell you all about that in future articles.

The gunshot will be somewhat more difficult to accurately replicate because it will be a lot louder but, as long as the maximum sound pressure levels are kept to a limit that is safe for
your hearing, a high fidelity loudspeaker with broad bandwidth
and sufficient dynamic range will perform very well. A s p e a k e r
with compromised fidelity that was designed to simulate the PA
system at the local cineplex will fail miserably when trying to
reproduce the sound of the violin (or any other natural sound).

We won’t get the highest fidelity by emulating outmoded standards set for commercial cinemas. We will get it by assembling
systems from the highest quality components that we can
a ford, positioning our speakers properly and making our rooms
sound as good as we can. For maximum enjoyment we should
strive for the highest fidelity sound possible from our home
entertainment systems—for music listening and film watching. APJ
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“Journal Two”
T

his is Audio Pe r ectionist
f
Journal # 2 .In this
edition we will examine acoustics in the home
e nv i r o n m eThe
n t .discussion of acoustics invo l ve s
eve rything that happens after the loudspeakers conve rt the electrical signal into mechanical energy.

The electrical signal that passes through the components in your audio system must be conve rted into
mechanical energy in order for you to perceive that
signal, which represents the original recorded eve n t ,
as sound. H ow and where this energy is introduced
into the room and what happens to it after that introduction is vitally important to the quality of sound that
you will hear. Where you place the speakers and yo u r
listening chair, and how you treat the surfaces of the
listening room, will have a greater cumu l a tei vimpact
on sound quality than all the sonic chara c t eistics
r of
all the ex p e n sei components
v
in your system combined.

Can’t Buy Me Love
I have heard truly great—and often very expensive—
audio systems making absolutely dreadful sound so
many times I could write a book about the subject. In
fact, I guess that’s what I am doing. The primary reason that so many people get bad sound from good
equipment is that nearly all emphasis from dealers
and the media has been placed on the quality of the
audio components and very little has been said or
written about the necessity of proper set-up, placement and use of these components.
The sole objective of the audio industry as a whole is
to sell products. The goal of the audio salesman peddling his wares in a retail store is the same as the
motive of the magazine reviewers who write about
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the stuff: they want you to continue to buy new components. Selling products pays their bills and your

“The sole objective of the
audio industry as a whole
is to sell products.”
satisfaction is often a minor concern—if they think
about it at all. They may actually hope that you will
not be satisfied by the products they recommend. If
you are happy with what you hear at home, you may
not come back to spend more.
If you are dissatisfied with the sound from your system, the cure they offer is always a new and “better
sounding” component or a new “magic” accessory.
Many hobbyists are caught in this loop. They spend
more time researching components and “upgrading”
their systems than they do listening. Like a dog chasing his tail, they will never reach the sonic nirvana
they seek unless they first learn how to properly use
the equipment they already possess.
Before you can truly benefit from a legitimate component upgrade, you must get the set-up fundamentals
right and these fundamentals start with speaker
placement and room treatment. Make no mistake
about this fact: no component or gadget can completely overcome the effects of poor speaker placement or bad room acoustics. Get these things right
and you can have pretty good sound from even a
modest collection of well-chosen components. Get
these things wrong and you’ll be wasting time and
money trying to find a magic cure.
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Introduction
Component Sound versus Room Sound
Choosing and refining the system components in order to more
accurately reproduce the signal is a prominent part of the
search for good sound and future J o u r n awill
l s be devoted to
these subjects. Proper speaker placement and room acoustic
treatment are even more important and this issue is devoted to
the subject of acoustics which encompasses these things.
In Journal #1 we established that the human ear/brain mechanism can distinguish between the sound originating from properly positioned speakers and the sound contributed by the
room at frequencies above the bass region. The goal of optimal
speaker placement and room acoustic treatment is very simple:
make this mental task as easy as possible. The less work your
brain has to do in order to hear the desirable sounds of the
recording—separated from the sounds contributed by the
acoustics of the room which aren’t part of the performance—
the more pleasurable the listening experience will be. While the
goal is simple, accomplishing it may require some experimentation and a little effort on your part.
It would be wonderful if I could tell you exactly where to put
your speakers and exactly how to treat your wall surfaces.
U n f o r t u n a, the
t e lbroad
y
variety of speaker types and the virtually unlimited possibilities for acoustic aberrations to be contributed by your unique environment make this an unrealistic
goal. What I will try to do is explain the sonic effects of speaker
placement choices and various room acoustic treatments,
along with some special considerations required by certain
speaker types, so that you are less likely to become lost on
your journey to good sound. I’ll show you a diagram of one of
my own listening rooms and tell you what I’ve done to make
the system in that room sound great. I’ll tell you which aspects
of speaker placement and room treatment have proven to have
the most significant audible effects based on my experiences in
thousands of listening rooms. And I will tell you how to eliminate almost all bass problems.
After I share some of my experiences and give you some
guidelines, you’ll have to do the grunt work required to make
good sound in your room. Some experimentation will be necess a r. yBelieve me, you will be rewarded in direct proportion to
your eff o r t s .

proper positioning of loudspeakers for optimum stereo reproduction and surround sound listening. It explains the trade-of f s
that you will encounter with various configurations and it leads
into the article titled S u b wo ers
o f From a High-End Pe r s p e cet i v
which states my position on the use of subwoofers for high-end
audio. This subwoofer article leads to a review of the
Vandersteen 2Wq powered subwoofer. That review is followed
by the article H ow to Get Near-Pe rect
f Bass in Any Room. T h e
title is self-explanatory.
The article titled Good Acoustics in Real Living Rooms
describes how to get good sound using acoustic treatments
with a high spousal approval factor. High SAF simply means
“not ugly beyond belief.” After all, nobody over the age of twenty wants a living room that looks like a recording studio, or
worse.

Coming Up
This issue is primarily concerned with the vitally important subject of acoustics. Future editions of the J o u r n will
a l concentrate on the matter of optimizing the system components in
order to reproduce a good replica of the input signal. W e ’ l l
trace the signal path through the system and describe what
happens to it as it passes through each component including
the cables.
We’ll discuss how each component in a home audio system
works and I’ll tell you which types I prefer and why. You’ll learn
about a lot of stuff that you shouldn’t waste your money on and
w h .y
We’ll examine measurements and discuss the ones that are the
most revealing and I’ll tell you how to perform some of your
own tests. You’ll learn how to interpret the test graphs printed
by some of the magazines and what to listen for when auditioning components.
I’ll review specific products of exceptional merit as we go
along, with the emphasis on why these products offer superior
performance. The knowledge you gain will help you to become
a more informed consumer. That way, you can spend less
money on your audio hobby and enjoy it more. APJ

In This Issue
The article titled Where Do I Put All This Stuff describes the
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System Configuration
seeking the magic upgrade that will fix his system and change
his life.
If you buy or sell used audio equipment you may have met
It is important to choose the best audio components. U t i l i z i n g Chuck. He’s always trying to get a deal on products that he
those components properly is even more import a n tWhile
.
it is
can’t really afford because he’s convinced that his dissatisfacve ry easy to make bad sound with good equipment, equipment
tion is caused by his budget limitations.
that is merely adequate can provide excellent sound with proper attention to set up and acoustics.

Anecdotes About Music Lovers & Audiophiles
Brad and Brittany are not rich but they are both intelligent professionals who enjoy music, and their earnings allow them to
buy nice things. They consider themselves to be discriminating
buyers and they choose their purchases carefully. They seek
the best quality but they don’t want to spend frivolously. T h e y
want products with intrinsic merit, not just prestigious brand
names.
After many hours of listening comparisons in the dealer’s showroom, Brad and Brittany select an audio system comprised of
perfectly matched components that would please any audiophile, and they write a check for $30,000.
When the installer arrives to set up the system, he finds a room
with a tile floor, an area rug and huge expanses of uncovered
glass stretching up to meet a cathedral ceiling. He is informed
of the interior designer’s decision: “one speaker goes over
there under the stairs and the other one goes against the wall
next to the TV set.”
You may have met Brad. He’s the guy who says “this stuff
never sounds the same at home as it does in the store.”
Chuck buys the Stereophile issue containing their recommended components list every year. He thinks that if only he could
a ford all the “Class A-rated” components he would be eternally
h a p p. His
y listening chair sits against a bare wall across from
his speakers which stand at a 110° included angle because
they are positioned on either side of a sliding glass door. One
speaker sits just a foot away from a room corner.
Chuck has invested thousands of dollars in his “Class-B” components but seldom listens to music because he hates the
sound of his system. He plays the same three discs over and
over as he compares one new component to another while

“…better components sound
better under the right
conditions, but the sonic
advantages they provide
can be swallowed up
by bad acoustics.”

Bill spends far more time reading audio magazines and hanging out at his local high-end store than he does listening to
music. He is the first to buy each new magic audio accessory
that the magazines recommend and he has spent over $10,000
on cables alone, but he still tries each new and “improved”
model that comes out.
Bill can spend hours discussing the difference in sonic nuance
provided by various amplifier designs but the last time he
changed his speaker wire he connected one speaker out of
phase and didn’t know it until a salesman, who was visiting his
home to deliver the Ultra Gizmo Signature power line conditione r, discovered the error.
Bill told all his audiophile buddies about the fabulous “spatial”
improvements he got by installing the new speaker cables. He
used the same ambiguous words coined by the writer whose
review had convinced him to purchase the cables in the first
place.

Don’t Follow in Their Footsteps
Brad, Brittany, Chuck and Bill are not their real names (or
maybe they are). While the names may have been changed,
these people and situations are real and they are not unique.
I’ve met hundreds of folks just like these over the years. T h e y
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System Configuration
have missed the important message that I’ll repeat again here:
where you put the speakers, where you sit, and how you prepare the surfaces of your room have a greater effect on sound
quality than the components you buy to make the sound.
Of course, better components sound better under the right conditions, but the sonic advantages they provide can be swallowed up by bad acoustics (or wiring the speakers out of
phase). Let’s start off with a discussion of speaker placement.
Where you place the speakers determines where the mechanical energy is introduced into the room.

Speaker Positioning
If you have a normally furnished room with carpet on the floor
and drapes over the windows, and you position the speakers
and the listening chair at least ten feet away from any wall, with
a 60° (or slightly less) included angle between the speakers as

Sound travels at about 1,100 feet per second at sea level,
which is about one foot per millisecond (1/1000 of a second). A
reflection from a wall that is ten feet away from a speaker will
arrive at the listener at least 20ms after the direct signal from
that speaker because the reflected sound must travel from the
speaker to the wall (10 feet=10 ms) and back (another 10
feet=another 10ms), in addition to the distance from the speaker to the listener. The Paths of Reflected Energy i l l u s t r a t i o n
below shows some of the many possible paths of reflection.
The intensity of sound (in free space) varies inversely with the
square of the distance from the source to the listener, so the
reflected sound will be attenuated in amplitude as well as
delayed in time. Ten feet between each speaker and the nearest wall will delay and attenuate the reflected signal from these
walls (relative to the direct signal from the speakers) and make
it easier for your brain to hear the sound from the speakers and
the sound from the room as separate entities at frequencies
above the bass region.
W h ast that
’ you say? You live in a regular house and the rooms
aren’t large enough to allow that and, besides, you like bass.
Well, I live in a regular house, too, so let’s take a look at one of
my listening rooms and see where I have positioned my speakers and talk about why I put the components where I did.

My House
I live in a four bedroom, three bath, two story tract house in
Southern California. I have complete stereo/home theater systems in two downstairs rooms and a baby grand piano in a
third. One of the stereo/home theater reference systems that I
use to review components resides in a dining room/den area
that is about 13 feet wide and 24 feet long. The A PR e f e r e n c e
System #1 illustration on page 5 is a drawing of that room
which is roughly to scale. The room design avoids many sonic
pitfalls that I have observed in typical homes
viewed from the listening position, you’ll probably have good
imaging, good detail and good tonal balance above the bass
region regardless of room acoustics. If you have any bass at
all, the response will be uneven. Moving the speakers closer to
the front wall will increase bass output at the expense of
midrange detail and image focus. Placing the speakers and/or
the listener closer to the room boundaries will cause the sonic
contributions of the room to become a more prominent part of
the overall sound.

4

In the decades when I was a retail merchant, I got the opportunity to view many living rooms and hear the effects of speaker
placement and room acoustics. During visits to customers’
homes I have observed that most people sit too far away from
their speakers and too close to the rear wall to hear the best
possible sound. Stereo speakers are frequently spaced too far
apart for good image focus. Main stereo speakers are typically
positioned too close to the front wall to deliver the best sound
possible.
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In surround sound systems, the direct pathway from surround
speakers to the listeners is frequently blocked by furniture or
other individuals seated side by side, and center channel
speakers are often placed in line with the front speakers rather
than at an equal distance from the listener which would leave
the front three speakers arranged in an arc as viewed from
above.

cerned? Absolutely not.
If you could hear the system I’m describing here you would
know that I have accepted very few, if any, sonic compromises
in the room shown in the illustration. The sound is breathtakingly good for both critical music listening and film watching,
and it didn’t take much alteration to what is a fairly typical room
to get that level of sound quality. You don’t need a purposebuilt room in order to get exemplary audio performance from
well-chosen components. You do need to carefully assess the
space that you have available and make the best of your circumstances. You can do that on paper.
The room shown in the illustration was designed using a sheet
of graph paper on which I made a scale drawing of the room. I
then made scale model cut-outs of each speaker, major component and equipment rack from additional pieces of paper.
This method allows experimentation with various positions for
the equipment by simply moving the paper cut-outs around the
paper room. You can do this, too.
Try to achieve the goals described in the rules that follow with
emphasis on the rules at the front of the list and attention paid
to the special considerations needed for certain speaker types.
Following is a list of rules for speaker placement. They are in
order of importance but any one may prove to be impractical in
your room.

Ten Rules for Speaker Placement

This is a drawing, approximately to scale, of a real system (at
the time of this writing) in a real home: mine.

I managed to avoid all these errors in my room by carefully
considering the space I had to work with, but I ended up with
the one single configuration in which this was possible. In this
long, narrow room, there is virtually no alternative to the way
the components are positioned. Is this unusual? Hardly. Few
people I know can afford either the expense or the space
required to have a dedicated stereo or home theater room.
Most of us will have to fit our audio toys in among our other
furnishings, within the confines of the dwelling in which we
live. Is this the end of the world as far as fidelity is con-

The goal of optimally positioning the speakers and the listener
within the room is to make the sound from the speakers more
prominent and the sound from the room less prominent.
Here are some basic rules for speaker placement that have
proven to be generally successful in my experience. Any rule
may be impractical to implement in your specific circumstances
and there is one overriding rule that can negate any of the others: if it doesn’t work in your room, don’t do it. I have tried to
organize these rules in order of importance but it’s hard to
choose between the first five—they are the most important by
f a .r If you must compromise, simply do the best you can and
we’ll deal with necessary corrections in the article about room
treatment.
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1 .Place the speakers at least four feet away from the front
wa l l .
Three feet is an absolute minimum distance, in my opinion, and
six feet out is usually better than four. The most prominent
reflection that you will hear in nearly any room comes from the
front wall. If the speakers are too close to this wall, imaging will
s ufer
f and midrange detail will be obscured.
Never put bookshelf speakers on a bookshelf! Place them on
stands three or four feet out from the front wall, just like floorstanding speakers.
In the past, it was necessary to experiment with the distance
between the speakers and the front wall in order to achieve the
best compromise between obtaining good midrange detail and
imaging, and realizing the best bass performance. If you don’t
use subwoofers, as I recommend, you’ll still have to do this.
I’m going to make a controversial statement right here: trying to
get the best bass and the best imaging from the same speaker
is like chasing a mirage in the desert. You may think that you
are getting close, but you’ll never arrive. I gave up trying to do
this many years ago when I discovered the benefits of removing the bass energy from “full-range” speakers and redirecting
it to a pair of good subwoofers. A true, high-end audio system
requires the use of two amplified subwoofers and I’ll make my
case in an article in this issue. S u b wo ers
o f From a High-End
Pe r s p e cet explains
iv
my position.
Why settle for either compromised bass or compromised imaging? Bass should be introduced into the room in a pressure
zone and all other frequencies should not be. A full range
speaker utilizing the same driver to reproduce bass frequencies
and the lower midrange cannot properly accomplish these conflicting tasks no matter where that driver is positioned.
Put a pair of subwoofers in the corners and place your speakers in the position that provides the best midrange detail and
imaging and you can have it all. If you don’t have subwoofers
yet, move the speakers fore and aft relative to the front wall to
achieve the best compromise between bass performance and
imaging.

2 .Place the speakers so that the included angle between them
as viewed from the listening position is 60° or less.
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A 60° included angle means that the distance between the centers of the speakers will be equal to the distance from each
speaker to the listener. This is the maximum spread that I recommend. I prefer to position my speakers slightly closer together than this. In the room shown in the illustration, the speakers
are 9-feet from the listener and 7-feet apart, center-to-center.
Spreading the speakers farther apart does not make the image
b i g g ,eitr just makes it more diffuse. Time- and phase-correct
speakers will produce an image that is not limited in width by
the outside edges of the speakers. This image will extend out
beyond the outside edges of the speakers. Placing the speakers slightly closer together than the distance from each speaker
to the listener usually won’t diminish image width and usually
will improve image focus.
Think of the speakers as a window through which the performance is viewed, not as the defining boundaries of where the
performance is occurring and you’ll get a new mental perspective on the question of where to put the speakers.

3 .Sit as Close to the Speakers as Pra c t i c a l .
The drivers in my speakers coalesce in time and phase at a
point eight feet in front of each speaker, which is the minimum
recommended listening distance. I sit nine feet away from the
speakers. My mind looks through the speakers to the performance which appears to occur behind, between and beyond the
speaker boundaries.
Sit closer to the speakers and farther from the room boundaries
for better sound.

4 .Put your listening chair as far away from the back wall as
p o s s i bl
. e
You want the energy that is reflected from the back wall to be
delayed and attenuated, too. T h e r se more
’
about that coming
up in a few paragraphs under the heading The Listening
Po s i t i .o n

5 .Place subwo oers
f in the front corners of the room behind the
s p e aers
k they augment.
This subject is discussed in detail in the articles titled
S u b wo ers
o f From a High-End Pe r s p e cet and
i v H ow to Get
N e a r - Pe
ectr fBass in Any Room, in this issue.
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6 .Place the speakers in a symmetrical env i r o n m e n t .
Complete symmetry in the environment around the speakers is
a desirable goal that is seldom possible to achieve. A s y m m -e t
rical environment means that the walls beside and behind the
left speaker should be duplicated by mirror image walls beside
and behind the right speaker. I am fortunate to have that situation in my room but many living rooms simply won’t allow it.
In my experience, what’s behind and directly beside the speakers is more significant than what’s farther in front of the speakers, towards the listener. What’s behind the speaker is more
important than what’s beside it, if you have to choose.

7 .Place a center channel speaker behind the line between the
front left and right speakers so that all three are the same distance from the listener.
As described in Issue #1, center channel speakers tend to collapse the illusion of image depth. Placing the center channel
speaker slightly farther from the listeners than the left and right
channel speakers helps a little. Turning it off will help even
more. Read Issue #1 for a discussion of the trade-of f s .

8 .Place surround speakers above and behind the pri m ayr listening position.
The theoretical ideal of using identical speakers all around for
surround sound is neither practical nor a good use of money.
Surround speakers primarily reproduce sound effects and
ambient sounds. You don’t need the world’s best speakers to
e fectively convey these signals.
Rear channel speakers do need a direct, unobstructed path to
each listener’s ears. They must be positioned above and
behind the primary listening position so that chair backs and
other bodies will not be between you and the rear speakers.
Floorstanding rear speakers almost never work to provide the
best surround sound for this reason.
The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) specifications call for front speakers to be positioned about 30° left and
right of center and surround speakers to be positioned about
110° left and right of the center channel speaker. This specification has always worked well as a good point from which to
start.

9 .Forget about floor bounce and standing wave s.
Floor bounce refers to the reflected signal that bounces off the
floor between you and the speakers. This is usually the first
room reflection that arrives at the listener’s ears. Standing
waves are the popular explanation for the peaks and valleys
that appear in a measurement of “in-room” frequency response.
Floor bounce is a “red herring” in a carpeted room. Every terrestrial-based sound that you have ever heard in your life has
included energy reflected from below, or “floor bounce.”
The designer of your speakers should have considered floor
bounce when the speakers were voiced. The engineers who
equalized the recordings you play listened to them in a room
with floor bounce. If floor bounce hasn’t been dealt with before
you get their products it’s their fault, not yours.
Floor bounce is a fact of life, as far as a measuring microphone
is concerned, but I believe that your brain expects to hear it
and has learned to accept it as part of the natural world. I don’t
think that it is desirable to try to “correct” for it beyond the
attenuating effect provided by a heavy carpet, which is required
opposite an acoustically reflective ceiling anyway.
Standing waves only cause audible problems at bass frequencies and virtually all these problems will be corrected by placing two subwoofers in the front corners of the room. Read the
article H ow to Get Near-Pe rect
f Bass in Any Room in this issue
for more information.
Trying to calculate the best positions for speakers using computer software is a less-than-useless endeavor. You will always
get the wrong results, but you may be so convinced they are
correct that you won’t experiment.
The distance between the speakers and the front wall is the
most important dimension in terms of audible change and it is
likely to be the only one that you can alter anyway.

10T
. weak by ear.
You can fine-tune the angle between the speakers by removing
the listening chair, crouching down to the proper listening
height and moving backward and forward while listening. If the
best image is achieved behind the position where you want
your chair, move the speakers closer together. If image focus is
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better when you are forward of your chosen listening position,
move the speakers farther apart.
Toe-in and the distance between the speakers are interactive
parameters. Adjust toe-in by ear and then adjust the spacing
between the speakers by moving back and forth, and then
check toe-in again. You may have to do this a few times to get
both adjustments right. Toe-in can affect midrange tonality as
well as image focus.
The first-order speakers that I prefer are very critical of listening height and tilt-back. Multiple drivers can be physically
aligned and blended together using crossovers with first-order
acoustic slopes to deliver all frequencies to the listener with the
correct time and phase relationships. This allows the original
waveform to be accurately reproduced but it only works
through a limited vertical listening window. If your head is higher than it should be or if the speaker is tilted forward more than
it should be, your ears will be closer to the tweeter and farther
from the woofer affecting the time alignment between these
drivers. And vice-versa.
You can fine-tune the degree of tilt-back by raising and lowering your head while listening. If the sound improves with your
head 6 inches above your normal listening height, tilt the
speaker forward. If the sound is better with your head below
the normal height, tilt the speaker back.
All this tweaking may be tedious but it’s not difficult and you
can be listening to music while you do it. So stop complaining
and get to work. You’ll be glad you did.

Special Notes About Specific Speaker Types
Not all speakers are created equal and certain types need special attention. Here is a by-no-means-complete list of speaker
design types that may require a little more consideration for
optimum placement or room treatment.

Dipolar speakers
A dipole speaker has a figure-of-eight dispersion pattern with
the rear wave out of phase with the front wave. Little energy is
radiated directly to the sides. Full-range planar speakers are
usually true dipoles.
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Full-range speakers with real dipolar radiation patterns, like
planar-magnetic, ribbon and electrostatic designs (not hybrids),
are especially critical of position relative to the front wall. T h e
rear wave from these speakers will reflect directly back from
the wall and interact with the speaker causing a greater sonic
e fect than what you’d get with conventional designs. Moving
the speakers closer to or farther away from the wall can have a
profound effect on the midbass and lower midrange frequencies as well as bass and you’ll have to devote more time to
experimentation.
True dipoles radiate little energy directly to the sides but tonal
balance is very different on- and off-axis, so the wall directly to
the side of the speaker is of less concern, but the first side-wall
reflection coming off the wall forward of the speaker position
becomes more critical.
Dynamic speakers with open-back midrange drivers can’t be
treated like real dipolar radiators. They have a quasi-dipolar
radiation pattern in the midrange (depending on cabinet structure) and remain point source radiators in the bass and treble.
They simply splash more midrange energy off the front wall
behind the speakers and behave more like bipolar designs in
this regard. Less midrange energy is radiated directly to the
sides of each speaker but the bass and treble portions of the
spectrum are strongly radiated to the sides, so side wall reflections will have a very different tonal signature than the direct
sound from the speakers.
Some speaker designs use open-back midrange drivers and a
second tweeter aimed to the rear and wired out of phase with
the forward-directed tweeter. This type combines all the worst
characteristics of dipole and bipole designs. Try to absorb
everything but the direct radiation from the front for the best
results.
Dynamic speakers with open-back midrange drivers are often
touted as being less room-sensitive than other types but in my
experience just the opposite is true. Lots of sound-absorbing
material on the walls is called for. After you absorb all that reardirected energy and hear how much better things sound, you
may wonder why you bought a speaker that created that energy in the first place.
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Bipolar speakers
A speaker with a bipolar radiation pattern directs sound forward
and rearward with both waves in phase as they leave the
s p e a k. eArbipole is like two conventional speakers placed
back-to-back and has very broad dispersion.
D r. Bose has demonstrated that many undiscerning listeners
like the sound of artificial ambience as provided by speakers
that purposely direct lots of energy towards the walls. This conclusion was confirmed by those infamous listening tests done
at the NRC in Canada. Be that as it may, this is, in my opinion,
the antithesis of what is desirable for high fidelity reproduction.
Speakers with a bipolar radiation pattern direct at least half the
acoustic energy to the room boundaries where it will be reflected back to the listener from all angles with varying time delay.
This added “ambience” smears definition and detail. An artificial
sense of spaciousness is created at the expense of a focused,
dimensional image and any real resolution.
Here is my advice: If you don’t own bipolar-radiating speakers,
don’t buy them. If you already have, try to soak up as much of
the rear-and side-directed energy as possible with absorptive
room treatment. Positioning the speakers even farther from the
room boundaries helps.
In my experience, bipoles work better than dipoles because
bipoles have similar tonal balance on- and off-axis. At least the
reflections mimic the tonal balance of the direct sound with
bipoles, which is not the case with dipoles. In general, dipoles
image better and bipoles have better in-room tonal balance.
Neither type offers completely satisfying performance in my
opinion.

If you have the space, positioning D’Appolito arrays along the
long wall of the room may prove to be beneficial.
Listening height and tilt-back are important considerations with
speakers that incorporate a D’Appolito driver array. The listene r’s ears should be exactly equidistant from each midrange
driver for best performance.

Hybrid Line-Source Speakers
Speakers using dynamic (cone) woofers combined with electrostatic, planar-magnetic or ribbon high-frequency drivers, which
are long enough to simulate a line-source, have a special problem: bass and treble energy can only be in balance at one specific listening distance.
Sound from a true line-source varies inversely with the distance
from the source in a linear manner. Sound from a point-source
varies inversely with the square of the distance from the
source.
As the listening distance is increased from a point-source/linesource hybrid speaker, bass energy will diminish more rapidly
than treble energy. Reflected energy from any given room surface will have a different tonal balance than energy reflected
from any other room surface if the path lengths dif f e .rA l l
reflected energy will have a different tonal balance than the
direct signal emanating from the speakers. Placement will
always be a compromise no matter what you do.
If you have hybrid speakers with long tweeters, start by determining the correct listening distance for balanced sound and
then scale the other dimensions from there.

Conventional designs

D’Appolito arrays
Speakers with midrange drivers above and below the tweeter are
called D’Appolito arrays or MTM (midrange, tweeter, midrange)
designs. Depending on the crossover design, there may be a
dissimilarity between on- and off-axis response in the horizontal
plane. Unlike dipole designs, D’Appolito arrays do radiate significant energy directly to the sides and this off-axis energy may or
may not have a similar tonal balance to the on-axis response.
This speaker type may need to be positioned farther from the
side walls than others, or absorbent material may need to be
applied to both side walls directly beside the speakers.

Conventional multi-way loudspeakers with smooth response
on- and off-axis need less special attention than other types.
Side-wall reflections will be less problematic because the
reflected energy will have tonal balance similar to the direct
sound but will come from a different direction. The brain can
easily identify this as a reflected replica of the sound from the
speakers.
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Reflections coming from the front wall may still cause auditory
confusion if they arrive from a direction very near the speakers
with insufficient delay. Room treatment can fix this problem.

The Listening Position
Pressure zones extend out a couple of feet from each of the
room boundaries. If you place a measuring microphone in one
of these zones you’ll probably measure smoother overall frequency response with a rising bass curve compared to a measurement taken farther from the walls. Based on these facts, the
pressure zone near the back wall would appear to be a desirable place to sit but listening tests will prove otherwise.
If you sit near the back wall, you will hear a multitude of reflections from that wall and they will arrive at your ears with very
little delay or attenuation, immediately following the direct signal from the speakers. This will smear the desired signal,
reducing definition and image focus and altering harmonic
structure. Unless your speakers have a response curve that
falls from the mid-bass down, you will hear a gradually rising
output at lower frequencies when sitting near the back wall.
You can’t completely cure this problem by placing absorbent
material on the rear wall behind the listener because all frequencies won’t be equally affected. Diffusion doesn’t work well
when distances are small. The sure cure is to place your listening chair well away from the back wall.
Here is some unambiguous advice: never sit against the wall.

Component Placement
Cables are critical components that have an impact on signal
i n t e g r. A
i t cable
y
of a given length with more current flowing
through it has a greater sonic impact than one of equal length
that is conducting less current. Shorter cables have less ef f e c t
on the signal than longer cables. Cables feeding high-impedance loads have less impact than those feeding low-impedance
loads.
Power amplifiers typically have an input sensitivity of 1 to 1.5
volts and an input impedance of about 50k Ω. Loudspeakers are
typically in the range of 4 to 8 Ω impedance and may require
momentary peaks of 100 volts or more. Almost no current flows
through an interconnect cable feeding a high-impedance load
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like a power amplifier. Lots of current flows through speaker
cables to drive low-impedance loudspeakers.
You should position your components as close together as
practicality allows to minimize all cable lengths. Long interconnects and short speaker cables will generally sound better and
cost less than long speaker cables and short interconnects.
Position your amplifiers right next to the speakers and you’ll get
better sound and better appearance while saving money
because, in addition to having a greater impact on the signal,
speaker cables are bigger, less attractive and generally more
costly than interconnect cables. APJ

Suppose I told you that you could add two components to yo u r
system that would reduce intermodulation distortion in the
m i dange
r
by a factor of two or more, dramatically improve the
resolution of midrange and high frequency detail, double or
t riple the dynamic range capability of your system without
changing your existing amplifier or speakers and improve imaging more than you can imagine. You would probably be interested, right? But wait, there’s more.
These same components would allow the amplifier to maintain
tighter control over the speakers in the mid-bass and lowe r
m i d ra n .gTeh ey could extend bass response to infrasonic frequencies while lowe ring bass distortion and improving the syst e ms ’ ability to accurately convey the rhythm and pace of
mu s i cAnd
. these same components could virtually eliminate
the uneven response at lower frequencies caused by room
standing wave s.
Does all that sound too good to be true? Are you concern e d
about the possible cost of all this improvement? If all this is so
easily achieva bl e, are you wo n d eing
r why yo u ’ev never heard
about it befo r e ?
Let me assure you that all these sonic improvements can be
yours and I’ve been conserva t iev in my estimates of the leve l
of audible improvement you’ll get. You can have all this fo r
$2,500 and you can upgrade in two steps of $1,250 each. I f
you are starting from scratch, you may actually reduce the cost
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of a complete system by purchasing a less ex p e n sei amplifier
v
and a lower cost speaker model, along with these components,
and end up with better ove rall perfo rm a n c. Few
e people have
figured this out and fewer have spread the new s, but it’s all
t ru e.
Of course the components I’m talking about are a pair of powered subwo o fe r s —
ut bnot just any subwo o fe r. These
s
subwo oers
f need to have some special chara c t eistics
r which we ’ l l
get to in a minu t e.

Subwoofers?
I’m sure you are shaking your head in disbelief right now, and
thinking that I’ve lost it. You may have auditioned some popular
subwoofer models and been less than impressed with their performance and I won’t disagree. Most subwoofers available
today are simply unacceptable for use in a system designed for
critical music listening.
Yes, we have all heard those thunderous thudpuckers, commonly called subwoofers, that add to the excitement of movie
sound and simply ruin the sound of music. How can I claim that
these things can actually be beneficial in a high-end audio system?
Here are two reasons that your experience may conflict with
my statements: most subwoofers weren’t designed for good
musical performance, and most dealers set subwoofers up
p o o r, lon
y purpose.
When properly integrated with the system, subwoofers blend
seamlessly with the main speakers and don’t make their presence known. But that’s a very hard sell to the average consumer and selling is the name of the audio game. Subwoofers
are supposed to add bass, right?
After their initial forays into the market, few manufacturers continue to try to make subwoofers that accurately represent
music. Why try to educate consumers when it’s easier to just
give them what they think they want? Boom!
Subwoofer makers soon learned what dealers had already figured out: if they can’t hear it woof they won’t buy it.
Manufacturers started to build subwoofers with high-Q alignments and vents in order to provide more “slam.” Dealers start-

ed to set up their demonstrations for maximum thump, and
maximized sales figures. Awareness of the basic concepts of
specialized bass reproducers faded or was suppressed.
Home theater exacerbated this situation. People today expect a
subwoofer to rattle their fillings and the exaggerated bass that
most subwoofers deliver is incompatible with accurate music
reproduction.
But there is more to bass than boom—bass is the foundation of
all music. And there is more to subwoofers than bass. T h e y
reproduce bass frequencies to be sure, but bass extension is
possibly the least of the sonic benefits offered by good powered subwoofers.

Why Good Subwoofers Improve Sound
In order to provide the benefits mentioned at the beginning of
this article, subwoofers must utilize a dedicated bass amplifier,
and the main amplifier and speakers must be high-pass filtered
using a passive, first-order device.
A high-pass filter does just what you would expect: it allows frequencies above the cut-off point to pass, and blocks frequencies below that cut-off point. The attenuation of a first-order filter is 6dB per octave. That means that the signal will be
reduced in amplitude by 6dB, one octave below the crossover
or cut-off point. If the crossover point is 80Hz (-3dB), the signal
level at 40Hz will be -6dB relative to the signal level at 80Hz,
and -9dB relative to the signal level in the midrange. The signal
amplitude will continue to fall at a rate of 6dB per octave as the
frequency decreases.
A passive, single-pole filter at the input to the amplifier is the
only sonically transparent way to high-pass the main speakers.
The subwoofer amplifier will require a low-pass filter to prevent
frequencies above the selected crossover point from being sent
to the subwoofer. A low-pass filter passes low frequencies and
blocks higher frequencies.
A subwoofer with an internal amplifier, commonly called a powered subwoofer, will require electronic compensation to allow
both infrasonic response and acceptable dimensions for home
use.
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Given these stipulations, a pair of powered subwoofers can
provide the following benefits:

linear driver response and causes harmonic distortion.
Harmonic distortion occurs when a harmonic (multiple) or sideband of the desired signal is produced due to nonlinear behavior of the electrical, magnetic or mechanical mechanism of the
d r i v .eIfr you want to reproduce 40Hz and you get some output
at 160Hz as well, that’s harmonic distortion.

1 .Better perfo rmance from your speake r .s
Full range loudspeakers utilize the same driver to reproduce
both the bass range of frequencies and at least part of the
midrange. For optimum reproduction of midrange frequencies
little cone movement is required, and a relatively small driver is
necessary to provide quick response and good dispersion.

The results of high excursion of the woofer cone are intermodulation distortion of the midrange signal and increased harmonic
distortion of the bass signal. And there’s more.

Low frequencies require lots of air movement, demanding
greater cone area and more cone movement. In engineering
terms, the back-and-forth movement of the cone is called
excursion. Cone excursion quadruples with each halving of freq u e n .c y

The small woofers required to maintain reasonable midrange
performance in a full range speaker don’t do a very good job of
reproducing the lowest bass frequencies but they do put a lot
of energy into the speaker cabinet structure and this is very
detrimental to sound quality.

Good midrange reproduction requires the use of moderatelysized drivers and good bass reproduction requires lots of cone
area, so most full range speakers compromise the quality of
both bass and midrange by utilizing woofers that are too small
to provide good bass yet too large to deliver the best midrange
q u a l .i t y

As the woofer cone makes these large mechanical movements
to pressurize and rarefy air, an equal and opposite force is
applied to the woofer basket, or frame, which is attached to the
speaker structure. This force excites resonances in the cabinet
structure and tries to move the whole speaker back and forth.
Cabinet resonances color the sound in the midrange. Cabinet
movement distorts high frequencies.

The cone of the 8-inch or 10-inch woofer typically found in a
full range loudspeaker will be required to make peak-to-peak
excursions of perhaps an inch to deliver audible levels of output at 40Hz and it will have to do this while producing 300Hz
(or higher) midrange signals at the same time. A 6 . 5 - i n c h
woofer will make a better midrange driver but it will have to
work even harder to deliver low frequencies and IM distortion in
the midrange will rise.

A backward and forward motion of just a few thousandths of an
inch may represent a major percentage of the total excursion of
the tweeter diaphragm as it attempts to reproduce subtle high
frequency details. The result of structural movement is IM distortion of the midrange and high frequencies.
If you are skeptical about the sonic consequences of woofer
energy moving the speaker cabinet, think about speaker
spikes. A reduction in cabinet motion is the main reason that
spikes beneath the speaker improve sound. Remove the spikes
and see (no, hear) what happens.

Intermodulation distortion occurs when one frequency modulates (alters by its frequency) another. Peak-to-peak cone
excursions of an inch or more, which may be required to reproduce a 40Hz signal, will have a substantial effect on a signal at
300Hz. The 300Hz signal will increase slightly in frequency
when the cone is moving towards the listener to reproduce the
40Hz portion of the signal, and decrease in frequency when the
cone is moving away from the listener. This is only one mechanism of IM distortion, which is sometimes called Doppler distortion. There are other forms of IM distortion.

As you can see, a full range loudspeaker is a bundle of compromises. It is asked to perform many conflicting tasks. T h e r e
is a proverb that goes something like this: “a man who chases
two rabbits has no meat for dinner.” By the same token, a
speaker that tries to provide both bass and the rest of the
spectrum compromises the quality of both.

All dynamic drivers exhibit some nonlinearity in outward versus
inward cone movement. High cone excursion exacerbates non-

A single-pole, passive high-pass filter at the input to the amplifier can cure or minimize all these speaker problems and
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improve performance dramatically. This sonically transparent
filter will reduce woofer cone excursion which will reduce distortion in the bass, midrange and treble as described above.
The result will be better definition, better imaging, tighter control, greater dynamic range and a better presentation of the
rhythm and pace of music. The only thing missing—besides
distortion—will be low bass and that will be reproduced by specialized devices designed just for that purpose—powered subwoofers.

2 .Better perfo rmance from your amplifier.
The major energy demands in music occur at low frequencies.
The major current demands from an amplifier are at low frequencies. When an amplifier distorts because of demands for
power that it cannot meet, the output waveform is flattened at
the top and bottom. This distortion is called clipping because
the positive and negative signal peaks have been “clipped” of f .
Amplifier clipping becomes evident at high frequencies but clipping is almost always caused by energy demands at low frequencies that exceed the capability of the amplifier.
Clipping is the primary cause of speaker damage because a
clipped waveform “fools” the crossover network in the speaker
which then passes high power to the high frequency drivers.
An amplifier in normal use will be clipping at least occasionally.
The percentage of time that the amplifier is driven to the point
of clipping or beyond will have a profound effect on sound quali t .yAs the amplifier approaches clipping the sound will become
slightly hard, then harsh, and then, as the amplifier clips, a
shattering distortion will be heard. This distortion eventually
destroys tweeters and crossover networks.
A single-pole, passive high-pass filter at the input of the amplifier can eliminate all these distorted sounds and make the amplifier sound smoother and more relaxed. The amplifier may seem
to be three times more powerful. Removing the huge low frequency current demands from the amplifier, by reducing the
level of the input signal at low frequencies, allows the amp to
coast along with lots of power in reserve. The system will play
at much higher levels with much lower distortion, providing a
greatly improved listening experience.
The high current necessary for accurate bass reproduction will

be provided by specialized amplifiers designed just for this purpose—the amplifiers in the powered subwoofers.

3 .Better bass.
Designing a product to perform a very specific task requires
less compromise. Subwoofers are designed to reproduce a
small range of frequencies at the lowest audible range. T h ast ’
about as specific as it gets in audio.
When compared to full range speakers, powered subwoofers
can provide the following advantages: more cone area, greater
linear excursion capability, more amplifier power at low frequencies, and electronic compensation for falling output at the
lowest frequencies. Subwoofers can also have smaller, stif f e ,r
less resonant enclosures and can be placed in the optimum
position to introduce bass energy into the room.
Eliminating the compromised bass output from the main speakers by high-pass filtering the input signal to the amplifier will
dramatically improve the quality of reproduction in the mid-bass
range. Improving the mid-bass provides a better sense of
rhythm and pace and makes it easier to follow the tune of the
bass.

4 .Better room interfa c e.
The pressure-zone microphone (PZM) was developed after it
was determined that smooth frequency response at lower frequencies could not be obtained from a stand-mounted microphone due to interactions with the room boundaries. Placing a
conventional microphone on the floor smoothed the response
curve but caused a gradually rising bass output. Compensating
for this bass rise gave us the PZM microphone. A similar eff e c t
occurs with speakers.
For good imaging and midrange detail full range speakers must
be placed well out into the room. Bass response from these
speakers will be uneven due to room interaction. This phenomenon is frequently attributed to “standing waves.”
Removing bass from these speakers and redirecting it to a subwoofer placed in the corner of the room will ameliorate most of
these room anomalies. The subwoofer will load the room from
a pressure zone, smoothing response across the bass range.
Adding a second subwoofer, placed in a second corner, allows
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low frequencies to be introduced from two different positions
within the pressure zones of the room virtually eliminating bass
irregularities. (You must remove other sources that store and
release energy at low frequencies as described in the room
treatment article.)

5 .Reduced system cost.
In a given manufacturer’s amplifier line, the more expensive
models usually offer more power and little else. In fact, smaller
amplifiers frequently sound better than their big brothers and
they always cost less.
The Levinson 33H mono amps that I use cost about $15,000
less than the Reference 33 amplifiers from the same company.
Both models are essentially the same design, with the larger
version offering only higher output power.
Most loudspeaker manufacturers offer a range of models that
d ifer
f only in their ability to produce bass. Bigger, more expensive models provide extended bass response with bigger
woofers and larger cabinets. Except for bass extension, it’s not
unusual to find that the smaller models in a given line of speakers actually sound better because they have smaller woofers
that offer better midrange performance and the smaller cabinets add less box sound. Compare the smaller Dunlavy models
to their larger brothers for example.
The Vandersteen 3A Signature speakers that I use in conjunction with a pair of 2Wq subwoofers deliver 90% of the performance of the Vandersteen Model 5s for 60% of the price (3A
Sigs and two 2Wq subwoofers cost about $6,000 and Model 5s
sell for about $10,000). My speaker system delivers a timeand phase-accurate response over a usable range of 18Hz to
30kHz. What other speakers can offer that for $6,000?
Some reviewers claim that the 3A Signatures lack the “detail
and definition” of the Model 5s. You may find this puzzling
because both models share identical midrange and tweeter
drivers and use essentially the same crossover network in this
range. Why the perceived performance difference? Model 5s
have a slightly more inert cabinet structure and they have bu i l t in, powered subwo o fe r. s
The use of powered subwoofers can allow a smaller amplifier
and a pair of lower-priced speakers to equal or outperform their
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more expensive counterparts. The result is better sound for
less money. Who doesn’t want that?

Why Most Subwoofers Don’t Work Well for Music
Reproduction
Not so many years ago, few people were aware of the concept
of specialized bass speakers. Explaining what a subwoofer was
and the sonic benefits it could provide were difficult tasks
before the home theater craze hit the public. To d a, ypeople are
rushing to add subwoofers to their audio systems to provide the
visceral excitement that only thunderous bass can supply.
Thunderous bass output makes an on-screen explosion or gunshot more physically involving but it can also alter the tonal balance, as well as the rhythm and pace, of music. Most subwoofers seem to march to the beat of a different drummer
instead of the one who is playing with the orchestra.
Today the average consumer believes that the only purpose of
a subwoofer is to add bass and many music purists derisively
refer to them as “fart boxes.”
There are many reasons why boom-box subwoofers may do a
good job of reproducing explosions and perform poorly when
reproducing music.
1 .Phase shift and group delay cause subwo oers
f to start late.
Picture a marching band with the bass drum following about a
block behind the rest of the players and you’ve got a pretty
good image of the major problem with most subwoofers—the
sound they produce is just out of step with the rest of the
music. There are many reasons for this but most revolve
around phase shift and group delay.
Acoustic phase in this instance has to do with the time relationships of the launch of air pressure waves towards the listener.
Phase shift that varies with frequency alters the time relationships between different frequencies. A resonance in the pass
band causes phase shift. Filters cause phase shift. A s p e a k e r
in a box is a filter.
When two elements like a subwoofer and a main speaker have
an overlapping frequency range, or are reproducing dif f e r e n t
parts of a single note, such as the fundamental and the harmonics of that fundamental, you want both to be in step. If the
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These illustrations compare frequency response (black trace), phase response (purple trace), impedance (yellow trace),
and group delay (blue trace) for the same JBL 2235H 15-inch dr iver mounted in a second-order sealed enclosure
(above) and in a fourth-order vented enclosure (below). You can learn a lot about the performance trade-offs in volved
in the choice of vented versus sealed enclosure design from studying these g raphs. In my opinion, the trade-offs make
vents acceptable for use in full range speakers and totally unaccepta ble for subwoofers that are meant to reproduce
music. A conventional vented design offers inferior performance in every area except one: output level capability.
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This illustration shows the effect of system Q on frequency response. Notice that the low-Q alignments start sloping down sooner but ultimately extend
lower in frequency at the usable low frequency limit of -10dB. Remember that the low-Q alignments pr ovide far better damping to oscillation after the
signal ceases.

subwoofer cone pushes out when the main speaker’s woofer
cone is moving inward, things get out of sync.

cult with a sealed enclosure subwoofer design and virtually
impossible with a vented design because of phase shift as the
system passes through resonance in the pass band. Note the
17ms group delay at the 32Hz tuning frequency of the vented
design.

Group delay is a complex concept. It is the negative of the
derivative of the phase curve with respect to radian frequency.
Group delay describes how well the time relationships between
a small group of frequencies are preserved within a narrow
range of frequencies. Time delay and group delay are not necessarily equivalent but a delay to one group of frequencies
changes its time relationship to the rest of the spectrum.

Subwoofers with a fundamental resonance in the pass band
and a steep slope low-pass filter at the input will produce output that is delayed in time relative to the main speakers, and
this delay will vary with frequency.

Look at the illustrations on page 15 comparing phase response
of vented and sealed enclosure designs. Trying to synchronize
the phase of the main speakers and the subwoofer will be dif f -i

Subwoofers that start late sound slow and plodding. They distort the overall waveform even if their own distortion products
are low.
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2 .High-Q makes subwo oers
f stop late.
An electrical filter will oscillate or ring, to some extent, after the
signal stops. The steeper the slope of this filter, the more it will
ring. The higher the “Q” of this filter, the more it will ring.
Mechanical filters work the same way. In fact, all the mechanical properties of a loudspeaker can be expressed with electrical equivalents and modeled by electrical circuits.
A woofer in an enclosure is a high-pass filter. It passes frequencies above the cut-off or low frequency limit of the design
and the signal rolls-off below this point at a rate determined by
the design. A sealed box acts as a nominal second-order highpass filter and a vented enclosure will typically display fourthorder high-pass characteristics. The vented design will ring
(oscillate) about twice as much as the sealed design after the
signal stops.
The “Q” of the mechanical system affects oscillation, too.
System “Q” defines the shape of the response curve and the
amount of damping to overshoot or ringing (oscillation after the
signal stops) that the system will provide.
A sealed enclosure with a Q of .5 is considered a “critically
damped” alignment with a step response that has no overshoot. For a given driver, a Q of .5 requires the largest box.
This low-Q alignment has a downward-sloping response curve
but offers the best possible transient performance and the lowest frequency extension at -10dB.
A system Q of .577 is a Bessel alignment which has the most
linear phase response and offers slightly less damping.
When Q =.707 we have a Butterworth alignment with the flattest amplitude response. This is the most common alignment
for “high-end” subwoofers because it offers a “full” sound which
is still well controlled.
System Q near 1.0 delivers a peaked response but allows the
smallest box size still considered by some to be high fidelity. A
subwoofer with a system Q over 1.0 is a boom box with a
peaked response curve and lots of overhang. Guess where
most home theater subwoofers fall.
Subwoofers that play on after the signal has stopped (due to
oscillation) sound slow and muddy.

The Q and slope of the high-pass filter formed by the subwoofer acoustical system have a major effect on the sound of
the bass the subwoofer produces, but there’s more. The subwoofer is a mechanical high-pass filter but it must be used with
an electrical low-pass filter and those cause problems as well.

3 .Steep filter slopes and direct-radiating dri ve r.s
Most subwoofer designs include one or more drivers that radiate directly into the room. It’s commonly assumed that subwoofers shouldn’t be allowed to encroach on the midrange
where they perform poorly so the conventional wisdom mandates a steep-slope low-pass filter to prevent output above the
bass region. There are some drawbacks to this approach.
A low-pass filter with a fourth-order slope will cause another
complete phase rollover, increasing signal delay. Even with this
steep attenuation curve, side band distortion will still be audible
if the driver radiates directly into the room.
All drive elements will break-up (display non-pistonic cone
behavior) at some frequency. Filtering below this frequency
prevents the signal from stimulating this behavior. Many other
anomalies—cone resonances, surround reflections and “flapping,” magnetic nonlinearities and basket ringing—will remain
audible as side-band distortion even without frequency-specific
stimulation. And some midrange frequencies will still pass
through the filter at attenuated levels.
Midrange signals (even at low levels) and side band distortion
detract from the quality of sound from the main speakers and
draw attention to the position of the subwoofer which should be
spaced away from the main speakers.

4 .System resonance in the pass band.
Removing resonances from audio components is generally
considered to be a good idea but subwoofers are designed to
create resonance.
A vented subwoofer has two resonances right in the middle of
its pass band. The vent resonance is tuned to play at frequencies where the output of an unassisted driver would be falling.
Much of what you hear from a vented design is a production of
the subwoofer rather than a reproduction of the signal.
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Sealed enclosures are better with only a single resonance in
the pass band. One is better than two, as you can see from the
graphs on page 15, but none is better yet as we’ll see later.
When the subwoofer passes through a resonance a big shift in
phase occurs. Look at the graphs of phase response for sealed
and vented enclosure designs and see the effects of resonance
on phase. (System resonance occurs where the impedance
peaks. Note the single peak in the graph of the sealed enclosure and the dual peaks in the graph for the vented enclosure.
The dip between the impedance peaks indicates the tuning frequency of the vented enclosure.)
Subwoofers with a resonance in the pass band will tend to
emphasize the frequencies around this resonance. The higher
the Q the greater the emphasis. Ever hear the term “one-note
bass”?

5 .Dissimilar amplifiers for high and low frequencies.
A powered subwoofer may have an internal amplifier that is
designed for optimal performance when driving the specific
load of the subwoofer drivers. This amplifier will almost always
have electrical compensation for the falling response of the
subwoofer driver(s) which will typically be housed in an enclosure that is smaller than ideal—because nobody wants a subwoofer the size of a refrigerator in their living room.
A perfect subwoofer amplifier and the amplifier that is best suited for driving the main speakers may be very different electrically and sonically. For instance, a bipolar solid-state amplifier
will offer the best performance for bass but a MOSFET or tube
amplifier may sound better driving the main speakers.
Transfer function is a measurement that compares the frequency and phase response of the output from a device under test
to the input signal. If the transfer function of the main amplifier
is very different from the TF of the subwoofer amplifier, this
sonic dichotomy may have a negative impact on overall sound
q u a l .i t y

Making a Subwoofer to Play Music

Subwoofers should be positioned in the room corners to properly load the room from pressure zones, creating the smoothest
bass response. If the subwoofer has a “Q” higher than .5 (most
do) it will exhibit a rising response when placed in a corner.
So how can a subwoofer be designed that doesn’t suffer from
the performance deficits described above?
We can eliminate the problem of subwoofers that start late by
blending the subwoofer and the main speakers using a firstorder crossover for transient-perfect phase response. This filter
system can be implemented in an unusual way: the high-pass
section can be placed at the input to the amplifier driving the
main speakers and the subwoofer amplifier can sample the output from this amplifier, including its sonic signature and phase
characteristics. The subwoofer amplifier can have its frequency
response tailored to compensate for the falling response of the
input signal and the falling response of the acoustic system
that is operating primarily below system resonance. (More
about that in a minute.)
Blending the amplifiers in this way will ameliorate the discontinuous sound created by dissimilar amplifier designs driving different parts of the spectrum.
We can eliminate the overhang of subwoofers that stop late by
designing for a target Q of .5 to achieve critical damping, along
with the greatest usable bass extension, and to allow corner
placement without a rising low-end response.
The driver(s) can be slot loaded to mechanically filter out sideband distortion and midrange frequencies. And the system can
be designed to operate primarily below the fundamental resonance so that no resonance can cause sonic emphasis or
phase shift in the pass band.
This all makes perfect sense and I’d like to take credit for thinking it up all by myself. But I didn’t—Richard Vandersteen did.
What I have just described is the Vandersteen 2Wq powered
subwoofer which has been subtly but continuously refined
since it was first brought to market sixteen years ago. It is the
most sophisticated product of its kind available today. APJ

A subwoofer should march in step with the rest of the band and
stop playing when the song has ended. Most do neither.
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the VANDERSTEEN 2Wq
The Vandersteen 2Wq subwo oer
f is completely unique in a
number of way s. It takes advantage of the fact that loudspeakers in sealed enclosures offer ve ry predictable amplitude and
phase response chara c t eistics
r at frequencies below the fundamental resonance of the system. The 2Wq operates pri m a ri l y
b e l wo fundamental system resonance to provide frequency
and phase linearity that cannot be achieved by conve n t i o n a l
designs with resonances in the pass band.

It utilizes three small drivers instead of one larger unit for
greater power-to-weight ratio and better diaphragm control. T h e
8-inch drivers in the 2Wq are slot-loaded to linearize pressure
on the front and rear of the cones and to mechanically filter
side-band distortion.
The cabinet is constructed using constrained-layer lamination
techniques and cross-bracing, resulting in the most inert, resonance-free subwoofer enclosure that I’ve ever seen.
It has adjustable Q. You can adjust the output response curve
of the 2Wq to suit room acoustics and placement.

The 2Wq uses a phase-perfect first-order crossover with special characteristics. It samples the output from the amplifier
that is driving the main speakers for better system integration.

No other commercial subwoofer offers all these features and
virtually all high-quality competitors cost more.

It uses feed-forward error correction to prevent output errors
before they occur and a unique protection circuit that does not
compress signal dynamic range. The 2Wq will not produce
audible distortion regardless of the frequency or level of the
input signal.

The 2Wq Operates Primarily Below System
Resonance
Conventional subwoofers operate above system resonance.
They exhibit uneven response and lots of phase shift as they
pass through the fundamental system resonance, which typical-

This illustration shows the amplitude and phase characteristics of a sealed enclosure subwoofer with a Qtc of
0.5, at frequencies below system resonance which, in this example, is 40Hz.
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ly occurs at the lower end of the pass band. Designers try to
get the resonance frequency low because output falls off
steeply below this frequency. A vented design with a B4 alignment falls at 24dB per octave and a sealed design with a Q of
.7 falls at 12dB per octave below resonance. Take a look at the
illustrations in the previous article to see what happens to
phase.
A driver mounted in a sealed enclosure with a Qtc (total system
Q) of .5 will have an amplitude response curve that falls in a
linear fashion at about 8dB per octave below system resonance
with limited and linear phase shift. Output will theoretically
extend down to DC without the sudden drop-off and phase shift
that occurs when conventional systems pass through resonance. This predictable and linear frequency and phase
response is easily compensated for with electronic correction in
the amplifier to produce ruler-flat output to subsonic frequencies.
Since output is more linear below system resonance and flat
response can be achieved with amplifier compensation, why
not design a subwoofer that operates below resonance rather
than above it? T h ast just
’ what Vandersteen has done.
The result is a subwoofer with virtually no resonance in the
pass band, minimum group delay, linear phase response, flat
amplitude response to subsonic frequencies, critical damping
and a low system Q making it suitable for corner placement.

A Better Blend with the Main Speakers
The Vandersteen 2Wq subwoofer is integrated with the main
speakers using a unique system that is not a crossover in the
usual sense. Transitions between the subwoofer and the main
speakers are made with gentle 6dB per octave slopes using
phase- and transient-perfect first-order filters that are completely transparent.
A passive, first-order filter is inserted at the input to the main
a m p l i f. iThis
e r filter causes the signal to the main amplifier and
speakers to roll off at 6dB per octave below 80Hz.
A 300-watt subwoofer amplifier, designed specifically to deliver
high current into the low impedance load of the three drive elements, samples the signal at the output of the main amplifier
and compensates for the roll-off to produce flat output from the
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s u b w o o. fThe
e r output from the subwoofer amplifier is tailored
to produce first-order low-pass response above 80Hz and a rising response below 80Hz to compensate for the falling
response curve of the filtered input signal as well as the falling
output response of the subwoofer which is operating primarily
below system resonance.
Output that could exceed the power limits of the amplifier, or
the linear excursion limits of the drivers, is prevented by
dynamically raising the low frequency cut-off point rather than
compressing the signal. A unique circuit analyzes the input signal and dynamically alters the feed-forward error correction
characteristics to accomplish this feat. The 2Wq cannot be driven to produce audible distortion under any conditions, yet it
never compresses the dynamic range of the signal, maintaining
the natural rhythm and pace of music regardless of level.
A passive, first-order high-pass filter at the main amplifier input
is completely transparent so the sound from the main speakers
is not negatively impacted in any way and all the positive benefits listed in the S u b wo ers
o f From a High-End Pe r s p e cet ai vr -t i
cle can be realized.
Sampling the output from the main amplifier passes along the
sonic and electrical characteristics (particularly propagation
delay) of that amplifier to the subwoofer system for a better
blend between the subwoofer and the main speakers, even if
the main amplifier is a tube or MOSFET design. This results in
superior integration between the subwoofer(s) and the main
speakers.

Less Audible Distortion
In addition to the feed-forward error correction system and the
specially designed internal amplifier, the 2Wq uses several
other distortion reducing techniques.
Three 8-inch drivers have the combined cone area of a single
14-inch unit but three motors can provide far better control over
the lighter, stiffer cones. Smaller cones produce less side-band
distortion than larger, more flexible cones, and any distortion
that remains will be at higher frequencies which can be
mechanically filtered by the indirect radiation path.
These three drivers are slot-loaded providing an indirect radiation path into the room. Slot-loading the front of the drive ele-
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ments equalizes the pressure on the front and back of each
diaphragm making resistance to fore and aft movement more
l i n e .a r
A driver in a sealed enclosure “sees” a diminishing volume of
air and increasing pressure within the box as the cone moves
inward, and an increasing volume of air and reduced pressure
as the cone moves outward. Covering the front of the driver(s)
with a plate so that radiation from the front of the drive elements enters the room through a slot or slots between this
plate and the enclosure is an attempt to compensate for this
phenomenon.
Slot-loading provides a reduction in distortion by linearizing
cone motion and also acts as a mechanical low-pass filter to
absorb residual distortion products at higher frequencies. T h i s
mechanical low-pass filter is far more effective than a steepslope electrical filter for the reasons described earlier.
The cabinet is elaborately constructed using constrained-layer
laminates and cross bracing to completely eliminate panel resonances and spurious noise. The 2Wq enclosure feels like a
solid block of material. Rapping on any panel is like banging
your knuckles against a rock. Panel flexing is simply out of the
question.

Caveats
The Vandersteen 2Wq subwoofer provides tightly controlled
bass that is “critically damped” and limited in output level compared to a typical home theater subwoofer. Two units will be
required in all but the smallest rooms to provide the T H X - r -e c
ommended output level of 105dB at 35Hz. I recommend using
two subwoofers anyway and 105dB is much too loud for music
listening so I don’t see these as problem areas.
Tightly controlled bass that is perfect for music may not satisfy
explosion fans who use their audio systems for both music and
home theater. Vandersteen makes another subwoofer, the
V 2 W,for these folks. It looks the same but trades some control
and integration for the ability to play much louder.
Other subwoofers that offer excellent performance for those
with a strong home theater bias include many of the M&K models and the Bag End InfraSub. These subwoofers will still perform well on music and deliver more visceral output. Don’t use

their high-pass filters. Choose a passive single-pole filter instead.

Best Value
In my opinion, the Vandersteen 2Wq is the best subwoofer
available for reproducing music regardless of price, and the
price is a mere $1,250 each! If that’s not a bargain, I’m a bad
s h o p p. eI have
r
four 2Wq subwoofers and they’re not on “longterm loan;” I bought them. I want the best possible performance
and I’m willing to pay for it. If the product that offers the best
sound quality also costs less, I won’t complain. APJ
how to get…

I’m sure yo u ’ev heard about computer software that will anal y ze “standing wave s ”based on your room dimensions and
d e t emine
r where to put your speake r .s Placing your speake r s
in these positions is supposed to minimize the excitation of
room modes and produce the smoothest ove rall response.
Then there are those magic boxes that supposedly analyze
and correct aberrations in response caused by room intera ct i o nThese
.
devices allow you to put your speakers any w h e r e
and then fix response by equalizing the input signal (see Issue
#1).
There is a ke rnel of truth in each approach but neither one
o fers
f a complete solution. You do need some control in order
to adjust response at bass frequencies but moving the speakers is not enough and electronic compensation has too many
n e g a et i side
v effe c t,snot the least of which is cost.

Homogenized Bass
At very low frequencies the sound from the speakers and the
sound contributed by the room cannot be separated by the
ear/brain mechanism. You perceive the combined signal as a
single entity and total amplitude becomes the overriding factor.
You need to be able to adjust amplitude with frequency to
smooth overall response and you can’t do that with a passive
system and full range speakers unless you employ an equalize r. Accepting the negative effects of placing an equalizer in the
signal path just to smooth bass response is unwise and equalizers cost money. The best solution is to employ powered subwoofers and divide the spectrum between specialized reproduction devices.
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Powered subwoofers provide the benefits we’ve already
addressed and they facilitate fine tuning of the low frequency
performance of your system in your room.

Facilitating Adjustment
When you add powered subwoofers you create a biamplified
system. With these subwoofers placed in the front corners of
the room, bass is introduced from two locations within pressure
zones. This will provide remarkably smooth bass response that
will require little correction. A biamplified system with a
crossover point at about 80Hz provides all the tools you need
to fine-tune this response in the room.
Nearly all the audible irregularities in bass response that you
will encounter in the home occur between 60 and 120Hz. A
biamplified system and a nominal crossover frequency of 80Hz
makes adjustment of amplitude anomalies within this range a
piece-of-cake because of the overlapping output of the subwoofers and the main speakers.
Near-perfect bass can be achieved by removing any sources
that store and release energy at low frequencies, as described
in the article on room treatment, and by tuning bass amplitude
linearity by adjusting the high-pass and low-pass frequencies
and slopes that blend the main speaker and the subwoofers.
H e r es how
’
to do that.

Beginning Adjustments
Get a suitable test CD with sine wave signals or warble tones
covering the range of 20Hz to 200Hz or so. A signal generator
is better but I don’t recommend pink noise as a stimulus.
Using a sound level meter, match the output level at the listening position at 50Hz and 150Hz by adjusting the volume control
on the subwoofer(s). Make sure the volume control on your
preamp remains at the exact same setting. Adjust the volume
to produce about 85dB at the listening position so you won’t
damage anything.
Using a signal at the nominal crossover frequency, set the
phase of the subwoofers to deliver the highest output at the listening position. Readjust the balance between the
subwoofer(s) and the main speakers.
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Smoothing Response
With a fixed input signal level, carefully measure the output
level at the listening position for each 5Hz interval between 30
and 150Hz and write it down or make a line plot on a sheet of
graph paper. A Radio Shack sound level meter works fine for
this purpose.
With a crossover point of 80Hz you’ll have output from both the
main speakers and the subwoofer(s) over the range of 60 to
100Hz or so. Crossovers with steeper slopes (18-24dB/octave)
will have less overlapping output and those with slower slopes
(6-12dB/octave) will have more. Adjusting the amount of this
overlap and the frequencies over which it occurs will adjust the
level of response in this region.
Listen while you measure. You hear differently than the sound
level meter does. If you hear something that you can’t measure, trust your ears, not the meter. Remember, how it sounds is
more important than how it graphs.
If there is an excess of energy in the frequency range between
60Hz to 100Hz, raise the high-pass frequency and/or lower the
low-pass frequency to shrink the range of overlapping output
from the main speakers and the subwoofer. Less overlap
means less total output in this region.
If total output in this frequency range (60Hz to 100Hz) is low,
do the opposite—raise the low-pass frequency and/or lower the
high-pass frequency to increase the overlap. More overlap will
increase the total output in this range if the subwoofers are
properly phased with the main speakers.
If you need more output at the lower portion of this overlap
region, adjust the range where the overlap occurs downward
without increasing the amount of overlap. To do that, lower the
frequencies of both the high-pass and low-pass filters.
If you need more output higher up in the overlap region, raise
the frequencies of both the high- and low-pass filters. Get the
i d e a APJ
?
Note: The Vandersteen subwoofers will self-adjust the low-pass
response to some degree when you change the high-pass frequency (because their input is a sample of the filtered output
from the main amplifier and you are changing that by varying
the high-pass frequency). You can vary the high-pass frequen-
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cy and tailor the overall response using the Q control on the
Vandersteen subwoofers to accomplish the same results as
described above.
A suck-out in the 60Hz-80Hz region may require repositioning
of the subwoofers to lift the output level in this range. You may
have some cancellation in the overlap between the main
speakers and the subwoofers due to phase problems which
can be corrected by repositioning the subwoofers. A h u g e
bump in output over this same frequency range may require
that the phase of the subwoofers be reversed (creating some
cancellation) in order to diminish output over this band of frequencies.
If you tinker with these adjustments awhile you should be able
to achieve a fairly flat response curve over the range of 40Hz
to 120Hz in most any room, along with a good blend between
the main speakers and the subwoofers.
Response below 40Hz is largely determined by the output
capability of the subwoofers and the ability of the room to contain pressure. Stiffening the walls can extend bass response
and bass traps can remove some low frequency energy if nece s s a.rSee
y the following article for more information. APJ

The goal of acoustic room treatment is to make the direct
sound from the speakers more prominent and the reflected
sound, or reradiated energy from the room, less prominent—
without making the room an uncomfo rt a le
b place to be.
R e adiated
r
energy comes from room surfaces or objects in the
room that reflect the signal originating from the speakers or
from other surfa c e,sand from wall panels or objects that store
and release low frequency sound by mechanical flex i n g .
R eve r b eation
r is energy bouncing back and fo rth betwe e n
r e f l e cet surfaces
iv
which produce coherent replicas of the ori ginal sound.

A Room Can Be Too Dead
You could make the direct sound from the speakers most
prominent by eliminating all sounds contributed by the room.

Reflections coming from surfaces near the speakers can confuse the ear
and I like to place absorpti ve material beside and behind the speakers.
In this room there is a bay window between the speakers and I co vered
that with wide-blade, plantation shutters which act as sound diffuser s
for stereo listening, and block most of the light for home theater vie wing. Shutters also cover the window at the rear of the room.
A floor-to-ceiling veneer of rounded stones was installed in the area
above and around the fireplace opening and this acts as a sound dif fuser. Tube traps in the rear corners absorb low frequencies and diffuse
higher frequencies. Equipment racks and other furniture (some not
shown in this illustration) prevent reflected sound waves from bouncing
back and forth between hard room surfaces. The end result is great
sound and a pleasant environment in which to read or simply relax.

Making the room an anechoic chamber (literally a chamber
without echo) is not a good idea for many reasons, the most
important of which is that an anechoic chamber is not a pleasant place to be and you want your listening room to be comfortable and inviting.
Removing too much reverberance from the room by overdamping the wall surfaces causes other negative effects as
well. These include increased distortion due to the higher input
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power required to produce the same perceived volume level,
and tonal balance shifts due to nonlinear absorption.
As more energy is absorbed from the room, more power must
be applied to the speakers to provide the same perceived volume. More power means more distortion and strain from the
amplifier and speakers.
Absorptive material can soak-up energy only at frequencies
above 150Hz or so, and has little effect on low frequencies.
Excessive application of absorptive material will make the room
sound dead and bass-heavy, even if bass output levels are
reduced. Diffusion can reduce reverberation time with little
impact on tonal balance.
Here is my advice in a nutshell. Do as little as possible to the
natural room acoustics while attempting to eliminate coherent
reflections from the room boundaries. Make sonic reflections
incoherent by using absorption and diffusion. Balance absorption and diffusion to minimize reverberant decay time while
maintaining a bright, lively acoustic characteristic in the room.

The Party Test
In Issue #1 I told a story about a trip abroad and some advice I
received there about room acoustics. I’ll repeat it here.
While visiting Scotland I asked my friend, Ivor T i e f e n b r u n ,
Managing Director of Linn Products, for his opinions about
room acoustics. His advice was simple. “Throw a party and
watch where people gather to converse,” he said. “Put your hifi in that room.” He spoke with a Scottish accent, of course, but
I don’t know how to write that way.
We think of ourselves as visual beings because we are so conscious of the things we see, but our hearing is far more sensitive and primal than our sight. The sounds we hear influence
us on a more emotional or subliminal level. We may be less
consciously aware of the sound around us but its effects are
powerful nonetheless.
We tend to add furnishings to a room until it feels comfortable
to be in there. Much of that feeling of comfort has to do with
how the room sounds. A room that is too bare sounds cold and
barren like a hallway at the courthouse or the restroom at the
airport. Too many furnishings make you feel closed-in and
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claustrophobic. An anechoic chamber is not a comfortable
place to be and neither is an over-damped custom home entertainment room. You want to hear the music, not the blood circulating in your head.
Most domestic rooms that provide a comfortable place for conversation will also provide acceptable acoustics for a piano
recital or for hi-fi listening. Some additional work may be necessary to achieve the very best possible sound but don’t overdo it.
You should be careful not to absorb too much energy from the
room with acoustic treatments. Try to diffuse some reflections
rather than absorb them.

Choosing a Room
If you build a special room for your audio system, you can
choose dimensions that spread resonances and minimize the
frequency response aberrations caused by them. T h ast anoth’
er topic for another place. Here, we are going to discuss a subject that is far more practical to most of us—choosing the best
place for your audio system from the rooms available in your
existing house.
First, some good news. Huge rooms and high ceilings are not
necessarily an advantage, and large openings into other areas
are. That means that regular rooms in normal houses can provide a good environment for music listening.
The small, narrow room that I have been describing in this
J o u r n is
a lperfect as a test laboratory for my equipment
reviews and a fun listening and viewing room for just my wife
and me. If you entertain, you’ll need a larger space, but bigger
rooms require more power and offer more surface area to
reflect sound.
Sound bounces off the walls just like a cue ball bounces off the
side cushions of a pool table. The angle of reflection will duplicate the angle of incidence. More walls provide more angles
but not necessarily better sound.
Cathedral ceilings can double the cubic area of a room and all
that additional space will be devoid of sound-absorbing furniture and drapes. Large areas of plaster and glass will extend
above the normal living area and sound will reverberate up
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there like bats bouncing around your belfry. You can make
good sound in a room with vaulted ceilings but it will take more
work. Contrary to popular belief, a high, flat ceiling is usually
better than a sloping one.
A room that is sealed-off from the rest of the house will have
some strong, resonant modes just like a speaker enclosure. A
room with large openings into other areas, like what you’ll find
in most modern houses, will support fewer strong resonances
and they’ll probably be at lower frequencies where they may
actually be beneficial. The room I’ve been describing in the
previous articles has a nine-foot gap in the left side wall leading to a tiled entry area and other rooms on the ground floor.

Reverberation
If you place two large mirrors on opposing walls and stand
between them, you’ll see an infinite series of reflections that
gradually diminish in size. Sound reflections between two hard
surfaces work much the same way. This is reverberation.
Reverberation is the persistence of sound in an enclosure after
the original sound has ceased. A little bit tells your brain that
you are indoors. Too much will blur the signal from the speakers with an echo of a signal that preceded the one you want to
hear now.
An RT60 measurement quantifies reverberation. It is a measurement of the time required for a transient sound to die away
to one-millionth of its original intensity or decay by 60dB. A
good-sounding room will have a bright, lively characteristic with
a short reverberant decay time in the midrange.
You can measure RT60 with test instruments and consult
tables constructed by who-knows-who to adjust for someone’s
idea of the ideal decay time for the volume of the room, or you
can clap your hands together and listen for an echo. If you
hear a ricochet sound when you clap your hands together, fix it
with wall treatment. Keep treating until you hear just a single
clap with no repeating echoes.
The spectral plot of my hands clapping together peaks over the
range of 1kHz to 2kHz. This is a perfect test signal to gauge
reverberation.
The problem of excessive reverberant decay time can almost

always be cured by absorbing or diffusing reflections from the
walls or other hard surfaces. The general rule is: don’t allow
two reflective surfaces to oppose each other. If you have a
hard ceiling, carpet the floor. If you have a large area of glass,
cover it with drapery material or damp the wall opposite the
glass.
You can shorten reverberation time by either damping or dif f u -s
ing reflections. Damping absorbs some of the energy and dif f usion disperses the energy by spreading it out over more area.
The cue ball in the earlier example would not bounce off the
cushion if you placed a pillow in its path, and sound will be
damped in a like manner by absorptive material placed on the
room surfaces or between the source and the surfaces. Yo u
can’t diffuse a cue ball, but if you could it would shatter into
many pieces as it bounced back from the cushion, and the
pieces would scatter in all directions and each one would have
less energy than the whole.
Look again at the treated room (page 23) and see where the
surface modifications were applied (shown in red). Following
are some options for absorbing or diffusing problem reflections.
Before my room was treated, there was a mid-frequency ring
that made a hand clap sound like many ricocheting bullets, and
a bass boom centered around 70Hz. I applied absorptive and

d ifusive
f
material to most wall surfaces and stiffened the walls
around the speakers to correct these problems. The only commercial (read expensive) products that I used were four 12-inch
diameter ASC Tube Traps.™ Audio Amateur has published articles on how to make devices like the Tube Traps but that was
more effort than I was willing to exert, so I bought some from
ASC.
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Absorption
Absorptive
material was
applied to the
walls from
floor to ceiling
beside and
behind the
speakers and
along one
side wall.
I used multiple 2x4-foot by 1-inch thick Owens #705-rigid compressed fiberglass panels glued directly to the wall surfaces
between a stiffening frame made from 2x2-inch pine studs. T h e
2x2s were attached to the wall with drywall screws through the
sheetrock (drywall) and into the interior studs. Each of these
2x2 frames included two vertical and three horizontal studs to
prevent the drywall
from flexing.
I covered these
framed panels of
compressed fiberglass with fabric and
finished the edges
using mahogany
molding. This damping method serves a
dual purpose: it
absorbs reflected
energy at frequencies
above 200Hz and
prevents the storage
and release of low frequency energy by the flexing of the drywall panels. More about this later.
There are many commercial products available to damp wall
reflections and if you are not a do-it-yourselfer check the following web sites for information about these products:
w w w. a c o u s t i c s f i rs t . c o m
w w w. a c o u s t i c s c i e n c e. c o m
w w w. e ch o bu s t e rs . c o m
w w w. k i n e t i c s n o i s e. c o m
w w w. ow e n s c o r n i n g . c o m
w w w. w h i s p e r w a l l s . c o m
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H e r es a’ word to
the frugal.
Commercial sounddamping products
are surprisingly
expensive and
none are more
e fective than the
compressed fiberglass material that
I used which is
cheap and readily
available from
b u i l d e sr us ’p p l y
stores everywhere.
Most commercial
products actually
use the same or
equivalent compressed fiberglass
material. Foam is far less effective but cheaper.
Plaster and glass reflect sound very well. Cover as much of
these surfaces as you can with absorptive or diffusive material.
Some furnishing items that work well to absorb reflections
include upholstered furniture, bookcases filled with books (not
CD jewel cases), and thick, fabric wall coverings.

Diffusion
To provide diffusion, I used rounded stone veneer from floor to
ceiling over and around the fireplace opening, and wide-blade
plantation shutters which completely cover the windows at each
end of the room. The cylindrical objects in the rear corners of
the room are ASC Tube Tr a p™
.s They absorb low frequencies
and have mylar panels on one side that reflect and dif f u s e
higher frequencies. Their effects are adjustable depending on
how they are oriented. Face the reflective side into the room
and they absorb low frequencies and diffuse high frequencies.
Turn the reflective side towards the wall and they absorb a
broad spectrum of frequencies.
Decorative shutter panels can be placed on walls to provide
d ifusion
f
and semi-cylindrical objects work well, too. Decorative
columns are available from builders’ supply stores and interior
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designers. Commercial diffusers are available from RPG
D ifusor
f
Systems, Inc. Check their web site at: www . r p g d i- ff u
sors.com
Note: my dictionary says that the word “diffuser” ends in “er” but
RPG spells it “or.”

impression of a 70Hz emphasis from the room. This emphatic
boom was delayed as the energy was stored and released. T h e
result was a blurring of detail and a loss of definition from the
lower midrange down. Making the walls stiffer and heavier corrected the problem and improved the sound.
The fragility of the cloth over fiberglass materials prevented me
from striking the treated wall to measure the spectral effects of
s t fening
if
and damping, but it surely sounds better now.
Bass energy can build up in corners which act like megaphones to project this energy back into the room. Tube T r a p s
can soak up this excess low frequency energy and dissipate it
as heat. This is seldom a major problem in rooms with large
openings like mine, but I have five subwoofers. It can be more
problematic in closed-off rooms.

That’s All Folks
Any material with an irregular (textured, not flat) surface may
work to diffuse sonic reflections. You want to break-up the
reflection and disperse the signal in many directions.

Energy Storage
To eliminate sources of stored energy, I used ASC Tube T r a p s
in the rear corners of the room and made the walls stiffer and
heavier in the front of the room near the speakers and subwoofers.
My house is constructed in the typical tract-house manner: halfinch drywall nailed to 2x4 studs placed on 16-inch centers.
These “rubber walls” are a significant source of “room boom.”
If you strike a wall that is constructed this way with the heal of
your hand, hitting between the studs, you’ll hear the problem.
The spectrum of the boom from the flexing dry wall in my room
was strongest between 60Hz and 80Hz confirming my listening

I began this issue by describing why people get bad sound in
their homes and I want to finish on a more positive note. I’ve
been in many homes where dedicated music lovers have taken
the time to squeeze every bit of performance out of their audio
systems. The set-up suggestions presented here are based on
empirical evidence gathered from my own experiments and my
observations of what others have done to make good sound.
It would be impossible to answer all the questions about
acoustics in a 16,000 word essay even if I knew all the
answers. But if you start by implementing as many of these
suggestions as you find practical in your home, I guarantee
that you will be impressed by the amount of control you have
over sound quality. When you discover how much tuning you
can do without spending a dime, you may find yourself doing a
lot more listening and a lot less shopping.
With a little trial-and-error effort, you’ll be well on your way to
audio bliss. In the next issue of the J o u r n we’ll
a l start to discuss components and how they work, as we continue our journ e .y APJ
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Introduction
This is the third Audio Perfectionist Journal. In this
issue we will continue the discussion of subwoofers
that began in Journal #2 and start to examine system
components and the signal path through these components. Then we’ll consider the question of how
many channels we really need to accurately reproduce musical performances in the home.
The subwoofer articles in Journal #2 raised many
questions from readers so we’ll start this issue with a
continuing discussion of that topic and offer some
additional explanations about the previous articles.
Then we’ll talk about the signal path through an audio
system.
It’s important to understand the sequence and function of the basic components in an audio system in
order to properly allocate resources for the best sonic
results at the lowest cost.
The final article in this issue discusses the number of
audio channels necessary for accurate music reproduction. This is another subject to consider when allocating resources to parts of a home entertainment
system. Do you really need eight channels of amplification and speakers?

In This Issue
The article titled More About Subwoofers continues
the discussion of subwoofers from a high-end perspective that began in Journal #2 and explains the
previous articles in greater detail. This article states
my positions in simple terms and presents arguments
to support them. It also answers some questions
raised by readers following the publication of Journal
#2.

The article titled The Natural Order of Things
describes the purpose of various system components
and the signal path through them. It attacks some
common myths that mislead consumers causing them
to spend too much on some components and not
enough on others.
The article titled How Many Channels Do We Really
Need? debates today’s popular assumption that more
is better when it comes to multichannel audio.

How It Fits Together
This issue begins the discussion of the individual
components in an audio system by tracing the signal
path through the system and dividing the system into
sections. This information stresses the importance of
the proper allocation of resources. Future editions of
the Audio Perfectionist Journal will concentrate on
components from each section of the system,
describing what they do.
We’ll discuss how each component in a home audio
system works and I’ll tell you which types I prefer and
why. You’ll learn about a lot of stuff that you shouldn’t
waste your money on and why.
We’ll examine measurements and discuss the ones
that are the most revealing and I’ll tell you how to
perform some of your own tests. You’ll learn how to
interpret the test graphs printed by some of the magazines and what to listen for when auditioning components.
I’ll review specific products of exceptional merit as we
go along, with the emphasis on why these products
offer superior performance. The knowledge you gain
will help you to become a more informed consumer.
That way, you can spend less money on your audio
hobby and enjoy it more. APJ
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amplitude an octave above. The turnover frequency is usually
the frequency where

by Richard Hardesty
The article “Subwoofers From a High-End Perspective” in
Journal #2 provoked many questions from readers. I got email queries like: “What about the REL or Aerial subwoofers?”
“Can I use the Vandersteen subwoofers with my small satellite
speakers?” “How do I make my own passive high-pass filter?”
Many people asked me to define the terminology used in the
article. Let’s start with some simple statements of my opinions
and then I’ll try to justify each position.

Opinions
The sonic benefits achievable by adding subwoofers, as
described in Journal #2, can only be fully realized using low-Q,
sealed-enclosure subwoofers along with passive high-pass filters and full-range main speakers. Vented subwoofers are suitable for home theater only and are not acceptable for use in
high-end music applications. Active high-pass filters and the
bass management filters built into surround-sound processors
are unacceptable for high-end applications. Passive high-pass
filters are necessary and can be easily constructed by anyone
with a soldering iron and a shrink-tube heat gun.
We’ll look at each of these items separately while referring to
the vented versus sealed enclosure graphs on page 15 of
Journal #2 and on page 4 and page 5 in this issue. But first I’ll
define some terms.

Definitions
I unwisely assumed that everybody had read my subwoofer
series in Widescreen Review and was familiar with basic terminology. This seems not to be the case so here are some definitions.
An electrical high-pass filter is a network that allows signals
above the nominal turnover frequency to pass without attenuation. The frequency where the effects begin is called the
turnover or corner or crossover frequency. A high-pass filter
blocks signals below this corner frequency by gradually reducing signal amplitude (attenuation) as frequency decreases. A
first-order high-pass filter attenuates low frequencies at a rate
of 6dB per octave below the corner frequency.
That means that when the signal decreases in frequency by
one octave it will be reduced in amplitude by 6dB relative to the
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the signal is attenuated by 3dB. Therefore an 80Hz high-pass
filter will allow a signal at 120Hz to pass without effect, and
attenuate a signal at 80Hz by 3dB. A signal at 40Hz (one
octave below 80Hz) will be attenuated by 9dB relative to a signal in the midrange. A signal at 20Hz (one octave below 40Hz)
will be reduced in amplitude by another 6dB for a total attenuation of 15dB. Get it?
Steeper filters roll off signals in the stop-band at a faster rate. A
second-order filter attenuates stop-band frequencies at
12db/octave. A third-order filter has an 18dB/octave attenuation
slope, a fourth-order filter has a 24dB/octave slope and so on.
Low-pass filters work the same way but they pass low frequencies and stop higher frequencies by attenuating them at various
rates as described above.

Vented subwoofers are suitable
for home theater only and are
not acceptable for use in highend music applications.
A loudspeaker driver in an enclosure acts as a mechanical
high-pass filter. The characteristics of this mechanical filter can
be modeled mathematically just like its electrical counterpart. A
driver in a sealed enclosure is nominally a second-order highpass filter depending on the system Q. (Higher-Q systems roll
off a little faster and lower-Q systems roll off a little slower than
second-order.) A driver in a vented enclosure is nominally a
fourth-order high-pass filter depending on alignment. (As examples, a B6 alignment is a sixth-order filter and a QB3 alignment
is a quasi-third-order filter.)
A vented subwoofer uses a resonating column of air to augment the output from the active drive element over a narrow
range of frequencies. This type of subwoofer is sometimes
referred to by other names such as bass-reflex, ducted port,
tuned port or simply ported. Passive radiator designs substitute
the mass of the passive radiator diaphragm for the mass of the
column of air in a vent but they work the same way.
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A passive radiator eliminates wind noise that may occur with a
vent and the passive diaphragm can be weighted to allow
enclosure dimensions that would be too small to include the
port length necessary for low frequency tuning. In all cases,
passive radiator designs are considered to be vented systems.
Filters, whether they are mechanical or electrical, have other
effects on the signal in addition to attenuation. They cause
phase shift, group delay and oscillation (ringing) after the signal
stops. All these negative effects increase as the order of the filter is increased. A fourth-order filter causes twice as much
phase shift as a second-order filter and doubles the amount of
group delay.

How to Interpret the Graphs
The graphs published in Journal #2 on page 15, and in this
issue on pages 4 and 5, compare virtually all the characteristic
differences between vented and sealed enclosure designs
except transient response and excursion. Excursion will be
illustrated later in this article.
You would have to actually measure impulse response or tone
burst response to demonstrate transient response differences
graphically and we’ll get to that later on in the Journal series.
For now let me just state that sealed enclosure subwoofers typically oscillate one and a half cycles after the signal stops
(higher-Qs ring more and lower-Qs less). Vented enclosures
typically oscillate three cycles after the signal stops (higherorder alignments ring more and lower-order alignments less).
The other characteristics become clearly evident when examining the traces in these graphs and I’ll describe what each trace
means here. The graphs on pages 4 and 5 compare the computer predicted response characteristics of a JBL 2235H 15inch driver mounted in a 5.4 cubic foot sealed enclosure (page
4) with the characteristics of the same driver mounted in a
vented enclosure (page 5). The sealed enclosure is designed
for a Qtc of .5 and the vented design is a B4 alignment. The
enclosure volume is the same in both cases.

The black trace shows amplitude response versus frequency
with amplitude relative to flat response (or 0dB) shown on the
vertical or y-axis of the graph at the left, and frequency shown
on the horizontal or x-axis along the bottom. Looking at the
black traces you can see that the vented design remains flat
down to 40Hz and rolls off steeply below this point. The sealed
design begins rolling off gently above 100Hz. (This tapering
response will be corrected with equalization in a powered subwoofer design.) The vented subwoofer is -20dB at 19Hz and
the sealed subwoofer goes down to 13Hz before reaching
-20dB. (A vented, powered subwoofer will need slightly less EQ for
flat response but will still roll off at a faster rate.)
The yellow trace shows impedance magnitude versus frequency with impedance in ohms displayed at the far right on the yaxis. You can see that the sealed enclosure has a single impedance peak at 40Hz which shows the system resonance, and
the vented enclosure has two peaks at 50Hz and 13Hz. The
trough between these peaks shows the vent tuning frequency
of 32Hz. At 32Hz the cone excursion (or travel) of the active
driver will be minimum and the resonating column of air in the
port will produce almost all the acoustic output. The sound that
you hear will be produced primarily by the vent.
The magenta trace shows phase response versus frequency
with the phase angle displayed on the y-axis at the far left. You
can see that the sealed enclosure has a phase shift of 90
degrees at system resonance and the vented enclosure has
shifted 180 degrees at resonance, almost completely reversing
phase between 100Hz and 30Hz.
The blue trace shows group delay with the delay in milliseconds
shown on the y-axis at the right. Group delay means that signals around a certain frequency will be delayed in time relative
to signals in the midrange. Each millisecond of delay equals
about one foot of apparent distance. A subwoofer with 17ms of
group delay at 20Hz will appear to be seventeen feet farther APJ

I designed these systems on my computer and I have constructed them and they are sitting in my garage at this moment,
in case you think that this is all just theoretic mumbo jumbo.
The real test units measure almost exactly as the computer
predicted they would, so the graph traces represent real-world
performance. Here is what each trace in the graphs means.
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JBL 2235H Driver in 5.4 cubic foot Sealed Enclosure

The illustrations on pages 4 and 5 compare frequency response (black trace), phase response (purple trace), impedance (yellow trace),
and group delay (blue trace) for the same JBL 2235H 15-inch driver mounted in a second-order sealed enclosure (page 4) and in a
fourth-order vented enclosure (page 5). You can learn a lot about the performance trade-offs involved in the choice of vented versus
sealed enclosure design from studying these graphs. In my opinion, the trade-offs make vents acceptable for use in full-range speakers
and totally unacceptable for subwoofers that are meant to reproduce music. A conventional vented design offers inferior performance in
every area except one: output level capability.

4
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JBL 2235H Driver in 5.4 cubic foot Vented Enclosure
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away from the listener than its actual physical position when
reproducing a signal at 20Hz. The sealed enclosure has less
than 8ms of delay down to 25Hz and the vented enclosure has
about double that.
Group delay varies with frequency so the vented subwoofer will
appear to be farther and farther behind the main speakers as
the frequency of the signal decreases.

Vented Enclosures versus Sealed Enclosures
by Richard Hardesty
Vented subwoofers dominate the home theater market. Home
theater subwoofers are hawked by specifying how loud they
can play and stating some harmonic distortion number based
on a measurement using a steady-state sinusoidal stimulus.
These numbers can be very misleading if you intend to use the
subwoofer for music. What about the three cycles of oscillation
after the signal stops, which is typical for vented designs?
Since this oscillation is unrelated to the input signal, isn’t it
100% distortion? What about the fact that a musical waveform
is transient in nature and is almost never sinusoidal?
If you think of bass as a separate entity that is unrelated to the
rest of the spectrum, a specification like 110dB at 35Hz with
1.5% THD might be significant. For film sound it probably is all
you need to know because, except for the musical score, movie
bass is completely artificial and is created for effect on a Foley
stage. Music is different.
Every musical note is made up of a fundamental tone and the
harmonics that give the note timbre. Harmonic structure defines
the instrument. A piano and a violin sound very different even
when they play the same note at the same fundamental frequency because the harmonics from each instrument are different. The time relationships between the fundamental and the
harmonics of each note are critical. What if the subwoofer is
producing the fundamental and the harmonics are being reproduced by the main speakers? Shouldn’t these component parts
of the same note be in time with each other?
Music is transient in nature. With the exception of organ pedal
notes, you’ll be hard pressed to find any sine waves in music.
Few musical notes are sustained for more than a few cycles.
Most low frequency notes from plucked bass and percussion
instruments start with a high amplitude transient spike which
settles into a gradually diminishing wave form.
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The piano can play the lowest note of any instrument in a standard symphony orchestra. The low A on a piano keyboard is
27.5Hz, which is quite a bit lower than the lowest note a double
bass can play—a low E at 41.2Hz. Harmonics of these notes
occur at the same frequencies as the fundamentals of the
same notes an octave or two higher. That’s why you can hear
the bass playing on a portable radio that has no real low frequency response. If these harmonics are out-of-step with the
fundamentals, as they would be when the fundamentals are
reproduced by a “slow” subwoofer, the rhythm and pace of
music are negatively impacted and tonal characteristics are altered.

The one advantage that vented
enclosure designs offer is a
reduction in cone excursion at
low frequencies.
The important aspects of subwoofer performance for music
reproduction are transient response and how well the subwoofer blends with the main speakers—not how loud the subwoofer will play. To protect your hearing, you should never listen
to music at average levels exceeding 90dB. Subwoofers that
can reach peaks of 100dB play loud enough for music reproduction.

Vented Advantages?
Vented subwoofers offer inferior performance compared to
sealed enclosure subwoofers of equivalent quality in the following areas: transient response, phase response, group delay,
and low frequency extension. You might ask why anyone would
choose to make a vented subwoofer. There is one very good
reason—high output. The one advantage that vented enclosure
designs offer is a reduction in cone excursion at low frequencies.
Reduced cone excursion allows vented designs to play louder.
A side benefit is that reduced excursion will also produce lower
steady-state harmonic distortion measurements. Following are
two more graphs comparing sealed and vented enclosures.
These graphs show cone excursion versus frequency.
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Vented Versus Sealed Enclosures
Here is the bottom line. If you want to reproduce the sound of
bombs exploding at 120dB in your living room, you’ll need a
vented subwoofer. If you want to accurately reproduce the
sound of musical instruments, you’ll need two sealed enclosure
subwoofers.

It’s Just a Phase
Phase response is a key element here. When speakers are outof-phase they work against each other and don’t blend together. When left and right stereo speakers are wired out-of-phase
one pushes while the other pulls. There is no image and bass
is greatly diminished due to cancellation. Tonal accuracy goes
out the window. Switch the plus and minus wires to one of your
stereo speakers and see for yourself. (Switching the polarity of
one speaker shifts the phase of that speaker’s output by 180
degrees.)
What do you suppose happens when a subwoofer changes
phase by 180 degrees within its pass band? Signals at 80Hz
may be out-of-phase with signals at 20Hz. How can musical
fundamental tones be integrated with their harmonics when the
phase of the fundamentals is a moving target which is constantly changing?

Do you see why loudspeaker
manufacturers want you to
believe that phase is inaudible
and unimportant?
Remember, the mechanical filter of the subwoofer driver in its
enclosure is one element to consider and the electrical filter of
the crossover network is another. Both filters, electrical and
mechanical, cause phase shift and group delay. The steeper
the slope, the greater the effect. This is why I recommend lowQ sealed enclosure subwoofers and passive first-order filters.

Small Satellite Speakers With Subwoofers
It would be wonderful if satellite/subwoofer systems provided
satisfactory high-end performance. Manufacturers could quit
making big, full-range speakers and we’d have lots more space
in our living rooms. Unfortunately, achieving a seamless blend

between a small satellite speaker and a subwoofer is virtually
impossible. You can’t get a completely satisfying blend because
of the same phase effects that we have been discussing.
As a small satellite speaker reaches the lower end of its frequency range it will approach or pass through system resonance just like the subwoofers described earlier. As the resonance frequency is approached, phase shift begins to occur.
A vented satellite speaker will experience a complete phase
reversal at a frequency near the crossover point between it and
a subwoofer. Add the phase shift of the steep-slope, active
high-pass filter required to prevent overloading the small
speaker with low frequency energy and you have a situation
that precludes a seamless blend between the satellite and subwoofer. A satellite speaker in a sealed enclosure will perform a
little better but not enough to work as well as a full-range
speaker with response to at least an octave below the
crossover frequency. Even a sealed enclosure satellite speaker
will probably require a second-order high-pass filter.

Do satellite/subwoofer systems work at all? Of course they do.
THX has built their whole program around the concept. You can
get lots more bass and much higher output from small satellite
speakers by adding a subwoofer or two but, in my opinion,
you’ll never achieve the seamless blend between the satellites
and the subwoofer that allows true high-end performance suitable for critical music listening.
Do you see why loudspeaker manufacturers want you to believe
that phase is inaudible and unimportant? Phase is a difficult
problem for them and they’d like to ignore it and want you to
ignore it, too.

Active High-pass Filters
A passive filter contains only passive circuit components.
Passive elements include capacitors, inductors and resisters.
These elements require no external power but may drop some
signal voltage, which is referred to as insertion loss. A single
pole high-pass filter consists of only a series capacitance and
has negligible insertion loss above the turnover frequency.
Filters with steeper slopes are generally implemented with
active circuitry to minimize insertion loss, size and cost. Active
filters contain transistors, or more commonly ICs, and use
power.
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Vented Versus Sealed Enclosures
Small speakers must be filtered more aggressively in order to
achieve the higher output levels and potential midrange benefits provided by adding subwoofers. This means active highpass filters with steep slopes of second- to fourth-order. What
do you suppose happens to the phase response of your main
speakers when you run the entire signal through an active
third-order high-pass filter? What do you think happens to the
fidelity of your expensive amplifier when you put an inexpensive
integrated circuit at the input and pass the entire signal through
this circuit?
Active high-pass filters are simply an unacceptable option for a
high quality audio system. Commercial crossover networks typically utilize cheap IC op-amps that add noise, phase shift and
distortion to the output from your main speaker system. These
negative effects completely offset any of the benefits provided
by adding subwoofers in my opinion.
This same argument can be used against the use of active
loudspeakers which use the same op-amps in thier crossovers.
Some have advised using no high-pass filter at all with the subwoofer(s) added simply to augment the bass of the main
speakers. This is a bad idea. Using no high-pass filter at all
precludes all the benefits of higher output capability and distortion reduction in the midrange and you still have the problem of
phase shift in the satellites.

High Q Won’t Do
In Journal #2 I described the advantages of corner placement
for subwoofers. This usually won’t work when using subwoofers
with a system Q of .7 or higher (which describes the vast
majority of commercial designs) because in most rooms you’ll
get exaggerated bass response due to room gain. Corner
placement will create a rising bass response that compensates
nicely for the falling free-field response of a subwoofer with a
Qtc of .5 but higher-Q designs will sound boomy with the additional bass lift provided by the corner. Higher-Q subwoofers
have a steeper high-pass characteristic and inferior transient
response as well.

You can easily build a passive high-pass filter using a female
RCA or XLR connector, a couple of high-quality capacitors, a
male RCA or XLR connector, and some heat-shrink tube to
hold it all together. Connect the ground terminals of the male
and female connectors together with a piece of wire and solder
the capacitor(s) between the hot terminals. The proper value of
capacitance should be placed in series with each leg of a balanced circuit. Cover the whole assembly with shrink tube and
heat to shrink. Simply insert the completed filter between the
interconnect cable and the input to each amplifier channel
(you’ll need one for each channel). Plug the interconnect cable
into the filter and the filter into the amplifier.
The formula for determining the necessary value of capacitance in farads is: c=1⁄(2πfz) or capacitance in farads equals
one divided by (6.28) x (crossover frequency in hertz) x (input
impedance in ohms).
With a tube amplifier or a solid-state amplifier using FET
inputs, impedance remains fairly constant with frequency and
the manufacturer's specs will allow you to calculate the value of
the necessary capacitors with reasonable accuracy.
Manufacturer’s specifications for balanced inputs sometimes
state the impedance for each leg and sometimes state the total
impedance. You’ll need to know which is which if you make balanced filters.

Solid-state amplifiers with bipolar input stages can have substantial changes in input impedance at low frequencies. Here
you need to insert the estimated capacitance and measure the
-3dB point and adjust. You can determine the -3dB point by
measuring voltage output from the amplifier using a signal generator.
Some adjustment is usually necessary to achieve perfect
results and this is facilitated by the temporary box that comes
with the Vandersteen subwoofers. It has dip switches to select
various capacitance values for experimentation. If you make
your own filters you’ll have to cut-and-try to achieve the best
sound.

Conclusion
Build Your Own High-Pass Filters
A passive, first-order high-pass filter consists of a value of
capacitance placed in series with the input to the amplifier. You
can either replace the input coupling cap in your amplifier with
one of the proper value or you can build an external filter.
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My advice is simple. Choose quality over quantity. Avoid steepslope filters whether electrical or mechanical. Remember the
facts about phase shift and group delay that were presented
here. There will be lots more discussion about these topics in
future Journals. APJ
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Excursion Graph

Dynaudio 30W-54 in Sealed Enclosure

The graph above shows the predicted response of a Dynaudio 30W-54 12-inch driver in a 9.4 cubic foot vented enclosure. The black
trace represents output level in dB SPL as shown on the vertical or y-axis at the left. The purple trace shows excursion in mm on the yaxis at the right. Frequency is shown in Hz along the x-axis at the bottom. Frequency range is 10-500Hz and is shown logarithmically.
As you can see, an output of 107dB at 22Hz can be obtained without exceeding the linear excursion limits of the driver.
The graph on the next page shows the predicted response of the same driver mounted in a sealed enclosure with the same volume.
The sealed enclosure design will reach the linear excursion limits of the driver at 42Hz without EQ, using the same input power as the
vented example above. Equalization to compensate for the falling response of the system will require a reduction in power and output
to prevent distortion caused by driving the speaker beyond the linear excursion limits. The sealed enclosure design will probably sound
better but won’t play nearly as loud as the vented design.
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Excursion Graph

Dynaudio 30W-54 in Sealed Enclosure
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The Natural Order of Things
er that drives them or the CD player that sets the limits for signal resolution well before the speakers get a chance to reproduce anything.

The Natural Order of Things
by Richard Hardesty
Recording a live musical event requires the conversion of
acoustical energy into electrical energy by the microphone(s).
Air pressure waves from instruments and voices move the
diaphragm in the mic and a tiny AC voltage appears across the
microphone cable. The resulting analog waveform is then
amplified, processed and converted again to some other form
for storage.
If the storage medium is an analog record the electrical energy
is converted back to mechanical energy by the cutter head,
which makes physical grooves in the lacquer-coated master. If
the storage medium is a compact disc the electrical energy is
first converted to a digital code and then engraved into the aluminum foil of the CD. If the information is to be stored on magnetic media, such as recording tape or hard disc, the energy is
converted to a concentrated magnetic field by the record
heads, which magnetize ferrous particles on the tape or disc
surface. If the original event is going to be broadcast over the
airwaves the electrical energy is used to modulate radio waves.
To reproduce the musical performance in the home the information that represents the original event must be retrieved from
the storage medium, converted back to electrical energy and
then processed and amplified to a level which is sufficient to
drive a loudspeaker. The speaker converts the electrical energy
to mechanical energy in the form of sound waves. Then your
ears convert this mechanical energy back to electrical energy
for interpretation by the brain. And you thought this was simple.
The electrical signal that represents the acoustical information
from a recorded musical performance flows through the individual components in a home audio system in a prescribed order.
Understanding the signal route and what happens to the signal
as it follows this path through the chain of components is
important. It allows us to efficiently allocate our resources when
purchasing or upgrading an audio system.
Most of us will have to set limits on the total cost of our audio
systems and spending too much on one component and not
enough on another can lead to disappointing results.

Too Much Here, Not Enough There
The most common error that budding audiophiles make is
spending too much on speakers and not enough on the amplifi-

The speakers are the final components in the signal chain and
they certainly are an important factor in the sound of an audio
system, but they cannot reproduce musical information that
doesn’t come down the speaker cables in the form of an electrical signal. Speakers convert electrical signals to mechanical
energy. They do not create information, they reproduce it.
Speakers cannot improve signal quality.
If a low-quality CD player fails to retrieve musical information
from the CD, the best amplifier in the world can’t amplify that
lost information and the best speakers in the world can’t reproduce that information—it’s gone forever. If the CD player successfully retrieves every bit of the stored data from the CD but
parts of the signal get lost or distorted by some component
along the signal path, the speakers can’t replace that lost information or correct a colored or distorted signal in any way.
An accurate speaker accurately reproduces the signal that
appears at the speaker input. If that signal is bad the sound
that comes from the speaker must be bad, no matter how good
the speaker.

Speakers, the Weak Link?
Speakers are almost always considered by novices to be the
weak link in the chain of audio components. This idea is based
on the ancient concept that harmonic distortion measurements
determine the level of perfection that components achieve.
Since speakers have more harmonic distortion than amplifiers
or other system components they must be less perfect. This is
a misconception as we’ll see.
The idea of the speaker as the weak link has been supported
by dealers, some of whom know better, because dealers make
lots more profit on speakers than on other components. They
want you to spend a larger portion of your budget on speakers
to maximize their profits.
Magazines have also supported the idea because there are
more speaker manufacturers than makers of other components
and the magazines want to print as many reviews and sell as
much advertising as they can.
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Speakers get the most attention from hobbyists and magazine
reviewers because even a novice listener can hear big differences between various models. It’s easy to convince inexperienced listeners that speakers are the only component that
makes an audible difference and many people steadfastly
believe this. Any amplifier will do because they all have low distortion, they’ll tell you—just get good speakers and you’ll have
good sound. All CD players sound the same, they say—bits are
bits; only speakers make a difference.

The facts about speakers paint a different picture and here they
are: Loudspeakers are the final components in the signal chain.
Speakers reproduce only the signal that is fed into them. If that
signal is bad and the speakers are accurate, the sound will be
bad. If you put lots more information into a simple speaker
you’ll get lots more information out. If you put garbage into an
outstanding speaker you’ll get garbage out. Placing a better
speaker at the end of a system of flawed components may
actually make the sound worse because a better speaker may
be more revealing of the flaws in the components that precede
it in the signal chain.

Speakers reproduce only the
signal that is fed into them.
Are speakers an important component? Absolutely. Are speakers the only component that really matters? Absolutely not.
You can easily hear the difference between a good amplifier
and an excellent amplifier through modest speakers. When I
was a merchant, I sold many $10,000 amplifiers by comparing
them to less expensive amplifiers using a $1,200/pair speaker
system. The demonstration was far more effective because of
the modest cost of the speakers used in the comparison.

An Audio System is Not a Chain
If you hang too much weight from a chain the chain will break
at the weakest link. Hence the saying a chain is only as strong
as its weakest link. Making other links in the chain stronger will
not make the chain stronger than the weakest link because that
is where it will fail. Audio systems don’t work that way.
Each link in a chain is the same and has the same purpose.
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Each component in an audio system is different and performs a
different job.
An audio system is made up of a series of components and the
signal passes through them sequentially. The components in
the signal path can’t make the signal better, they can only
make it worse. Each component is imperfect and each one
degrades the signal somewhat by losing information and
adding noise and distortion. Additive degradation includes
noise, distortion and coloration. Subtractive degradation
involves the loss of information or resolution and the compression of dynamic range.
Each component is somewhat dependent on those that precede it in the system but an improvement in any component will
probably be audible because a better component will cause
less damage to the signal providing a better sounding result
overall.
Strengthening some individual links in a chain won’t make the
chain stronger but improving any of the individual components
in an audio system will make the system sound better. Every
component makes a difference and improving any one will
improve the overall sound. Some improvements will cost a lot
more than others so we should study the purpose of each component in order to maximize fidelity and minimize expenditures.
Let’s consider the components in an audio system.

Elements/Components
The elements in a film or video projector lens make a good
visual analogy to the components in an audio system. Each
glass or plastic element in a multi-element lens bends or focuses the light rays passing through it. Each element must perform
its particular modification to the light rays that pass through
with a minimum of light loss. Cleaning the surface of any lens
element will improve the image. Audio components work in a
similar way.
Each component in an audio system has a specific job to do.
Each transforms or amplifies the signal in some way. Each one
must perform its task while losing as little musical detail as
possible, and adding as little noise, distortion and coloration as
possible.
No lens element is completely perfect and some light will be
lost and some distortion will occur in each element. If any element is tinted, the entire image will be tinted. A better lens pro-
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vides a better image because it does less damage to the light
passing through it. Because the image starts out small at the
film frame and gets larger at the screen, distortions that occur
early-on in the light path will be magnified.
No audio component is completely perfect either. Each component will lose some musical information or detail, and add some
noise and distortion or coloration to the audio signal. If any
component adds coloration the overall system sound will be
colored. Because the signal is being amplified, distortions that
occur early in the signal path will be magnified.
The projector lens can’t improve the image on the film and an
audio component can’t improve the quality of the recording.
No audio component can make the signal better. An accurate
amplifier, for instance, should produce an output signal that is a
higher-powered replica of the input signal. A better amplifier will
make a more accurate replica causing less degradation to the
original signal.

It can’t improve upon the quality of the signal because there is
no mechanism for signal improvement.
A better amplifier will pass along more information (less signal
loss) and add less distortion, noise and coloration. Replacing
an amplifier with a better one will improve the sound of the system regardless of the quality of the speakers at the end of the
signal path because the signal will be degraded less by the
amplifier along the way.

System Sections
An audio system can be divided into basic sections: the source
components, the amplification components, and the output
components. The cables that connect these sections together
are important components, too.
The source components are all those devices that recover
stored or broadcast data. These may include an analog
turntable, a CD player, a cassette deck, an open-reel tape
deck, a VCR, a DAT deck, a satellite receiver or set-top box, a
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DVD player, a laserdisc player, or a tuner—any component that
retrieves information from a storage medium or the airwaves.
These components may have two or more signal channels.
The source component sets the limit for signal resolution. The
amount of signal detail that comes out of the source component is the maximum amount that subsequent components in
the signal path have to work with. A better turntable system
retrieves more information from the record and creates less
noise and distortion by producing less rumble and contributing
less wow and flutter. A better CD player retrieves more data
from the CD and distorts this data less with lower jitter. A better
tuner resolves more of the broadcast information and adds less
garbage.
The amplification components include a preamp and an amplifier. The preamp may be part of a surround-sound processor. An
integrated amplifier is a preamp and amplifier on a single chassis. A receiver is a tuner, preamp and amplifier in one box. A
stereo system has two channels of everything and a surroundsound system usually has five or more.
The amplification components take the low-level signal from the
source components and make it bigger. The preamp is the control unit that provides switching, buffering and volume control
along with some amplification—in the case of a phono stage,
lots of amplification. The amplifier receives the signal from the
preamp and raises it to a level that can drive the speakers.
The signal is actually amplified over and over again until it
reaches a power level that is high enough to drive the loudspeakers. The concept of a straight wire with gain is a misleading one. Every stage of an amplification component completely
recreates the signal as you’ll see later. The amplification components can’t replace information that was not retrieved from
the storage medium by the source components, and the amplification components can’t remove noise or distortion introduced
by the source components. If the turntable distorts the signal
from the record with speed fluctuations (wow and flutter) the
amplification components will amplify these distortions along
with the desired signal. If the CD player produces a distorted
replica of the signal during digital-to-analog conversion due to
jitter, the amplification components will simply raise the level of
these distortions.
The output components include loudspeakers or perhaps headphones. A stereo system has two speakers and a surround-

sound system has more.
The output components receive the signal in whatever condition it’s in after amplification and convert the amplified electrical
energy into mechanical energy to move air and make sound.
There is no component in any speaker that can make the signal
better. By the time the signal reaches the speakers it has
passed through all the other components in the audio system.
Information that got lost along the way cannot be recreated by
the speakers, but noise and distortion can be. Noise and distortion in the signal will be clearly revealed by a high-resolution
speaker. You’ll hear any noise and distortion that was contributed by any component in the signal path.
If you trace the signal path through the system it should
become clear that each component can only work with the signal it gets from the component that precedes it in the signal
path. But that doesn’t mean that replacing a downstream component with a better one won’t improve the sound of the system.
Since each component degrades the signal a little, a better
component will provide a better overall result because the system as a whole will now degrade the signal a little less. Added
coloration is a slightly different matter.
If one component adds coloration to the signal the sound will
be colored. Trying to cover up that coloration by adding components with “synergistic” colorations is a very bad idea. A coloration will remain until the last colored component is replaced.
Each component should be as neutral as possible in tonal quality.
You can also see that adding more components to the signal
path will degrade the integrity of the signal even more. Every
additional device will add noise and distortion and lose information. Every additional device will require another set of cables.
The simplest signal path is almost always the best sounding
and the least expensive. Consider adding components carefully.
Adding a stand-alone D-to-A converter to improve the performance of the DAC in the CD player adds another component with
another power supply along with another set of cables. These
additional components will add noise and distortion and may
lose signal information. Be sure that the outboard DAC is a lot
better than the one inside the CD player or this expenditure
may not result in an audible improvement.
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In future Journals we’ll delve more deeply into each major system component and describe how each one works in greater
detail, but in this issue we will concentrate on resource allocation. Let’s take a brief look at some of the individual components along the signal path.

provide far more gain than the amplifier.) They may not seem to
be important but preamps make a significant sonic contribution
and, because they work with tiny signal levels that will later be
amplified many times over, the sonic character that preamps
impart to the signal will be a major factor in the overall sound of
the system. Good preamps are expensive but worth it.

Sources

Amplifiers are the most underrated and possibly the most
important single component in an audio system. Many people
believe that amplifiers are nearly perfect because they all have
low harmonic distortion. There is a large and very vocal group
in the audio world that believes there are virtually no audible
differences between high quality amplifiers. Believe me, nothing
could be farther from the truth.

The quality of the original recording or broadcast sets the
absolute limit for resolution no matter how good your reproduction system may be. The best audio system in the world won’t
make a bad recording sound good. The source components
must retrieve the recorded or broadcast information and they
set the limits for the level of resolution possible from your playback system. If you don’t get all the information off the disc (or
other source) that information won’t come out of your speakers
as sound. Read that last sentence again.
Time and time again I have seen disgruntled hobbyists with
expensive speaker systems listening to $400 CD players and
wondering why their speakers don’t sound like they did in the
store demonstration. They’re only bits, they say. Sound & Vision
Magazine says they all sound the same.
A CD or DVD player is the most common source for high-end
audio or home theater systems today. These players read tiny
pits on the discs with a laser beam and perform digital-to-analog conversion on the data that is retrieved from the disc. This
is an incredibly difficult and demanding task that requires a precision instrument to achieve high quality results. A $79
DiscMan can read a CD but the analog signal that comes out is
an inadequate source for a high-end audio system.
The signal from the source component sets the limit for resolution for the entire audio system. No component in the amplification or output sections of the system can recreate musical information that was lost or damaged by the source component.
The CD player I use (Wadia 860) costs more than my speaker
system. I consider this a proper allocation of resources. I use a
separate high-quality DVD player (CAL CL 2500 DVD) for
movies.

The straight wire with gain analogy, which is offered as a
description of the ideal amplifier, is completely misleading. The
input signal to the amplifier and the output signal from it are
merely cousins, and in most designs distant cousins at that.
Each stage of the amplifier recreates a replica of the signal
from the stage that precedes it. The amplifier doesn’t take a
tiny signal and make it bigger—the amplifier creates a big signal that replicates the tiny one. You could say that the signal
you actually hear is created in the amplifier rather than passed
through it. (Future Journals will consider amplifier design in
detail. I’ll make a strong case proposing that amplifiers rather
than speakers are the weak link in an audio system. How’s that
for controversy?)
I’m listening to a variety of amplifiers these days including
Levinson 33H monos, a Proceed HPA-3, a Theta Dreadnaught
and a CAL CL 2500 MPA. Each of these amplifiers is outstanding in its own way, but I am still searching for the perfect one to
live with forever. When I find it Journal readers will be the first
to know.

Speakers

Amplification

There are many terrible speakers available, of course, but the
good ones are better than most people think. Vandersteens,
Thiels and Dunlavys have better impulse response than the
compact discs we play through them! These speakers are
demonstrably more accurate in time and phase than the primary recorded music source of the day.

A preamp may not appear to do much more than switch input
signals and provide volume control and with line-level sources
that’s basically true. (With phono sources, a preamplifier can

Speakers, like all other audio components, are not perfect. But
their faults are remarkably agreeable with the human hearing
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mechanism. The acoustic errors that they make are similar to
and usually no greater than the contribution from the natural
environments in which we listen.
Modern high-quality speakers have very low distortion above
the bass frequencies. Depending on how and what you measure, speakers may have less harmonic distortion than certain
amplifier types such as single-ended triode tube amps. Most
high-quality speakers have amplitude response that is sufficiently linear to deliver good sound in real rooms. A good
speaker may have minor frequency response errors, but if
these are balanced so that octave-to-octave energy is balanced, the errors are relatively benign and will be swamped by
the room’s acoustic contributions. Good speakers won’t deviate
from flat response by more than ±1.5dB over the full audible
range.
Most speakers have gross phase response errors which have
been accepted in the era of the compact disc because the CD
is not capable of delivering a linear-phase signal. 96kHz/24-bit
LPCM on DVD and Super Audio CD discs are about to change
all that. Dunlavy, Thiel and Vandersteen speakers are time- and
phase-correct today and will be ready for tomorrow’s improved
recording technologies. This whole phase thing will be
explained in great detail in future Journals.

Good cables are extremely important and the marketplace is a
minefield of scam and hype. Anybody with a crimping tool can
call himself a cable engineer these days. I’m going to devote
lots of space in future Journals to the subject of audio cables
but in the meantime be very careful. Don’t buy any expensive
cable product without carefully listening to it in your own system. Most of the mega-dollar cables are really bad and should
be avoided.

Conclusion
A smart buyer will consider individual audio components in the
context of a complete system. The proper allocation of
resources requires a balance of expenditure between the major
sections of the system. If you spend too much on one section
you will surely short-change another.
If you are upgrading an existing system and you have one component that is of substantially lower quality than the others,
change that first. If everything is well balanced quality-wise,
start at the beginning with an improvement in the source section of the system. Then move down the signal path and
improve amplification and finally the speaker system. Trust me,
you’ll get far more bang for your buck this way. APJ

I own Vandersteen 3A Signature speakers and 2WQ subwoofers and this $6,000 combination beats anything else I’ve
heard regardless of price, with one exception. I can’t use the
Vandersteen Model 5s for amplifier comparisons because they
have an internal bass amplifier and can’t be operated full range
like the Model 3s. I have a pair of Vandersteen Reference
Monitors on order.

Cables
High-end cables are the biggest scam in audio and some of the
most expensive ones perform very poorly. But that doesn’t
mean that cheap ones will do or that cables aren’t very important. Cables can dramatically change the sound of an audio
system.
Cables are an important component in the system. If you connect the
world’s best preamp to the world’s best amplifier with cables that lose
information or add distortion and coloration, the signal will be
degraded by these cables, just as it would by any other component
with similar aberrations.
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How Many Channels?
How Many Audio Channels
Do We Really Need?
by Richard Hardesty
As home theater becomes the ubiquitous basis of mass-market
home entertainment, we’re going to see a big demand from the
general public for multichannel music recordings. When your
neighbors have invested all their spendable cash in 5.1 channels of amplification and speakers for their home theater surround sound systems, they will want sound to come out of all
those speakers when they play music. I predict that content
providers will jump on this bandwagon and offer surround
sound music recordings. More is better, right?
Today, surround sound music recordings require data reduction
and that means perceptual coding schemes like Dolby Digital
and DTS, which, regardless of the advertising claims to the
contrary, are a giant leap backward from CD-quality sound. I
won’t even bother to discuss Dolby Pro Logic matrix encoding,
which has been a dismal failure for music recordings.

recordings sound compared to uncompressed recordings. (An
experiment you can try for yourself is described later in this
article.) The recorded information that is discarded may be
inaudible to the folks at DTS but it’s certainly not inaudible to
me.
What about tomorrow when technologic advances will bring us
the capability of greater fidelity along with more channels of
information from sources like DVD-Audio and Super Audio CD?
How many channels will it take to provide the ultimate spatial
effect? Dolby is already pushing 6.1 channel surround sound
with the EX system, many surround sound processors offer
matrix-derived side channels for a count of 7.1, and Tom
Holman (of THX fame) has demonstrated a 10.2-channel system at trade shows. Will more channels actually improve spatial
realism or is this just another excuse to sell more hardware?
Does surround sound really provide a better spatial effect than
good stereo can?

Two Eyes, Two Ears
The relative merits of Dolby Digital versus DTS Digital
Surround have been debated in the press but in my opinion this
is like asking “which would you rather have, a broken arm or a
broken leg?” Dolby Digital sounds pretty good considering that
at least nine tenths of the original recorded data is thrown
away, but it is certainly not a high fidelity process. DTS claims
to be “completely transparent” to the original master recording
but consider this. If you put six channels in the space formerly
filled by two, the compression ratio required is at least three-toone. (It’s really worse than that because a lot of side-band data
has to be transmitted along with the recorded information to
facilitate decoding.)
Data compression at a three-to-one ratio means discarding two
thirds of the data from the original recording. That means that
two thirds of the recorded information is deemed to be inaudible and is simply thrown away. This is done by a process called
perceptual coding. Perceptual coding algorithms analyze the
recorded information and retain data that is thought to be necessary and discard data that is thought to be inaudible due to
masking and other effects.
Data rate comparisons are somewhat misleading because DTS
is a forward-adaptive system which includes more side-band
data required for decoding. DTS does operate at a higher data
rate than Dolby Digital, providing just enough additional information to allow the listener to hear just how bad data-reduced
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We perceive the world around us using many senses. Our visual and aural perceptions utilize dual receptors—we have two
eyes and two ears—so that we can extrapolate the third dimension of depth or distance. We see and hear from two slightly
different locations simultaneously, allowing our brains to calculate not only the precise direction of the sight or sound, but the
proximity of its source as well. We can tell by sight or sound
that something is standing before us and just how far away it is.
We can tell by sound when something is positioned in front of
us, to either side, or behind us and whether it’s approaching or
moving away.
But we can be fooled under the right conditions. If you photograph a scene from two slightly different camera positions
simultaneously, and project the resulting images so that each
eye sees only one of them (like the IMAX 3D process where
the viewer wears a hood which determines what each eye
sees), these flat images projected on a flat screen seem to
become three-dimensional. A high quality stereo recording,
played back on a properly configured stereo system, delivers a
holographic sonic image in front of you. This image is threedimensional in every sense of the word (to a listener who is
positioned correctly, equidistant from each speaker).
Do you think that the IMAX picture would be even more dimensional if three cameras were used? How about four? Since you
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only have two eyes, it’s easy to understand intuitively that three
or more images, projected together, would simply blur the result
rather than improve it. Shouldn’t sound work the same way? In
fact it does, but there are some additional considerations.

Our hearing is even more sensitive. We locate the direction
from which sounds originate by several mechanisms. Inter-aural
time delay is a primary method and the amplitude differential
between the ears is an additional aid. Stereo simulates these
cues in reverse.

Sound Is More Primal

Real sounds generally come from a single place in space. The
sounds from a musical instrument or a human voice emanate
from the single location of that instrument or person. The sound
from a stereo system emanates from two stereo speakers and
this can create the illusion that the sound source is somewhere
other than the position of the speakers, usually between and
behind them. The speakers have to be spread apart at a fifty to
sixty degree included angle relative to the listener for this illusion to work. If the speakers are placed closer together, the illusion disappears and the listener perceives a single sound
source. What do you think happens when we place additional
speakers for added audio channels in between the primary
stereo speakers?

Although we cannot see what is behind us, we can hear and
precisely locate the direction and distance to the source of a
sound anywhere around us, including its height or distance
from the ground. This is important for survival. It allowed our
ancestors to hear predators sneaking up behind them in the
jungle, and it allows us to hear the mugger approaching us
from behind while we’re at the ATM machine. Our field of vision
is a little more than 180 degrees horizontally, and far less than
that vertically, but we can accurately hear over a 360 degree
field in both planes.
If you block one eye while watching an IMAX 3D movie, the
third dimension collapses and the image looks just as flat as
any conventional film. If you move off-axis from a position that
is perfectly centered in front of your stereo speakers, the same
thing occurs: the sonic image collapses. Can this be remedied
by adding more channels of audio?

Sight and Sound in the Real World
We see the world through two eyes that are spaced slightly
apart allowing us to observe objects from two different perspectives simultaneously. From these two vantage points we can
mentally calculate the distance to an object by triangulation and
we can see slightly around the object to observe its depth. The
IMAX 3D movie system captures two images from two different
perspectives just like our eyes do. These two images are projected on the screen with alternating frames from each perspective. First a frame from the left image, and then a frame
from the right image is projected on the screen and so on.
The viewer wears a hood with synchronized LCD lenses over
each eye. These lenses switch between clear and opaque
states to block the left eye while the right image is being projected on the screen, and then block the right eye while the left
image is being projected. The left eye sees only the image from
the left camera perspective and the right eye sees only the
image from the right camera perspective. The result is assembled in the brain as a remarkably life-like, three-dimensional
visual experience.

Real World Directional Determination
The widely accepted concept of inter-aural time delay says that
we determine the direction of the source of sounds by the
arrival time differential between each of our two ears. If a sound
arrives at the left ear before it arrives at the right ear the sound
must come from a place towards the left of the listener. How far
left is supposedly determined by how much time elapses
between the arrivals at each respective ear. This seems plausible for transient sounds but how about continuing signals?
What are we mentally timing here, the arrival of the pressure
peak on each cycle?
If you have ever tried to locate a cricket chirping in your kitchen
you know that the direction of origin of sharp, transient sounds
is very difficult to determine. The position of a bird warbling at a
similar frequency is easily discerned, however.
I believe that the brain performs a phase null on the arriving
signals to each ear and calculates the direction of the source,
queuing on the first arrival to establish whether the origin is left
or right of the listener.
The concept of head-related transfer function says that the
shape of the ears and head alter the spectral balance of identical sounds originating from the front and to the sides of the listener. THX makes much of the necessity of altering the signal
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to the rear channel speakers to “timbre” match the sound of the
front and rear speakers due to this spectral shift.
This idea doesn’t stand up to scrutiny. Turn your head ninety
degrees or more while listening to your stereo and see if the
spectral balance of the sound is altered. If you hear any frequency-related change at all, your brain is wired differently
from mine.
I believe that the shape of the ears is very significant to our
ability to localize the origin of sound, but I think that phase
plays an important role here as well. When I turn my head relative to the source of sound I don’t hear a spectral shift. I believe
I hear a phase shift.
So what is my point here? I’m trying to make it clear that when
it comes to human perception, all is not known. But that hasn’t
kept many experts from proclaiming that it is.
Many studies have been undertaken and papers written about
inter-aural effects and head-related transfer function. These
tests are presented as objective assessments and cloaked in
jargon that makes them seem very “scientific.” At the bottom of
all these tests is a simple experiment: arbitrarily chosen listeners are asked “can you hear that?” These listeners’ subjective
opinions become the basis for all these supposedly objective
truths. If you think that these tests prove anything, think about
this.
If one hundred percent of the members of a group of listeners
can’t hear a tone or other stimulus under test conditions that
doesn’t prove that the tone or stimulus is inaudible. It only
proves that those people under those conditions couldn’t hear
it. What about more experienced listeners with more sophisticated audio systems listening under more natural conditions?
Scientific “truths” about the function of the human senses are
based on tests that almost always rely on the subjective
response from humans who are asked for their opinions. How
does the optometrist with all those instruments correct your
vision? He alternately places two lenses in front of your eyes
and asks “which is better, A or B?”
If all these scientific tests are based on the subjective impressions of unskilled listeners, aren’t your own personal experiences just as valid? Can’t you experiment and determine what
works for you personally? I knew you could.
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In my opinion—which is based solely on my observations—the
human ear/brain mechanism is very sensitive to phase and
uses this factor to analyze all sounds for direction of origin, distance from the listener and proximity to surrounding reflective
surfaces. A time- and phase-accurate stereo system can do a
remarkable job of recreating these phase cues using two properly spaced speakers.
Testing in the past has concentrated almost exclusively on
amplitude and spectral differences and, for the most part,
ignored phase response when analyzing how we hear. I know
that phase is an important aspect that has been overlooked
and it will be discussed extensively in future Journals.

Surround Sound—Brute-Force Spatiality?
In a commercial movie theater, stereophonic audio is virtually
impossible. People sit too far from the speakers and no one is
perfectly centered between them. The front speakers are
placed behind the screen and the rear speakers are mounted
against the wall, so that all sounds arriving at the listener
become a mishmash of direct and reflected energy that is very
smeared in time and phase. The center channel speaker can
be twenty feet closer to the listener than the left and right front
channel speakers because all are arranged in a row against the
front wall. If sound is panned hard left, it will appear to come
from the left side of the screen, and vice versa, but that is not
imaging, it’s multitrack mono. A home stereo system can place
an image to the left of the left speaker, if the proper phase
information is reproduced by the right speaker and the listener
is positioned properly between the speakers. That’s imaging.
It takes two speakers, both reproducing an acoustically related
signal with small differences in amplitude and phase, to create
an image. There is nothing “spatial” about a mono signal coming from a single speaker. It sounds just like a mono signal
coming directly from one speaker, which is what it is.
We can create a semblance of spatial effect in a movie theater
by adding more speakers and redirecting the sound from one to
another. This is a brute-force method of simulating a spatial
effect, but there simply is no other way to provide “enveloping”
sound under these conditions. How about in the home?

The Sound of a Space
Your brain can easily and precisely locate the source of a mono
signal regardless of the direction from which it arrives. That’s
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how you hear real sounds in the real world. A stereo system
can fool you and make sounds appear to come from a position
other than the two speakers if the speakers and the listener are
placed properly.
If you were surrounded by a gazillion speakers driven by a
gazillion channels of discrete audio, you would not have much
spatial effect unless these speakers were fed an acoustically
related signal in pairs, and the pairs were placed about sixty
degrees apart. A 360-degree circle can be divided into only six,
60-degree sections.
Spatial effect is created by two sources reproducing related signals that differ slightly in amplitude and phase. The effect
occurs between the speakers, not at them. Beyond a certain
point, adding channels will actually depreciate this effect, not
improve it. Don’t believe me? I’ll give you some experiments to
try and then you can decide whether you agree with me. If you
decide that you don’t, just keep buying more stuff until you run
out of space or money. I won’t mind.

More is Better, Right?
I’ll assume that you have a high quality home theater system
with the front channels set up in an acceptable manner for
stereo reproduction (about 60° included angle between the
front left and right speakers, with the speakers positioned well
away from the walls), or know someone who does. Your seated
position must be exactly centered between, and an equal distance from, each of your front speakers. If this doesn’t describe
your setup, the following experiments will be meaningless.

Play some multichannel material that you are familiar with,
using either three channels or five channels for reproduction,
and listen to the sound of three front speakers. (Ignore the
sound from the surrounds or turn them off.) Now reconfigure
your controller for “phantom” center channel and play the same
material again. Are three channels across the front better than
two? Or does that center channel sound like a flat, mono
source, just stuck in the middle, and never fully integrated with
the overall sound?
Many listeners have found that even matched center channel
speakers don’t sound quite right and they have experimented
with methods to improve the situation. Adding excess delay to
the center channel helps. Using a bleed box to leak some center channel information to the front left and right speakers and
vice versa will sound a little better but not as good as turning
off the center channel speaker altogether. As long as you are
sitting in the middle, adding a center channel speaker depreciates the spatial effect of the system, in my opinion, but what if
you invite friends over to share your home theater system?
Move over to one side and listen in phantom mode again. Timeand phase-accurate speakers will deliver a pretty good image
well off-center, but if you keep moving to the side the sound will
eventually begin to pull to the side in the direction that you
have moved. If that sound is dialog, which should appear to
come from a character on screen, the effect can be disconcerting. Adding a center channel speaker will definitely improve this
situation for a listener seated off-axis while watching a film.

A Center Channel For The Rear?
Listen to a good stereo recording using only the front left and
right speakers and no signal processing. Unplug one speaker
and listen again. (You can switch the signal to mono if you want
to, it doesn’t matter.) Is there any question that two channels
are better than one? Two speakers can create a sound field
with three dimensions. One cannot. A single speaker sounds
like a single source whether the signal is mono or stereo or
multichannel.

As we have discussed, you can’t create much true stereo effect
in a commercial movie house, so the more channels utilized to
simulate spatiality the better. A center rear channel, matrixed
from the discrete left and right surround signals, will probably
offer a significant improvement in sound directionality for most
listeners at the movies. Do you need this in your home? Not if
you and a companion sit in a position centered between your
surround speakers. Do you want to have it? Maybe.

Now switch the signal to mono and listen through two speakers
again. All sounds should appear to come from the center, midway between the speakers. No depth, no spread, no third
dimension, no space between individual sound-producing elements, but it still sounds more natural than a mono signal coming from just one speaker, doesn’t it?

How many people usually watch when you play a movie on
your home theater system? Do some of them sit off to the
sides, well away from the “sweet spot” required for good spatial
effects? If so, then you may want to invest in a rear center
channel speaker and the network and amplifier to drive it.
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New Surround Formats
If you are like me and share your system with only one or two
others, my advice is to take the money that you would spend
reproducing additional channels and invest it in upgraded components elsewhere.

Surround Sound For Music?
Live musical performances, almost without exception, occur on
a stage in front of the listeners. The sound of a live performance has depth and dimension and each instrument has a specific position in space but all this occurs in front of the listener.
In a small venue there is little or no contribution from the room
and the only “ambient” sounds come from the crowd surrounding you. These sounds will probably be more of a distraction
than an addition to the natural recreation of the original event,
but it is conceivable that a tastefully done surround sound
recording could actually add to the sense of realism. What are
the chances that surround sound recordings will be tastefully
done?
The Lyle Lovett CD Joshua Judges Ruth on Curb/MCA records
is a very good stereo recording. It has also been released in
5.1-channel DTS Digital Surround and comparing the two versions is very interesting.
The stereo version has natural sound and good spatial effect
with the band appearing to be spread across the stage in front
of the listener as it would be in a live performance. The multichannel version is very gimmicky with backup singers and per-
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cussionists coming from the rear speakers in a manner that I
find disconcertingly unnatural. I find the stereo version to be
convincing and the multichannel version to be humorous. But
there’s more.
The piano and Lyle’s voice remain in front where they belong
on the 5.1 disc but are stripped of all the subtle sonic details
that provide natural harmonics and decay. These things were
deemed to be inaudible by DTS’ perceptual coding algorithm
and discarded for data compression. The lack of these details
is clearly audible to me on my system. Try this comparison for
yourselves and see if you agree.
The Columbia Music Video DVD release of James Taylor, Live
At The Beacon Theatre has a Dolby Digital 5.1-channel sound
mix and a 48kHz/20-bit PCM stereo track, too. Comparing
these two different recording technologies can be enlightening.
The 5.1 track puts audience sounds all around you, which is
appealing, but the performers on stage don’t sound very good
and their sonic images are not in focus. The stereo PCM track
offers clearly superior fidelity and, in my humble opinion, a
much better spatial presentation. You may find it helpful to turn
off the picture when you do this comparison so that your attention is focused on the sound.
You may decide that you enjoy the multichannel mix enough to
accept the sacrifice in fidelity, but I think you should be aware
of the trade-off required.
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So, How Many Channels Do We Need?

Conclusion

I think that music recorded in a small venue sounds best using
only two channels for reproduction. It’s hard for me to understand how anyone could imagine that hearing bongos over your
left shoulder and back-up singers over your right shoulder simulates a real musical experience and sounds natural. Adding a
bunch of artificial reverberation simply blurs definition and
detail and defocuses the frontal image, but this is less offensive
than putting instruments in the rear channels and is a matter of
taste.

More may actually be better, or maybe not. If you are a serious
music listener who values fidelity, probably not. Don’t be overly
enthusiastic and rush out to buy every new gadget that is
offered for sale. Start by determining how you will actually use
your home entertainment system. Then listen and decide for
yourself. Will more stuff really give you better sound? APJ

New Surround Sound Formats for 2004
by Richard Hardesty

Surround Sound for Music is
Like Bowling Balls for Fish
A large venue like a concert hall naturally adds a lot of reverberant sound to the direct sound emanating from the instruments on stage. Accurately reproducing some of this “hall
sound” may actually improve the reproduction of the original
event. To get the sound from the back of a large venue like a
concert hall requires double stereo—two channels in front and
two channels behind. A tastefully made recording might sound
much more spacious with four channels. And four is the minimum requirement for film sound, too. (Plus subwoofers, of
course.)
Film sound is distinctly lacking in spatial effect and fidelity and
was designed for exaggerated impact. Surround sound for
movies can be a lot of fun and it helps to overcome the sonic
limitations of film soundtracks by distracting the listener with
special effects. Fidelity is a moot point because there is no
“real” counterpart for most film sound effects. They are fabricated on the Foley stage and are totally artificial.
If you like to share your home theater system with several
friends, you’ll need to add a center channel in the front, and
maybe a rear center too. If you have a very large room, side
channels may improve the experience of film sound as well.
Remember, film sound is almost always multitrack mono with
no real spatial effect.

This Journal was written before multichannel DVD-Audio and
SACD discs were readily available. Now we can have fairly high
resolution surround sound audio recorded with lossless compression. I’ve heard demonstrations of all the latest surround
sound formats and systems and my opinions have not
changed. I enjoy surround sound for movies and music videos
and prefer higher quality two-channel reproduction for serious
music listening.
If you are considering multichannel music reproduction you
should remember these facts: six channels will either have to
cost three-times as much as two channels or be one-third as
good. Six crumby speakers may sound better than two crumby
speakers but two good speakers will win every time.

The ITU Standard
When setting up a system ignore anybody who says that there
is no standard for recording.There absolutely is a standard and
it’s shown below.
I have installed hundreds of surround sound systems and tried
all possible configurations. This is the one that I arrived at
through trial and error and it’s the one used by every recording
studio that I’ve visited. There actually is a standard for recording and you should position your speakers the same way for
accurate playback.
You should seek speakers that sound the same when used in
the positions where they will actually be used, not speakers
that are the same. Enjoy. APJ
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This is the fourth Audio Perfectionist Journal. In the
three previous issues we have discussed home audio
systems from a music lover’s perspective and we
have talked about how the home theater phenomenon has affected high fidelity sound reproduction. In
this issue we will examine home theater components
and their suitability for use in a system where musical accuracy is a primary concern.
Today, almost everybody wants a home entertainment
system that can be used for more than just stereo
audio reproduction. Many serious music listeners
enjoy film as an art form and may occasionally want
to watch music videos so they can see the musicians
perform. Uncompromised stereo reproduction can
peacefully coexist with surround sound for home theater if components are carefully selected with musical
accuracy as the goal.

In This Issue
The article titled The Truth About Movie Sound
describes how film soundtracks are created and lays
the groundwork for a discussion of how we can best
allocate resources when assembling a multipurpose
audio system.
The article titled The Truth About Surround Sound
Processors offers advice about adding surround
sound capability to a stereo system without diminishing musical accuracy and without wasting money on
products that can’t deliver all that they promise. It
describes how you can have better sound while saving bundles of money.
The article titled The Truth About DVD Players discusses the common desire for a universal disc player
and the sonic sacrifices you’ll have to accept if you
use an inexpensive DVD player to play music CDs.
DVD players don’t all sound alike and some of the

less expensive models actually sound better than
those costing far more. This article offers tips on how
to choose.
Multichannel amplifiers aren’t just for home theater.
The review of the Theta Dreadnaught Amplifier
describes how I improved the sound of my system
while saving $14,000 in amplifier expense. The Theta
review leads to the article titled Vertical
Biamplification. This article describes why biwiring
and passive biamplification may improve the sound of
many systems and tells how to do both.

Coming Up
This issue discusses home theater components and
how they can be integrated into a stereo audio system without diminishing the fidelity that is necessary
for a satisfying musical listening experience. If you’re
careful when selecting components and configuring
an audio system for multiple purposes, you can have
it all—uncompromised stereo and great surround
sound.
Audio Perfectionist Journal #5 is devoted to a subject that is dear to the hearts of every audio enthusiast—loudspeakers. You’ll learn about how they work
and why the sound from various models differs. Most
speakers can’t produce an output signal that even
remotely resembles the input signal and you should
know why. You should also know which speakers can.
Two channels or ten—it really doesn’t matter. The last
component in the signal path is the loudspeaker and
it’s the least understood component and the one that
stimulates the most controversy. All that controversy
won’t be eliminated by Journal #5 but I guarantee
that you will know more about speakers than most
industry salespeople (and many speaker designers)
after reading it. APJ
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The Truth About Movie Sound
by Richard Hardesty
The truth about movie sound is that it’s not exactly high fidelity
sound. It doesn’t contain many “real” sounds for a playback
system to faithfully reproduce—most movie sounds are artificially created—and you don’t need to use a high-priced array
of sophisticated audio components in order to hear all there is
to hear.
Movie sound can be a lot of fun as long as there is a picture to
distract attention from audio fidelity, and there is no reason why
we can’t enjoy what it has to offer without assembling a system
that sacrifices the fidelity we need for music reproduction on
the altar of home theater.
Home entertainment systems that have been assembled with
musical accuracy as the primary objective work just fine to
reproduce the lower-quality audio available from film soundtracks on DVD, but so-called “home theater systems” often fail
miserably when trying to accurately reproduce music. (See
Home Theater Myths in Journal #1.) Let’s start with a discussion of how film soundtracks are made.

The Movie Business
I live in Southern California where entertainment is one of our
primary industries. Many of my friends and associates work in
the recording and movie making businesses, and I’ve had the
opportunity to watch most aspects of the filmmaking craft firsthand. I don’t claim to be an expert on film audio but I have
been present on film sets and locations, and watched as movie
scenes were photographed. I have observed the post production Foley process where sound effects are created and I have
seen the Automated Dialog Recording (Replacement) or “looping” procedure where the actors repeat their lines while “lip
syncing” as they watch the projected film scenes. I have
watched as music scores were recorded on sound stages. I
have been present on dubbing stages while the sound editors
have assembled these elements into the film soundtracks that
you hear in the movie theater.
Film soundtracks are digitally encoded these days but they are
created in much the same way that they have been for generations. While the film scenes are being shot there are microphones present but the sound captured there is seldom used in
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the movie. Virtually nothing is recorded in stereo except music,
and virtually all sound effects, including ambient sounds around
the actors, are artificial. These sounds are created by Foley
artists and they are exaggerated for a heightened effect. They
are called “sound effects.”

Dialog
The actors pose and speak during the filming of a scene and
there is a microphone on a boom above them and a sound guy
is nearby with a small open reel tape recorder to capture their
dialog. Planes passing overhead and the sounds from the camera equipment and film crew are generally ignored because the
dialog recorded on the film set will be used only to cue the
actors when they record the actual film dialog on the looping or
ADR stage in post production.
Most of the dialog you hear when you watch the completed film
is recorded later in a studio in a process called looping. The
actors watch the projected scene and speak their lines again
while trying to synchronize their words with the lip movements
they see on the screen. Additional synchronization is accomplished using Automated Dialog Replacement to insert the dialog recorded in the studio into the film soundtrack. Timing is the
primary concern of ADR, not fidelity.
Replacing dialog by looping allows voices to be recorded in a
studio setting where background noise can be easily controlled
and distracting ambient sounds can’t interfere with the actors’
spoken lines. The actors can speak directly into the microphone, which is impossible when filming a scene. All real environmental sound is eliminated during looping. Artificial environmental sounds are created by Foley artists on a Foley stage
and added to the scene later.
The disparity between the sound of the environment shown in
the film scene and the sound around the voice of the actor
speaking dialog can be easily observed when watching films at
home in a high-resolution home theater incorporating an accurate audio system. The actor’s voice often doesn’t sound like it
was recorded in the environment of the scene because it wasn’t. You can’t hear the disparity in the movie theater but it’s
clearly apparent in the smaller home environment through higher-quality home speakers and electronics. At home, subtle
ambient sounds are clearly audible. In the movie theater,
they’re not.
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Sound Effects
Sound effects include more than explosions and gun shots.
Virtually every sound you hear in a film scene is artificially created on the Foley stage or is assembled from bits and pieces of
actual sounds captured on tape, manipulated, and archived.
The sound of a passing car is seldom the sound of the car you
see in the film scene. The sound of the actor’s footsteps are
almost never real. The sounds of dishes and silverware clinking
in a restaurant scene are actually created by Foley artists in
the studio. Why? To give the scene more “atmosphere.”

Film music could sound as good as a commercial compact disc
if it weren’t subjected to digital compression. Unfortunately this
is never the case. Today, DVDs are our only choice as a source
for high quality home theater. Virtually all film sound available
on DVD-video discs is compressed digital in either the Dolby
Digital or DTS Digital Surround formats. Compare the sound of
a well-recorded “music from the soundtrack” CD to the sound of
the same music from the DVD of the film to hear what digital
compression does to audio fidelity.

Real footsteps aren’t usually audible and people with good
manners don’t make nearly that much noise when they eat.
These sounds are exaggerated for effect. They’re called sound
effects after all. There is no real-world standard for the accuracy of a sound effect. You can’t compare the sound of real horse
hooves to the clip-clop sound you hear on a film soundtrack
because the clip-clop sounds weren’t made by horses at all.
They were made by Foley artists in the studio using whoknows-what to simulate the sound of horse hooves.

Assembling the Components

The sound of gun shots, bombs, and explosions of other kinds
are almost always simulated. They don’t try to record the sound
of real guns and explosions because the simulated ones are
tailored specifically for loudspeaker reproduction and sound
better in a theater. If you have ever been in a real bare-knuckles fist fight, or observed one, you know that film punches and
real punches sound nothing alike.

The various component parts of the film soundtrack are assembled in a dubbing theater by the sound engineers who make
the final product from the bits and pieces that have been previously created by other artists and technicians.
Dialog from characters visible on the screen is generally
dumped into the center channel only—that’s why it’s called the
dialog channel in the movie biz. Music is usually placed in the
left and right front channels and sometimes the rear channels
are used for a more enveloping effect. Occasionally music is
placed only in the rear. Sound effects are placed in various
channels and panned between them to add a sense of spatiality and direction. Imaging between speaker pairs is not considered important because imaging is virtually impossible in a theatrical venue (see Home Theater Myths in Journal #1).

In real life a bare-knuckled blow to the face sounds nothing like
the explosive crack you hear in a cowboy movie. “Real” life
doesn’t sound as spectular as “reel” life. Movie sounds are
enhanced to add to the cinematic experience, they’re not meant
to sound like real sounds and you don’t need a high-end audio
system to reproduce them.

Sometimes bass is spread across several channels to increase
low-frequency dynamic range but otherwise there is seldom
any common information in two or more channels. That’s why a
center channel speaker in a home theater system, where the
front three channels may be separated by less than a wavelength, should have limited low frequency response. That subject will be covered in future Journals.

Music

Mashing the Bits

The music score for most films is either retrieved from previously recorded material produced for commercial CDs or is
recorded on a sound stage in much the same way that music
recordings are made. Film music is frequently recorded in
stereo or even multichannel formats. It is usually the only material used to make the film soundtrack that didn’t originate as a
mono signal.

An analog (or digital) print master is created that contains the
final soundtrack for the film. A print master is usually a discrete
multichannel recording made on film stock that has been coated with iron oxide like a recording tape. It is similar to a multitrack master tape and offers potential fidelity that is at least
equal to the quality of the bits and pieces that have been
assembled into the finished soundtrack. Then comes digital
compression.
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Once the film soundtrack is completed it must be encoded in a
compressed digital format for distribution. Dolby Digital has a
compression ratio of about 12:1. That means that about 92 percent of the original recorded data is discarded during compression. Yes, you read that correctly. What you hear is about 8 percent of what was on the original print master. It is a tribute to
the sophistication of Dolby’s perceptual coding system that the
result sounds as good as it does, but you don’t need a highly
sophisticated playback system to hear all there is to hear from
Dolby Digital. DTS is, perhaps, a little better.
DTS Digital Surround has a higher data rate and a better system for allocating data among the various channels, but a 4:1
compression ratio is about as good as it gets under real-world
conditions and the actual ratio will be higher most of the time.
With a compression ratio of 4:1, three-fourths of the information
on the print master is discarded and you’re left with the fourth
that was deemed to be most audible and necessary. DTS has a
higher data rate than Dolby Digital but that can be deceiving.
Because DTS is a “forward adaptive” system, lots of side-band
information is transmitted along with the signal that represents
the information you want to hear. Does DTS sound better than
Dolby Digital?Perhaps.
Does DTS have sound quality that is equivalent to CDs?
Absolutely not. (Note: The home DTS system is completely different from the one used in theatrical venues. Theatrical DTS is
actually inferior to Dolby Digital in my opinion and, yes, I have
heard direct, level-matched A/B blind comparisons under ideal
conditions in professional circumstances. After extensive listening experience I have come to prefer Dolby Digital to DTS in
my home system, too.

much quality as the medium has to offer? Will you get great
high fidelity music performance from an expensive surround
sound processor?
The answer to both questions is probably not. Let’s search for
the truth about surround sound processors, which is the title of
the next article. APJ

The Truth About Surround Sound Processors
by Richard Hardesty
The truth about surround sound processors—or digital controllers as they are sometimes called—is that they usually
aren’t very good at playing music. Even the cheap ones perform quite well for movie sound but the most expensive products can’t begin to equal the sound quality of good, modestlypriced stereo components.
Surround sound processors are the receivers of the new millennium. They try to include too many things in one box and end
up performing a multitude of tasks poorly. The computers that
actually do the digital surround sound processing are all the
same and the DSP chips inside a $10,000 controller are often
exactly the same as the ones you’ll find inside components that
sell for one tenth that amount. Let’s demystify these products
and then discuss how we can use them without sacrificing
musical fidelity.

All Things To All People
High-End Audio For Film Sound?
I have reviewed a large number of surround sound processors
and I can tell you that, when using film sound as a source, it is
often difficult to distinguish between models that vary in price
by thousands of dollars. As I have stated in my equipment
reviews for Widescreen Review Magazine, I use two-channel
music to evaluate the audio fidelity of surround sound processors so that I can hear some substantial differences on which
to report.

Here are some questions to consider. Do you need an expensive surround sound processor to reproduce film sound with as
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A surround sound processor (digital controller) is a digital computer, a digital-to-analog converter and a line-stage preamplifier—all in one box. In addition to these conflicting tasks, most
processors are called upon to perform other functions as well.
Many include video switching, on-screen display generators,
RF demodulators (for use with AC-3 laserdisc players), multizone outputs and accessory triggers. Some even include radio
tuners.
Surround sound receivers do all the things that separate
processors do and add five or six channels of amplification to
the mix. What do you suppose are the chances that all these
tasks can be accomplished without sonic compromise? Do we
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really want digital devices that create radio frequency interference, packed inside the same box, and sharing the same
power supply with our analog preamplifier? Have we forgotten
all the hard-learned lessons of the past?

Too Much in One Box

These DSPs run specific software to implement the various
algorithms which are utilized to turn the bitstream code that
comes off the DVD discs into several discrete channels of analog audio. (See my digital controller series in Widescreen
Review Magazine for a detailed discussion of how they work.)
A surround sound processor is much like a home computer
with a sound card.

In the early days of hi-fi the stereo receiver was king. These
devices contained only three basic components: an AM/FM
radio tuner, a preamplifier/control unit and an amplifier with just
two channels. We soon learned that the performance of each of
these three components could be dramatically improved by
developing specialized designs on independent chassis with
independent power supplies.

Most of us know that all the various brands of home computers
use central processing unit (CPU) chips that come from the
same three or four manufacturers. If you use a Macintosh computer your CPU was made by IBM or Motorola. If you use a PC
from any of a dozen makers, your CPU was probably made by
Intel or AMD.

Separates were born and high-end audio components have
been made that way ever since. When was the last time you
heard an audiophile brag about a new receiver?
When home theater came along, all this progress went right out
the window. Manufacturers again tried to put all the electronic
components inside a single unit in order to make the complexities of home theater appear simple to a new, unsophisticated
buyer. Who cares if the various tasks the product is required to
perform are in direct conflict? Home theater buyers don’t care
about sound quality anyway, right?
The result is that many people today are listening to music
through audio systems using electronic components with sound
quality equivalent to early 1970s solid-state receivers and loudspeakers designed to emulate the sound of theater speaker
systems designed in the ’50s. Home audio fidelity has been set
back about thirty years and the surround sound processor is at
the heart of the problem.
Those of us who have figured out that even movie sound is
more enjoyable when played through accurate speakers may
still be attracted to the idea of a single front-end component
that can do it all. Many expensive high-end surround sound
processors claim that they offer no-compromise audio quality,
but is that really possible?

Computerized Sound
Surround sound processors decode Dolby Digital, digital
ProLogic, and DTS Digital Surround sources utilizing powerful
digital signal processing computers (DSPs).

All computers need an operating system of specialized software to make them function. Mac users rely on one or another
version of the Mac OS and PC users have Windows. (Yes, I’m
aware that this only describes 99.9 percent of home computer
users, but you get the idea.)
You can go to one of the local computer-geek stores and buy a
computer case with power supply, a mother board with CPU,
some memory and a couple of disc drives, and assemble your
own computer. It will perform just as well as a brand name
product because it will use the same internal components.
You’ll be hard-pressed to write your own operating system,
however, and you’ll have to buy one from Microsoft or another
software company. Computer manufacturers do the same thing.
They buy mother boards, memory, drives and other components and assemble them in cases with their own brand names
on the front. There is little difference between the performance
of the various brands.
Guess what? Most surround sound processors are made the
same way—they’re built around subassemblies which are manufactured by a few companies—and it’s hard to tell the difference between the sound of the various brands when listening
to film sound.
Dolby Digital, digital ProLogic, and DTS surround sound processing is accomplished by digital signal processing (DSP)
chips that come from Zoran, Motorola, Cirrus Logic (Crystal) or
Analog Devices. Application-specific chips and dedicated software are readily available at modest cost and more powerful,
general purpose DSP processors can be utilized but may
require custom software.
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The software that these chips use for operation is complicated
and far beyond the design capabilities of most of the manufacturers who make surround sound processors. These manufacturers could hire a team of software engineers and develop
their own software but it would be very difficult to recoup this
investment by selling the small quantities that most home theater product manufacturers can produce and market.
Fortunately there are specialized businesses that can offer
design solutions specifically tailored for surround sound processing. That way the enormous development costs can be
shared by the many companies who make finished products.
Just as computer manufacturers buy chips from Intel and operating systems from Microsoft, many surround sound processor
manufacturers buy “solutions,” which are hardware and software packages designed to perform surround sound decoding.
These digital solutions, or surround sound decoding engines,
come from specialized companies like Analog Devices, Sample
Rate Systems, and Momentum Data Systems. These companies package the DSP chips, the software to make the DSP
chips work and the circuit boards needed to contain the support electronics.
The companies that offer solution products can provide various
levels of product from simple digital processing circuit boards to
complete, ready-to-sell surround sound processors that are
styled and branded for individual manufacturers. Sample Rate
Systems of Finland, for example, manufactures many different
surround sound processors for OEM resale. These are sold
under many different brand names, but there is often little or no
difference between the components inside. Is it surprising that
there is little or no audible difference between many different
brands of surround sound processor?

Creating Analog Signals You Can Hear
DSP computers process data according to algorithms licensed
by technology developers such as Dolby and DTS. There is virtually no difference in the digital-domain signals that are reconstructed by the various DSP devices from the bitstream that
comes from the DVD disc. A bitstream encoded in Dolby Digital
will be decoded exactly as Dolby prescribes or your product
won’t get a license from Dolby. From this point on in the signal
path, manufacturers have some leeway to differentiate their
products and differences in sound can be observed.
After the signals are reconstructed into discrete samples of
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multichannel digital data, that data must be converted into analog for reproduction. During the D-to-A conversion process and
after the signal enters the analog domain the traditional rules
for fidelity apply. Two surround sound processors using identical
DSPs can sound completely different if they utilize different digital-to-analog converters to create the analog signal.
Power supply quality makes a big difference, too, as does the
signal-to-noise ratio of the entire device. S/N ratio will be negatively impacted by the non-analog circuitry that is jammed into
the same box, especially if this circuitry shares a common
power supply with the analog components.

What Makes an Audible Difference?
The quality of the digital-to-analog converters, the component
quality of the analog circuitry and the quality of the power supply are the three parts of a surround sound processor that
determine, to a great extent, how it will compare sonically to
others of its ilk.
You may still struggle to hear differences when listening to film
sound because of the limitations of that medium described earlier. Music is a different story. The power supply and line stage
analog circuitry are also used to reproduce analog music
sources and the DACs may be utilized as well, if you use a CD
or DVD player as a transport rather than a player, to provide a
digital signal to the processor.
Should we mortgage the house in order to buy the best surround sound processor on the market so that we can also
enjoy music with high fidelity sound? Is there an alternative that
might allow us to continue to use the stereo audio components
that we already own while adding surround sound capability for
film viewing?

Advice
I have an analog turntable and phono preamp, a Wadia 860 CD
player and an Audio Research line stage preamplifier for music
listening. I have a CAL CL2500 DVD player, a Pioneer CLD99
laserdisc player and a CAL CL2500SSP digital controller for
surround sound listening. I use the same amplifiers and speakers for both and switch the interconnect cables for the front left
and right channels from the ARC preamp to the CAL controller
when switching from stereo to surround sound listening. I could
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wire the front channel outputs from the CAL controller through
the pass-through connections (provided for that purpose) of the
ARC preamp but it’s easier for me just to switch cables
because I’m constantly changing components as I review products and I have my stereo components and surround sound
components on separate racks. I have no-compromise sound
for both stereo music listening and surround sound home theater use.
[These components and the methods I use to allow surround
sound listening wihout sacrificing musical fidelity have changed
a lot since this was written in 2000. I no longer switch cables
and have the front channels from my surround processor routed through my audio preamp’s analog pass-through inputs. See
Audio Perfectionist Journals 9-12 for new information about
these subjects.]
No DVD player I’ve heard comes close to equaling the sound
from the Wadia CD player, and no surround sound processor
can rival the sound from the ARC preamp. I use redundant
components to achieve the sound quality that I require, but
what if you can’t afford that expense or don’t want that hassle?
The ideal solution would be for component manufacturers to
offer separate audio components for both high fidelity stereo
and home theater use so we could mix and match to suit our
specific purposes, but no manufacturer does right now.
Today, we must choose between an expensive surround sound
processor which will still provide compromised musical performance, and expensive stereo components that can’t do surround
sound processing, or use a redundant combination of less
expensive versions of both. [This is still the case in 2004.]

Choosing a Surround Sound Processor
If you decide to use a surround sound processor as a music
preamplifier, choose very carefully or you’ll be limited to mid-fi
sound no matter how good the rest of your components are. Be
prepared to spend at least $5,000 and to accept compromised
music performance, or consider other alternatives.
Look for processors that perform the fewest functions. Built-in
video switching, for example, almost always compromises picture quality and will degrade audio performance. If you have
many video sources buy a professional video switcher from a
manufacturer like Extron. You’ll get better pictures and save

money, and you won’t corrupt your audio signal with noisy
video signals sharing the chassis with your analog preamp.
Don’t buy a processor without true analog pass-through. If the
processor digitizes all analog signals (most do) you can’t
upgrade to a better quality source like a high-end CD player,
outboard DAC or SACD player. A processor that digitizes analog signals will convert the higher quality analog signal available from these devices to digital at low resolution, eliminating
any sonic advantage.
Look for high quality, linear (multibit) DACs. Processors that
use sigma/delta (1-bit) DACs cannot offer the resolution necessary for high-end audio reproduction. For example, the AKM
sigma/delta DACs in the $6,000 Lexicon MC-1 processor offer
audio performance equivalent to a $400 CD player and are
clearly inferior to the Burr-Brown 1704 linear DACs found in the
Denon DVD player that costs less than $1,000.
[In 2004 some of the best available DACs combine multibit and
Sigma/Delta operation. See AP Journal #9 for more information about this subject.]
A really good processor should have at least two power supplies and two power transformers to provide isolated power to
analog and digital circuits. You can tell a lot about power supply
quality by the weight of the product. The ten pound Lexicon
doesn’t have a very good power supply. The CAL CL2500 SSP
has an all-aluminum chassis and cover and still weighs two and
a half times as much. The CAL has excellent power supplies.
The Theta Casablanca (not the Casanova, which I don’t recommend) with DAC upgrade and the California Audio Labs
CL2500SSP digital controllers deliver sound quality that will
satisfy most listeners and the Proceed AVP is very good, too.
These three products are quite expensive. A good outboard
DAC and line stage preamp from Rotel or Parasound will outperform most of the others for music and cost far less.
[See Audio Perfectionist Journal #10 for direct comparisons
of various line stage preamplifiers and the latest Theta
Casablanca, used as a DAC/processor and as an analog line
stage.]
Inexpensive surround sound processors, like the models from
Sherwood and Marantz, do an excellent job on film sound and
use the same DSP chips found in very expensive products like
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the ADA Cinema Reference and the Lexicon MC-1 (both of
which cost a lot and do a poor job of reproducing music). A
$1,000 surround sound processor combined with a good
$1,500 line stage preamplifier will sound better than most
$6,000 digital controllers for music listening, if you choose a
good DVD player with linear, multi-bit DACs and use the analog
outputs for music listening. We’ll talk about DVD players in the
next article.
[See the previous note about the latest changes in DACs and
read Audio Perfectionist Journal #9 for more information
about this subject. Read Audio Perfectionist Journal #10 for
the latest information about preamplifiers and surround sound
processors and instructions about how to assemble a no-compromise audio system and use it to reproduce the front two
channels of a surround sound system.] APJ

The Truth About DVD Players
by Richard Hardesty
The truth about DVD players is that most of them perform poorly as high fidelity CD players. Nearly all DVD players have both
digital and analog outputs so the audio signal can be routed
two different ways: The signal can be sent to a surround sound
processor or receiver in the digital domain with a digital connection; or the signal can be sent to a stereo preamplifier or
receiver in the analog domain using analog connections.
Many manufacturers consider a DVD player to be a home theater component and include audio DACs and analog outputs
only as an afterthought. Why offer high quality analog stages to
consumers who will be using only the digital output from the
DVD player to connect to a surround sound processor or
receiver?
Some DVD players may, however, perform acceptably as a CD
transport if you understand how to choose and use the right
model, and if you utilize a high quality, outboard digital-to-analog converter or feed the digital signal to a digital controller that
contains high quality DACs. Here is some important information
that you should know before investing in a DVD Player.

Player or Transport?
The word “player” is commonly used to describe a unit that
offers all the components necessary for disc playback except
amplification. A DVD player has digital-to-analog conversion
components on board and offers a stereo analog audio output
signal that needs only additional amplification for listening. A
player may optionally contain the DSP processors necessary to
decode Dolby Digital and DTS bitstreams into 5.1-channel analog audio signals. A player with built-in Dolby Digital and DTS
processing includes six channels of analog-to-digital conversion.
A DVD transport, on the other hand, contains only the mechanical disc drive unit and the electronic components that are
needed to make this mechanism work, plus video circuitry. A
transport has no analog audio outputs and the signal available
from the digital audio output needs to be converted to analog
by another separate component—either a stand-alone DAC or
a surround sound receiver or digital controller with internal digital-to-analog conversion. These distinctions refer to the audio
portion of DVD components only. Video is different.
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All current DVD players and transports are complete players for
video. All current units convert digital video signals to analog
internally and output an analog video signal that is ready for
display. In the near future there will be DVD players that output
a digital video signal but that is a whole ’nother bucket of
worms and not a subject for a Journal called Audio
Perfectionist.
A DVD player can be used as a transport by ignoring the analog audio outputs, but don’t make the mistake of thinking that
all transports sound alike. You can improve the sound of most
DVD players by improving the quality of digital-to-analog conversion but a better quality transport will still sound better than
a plastic, mass-market wonder from your local chain store.

single laser with variable focus, and a more complex transport
mechanism in either case. The player must be able to identify
the disc type and if the disc is a DVD the digital data must be
separated into audio and video information. MPEG video and
LPCM audio data must be decoded and converted to analog for
output. Dolby Digital, DTS, and MPEG audio bitstreams must
be identified and passed to the digital audio outputs or decoded by internal DSP processors and converted to multichannel
analog signals. Just a few years ago, describing a device that
could perform all these complex tasks would have sounded like
science fiction but, amazingly, the system works. How well it all
works depends on the quality of the player.

Power Supplies
DVD versus CD
You’ll need a DVD player if you want to watch movies at home
with high quality pictures and sound. DVD players also play
audio CDs so you might assume that any DVD player could
serve as a source for high quality music playback as well as
the source for a home theater system. Unless you’re very careful when you choose a player, you may be very disappointed
when listening to music. Most lower priced DVD players sound
worse than inexpensive CD players and there are several good
reasons why.
DVD players are far more complex than CD players yet they
cost little or no more. Corners have to be cut to keep prices
down. Most inexpensive DVD players use cheap switching
power supplies and low quality sigma/delta (1-bit) digital-toanalog converters for the audio signal. Most inexpensive DVD
players are made primarily of plastic which provides little
mechanical isolation for the sensitive transport mechanism.
Video and digital control circuits in DVD players create noise,
which degrades signal-to-noise ratio, reducing the performance
potential of the audio section.

Complexity
CD players read the disc with a laser and convert the digital
data to analog signals. This is not a simple task but it’s far less
complicated than what DVD players must do.
DVD players must be capable of reading two completely different disc types with different pit sizes, pitch and rotational
speed. This requires two lasers with different focal lengths or a

The video circuitry in a DVD player, including the MPEG video
decoder, output format processor, and video DAC, uses lots of
power compared to simpler CD players which contain none of
these components. A DVD player requires much more power to
operate and that means a bigger, more costly power supply. To
minimize size, weight and cost, most manufacturers resort to
inexpensive, but (usually) inferior, switching power supplies.
Complex video and digital control circuits often share a common power supply with the analog circuits. That raises the
noise floor and degrades the audio signal. Separate power supplies for analog and digital/video circuits may improve the situation but are not a guarantee of better performance. I just
reviewed a Technics DVD-Audio/Video player that was one of
the worst-sounding players I’ve ever heard and it had dual
power supplies. (It’s the Technics DVD-A10 and I strongly
advise that you not buy one.)

Video Circuits
Retrieving and processing the video data on a DVD disc
requires complicated digital and analog circuitry and high bandwidth (at least 27MHz) video D-to-A converters. The video data
that comes off the disc is compressed and unformatted. The
information must be processed by an MPEG decoder to
reassemble the compressed picture data and then formatted
into a signal such as NTSC or PAL that can be displayed on a
video monitor. The digital video signal must be converted to
analog in the player.
All this video processing requires complex circuitry. Large scale
integrated circuits are employed but they use lots of power and
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make lots of noise at radio frequencies. High quality DVD players will utilize separate, linear power supplies and may provide
separate, isolated circuit boards to keep the video circuitry from
polluting the audio signal. Inexpensive players will lump everything together and power all circuits from a common supply.

Flimsy Construction
Inexpensive DVD players are constructed almost entirely of
plastic. Vibration caused by loud audio signals can interfere
with the retrieval of the microscopic information encoded on the
disc. Error correction circuitry interpolates missing data but the
more the error correction circuitry is triggered, the worse the
sound.
Better DVD players are robustly built in order to provide
mechanical and electrical isolation from the environment. Better
players are heavier because of sturdier construction and the
use of better power supplies. Better power supplies use bigger,
heavier transformers and often more than one is used.

DACs
The most important reason that many DVD players sound bad
when playing music CDs is the poor quality of audio digital-toanalog conversion. Many manufacturers believe that only entrylevel buyers will use the analog outputs and quality-oriented
buyers will use the digital output to connect to a surround
sound processor or receiver. DVD players are perceived as
home theater components after all. Analog outputs are included
as an add-on convenience for use by the customer who hasn’t
yet upgraded to a surround sound receiver and little concern for
sound quality is exhibited in most cases.
You’ll commonly find sigma/delta (1-bit) DACs, like the ones
used in $99 CD players, in DVD players costing as much as
$1,200 or more. The $2,700 McIntosh DVD player uses
sigma/delta DACs with cheap integrated digital filters, for
instance. These cheap DACs will provide poor audio performance (from the analog outputs) regardless of the quality of the
rest of the components in the player.
Of course you’ll only be using the DACs in the DVD player if
you use the analog audio outputs to get the signal from the
player to your preamp or receiver. If you connect the player to a
digital controller (surround sound processor) or receiver using
the digital output, the internal DACs in the player become irrelevant.
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Exceptions
There are exceptions to the general statements made in the
preceding paragraphs. Denon makes a DVD player that sells for
under $1,000 that has dual power supplies and utilizes BurrBrown 1704 linear multibit audio DACs with proprietary digital
filters. It’s the DVM-3700 and it actually sounds quite good. On
the other hand, the outstanding California Audio Labs CL 2500
DVD has 1-bit Pacific Microsonic DACs and the Theta DaVid
DVD player has no DACs at all. These high-end DVD players
are designed for use with external DACs or high-end digital
controllers like the ones their manufacturers make. Both are
outstanding products when used as DVD transports with digital
connection.
If you want to use a DVD player as a CD transport you can
always utilize an outboard digital-to-analog converter. An inexpensive Toshiba DVD player running through a Theta Gen 5
DAC sounds pretty good. It won’t deliver sound that is the equal
of what you’d get from a higher quality transport but it will cost
a lot less money. If you use your DVD player as a transport and
connect it via the digital output to a high-quality digital controller (surround sound processor) that uses high quality audio
DACs, you can expect good performance from modestly priced
players and better performance from more sophisticated
designs.

What to Look For
Even the least expensive DVD players will produce an outstanding video picture that is good enough for all but the most
dedicated videophiles using the very best displays. Those who
own video displays with component-video inputs will want a
player with component-video outputs. People with large screen,
front-projection televisions will want to invest in a higher quality
DVD player to get that last bit of video quality that the best
players can provide. You’ll want a player with progressive scan
capability or a separate line doubler or video scaler if you have
a video display that can accept line doubled signals. The ability
of a DVD player to deliver high quality audio from music CDs
will vary quite a bit from model to model, and there are clues
available from the spec sheet to help you gauge that potential.
If you are shopping for a DVD player and music is important to
you, here are some tips. Don’t buy a cheap Toshiba or
Panasonic player and expect to get good performance from
music CDs. Look for players with dual power supplies and
metal chassis. If you are going to use the player with a stereo
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preamplifier or receiver, look for linear (multibit) audio DACs. Or
invest in a high-end CD player along with an inexpensive DVD
player and get the best possible music performance.
If you are concerned about the best video performance, buy a
Pioneer Elite DV-09, or DV-05, or the CAL CL2500 DVD, or one
of the excellent Theta DVD players. These machines will offer
the very best picture quality along with excellent sound capability. Do they sound as good as a high-end CD player? Sorry, no.
The best overall product I’ve seen as of right now is the CAL
CL 2500 DVD. (See my review in Widescreen Review.) It costs
about $2,500.
[Since this article was written things have changed a great
deal. Some of this information is dated and some is no longer
applicable. There is good news for consumers—you can get
much more performance for much less money today. In fact, it
will be difficult to find a bad DVD player, even if you buy the
least expensive model avaliable.
Digital video displays now dominate the market and displays
based on the cathode ray tube (CRT) are virtually obsolete.
CRT displays used analog signals and created an image using
a scanning electron beam to excite phosphors on the face of a
vacuum tube. Early DVD players converted the digital signal on
the DVD disc to analog for output to the video display. That’s
history.
Displays based on LCD and DLP devices are pixeladdressed—they need digital signals and convert analog signals to digital for display. You’ll get the best performance from
disc players that have digital video outputs which eliminate the
conversion from digital to analog and back to digital. Why not
feed the digital signal from the DVD disc directly to the digital
video display?.
The Audio Perfectionist Journal does not attempt to provide
definitive video information. Readers are advised to seek other
sources of information to learn about the latest developments
in video. Read Journal #9 for additional information about digital audio.] APJ

Theta Dreadnaught Amplifier
Review by Richard Hardesty
I have reviewed more than fifty amplifiers for Widescreen
Review Magazine and I recently stumbled on a real gem that
you should know about. Adding two of these amplifiers and
changing my system to a vertical biamp configuration has
greatly improved the sound in my home while reducing the cost
of amplification by thousands of dollars (about $14,000 actually). The product I’m talking about is the Theta Dreadnaught and
it might be the ideal amplifier for you, too.
The Theta Dreadnaught is a modular amplifier that can be configured with two to five channels, each capable of delivering
more than 200 watts into 8Ω. Stereo amplifier modules are also
available that provide half the power output per channel but
increase the potential total number of channels to ten. Mono
and stereo modules can be mixed. The amplifier can be field
upgraded to add additional channels up to a maximum capacity
of five modules.
The fact that the Dreadnaught can be configured as a multichannel amplifier is insignificant. It is, perhaps, the best solidstate amplifier that I’ve ever heard and it is, in my opinion, the
best value in high-end amplifiers available today. Let me make
this point perfectly clear: this isn’t a less expensive amplifier
that offers performance rivaling the costly offerings from Krell,
Levinson and others—the Dreadnaught is a less expensive
amplifier that simply embarrasses most higher priced products.
I replaced the $25,000 worth of prestige amplification that I was
using with two Dreadnaught amplifiers that sell for a little over
$5,000 each and improved the sound of my system substantially.

Impeccable Credentials
The Dreadnaught amplifier was conceived by Theta’s founder
Neil Sinclair, who has been in the audio business almost as
long as I have. Neil knows good sound and he knows who to
turn to for designs that sound good. He enlisted two of the best
amplifier designers in the industry to create a multichannel
amplifier that could compete sonically with the very best, costno-object mono and stereo designs.
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Theta Dreadnaught Review
The amplifier he envisioned would have modular construction
so that it could offer ultrahigh-end sound quality in a broad variety of stereo or multichannel systems. It would sell for much
less than the prestige brands and sound better.
The original circuit designs were created by Charles Hansen of
Ayre Acoustics. Charlie is renown for the standard-setting Ayre
brand electronic components that his company makes in
Bolder, Colorado, and he designed the original Avalon speakers. Hansen’s initial circuit designs were massaged and refined
by Theta’s own David Reich, who also did the production
design, making the amplifier a functional reality. Dave is also
highly regarded by those of us who can hear because he has
been responsible for some outstanding amplifiers from
McCormack and Classé Audio.
These talented and creative designers were constrained somewhat by a target price that was well below the cost-per-channel
that the prestige manufacturers like Levinson and Krell demand
for ultimate-performance amplifiers. This turned out to be a
bonus for those of us who have to write checks for audio equipment.
The goal of producing a multichannel amplifier with outstanding
sound quality, a reasonable price tag and a modular design
that could be upgraded in the field demanded the use of simple
circuitry with short signal paths. By incorporating innovative
design features, this team produced an amplifier that could provide higher sound quality without excessive complexity.

Refined Design
The Theta amplifier can be ordered with two to five channels of
200-watt amplification. Amplifier modules can be installed in the
field so that two-channel amplifiers can become three- or fouror five-channel amplifiers as the need arises. Stereo modules
with 100 watts per channel power output are also available to
increase the total number of channels possible, but these will
be of less interest to purists. Mono and stereo modules can be
mixed. Each module is a densely-packed, complete amplifier
that includes all components except a power transformer.

The main Dreadnaught chassis which accepts the individual
amplifier modules contains a huge 2.2kVA E/I core transformer
that is shared by the number of amplifier channels that are
installed. This transformer is more than sufficient for continuous
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five-channel operation at up to 400 watts per channel into 4Ω
and provides over capacity if fewer channels are employed.
Each amplifier module has its own rectifier bridge and
40,000µF of capacitance mounted very close to the output
devices. These modules are a balanced bridge configuration
and they operate in differential mode from input to output. One
of the major advantages of this design is that the signal ground
and the chassis ground are not common. Even the singleended inputs route the signal ground to one side of the differential path and not to chassis ground. I believe that this is a
very important aspect of a design that delivers such high sound
quality.
The input stage of each amplifier module uses four JFET
devices in a differential topology. The input stages are directly
coupled to the MOSFET driver stages, which operate with fully
regulated power. The output stage of each amplifier module
contains sixteen bipolar transistors to deliver high current on
demand and to achieve low output impedance for good damping without relying on the use of negative feedback. These output devices have a total rated capacity of 256 amps/3,200
watts.
Based on my listening experience with this and other amplifiers
using similar components, I think that this choice of devices—
JFET inputs, MOSFET drivers, and bipolar outputs—provides
the best combination of accuracy and musical sound possible
from solid-state amplifiers. I also believe that the extremely
short signal paths are significant to the production of outstanding sound quality that I hear from this amplifier.
No global feedback is used in the Dreadnaught amplifier.
Feedback causes “time smear” and transient intermodulation
distortion and most experienced listeners agree that less feedback sounds better. None is better yet, in my opinion, so long
as the amplifier can be made stable without it. I have been
using Dreadnaught amplifiers in my review system for about six
months and I can assure you that they appear to be absolutely
stable regardless of the load.
The construction quality of the Theta amplifier is exemplary. All
the top names in component parts are in evidence inside the
Dreadnaught. WIMA polypropylene capacitors are used exclusively in the signal path and for power supply bypass. Nichicon
electrolytic caps are used for power supply filtering. Circuit
boards and other components are of the highest quality. These
amplifiers are elegantly designed and beautifully made.
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Physical beauty is in the eye of the beholder, of course, but I
think the Theta Dreadnaught amplifiers are great looking. Mine
are silver (Theta calls it platinum) with the panel-grade covers.
A beautiful black finish is also available.

Comparisons
I had been using two Mark Levinson #33H mono amplifiers to
drive my front left and right speakers for stereo music listening,
and adding a Proceed HPA-3 amplifier to drive my center channel and surround speakers for home theater use. These three
amplifiers have a combined retail cost of $25,000. I replaced
the three Madrigal amplifiers with a single, five-channel Theta
Dreadnaught amplifier for the initial product review and the
sound of the system improved so much that I was dumfounded.
Adding another Dreadnaught and “vertically” biamping my main
speakers provided additional incremental improvement. These
are strong statements that require a lot of explanation.
As stated in the introduction to this review, I have reviewed
more than fifty amplifiers for Widescreen Review and listened
to countless others. The Madrigal amplifiers, both the Proceed
brand and those branded Mark Levinson, had consistently outperformed competing solid-state designs from other manufacturers. Strong points of both the Proceed and Levinson amplifiers include especially good bass control and impact, along
with outstanding imaging and detail resolution.
The #33H monos were the imaging champs in my experience,
with the Proceed HPA-3 running a close second—until I heard
the Dreadnaught. The Levinson amps resolved micro detail better than others and produced a more three-dimensional, palpable image than what competing amplifiers could offer. The
sound was always smooth and musical, of course. The Theta
amplifier sounds even more natural and images better.
The Mark Levinson #33H monoblocks are a textbook example
of reference-quality solid-state amplifier design. They are balanced from input to output, massively overbuilt, and feature
built-in power regeneration. They take command of a loudspeaker like no amplifiers I’ve heard and provide bass control
and impact that is unrivaled in my experience. But they never
quite grabbed me emotionally. I was always looking for an emotional attachment to the music that I just couldn’t find. No specific shortcomings could be identified. The “goose-bump factor”
wasn’t completely missing—there was simply a diminished
emotional response to music that I couldn’t write off to aging
(mine, not the amplifiers’).

I was a Levinson dealer for many years and was always
impressed with the quality of their products. While I was a
devoted tube fan then, the Levinson 20.5 monoblocks that I
sold in the late 1980s and early 1990s were seductive amplifiers and were the best-sounding solid state-amps that I’d
heard at that time. The 20.5s did not impede my emotional
response to music a decade ago and I thoroughly enjoyed listening to them. The 33Hs were supposed to be an improvement.
The Levinson 33H mono amplifiers are an incredible design
exercise. They are quite unique and offer every conceivable
engineering effort to maximize the quality of the audio signal.
The complexity of the design—they contain more parts than
any amplifier I’ve ever seen—may be their undoing. I tried to
like them, but my response was always lukewarm. Maybe the
33Hs are simply “too accurate,” I thought. Maybe I’ll have to go
back to tubes to get that old feeling of musical satisfaction.
Other solid-state amplifiers couldn’t measure up objectively and
none sounded better to me in direct comparisons until the
Theta came along. Still, something was missing with the 33Hs
and I was always vaguely aware of it. After listening to the
Dreadnaught for a week I knew I could never go back.
The Levinson 33H amplifiers are impeccably built and they
sound very, very good. The pair of four-channel Dreadnaughts
that I used to replace them sound better and give me the musical satisfaction that I had been missing.

Theta Sound
A single Dreadnaught resolves more detail, produces a more
layered, three-dimensional image and a more natural, musical
sound overall than the pair of 33Hs. The Theta can’t control the
speakers quite like the Levinsons and it can’t quite equal their
bass impact and slam.
In my system, I high-pass the main amplifiers and use subwoofers for impact and bass anyway so these characteristics
were of little concern to me. The Levinsons cost $10,000 per
channel and the Theta costs $3,500 for a stereo amp and less
than $1,000 for each additional channel. This reduced perchannel cost allows me to use more channels to passively
biamp my main speakers (as described in the next article) and
improve sound quality even more.
I decided to use two four-channel Dreadnaughts to provide
power for both my stereo system and my home theater system.
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Vertical Biamplification
I utilize two channels in each amp to drive each of my main
stereo speakers in a vertical (passive) biamp configuration, and
the remaining two channels in each amplifier to drive my center
front, center rear (used for review purposes only) and surround
channels for home theater. Eight channels of amplification from
Theta, with a total cost of less than $11,000, replaced five
channels from Madrigal with a total cost of $25,000, and the
sound is far better now.

Caution
The Theta Dreadnaught amplifier has an unusually long breakin period. Most amps sound bright and hard until they warm up.
The Theta is different. It sounds soft and slightly veiled at first.
It requires at least a week of nearly constant use before the
sound opens up and begins to bloom. The sound continues to
improve long after that first week is over.
Don’t do any critical listening to a new Theta amplifier. If your
dealer just received a new amp, let it play in the store for a
week or two before you evaluate it. If you take a demo amplifier
home to audition, make sure the amplifier has been used for at
least a couple of weeks and let it play overnight before listening. Otherwise you may never hear what it’s capable of. Many
reviewers never have.

Loan or Own?
This was a very tough decision for me. You see, the Madrigal
amplifiers (Levinson 33Hs and Proceed HPA-3) were on “longterm loan” and cost me nothing. Theta is a small company and
can’t afford to give equipment to reviewers for an indefinite
period. I enjoyed listening to the Theta amplifiers so much more
that I decided to bite the bullet and buy two of them.
I have purchased two Theta Dreadnaught four-channel amplifiers to drive my main reference system and I couldn’t be happier. The amplifiers sound better than what I was using previously and I have passively biamped my main speakers for additional performance benefits. I’m going to tell you all about that
next. APJ

Vertical Biamplification
by Richard Hardesty
Why would anyone want to use two amplifiers to drive one
speaker? Why do some speakers have connections for two sets
of speaker cables? Is this just a scheme to sell more cables
and amplifiers or can real performance benefits be realized by
biwiring and biamplification?
While there is some disagreement about these issues, I’m convinced that substantial sonic benefits can be gained by biwiring
and biamping and I do both. If you count the subwoofers, my
stereo speakers are actually triamplified. There are three separate amplifiers used to drive different portions of the frequency
spectrum produced by each speaker. This is not done to eliminate the passive crossover networks which are necessary to
provide time- and phase-accuracy and linear frequency
responce.
There is a separate high-powered amplifier in my left subwoofer
that provides the high current necessary to reproduce the deep
bass range of frequencies for the left channel. I have an individual amplifier channel devoted to the woofer section of the left
stereo speaker and this amplifier is connected to that speaker
with a dedicated speaker cable that conducts only low frequency energy. There is a separate amplifier channel dedicated to
the midrange/treble sections of the left speaker and this amplifier is connected to the speaker with a dedicated speaker cable
that conducts only the delicate midrange and treble portions of
the audio signal. All this is duplicated on the right side. Six separate amplifier channels power the front stereo speaker system
in my home. This may sound complicated and expensive, but it
provides better sound. This article offers a simple explanation
of why the cost and complexity are justified.

Modest Range, Big Ratio
The range of human hearing starts at about 20Hz (twenty
cycles per second) and extends to about 20,000Hz (twenty
thousand cycles per second). The ratio of these frequencies is
1,000:1. While the range of frequencies is not huge, the ratio of
lowest to highest frequencies is enormous.
The energy demand slope across this range is tilted steeply up
at the lower end. Lots of energy is required to produce lower
frequencies. Less energy but greater delicacy is required to
reproduce the midrage and treble frequencies.
The bass region in music places the highest power demands
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on amplifiers and speakers, while the delicate treble range consists mostly of harmonics that are lower in amplitude than the
fundamental tones and require far less power for reproduction.
These subtle high frequency sounds may require less power
but they are still very important for accurate reproduction. High
frequencies must be reproduced without being corrupted or
obscured. Midrange tones require less energy to produce than
bass, but the ear is most sensitive in this range. Finesse is the
key word for accurate midrange reproduction and this is the
region where most of the “detail” resides.
Loudspeaker systems separate the range of human hearing
into registers that are reproduced by specialized drivers.
Subwoofers play the lowest tones and subharmonics. Woofers
handle most of the bass and lower midrange. Midrange drivers
reproduce the majority of fundamental tones above the bass
region, and tweeters handle the upper harmonics. Subwoofers
and woofers require the most power. Midranges require less
power, and tweeters require the least.
While speakers divide up the work, most people expect amplifiers and speaker cables to handle all frequencies at once with
equal proficiency. One amplifier channel and a single speaker
cable per speaker may perform acceptably in modest systems,
but sonic improvements can be had by dividing up the work in
cables and amplifiers, too. That’s what biwiring and biamping
do.
Biwiring utilizes one speaker cable to deliver the high current
necessary for bass frequencies and a separate cable to deliver
the subtle, lower level mid- and high frequency content. This
prevents the high energy bass signal from corrupting the delicate midrange and treble information. Biamping goes a step
further by providing a dedicated amplifier for lows and a dedicated amplifier for mids and highs. Sound complicated? It’s
really not that difficult to do as we’ll see.

Biwired Speakers
Many speakers have two sets of inputs to allow biwiring. One
set of inputs is connected to the low frequency section of the
crossover inside the speaker and the other set is connected to
the high frequency section. A speaker that is not designed for
biwiring has both high- and low-pass sections of the crossover
connected together inside the enclosure. A speaker that is
designed for biwiring does not.
The low and high frequency sections of the speaker are not

connected together inside the speaker cabinet of a biwirable
speaker and, if a single speaker cable is used between the
speaker and the amplifier, the two sets of input connectors
must be connected together with a jumper. The purpose of all
this is to allow the use of dual speaker cables, commonly called
biwiring, which can provide an audible improvement in sound
quality.
The low frequency cable provides a low impedance path for low
frequencies only, because it is connected to the speaker’s internal low-pass filter which presents a higher impedance to frequencies above the crossover point. The high frequency cable
is connected to the speaker’s internal high-pass filter and this
cable provides a low impedance path for high frequencies only.
Both cables are connected together at the amplifier end, in parallel. High current, low frequency energy will take the path of
least resistance and travel down the low frequency cable, and
lower level midrange and treble energy will have a dedicated
cable for conduction where subtle details cannot be corrupted
by the high level, high current bass information.
Most speakers that allow biwiring divide the signal between
bass and midrange/high frequencies, but some speakers combine the bass and midrange and provide separate connections
for the tweeter section. Some speakers can be triwired with
separate connections for each drive element. I’ve had the best
results using speakers that provide just two connections which
separate the bass from the rest of the spectrum.
Biwiring can provide much of the sonic benefit of biamping at
lower cost but there are some caveats. A time- and phaseaccurate speaker can be upset by cables with different propagation speed, or differences in inductive and capacitive reactance. Based on my own experience I would recommend that
each cable in a biwired set be identical in design and length.
Cable quality will still be a factor. A single, higher quality cable
may sound better than two lower quality cables used in a biwire
configuration. Don’t expect to get better sound by doubling-up
lower quality cables rather than using a single higher quality
wire.
Biwiring divides the frequency spectrum into two sections—
high-energy low frequency, and low-energy high frequency—
and provides a separate path to the speaker for each range.
Biamplification extends this division of work by providing a separate amplifier, as well as a separate cable, for each section of
the spectrum.
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Vertical Biamplification
Biamplification
Using separate amplifiers to drive the high frequency and low
frequency sections of a pair of speakers is called biamplification. Commercial installations, like those in movie theaters, use
active crossover filters before the amplifiers to minimize insertion loss and may use larger amplifiers for bass and smaller
amplifiers for treble. Since the signal has been separated into
high and low frequency portions before amplification, the amplifiers are connected directly to the speaker drive elements without additional filtering. These methods offer no advantage for
home high fidelity. In fact, a well designed loudspeaker may
sound significantly worse if you bypass the internal crossover
network and use dissimilar amplifiers to drive the high frequency and low frequency sections of the speaker.
As you’ll read in the next issue of the AP Journal, a properly
designed loudspeaker will have a sophisticated crossover network that tailors the response of each drive element in both
amplitude and phase in order to accurately replicate the input
signal. Unless an external crossover is an integral part of the
speaker design, there is little hope for high-end performance by
bypassing the internal crossover in a well designed speaker.
What works well in a PA system won’t work worth a darn in a
high-end audio system.
Time- and phase-accurate speakers will be particularly sensitive to the transfer functions of the amplifiers used to drive
them and using dissimilar amplifiers for bass and treble usually
will not be successful. While a tube amp may offer better
midrange performance and a solid-state amp with lots of feedback may provide better bass, this combination will seldom
work to drive the low and high frequency sections of a speaker
that is time- and phase-correct. That’s where vertical (or passive) biamping comes in.
The term “vertical biamping” was coined to describe a biamp
configuration where one channel of a stereo amplifier drives
the bass section of a single loudspeaker and the other channel
drives the treble section of the same speaker, as opposed to
the commercial biamp configuration where one channel of a
stereo amplifier would drive the bass section of the left speaker
and the other channel would drive the bass section of the right
speaker, and another amplifier would drive the treble sections
of these same speakers.
Passive biamplification means that an electronic crossover in
not used and the signal is devided into frequency bands by the
passive crossover within the speaker. This allows the passive
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crossover network to perform its job of equalizing the response
of individual drive elements and correcting for phase
anomolies.
You can drive a pair of time- and phase-accurate, biwireable
speakers with two stereo amplifiers—one amp per speaker—
and get a substantial performance boost. Conventional speakers can also benefit from biamping if they provide separate
connections for bass and midrange/tweeter sections.
One channel of the left stereo amp drives the bass section of
the left speaker and the other channel of the same amplifier
drives the treble section of the left speaker. One channel of the
right stereo amp drives the bass section of the right speaker
and the other channel drives the treble section of that speaker.
No external crossover is required and the internal crossover
network in each speaker is still utilized. The advantages are
many.
The heavy current demands of the bass sections of each
speaker can now be shared by two amplifiers and two power
supplies. Each midrange/tweeter section will now have a dedicated amplifier channel. This will reduce crosstalk for better
imaging and provide a substantial increase in dynamic range
while minimizing the potential for speaker damage caused by
amplifier clipping. If the bass amplifier clips it won’t deliver high
energy, high frequency distortion to the tweeters—the primary
cause of speaker failure.
High-end multichannel amplifiers like the Theta Dreadnaught
make vertical biamp configurations even easier. A single fourchannel amplifier can vertically biamp a pair of stereo speakers. A five-channel amp can biamp a pair of stereo speakers
and provide power for a center channel speaker.

What I’ve Done
I use my audio system to listen to stereo music and to provide
surround sound audio for film and music video viewing. This
same system does triple duty as a work tool which I use to
evaluate the sound of audio components for my magazine
reviews. I have my stereo source components set up in a rack
at the left side of the room and my surround sound source
components set up in a rack at the right side of the room. I utilize the same amplifiers and speakers for both stereo and surround sound listening.
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I have two Theta Dreadnaught amplifiers, each configured with
four channels. These amplifiers are positioned close to my
stereo speakers to minimize cable runs to the most important
speakers.
The amplifier on the left has two channels devoted to driving
my left stereo speaker and two channels connected to my center and left surround speakers. (The Theta amplifier has front
panel switches to place surround channels in standby for
stereo listening.) The amplifier on the right has two channels
devoted to the right stereo speaker and the other two channels
connected to my right surround and center rear speaker. (No, I
don’t think the center rear improves the sound but I have to
have one because I work for a home theater magazine and
must review Surround EX products.)
I am currently using passive high-pass filters only on the channels that drive the bass sections of my speakers and running
the treble sections “straight in.” I have not yet decided if this is
the best possible course of action but I’ll tell you all about it
when I do.
My system illustrates one way in which multichannel amplifiers
can be used to improve the sound of stereo systems and to
provide amplification for additional channels for surround sound
use. There are many other possible combinations and you
might find another configuration better suited to your needs. A
five-channel amp could provide power for a biamplified pair of
stereo speakers and a center channel speaker, for instance,
allowing the use of a less expensive stereo amp to provide
power for the less-critical surround speakers.

Evaluating the benefits of vertical biamping may actually be
easier after you have a biwire set of cables. Borrow another
amplifier exactly like the one you are using now and connect it
as described above. After you put your socks back on, drop me
an email and tell me what you think.
[Since this article was written I have heard many stories about
amplifiers and speakers that don’t respond well to passive
biamplification. While I have sold a wide variety of amplifier
types and speaker models over the years and never had any
problems with biamplification, obviously my experience can’t
encompass every component available. Here are some
caveats:
Balanced amplifiers won’t like to see a common ground
between channels. Speakers with balanced crossover networks
(reactive components on both circuit legs) may present a difficult load to some amplifiers. Some speaker cables may provide
just the right amount of reactance to some amplifiers to cause
oscillation.
So what should you do if you aren’t an electrical engineer? Ask
your dealer or the component manufacturer (or both) about
your exact configuration. Try it (at your own risk) and see what
happens.
If speaker cables are going to cause an amplifier to oscillate, it
would be better to find out before connecting the speakers,
which may be damaged by amplifier oscillation. Connect the
wires to the amplifier but not to the speaker. Be sure they don’t
touch at the speaker end. If the amplifier goes into oscillation a
rail fuse will probably fail and no damage should occur.

What You Should Do
If you have speakers capable of being biwired and you’d like to
try biwiring and/or biamping to determine whether it makes
economic sense for you, here’s how. Borrow a duplicate set of
speaker cables (exactly like the ones you’re using now) from
your dealer. Compare the sound of a single speaker cable running to each speaker to the sound of a biwired set. If your dealer can’t duplicate your current cables exactly, see if you can
borrow a complete biwire set of cables of similar quality made
by the same manufacturer as the ones you are currently using.
(Switching from single to biwire and switching brands of cable
at the same time will confuse the issue far too much.) Make
sure you break in the new cables (very important) and then
carefully listen and decide whether the investment is justified.

A biwired or vertically biamplified system should sound better,
not simply brighter. If the sound gets brighter without improvement, the amplifier may be oscillating at ultrasonic frequencies.
This may work for awhile but it will ultimately cause damage to
the speakers, the amplifier, or both. I urge you to confer with
the amplifier and speaker manufacturers before attempting vertical biamplification.] APJ
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Conclusion

by Richard Hardesty

Modern projection monitors utilize miniature pixel-addressed
devices like LCDs (liquid crystal displays) and DLPs (digital
light processors, made with digital micro-mirror technology).

Journal #4 was originally composed in 2000. Nearly 5 years
have passed and many things have changed. Disc players have
improved and prices have come down. Video displays have
improved and prices have come down. New formats, which will
provide even better performance, are on the horizon and prices
are likely to continue to fall.

Video signals used to be analog but today they are digital and
that calls for changes in DVD players. You can still use an older
DVD player that converts the video signal to analog but why
would you want to?

Conclusion

The home theater fad has died down and stereo music reproduction has resurfaced. “High-end” surround sound processors
are still being marketed for music reproduction and they still
can’t live up to the performance standards of modest 2-channel
audio gear.

Video Displays
The cathode ray tube (CRT) utilizes a beam of electrons to
excite phosphors on the face of the tube and make them glow.
The electron beam scans across the face of the tube, driven by
an analog signal. Resolution is determined by the number of
horizontal scans (scan rate) and the diameter of the electron
beam (beam spot size).
The CRT was the basis of all analog television monitors from
the past. Direct-view sets were viewed by looking directly at the
glass face of the CRT. Rear-projection sets used a mirror to
redirect the light from (usually) three CRTs—one for each primary color: red, green and blue—onto the back of a (usually)
plastic lens that acted as the screen. Front-projection units
focused the light directly on a reflective screen.
While there are still many videophiles enamored by the virtues
of CRTs, the public has virtually forsaken them and stores can
barely give them away today. They are big and cumbersome
and require substantial power supplies and, in the case of projectors, multiple optical systems, which must be converged. For
all intents and purposes, the CRT is obsolete.
Modern video displays use digital signals to address discrete
pixels arranged in a grid. Resolution is determined by the number of these pixels. We still have direct-view monitors utilizing
plasma or liquid crystal displays. We still have rear-projection
units with mirrors and screens illuminated from the back, and
front projection units that directly illuminate a reflective screen.
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Disc Players
The information on a DVD disc is digital. The audio information
has to be converted to analog to enable us to hear it. This conversion can take place within the disc player or in a surround
processor. The video data used to have to be converted to analog to drive our analog video displays. During the transition
from analog to digital video displays, the digital information on
the DVD discs was converted into analog and transmitted to the
display device where it was converted back into digital. The latest players have digital video outputs, which allow the signal to
remain in the digital domain all the way from the disc to the display.
Transports have made remarkable leaps in performance (see
the Wadia 861se review in Journal #12). Although we have
been disappointed with the performance of the multiformat disc
players we’ve auditioned so far, I have no doubt that it’s only a
matter of time until we can buy a disc player that will play any
5-inch disc and deliver excellent sound. Unfortunately, this situation is about to become even more complex with the introduction of high-definition video DVDs.

High-Definition Video Discs
As I write this we are preparing to attend the annual Consumer
Electronics Show in Las Vegas, NV. High-definition video is
widely available and regular DVD discs, which have already
reached market saturation, don’t support it. We may learn
about the future of the DVD at this year’s show.
There are two competing—and incompatible—high-definition
DVD-video formats. We’ll have a new DVD format, probably this
year, that will make all DVD discs and players virtually obsolete. The Audio Perfectionist Journal will not attempt to stay
abreast of the video world.
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You should find other reliable sources of information about this
rapidly changing technology if you have an interest in video and
want to get the most for your money.

Besides added expense and complexity, multichannel music
offers no audible advantages in my opinion. You hear the real
world through two ears and two channels are sufficient for
accurate reproduction of real sounds.

Surround Sound Processors

For several years the trade shows were dominated by multichannel demonstrations but that trend seemed to evaporate
last year. High-end audio at CES 2004 was almost exclusively
2-channel. Analog and high-resolution digital formats, primarily
SACD, were the sources of choice. DVD-audio, which was marketed as a multichannel format, has had virtually no impact on
the high-end audio segment of our industry.

Several companies are still trying to sell surround sound
processors by advertising them as high quality music reproduction devices and attaching high prices to make them appear to
be comparable to dedicated audio components. The facts tell
another story. Audio Perfectionist Journals #10 and #11
explain how high-end amplification components work and why
surround sound processors and receivers can never offer
equivalent performance.
You can have uncompromised audio performance and surround
sound for movies but you’ll never get it by using a surround
sound processor as a preamplifier or a receiver as a complete
amplification device. Read Journal #10 for instructions about
how to set up your system properly and the reasons why this
procedure is necessary.

Multichannel Music
The bloom is off the home theater lily, which looked for a while
like it would sound the death knell for high-end home music
reproduction. Multichannel music has come and gone again.
People weren’t impressed the first time they tried to force this
carnival down our throats and the second time they simply
yawned.

SACD hasn’t even been noticed by the general public but has
been embraced by the high-end audio community as a true
analog rival. Music videos on DVD-video discs have made serious inroads with the public and may be the actual successor to
the compact disc.
The new high-resolution DVD discs will have enormous storage
capacity, which could be used to provide higher quality audio
along with video images, an idea I find very appealing. Only
time will tell how this capacity will be allocated and market
demands will dictate what we actually get.
It’s a good time for consumers who keep on their toes and
refuse to be fooled. Your dollars will buy more performance
today and in the future than ever before possible. APJ
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This issue builds on concepts that were presented in previous Issues. It’s not absolutely necessary to have read the first four issues in order to benefit from the information offered in this
one, but it’s a good idea.

Audio p e r f e ct i oni s t
Issue #5
This is Issue #5 of the Audio Perfectionist
Journal. In this issue we will begin to examine
loudspeakers. We’ll discuss speaker accuracy
because high fidelity reproduction is our stated
goal.
Speaker accuracy can be measured by
objective tests. These tests can’t tell you everything about how a particular speaker model will
sound but they can tell you if a certain design has
the potential for accurate reproduction.
Speakers are very important components
in any audio system. Many people believe that
speakers are so important that they spend too
much on them and are then forced to compromise
on the quality of the components that create the
signal which is fed to the speakers. These folks
hope that their carefully chosen speakers will
somehow improve that signal and produce good
sound. This is, of course, impossible. Speakers
can’t improve the quality of a bad signal but that
doesn’t mean that you can put a perfect signal into
an inaccurate speaker and get good sound either.
In fact, inaccurate speakers will produce inaccurate sound regardless of the quality of the signal
that is fed to them.
Poorly designed speakers can fool all of
the people some of the time and some of the people all of the time, but they can’t fool all of the
people all of the time. Examining speaker test
graphs won’t allow you to choose a satisfying
speaker without listening, but those graphs may
help you avoid a costly mistake. Why risk being
momentarily fooled by a speaker which can’t possibly create an accurate replica of the input signal? This issue of the Audio Perfectionist Journal
(and the next one) will help you separate the
posers from the contenders.
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Journal

In This Issue
The article titled The Truth About
Loudspeakers describes what an accurate speaker
is and what an accurate speaker should do. This
article discusses why most speakers are demonstrably inaccurate and the reasons why most fail
to provide output response that is an acoustic
replica of the electrical input signal.
The article titled Meaningful Speaker
Measurements describes the various speaker tests
which I believe are useful to consumers who are
evaluating speakers for purchase. Most of us don’t
want to design speakers; we simply want to get
the highest performance possible and the best
value for our money. Measurements can tell us
which products are worthy of our consideration
and which are best left to those who listen only to
background music at elevator levels.
The article titled Interpreting Speaker
Response Tests explains how to interpret the
graphs that various magazines use to dress up
their reviews. These graphs are designed to add a
sense of scientific credibility to reviews written by
people who seldom have any real technical
knowledge but, if you learn how to interpret the
test graphs, you may actually benefit from the
data they contain.
Most magazines don’t want you to know
too much. If they would fully explain what their
test graphs mean they could risk offending big
advertisers whose poorly designed speakers are
often exposed by the measurements that accompany the rave reviews they publish. After you read
this issue you’ll be able to interpret the measurements published by the magazines and come to
your own conclusions.
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Coming Up
This issue is all about speakers. The popular speakers which are measured and discussed in
this issue are demonstrably inaccurate in one way
or another. In the next issue we’ll continue to
examine speakers, but the models measured and
discussed in issue #6 are demonstrably accurate
within all the currently accepted “objective”
parameters. After you see that many available
speaker models can accurately reproduce the input
signal, we’ll talk about sound. Yes, even those
speakers which are truly accurate don’t all sound
alike.
You can eliminate the poorly designed
products, and those products which are skillfully
designed to be inaccurate on purpose, by examining objective test results. Tests won’t define all the
audible differences between those speaker models
which are competently designed to be accurate
electromechanical transducers. Even skillful engineering requires a balance of compromise. In
issue #6 we’ll compare some accurate speakers
and examine the various compromises chosen by
their designers. I’ll tell you what I hear when I
compare these speakers but you’ll have to listen
for yourself to determine whether any of these
models will satisfy your personal tastes.
In this issue you’ll see that spending a lot
of money doesn’t guarantee that you’ll get an
accurate, well designed product. In the next issue
you’ll discover that truly accurate speakers can be
purchased for less than one thousand dollars a pair
and that some of the finest speakers available can
be owned by regular people like you and me without taking out a second mortgage.
All the information in issues #5 & #6 is
specifically about the speakers used as a stereo
pair or for the front left and right channels in a
home theater system. In future issues we’ll discuss speakers for home theater center channel and
surround use.
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The Truth About Loudspeakers
The truth about loudspeakers is that the
vast majority of commercially available designs
can’t come close to accurately reproducing the
electrical signal created by your expensive audio
components. Most speakers were designed to be
inaccurate on purpose in order to create a unique
sound. Many engineers who do attempt to design
accurate speakers ignore time, phase and energy
storage as if these factors have no audible
effects—they strive for flat frequency response
above all else. Some speakers are purposely
designed to increase time smear by directing a
large portion of their output towards the room
boundaries. Some speaker types store and release
so much energy that they add artificial reverberation to the sound. All this results in a marketplace
filled with a huge variety of speaker types, most
with a unique sonic signature and almost none
with the ability to accurately convert the electrical
input signal to acoustic energy—the true goal of
an accurate transducer.
An accurate loudspeaker should not have a
sonic signature or a distinct sound. An accurate
speaker should convert electrical energy to
mechanical energy without adding or subtracting
anything. The acoustical waveform coming out of
the speaker should be an exact replica of the electrical waveform entering the speaker at the input
terminals. Very few commercially available
speaker systems can accomplish this difficult task,
and this article will discuss why this is true and
how you can tell which speaker models are worthy of consideration if sonic accuracy is what you
seek.
Let’s examine some of the factors that
make one speaker model sound different from
another and then we’ll discuss some measurements which objectively gauge some of these differences.
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Frequency Response
Flat frequency response is an absolute requisite for accurate musical reproduction. All tones
must be reproduced at the correct volume and the
harmonic balance of each note must be preserved.
Incompetently designed loudspeakers, which have
large deviations from flat frequency response,
cannot accurately reproduce music. Some speakers from competent designers can’t either. Some
competent engineers design speakers with large
deviations from flat frequency response on purpose.
In an industry crowded with manufacturers
making more products than consumers will buy,
many companies have resorted to creating speakers with a distinctive “sound” in order to set their
products apart from all the rest. The simplest way
to do this is to tailor the frequency response of the
loudspeaker in order to spotlight certain portions
of the frequency spectrum. This spotlighting may
appear to the uninitiated as an improvement in
performance over a certain range of frequencies.
What range? Well, that depends on who the
designer is trying to seduce.
Car stereo systems emphasize mid bass,
often at just one frequency centered around 80Hz.
There are some extremely expensive “high-end”
audio speakers that do basically the same thing.
(See my first letter to Stereophile.) Speakers
which are designed to fool magazine reviewers
and neophyte audiophiles may actually de-emphasize bass and emphasize various frequencies in the
midrange and highs. Spotlighting upper frequencies may convince an inexperienced listener that
he is hearing more “detail” or “air.”
A loudspeaker system that emphasizes
some frequencies and de-emphasizes others may
sound spectacular when reproducing certain
recordings but, based on my experience, it will
not provide long term satisfaction to those of us
who listen to a variety of music. If you use inaccurate speakers, you limit your choice of listening
material to those recordings which are “enhanced”
by the tailored response of the speakers. Rap
“music” may be flattered by car stereo response
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but a solo cello performance will not be.
No speaker can be considered to be an
accurate transducer unless it has flat frequency
response within narrow limits. In my opinion,
these limits should be less than ±3dB. With frequency response deviations greater than ±3dB, a
loudspeaker will emphasize some notes or harmonics, and de-emphasize others. Even if the useful bandwidth of the speaker is limited, the
response within this bandwidth should be flat. The
Quad ESL speakers that satisfied my musical lust
for so many years had little output at either end of
the frequency scale. That didn’t prevent them
from delivering an immensely satisfying musical
experience because the bandwidth that they could
reproduce was accurately rendered in both frequency and phase.
M&K speakers have flat frequency
response within ±2dB according to their literature
and Aerial speakers do, too. Why do M&Ks and
Aerials sound so different? Does a .5dB peak here
and a 1dB dip there make that much difference in
overall sound? The answer is yes and no.
You can make substantial changes in the
sound of a loudspeaker by applying equalization
in very small amounts. Changes as small as .5dB
(one half dB) in the midrange can be easily heard
by most experienced listeners. Frequency
response is very important to be sure but other
factors may be even more significant. Most of
these other factors are temporal in nature and
most have been completely ignored by a scientific
community that has been obsessed by the idea that
frequency response is all that matters. Frequency
response is important but so are other factors.
Consider music for a moment.
Music, Intensity and Time
While flat frequency response is an
absolute requisite for accurate musical reproduction, it’s not the only thing that matters. Music is
more than melody and non-linear frequency
response is only one of the factors that can screw
up musical reproduction. Ivor Tiefenbrun, the
founder of Linn Products in Scotland, has stated
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that there are only two things that separate music
from noise: the tune and the beat. Music has a
melody of course, but virtually all other aspects of
music are temporal in nature.
Rhythm is obviously temporal. To create
music you have to play the right note at the right
time with the correct pace. If all the notes are
played correctly but not at the correct times, the
song will be drastically altered. The results may
still sound musical to some but certainly won’t
represent the intentions of the composer. Altering
musical pace can turn a song of celebration into a
funeral dirge.
Every musical note is composed of a fundamental tone accompanied by harmonic overtones. A piano and a violin can play the same note
with the same fundamental frequency and still
sound completely different because the harmonic
structure of the sound that each instrument produces is completely different. Altering the amplitude ratios between the fundamentals and harmonics, as a speaker with inaccurate frequency
response would, alters the perceived pitch and the
tonal character of the sound. Altering the temporal
relationships between the fundamentals and the
harmonics, as a speaker that scrambles phase and
time relationships would, alters the tonal character
of the sound, too.
Intensity over time is critical. A musician
plays some notes louder and some notes softer as
a part of the interpretation of the composer’s
intent. The characteristic sound of an instrument
is related to the time it takes to reach peak intensity and how long that intensity is sustained. The
perception of intensity is affected by time. How
quickly the peak amplitude is achieved is as
important as the amplitude of the peak. The intensity of the harmonic content affects the timbre of
the note and the perceived pitch. How quickly the
peak ebbs—reduces in intensity over time—is
another important characteristic of the unique
sound of each instrument.
Many different instruments in the orchestra can play the same notes at the same frequencies. They produce different sounds due to differPage 5

ences in harmonic structure, differences in intensity over time and the way in which the sound
vibrations are initiated. Accurate speakers must
reproduce all the elements that differentiate instrumental sounds without adding or subtracting anything. This is a tall order.
Most experienced listeners agree on the
importance of accurate frequency response but
time domain performance is just as important, in
my opinion. I can tell you from experience that
speakers which scramble the phase of fundamentals and harmonics (as all speakers with steepslope crossovers do) change the tonal character
and perceived pitch of music and scrambling
phase also has a negative impact on image focus.
Once you become accustomed to time- and phaseaccurate speakers, you can never go back.
It seems obvious to me that the ear/brain
mechanism is at least as sensitive to time and
intensity as it is to frequency but this contention is
certainly not universally accepted and is a matter
for debate. I’ll make a case here for my position
but readers are advised to consult the literature—
and there is a ton of it—for opposing viewpoints.
You should draw your own conclusions based on
your own observations because you’ll experience
reproduced sound in the same unique way that
you experience real sound.
Transfer Function
The transfer function of a component
describes how the signal is altered when passing
through this component. A transfer function test
compares the amplitude (frequency response) and
phase of the output signal to the amplitude and
phase of the input signal to see what effects the
component under test had on the amplitude and
phase of the signal that passed through it. Note
that the transfer function considers phase as well
as amplitude-with-frequency to determine what
the component under test did to the signal besides
what it was supposed to do. As an example, an
amplifier should make the signal bigger without
changing the frequency or phase characteristics of
the signal at all. Commensurately, an accurate
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speaker should create an acoustical replica of the
electrical input signal without changing the frequency or phase characteristics of the signal at all.
While this concept is incredibly simple and logical, most speaker designers ignore it.
A transfer function graph displays how
well the output signal tracks the input signal in
both amplitude-with-frequency and phase. The
transfer function of a loudspeaker will tell you a
lot about what that speaker sounds like. Speakers
with similar transfer functions do sound similar,
but there’s more, as we’ll see.
Transfer function considers frequency
response and phase response. These two elements
reveal a lot about a loudspeaker’s performance
capabilities in reproducing intensity over time—
the most important aspects of accurate musical
reproduction in my opinion. In the speaker
response graphs that we will be examining, frequency response and phase response will not be
shown together on the same plot. We’ll interpret
the time- and phase-accuracy of the speakers tested from the impulse and step response graphs.
We all know that a frequency response
graph shows us the amplitude of the output signal
of the device under test, across its range of frequencies. The input signal for the test has a constant amplitude regardless of frequency. The output signal, a measurement of which is used to create the graph, shows if the device under test
emphasizes or de-emphasizes any frequencies
within its useful bandwidth. A straight line across
the graph would indicate accurate response, and
deviations from a straight line indicate errors in
response. If the graph shows that the signal is 2dB
higher in amplitude at 4kHz than it is at 1kHz, the
device under test emphasizes signals at 4kHz. If
the graph shows that signal amplitude is 3dB
lower at 2kHz than it is at 1kHz, the device under
test de-emphasizes signals at 2kHz. This is pretty
simple and easy to understand. Phase is a little
more difficult to interpret. So, just what is phase
and how is it relevant?
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Phase
Phase is a mathematical concept that
describes the timing of an electrical waveform.
Points on an alternating current waveform can be
described in degrees like points on the circumference of a circle. A complete cycle of the wave
includes 360 degrees. The position (or time) of
various points on the wave during a single cycle
can be described as being in a range of from 0 to
360 degrees (or smaller increments) from the
beginning of the cycle. If you know the frequency
of the wave, then you know the period of the
cycle. If you know the period of the cycle you can
determine the time difference that a phase change
will create.

Two electrical waves are said to be “in
phase” when the peaks and valleys of each wave
coincide. Electrical waves at the same frequency
can be out of phase by varying amounts and the
phase lead or lag can be described in degrees (or
smaller increments) and the time lead or lag can
be calculated. Electrical waves at the same frequency can be in phase yet out of time if they differ in phase by increments of 360 degrees. In
other words, two waves can be in phase yet out of
time by one complete period.
Acoustical phase has to do with acoustical
pressure waves rather than electrical waves. These
pressure waves are more usually described in
terms of distance rather than degrees. If you know
the frequency of a sound pressure wave you can
calculate the “wavelength” of each cycle. A complete cycle rises to a pressure peak, falls to a presAudio Perfectionist Journal Issue #5 Copyright © 2001 R. L. Hardesty

sure minimum and returns to the nominal room
pressure where it began. When the air pressure
wave reaches your ears it moves your ear drums.
As the air pressure increases your ear drums are
momentarily moved inward and when the pressure decreases your ear drums are momentarily
moved outward. We perceive these changes in air
pressure as sound if they occur at frequencies
within our range of hearing.
Two five-inch sound waves are in phase if
the pressure peaks coincide at the microphone or
at the listener’s ear. They are out of phase if the
pressure peak of one wave is coincident with the
pressure minimum of the other wave at the microphone or the listener’s ear. Out-of-phase sound
waves may cancel each other. If the pressure peak
of one wave equals the pressure drop of the other,
your ear drums will not move and you will perceive no sound.
Phase is a way of describing when something happens in relation to something else. It is
an expression of relative time that relates to an
electrical or acoustical waveform. What elements
in a loudspeaker design have the greatest effect on
phase? The crossover network that divides the
electrical signal into frequency ranges has the
greatest effect on electrical phase and the physical
position of the various drive elements in relation
to the listener has the greatest effect on acoustical
phase.
Both acoustical phase and electrical phase
affect when various parts of the signal produced
by a loudspeaker arrive at the listener’s ears. A
speaker that is time- and phase-correct can deliver
all frequencies to the listener at the same time.
Speakers with steep-slope crossover networks
cannot do this, even if the drivers are physically
offset as in the B&W 801. With a steep-slope
crossover network, signals reproduced by the
tweeter will arrive first, followed by signals reproduced by the midrange driver, followed by signals
reproduced by the woofer. Speakers with all drivers mounted on a flat, vertical baffle can’t deliver
all frequencies to the listener at the same time
either—even if they have first-order crossovers
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like some Dynaudio models. Because the acoustic
centers of the drivers are not aligned, the sounds
produced by each driver will arrive at the listener’s ears at different times.
Crossover Networks
Speakers with multiple drive elements—
woofers, midranges and tweeters—have electrical
networks to divide the frequency range of the
input signal into segments. The crossover network
divides up the full range electrical signal and allocates portions to the specific driver assigned to
reproduce that range of frequencies. Low frequencies go to the woofer, midrange frequencies go to
the midrange driver, and high frequencies go to
the tweeter. The crossover network adjusts the
output levels of the drivers so that each frequency
range is reproduced at equal volume. Crossover
networks also may equalize response nonlinearities in the drive elements and compensate for
driver impedance variations.
Crossover networks create phase shift. The
steeper the slope, the greater the shift. The capacitors and inductors used in crossovers create phase
shift in opposite directions. Series capacitors are
used in high-pass filters and series inductors are
used in low-pass filters. Phase is gradually altered
as reactive components become reactive—it
changes with frequency. Voltage leads current in
an inductive circuit and current leads voltage in a
capacitive circuit. This gets intensely complicated
so I’m going to use some generalizations here to
give you an idea of what goes on.
In general, each order of filter slope causes
about 90 degrees of phase shift. This variable
delay changes with frequency and, when filter
slopes go beyond first-order (more than
6dB/octave) the delay can’t be fully compensated
for by repositioning the drive elements, as we’ll
see when we start to examine step response
graphs.
Filters store and release energy. Filters
with multiple reactive elements are resonant in
nature. As filter slopes get steeper, transient
response is degraded because steeper filters ring
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(oscillate) more after the signal stops. The steeper
the slope the greater the ring, as we’ll see when
we start to examine impulse response graphs.
A first-order electrical crossover network
can have as few as two parts: a single capacitor
for high-pass and a single inductor for low-pass.
A first-order speaker will be far more complicated. First-order speakers have acoustical response
that is tailored to produce a first-order transition
between drive elements. The crossover network
may need to be very complex in order to accomplish this 6dB/octave acoustical roll-off because
the electrical and mechanical characteristics of the
drivers must be considered.
Timing
Each individual drive element in a loudspeaker reproduces a portion of the frequency
spectrum. Different drivers may be called upon to
reproduce parts of a musical waveform. The
waveform may represent a single note played by a
single instrument. In certain instances, reproducing a single note may require that the woofer
reproduce the fundamental frequency while the
midrange and tweeter reproduce portions of the
harmonics at higher frequencies. For accurate
reproduction it is important that the amplitude
relationships between the fundamentals and harmonics not be altered, as they would be by a
speaker with inaccurate frequency response. It is
just as important that the time relationships
between the fundamentals and the harmonics not
be altered, as they would be by a speaker that
scrambles time and/or phase.
To maintain the integrity of the waveform
the output of all the drive elements must be timed
to arrive at the listener’s ears at exactly the same
moment. This is more difficult than it first appears
to be. Woofer drivers are large and have relatively
massive moving parts. Tweeters are small and the
moving parts are very light. Midrange drive elements fall somewhere in between. Tweeters must
have a very short “rise time” in order to reproduce
high frequencies which, by definition, require
faster response. Woofers reproduce low frequenPage 8

cies where rise time seems to be of less concern
but some woofers are still faster than others.
No woofer is as fast as the slowest tweeter.
The time that elapses between the arrival of the
electrical signal at the input of the driver and
when the acoustical signal leaves the driver
diaphragm will vary depending on the size and
frequency range of the driver. Tweeters are faster
than midrange drivers which are faster than
woofers. This is only a small part of the story,
however.
Drivers operate on electromagnetic force.
The strength of an electromagnetic force is measured in ampere turns. Electromagnetic force is
created by current and inductors resist a change in
current. Voice coils are iron-core inductors and
larger drivers generally have more voice coil
inductance. Series inductors are used to make
low-pass filters. Woofers generally have low-pass
filters and so do midrange drivers.
Tweeters have small diaphragms which are
usually shaped like a convex dome. Woofers have
large cone-shaped diaphragms with the apex of
the cone facing inward. The acoustic center of a
tweeter will usually be in line with, or forward of,
the flange which is used to attach the driver to the
front baffle of the speaker. The acoustic center of
a woofer will usually be somewhat behind its
mounting flange (maybe several inches behind).
Midrange drivers fall somewhere in between.
All these factors add up to produce a delay
in the output from various drivers relative to the
input signal. In general, the lower the frequency
range of the driver and the larger the driver, the
greater the delay. In a first-order speaker these
delays can be easily compensated for by stepping
the midrange driver back from the woofer to compensate for the greater delay from the woofer, and
stepping the tweeter back from the midrange to
compensate for the greater delay from the
midrange. No amount of physical offset can fully
compensate for the phase shift caused by steepslope crossovers because the drivers appear to
change physical position with frequency due to
the effects of the crossover networks. First-order
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speakers can be fully time-compensated by offsetting the drive elements, as we’ll see when we
examine step response graphs of time- and phaseaccurate speakers in the next issue. Speakers with
steep-slope crossovers cannot be fully time-compensated by physically offsetting the drivers.
Stored Energy
Music is transient in nature. Notes may
follow in quick succession or there may be periods of silence where the decay of the instruments
and the ambient sound of the environment
become important elements of the performance.
Loudspeakers should not sing along after the tune
has ended. If they do, many subtle elements of the
music will be obscured. Musical instruments store
and release energy in the form of rich and pleasing resonances. Speakers should not.
Speakers should respond instantly to the
input signal, create an exact acoustic replica of
that signal, and stop immediately when the signal
stops. No speaker can do this perfectly. Speakers
are supposed to reproduce only the input signal
but, because they are electromechanical devices
that store and release energy, they produce some
sounds that are delayed replicas of the input signal
and some sounds that are essentially unrelated to
the input signal.
Stored energy problems arise from a variety of sources. Energy can be stored in resonating
enclosure panels or other structural components.
Energy can be stored in driver diaphragms. This
energy will be released after a short delay, smearing the signal over time. Energy can be stored in
the electrical components of the crossover network and drivers, too. Inertia will cause the
mechanical parts of the drive elements to continue
to move after the driving force ceases. This energy will be released in the form of ringing or oscillation after the signal stops.
Reflected Energy
Reflected energy has deleterious effects,
too. Reflected energy arrives at the listener’s ears
after the primary signal which comes directly
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from the speaker diaphragms. Reflected energy
has a negative impact on sound which is similar to
the detrimental effects described above. It smears
the signal in time, blurring definition and obscuring musical information.
Energy can be reflected from the baffles on
which the drivers are mounted and from other
cabinet structural components. Energy can be
reflected from the driver baskets and magnets
which are directly behind the radiating
diaphragms. This energy will be returned to the
listener through the diaphragms. Energy can be
reflected from the room boundaries near the
speaker.
Some speakers create reflected energy on
purpose (bipoles and “direct/reflecting” designs).
Whether the cause is accidental or intentional, the
results are the same: a loss of detail, definition
and image focus.
Artificial Ambience
Some speakers, like the Mirage and
Definitive Technology bipolar models, direct as
much energy towards the room boundaries as they
do towards the listener. This creates an artificial
ambience effect similar to what you get from
“direct-reflecting” speakers like the Bose 901.
Speaker designs which bounce a lot of sound off
the walls offer an artificial sense of spaciousness
that many neophytes find appealing. As they gain
listening experience most people will learn that
this spatial effect is not only false, it’s achieved at
the expense of detail and resolution. Energy that
is reflected from the room surfaces directly behind
the speakers blurs transient response and image
focus. There is no such thing as a high-resolution
bipolar speaker, in my opinion, because the actual
resolving power of the speaker will be obscured
by this reflected energy.
Dipolar planar speakers, like Magneplanar
planar-magnetic models and the Sound Labs and
Martin-Logan electrostatic models, direct half of
their acoustic output towards the front wall (the
wall behind the speakers) too. Unlike bipolar
speakers, the back wave from dipolar planar
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speakers is out of phase from the front wave
because both front and back waves are created by
the same diaphragm. Dipolar speakers have virtually no radiation to the sides so there will be less
energy reflected from nearby side walls than with
bipoles, but the reflections from the wall behind
the speaker will be just as problematic with dipolar speakers as with bipolar speakers. Dipolar planar speakers have even more serious energy storage problems inside.
The Problems with Planars
We’ve been discussing the problems of
timing the multiple drive elements in a conventional electrodynamic loudspeaker. Wouldn’t all
these problems be eliminated with a full range
planar speaker with no crossover network and
only one drive element? Unfortunately, the answer
is an emphatic no.
Planar speakers do have some attractive
attributes. Since there is little or no enclosure
there will be few enclosure aberrations added to
the sound. No box resonances will be heard
because there is no box. Few diffraction effects
will alter the direct sound from the radiating
diaphragms because there is little structure around
the diaphragms. There will be no energy reflected
from the front baffle because there generally is no
front baffle. There will be fewer crossover aberrations added to the sound because, if there is a
crossover, it will have only one transition point. A
full range planar speaker will have no crossover
network at all and a two-way planar speaker will
have a simple crossover with a single transition
between drive elements.
Planar speakers are free from many problems associated with conventional dynamic driver
speakers. Most listeners have become accustomed
to the faults of conventional speakers and when
they hear a design with different faults, to which
they are unaccustomed, they may be momentarily
fooled into believing that planar speakers are perfect. This is far from true. Planar speakers have
aberrations and performance compromises, too. I
find many of these compromises to be far more
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objectionable than the conventional speaker faults
that we all know and abhor.
Few planar speakers are 1-way designs.
Most have a woofer and a tweeter and a crossover
network just like their more conventional counterparts. Some 2-way designs, like the
Magneplanars, have the woofer and the tweeter
side-by-side. In this arrangement, tonal balance
will change with a change in horizontal listening
position. Listeners seated side-by-side will experience different sound because they will be at different distances from the drive elements. One listener will be closer to the tweeter and farther from
the woofer, and vise versa. Vertical arrays like the
Martin-Logans, solve this problem but create
another one. They combine a point-source woofer
with a line-source tweeter. These dissimilar drive
elements will only blend in amplitude at one listening distance and the balance between the elements will be different at all other distances (see
issue 2 of the Audio Perfectionist Journal). The
sound reflected from the room boundaries (particularly the front wall) will have a different tonal
balance than the direct sound that the listener
hears. The dissimilar drive elements never do
blend properly, in my opinion, so this point is not
worth further elaboration, as we’ll see when we
look at the measured response of a Martin-Logan
model.
The few speakers that actually are true 1way designs have large radiating surfaces which
must respond to full range audio signals. This creates many unique problems. Intermodulation distortion is increased because the same diaphragm
surface must reproduce both low frequencies and
high frequencies. Comb filtering occurs due to the
many different path lengths from various parts of
the large diaphragm to the listener’s ears. Bass
response is compromised due to dipole cancellation. Electrostatics (and some ribbon tweeters) are
transformer coupled adding the aberrations of the
transformer to the equation.
All large planar speakers, whether 1-way
or 2-way, have diaphragms that are clamped at the
edges. These diaphragms can never operate as
Audio Perfectionist Journal Issue #5 Copyright © 2001 R. L. Hardesty

true pistons. They actually function more like
tympanic membranes. The tension on the membranes is impossible to accurately control so no
two examples will be identical. These diaphragms
will store and release energy for a long time after
the signal stops (just like the skin on a drum), as
we’ll see when we examine the cumulative spectral decay plots that follow.
The curved Martin-Logan panels are
inherently non-linear because diaphragm tension
increases when the diaphragm moves forward and
decreases when the diaphragm moves rearward.
The segmented panels of the Sound Labs electrostats are more linear but interference patterns
develop between segments. The flat Magneplanar
bass panels are inherently non-linear because the
magnet structure is only on one side. When the
diaphragm moves towards the magnets the voice
coil is reacting to an increasing magnetic field.
When the diaphragm moves away from the magnets the voice coil reacts to a decreasing magnetic
field.
I could go on and on but, after you see the
frequency response measurements of these various speaker types, the futility of this will be
apparent. All these planar speaker designs create
an artificial sound which is demonstrably inaccurate. If you like the sound, then discussing the
technical faults won’t mean much.
Coloration
Coloration is a term that refers to unwanted sounds that are added to the signal. Speakers
can “color” the sound due to inaccurate frequency
response, inaccurate phase response, energy storage and release, reflections added to the signal
and a number of other factors. Obviously, we
don’t want speakers that impart their own characteristics to every piece of music we play through
them. So what do we want if our goal is the most
accurate possible reproduction of the signal which
represents the recording?
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What Should Accurate Speakers do?
Accurate speakers should have flat frequency response so that all frequencies can be
reproduced with equal intensity. Accurate speakers should be time- and phase-correct so that harmonics are reproduced with the proper temporal
relationship to fundamentals. Accurate speakers
should start and stop in step with the input signal.
Accurate speakers should not add artificial reflections or other colorations to the signal.
How can we determine which speaker
models are likely to be truly accurate? Are there
meaningful measurements which can help us
weed out the poor designs before we start listening? Can fish breath under water?
Measurements
No measurement can tell you everything
about how a speaker will sound. No single measurement technique or graph can be of much value
alone. A group of measurements, each compiled
in exactly the same manner, can give you a strong
indication of the designer’s expertise and offer
valuable comparisons of the performance capability of different speaker designs.
The most important speaker measurements
are those that tell us about frequency response linearity, time- and phase-coherency, and energy
storage problems.
A speaker with gross deviations from flat
frequency response cannot accurately reproduce
the input signal, no matter how appealing its colorations may be to some listeners. You can make
pretty good sound with speakers which have flat
frequency response yet scramble the temporal
relationships between the fundamentals and the
harmonics of music but you’ll never get great
sound, in my opinion.
Speakers that scramble phase and smear
information over time cannot accurately reproduce the input signal, no matter how appealing
some of these effects may be to some listeners.
Speakers that scramble phase will not allow listeners to fully appreciate the new, higher-resolution recording formats like SACD which provide
Audio Perfectionist Journal Issue #5 Copyright © 2001 R. L. Hardesty

a more phase-coherent signal than what is available from CDs. (There will be a lot more about
this in future issues of the AP Journal.)
Certain measurements can tell you all
about the frequency response and phase response
of a loudspeaker. Other tests can tell you a lot
about energy storage problems. Sometimes useful
measurements actually get published in magazines.
The measurements that Stereophile publishes with speaker reviews tell me a great deal
about how well these speakers were designed and
how they will probably sound, but they may not
provide you with much useful information
because you may not know how to interpret the
graphs they print. The truth is they really don’t
want you to know.
Stereophile measures all the right things in
(mostly) all the right ways but they don’t spend
much time telling you what the measurements
mean. If they did, they would risk offending some
big advertisers whose poorly designed speakers
are often exposed by the measurements printed
along with the rave reviews that all expensive,
heavily-advertised products get in that magazine.
While all measurements are helpful to
speaker engineers during the design process, some
measurements are more useful than others to consumers. I’m going to describe the tests that I think
are the most valuable to people like us who are
seeking long-term musical satisfaction and who
want the most for our money. In the following
article we’ll examine the standard speaker measurements and I’ll try to describe what they indicate.
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Meaningful Speaker Measurements
There are many ways to measure speakers
and many different instruments are available to
implement the various tests. I would caution readers that direct comparisons between different testing methods and different measuring devices are
dangerous. You can compare John Atkinson’s
MLSSA graphs in Stereophile, one to another, but
you’re walking on thin ice when you try to compare his results to the results of another tester
using different instruments or methods. There are
many other pitfalls that I’ll try to mention along
the way. Remember, there is no substitute for
experience and novices usually don’t have any.
Many magazine reviewers have little more.
Atkinson knows what he’s doing but there are
many others who could best be described as clueless. Use test graphs as a preliminary evaluation
tool only and don’t try to read into them more
than your experience level allows. Pay little attention to the interpretations of a reviewer unless you
have come to trust that individual through experience.
I’ll start by describing various measurements and then we’ll discuss how you can interpret the graphs produced by these measurements.
The Wonderful Square Wave
A square wave is a wonderful thing.
Technicians love square waves because they can
evaluate many aspects of performance with a single test. Using just two frequencies—100Hz and
10kHz—a technician can test the frequency
response of a complete amplifier, or a single stage
of amplification, from 10Hz to 100,000Hz.
A square wave looks simple but it is really
a complex waveform made up of many sine
waves including the fundamental frequency and
all the odd harmonics of that frequency. This
closely mimics the structure of musical waveforms which include fundamentals and harmonics
which must be properly represented for accurate
reproduction. The flat top of the square wave tests
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the low frequency response of a circuit because it
resembles low frequency signals or short bursts of
DC voltage. The vertical portion of the square
wave contains high harmonic frequencies that test
the response of the circuit to about ten times the
fundamental frequency. When the phase relationships between the harmonics and the fundamental
are altered the wave changes shape and may no
longer resemble a square wave at all.
Few speakers can reproduce a square wave
and none can reproduce one at low frequencies.
The DC portion cannot be acoustically reproduced
in air because when the speaker diaphragm stops
moving at the maximum points of excursion, no
pressure waves are created in the air surrounding
the diaphragm and acoustical output ceases. If
speakers can’t really reproduce square waves,
why are we discussing square waves in an article
about speaker measurements? Because square
waves and related signals are the origin for many
computerized speaker tests. The step response test
is essentially half a square wave. An impulse is
the same thing with a shorter period. Modern test
instruments correlate an impulse from a stimulus
called the Maximum Length Sequence (MLS) and
I’ll try to offer a brief explanation of what that is.
MLS and FFT
Modern computer-based loudspeaker
measurement systems utilize the Maximum
Length Sequence (MLS) stimulus and calculate
all response measurements using the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT). Even if I could fully explain
how these things work, that explanation would be
difficult to comprehend for those of us who are
not mathematicians and would be of little interest
to most readers. I do understand the basic concepts well enough to use these modern, computerized instruments to obtain meaningful measurements for loudspeaker performance. I’ll try to
give a rudimentary explanation of the terms here
and then we’ll go on to practical information
about how to use the results.
The MLS stimulus is a discrete number
sequence that switches between two numbers in
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an almost random way, producing what is called
“pseudo-random noise.” This “noise” is not really
random because it can be repeated exactly and it
is periodic in nature. The MLS power spectrum is
similar to white noise which contains all frequencies in a defined ratio. These facts make the MLS
an ideal source for FFT analysis.
The Fourier Transform is named for Jean
Baptiste Joseph Fourier who died in 1830. Daniel
Bernoulli introduced the sine-cosine series in the
early 1700s. The Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) and the FFT algorithm, which allows the
efficient computation of a version of the DFT,
form the basis for modern digital signal processing. The FFT transforms time-domain samples
into frequency-domain data.
Before you lose interest here’s the bottom
line: In the old days we put a speaker in a huge
anechoic chamber, fed it sine waves and measured
what came out with a microphone and a volt
meter. Today a computer sends some funny noises
to a speaker under test for a few seconds. The output from the speaker is captured by a microphone
and fed back to the computer which then calculates all aspects of the speaker’s performance
mathematically. The computer can remove the
sound contributed by the room so that measurements (down to a few hundred hertz) can be carried out in a conventional listening room. The
computerized tests correlate very well with the
traditional methods and the two can be combined,
as we’ll see from the measurements that will be
presented later.
Impulse Response
Time-domain data can be converted into
frequency-domain graphs by the Fourier
Transform. An impulse is the primary time
domain component used for speaker measurement. An impulse is a short burst of signal that
contains all frequencies. An impulse has a constant, flat spectrum at all frequencies. The impulse
response is the time domain equivalent of frequency response. Modern, computer-based test
instruments correlate impulse response from the
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MLS stimulus.
The computer can mathematically calculate a great deal of information about speaker performance from the impulse response. Transfer
function, frequency response, phase response, step
response, and cumulative spectral decay are all
obtained from the impulse response by FFT
analysis. FFT analysis is a complicated mathematical process that is performed by the computer at
high speed. FFT can transform time-domain data
to frequency-domain data and vice versa.
Step Response
The step response is the most useful indicator of a loudspeaker’s time coherence. A step is
an impulse with a slightly longer period. It’s like
half a square wave.
The step response test shows whether all
drivers in a speaker system are pushing together
to create a time coherent signal or if some drivers
are pulling while others are pushing, scrambling
the time relationships between the fundamentals
and harmonics of music.
While the input signal for the step
response test might look like the top half of a
square wave, the acoustic output from the speaker
can’t duplicate the flat, top portion of the electrical waveform. A speaker can’t reproduce the DC
component in air. While the drivers can be displaced by a DC current, air movement will stop
when the driver diaphragms stop. Sound will only
be produced while the diaphragms are moving.
There will be no sonic output when the drivers
reach maximum excursion and rest there momentarily.
A step response graph from a perfectly
time- and phase-correct speaker will look like a
triangle, rising steeply at the left and tapering
back down to zero output as time progresses.
Cumulative Spectral Decay
The Cumulative Spectral Decay plot, often
called a waterfall plot because of its appearance,
shows how a speaker system sings along after the
song has ended and which individual frequencies
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or frequency ranges persist most. Remember, we
want to hear only the signal from the recording,
not the stored energy being returned from the
speaker. The waterfall plot shows us how well the
speaker under test will allow us to do that.
The waterfall plot displays a series of frequency response plots after successive periods of
time have elapsed. The uppermost line is the
quasi-anechoic frequency response and each successive plot below shows the output from the
speaker after the signal has ceased. The scale at
the left shows the diminishing output level in dB
for each plot and the scale at the right shows the
elapsed time after cessation of the signal.
Some instruments “auto-range” to selfadjust to the device under test. Be careful when
comparing one graph to another. Always be aware
of the range of amplitude shown in dB on the left
and the range of time shown in milliseconds on
the right. Try to compare apples to apples.
Interpreting the Measurements
We want speakers with flat frequency
response and we can evaluate that aspect of performance by examining the quasi-anechoic frequency response graphs produced by computerized measurement instruments like the industrystandard MLSSA system by DRA Labs. We want
speakers that are time- and phase-accurate and we
can evaluate that aspect of performance by examining the impulse response and step response
graphs. We want speakers that won’t obscure
musical information by singing along after the
song has ended and we can evaluate that aspect of
performance by examining the cumulative spectral decay plots and the impulse response graphs.
I think that the easiest way to discuss how
to interpret these measurements is to show the
response graphs of some popular high-end speaker systems and then talk about what the graphs
tell us.
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Interpreting Speaker Response Tests
A speaker response test graph shows how
the speaker responds acoustically to the electrical
input signal. In order to interpret these graphs you
need to know the nature of the input signal and
you need to know what to expect in response.
The quasi-anechoic frequency response
graphs you’ve seen in magazines are all spliced
together from two or more measurements and
most are “smoothed.” Quasi-anechoic testing is
accomplished in a reverberant environment (like a
normal listening room) by “gating” the sound that
is captured by the test microphone and sent to the
computer. The computer is told to ignore those
sounds which arrive before the signal from the
speaker reaches the microphone and to stop
accepting sounds before the first room reflections
arrive at the microphone. The first room reflection
will generally come from the floor which is usually the reflective surface closest to the speaker. The
gate is open just long enough to capture the complete signal from the speaker (at frequencies
above 500Hz or so, depending on the height of
the tweeter and microphone), and not long enough
to include reflected sounds from the room boundaries.
Since the computer can only analyze signals between the first arrival from the speaker and
the first reflected arrival from the room, low frequencies cannot be accurately measured. Quasianechoic measurements, like the ones that John
Atkinson makes for Stereophile Magazine with a
50-inch distance between the speaker under test
and the microphone, are only accurate down to
perhaps 500Hz. The bass range below that frequency is measured by placing the microphone
very close to the woofer, and the low frequency
and higher frequency ranges are spliced together
to form a graph. The bass range may include
another splice if there is a port or passive radiator
which must be measured separately from the
active woofer. Ports and passive radiators are also
measured by placing the microphone very close to
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the source.
The measurements we’re going to discuss
here were made in an anechoic environment with
a microphone distance of ten feet. The speakers
under test were elevated off the floor to increase
the path length of the first reflected sound. The
resulting measurements are accurate down to
about 200Hz and that’s all I’m going to show you.
You’ve already seen bass measurements in the
subwoofer articles in earlier issues and this article
will concentrate on the rest of the spectrum, from
about 200Hz to 20,000Hz.
The measurements shown here are more
representative of actual speaker performance
because they were made at a realistic listening
distance of ten feet and they are not “smoothed.”
Smoothing irons out all the little ripples and
makes broad peaks and dips easier to spot but it
also disguises the small anomalies that may represent serious resonance problems. Placing the test
microphone farther from the speaker also allows
the outputs from the individual drivers in larger
speaker arrays to properly coalesce as they would
in actual use.
We’ll start with frequency response graphs
of five popular speaker models. These graphs
were produced with the industry standard MLSSA
measurement system using an ACO laboratorygrade microphone.
The B&W 801 Matrix speakers are a
three-way dynamic driver design with “aligned”
drivers and steep-slope crossover networks. The
Martin-Logan Aerius speakers are a two-way electrostatic hybrid design with a dynamic woofer and
a wide-range, curved electrostatic midrange/tweeter panel. The Magneplanar 1.4 speakers are a flatpanel, planar-magnetic two-way design. The
Sound Lab A-6 speakers are a two-way, full range
electrostatic design with a compound electrostatic
woofer and an electrostatic tweeter. The Kharma
Ceramique speakers are a three-way dynamic
design with “aligned” drivers and a steep-slope
crossover network.
At one time or another during my career in
audio, I have been an authorized dealer for each
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of these brands except Kharma. I have sold,
installed and repaired various models from all
these manufacturers (except Kharma). I have done
business with each of these companies (except
Kharma which I know little about) and each is a
well established, reputable firm. My intension
here is not to disparage their products. If you like
the sound from one of these products you are not
alone, but this is an article about speaker measurements and accuracy. These speakers don’t measure very well. The speakers we’ll discuss in the
next issue do produce accurate measurements.
Issue 6 will allow you to contrast the two groups.
The following frequency response graphs
show the output level (amplitude) in 2dB increments on the vertical scale (numbered at the left)
and log frequency in hertz (numbered across the
bottom). A logarithmic frequency scale has an
equal horizontal distance between octaves. The
distance between 200Hz and 400Hz (one octave)
is equal to the distance between 3,000Hz and

6,000 Hz (also one octave).
A speaker with accurate frequency
response should produce a line on the graph that
stays within a range of ± 3dB (on the vertical
scale) in output level. You can determine the frequency of a deviation by following the vertical
lines down to the frequency scale. You can determine the amount of deviation by following the
horizontal lines across to the amplitude scale and
comparing the amplitude at one frequency to the
amplitude of another frequency (deviations are
usually compared to the output level at 1,000Hz).
Let’s look at some measurements of real
speakers and then I’ll tell you what I see when I
look at these measurements. After a few tries you
should begin to get a feel for what’s going on
here.

B&W Matrix 801
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Martin-Logan Aerius
Frequency Response Graphs
The B&W speaker has reasonably accurate
frequency response within a 5dB window
(approximately). Relative to 1kHz, the output
from the B&W speaker varies from +1dB at
450Hz to -4.3dB at 5,600Hz. There are some
minor swings between 350Hz and 700Hz which
roughly encompasses the crossover point between
the woofer and midrange drivers, and between
3,500Hz and 6,000Hz which probably includes
the midrange-to-tweeter crossover point. This suggests that the output from the individual drivers
will not blend together as smoothly as it could.
Frequencies above 2,000Hz are shelved down
about -2dB relative to frequencies below 1,000Hz
suggesting that this speaker will sound warm, full
and soft compared to a speaker with more accurate frequency balance.
The Martin-Logan speaker has remarkably
poor frequency response linearity. At 1,000Hz the
output is about 93dB. At 200Hz output is only
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86dB, a -7dB variation. At 3,700Hz output is
down to 84.5dB, or -8.5dB. At 1,700Hz output is
up to 96dB or +3dB. The overall response falls
within +3dB, -8.5dB for a response error window
of 11dB, with huge swings in output level over
the full range of the electrostatic panel! The gargantuan peak between 1,500 and 1,700Hz may
sound like “electrostatic clarity” to some folks but
this is an inaccurate speaker by any objective
standard.
The Magneplanar speaker has a 13dB
response error window but with a completely different balance. The midrange frequencies between
1,500 and 2,200Hz, which are strongly emphasized by the Martin-Logan speaker, are deeply
attenuated by the Magneplanar. The Martin-Logan
will probably sound “in-your-face” and highly
“detailed” (over a limited range of frequencies)
while the Magneplanar will probably sound
smoother, warmer, and more distant due to the
recessed upper midrange and the +4dB emphasis
Audio Perfectionist Journal Issue #5 Copyright © 2001 R. L. Hardesty

Magneplanar 1.4

Sound Lab A-6
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Kharma Ceramique
around 300Hz which will add warmth and body to
the lower midrange. The large peaks in response
between 8,000 and 9,000Hz will make the
Magneplanar sound “airy” even though it has virtually no output above 13,000Hz. This
Magneplanar model may create a lush, romantic
sound that will please some listeners on some
musical selections but the output signal will certainly not be an accurate reproduction of the input
signal.
The Sound Lab electrostatic speaker
response was plotted on a different scale so it is
difficult to make a direct comparison but, as you
can see, there is little need for comparison or
elaboration. This is a demonstrably inaccurate
speaker which emphasizes frequencies in the
range where human hearing is most sensitive. It’s
that “electrostatic detail” thing again with even
more emphasis on certain frequencies. The ziggyzaggy response curve is probably the result of the
tympanic energy storage in the stretched
diaphragm or possibly from the electronics that
couple the diaphragm to the amplifier. These
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effects may be responsible for convincing some
listeners that planar speakers “retrieve more ambience” from recordings. In actuality, the speakers
are creating this ambience artificially by storing
and releasing energy from the stretched, edgeclamped diaphragm (and possibly the internal
electronic components). Additional artificial spatial effects are produced by the dipole radiation
pattern which bounces energy off the front wall
behind the speaker.
The frequency response measurements
from the Kharma Ceramique speaker demonstrate
that conventional, dynamic speakers can deviate
as far from flat response as planar speakers if their
designers try hard enough (or are sufficiently
incompetent). A response error window of 10.5dB
is pretty bad for a dynamic speaker in modern
times, but what do you expect for just a little
more than $10,000 a pair? The nearly 9dB suckout at 3,300Hz suggests a poorly designed
crossover between the midrange and tweeter and
the big bump centered at 550Hz suggests problems with the woofer-to-midrange crossover, too.
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Oh well, maybe their $70,000 a pair model (which
uses the same midrange driver) is better.
The response peak at about 15,000Hz may
be due to a resonance in the ceramic midrange
driver diaphragm or it could be caused by a
breakup of the tweeter diaphragm. (The reason for
a peak like this cannot be fully explained without
additional measurements on the individual drive
units, so don’t jump to conclusions as you try to
interpret these graphs.)
Impulse Response Graphs
The impulse response graphs show the
acoustic output from the speaker under test in
response to a positive electrical impulse of short
duration. (These impulses are actually derived
from the MLS stimulus but that’s irrelevant for
our purposes here.) Note that the electrical
impulse goes positive only. There is no negative
component to the input signal. The moving elements in the speaker drivers have mass, and there-

fore inertia, so the acoustical output from the
speaker will overshoot the starting line somewhat
in the real world. While the speaker diaphragms
should only move outward in response to the positive electrical signal, inertia will cause the
diaphragms to move past the starting point before
coming to rest, after the signal ceases. An output
that overshoots the starting line a lot, or one that
rings instead of coming to rest, is indicative of
mechanical or electrical energy storage. Anything
other than a brief upward spike followed by a
small overshoot indicates time smear. A smeared
impulse response shows that the speaker under
test can’t start and stop in sync with the electrical
input signal.
The first graph shows the impulse
response from an ideal speaker. You can compare
this first example to the impulse response graphs
from the B&W speaker, the Martin-Logan speaker, the Magneplanar speaker, the Sound Labs
speaker, and the Kharma Ceramique.

Ideal Impulse Response
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B&W Matrix 801

Martin-Logan Aerius
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Magneplanar 1.4 (A&B)

Sound Lab A-6
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Kharma Ceramique
All these speakers smear the signal over
an extended period of time, as indicated by the
elapsed time scale (in milliseconds) across the
bottom of the impulse response graphs. (Ignore
the numbers on the vertical scale at the left of the
graphs.) Let’s see how they respond to a step signal.
Step Response Graphs
The step response graphs, like the impulse
response graphs, show how the speaker under test
performs in the time-domain. Think of the electrical input signal for the step response test as the
positive going half of a square wave. (These steps
were actually derived from the MLS stimulus but
that is irrelevant for our purposes here.)
There is no negative component to the
input signal. The speaker should produce positive
air pressure in response to a positive electrical
input. If the acoustical response from the speaker
goes negative (below the starting line) it shows
that some parts of the speaker are sucking (pro-
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ducing negative pressure) when they should be
blowing (producing positive pressure). This can
add new meaning to the phrase “that speaker really sucks.”
Remember that musical notes include fundamental frequencies and harmonic overtones at
higher frequencies. The amplitude relationships
between the fundamentals and harmonics must be
maintained for accurate reproduction, as demonstrated by the frequency response graphs. The
timing and phase relationships between the fundamentals and harmonics must be maintained for
accurate reproduction, as demonstrated by the
impulse and step response graphs.
An ideal step response should be triangular in shape because a speaker cannot produce the
DC component of the square wave in air. The step
should rise steeply at the left and gradually slope
back down to the starting line with time. A step
response graph from an ideal time- and phaseaccurate speaker is shown in the first illustration.
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Ideal Step Response

B&W Matrix 801
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Martin-Logan Aerius

Magneplanar 1.4
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Sound Lab A-6

Kharma Ceramique
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You can compare the step response graphs from
the other speakers to this first graph to see that not
one of the speakers in this group is time- and
phase-correct.
A novice can determine whether a speaker
is time- and phase-coherent by looking at the step
response graph of that speaker. If the graph looks
like the first example, the speaker is coherent and
if the graph looks like any of the other example
graphs, it isn’t.
Interpreting why a speaker produces an
incoherent step response is difficult. In general,
the first spike at the left will be the output from
the tweeter. A broad hump occurring later will
usually be the output from the woofer. If this
hump is below the starting line (the horizontal line
before the step which represents no signal) the
woofer may be wired out of phase (connected
with reverse polarity) with the tweeter but this is
not necessarily the case. The woofer’s acoustic
output is out of phase with the tweeter if the pressure goes negative regardless of the way in which
it is electrically connected. A substantial rise or
fall in acoustic pressure between the tweeter spike
and the woofer hump is probably related to
midrange output and may come from a midrange
driver if there is one, or it may indicate that the
output from the woofer and/or the tweeter goes
out of phase for portions of the midrange.
Cumulative Spectral Decay Graphs
The cumulative spectral decay graphs,
often referred to as waterfall plots because of their
appearance, show the acoustic output from the
speaker under test after the input signal has
ceased. The graph shows how long the speaker
keeps singing after the song has ended and how
loud this delayed voice is, relative to the original
tune.
Cumulative spectral decay graphs are
three-dimensional plots. The horizontal line at the
very top is the quasi anechoic frequency response
of the speaker under test (as calculated from the
impulse response). Each successive line, moving
towards the bottom or foreground, shows the outPage 27

put from the speaker with the passing of time,
after the signal has ceased. The frequency spectrum is shown across the bottom of the graph. The
diminishing amplitude of the output (in dB) is
shown on the vertical scale at the left and the
elapsed time (in milliseconds) is shown on the
vertical scale at the right. Using the instrument,
the tester can place a cursor on a point on the
graph to read the exact numbers on the scales.
You can’t do that when interpreting the graphs so
you’ll have to guesstimate the values. The
MLSSA instrument “auto ranges” the scales so be
careful to note the values on each scale when
comparing one test to another.
If you casually glance at the graphs for the
Kharma Ceramique and the Magneplanar speakers, you may not see much difference. If you refer
to the dB scale at the left of the graphs to observe
the relative loudness of the delayed energy that
each speaker is releasing, you’ll see that the
Magneplaner is singing alone at a much higher
level. After the signal stops, the Martin-Logan
speaker continues to sing at high levels as well
but it also keeps singing much longer than the
others, as indicated by the time graph at the right.
The shape of the energy curves are significant. Random hash that is well down in level will
have little audible effect. Steep ridges or valleys
that run well into the foreground are likely to be
quite audible. The overall amount of energy storage from the speaker is evident in the example
graphs.
The Kharma Ceramique stores far less
energy than the Magneplanar. The amplitude scale
for the Kharma speaker goes from -18dB to -42dB
and the high frequency ringing is all over after
about 2.5ms. (An increase in level of 6dB indicates an output with four times the power. A 10dB
increase in level is considered to be twice as
loud.) The amplitude scale for the Magneplanar
goes from -6dB to -30dB indicating much, much
higher levels of delayed output and there are substantial ridges in the midrange and highs that continue to produce relatively high output after
3.5ms. The large ridge centered at 2.5kHz will
Audio Perfectionist Journal Issue #5 Copyright © 2001 R. L. Hardesty
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Martin-Logan Aerius

provide lots of added “ambience” and the sharp
ridge at 8kHz will provide lots of “air” which may
partially compensate for the fact that this speaker
has virtually no high frequency output at all. The
spectral decay of the Martin-Logan speaker looks
even worse.
The amplitude scale for the Martin-Logan
speaker goes from -6dB to -30dB and the time
scale goes to 5ms (a much longer period than the
others). This speaker continues to produce strong
output across the spectrum for time periods that
go off the scale. Inexperienced listeners may perceive these added sounds as “enhanced detail” but
delayed energy emanating from the speaker will
actually obscure musical detail that follows any
moderately loud signal.
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The Martin-Logan speaker creates, rather
than recreates, a great deal of output across the
frequency spectrum.
That’s It
In this issue we have discussed speaker
measurements and I’ve shown you some measurements of speakers which are demonstrably inaccurate in one way or another. In the next issue we’ll
look at some truly accurate speakers and talk
about the engineering decisions that made them
that way. We’ll examine products from three
major manufacturers and discuss the compromises
chosen by each designer. Yes, even accurate
speakers have design compromises, as we’ll see in
the next issue.
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Introduction
Audio Perfectionist Journals #6 and #7 have been
combined for improved continuity. It took several
months to gather this data and write the more than
20,000 words contained herein. Rather than split this
information into two consecutive Journals, I decided
to present everything together in a double issue.
We’ll continue the discussion of loudspeaker accuracy and I’ll restate some of my views on the importance of accurately replicating the information on
the recording. We’ll talk about what high quality
loudspeakers should cost and about the cost-versusperformance crisis in the industry. A guest writer will
share some of his personal experiences with Journal
readers.
Previously, we examined some speaker systems
which are demonstrably inaccurate and we discussed
the reasons why many speakers fail to accurately
reproduce the input signal. In this Journal we’ll
examine some speaker systems which are demonstrably accurate, according to all the accepted objective standards.

Part 2

These speakers sound better than conventional “let’s
put some drivers-in-a-box” designs yet they cost no
more. These speakers can provide more long-term
satisfaction than exotic “like nothing you’ve ever
heard before” designs and often cost far less.
Are these speakers perfect? Hardly. Don’t all speakers with accurate response sound the same? No, and
it would certainly be a dull world if they did.
Each of the speaker brands represented here has a
sonic signature that is shared by all models in that
manufacturer’s line, but the sonic characteristics of
each brand are slightly different.
These speakers have the capability of accurately
reproducing the input signal, as demonstrated by the
objective measurements, but no model described
here is completely free of coloration or compromise.
We have discussed how speakers can go wrong but
measurements can’t tell us everything about speaker
sound. Objective measurements can only tell us
which products are capable of accurate response and
which ones can’t possibly reproduce music correctly.

These speakers have flat frequency response within
narrow limits so they don’t emphasize some frequencies while de-emphasizing others. These speakers
are time- and phase-correct so they won’t reproduce
some harmonic overtones out-of-phase with the fundamental tones, smearing transient sounds over time.

Measurements can clearly
show when the design
process has failed.

These speakers don’t sing along after the song has
ended because they are carefully designed and constructed to minimize electrical and mechanical energy
storage and delayed reflections.

Measurements can clearly show when the design
process has failed by demonstrating that a given
speaker has gross deviations from flat frequency
response or is incoherent in the time domain. While
poor measurements can guarantee that a product will
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Introduction
be unsatisfying in the long term, good measurements can only
guarantee the potential for good sound.
Our ears can still hear a lot more than our instruments can
measure and, while much of speaker design is based in science, there is still some art involved.
Each of the three designers profiled in this issue has applied
different engineering techniques while attempting to solve the
speaker design problems delineated in Journal #5. These
problems cause speakers to deviate from accurate reproduction
of the input signal. All speaker designers must confront these
same issues but some have been far more successful in overcoming these challenges. In the articles that follow I’ll profile
three of the designers who have been the most successful, in
my opinion, and describe their individual approaches to the science and art of loudspeaker design. In this double issue we’ll
discuss design philosophies and in the next Journal we’ll talk
more about the sound of these products.
Before we begin, let’s revisit the subject of accuracy and the
philosophical arguments for its importance. While I believe that
accurate reproduction of the recorded signal is the ultimate goal
of a high fidelity audio system, this is an arbitrary position that
is not universally accepted.

In The Beginning
In the premier issue I made some statements about the philosophy I would follow in writing the Audio Perfectionist Journal
and I presented an article titled Accuracy that included arguments supporting my position on that subject.
I believe that a high fidelity audio system should attempt to
reproduce the recorded signal as faithfully and accurately as
possible. Others disagree—even though they might not admit
that fact aloud or in print. Many believe that the experience of
listening is of primary importance, and how that experience is
produced is of little significance. This, too, is a valid position.
Here is an analogy.
Viewing a photograph of a beautiful sunset will seldom produce
the emotional response of seeing the real thing. While many
photographers try to capture the actual scene as faithfully as
possible, others strive primarily to create an emotional effect on
the viewer. Some feel that the impact of the photograph can be
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increased by making the colors in the photo a little more “colorful.” Others consider the act of viewing a photograph to be an
entirely different experience from the act of viewing a sunset.
They feel that there should be no limitations at all on how far
the photo can deviate from a realistic presentation so long as
it produces the desired emotional response. Similar arguments
occur in audio.
Some feel that the job of an audio system is to accurately
reproduce the recorded information. Those of us who feel this
way think that the artists who make the recording should decide
how that recording will sound, not the playback system. We
assume that the artists and engineers who make the recording
are attempting to bring the live performance into our homes so
that we can experience at home what they experienced during
the actual event.

Some feel that the job
of an audio system is to
accurately reproduce
the recorded information.
Those of us who accept this philosophy believe that the audio
system should resolve as much information from the recording as possible and should not impose its characteristics on
the sound we hear during playback. We think that recordings
should be presented “as is” with no embellishment. There is
another point of view.
Listening to music at home and attending a live performance
are two very different experiences, in the opinion of some. This
viewpoint holds that the two activities have little in common and
should be considered separately. After all, the musicians aren’t
really there in your living room helping to get the audience
involved in the music.
Some think that a home audio system needs to present sound
that is a little more spectacular than what you’d hear at the
live event in order to provide the listener with similar emotional
gratification. These folks feel that “goosing up” the response
of a home audio system is a perfectly acceptable thing to do.
The arrival of home theater has increased the numbers in this
camp.
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Movie sound doesn’t even try to mimic real sound. Everything
is exaggerated for effect. That’s why most movie sounds are
called “effects.” Real people don’t make that much noise when
they walk or when they eat. Romantic moments in real life are
seldom accompanied by theme music. Real fists seldom make
that much noise when they strike real flesh. There is no “real”
standard for sound effects, which were artificially created to
start with. THX has added to the confusion about the goal of a
home audio system. Should the system accurately reproduce
the recorded sound track or should the system alter the recorded information in an attempt to make the living room sound like
a movie theater?

Some think that a home audio
system needs to present sound
that is a little more spectacular
than what you’d hear at the live
event...
I have found that honesty is the best policy, in audio as in life.
I think that an audio system should accurately reproduce the
recorded information, whatever that may be. I think that this
philosophy provides the best path to long-term satisfaction.
This is an arbitrary choice based on my personal experience
and others can effectively argue for other points of view.

In The Last Issue
In Journal #5 we discussed some of the problems that designers face when trying to create an accurate loudspeaker system.
The fact that many designers don’t even make an attempt at
accurate reproduction was mentioned and the reasons why this
is true were presented.
In this issue we’ll see that some manufacturers do strive for the
most accurate reproduction possible and some designers have
been very successful in overcoming the inherent problems of
accurate electromechanical transduction—changing an electrical signal to an acoustical signal while preserving the amplitude
and phase characteristics of that signal.

Journal #5 presented measurement graphs of speakers which
are demonstrably inaccurate. This issue will present graphs
from speakers which are demonstrably accurate. In Journal #8
I’ll show how some measurements can actually be misleading
and we’ll discuss the subjective aspects of speaker sound.
There is probably not a more controversial subject than the
argument about whether the time and phase characteristics of
a loudspeaker are audible. Many “authorities” with PhDs after
their names claim to have proven that average listeners cannot
hear the effects of phase shift in loudspeakers. While there is
no doubt in my mind that these characteristics are audible and
important this is still the subject of intense debate. Journal #5
presented some of my views on the subject. Journals #6/7 &
#8 will present some more. I advise you to read all you can
about the subject and then go and listen to make your own
determination.

In This Issue
The article titled Crisis in the Industry introduces this issue
and states some of my motives for writing it and launching the
Audio Perfectionist Journal in the first place. Many so-called
“high-end” speakers cost too much and perform poorly. This
article presents some of the reasons for this situation.
The article titled Time and Phase, Not Just a Craze presents
my views on the importance of time-domain performance in
loudspeaker design. This is a very controversial subject and it
is not the primary thrust of this Journal. If you don’t feel that
this aspect of performance is audible, please don’t abandon
the entire issue. There is plenty of other valuable information
presented here.
There are three major manufacturers making time- and phaseaccurate speakers and there may be many smaller ones of
which I am not aware. In this Journal I’m going to write about
each of the three with which I am familiar, in alphabetical order.
I’ll discuss the approach that each designer has taken to overcome the speaker design problems delineated in Journal #5.
This is not meant to be a sales pitch for these brands. My goal
is to enlighten the reader about the technology that is available
and about what it costs. In my opinion, most people are paying
far too much for speakers and getting far less for their money
than they should in terms of performance.
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Crisis in the Industry
This issue contains the first article contributed by someone
other than me. Shane Buettner is Equipment Review Editor of
Widescreen Review magazine. He has had the opportunity to
listen to virtually all the major and many of the minor speaker
brands at trade shows, in WSR’s laboratories, and at home
during equipment reviews. He has also spent much time in my
home listening to my personal systems. Shane has contributed
the article titled Journey to Enlightenment that appears in this
Journal. It’s a story of personal discovery that describes one
man’s path toward musical—and home theater—nirvana.

Coming Up
In Journal #5 we discussed some objective measurements of
loudspeaker performance. Measurement graphs from speakers
which are demonstrably inaccurate were presented along with
suggestions about how to interpret these graphs. Journal #5
provided a list of problems which all speaker designers must
face. In Journal #6/7 various solutions to these problems are
discussed and the unique approaches taken by three of the
industry’s top engineers are described. Measurement graphs
from speakers designed by these engineers are presented.
In Journal #8 we’ll continue to examine the subjective qualities
of loudspeakers. We’ll talk about how good measurements can
sometimes be achieved at the expense of sound quality.
While good measurements can reliably predict which products
will provide unsatisfying performance in the long term, measurements can actually lead you astray in some circumstances.
I’ll write more about the sound of the speakers discussed in this
issue and I’ll review some specific models of loudspeakers and
comment on their use for stereo and home theater applications.
The information in Journals #5 & #6/7 is specifically about
stereo speakers but the same basic data is applicable to speakers used in a home theater system, although some additional
factors must be considered when speakers are used for center
channel and surround channel applications. We’ll discuss these
special surround sound applications in Journal #8 and beyond.
APJ
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The Crisis in the Industry
by Richard Hardesty
The ongoing crisis in the high-end audio industry was one of
my original motivations to launch the Audio Perfectionist
Journal. It appeared to me that charlatans and snake oil salesmen had overrun the seekers of the sonic truth, converting a
once legitimate and vital high-end audio community into an
industry promoting poorly engineered and often ridiculously
overpriced components. I wanted to speak out about this situation and to offer a voice of reason to those who simply want
good sound along with good value for their money.
I believe that knowledge can be a powerful tool in the hands of
consumers. The more you know about how things are made,
and about how they work, the less likely you are to be confused
by a product review in a magazine; if you understand the products that are being discussed and how these products should
be used you are less likely to be swayed by a skillful salesman’s polished pitch.
My goal is to provide you with objective, useful information and
thoughtful opinions about home audio components and systems. It is impossible to do this from any perspective but my
own. My ears are attached to my head, after all.
While I certainly don’t know everything, I have learned a lot
about our subject of interest over the years. My opinions are
based on my experiences and I can share those with you. I can
write about the things that I have experienced and the opinions
I’ve formed, and mention opposing viewpoints that you can
research elsewhere. You may come to different conclusions in
your own search for sonic satisfaction and that’s part of the fun.
In that spirit, I present this issue of the Audio Perfectionist
Journal. I hope that you will find it interesting and that it will
provoke you to read other viewpoints and to go out and listen.

The Early Years
In the beginning, discerning music lovers could buy audio
products with acceptable performance at the local chain store,
or they could seek out specialty audio retailers where they
could often get better sound for the same money. State-ofthe-art products were offered to those willing to spend more.
“High-end” stores were run, for the most part, by audiophiles
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dedicated to helping music lovers achieve greater satisfaction
from their home audio systems. They sold products made by
specialty manufacturing firms with the same motives.
Better sound for the money was the rallying cry. Of course very
expensive products, by the standards of the day, were available
there as well but nobody bought them on faith. If it cost more,
the dealer usually had to prove that it sounded better. Things
are different now.
Today, it is assumed that a high price tag guarantees high
performance, and the higher the price the better the product is
presumed to be. Dealers often feature just a single product at
a given price point and comparisons are seldom allowed and
almost never encouraged. A high price is equated with high
performance but the facts tell a different story.

Today, it is assumed that
a high price tag guarantees
high performance.
Price tags are often completely unrelated to the cost of manufacturing the product. Many high-end audio products seem to
be made primarily to fleece the wealthy and cheat the uninformed, and this drives away music lovers who might otherwise
enter the high-end market. What started with a group of sincere
audiophiles trying to make legitimate advances in the audio art
has begun to look like a big con game.

The Mass-Market and High-End Audio
Over the years, the sound from mass-market electronic products has been steadily improving and the prices for these products have actually decreased when adjusted for inflation. At the
same time, the price tags on high-end audio components have
continued to soar ever upward. Many components claiming
high-end status offer questionable performance benefits when
compared to well-engineered offerings selling for far less. It
wasn’t always that way.
I was there at the genesis of high-end audio. My former partner,
Curtis Havens, and I opened one of the first stores catering to
discerning music lovers who were seeking better performance

from their home audio systems. We sold Yamaha, Technics
and Advent, but we also sold all the top electrostatic speakers
including Dayton-Wright, Sound Lab, Quad, Acoustat, Beverage
and Martin-Logan. We sold all the top planar-magnetic speakers including Magneplanar, Eminent Technology and Audire,
as well as some true ribbons like Sequerra. We sold all the top
dynamic speakers like Vandersteen, Thiel, Dahlquist, B&W,
KEF, Rogers, Snell, Braun, M&K, Linn and many others.
We sold all the top vacuum tube electronic lines like Audio
Research, Berning, Audible Illusions, CAL, Theta (Moffat),
and Luxman. We sold all the top solid-state electronic lines
like Mark Levinson, Threshold, GAS, Naim, Linn, Audire, CAL,
Theta (Sinclair), Proceed, Nakamichi, NAD, Rotel, PSE, PS
Audio, Tandberg, Accuphase, and many, many more.
Our goal was to provide the best sound for the money at all
price points. That was a common goal throughout the industry
in the early days. Value was always a consideration.
Many of the things we sold were expensive but the retail price
was always directly related to the cost of manufacturing the
product and we could explain why expensive components cost
so much. We would disassemble Mark Levinson amplifiers and
preamplifiers in front of customers to show a potential buyer
why these components cost more. We could demonstrate that
our more costly products delivered audibly superior sound by
direct comparison. This is almost unheard of today. Value and
common sense are rare commodities in our modern world.
Common sense suggests that $10,000 speaker cables cannot be justified on any basis related to manufacturing cost, but
Transparent Marketing just introduced a cable that sells for
$23,500 for an 8-foot pair (as reported in Stereophile)! That
report said that it takes two men, two 8-hour work days to make
a set of these cables. Imagine that. Well, two highly skilled men
worked for a week-and-a-half remodeling my bathroom and I
can assure you that it didn’t cost $23,500 to complete that job!
Who do they think they’re kidding?
Speaker cables aren’t the only components with exorbitant
profit margins. While the prices (in real dollars) of most massmarket audio components have actually decreased in recent
years, the prices for high-end audio components have reached
levels that would have been unimaginable a decade ago.
Whether these incredibly expensive new components actually
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perform better than those from the previous decade is a matter
for debate. Some probably do, but many certainly do not.
Electronic component parts are better today and cost less.
Engineers have learned a few things over the years and a thousand dollars will buy a much better amplifier today than what
the same money would have purchased a decade ago. While
it will definitely cost several thousands of dollars to purchase a
really good solid-state power amplifier, spending $20,000 may
or may not buy audibly superior performance. (See my review
of the Theta Dreadnaught in Journal #4 for an example.)
Spending big money generally will, however, buy an amplifier
made from more and/or better parts. Speakers are different.
Many of today’s most expensive speaker models use the same
off-the-shelf drivers, and other components, as products that
cost far less. Rather than providing superior performance, many
of the highest-priced speakers available today are demonstrably inaccurate.
Loudspeaker drive elements are a lot better than they used to
be—some technological advancements are real. While the performance capability of speaker component parts has improved
and the cost of these components has risen only modestly, the
price tags on some models of complete loudspeakers are simply absurd.
You won’t get better performance by paying these high prices.
In fact, you’ll most likely get demonstrably inferior performance
compared to better-engineered, lower-cost alternatives. The
magazine reviewers, who present themselves as your advocates laud these poorly conceived products and never mention
that better sound can be had for less. Often far less.
This issue of the Audio Perfectionist Journal is all about
loudspeakers and we’re going to concentrate on accurate, highvalue speakers here. As usual, I’m going to start right off with
some bold and controversial statements.

Real Value versus Perceived Value
If you believe that today’s best high-end speakers must cost
$20,000 a pair or more, you may be pleasantly surprised to discover that you are mistaken. Anyone who spends that much is
paying for something other than performance.
Prestige and “pride of ownership” are perfectly valid reasons for
buying things, of course, but the Audio Perfectionist Journal
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is about sound quality and how to get it. The fact is that you
can get better sound quality for much less. Notice that I didn’t
say equivalent sound quality—I said better sound quality. [See
Vandersteen 5a review in Journal #12.]
No dynamic loudspeaker with a couple hundred dollar’s worth
of component parts inside should cost $20,000, even if it is
properly engineered and meticulously built. Electrostatic and
planar-magnetic speakers often have substantially lower manufacturing costs than dynamic systems and should sell for less,
in most cases.
Most exotic speakers are neither properly engineered nor
meticulously built, as their measurements prove, yet they frequently cost far more than products which are technologically
superior and sound better. Making an enclosure from machined
unobtainium can’t compensate for a lack of engineering skill or
the performance limitations of off-the-shelf drive elements.

No loudspeaker with a couple hundred
dollar’s worth of component parts inside
should cost $20,000.
The truth is that some of the world’s best loudspeakers can be
purchased for far less than $20,000. For about one third that
price, $6,000 to $8,000, you can buy an outstanding stereo
speaker system that will provide demonstrably more accurate
performance and better sound than the exotic systems you
read about in Stereophile which cost as much as a luxury automobile! Let me give you some examples.
The world’s best electrostatic speaker, the Quad 988, sells
for about $6,000 a pair in the USA. The same money, about
$6,000, will buy a pair of Vandersteen 3A Signature speakers
along with a pair of Vandersteen 2WQ powered subwoofers—
the stereo speaker system I’m listening to now.
Thiel CS6s and Dunlavy SCIV/As cost about $8,000 a pair. Pay
$10,000 to $15,000 and you’ll get a little better performance
from models in the Dunlavy, Thiel and Vandersteen lines. (It
costs a disproportionate amount to squeeze that last five percent of performance from a loudspeaker.) The top models from
these manufacturers are dramatically better speakers than the
prestige products costing $20,000 to $30,000 and more that get
so much press these days.
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A speaker system that can deliver a satisfying musical experience for all but the most critical listeners, the Vandersteen 2Ce
Signature, can be purchased for about $1,500 a pair. The 2Ce
is a time- and phase-accurate, floor-standing, four-way, “baffleless” design that has broader bandwidth and flatter frequency
response than the two models of $10,000 a pair speakers that
Stereophile reviewed in the same issue, along with the 2Ce
Signature. (See Watch Dog #6.) How can that be?
Are the manufacturers of the overpriced but poorly performing
products at the top of the speaker price heap really trying to rip
us off? Are the magazines aiding and abetting them? Read on
and judge for yourself.

The High-End Myth
Most “high-end” speaker manufacturers don’t actually make
anything, and many “genius” designers don’t actually design
the “breakthrough” products they tout. Anybody with a computer
can buy software which will automatically design a standard
“textbook” crossover network to integrate the output from readily available speaker drive elements. These crossovers can be
manufactured by electronic assembly houses that specialize in
“stuffing boards.” Purchase some off-the-shelf drivers and put
them in rectangular fiberboard boxes, along with these simple
crossovers, and you’re a speaker manufacturer.
You don’t even have to make the boxes because you can buy
them from large woodworking firms that do nothing but manufacture speaker enclosures.
Get enough press from the influential magazines, which can
be easily obtained with a big advertising budget, and you’re a
design “genius.” Charge an exorbitant price and your product
may be perceived as a technological breakthrough, especially
if you add some advertising hyperbole and have a charismatic
company leader with a toothy smile and a good line of BS. A
stratospheric price tag will guarantee that your product will be
perceived as a high quality offering even if it really isn’t.
Think about this folks. Respectable companies like Polk and
Paradigm can offer well-engineered, high quality speaker systems for a couple hundred bucks while some high-end speaker
“manufacturers” ask $10,000, $12,000, even $20,000 for speakers with no more technology and only slightly higher (in the
best cases) component quality.

This Journal is an attempt to alert consumers to this egregious situation. My goal is not to sell you Dunlavy, Thiel or
Vandersteen speakers. I want to demonstrate that truly accurate, well-engineered and genuinely well-made speaker systems can be had for prices that are fully justified by the manufacturing costs involved.
If you are looking for the most accurate speakers available
and want to spend the least amount possible to own them, you
will likely choose one of these brands because these three
manufacturers are the only major companies making time- and
phase-accurate speakers today. But you may find another
brand with products that please you more. I won’t mind.
You shouldn’t spend bundles of money simply because you
believe that a greater expenditure will guarantee better performance. Examine what goes into these speakers. Then listen
and compare them to other products before you write that
big check. Ask a dealer to insert a pair of Vandersteen 3A
Signature speakers, or a pair of Thiel CS2.3s, into his highestpriced audio system in place of the more expensive speakers
he is probably demonstrating. You may be surprised to find that
the sound actually improves as the price goes down.
The following articles present information about three loudspeaker brands in alphabetical order. Each company is
well established—Dunlavy for nearly ten years; Thiel and
Vandersteen for nearly twenty-five years. Each company is
headed by a real engineer who understands the laws of physics
and knows the immutable rules of electronics.
Each product line is unique and each line offers a different
approach to solving the problems that cause most speakers to
deviate from accurate response. All the products from these
three manufacturers have some things in common: they sound
good, they’re demonstrably accurate, and they are reasonably
priced. Products from these three manufacturers offer one thing
that you won’t get from most other speakers: waveform integrity.
The acoustical waveform that comes out of these speakers
will look very much like the electrical waveform that goes in
when viewed on an oscilloscope screen. You’d expect that from
any amplifier. Why not demand the same performance from a
speaker system? APJ
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Time and Phase, Not Just a Craze
by Richard Hardesty
Is loudspeaker time domain performance audible? Do time- and
phase-accurate speakers provide better sound than conventional time-incoherent speakers? Harmon International’s Dr. Floyd
Toole says no and I say yes, absolutely. Who can you believe?
Toole and others have performed listening experiments which
“prove” that average listeners cannot hear the effects of phase
shift and time smear. I have personally demonstrated, to a far
larger number of people, that time- and phase-accurate speakers can be easily distinguished from speakers with steep filter
slopes, even when both types have comparable amplitude
response linearity.
This conflict in opinions can be confusing to readers who may
not have had the opportunity to experience a properly conducted presentation.
The fact is that nobody can conclusively prove what someone
else can or cannot hear under all conditions. Whether others
can perceive a given phenomenon, and the relative importance
of their perceptions, is irrelevant to us anyway. What matters to
each individual is whether certain things are audible to that individual and whether those things make a significant difference to
that individual.
You’ll have to decide if time- and phase-accuracy is important
to you. I can give you some clues about what to listen for and
then you can decide if what you hear is worthy of your concern.
This article is filled with rhetoric about why I think that time
domain accuracy is an important aspect of loudspeaker performance. I believe that it is. I’ll present some logical arguments
for my position and tell you what to listen for in your own experiments. In this Journal we’ll look at graphs of sine waves and
resultant combinations of sine waves. In the next issue we’ll
examine graphs of the output waveforms of various loudspeakers and talk about sound.

History Lesson
More than five hundred years before Christ, Pythagoras wrote
the law of consonance for strings. He discovered that there was
a physiological reason for the numerical ratios between conso-
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nant intervals produced by musical instruments. He described
the musical scale and the importance of partials (sometimes
called overtones) in determining the characteristic sound of
instruments. Nearly twenty-five hundred years before the oscilloscope was invented, Pythagoras knew that musical tones
were made up of complex combinations of frequencies.
About one hundred fifty years ago, Hermann Helmholtz listed
the three factors which distinguish musical tones. These factors are force, pitch, and quality. Force describes the amplitude
of the vibrations which define the loudness of the tone. Pitch
describes the frequency of the vibrations or oscillations. Quality
describes the type of vibrations or the shape of the waveform they create. The factor of quality allows us to distinguish
between a violin, a clarinet, a flute or a human voice, even
though all four may sound the same note (pitch) at the same
level (force).
Today, many assume that our ears can detect only volume
(force) and frequency (pitch). This is clearly not the case.
How is it possible for us to hear individual instruments in a
large orchestra and to hear the differences in tonal character
between one violin and another if our ears can only detect frequency and amplitude? I believe that the answer is obvious.
Our ear/brain mechanism can detect the shape of the waveform
that moves our ear drums. Waveform shape is created by the
relative amplitude of the frequencies that make up the waveform and by the timing relationships between these frequencies.
It is clear that we can sense how far our ear drums move,
which allows us to detect the force (amplitude) of a tone. We
can sense the frequency of the vibrations of our ear drums to
determine the pitch of the tone. Just how we detect the quality of a tone is not fully understood but the fact that we can is
clearly evident.
Helmholtz, in his groundbreaking work On the Sensations of
Tone, compared the perceptions of the ear to those of the
human eye. These sensory organs have very different capabilities. While the eyes can perceive an overview of simultaneously occurring events, the ears are limited to the perception of
the result of these events.
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Time and Phase, Not Just a Craze
Eyes
When a stone is dropped into a pond, concentric ripples (a
waveform) emanate from the point where the stone entered the
water. When several stones are dropped into a pond, each one
creates a unique set of ripples in concentric circles around the
point of entry (waveforms).
The expanding circles of ripples from different stones can intersect, and the amplitude of the ripples can add or subtract at
the point of intersection. Each waveform can pass through and
beyond the others while maintaining its individuality. The eye
can perceive all the individual waveforms simultaneously and
watch as they cross and continue on.
I have observed this while sitting on a cliff above the ocean
and when paddling my kayak in various bodies of water. Waves
traveling in one direction pass through boat wakes traveling in
another and both continue on as before.
If the crest of a boat wake meets the crest of a wave the level
of the water becomes momentarily higher than either (addition).
If the trough of one meets the crest of the other, the height of
the larger is diminished momentarily by the level of the smaller
(partial cancellation). The eye can observe these interactions
individually and simultaneously but the ear works differently.
The ear, like the kayak, is only impacted by the result.

Ears
Sound waves in the air are like ripples in a pond. The ripples in
a pond are made up of crests where the water level is slightly
higher than the average level, and troughs where the water
level is slightly lower. Sound waves are made up of crests
where the air pressure is slightly higher than the ambient pressure, and troughs where the air pressure is slightly lower.

sound waves impinge on the ear simultaneously, the ear drum
moves in response to the resultant air pressure, which is the
algebraic sum of the two (or more) pressure waves. How then
do we perceive the “quality” of a tone?

Periodic Waves
The ear drum responds only to air pressure. Sounds are pressure waves in the air. Musical tones are complex sounds.
Musical instruments produce tones made up of many frequencies.
These many frequencies add up algebraically to produce a
sum which can be represented as a resultant periodic wave, as
demonstrated by Helmholtz. Virtually everyone accepts the fact
that the ear perceives the amplitude and frequency of the air
pressure fluctuations created by this resultant periodic wave.
I believe that the perception of quality is based on the shape of
the waveform. What else is there that would allow us to distinguish between a Steinway and a Yamaha?
The shape of a resultant waveform is determined by the amplitude and phase of the individual waves that combine to make a
resultant wave. To help visualize this, let’s look at some simple
sine waves as they appear on an oscilloscope. (Figures 1
through 4 are “screen shots” taken directly from my digital oscilloscope. The sine waves were created by signal generators and
the math was performed in the ‘scope. These are actual signal
traces, not drawings.)
Figure 1 shows a 100Hz sine wave and a 200Hz sine wave
with the higher frequency wave at half the amplitude of the
lower frequency wave. This could represent the sound of an

When a crest (higher pressure) strikes your ear drum it moves
inward. When a trough (region of lower pressure) arrives,
your ear drum moves outward in response to the higher ambient pressure inside your head. The ear drum cannot perceive
sound waves propagating across the room like the eye can
perceive water waves propagating across the sea. The ear can
only detect the pressure fluctuations impinging on the ear drum
while the brain records when they occur.
When two sound waves intersect, the pressures combine algebraically just like the ripples on the water. When two or more
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Dunlavy
by Richard Hardesty

Figure 2

instrumental tone where the harmonic is half as loud as the fundamental with the phase relationship shown (arbitrary).
Figure 2 shows the resultant waveform that would be recorded
when the 100Hz fundamental and the 200Hz harmonic are
combined algebraically, as they would be by a microphone or
the ear. If the phase relationship between the two waves is
altered the resultant wave will look (and sound) very different.
Figure 3 shows sine waves at 100Hz and 400Hz with the same
2:1 ratio of amplitude. Figure 4 shows the resultant wave when
these frequencies are added algebraically in the phase relationship shown.

The first Duntech was headquartered in Texas and produced a time- and phase-correct three-way speaker system,
the DL-15, in the 1970s. The more recent and better-known
Duntech speaker company was an Australian firm that made
highly-regarded speakers in the 1980s and early 1990s. The
Australian Duntechs were similar in design to the current
Dunlavy products, which are produced in Colorado Springs,
Colorado.
Before entering the speaker business, John Dunlavy designed
antenna systems. He is considered an authority on certain
antenna types and holds several patents on his inventions in
that field.
I have known John Dunlavy casually for many years and I
am familiar with his designs going right back to the first one,
which I auditioned in my retail store in (I’m guessing) 1978.
I was never a Dunlavy or Duntech dealer, but I have visited
the Dunlavy factory in Colorado Springs and interviewed
John for Widescreen Review magazine. I have watched as
speakers were built and tested at the Dunlavy facility and I
was impressed by what I saw. In this article I’ll try to describe
Dunlavy’s approach to building what he feels are the most
accurate speakers possible, and I’ll give you my opinions about
the strengths and weaknesses of the Dunlavy designs.

Figure 3

Figure 4

Waveform Integrity
Accurately maintaining the original shape of the waveform is
critical if you want to accurately reproduce the original sound.
Waveform shape makes a difference in imaging, too. In the
next Journal we’ll discuss these things and I’ll show you the
signals that come out of some speakers which do maintain
waveform integrity and the signals that emanate from some that
don’t. APJ
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Dunlavy Audio Labs was founded in 1992, making it the
youngest of the three manufacturers we’ll examine in this
issue. However, speaker designer and company founder John
Dunlavy has been around quite a bit longer. He has headed
two previous loudspeaker companies—both named Duntech.

Dunlavy Audio Labs makes sixteen loudspeaker models ranging in price from $1,500 a pair to $23,995 a pair (as of June,
2001). We’ll concentrate on the six-model Reference Series in
this article but other models, like the Cantata and Aletha, are
similar in principle and I’ll mention how these differ.

The Basics
Dunlavy speakers are “phased array” designs. All models
have a single, centrally-located 1-inch soft-dome tweeter and
matched pairs of midrange drivers arranged one above and one
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below the tweeter. Larger models add additional drivers, which,
in most cases, are symmetrically arranged above and below the
midrange drivers. Dunlavy speakers are individually measured
and adjusted to deliver flat frequency response within narrow
limits.
All Dunlavy speakers are time- and phase-correct with firstorder acoustic slope transitions between driver elements and
stepped front baffles which mechanically align the individual
drive units.
All models use sealed enclosure, low-Q bass loading for
extended, well damped bass. John Dunlavy chooses soft
materials with high internal damping for all driver diaphragms.
Edge diffraction is minimized by the use of a thick blanket of
felt which surrounds the tweeter in all models and also the midrange drivers in the larger speakers.
All Dunlavy speaker models share the same basic design and
the same tweeter. Each step up from one model to the next
provides extended bass response and greater dynamic range.

The $1,500 a pair SC-1/AVs are 2-way speakers with three
drivers: one 1-inch tweeter and two 5.5-inch midrange units.
The 2-way, $2,495 a pair SCIIs offer extended bass response
and slightly greater dynamic range, when compared to the
SC-1/AVs, by employing slightly larger 6.5-inch woofers and
floor standing cabinets with greater internal volume.

The Cantata and Aletha models feature symmetrical arrays
of tweeters and midrange drivers with a single, downfiring
woofer driver placed near the floor. These models perform in a
similar manner to comparable models in the Reference Series
except that they have one larger woofer instead of two smaller
drivers. The downward-firing woofer allows a front baffle with
less width. The Cantata and Aletha models have slightly less
dynamic range and deliver sound that is slightly more open
than what you hear from their Reference Series counterparts, in
my opinion.

Phased Arrays
The “phased array” design has many advantages and some
disadvantages, too. Advantages include controlled vertical dispersion, increased sensitivity and added cone area for higher
output, especially at low frequencies.
Vertical dispersion is narrowed, minimizing the effects of floor
and ceiling reflections. While I consider “floor bounce” to be
a measurement phenomenon with little or no negative impact
on sound, the multiple-woofer design helps to ameliorate this
“problem.”

All Dunlavy speaker models
share the same basic design
and the same tweeter.

SCIIIs and SCIV/As are 3-way speakers with dual 5-inch midrange drivers and 1-inch tweeters. The SCIII uses two 6.5-inch
woofers arrayed one above and one below the midrange drivers. SCIIIs sell for $3,995 a pair. The SCIV/A model has two
10-inch woofers arrayed one above and one below the midrange drivers and sells for $7,995 a pair.

The woofers load the room from different locations, one near
the floor and one several feet above the floor, for smoother
in-room bass response. Doubling up on drivers increases sensitivity by as much as 6dB because of mutual coupling between
driver pairs at certain frequencies. Increased sensitivity allows
driver nonlinearities to be corrected, by tailoring crossover
components, while keeping the overall sensitivity of the speaker
system quite high.

The SCV and SCVI are 4-way designs with symmetrical driver
arrays. The $14,995 a pair SCVs have two 12-inch woofers,
two 6.5-inch midbass drivers, two 3-inch midrange drivers and
a single 1-inch dome tweeter in each speaker. The $23,995
a pair SCVIs utilize two 15-inch woofers, two 8-inch midbass
drivers, two 5-inch midrange drivers, and a single 1-inch dome
tweeter in each speaker.

Higher sensitivity, combined with the greater diaphragm surface
area provided by pairs of drivers covering the same frequency
range, allows the speakers to play louder for increased dynamic
range and reduced power requirements. Double woofers move
more air at low frequencies allowing the use of sealed enclosures for superior bass performance.
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Disadvantages include the large enclosures required to implement the phased array designs and the fact that perfect driver
matching is a practical impossibility. The vertical height of
listeners’ ears becomes extremely critical with dual midrange
drivers, too.
Even with close inspection and matching there will be substantial variations in the response of two different drivers, especially
those using paper cones. Two midrange drivers with slightly
different response curves will have a smoothing effect on the
measured frequency response of the speaker. While a perfectly
positioned measuring microphone “hears” only the combined
output of both drivers in a pair, the ear may detect subtle differences. Even with perfectly matched drivers, the listeners’ ears
must be exactly equidistant from each of the midrange units, or
time smear and some comb filtering will occur.
The enclosures required for the sealed box, phased array
designs are larger than what would be necessary for conventional multiway speakers using single drivers for each frequency range. Larger enclosures contribute more unwanted energy
to the sound due to larger box panels and larger baffles around
drivers.
Larger panels store more energy and resonate at lower frequencies. Larger baffles reflect mid and high frequencies. Both
factors cause time smear and tend to make speakers sound
slightly more “closed in” and “boxy.”
Dunlavy uses felt around the tweeters to minimize baffle reflections and diffraction, and the speaker cabinets are heavily
braced with thick panels to control resonance. These attempts
to minimize the problems of large enclosures are not entirely
successful, in my opinion. The smaller Dunlavy models sound
more open, spacious and detailed than the larger ones, to me.

data is recorded for future reference, in case a replacement is
required.

Cone drivers in Dunlavy speakers use pulp paper-based diaphragm materials loaded with stiffening agents like carbon fiber.
The tweeters have soft fabric domes. Dunlavy chooses these
diaphragm materials based primarily on impulse response testing.
The choice of diaphragm materials is a matter of intense
debate among speaker manufacturers. Advocates of softer,
highly damped materials, like those used by Dunlavy, point
out that diaphragms with increased rigidity often have large
resonant peaks and exhibit ringing. Advocates of stiffer, more
rigid diaphragm materials claim that softer diaphragms produce
higher distortion because these diaphragms fail to perform as
perfect pistons and “break up” at relatively low frequencies.
Here are both sides of the story.

Diaphragm Materials
Softer diaphragm materials, like fabric and reinforced paper
pulp, have high internal damping and may exhibit few resonant peaks within the usable bandwidth and to frequencies
well above the normal operating range of the driver. Resonant
peaks which do exist will usually be low-Q and well damped.
Impulse response tests on drivers with softer diaphragms will
not exhibit the overshoot and ringing that can often be seen
when testing drivers using stiffer diaphragm materials.
However, laser interferometry shows that softer diaphragms
tend to break up at lower frequencies. Some soft-dome tweeters, for instance, start to break up (perform like imperfect pistons) at frequencies below 10kHz.

The drivers used in the Dunlavy speaker systems are sourced
from Vifa/Scanspeak. These are among the highest quality drivers available today, despite what you might hear elsewhere.

When a radiating diaphragm begins to perform less like a perfect piston due to “break up,” distortion rises and resolution
is diminished. Soft materials absorb some energy that might
otherwise become sound, compressing dynamic contrasts and
obscuring subtle details in the signal.

All drive elements feature cast alloy frames and ceramic magnets. Every driver used in a Dunlavy speaker is individually
tested and each one must meet strict performance standards.
Drivers are closely matched and the individual performance

Stiffer diaphragms, made from materials like polyamides
(Kevlar), metal alloys, and ceramic (actually anodized aluminum), may act more like perfect pistons throughout the normal
operating range of frequencies and well above. But at some fre-

Drivers
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quency, even a stiff diaphragm will break up and fail to perform
as a perfect piston. When a stiff diaphragm reaches its first
resonance or break-up frequency, a sharp resonant peak with a
high-Q is often observed.
Within their useful bandwidth, stiff diaphragm materials may
exhibit lower distortion and less coloration allowing higher resolution of minute details in the signal. When stiffer diaphragm
materials do “go off” there is a tendency for the high-Q resonance to ring over a period of time due to a lack of internal
damping.
Which diaphragm material is better, a highly damped substance
which breaks up in the pass band or a stiffer material that produces a ringing resonance out of the pass band?
Actually both faults, cone break-up and ringing, cause time
smear due to the storage and delayed release of energy.
Strong arguments can be made for each of these choices.
Dunlavy uses soft materials exclusively, Thiel uses aluminum
(almost) exclusively, and Vandersteen uses several different
materials for different frequency ranges. You’ll have to go and
listen to discover which you prefer.

Enclosures
Dunlavy enclosures are rectangular boxes (with the exception
of the Alethas, which are hexagonal as viewed from the top).
All models have steps in the front baffles to temporally align the
drivers. (I can’t say “time align” because E. M. Long has trademarked those particular words and effectively taken them out of
the English language.)
In all Dunlavy speakers, the tweeter is mounted on a baffle,
which is stepped back from the mounting baffles on which
the midrange drivers are mounted. Midrange driver baffles
are stepped back from the surface on which the woofers are
mounted, on models which utilize separate woofer drivers.
Enclosure walls are made from MDF and are internally braced.
The larger models have 1-inch thick panels and are very
heavy. Dunlavy cabinets are nicely finished with furniture grade
veneers and are available in a variety of woods. They look
quite traditional—wood veneered, rectangular boxes with grille
cloths covering the drivers—and most models are quite large.

Crossover Networks
The crossover networks in all Dunlavy speakers are engineered
to provide frequency and phase compensation for the drive elements and to provide first-order acoustic transitions between
drivers. All crossover components, internal wiring and circuit
boards are of high quality.
The high sensitivity provided by pairing midrange and woofer
drivers allows the crossover networks to provide lots of frequency response and phase response tailoring, while maintaining high overall speaker sensitivity. Response tailoring is
accomplished by adjusting component values on the crossover
boards during design and testing. Individual crossovers are partially assembled and tested, and then matched with a speaker
for final tweaking.
Each speaker is placed in an anechoic chamber and measured
using this basic crossover. Crossover component values are
individually adjusted by a technician until the desired performance objectives for the complete speaker are met.

Quality Control
All speaker components are quality selected and inspected at
every phase of construction. Individual drive units are tested,
selected, matched in pairs for each speaker and matched in
fours for each speaker pair. Individual crossover components
are selected and crossover assemblies are tested before final
adjustments are performed during anechoic testing. Enclosures
are inspected for mechanical integrity and fit & finish.

Every completed Dunlavy
speaker is placed in an
anechoic chamber
and measured.
Every completed Dunlavy speaker is placed in an anechoic
chamber and measured. Crossover components are individually
adjusted to produce the desired response characteristics. Each
speaker and crossover assembly must equal or exceed the frequency response and phase response specifications that
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Dunlavy speakers do not image as well as Thiels and Vandersteens,Dunlavy

are guaranteed for that particular model. Speakers are built and
tested in pairs, and each pair is matched within narrow limits.

Performance graphs are generated for all Dunlavy speakers.
These graphs demonstrate that the speakers you receive meet
or exceed the advertised performance specifications.

Strong Points
Model for model, the Dunlavy speakers generally have higher
sensitivity and greater dynamic range than time- and phaseaccurate speakers using fewer drivers. They will play somewhat
louder and require somewhat less amplifier power to perform at
maximum capability.
All Dunlavy models feature low-Q sealed enclosures. Sealed
enclosures provide tighter bass control along with superior bass
definition, deeper extension to well below the nominal cut-off
frequency, and greater phase linearity with less group delay
at low frequencies, when compared to most vented designs.
Dunlavys have flatter phase response at low frequencies than
time- and phase-accurate speakers which use vented bass
systems.

Negative Considerations
The large rectangular enclosures of the Dunlavy speakers, particularly the bigger ones, contribute some sound of their own.
Big boxes sound like big boxes, to me.

Dunlavy speakers do not
image as well as Thiels and
Vandersteens.

The smaller Dunlavy models have compromised bass output
compared to similarly priced products using vented enclosures.
Vents allow smaller speakers to deliver higher bass output levels at some frequencies.
Dunlavy uses soft dome tweeters and comparatively large
midrange drivers (in most models), which deliver consistently
smooth and musical sound, but some critical listeners may
long for higher definition and more midrange detail along with a
more extended and airy top end.

Measurements
Impulse response is the Holy Grail to John Dunlavy so it’s not
surprising that his speaker designs perform well when tested
with the MLSSA system. And perform well they do.
Dunlavy speakers deliver impeccable measured performance
on all tests except cumulative spectral decay. Frequency
response of the smaller models is guaranteed to be flat within
±1.5dB. The larger models are guaranteed to be flat within
±1dB. Impulse and step response graphs look like textbook
examples of ideal time domain performance. Compare these
measurements to those of the speakers discussed in Journal
#5.
Remember, perfect measurements do not guarantee perfect
performance. In fact, sonic compromises may be required to
produce flawless graphs. In Audio Perfectionist Journal #8
we’ll discuss the things that measurements don’t show and I’ll
tell you how, in certain circumstances, measurements can actually be misleading. APJ

The effects of wide baffles can be heard when comparing
the smaller models to the larger ones within the Dunlavy line.
The sonic price you pay for the extended bass response and
increased dynamic range of the larger models is a slightly less
open and spacious sound.
Dunlavy speakers do not image as well as Thiels and
Vandersteens, in my opinion. Paired midrange drivers tend
to blur image focus and response differences between these
driver pairs may produce some vertical image wander.
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Dunlavy SC III
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Dunlavy SC III
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Dunlavy SC IVA
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Thiel
by Richard Hardesty
Thiel Audio Products began shipping the Model 01, Jim Thiel’s
first commercial speaker design, in 1977. Shortly thereafter,
in 1978 or so, I became a Thiel dealer and began selling their
bookshelf Model 02 and the first time- and phase-accurate
Thiel speakers, the 03 and 04. I have closely followed the
development of the Thiel Audio loudspeaker line since the
beginning, and maintained an ongoing friendship with designer
Jim Thiel and company president Kathy Gornik for more than
twenty years.
I sold, installed and repaired Thiel speakers in the 1970s and
1980s and I have had much experience with later models in the
‘90s through the present. (What do we call this decade? The
00s?) I reviewed the CS7 for Widescreen Review and used
that speaker system to evaluate more than fifty amplifiers for
my series on multichannel amplifiers, which ran in WSR over a
period of several years.
Widescreen Review has a complete Thiel home theater speaker system based on four Model CS6s. I’ve spent many hours
listening to this system and I’ll be reviewing it later this year. I
personally installed the latest drivers in the CS6s at WSR so
I’ve had hands-on experience inside some of the newest models in the Thiel line.
In preparation for this article, my wife Paula and I visited the
Thiel facility in Lexington, Kentucky, and spent a couple of days
with Jim and Kathy. I wanted to see their new factory and to
interview Jim so that I could accurately convey his design philosophies in print. That interview will be published in WSR later
this year and I’ll try to communicate what I learned about the
Thiel designs in this article.

the high-end segment of the market. Thirty-five employees work
in a modern 40,000 square foot factory, making twelve loudspeaker models ranging in price from $1,450 a pair to $13,500
a pair (as of June, 2001).
We’ll concentrate on the six-model floor-standing CS Series in
this article but other models, which are aimed more at home
theater use, will be discussed in future Journals.

The Basics
Thiel speakers are “Coherent Source” designs with sloping front
baffles, which temporally align the individual drive elements.
Thiel uses unique dynamic drivers with “underhung” voice coils
and metal diaphragms. Most Thiel drivers are designed and
manufactured in the Thiel factory including all the drivers in the
models CS2.3, CS6 and CS7.

Thiel speakers are
“Coherent Source” designs
with sloping front baffles.
Thiel speakers deliver flat frequency response within narrow
limits. All Thiel speakers are time- and phase-correct with firstorder acoustic slope transitions between drive elements. The
sloped and contoured front baffles, which mechanically align
the individual drive elements relative to the listener, also minimize edge diffraction and baffle reflections.
All CS Series models have vented bass loading utilizing either
a port or a passive radiator. Jim Thiel chooses aluminum alloy
for nearly all driver diaphragms.

Jim Thiel is one of the most innovative and technically astute
engineers that I have ever met. I’ve learned a lot from him over
the years and the recent visit to Kentucky was highly informative. When I ask Thiel a question I get a thoughtful answer, not
marketing rhetoric. When I ask about a competitor’s designs,
Jim calmly expresses his opinions and tells me why he has
chosen to do things differently.

Each Thiel model is uniquely designed to provide the highest definition and the broadest bandwidth possible at its price
point. Each step up in price buys an increase in dynamic range,
slightly higher resolution and slightly smoother response. Low
bass capability is improved with each model step.

The Lexington factory is an impressive facility. Thiel Audio
Products is one of the largest manufacturers of loudspeakers in

The small, floor-standing CS.5 is a 2-way vented (ported)
design with a 6.5-inch paper-composite woofer and a 1-inch

The Thiel CS Series
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metal dome tweeter. The CS.5s sell for $1,450 a pair (slightly
more on the west coast). The step up model CS1.5 has a similar driver complement but uses a much more costly woofer featuring an aluminum cone. The CS1.5s employ a passive radiator in place of the ducted port seen on the CS.5 model. CS1.5s
sell for about $2,200 a pair.
The models CS2.3, CS3.6 and CS6 are 3-way speakers. The
$3,600 a pair CS2.3 has a unique 3.5-inch aluminum cone midrange and a coaxially mounted 1-inch aluminum dome tweeter,
along with an 8-inch aluminum cone woofer and a passive
radiator.
The CS3.6, which costs about $4,300 a pair, uses a 1-inch
aluminum dome tweeter, a 4.5-inch double cone midrange,
a 10-inch aluminum cone woofer and a passive radiator. The
$7,900 a pair CS6 has a 1-inch aluminum dome tweeter coaxially mounted in a 4-inch aluminum/polystyrene/aluminum sandwich cone midrange, with a 10-inch aluminum cone woofer and
a passive radiator.
The flagship CS7.2 is a 4-way design utilizing a coaxial midrange/tweeter unit with a 3-inch aluminum sandwich cone
midrange diaphragm and a 1-inch aluminum dome tweeter.
A 6.5-inch lower midrange/upper-bass driver with an aluminum cone and double magnet motor system covers the range
between the midrange element and the 12-inch aluminum cone
woofer, which is complemented by a passive radiator. CS7.2s
cost $13,500 a pair.

Drivers
The drivers used in most Thiel speaker systems are designed
and manufactured in-house by Thiel. Some drivers used in the
smaller models are currently sourced from Vifa/Scanspeak. All
drive elements feature cast alloy frames. The woofers and midrange drive units utilize huge ceramic magnets to concentrate
flux in the extended magnetic gaps, and some of the coaxiallymounted tweeters use more compact and powerful rare earth
magnets.
First-order speakers require exceptional performance from drive
units which must exhibit outstanding frequency response and
phase performance over a much wider bandwidth than the drivers used in conventional speakers with steep-slope filters.
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When even the best off-the-shelf drivers failed to meet all of
his demanding requirements, Jim Thiel decided to design and
manufacture his own drive elements. All the drivers used in the
CS2.3, CS6 and CS7.2 models are custom units, engineered
for their specific purpose and manufactured by Thiel.
Thiel Audio staff members have designed and fabricated custom tooling and specialized automated machinery to make
the drive units. This speeds development time and allows the
designer to test new ideas almost immediately. Jim Thiel can
dream up a new cone profile and have a prototype driver, utilizing the new diaphragm shape, ready for testing that same day.
A special tool can be produced by the staff CAD/CAM specialist
and a cone can be fluid-pressure formed using this tool in the
Thiel Audio prototype shop. The new cone can then be assembled into a complete driver in the factory and hand carried to
the laboratory for testing.
Some Thiel driver units are remarkably unique. The coaxial
midrange/tweeter unit in the CS2.3 features two concentric
metal diaphragms driven by a single voice coil with a mechanical crossover which decouples the larger diaphragm at higher
frequencies.

The coaxial midrange/tweeter
drivers in the CS6 and CS7.2
have sandwich cones.
The coaxial midrange/tweeter drivers in the CS6 and CS7.2
have sandwich midrange cones made from two outer skins of
aluminum with a layer of polystyrene in between to provide the
shallow depth required for an ideal tweeter environment (the
midrange cone surrounds the tweeter in a coaxial driver) along
with the steeper cone angle required for rigidity.
The tweeters in these drivers have unique neodymium magnet
structures. Small, powerful magnetic systems are required to
provide high flux density in the extended gaps, and coaxially
mounted tweeters must have compact overall dimensions.
Jim Thiel prefers to use stiffer, aluminum material for virtually
all driver diaphragms. He favors the use of motor systems utiliz-
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ing a short voice coil in a long magnetic gap for reduced distortion. He likes coaxially mounted drivers for the upper frequency
ranges to minimize lobes in the dispersion pattern and to make
vertical listening height less critical. All of these preferences are
controversial and I’ll try to present the basic arguments for both
sides of each issue.

Metal Diaphragms
The controversy regarding softer versus stiffer diaphragm
materials was discussed in the article about Dunlavy speakers
in this issue. Stiffer diaphragm materials, like aluminum, generally perform as near-perfect pistons over a wide range of frequencies and then exhibit a sharp resonant peak in response.
Ringing may occur due to a lack of internal damping.

used in the CS6 and CS7.2 models have a layer of polystyrene
bonded to the aluminum diaphragms, which helps to damp the
metal layers.

Those who favor softer diaphragm materials with more internal
damping point to the ringing which can be observed on impulse
response tests of metal diaphragm drivers, and speaker systems based on these drivers. They contend that the sharp resonant peaks exhibited by metal diaphragms produce undesirable
audible effects even when they are “notched out” by electrical
filters. They point out that resonant behavior can be excited by
harmonically related frequencies well below the frequency of
resonance.

Underhung Voice Coils
Jim Thiel feels that his aluminum diaphragm drivers deliver
lower distortion, less dynamic compression and higher resolution than comparable drivers with diaphragms made from paper
or plastic materials, over the range of frequencies which they
are called upon to produce in his speaker designs.
He can design the diaphragms so that the first resonant peak
occurs at frequencies well above the range of use and Thiel
feels that these out-of-band resonances can be compensated
for in the crossover design. The sandwich midrange cones

The voice coil is the moving element in the motor system of a
loudspeaker driver. The voice coil becomes an electromagnet
when energized by the signal current from the amplifier.
The alternating electromagnetic field in the voice coil reacts to
the fixed magnetic field created by the permanent magnet, front
and back plates and the pole piece which make up the nonmoving parts of the driver motor system. This magnetic reaction
causes diaphragm movement because the voice coil is coupled
directly to the diaphragm.

Thiel short coil, long gap
woofer.
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The diaphragm is free to move because it is attached to the
driver frame by two springs—the spider near the voice coil and
the surround at the perimeter of the diaphragm.
The voice coil has inductance and inductive reactance varies with voice coil position because the amount of iron in and
around the voice coil varies as the coil moves back and forth—
toward and away from the permanent magnetic structure. The
asymmetrical variation in coil inductance can distort the output
waveform.
Placing a short voice coil in a long magnetic gap eliminates
much of this distortion by making inductive reactance more
linear. Copper sleeves over the pole piece and copper shorting
rings around the base of the pole piece help to linearize the
magnetic field and eliminate eddy currents which develop in the
iron structure of the motor system. These copper parts bring
about an additional reduction in distortion. Thiel uses all these
distortion-reducing techniques in his custom drive elements.

Coaxial Drivers
The best way to simulate a point source radiator is to make the
individual radiating elements truly coincident. Coaxial
midrange/tweeter drivers are particularly advantageous in firstorder speakers where the large overlap between driver operating ranges shrinks the vertical dispersion window and makes
the relationship between speaker tilt back and listener ear
height very critical. There are, however, many problems with
coaxial drivers.
Mounting a dome tweeter in the center of a midrange driver
has deleterious effects on the performance of the midrange
unit, and a moving midrange cone is a poor environment for a
tweeter. A conventional midrange cone can horn-load a coaxially-mounted tweeter and a deep midrange cone will create a

Huge magnets are required to create an intense magnetic
field in the extended gap, and the added cost of the enormous
magnet structure is the only drawback to the short coil/long gap
designs, according to Thiel.

Thiel uses all these
distortion-reducing techniques
in his custom drive elements.
Those with opposing views argue that the short voice coil
length concentrates heat in a smaller area which affects reliability and dynamic range, and that shaped pole pieces can
effectively reduce distortion to levels that are nearly as low as
those achieved with short coil/long gap designs.

Jim Thiel counters these arguments by pointing out that the
increased mass of iron surrounding the coil effectively deals
with heat build-up and that his measurements demonstrate
distortion figures that are much lower than the levels attainable
with shaped pole pieces alone.
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Thiel CS 6 coaxial midrange/tweeter drive unit.

cavity around the tweeter and add a cavity resonance which
may affect response. A moving midrange cone surrounding a
tweeter may modulate the output of that tweeter and vice versa.
Conventional coaxial drivers don’t perform very well in objective
tests or subjective listening experiments. (To hear examples
of this, go listen to KEF speaker models using their UniQ coax
drivers, or to Tannoy models using their Dual-Concentric drivers.) Thiel has attempted to overcome these problems with
unique coaxial driver designs. (To which you should also listen
for comparison.)
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Thiel’s midrange cones are extremely shallow on the surface
surrounding the tweeter. In fact, the forward-facing contour of
these cones approximates the contour of the mounting flange
surrounding the popular Vifa dome tweeter used in some Thiel
models.

This shallow cone shape is not very rigid and that’s where the
sandwich construction comes in. Thiel’s midrange cones are
actually constructed from two aluminum skins separated by a
layer of polystyrene. This three-layer laminate has a shallow
contour facing forward and a steeper contour facing rearward to
increase rigidity. The styrene helps to damp the aluminum, too.

The Thiel cabinets are much
more than structurally inert; they
are among the most beautiful in
the industry.
The advantage of this construction technique is that the front
of the midrange cone becomes a nearly ideal shape to surround the tweeter. However, the midrange cone is still moving
and that movement may modulate the output from the tweeter
somewhat.

Enclosures
You could duplicate the enclosures of many “high-end” speakers using only a table saw and a router, but you couldn’t build
Thiel speaker enclosures in your garage, regardless of your
woodworking skills.

Even a master craftsman couldn’t create the close-tolerance,
compound angles and elaborate shapes required without the
use of specialized multiaxis, computer-controlled woodworking
machinery. Thiel has several such machines which are programmed in-house. These same computer-controlled machines
are used to create the tooling that aids the manufacturing and
assembly processes for the enclosures and the tooling that is
used to form the driver diaphragms.

Thiel speaker enclosures are made from heavily braced 1-inch
thick MDF material. All Thiel cabinets are unusually solid and
acoustically inert. The contoured front baffles on the smaller
models are made from machined MDF material that is up to
3-inches in thickness. Baffles on the CS6 and CS7.2 models
are made from a cast mineral/polymer material which has a
much higher compression strength than MDF.

Thicker baffles make better sound but increasing the MDF
baffles beyond 3-inches in thickness failed to produce beneficial results. The limiting factor proved to be the compression
strength of the material itself.

To overcome this limitation, Thiel developed a unique mineral/
polymer material that is similar to the cast granite materials used for kitchen counter tops. This material is cast and
machined in-house but the high cost prohibits its use on all but
the top models in the Thiel line (CS6, CS7.2).

The Thiel cabinets are much more than structurally inert; they
are among the most beautiful in the industry. The graceful,
sloping design and the flawless wood finish make each speaker
an elegant esthetic statement. Thiel speakers are constructed
like fine furniture by master craftsmen.

Thiel buys entire flitches of hardwood veneers. A batch
of veneer obtained from a single tree will be selected and
matched for grain and color so that each speaker in a pair
(or more) will be esthetically complementary. MDF enclosure
panels are veneered inside and outside prior to machining. All
the parts for a pair of speaker enclosures proceed through the
factory together and are assembled into finished pieces of fine
furniture as a matching set. The craftsmen who build these
cabinets are rightfully proud of their work.

Thiel will build speakers with virtually any wood veneer and
with just about any finish and they will match cabinets to a customer’s specifications. Unusual materials and finishes can cost
a lot more but the result is a truly custom product.
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Crossover Networks

Strong Points

The crossover networks in all Thiel speakers are engineered
to provide frequency, impedance and phase compensation for
the drive elements and to provide first-order acoustic transitions
between drivers. The crossovers also compensate for the outof-band resonant peaks inherent in metal diaphragm drivers.

Thiel builds some of the most elegant and thoroughly engineered loudspeakers available at any price. Thiel makes everything (in the top models) and is not hindered by the performance limitations of off-the-shelf drivers. Thiel speakers have
extremely low distortion and high resolving power. They are
demonstrably accurate in both frequency and time domains.

Thiel crossovers are unusual in that they are hard-wired rather
than built on circuit boards. Component parts are of exceptional
quality. Custom polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors are
utilized along with air-core inductors wound with low-oxygen
copper wire. Solid-conductor copper wire with Teflon insulation
is used throughout the crossovers and between the crossovers
and drivers. Silver solder is used exclusively.

Quality Control
Cabinets are inspected at every stage of construction and that
attention to detail will be evident to anyone who visits a Thiel
dealer and views these elegant speakers. Thiel speakers can
be esthetically compared to the finest furniture pieces. Speaker
pairs match perfectly.

Crossover components are individually inspected and selected.
Completed crossover networks are tested and matched. Each
crossover must pass a computerized QC test before it is
assembled into a speaker system.

Drivers are inspected at each stage of construction and then
individually tested and matched. Thiel magnetizes the woofer
magnets after the drivers are assembled because these huge
magnets would be otherwise unmanageable. Individual drivers
are performance tested before being incorporated into speaker
systems.

Each completed Thiel loudspeaker is sweep tested to reveal
any buzzes or other mechanical flaws. Then each speaker is
placed in an automated anechoic chamber and computer tested
for frequency response and phase response. Each speaker
must match the performance of a reference standard for that
model, within narrow limits.
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Negative Considerations
Thiel speakers cannot be biwired or biamped because they
have only a single set of inputs. Beautiful cabinets cost money
and Thiels are relatively expensive. (If you visit the factory, as
I have, you’ll see that the prices are more than reasonable for
the quality offered.) Vented bass systems cannot equal the performance of sealed boxes, in my opinion, but subwoofers can
change all that.
The CS series Thiels have low nominal impedance (dipping to
well below 4Ω in some cases) and are only moderately sensitive.
They will require powerful, stable amplifiers for best performance. They won’t play as loud as speakers with higher sensitivity and/or crossovers with sharper transitions between drive
elements (steeper-slope crossovers).
The most controversial aspects of the Thiel designs are, in
my opinion, the metal diaphragms and the coaxial midrange/
tweeter drivers. Thiels and Dunlavys certainly sound different.
You’ll have to listen to determine which is more pleasing to you.

Measurements
The Thiel response graphs demonstrate outstanding performance in all areas. Frequency response is quite linear. (Note
that the Thiel graphs have 5dB increments between lines.) The
Step and Impulse Response tests show time- and phase-coherence. Some minor ringing is apparent and this is probably due
to the metal diaphragm materials used.
Ringing is an energy storage phenomenon that causes time
smear. The debate is about whether this minor ringing is a reasonable trade-off for the increased resolution provided by stiffer
diaphragm materials. There will be more about this in the next
issue. APJ
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Thiel CS2.3
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Thiel CS2.3
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Thiel CS6
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Vandersteen
by Richard Hardesty
In the late 1950s, the original Quad ESL electrostatic loudspeaker was available for purchase only in the UK. It took nearly a decade for Quads to appear at retail locations in the United
States. Stores selling Quads were few and far between and the
speakers were available only in limited quantities.
Serious audiophiles managed to find them. I bought a pair
from Jonas Miller Sound in Beverly Hills, California, in the early
1970s. Many speaker designers of the day were listening to
Quads, too. They were trying to figure out how to make a practical loudspeaker that could sound as open and natural as the
Quad ESL.
The Quad ESL (sometimes called the Quad ’57) was a 2-way,
three element electrostatic design with temporally aligned panels. (The electrostatic tweeter panel was centered between
two electrostatic woofer panels and set back from the plane of
the woofers.) It was the first time- and phase-correct multiway
speaker, so far as I know. The Quad could pass a pretty good
semblance of a square wave and offered midrange fidelity that
was simply unrivaled in this era.
The Quads were far from perfect, however. They focused an
image in a spot just big enough for a single head. They could
play just loud enough to produce chamber music at realistic
sound pressure levels for a listener seated no more than six or
seven feet away.
Quads had limited bandwidth with very little output capability in the low bass or high treble regions. They were fragile—I
sold mine when my stock of tweeter panels was depleted—
and they presented a difficult load for the amplifiers of the
day. The reward, for the few enthusiasts who could tolerate
these impracticalities, was glorious sound and an immensely
satisfying musical experience. After parting with my Quads, I
struggled for many years before I was able to fully duplicate
this level of musical satisfaction.

High Standards
The Quad ESL speakers set a high standard for the audiophile
speaker designers of the day. Many labored to create practical loudspeakers with the open, natural sound of Quads. Two

talented designers, Jon Dahlquist and Richard Vandersteen,
suspected that the open sound of the Quads might be attributable to the fact that they had no reflective baffle surrounding
the drive elements. They were partially correct.
Dahlquist was the first major speaker manufacturer to produce
dynamic loudspeakers with small baffles (one eighth wavelength, I believe) around all drivers except the woofer. The
original DQ-10 was introduced in the mid-1970s and it was a
revolutionary design.
With the grilles in place, the Dahlquist DQ-10 looked almost
exactly like a Quad ESL. Under the Quad-styled grilles, the
DQ-10 had a 10-inch Advent woofer in a rather conventional
sealed enclosure that made up the lower two thirds of the
speaker. The other three drivers in this four-way system were
each surrounded by small baffle boards, made from Masonite,
which were attached by brackets to the top of the woofer enclosure.
Upper range drivers included a 5-inch Philips midrange, a
1-inch dome tweeter and a Motorola piezo super tweeter.
These drivers were staggered so that the voice coil terminations were lined up, in an early attempt at time—oops, I mean
temporal—alignment.

...beneath his modest facade is
one of the sharpest minds that
I’ve ever encountered...
The drivers were not arranged in a vertical array. Due to its
steep-slope crossover filters and primitive attempts at driver
alignment—there were no FFT analyzers then—the DQ-10 was
not a time- and phase-accurate speaker system. But it was a
major advance in dynamic speaker design.
Vandersteen went a step farther to eliminate what he refers to
as “baffle distortion.” The original Vandersteen Model 2 speakers had virtually no baffle at all. The first Model 2 had an 8-inch
woofer mounted in a trapezoidal (as viewed from the top)
enclosure with no baffle extending beyond the sides of the bass
driver. A 10-inch rearward facing passive radiator shared this
same enclosure.
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The dome midrange and dome tweeter drivers were mounted
in free air, supported by a backbone structure attached to
the woofer enclosure. This was the first “baffleless” Aligned
Dynamic loudspeaker and Vandersteen has been building
speakers based on the same basic principle ever since.

While a big percentage of the price of competing speaker
systems is invested in the enclosures, most of the price of
Vandersteen speakers is devoted to the components inside.
These components, even in the lowest-priced models, are
among the finest available regardless of price.

Although current Vandersteen baffleless speakers are also
time- and phase-correct, the original Model 2 was not completely phase coherent.

Vandersteen likes to refer to the $3,500 a pair Model 3
Signature as “a $6,000 speaker system in a plain wrapper.” I’d
go farther and say that the Model 3 Signatures can be favorably compared to any speaker system selling for $8,000 a pair
or more. There are negative aspects to this “bargain” pricing
(but only for the manufacturer not the consumer).

Minimizing baffle reflections proved to be only a partial solution.
While both Dahlquist and Vandersteen had successfully managed to reduce the negative audible effects produced by reflective baffles surrounding the drive elements, their early speakers
were not time- and phase-correct.
The Dahlquist DQ-10s and the original Vandersteen Model 2
speakers sounded more open and natural than conventional
box loudspeakers but neither could match the transient speed
and transparency of the time- and phase-accurate Quad ESL.

Because his speakers cost less
than other high-end brands,
Vandersteen sells lots more
of them.
Vandersteen made a giant leap toward closing the gap with the
introduction of the Model 2A—the first time- and phase-correct
Vandersteen speaker—at the end of 1977.
Today, Vandersteen Audio makes fifteen time- and phaseaccurate loudspeaker and subwoofer models including many
designed primarily for home theater use. In this article we’ll
concentrate on the four floor-standing, full-range models numbered 1, 2, 3 and 5. (There used to a Model 4 but, alas, it is no
more. There will be a Reference Monitor, priced between the 3
and 5, but it’s not available yet.)
Because his speakers cost less than other high-end brands,
Vandersteen sells lots more of them. The lower price tags are
achieved by minimizing the costs of expensive, furniture-grade
enclosures on all but the flagship Model 5.
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Because Vandersteen speakers are so inexpensive, they have
failed to get much attention from the influential magazines or
from audiophiles who believe that high cost is synonymous
with high quality. I’m going to provide slightly more detail when
describing Vandersteen products in an attempt to dispel this
false notion.
These relatively inexpensive speakers are built to quality standards that equal or exceed any in the industry, and
Vandersteen speakers contain many innovative design features
which can’t be obtained anywhere else at any price.
Shane Buettner and I visited the Vandersteen factory in early
July in preparation for this article and a review that I had
planned for Widescreen Review magazine. (It appears at the
time of this writing that Shane, rather than I, will be doing that
review.)
Vandersteen Audio employs twenty-two people in the small
central California town of Hanford. The factory is located on the
outskirts of the central business district in a 50,000 square foot,
free-standing building built and owned by Richard Vandersteen.
The facility is as low-key as the owner. There is no sign on the
building other than the address. There are no plush listening
or meeting rooms where visitors can be entertained and there
are no fancy offices for the sales and management staff. In fact
there is no sales and management staff. This is a family business run by the patriarch and manned by a hand-picked crew,
which includes two sons and a daughter.
Richard Vandersteen likes to describe himself as “just a truck
driver from Hanford, California,” but beneath his modest facade
is one of the sharpest minds that I’ve ever encountered. He and
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I have been good friends for nearly twenty-five years and I was
one of the very first Vandersteen dealers, so I am admittedly
biased. The man’s engineering talent is quite extraordinary and
his ingenuity has led to some breakthrough technology.
He studied advanced Fast Fourier Transform measurement
techniques with the late Richard Heyser at Cal Tech, but
Vandersteen had already pioneered the use of FFT analysis in
speaker design some years before. Vandersteen Audio was the
first speaker company to employ FFT analysis, using an early
Gen Rad 2512 instrument for research and development.
Today, Vandersteen also employs the TEF and MLSSA instruments along with his keen ears. I’ve shared listening sessions
with many key figures in the audio industry (including the three
designers profiled in this issue of the Journal) and Richard
Vandersteen is among the most aurally perceptive. (I’m prejudiced here too, because he and I share similar tastes in music
and equipment.)
Vandersteen has developed many unique technologies which
are offered in various speaker models. The patented reflectionfree midrange driver used in the Model 3 and Model 5 speaker
systems, the true push-pull subwoofer driver used in the Model
5, the baffleless enclosure designs used throughout the line,
and the multilayer constrained-layer construction of the Model 5
head module are examples.
Vandersteen Audio, in the early 1980s, was the first company
to build subwoofers that operate primarily below system resonance. These subwoofers are essentially aperiodic in the pass
band.
Vandersteen Class B subwoofer amplifiers have a number of
circuit innovations. Battery-biased crossover networks are still
unique in the industry. Forerunners of the current Vandersteen
“open frame” midrange and push-pull subwoofer drivers date
back to the early 1980s. Aligned Dynamic baffleless designs
date back to the late 1970s.

The Basics
Vandersteen speakers are Aligned Dynamic “baffleless”
designs. That means that there are virtually no baffles extending to the sides of the drive elements. Each driver is mounted
in an individual subenclosure with a front face that is just large
enough to contain the mounting flange of that driver.

The faces of these subenclosures are staggered to temporally
align the drive units. Adjacent structures are rounded and covered with felt to eliminate any reflective surfaces or diffractive
edges around the drivers. Woofer enclosures are trapezoidal
in shape (as viewed from above) so that no reflective surfaces
extend to the sides of the low frequency drivers. Grille cloths
are wrapped around dowels placed well away from the enclosure assembly for complete sonic transparency.
The driver outputs are blended with first-order acoustic slope,
impedance compensated crossover networks with batterybiased capacitors in the flagship models.

Vandersteen uses a variety of diaphragm materials depending
on the application. Various metal alloys are utilized for subbass
drivers and tweeters. Upper bass, and midrange frequencies
are reproduced by mica-filled polymer cones with proprietary
profiles. The upper bass/lower midrange driver in the Model 5
has a Kevlar-reinforced cone with a mica-filled polymer skin on
one side.

The patented reflection-free
midrange driver and the true
push-pull subwoofer driver are
unique Vandersteen designs.
Bass loading varies from model to model. The Model 1 has a
bass transmission line. The Models 2 and 3 have dual active
drive units (8-inch and 10-inch) that share a common sealed
enclosure but operate over different frequency ranges. This
unique bass loading system performs like a theoretically perfect
QB3 vented system over much of its range.
The Model 5 has a built-in powered subwoofer with a remarkable driver that features a true, symmetrical push-pull motor
system. The bass enclosure of the Model 5 is sealed. Midrange
and tweeter drivers are transmission line loaded in all
Vandersteen models.
Each Vandersteen model is a full-range speaker system.
Stepping up in the model range buys higher resolution, primar-
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ily, along with smoother response and some bass extension.
Adding Vandersteen subwoofers improves the midrange definition of all models except the Model 5, which has an integral
powered subwoofer.

about 100Hz. This subwoofer interface is similar to the method
used with the Vandersteen 2WQ subwoofer (see Audio
Perfectionist Journal #2). The Model 5 subwoofer system utilizes a 400-watt internal amplifier (in each speaker) and offers
multiband parametric equalization and adjustable “Q.”

Vandersteen Full-Range Speakers

Midbass in the Model 5 is handled by a transmission-lineloaded 7-inch driver featuring a kevlar-reinforced cone with a
mica-filled polymer skin. The 4.5-inch transmission-line-loaded
midrange driver is the patented Vandersteen open frame
unit that has no reflective magnet structure behind the cone.
High frequencies are reproduced by a 1-inch ceramic coated
alloy dome, dual chamber tweeter. There is a rear facing
.75-inch alloy dome auxiliary tweeter and a switch to turn it off.
Vandersteen Model 5s cost $10,900 a pair.

The Vandersteen Model 1C is a 2-way, floor-standing, truly
full-range (38Hz-22.5kHz ±3dB), baffleless, time- and phaseaccurate speaker system with an 8-inch cast frame, curvilinear
polycone woofer and a 1-inch alloy dome tweeter. Model 1Cs
sell for $785 per pair! That is not a misprint. Vandersteen 1Cs
cost seven hundred eighty-five dollars a pair.
The Model 2Ce Signature is a baffleless, time- and phaseaccurate 4-way (Vandersteen calls it a 3-way) speaker system
with a 10-inch active bass coupler (low-woofer), an 8-inch cast
frame polymer cone woofer, a 4.5-inch linear surround midrange (same cone assembly as the Model 3 but mounted in a
conventional die-cast frame with ceramic magnet), and a 1-inch
alloy dome tweeter.
Each Model 2Ce Signature is hand-tweaked in an anechoic
chamber to produce response from 32Hz-21kHz within ±1.5dB.
Pairs are matched to .1dB (one tenth dB) and sell for $1,549.

Drivers
The drivers used in the Vandersteen speaker systems range
from near-catalog units, sourced from Vifa/Scanspeak and
SEAS, to unique Vandersteen designs protected by patents. All
drivers have Vandersteen part numbers and are made to proprietary specifications.

The Model 3A Signature is a baffleless, time- and phaseaccurate 4-way (Vandersteen calls it a 3-way) speaker system
with a 10-inch cast frame aluminum cone active bass coupler
with dual spider suspension, an 8-inch cast frame polymer
cone woofer, a 4.5-inch patented “open-frame” midrange and a
1-inch dual-chamber alloy dome tweeter (using Model 5 technology).
Each Model 3A Signature is hand-tweaked in an anechoic
chamber to produce response from 30Hz-22kHz within ±1.5dB
(-3dB@26Hz). Pairs are matched to .1dB and sell for $3,495
including Sound Anchor rear braces.
The Model 5 is the Vandersteen flagship. It has a built-in powered subwoofer based on a unique 12-inch dual aluminum cone
driver with an enormous symmetrical push-pull motor system.
This subwoofer is blended with the upper frequency drivers
utilizing a passive high-pass filter system, which is placed in
front of the main amplifier, which drives the speaker above
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All drivers are assembled overseas from parts obtained from
sources around the world. Vandersteen owns the tooling for all
proprietary components, some of which are manufactured in
Hanford.
Vandersteen tweeters are modified in the Hanford factory and
the level of modification varies with speaker model. The tweeters used in the Models 3 and 5 are quite different from those
used in the Models 1 and 2 although they all look similar from
the front.
All drive elements have die-cast alloy frames (except the active
bass coupler in the Model 2) and large ceramic magnets are
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utilized in all drivers except for the open frame midrange unit,
which has an Alnico magnet that is made in England.
Vandersteen woofers have linear magnetic systems with
extended and shaped pole pieces and copper rings. The
10-inch active bass coupler used in the Model 3 has a filled
aluminum cone and a dual spider suspension for extremely
long linear travel. The chassis for the symmetrical push-pull
subwoofer driver used in the Model 5 is die-cast in Hanford.
The “open frame” midrange driver used in the Models 3 and 5
(patent number 5073948) has a curvilinear mica-filled polymer

time smear improves transient response and makes the speakers sound more open and less “boxy.” The aerodynamic frame
and small diameter Alnico magnet used in this driver provide
an open path from the rear surface of the diaphragm to the
transmission line of the enclosure, where the rear wave is terminated without harmful reflections.
Vandersteen uses metal alloys for subbass driver diaphragms,
which, in his designs, do not radiate directly toward the listener.
He prefers metal alloys for tweeters, too. The metal domes in
Vandersteen tweeters are mechanically damped to minimize
the inevitable resonant peak that occurs at ultrasonic frequencies.
Vandersteen has chosen a mica-filled polymer material for the
diaphragms of his midrange drivers. For this critical range of
frequencies, he believes that this material provides the best
compromise between softer compounds like paper and stiffer
alternatives like metal alloy. We have already discussed, at
length, the arguments about diaphragm materials in the articles
profiling Dunlavy and Thiel. Vandersteen offers another balance
of compromise for you to evaluate by listening.

Vandersteen symmetrical push-pull subwoofer driver

cone and a flat, linear surround. The die-cast chassis for this
driver is manufactured in Hanford, the magnet assembly comes
from England, the cone is made in Germany and the driver is
assembled in Scandinavia. This very special midrange is partly
responsible for the extremely open, spacious sound of the
Vandersteen Model 3 and Model 5 speakers. Here’s why.

Conventional midrange drivers have large magnet assemblies
directly behind the radiating diaphragm (cone or dome). Sound
coming from the back of the diaphragm is reflected off the
magnet and frame of the driver and is reradiated through the
diaphragm with a slight delay. Planar speakers don’t suffer from
this problem and that’s one reason that planar speakers tend to
sound more open than conventional dynamic speakers.
The Vandersteen open frame midrange driver eliminates these
reflections as a source of time smear. Removing this reflective

Dunlavy uses soft diaphragm materials exclusively. Thiel uses
primarily aluminum alloys. Vandersteen uses aluminum for subbass, metal alloys for high frequencies and high-tech polymers
for midrange diaphragms.

Enclosures
Vandersteen uses individual subenclosures to create smaller
baffles around each driver than those found in other speakers.
These structures are complex and commensurately difficult to
make. Computer controlled woodworking machinery is required
to manufacture the elaborate shapes of the various parts used
to create the Vandersteen enclosures.
Vandersteen has designed and made specialized machinery
to automate the manufacturing process but much work must
still be completed by hand. For example, there are 32 pieces
of MDF material, in different sizes and shapes, used to make
each Model 2 speaker. These parts are created by computer
controlled saws and multiaxis routers and assembled using
custom-built pneumatic jigs and fixtures.
Models 1, 2, and 3 have enclosures made from heavily braced
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MDF material. Panels in the Model 3 are 1-inch to 1.5-inches
thick. The trapezoidal shape of the bass enclosures adds stiffness to the structure and helps to break up internal standing
waves.

Cabinet resonances have been specifically engineered to be
dispersive rather than additive by shaping and arranging the
many small parts used to form the enclosures. The mechanical design of the Vandersteen cabinets was accomplished with
the aid of FFT analysis. An accelerometer was placed on all
cabinet surfaces and the output analyzed with a computerized
instrument during the design process.

between drivers. All components are of exceptionally high quality, including the unique barrier strip input connectors which
facilitate biwiring.
All glass-epoxy circuit boards are double-sided and throughplated. Premium resistors, premium film capacitors and air-core
inductors wound with 6n copper wire are used throughout.
Critical components are encapsulated in potting resin to make
them immune to vibration. The crossover networks in the Model
5 use battery-biased film capacitors as do the external highpass filters used with the Model 5 speaker system.
Models 1, 2, & 3 have unique thermal protection circuits which
prevent damage to the midrange and tweeter drivers in the
event of a severe overload. This makes these models ideal for
home theater use.

Quality Control
Vandersteen minimum baffle enclosure design

The subwoofer enclosure for the Model 5 is shaped like a
truncated pyramid and made from constrained-layer damped,
2-inch thick laminated MDF sitting on a base made from 1-inch
thick machined epoxy laminate material. This bass enclosure
has a series of unique braces throughout its interior (see pictures on next page and in Audio Perfectionist Journal #12).
The head module for the Model 5 is made from 22 laminated
layers of .75-inch MDF. The front plate of the head module,
on which the drivers are mounted, is made from a 1-inch thick
machined epoxy laminate material.
The Models 1, 2, & 3 have hardwood-veneered end caps,
available in a variety of finishes, at the top and bottom of clothwrapped enclosures.
The Model 5 has a furniture-grade wood finish on the lower
portion of the cabinet with a cloth-covered bonnet crowning the
upper portion. Model 5s are available in a variety of standard
and custom wood finishes.

Crossover Networks
The crossover networks in all Vandersteen speakers are engineered to provide frequency and phase compensation for the
drive elements and to provide first-order acoustic transitions
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All speaker components are individually performance tested.
Drivers are selected, matched and coded for response characteristics. Driver response characteristics are recorded to
aid in speaker matching and to facilitate future replacement.
Crossover components are tested and selected before assembly. Completed crossover networks are individually tested and
matched to .1dB tolerances.

All speakers are high-power sweep tested and performance
verified by computer instruments. All “Signature” models, and
the Model 5, are individually tested in an anechoic chamber
where crossover components are hand tweaked to achieve
the advertised performance specifications. Speaker pairs are
matched to .1dB (one tenth dB).
Model 5 cabinets are hand finished and inspected at all stages
of assembly.

Strong Points
Vandersteens offer a unique combination of smooth, musical
sound and high resolution. When driven by the best electronic
components, Vandersteen speakers produce a more focused
and three-dimensional image than most other speakers, regardless of type or cost. You hear more of the signal and less of the
speaker, in my opinion.
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They cost far less than speakers with fancier cabinets and
comparable component quality. Each model in the Vandersteen
line provides performance that can be favorably compared to
speakers costing twice as much or more.
Models 2 and above can be biwired or passively biamped.
Vandersteen subwoofers blend seamlessly with all models
except the 5, which has a built-in powered subwoofer.
Even the lower-priced models in the line provide full-range
response with bass extension that is unrivaled by competitors
costing far more.

Vandersteen speakers, with the exception of the Model 5,
may seem to be dynamically compressed to some listeners. I
believe that this is due to a reduction in distortion, particularly
baffle distortion, to which many listeners have become accustomed. Subwoofers can increase the perceived and actual
dynamic range potential of most Vandersteen models.

The low price tags on Vandersteen speakers may be confusing
to the novice buyer. These are high resolution loudspeakers
that should be used with associated equipment of the highest
quality. They are seldom demonstrated or reviewed that way.
Consumers and reviewers who have been told that they should
spend two-thirds of their audio budget on speakers will need to
be reeducated.

Measurements

Interior of Vandersteen Model 5 subwoofer enclosure

Negative Considerations
Vandersteen speakers do not present a difficult load to the
amplifier but they do have low nominal impedance and they
are relatively low in sensitivity. They will require more amplifier
power than higher sensitivity designs and they will not play as
loud as speakers with higher sensitivity or steep-slope crossover filters.

Vandersteen speakers deliver impeccable measured performance. They are demonstrably accurate in both frequency and
time domains. The alloy dome tweeters produce some minor
ringing on the impulse and step response graphs. This is due
to energy storage at ultrasonic frequencies. Is this a reasonable
trade-off for higher resolution? We’ll discuss this question in the
next Audio Perfectionist Journal.
The Vandersteen measurements show a wider range of frequencies, 100Hz to 40kHz, and have 5dB increments per division. These graphs are not accurate below 300Hz. Ignore the
lower portion of the range between 100 and 300Hz. Note that
the tweeter resonance is well above the audible range and that
high frequency bandwidth extends far above the range of soft
dome tweeters to -6dB at 30kHz. APJ

While inexpensive amplifiers will drive Vandersteens, the shortcomings of less than state-of-the-art electronic components will
be mercilessly presented to the listener by these high resolution
speakers.

The unique bass loading system of the Vandersteen Models
2 and 3 allows these products to produce lots of bass energy
down to very low frequencies. Some listeners may prefer a
tighter, leaner low end with more definition. Vandersteen subwoofers provide the solution here.
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Vandersteen 2Ce
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Vandersteen 3A Signature
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Journey to Enlightenment
by Shane Buettner
From bipolar speakers to time- and phase-accuracy: a
description of my personal journey into high-end audio.
As a complement to Dick Hardesty’s work on time- and phaseaccurate speakers, Dick thought it would be interesting for
you to read a testimonial regarding my own experiences in
the last year. This time period started with me using Definitive
Technology bipolar loudspeakers and, after experiencing several high-end speaker systems, culminated with me buying a
reference system of Vandersteen loudspeakers (just as Dick
predicted I would after gaining more experience).
For me, this journey is very much about being exposed to a
higher standard and set of perspectives on audio than the current home theater gurus promulgate. The attitude that products
out there are “good enough for home theater” is keeping people
from being exposed to truly high-end audio products in many
cases. This is pervasive in the industry, from what you’ll read in
the magazines that support the industry, to what you’ll likely be
shown on a showroom floor by dealers of home theater products. But trust me, there is a higher fidelity, truer experience
to be had if you’re willing. I wrote a song about it, and now I’m
gonna’ play it for ya’….

My Roots
I’m 31 years old. As long as I can remember I’ve been emotionally involved with books, music and movies, and not necessarily
in that order at any given time. I was an avid vinyl collector in
my later years of high school, and throughout college.
A college roommate and I collected records and shared a system to play them on. (At one point we even had a huge pair of
Acoustat electrostatic speakers that we used to cram into the
tiny apartments we lived in!) When we went our separate ways
the turntable went with him and, with the CD boom in full force,
I started collecting CDs from that point on. It was the most convenient thing to do.
CD collecting was coincident with an increased involvement
with film and movies on home video. I bought a laserdisc player
to experience films in their original aspect ratios and remained
very focused on movie watching. I still listened to a lot of music
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but I wasn’t nearly as involved with it emotionally. At the time I
thought this was simply because I was watching more movies
and reading more books. But, as I found out, it was something
more.
Six or seven years back, I swapped out the Harman Kardon
integrated amp that I had used through college for a Pro Logic
surround sound A/V receiver. I had a big screen TV and a
laserdisc player, and I enjoyed watching movies on this system
very much. But I found I was listening to music more often in
my car than at home. Then one day I upgraded my laserdisc
player from a lower end Pioneer player to a Pioneer Elite
CLD-79. This not only improved the video end of the movie
experience, I accidentally rediscovered music as an emotional
experience through the CLD-79, which was a decent CD player.

It’s good enough for
home theater...
All of a sudden, instead of a congealed tangle of sounds creating each song, I could hear the instruments that made up
the band when the music played. All of a sudden digital didn’t
sound as bad, and I began to focus much more on music and
became emotionally involved with it once again.
From that point on music playback began to enter into my purchasing decisions again, but getting access to reliable information on which products fit that particular bill became another
obstacle. As much as I’d like to debunk some of the myths
regarding front-end electronics and their suitability for music as
well as home theater, I need to stick to speakers, so, now that
you have some background on me, let me refocus.

The Home Theater Years
Over the last several years I’ve used two brands of loudspeakers for the most part: NHT and Definitive Technology. I bought
an NHT system several years ago based on their home theater
model VT-2. NHT builds a good and honest loudspeaker that’s
well engineered, and provides a hell of a lot of performance for
the money compared to many conventional loudspeaker manufacturers. I used the VT-2 system for two to three years before
swapping it out for another NHT system, this one based on the
2.5i model, which I found to be more satisfying musically.
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Over a year ago I swapped out the NHT 2.5i-based speaker
system for a Definitive Technology system based on a pair of
their “powered tower” bipolar loudspeakers with built-in powered subwoofers, which I had reviewed for Widescreen Review.
The Definitives are also a relatively good buy for the money,
particularly for home theater. They’re very dynamic, to say the
least, with the home theater slam and impact that many people
enjoy. The resolution overall is pretty good, about as good as
the NHTs, but more laid back compared to the rather forward
and matter-of-fact sound of the NHTs.
Of course, the signature of the Definitives is the bipolar radiation pattern created by having driver arrays mirrored on the
front and back of the speakers, firing in phase with one another. The seductive thing about them is that, in a room like mine,
which is a very typical tract home living room doubling as a
home theater/listening room, they add a sense of spaciousness
without the other colorations and dynamic limitations that electrostatic (or hybrid electrostatic) designs offer.
The soundstage of the Definitives sounds relatively focused
compared to other conventional designs, but is artificially
expanded by the reflected radiation coming off the front wall.
What I didn’t notice until living with the Definitives for several
months, followed by living with a superior monopole speaker
system by Aerial Acoustics (that I also reviewed for Widescreen
Review), is that this artificial spaciousness is entirely detrimental to image focus and was not allowing me to truly hear what
was happening in the soundstage of music and to the spatial
characteristics of multichannel music and movies.
When the Aerial Acoustics speaker system came in, the
improvements were immediate and dramatic. The midrange, in
particular, came to life, imparting a dramatic sense of increased
resolution. Spatially, sonic images became very sharply
focused; it was like going to the eye doctor and getting a new
prescription.
With some of the multichannel music material that I had previously appreciated, the increased focus revealed spatial and
spectral clues that I simply hadn’t heard before. On the DTS
CD of Lyle Lovett’s Joshua Judges Ruth I was able to hear that
the mixes on several of the songs put Lovett’s voice into all
five channels creating a vocal image right inside my head. This
effect had actually been mitigated by the poor image focus of

the bipoles I had been listening to. But hearing this effect as it
actually is on the disc was maddening.
Instead of Lovett being a palpable vocal presence in the front of
the room, which is a reasonable impression of Lyle being in the
room on the regular CD, the multichannel mix on the DTS disc
created a big, fat, lifeless image emanating from everywhere
but nowhere in particular. And that’s to say nothing of the rest
of the mix. You can argue about whether you want to hear how
ludicrous some of these mixes are, which accurate speakers
will certainly show you.

It was like going
to the eye doctor and
getting a new prescription.
Up at the front of the soundstage, with two-channel material,
the differences between the Definitive and Aerial systems were
just as obvious. Instead of an artificially large soundstage up
front, the Aerials offered a sharp perspective with space and
air around vocals and instruments, and sound that was not at
all confined to the physical boundaries of the speakers. But the
Aerial’s spaciousness did not come at the expense of detail
and resolution, which was inevitably the case with the bipoles,
whose soundstage was undoubtedly blurred as a result of all
the reflected energy bouncing off the front wall from the rearfiring driver arrays.
The Aerials also did a better job of sounding less like big
speakers with big cabinets. The Aerials are built to a higher
standard, with superior damping and extensive cross-bracing.
This results in the Aerials doing a much better job of keeping
the cabinet from singing along with the music. The midrange
and tweeter of the Aerials are isolated in separate subenclosures, with the midrange surrounded by asphalt and wool to
prevent coloration in that critical frequency range. This construction quality allowed the Aerials to “disappear” in the room
to an extent that the Definitives really couldn’t approach.
The experience I’ve gained in the year since I wrote that review
has been invaluable, and the things I look for in a loudspeaker
don’t allow for the colorations I hear now in bipolar loudspeakers. I like and respect the people I know at Definitive and I
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hope this isn’t taken to sound as critical as it might. I do believe
that Definitive offers products superior to many things out there
at the same price and even higher. But today my standard is
elevated, and let me tell you why.

At Dick’s place, when he played a reference quality LP like Mel
Torme and Friends Live at Marty’s, it was spooky in its “you
are there” feeling that particular recording imparts. The sound
of the crowd, the musicians on stage, the dual vocalists coming
from different sides of the stage—it was all there so clearly that
I could practically see it. That’s imaging!

Exposure to Time- and Phase-Accurate Speakers
During the months that I had the Aerial Acoustics speaker system in my home, I also spent a lot of time listening to music
and movies on Dick’s Vandersteen system. There were several
things I noticed immediately about the Vandersteen system that
I would not hear from anything else I listened to.
The first thing that struck me was how open and transparent
the sound from the Vandersteens was in general, and the midrange in particular. Relaxed, liquid, musical detail and low level
resolution that just poured out of… well, nothing.
The “baffleless” design of the Vandersteens means that there is
no baffle around the midrange and tweeter module at all. I think
the main thing that people are seduced by with electrostats is
that you don’t hear a box around them; they just seem to disappear in the room. The Vandersteen baffleless design imparts
much of that same sense of openness and lack of cabinet coloration. Smooth, grain-free sound with lots of air and extension
is what I heard from the Vandersteens.
This sensation of the Vandersteen’s open sound, uncolored by
large cabinet structures, is interesting to contrast with Dunlavy’s
speakers, another time/phase-accurate, well-engineered
design. While there were many things I admired listening to
Dunlavy speakers, I was always aware of those speakers being
just what they are: very big speakers with enormous cabinets.
At the CES show in January 2001 Dunlavy’s room was set up
with several of his speaker pairs lined up next to one another.
It was always easy to discern exactly which speaker pairs were
playing at any given time. The Dunlavy’s are certainly more
efficient and will play louder and perhaps more dynamically
than the Vandersteens, which will be a strong recommendation
for many people. But I just didn’t get the same sense of open
transparency that the Vandersteens offer in spades, and in the
end I found I couldn’t live without that.
The other thing that knocked me out with the Vandersteens was
the precise and defined soundstage and unparalleled imaging.
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And I could certainly feel it; the connection to the music was
physical, just like being there. Needless to say, this experience
also renewed my interest in vinyl, but that’s a different story for
a different day!

This sensation of the
Vandersteen’s open sound...
is interesting to contrast with
Dunlavy’s speakers.
Moving on, Dick also played some cuts off of the Q-Sound
recording of Roger Waters’ Amused to Death, and some
multichannel music such as Columbia’s DVD of the Best of
Sessions at West 54th Volume 1. With the Roger Waters disc,
which uses a bunch of phase-related shenanigans to create
some very interesting spatial effects, the Vandersteens placed
sounds so far out to the sidewalls that, if I closed my eyes, it
sounded like I was in a much larger room, an absolutely enormous space. Sounds also imaged directly above my head at
the listening position, an amazing sensation I’d not experienced
with any other loudspeaker. Although we were listening in
stereo, to the uninitiated I think it might have seemed that the
Vandersteen VSM surround speakers on the walls were active
(they weren’t), so expansive was the imaging.
The Sessions DVD features a Dolby Digital 5.1-channel track of
a mix that’s not nearly as offensive as many of its multichannel
brethren. It’s an interesting sonic perspective that moves with
the camera around the musicians, but it’s subtly and tastefully
done. The performances are tremendous.
This disc illustrates how precise the Vandersteens are spatially,
especially on the Rickie Lee Jones cut, which has sound moving along the sidewalls and in between the front and surround
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speakers in a fairly aggressive but still natural fashion.
Suzanne Vega’s Caramel and Annie DiFranco’s 32 Flavors
are other examples, with everything from backing vocals and
drums to accordions wrapping gently around the soundstage
and into the surrounds as the camera pans. Neat stuff, and the
Vandersteens make it feel natural, real and emotionally involving.
Emotional involvement is a key issue here. As you’ll read in the
Journal, Dick’s belief is that time- and phase-accuracy are of
such paramount importance that experienced high-end enthusiasts should only consider loudspeakers that are accurate in
that respect—which means Thiel, Dunlavy, and Vandersteen
would be your only choices out there in the wide world of
speakers.
After listening to the Aerial Acoustics speakers for a long
time—which are some of the best (if not the best) conventional
speakers I’ve heard—I must agree with Dick that the time- and
phase-accurate designs are in another performance category
altogether. Thiel, Dunlavy and Vandersteen all offer superb
loudspeakers but, for the reasons outlined above, I connected
emotionally to what I heard from the Vandersteens. You may
feel differently and connect emotionally to one of the other two
brands, which are indeed outstanding loudspeakers, too.

Reviewers can help point you in the right direction by accurately describing the performance attributes of a component, and
hopefully, in some cases, ferreting out the genuine products
from the snake oil. Some people want us to do all the work, as
we’re constantly bombarded with people who say “I’ve read all
the reviews you’ve done, but is product X better than product
Y?” Do yourself a favor, use the reviews as a guide, and go out
and listen. Find out which of these recommended products you
respond to emotionally and I think you’ll be happiest with your
purchases.

At Home with the Vandersteens
The Vandersteens had a few more tricks up their proverbial
sleeves that I discovered upon having them in my own home.
I knew from listening at Dick’s that I was getting tremendous
two-channel performance with the Vandersteen system I purchased. But I wasn’t prepared for just how stellar they’d be with
movie soundtracks.

My system is identical to Dick’s with 3A Signatures in the front,
a VCC-5 center speaker, wall-mount VSM surrounds, and four
2WQ subwoofers for the right and left front and right and left
surround speakers, respectively. While this system isn’t going
to produce action movie explosions louder than they’d be in
real life, the Vandersteens, with the 2WQ woofers at the four
primary channel positions, have enough transient snap and
oomph that I’ve not missed any of the previous speakers I’ve
had in my room when I watch movies.
The imaging in between all speaker positions that made the
Sessions DVD so involving is also revelatory with movie material. This system presents the most precise 360-degree imaging I’ve heard yet in my room. And what’s more, the time- and
phase-accurate VSM surrounds do a better job of providing
diffuse ambience (when called for) than any type of diffuseradiating speaker I’ve heard.

...time- and phase-accurate
designs are in another performance category altogether...
This improvement is an order of magnitude above the performance you’d get from dipole surround speakers or DSP-based
decorrelation from a digital controller. Further, this speaker
system is evidence of the absurdity of the extended surround
sound “features,” such as Surround EX and DTS-ES, now
being peddled by the manufacturers of digital controllers and
A/V receivers.
The spatial precision of the Vandersteen system is such that I
get dead-center phantom images between the surround channels that are much more natural and “real” sounding than any
hard center channel could be in the back of my room. And I
know of what I speak.

During the time that I had the Definitive Technology speakers
in my room, I had enough of them that I tried several configurations of extended surround: two speakers at the side of the
listening position with one or two speakers along the back wall,
as well as two speakers on the back wall and a single center
speaker in between.
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With the Definitives this brute-force approach yielded some
increased performance with movie soundtracks encoded in
extended surround (which should have been a clue regarding the imaging capability of the Definitive bipolars). But in my
room, which measures about 13 feet across and about 18 feet
long, the Aerials first, and then the Vandersteens especially,
sounded much better with any and all soundtracks in a straightup 5.1-channel configuration due to the fact that these speakers image in a much more accurate fashion.
In all but the largest rooms I don’t believe that any more than
5.1-channels of accurate, time- and phase-correct speakers are
necessary for realistic, high resolution surround sound.

These are some of the most
advanced and best performing
speakers available.
Of course, all of this is contrary to what some people in the
industry are saying. There are some people saying that the
alleged success of Surround EX and DTS-ES proves that people want more channels. Some even cite decades-old studies
that “prove” the more channels you have the better and more
“realistic” the sound is.
Tomlinson Holman himself trumps up a demo of a 10.2-channel
system at every trade show, touting that system as the height
of realism. All I can say in response is that I seriously wonder
if any of these people have ever heard a properly set-up system of time- and phase-accurate speakers. If they had, I doubt
they’d be pushing systems of inferior products that require
so many channels to create sound that is still grossly inferior
to that attained by my Vandersteen 5.1-channel system. Of
course, I think this is a moot point anyway.

This is to say nothing of the fact that most people have a hard
time cramming 5.1-channels of speakers into their living rooms,
let alone 6.1, 7.1, or, God forbid, 10.2 channels!

And Did I Mention the Price?
On top of the fact that I found the Vandersteens I purchased
offer superior performance to anything else I listened to, they
cost little more than the Definitives and far less than other highend competitors’ products.
The cost of my entire Vandersteen system is $11,619. This is
certainly not chump change, but look at everything that’s in this
system: a pair of 3A Signatures ($3,495/pr, stands included),
a VCC-5 center speaker ($1,995), a pair of VSM surrounds
($949/pr), and four 2WQ subwoofers ($1,295 each.) That’s a
hell of a deal for nine loudspeakers, four of which have onboard power amplifiers, and all of which contain proprietary
components and technology.
The Aerial Acoustics speakers I reviewed, for example, had a
system cost of $25,800 with just two of their subwoofers, and
$15,000 with no subwoofers.
The cost of a pair of Vandersteen 3A Signatures and two woofers is $6,085. This combination offers time- and phase-accurate
performance that is accurate in the frequency domain to tolerances of ±3dB from 18Hz to 22kHz. Name another speaker,
time- and phase-accurate or otherwise, that offers the kind of
performance and accuracy that the Vandersteen package does
at anywhere near this price.
These are some of the most advanced and best performing
speakers available, and yet they’re also among the most reasonably priced. What else is there to say?

That’s All Folks
For more information about the speaker manufacturers profiled
in this issue visit their web sites.

Surround EX and DTS-ES may have helped some manufacturers sell some A/V receivers, but on the content side DVD
producers haven’t even bothered to indicate on DVD packaging
when a soundtrack is presented in one of these formats. And
my guess is that they haven’t been flooded by complaints from
consumers who care.

Dunlavy Audio Labs: http://www.dunlavyaudio.com
Thiel Audio: http://www.thielaudio.com
Vandersteen Audio: http://www.vandersteen.com
APJ
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Flash Forward to 2008

by Richard Hardesty
This Journal included only brief comments about the sound
quality of the products described. We’ll discuss the sound of
Dunlavy, Thiel and Vandersteen speakers in greater detail in
the Journal #8. We’ll talk more about time- and phase-accuracy and its importance in stereo systems and how it affects the
performance of home theater systems, too.

Since this Journal was written in 2001 there have been several
significant changes. While the industry continually changes
concepts and objective measurements remain the same.
Dunlavy Audio is no longer in business. Thiel and Vandersteen
have improved their products and introduced new models.
Meadowlark Audio assumed the position of the third major
manufacturer to offer a complete line of time- and phase-accurate loudspeakers and subsequently went out of business.

I’ll tell you the truth about center channel speakers and
describe why most of them perform so poorly and we’ll talk
about the surround channels in a multichannel system, and I’ll
describe some special requirements for accurate reproduction
from speakers positioned at the sides or back of the room. APJ

Shane Buettner became a reviewer for The Absolute Sound
magazine and Video Technical Editor for The Perfect Vision
magazine, and Equpment Review editor for the Audio
Perfectionist Journal. He then became editor of Ultimate AV
on the web and now is the editor of Home Theater magazine.
Audio Perfectionist Journals #9-16 offer a book-length reference on home audio systems. They’re available from
http://www.audioperfectionist.com APJ

17141 Los Robles Circle, Fountain Valley, CA. 92708
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Speakers

PART 3

Introduction
This is the eighth Audio Perfectionist Journal. Here
we will conclude the discussion of speakers that
began in Journal #5 and continued through Journals
#6 and #7. The articles in this issue will complete a
series on stereo loudspeakers and add information
that applies specifically to center channel and surround speakers in a multichannel audio system. The
articles about time domain performance will restate
some facts presented earlier and then I’ll share some
subjective observations regarding these facts.

Speakers
Speakers are a favorite subject for every audiophile,
and everybody—audiophile or not—has an opinion
about speakers. I’d like to assure readers that if your
opinions differ from mine you are not alone and you
are not necessarily wrong. Listening to music is an
emotional experience and people are as emotionally
diverse as the shapes of snowflakes. Our choice of
speakers provides a path to emotional satisfaction
and it stands to reason that our choices will be as
varied as our personalities.

Many people prefer loudspeakers which embellish the
recorded signal in some way. They feel that the
enhancement provided by their favorite speaker system helps to create a sound that is more like a live
musical performance and provides them with a more
satisfying connection to the music. Who can argue
with that?
If connecting with the musical message is our goal,
there will always be differences of opinion about how
to achieve that connection and people will choose a
variety of paths because music speaks to different
people in different ways.
I’ve found that the best path for me is the one that
most accurately presents what the artists created
when they made the recording but others want
more—more ambience, more “detail,” more spectacular spatial effects, more bass.

More Than Accuracy

I believe that loudspeakers should accurately reproduce the recorded signal. Accurately reproducing the
recorded signal includes preserving the timing relationships between various ranges of frequencies, in
my opinion.

Many of today’s popular speakers are designed to do
more than accurately reproduce the recorded signal.
They are engineered to produce sound that is bigger,
more spacious, or more “detailed” than the sound that
is captured on the recording. Examples include directreflecting, bipolar and dipolar types and speakers
with large shimmering radiating surfaces like ribbon,
planar-magnetic and electrostatic designs.

Early on I defined high fidelity as maximum adherence, or faithfulness, to the recorded signal and stated that the AP Journal would follow the tenets of this
philosophy. I write exclusively from that perspective
but there are other viewpoints and I respect them.

High-end speakers that emphasize parts of the frequency spectrum provide “more” of certain things at
the expense of others. Simulated line-sources made
from arrays of dynamic drivers have a unique sound
all their own.
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I don’t find these speakers satisfying because I’m accustomed
to, and prefer, hearing the recordings without this embellishment but others find these effects pleasing. If you’re one of
them stand proud. You are entitled to your preferences in personal matters and nothing is more personal than your emotional response to music. How you achieve it is your business and
none of mine.
I must write from my perspective. Some of what I present in the
Journal is simply factual information and some is opinion
based on my interpretation of the facts. I may point out that the
shimmering movement you see when you shine a flashlight on
the diaphragm of your electrostatic hybrid speakers is producing sound that is not on the recording. If you like that sound,
then I accept your preference.

In this issue
The article titled Value? is a think piece to remind readers
about the current state of the high-end and to keep us in the
right frame of mind. This article was rejected by one of the
high-end print magazines but I think it needs to be published
and you deserve to read it.
The title CES Report is self-explanatory. I thought you should
be able to read something about the Consumer Electronics
Show that wasn’t predicated on pleasing big advertisers. I’m
impressed by good sound, not by high price tags and I don’t
sell advertising. Size does matter but, when it comes to loudspeakers, size is often inversely proportional to sound quality.
The articles about speakers that follow conclude a series of
discussions about speakers that started in Journal #5.
Loudspeaker Time Domain Performance restates some facts,
and some opinions, about the importance of time domain performance. This piece is followed by three articles that present
my subjective listening impressions of three time- and phaseaccurate speaker systems: the Dunlavy SC-IV.A, the Thiel CS6
and the Vandersteen 3A Signature/2Wq.
The articles The Truth About Center Channel Speakers and
The Truth About Surround Speakers present facts that readers
should consider when choosing speakers for a surround sound
or home theater system.
This Journal concludes with an article titled High-End
Speakers and High SPL that explains how to protect your hearing and your equipment from damage caused by excessive
loudness.
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Value?
by Richard Hardesty
Can an $80,000 pair of loudspeakers or a $20,000 pair of
speaker cables represent good value? Do hyperexpensive
products really perform better?
While astronomical price tags have become commonplace in
high-end audio, few reviewers have questioned whether these
ever-escalating prices can be justified on the basis of actual
manufacturing costs or if the highest-priced products offer any
real performance benefits when compared to well-engineered
components which cost far less.
Instead, it has been generally assumed that those components
which cost more are built to higher quality standards and sound
better than those components which cost less. These assumptions are not necessarily true, and they have taken a toll on the
high-end audio industry.
In fact, retail prices for high-end audio components are often
completely unrelated to manufacturing costs and may be used
solely as market positioning tools. In the instances where
hyperexpensive products actually do provide some audible
advantage, the gain is likely to be small and may be achieved
at the expense of some other aspect of performance.
When an industry is filled with a variety of products which are
artificially priced to position them in the marketplace, that entire
industry becomes suspect. Customers get less for their investment in a market where manufacturers are vying for prestige
rather than competing to provide value for money.

Why Make it Better When You Can Just Claim
That it is?
As is true in most industries, high-end audio manufacturers
used to vie for market share by trying to offer more for the
money than their competitors. Originally “more” meant audibly
superior performance but eventually “more” evolved to include
better cosmetics or industrial design and/or enhanced prestige.
Some manufacturers discovered that, while it was difficult to
produce products which actually sounded better, it was easy to
generate lots of attention from magazine reviewers and dealer
sales people by simply claiming to offer higher performance
and attaching a high price tag to new products.
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Many inexperienced listeners fell into the trap of assuming that
a high price was a guarantee of high construction quality and
high performance just as they (often falsely) assume that an
expensive car is made better and performs better than a less
expensive model.

High-End Audio Magazines Contribute to the
Problem
Because it is entertaining to read about the most esoteric products available, the high-end audio press has emphasized coverage of extremely expensive components and devoted less
attention to the high value high-end products that most people
are actually interested in purchasing.

When an industry is filled with a
variety of products which are
artificially priced to position
them in the marketplace,
that entire industry
becomes suspect.
Super expensive audio components have often been subjected
to far less scrutiny by the high-end press than these products
deserve. Readers have been led to believe—falsely, in my opinion—that affordable audio components can’t really perform at
the highest levels and that true state-of-the-art performance is
reserved exclusively for the wealthy.
As specialty publications have focused more and more on products that most people simply can’t afford, the high-end audio
industry has suffered. Many music lovers have been turned
away from our hobby because they felt excluded from a club
where components they own or can hope to obtain are subtly
denigrated in print, and components with ridiculous price tags
are accepted with little skepticism.
Many readers of the high-end audio publications have become
dissatisfied with components which offer outstanding performance simply because these components sell for only a fraction
of the cost of those esoteric products lauded by the magazine
equipment reviewers.

Time for a Reexamination
While designers will always experiment with components on the
fringe of practicality in order to advance the state of the audio
art, you don’t necessarily have to participate in their experiments in order to achieve true high-end audio performance.
I’m in favor of experimentation and I look forward to enjoying
the superior audio components that experimentation may help
to develop, but the high-end audio industry must survive and
prosper in order for this progress to occur. I believe that it is
time to reexamine many of the products at the upper limits of
the price spectrum to determine whether they are fairly
priced—as defined by a selling price which has some reasonable relationship to the cost of making the product—and
whether they represent good value to the consumer in terms of
actual performance. While both issues involve some subjective
judgments there are some guidelines to help you decide for
yourself.

Fair Market Value
There is an industry benchmark for establishing the fair market
value of an audio component—the five-times ratio of parts cost
to selling price. According to this standard (which, of course, is
merely a guide and not an absolute), the cost of the parts in a
fairly priced audio component should represent about twenty
percent of the retail selling price of that component.
A five-times ratio of parts costs to selling price provides a lean
but acceptable profit margin to the manufacturer and the retailer. The manufacturer must make sufficient profit to remain in
business in order to service and update the products you buy
and to develop new products with improved performance. The
dealer must make sufficient profit so that he can afford to provide comfortable demonstration facilities stocked with the demo
components that you use to make your buying decisions.
Product development costs are incurred by the manufacturer
and these must be recovered before any profits are retained.
Special parts may have to be purchased in large quantities
before manufacturing can begin. An inventory of these parts
must be kept on hand for future repairs.
The manufacturer must provide advertising support and printed
literature for the dealer so you’ll know what products are available for your selection. The dealer must provide assistance in
the setup and troubleshooting of the system you choose.
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An audio component that performs at the highest level is not
likely to be cheap. Less consumer demand means lower production numbers and higher costs. Products which are made in
very small quantities will have to sell for much more so that the
makers, and the dealers, can recoup their costs from a smaller
group of buyers. Higher performance is partly achieved by
greater attention to detail and that costs money, too.
Products are assembled by people and labor costs are not considered in this ratio of parts cost to selling price. Products like
cables, which have higher labor costs, will have a lower cost of
parts relative to the selling price. After considering all these
additional factors, the five-times ratio of parts cost to selling
price still allows an efficient manufacturer to succeed and prosper. What about those products that sell for much more?

An audio component that
performs at the highest level is
not likely to be cheap.

Pricing for Market Position
Based on the five-times ratio, a loudspeaker system assembled
from $400 worth of component parts should sell for $2,000, not
$20,000, yet speaker systems that sell for $20,000 or more are
common. Factors other than cost of manufacturing have come
into play.
Many audio products are priced to position them in the marketplace, not simply to enable the manufacturers and dealers to
make a fair profit. Why overprice a product to position it as
high-end? Because products with higher price tags are likely to
get more attention from reviewers and dealers. Let me give you
some examples to illustrate how pricing for market positioning
works.
Paradigm, a high value manufacturer, decides to bring a powered subwoofer to market. They put a high quality cast basket
15-inch driver in a heavily braced MDF enclosure with a real
wood veneer finish, include a 400-watt, high current amplifier
with a sophisticated servo system and offer the product to consumers for the fair market value of $1,500 (Paradigm
Reference Servo 15).

Many high-end audio components are overpriced when judged
solely by the cost of manufacturing. When the selling price to
parts cost ratio gets to be 10:1, or more, you are surely buying
something other than high quality materials and you should be
aware of it. That “something” may have value to you.

B&W, an upscale manufacturer, wants to offer a similar product
but they want to position their subwoofer as a “higher-end”
component and they have a larger advertising budget to promote the product. They put a high quality 15-inch driver in an
MDF enclosure, include a 450-watt amplifier and price their
product at $3,000 (B&W ASW4000).

Prestige

Aerial has established a reputation as a “high-end” manufacturer. Their powered subwoofer utilizes a smaller 12-inch driver in
a vented enclosure much like the B&W (except that the Aerial
cabinet is made by a high-end Danish furniture maker). The
Aerial SW-12 subwoofer includes a 400-watt amplifier and sells
for $5,000.

Many expensive watches are sold not because they keep better
time but because they represent a symbol of position or
achievement. There may be only a small quantity of gold in a
very expensive watch. These watches are not necessarily purchased because they offer superior performance or because
they contain expensive materials. Does a Rolex keep better
time than a Timex?

Scarcity and pride-of-ownership may add value to a watch or
an audio component. Reviewers of ultrahigh-end audio components should help to make consumers aware that, in many
cases, these consumers are paying for prestige or exclusivity
rather than performance.
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Wilson Audio is a “prestige” manufacturer. They put a 12-inch
driver in a vented enclosure, include a 400-watt amplifier and
price the product at a whopping $10,000 (The Wilson
WatchDog)—double the cost of the Aerial SW-12 and nearly
seven times more than the Paradigm Reference Servo 15.
Now these are all high quality products and I’m not trying to
disparage any of them but, as you can see, the relationship
between the manufacturing cost and the selling price of the
more expensive units is not a linear progression.
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Performance Value?
If the retail prices of many high-end audio components aren’t
based solely on manufacturing costs, perhaps they can be justified on the basis of performance. Do audio products with inaccessible prices really sound better?
I believe that runaway pricing has damaged our industry. Many
products are vastly overpriced based on manufacturing costs
and few of the overpriced products offer better sound than what
can be had for less. Often far less. In the best cases, where a
hyperexpensive product actually does offer some audible performance benefit, that benefit is likely to be a small incremental
improvement over products that are more reasonably priced.
Many reviewers subtly denigrate the performance of affordable
high-end audio components when reviewing hyperpriced components. Reviews often suggest to the reader that extremely
expensive components offer dramatically better performance
than that available from components at the upper midrange of
the price scale. Based on my experience, and I’ve had a lot of
it, this is seldom the case.

A Balancing Act
Engineering is a balancing act. An engineer balances compromises. One of the many compromises to be considered is cost
versus performance.
Audio components, like other products for other purposes, are
designed using the evolving knowledge of materials and technology. No one has a monopoly on this knowledge. A good
engineer can design a product to the knowledge and materials
standards of the day and achieve perhaps 80 percent of the
performance that is currently possible. An engineer who listens
and tweaks a product may be able to improve that performance
by another 10 to 15 percent by adding some “art” to the design
process.
Throwing money at the design will not necessarily improve its
sonic performance. A top designer may be able to squeeze an
extra performance improvement of perhaps five percent by
tripling the cost of the product. Often an improvement in one
area of performance will result in a reduction in performance in
another area.
Those who naively believe that a $20,000 speaker system
sounds twice as good as a $10,000 speaker system may be in
for a shock if they take the time to do a direct comparison.

If you have unlimited funds and want the best possible performance then the very best sounding product available is probably
a good value regardless of the price. If you think that the highest price guarantees the best performance you are likely to be
disappointed.
I’ve been selling and reviewing audio products for nearly thirty
years and I can tell you from experience that, in many cases,
the most expensive products offer performance that is actually
inferior to well-designed products costing far less. In the few
circumstances where a hyperexpensive component actually
does offer some performance benefit, the margin of improvement is likely to be relatively small and may involve trade-offs.
Let’s compare two of the previously mentioned subwoofers for
example.

...few of the overpriced
products offer better sound than
what can be had for less.
The Paradigm Reference Servo 15 subwoofer is a sealed
enclosure design. The B&W ASW4000 is a vented design. The
B&W costs twice as much as the Paradigm but it will perform
better in only one area: maximum output in the 30-40Hz range.
Its performance will be inferior in virtually all other areas.
Here’s why.
A vented subwoofer uses a resonating column of air to minimize cone excursion and boost output level at frequencies near
the tuning frequency of the vent (port). The trade-offs for this
increased output over a limited range of frequencies are
reduced output below the tuning frequency, and depreciated
transient and time domain performance.
If all else is equal, a vented subwoofer will have twice the
phase shift and twice the group delay of a sealed enclosure
design. The vented subwoofer will oscillate (ring) twice as long
after the signal stops. Compared to a sealed enclosure design,
a vented subwoofer will roll off twice as steeply below its nominal cut-off frequency. What does all this mean to you?
If you are seeking maximum slam in the range of 30-40Hz for
movie sound effects, the B&W offers slightly better perform-
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ance (an increase in output level of 5dB at 35Hz). If you are
seeking superior transient response, deeper bass extension
and a seamless blend with the main speakers for music reproduction, the Paradigm is likely to perform better even though it
costs half as much.

You should not assume that a
high-priced product will perform
better than a lower priced one...
The Aerial and Wilson subwoofers are also vented designs.
They too will trade high output capability over a limited range of
frequencies for transient response, time- and phase-linearity
and low frequency extension. You have every right to desire a
subwoofer finished in genuine Ferrari Blue paint, like the Wilson
WatchDog, so long as you have not been led to believe that
this provides some performance benefit. You should not
assume that a high-priced product will perform better than a
lower priced one in all areas, and it may not offer better performance in any area.

Conclusion
Value is not a forgotten artifact of the past. There are many
audio products available today that are fairly priced based on
manufacturing cost and some of these products provide performance that was unattainable at any price just a few years
ago.
The very best performance available is often provided by components that are affordable to common folk like you and me. If
you listen and compare before you ask for prices you may find
that you can afford a lot more performance than you expected.
APJ

CES Report
by Richard Hardesty
I began attending the Consumer Electronics Shows in the early
1970s. There used to be a winter show and a summer show
each year and I’m sure that I have been to over forty of them
so far, but who’s counting? Things have changed a lot since
1970.
Over the years I have watched the high-end audio industry
evolve and fragment into two distinct camps. One segment of
the industry continues to pursue the original goals of the highend—presenting a more accurate reproduction of the live musical experience while offering better audio performance for the
money. And the other portion, which I like to call the silly segment, continues to pursue notoriety through excess.
High-end audio magazines have concentrated their coverage
on products from the silly segment of the industry because
manufacturers who are making big profits have big advertising
budgets and it’s easier to write entertaining prose about hyperbolic performance claims and outrageously extravagant components. There are no signs that this will change anytime soon.
At this year’s CES I was asked to evaluate and comment on
high-end loudspeakers for The Absolute Sound. This was a
challenging mission for me because many of the hyperexpensive loudspeakers that have received lots of attention in the
pages of TAS are less than credible designs, in my opinion.
I chose to incorporate into my article speakers that actually
produced good sound in show demonstrations rather than limiting my evaluation to speakers which were simply big and/or
expensive. Apparently my article missed the mark of what the
editors wanted and it was rejected. I have added some material
and edited the article to make it appropriate for the Audio
Perfectionist Journal and here it is.

What is a High-End Speaker System?
Can a high-end audio system be identified solely by how much
it costs? Most magazine reviewers seem to think so. Read the
show reports in Stereophile or The Absolute Sound and you’ll
find one reviewer after another mentioning Rockport, Wilson
and Wisdom Audio as if the products from these companies
actually produce good sound.
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If a system sells for a million dollars it must be really good,
right? At CES this year, Wisdom Audio demonstrated a million
dollar system with appropriate fanfare. It failed to provide highend sound by my definition. All the other prestige brands were
well represented at CES, too. Systems with startling price tags
were assembled and demonstrated to rapt audiences of dealers and equipment reviewers. Few of these systems offered
sound quality that was musically satisfying to me. Has the highend audio world gone completely mad or have I become a curmudgeon?
This year most of the “silly segment” of the high-end was isolated at an outboard facility under the banner of T.H.E. Expo (The
Home Entertainment Expo). T.H.E. Expo, which is a parasite
and not an official part of CES, was headquartered at the
brand new Tuscany Hotel, where every guest room is a 600
square foot suite.
Most of the extremely expensive stuff was demonstrated in the
even more spacious conference rooms one flight above the
main lobby. The large conference rooms and the living roomsized guest rooms at the Tuscany provided excellent acoustics
(in hotel terms) in which to evaluate high-end audio systems
and components. Any exhibitor who cared could make good
sound in these rooms and some did.
While I had experienced them all many times before, I took the
time to listen again to seven speaker systems priced on par
with entry-level condominiums but inappropriately sized to fit in
such a dwelling—or a normal house. Manufacturers included
Wilson Audio (the X-1 Grand Slam, and Maxx), Rockport
Technologies (Hyperion), Nearfield Acoustics (two models of
PipeDreams) and Wisdom Audio (two models from the
Adrenaline Series).
In each case, I could identify serious sonic aberrations and
design flaws. In no case did I hear anything reminiscent of my
live musical experiences. The price tags were high in the
upstairs rooms at the Tuscany but the fidelity was not. I did,
however, manage to find some genuine high-end loudspeakers
with musical and practical relevance elsewhere at T.H.E. Expo
and at CES.

Good Sound at T.H.E. Expo
The Audio Physic Avanti III speakers ($10,995 a pair) provided
a plump but pleasing presentation, driven by Herron electronics

from a Burmester CD player source. A certain selection brought
tears to my wife’s eyes demonstrating that the message of the
composer had indeed been delivered with the intended emotional impact. Imagine that. A satisfying musical experience provided by a practical, affordable loudspeaker system.
The Audio Static Wing DC-1 full-range electrostatic speakers
($6,995 a pair) offered an airy, detailed presentation from
Copland electronics including CD player, tube preamp, and
solid-state amplifier. The Audio Statics sounded slightly cold in
this demonstration due mainly to a lack of low frequency energy and the system was dynamically constrained. Both shortcomings could be ameliorated by adding two good powered
subwoofers, which could create an excellent biamplified stereo
speaker system with a total cost of under $10,000.

Good Sound at the Official CES
Over at the Alexis Park Hotel, the official CES venue for
Specialty Audio products, I heard some good sound too. Most
rooms at the Alexis Park are small and reverberant but some
demonstrators managed to overcome these challenges and
make good, goose bump-raising sound.
The venerable B&W Nautilus 801 speakers (about $12,000 a
pair) sounded very musical and right, driven by a NIRO
(Mechanical Research Corporation) 1000 integrated amplifier
($6,990) sourced from a mid-line Sony SACD player. The slightly bass-heavy character of the B&Ws was well controlled by the
NIRO amp and the resulting warm tonal balance was complimentary to the small, hollow-sounding demonstration room.
Jim Thiel showed his latest model CS1.6 speakers in a multichannel system using Boulder amplifiers and a VTL 6-channel
tube preamp. Thiel was in a large conference room with good
acoustics and used multichannel SACD and DVD-Audio
sources.
At about $2,300 a pair (depending on finish) the Thiel CS1.6s
fall substantially under the price category that I was supposed
to consider for the magazine article but the sound in this
demonstration was far better than what I heard elsewhere from
speakers costing much, much more.
Richard Vandersteen demonstrated his Reference Monitors
($6,995 a pair) for the third straight year. This speaker system,
which should enter production soon, has evolved substantially
over that time and now features a revised version of the patent-
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ed Vandersteen open-frame midrange driver and a removable
aluminum casting on the front baffle to facilitate future driver
upgrades. The pedestals have been effectively redesigned to
improve the overall appearance of this compact speaker system.
The Reference Monitors have limited deep-bass capability and
sounded just a little thin in the untreated room but the sonic
potential of these speakers was still apparent to experienced
listeners. The Vandersteen Reference Monitors driven by Audio
Research Reference tube electronics using analog and SACD
sources sounded more like music and less like hi-fi than many
other demonstrations I heard using far more costly loudspeakers.
I really enjoyed listening to the Verity Audio Fidelio speakers
($7,995 a pair). They were powered by Nagra VPA tube amps
driven by a Nagra PL-P battery-powered, tube preamp. The
source was a dCS Verdi transport with output from “red book”
CDs “upsampled” to DSD by a dCS Purcell and converted to
analog by a dCS Delius. The sound in this demonstration was
detailed yet smooth and musically involving.
I preferred the sound of the Fedelios driven by tube electronics
to the excellent sound of the more costly Verity Parsifal Encore
speakers ($15,500 a pair), which were demonstrated with
Nagra solid-state components.
Albert Von Schwiekert was powering his VR-4 Gen III speakers
with a Spectron Musician II Class D amplifier ($3,495) and a
Hovland tube preamp. The source for this demonstration was a
Genex GX-8500 DSD recorder playing some of Mike Pappas’
live jazz recordings direct from hard disk through a Meitner
DSD D-to-A converter. Pappas had faithfully captured the feeling of a live musical performance with these outstanding
recordings, and this was a very impressive presentation
indeed.

Bad Sound at the Show
I heard some demonstrations with appallingly bad sound, too.
Some exhibitors just didn’t seem to care about sound quality
and didn’t take the time to tweak their systems to the environment. Some products are simply hopeless.
Manger, the latest German manufacturer to promote a bending
wave transducer, was demonstrating their Zerobox speaker
system and producing sound that was completely foreign to my
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experience. To call the Manger sound “musically unnatural”
would be a gross understatement. The Manger driver looks like
a hub cap for a 1956 Oldsmobile and the sound I heard
reminded me of a steel hub cap being tapped by a ball peen
hammer. Although there were several contenders, I’d vote for
the Mangers as the worst sound at CES.
The Joseph Audio speakers in the Ayre room were bright
enough to heat-seal plastic bags across the hall. At high volume levels this system could make my ears bleed but two magazine reviewers were happily listening to Sheryl Crow sing If It
Makes You Happy at rock concert levels as I made my exit.
Magnepan presented a multichannel demonstration that sounded dreadful. The words thin, harsh, shrill and nasty come to
mind as I recall the experience. What were they thinking, “If we
make really bad sound through more channels nobody will
notice”?
Two old friends, Jim Smith and Casey McKee, demonstrated
the Avantgarde Hornspeakers for me using single-ended triode
amplifiers. The appeal of this product eludes me. The sound
was dynamic and relaxed but extremely colored and musically
unnatural. Except for a vague sense of center focus on solo
instruments and voices, imaging was virtually nonexistent.
Imagine listening to music played through a pair of megaphones and you’ll have a pretty good idea of how the
Avantgarde speakers sounded.
There were a number of other horn speaker designs at the
show. Several used the Lowther full-range driver. None produced sound that I could relate to and I used to build horn
speakers. I guess that I can no longer tolerate speaker systems
that can’t deliver flat frequency response within a ±10dB window of error and, believe me, none of these could.
There is certainly something for everybody in today’s audio
market and you may be pleased by products that don’t ring my
bell. You have just read some of my candid opinions, which will
never see the light of day in a magazine that accepts advertising. Now go and listen and let me know how you feel.

Good Value is Alive and Well
In a world of audio components with ever-escalating and often
astonishingly high price tags, great sound and good value can
still be found and often these elusive qualities come in the
same package. Audition some of the products mentioned here,
and elsewhere in this issue, and see for yourself. APJ
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Loudspeaker Time Domain Performance

Waveform Integrity

by Richard Hardesty

A time- and phase-accurate speaker system preserves the
integrity of the recorded waveform. That means that the
acoustical waveform emanating from the speaker will be a reasonable facsimile of the electrical waveform entering the speaker at the input terminals.

Audio Perfectionist Journals #5 through #7 presented information about loudspeakers with particular emphasis on timeand phase-accurate designs. I want to conclude that discussion
by again defining what a time- and phase-accurate speaker
system is. I’ll tell you why I think time domain accuracy is
important and I’ll compare my listening impressions of timeand phase-accurate speakers versus conventional speaker systems. Later I’ll offer some personal opinions about three specific speaker systems and how they compare sonically. Then you
can do some listening and see if you agree.
We’ve discussed many of the theoretical aspects of speakers in
general, and time- and phase-accurate speaker designs in particular. In this issue we’ll talk about the practical effects, both
positive and negative, of such designs.

What is a Time- and Phase-Accurate Speaker?
It is generally agreed that an accurate loudspeaker should
reproduce the audible frequency spectrum without altering the
amplitude relationships between various frequencies or ranges
of frequencies. In other words, an accurate speaker should
have flat frequency response.
A time- and phase-accurate speaker also preserves the timing
relationships between ranges of frequencies but experts disagree about the importance of time domain performance.

A time- and phase-accurate
speaker also preserves the timing relationships between
ranges of frequencies...
Some say that presenting all the frequency components in the
proper balance is all that matters and some feel that any alteration in the relative timing of these components alters the
sound. Changing the timing relationships between various frequency ranges definitely changes the shape of a musical waveform.

In other words, if you capture the sound from a time- and
phase-accurate speaker with a microphone, and compare the
electrical waveform created by the microphone to the waveform
of the input signal to the speaker, the two will be similar in
appearance. If we assume that the input signal to the speaker
is an amplified replica of the recorded signal, and we determine
that the output from the speaker looks like the input, then the
integrity of the recorded waveform is preserved and recreated
acoustically by a time- and phase-accurate speaker system.
The timing relationships between signals at various frequencies
will be preserved by a time- and phase-accurate speaker. High
frequencies will not arrive at the listener before midrange frequencies and bass. These facts are objectively demonstrable.

An Objective Gauge of Time Domain
Performance
The step response graph demonstrates whether a speaker is
time- and phase-accurate. A time- and phase-accurate speaker
should produce a step response graph that has a triangular
shape with a steeply rising leading edge followed by output that
gradually falls back to zero or slightly beyond.
The step response test signal (stimulus) is like the positivegoing portion of a square wave. It contains a wide range of frequency components. The shape of the step response graph
describes much of the transfer function of the speaker under
test, displaying both frequency response capability and timing,
or phase, information.
A perfect step response graph won’t look exactly like half a
square wave because speakers have bandwidth limitations.
High frequency capability determines the shape of the leading
edge and low frequency capability defines the slope of the top
of the step response trace.
Even the best speaker designs will produce step response
graphs with a leading edge that is slightly less than vertical and
a top line that slopes downward.
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Most loudspeakers divide the frequency spectrum among two
or more drive elements and the step response graph shows
how the output from these drivers integrates. If high frequencies arrive at the listener first, the step response graph will
start with a spike, representing the output from the tweeter, followed by a hump (or two) representing the output from the
midrange and woofer drivers. If a portion of the trace goes negative all drivers are not operating in phase acoustically. If the
various positive output signals don’t combine to make the correct triangular shape, the frequency components of the signal
have been displaced in time (smeared).
Refer back to Journals #5 and #6/7 and compare the step
response graphs to see the differences between speakers that
are time- and phase-accurate and those that are not.

Is This Important?
There is no debate that some speakers are phase-coherent
and some aren’t. The argument concerns whether this makes
an audible difference that is meaningful to most listeners.
Preserving the original waveform seems like a good idea but
does it really matter?
Must the shape of a recorded waveform be maintained for
accurate reproduction? Do waveforms that look different, when
viewed on an oscilloscope screen, sound different? Experts
disagree about the answers to these questions.

Helmholtz studied the properties of vibrating strings 150 years
ago and found that the phase relationships between the various
components of the resultant tone produced by a vibrating string
were not detectable to listeners. His conclusion is the basis for
the common belief that phase is inaudible but is this really true
with modern two-, three- and four-way loudspeakers?
We know that the ear is extraordinarily sensitive to arrival time
differences and step response graphs show that high frequencies from conventional speakers often arrive at the listener well
before midrange frequencies, which often arrive before bass
frequencies. I’m convinced that this time smear is audible.
Perhaps the phase relationships between various parts of a
vibrating string are irrelevant when listening directly to a string
instrument because the various frequencies that combine to
produce a tone are not smeared over time. Perhaps the phase
relationships between the various drivers in a multiway loud-
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speaker affect the tonality of sound reproduced by the speaker
because of time smear. My experience suggests that this is the
case.

Time Smear in Other Audio Components
Any component in the signal chain can affect time domain performance, or transient response. Excessive feedback causes
time smear and increases transient intermodulation distortion in
amplification circuits, for instance. There is evidence that time
domain performance at ultrasonic frequencies has an audible
effect.
The Ayre D-1 DVD player and the Wadia 861 CD player both
allow the user to select between digital filter algorithms with different characteristics. In each case the algorithm that sounds
best trades some frequency response extension for improved
time domain performance.

Electronic components have a
subtle effect on time domain
performance in comparison to
speakers.
The Ayre player has a two-position switch labeled “Measure”
and “Listen” clearly conveying this manufacturer’s preferred
choice. The “Measure” position provides slightly extended high
frequency response and the “Listen” position provides improved
time domain performance.
The Wadia player defaults to an algorithm that sacrifices a couple dBs of frequency response at 20kHz for improved time
domain performance. It sounds better that way. Many people
believe that high sample rate digital formats sound better
because of improved time domain performance.
Electronic components have a subtle effect on time domain
performance in comparison to speakers.

Speakers Affect Time Relationships More
The crossover networks in multiway speakers disassemble the
frequency components in a musical signal and direct the various ranges of frequencies to various drive elements for repro-
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Speaker Time Domain Performance
duction. If these frequency components are reassembled with
altered timing relationships, is the sound changed?
I’m convinced that it is. I could continue to postulate about why
I believe that time and phase relationships are important in
music reproduction but instead I’m going to describe my experiences and let you listen and decide for yourself whether this
aspect of performance is important (or even perceptible) to you.

Sound Stage

How Do They Sound?
I have auditioned thousands of speakers of all types and
descriptions, under controlled conditions, in my own listening
rooms. I have measured, tested and repaired hundreds of
speakers of all types. I have installed a wide variety of speakers in homes and struggled to produce good sound under a
wide range of acoustic conditions. As a result of these experiences I have come to some conclusions about the general
sonic characteristics of various speaker types.
In my opinion, time- and phase-accurate speakers tend to
sound smoother and more tonally neutral than conventional
speakers that exhibit similar frequency response characteristics. Speakers with steep-slope filters tend to sound sharper
and more mechanical, regardless of configuration. Time- and
phase-accurate speakers tend to deliver sound that is more
relaxed and natural.
Speakers with steep-slope filters will generally sound brighter
than comparable time- and phase-accurate speakers even
when both types have similar frequency response characteristics. Some speaker systems with steep-slope filters have high
frequency response that is intentionally rolled-off in an attempt
to compensate for this phenomenon.

Image from conventional speakers

The brain locates the source of a sound in space partly by calculating differences in amplitude (loudness) perceived by the
left and right ears and partly through timing cues—differences
in when sounds arrive at each ear. Time- and phase-accurate
speakers preserve the timing cues better and consequently
image better—particularly towards the sides of the sound stage
and for listeners seated off-center.
Speakers with steep-slope filters tend to produce a stage with a
triangular shape, as viewed from above, with decreasing depth
of image at the sides of the stage.

Sound Stage

To observe these effects for yourself compare speakers with
steep-slope filters from Revel or Aerial to time- and phaseaccurate speakers from Dunlavy or Vandersteen. All these
products have flat frequency response within narrow limits but
sound quite different.

How Do They Image?
Do time- and phase-accurate speakers image differently than
conventional speakers? I believe that they do. Many factors
affect imaging, of course, but I’m convinced that time- and
phase-accuracy has a significant influence on stereo imaging.

Image from time- and phase-accurate speakers
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Speaker Time Domain Performance
Time- and phase-accurate speakers tend to produce a stage
that is more rectangular, with image depth all the way out
beyond the speaker boundaries (with proper system selection
and setup).
With analog or SACD source material, time- and phase-accurate speakers can create a focused image for listeners seated
as much as a foot or two off-center to the right or left. This is
not as apparent when playing regular compact discs because
CDs have time domain problems exceeding those of some
time- and phase-accurate speakers.
Listen to a good SACD or analog recording on B&W speakers
and then listen to the same recording through a pair of
Vandersteens. Both brands have good frequency response linearity and both use cabinets that minimize baffle reflections,
but the Vandersteens are time- and phase-accurate and the
B&Ws are not. Is the difference in imaging perceptible to you?
Is it meaningful?

Should Everybody Choose a Time- and PhaseAccurate Speaker System?
There are many arguments against the use of the first-order
crossover slopes required for time- and phase-accuracy. These
include a reduced vertical listening window due to limited vertical dispersion, interference effects caused by overlapping output from various drivers and reduced maximum output levels.
The last one—how loud they’ll play—is the only argument with
any real validity in my opinion.

The limited vertical dispersion of speakers with first-order filters
is often mentioned as a drawback but I consider this to be a
benefit rather than a negative aspect of these designs. It’s true
that you must be seated in order to hear the best performance
from a time- and phase-accurate speaker (unless coaxial drivers are employed) but most of us do our critical listening from a
seated position so this point becomes moot. Limited vertical
dispersion tends to minimize floor and ceiling reflections at
midrange and higher frequencies, and this is generally an
advantage. Fewer reflections mean better imaging and sound
that is more accurate and less colored by the environment.
A time- and phase-accurate speaker design does place extraordinary demands on drivers, which must operate over a much
wider range of frequencies. The extended frequency range that
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each driver must cover in a speaker with first-order crossover
filters is a negative aspect that does matter.
Gentle crossover slopes mean more overlapping output
between drivers. This may place more strain on midrange and
tweeter drivers, which will be required to accept frequencies far
lower than the same drivers would encounter in a speaker system with steeper filter slopes. Low frequency drivers will produce more high frequency output than they would if steeper filter slopes were employed. Neither situation—low frequencies
coming from high frequency drivers or high frequencies coming
from low frequency drivers—is desirable and both lead to
increased distortion.
The distortion created by excessive diaphragm excursion in
midrange and tweeter drivers probably won’t be audible at low
to moderate volumes but, when things start to get really loud,
that distortion will increase rapidly. Sound may become strained
or harsh and the loudest peaks may be compressed.
My Vandersteen speaker system, as an example, provides
impeccable performance for music and will reproduce movie
soundtracks at “reference level” without distress, but I have five
subwoofers (including one dedicated to LFE) and high-pass filters on each channel. Without the filters and subwoofers to
relieve the main speakers of the high energy demands of low
frequencies, I’d have to reduce film sound levels by 3 to 5dB in
order to avoid distortion and potential damage. The choice of
time- and phase-accurate speakers should be based on your
personality and lifestyle, not simply on theory.
If you enjoy really loud rock-and-roll, or have extended parties,
or if you watch action films and want to hear explosions at realistic (or louder) levels, you may be better off sacrificing some
potential sound quality and trading it for increased output capability. High quality speakers with steep-slope filters may be your
best choice. You’ll sacrifice tonal accuracy and image focus, in
my opinion, but your system will play louder with increased
dynamic contrast and you’ll be less likely to suffer speaker
damage.
If you listen to music at moderate levels (under 100dB SPL),
this should not be a concern. If you also want to use your audio
system for home theater you may have to take additional steps
to increase the output capability of a time- and phase-accurate
speaker system, as I have, or simply reduce the volume slightly
for movies. APJ
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Dunlavy SC-IV.A
Dunlavy SC-IV.A Loudspeakers
Thiels and Vandersteens image with more precision and a
greater sense of depth than the Dunlavys.

by Richard Hardesty
The SC-IV.As are my favorite Dunlavy speakers. The smaller
models in the line, which incorporate essentially the same
dual-midrange and tweeter arrangement, have less body in the
lower midrange and lack weight in the bass for a sound that is
slightly thinner and less balanced. The two larger Dunlavy
models, which have enormous cabinets with large baffles
around the drivers, seem slightly bass heavy and sound too
boxy and closed-in for my tastes. The SC-IV.A model provides
a good balance of compromise and is the most pleasing to my
ears.
Descriptions of the engineering and construction features of
Dunlavy speakers in general, and the SC-IV.A model in particular, can be found in Audio Perfectionist Journal #6/7. This
article will concentrate on how these features affect sound
quality and my subjective impressions of the sound of the SCIV.As.

Big
Dunlavy speakers are big and size does matter. The SC-IV.As
are a phased-array design and each speaker utilizes five drivers, including two 10-inch woofers. A large baffle is required to
hold these drivers and a large enclosure volume is necessary
to properly load the two big woofers. There are some positive
aspects to large enclosures and some drawbacks.
The large enclosures allow deep bass output to be achieved
from sealed boxes while maintaining relatively high sensitivity,
but large enclosures have large baffle surfaces surrounding the
drivers and large panels at the sides and back.
Large baffles reflect energy, depreciating imaging and altering
tonality. Large enclosure panels have the potential to store and
release energy at low frequencies. Dunlavy has placed damping material (felt) around the tweeters to minimize reflections at
high frequencies and added extensive bracing to the enclosures for increased rigidity but these efforts have not been
entirely successful. The SC-IV.As still sound like big speakers
to me.
Thiels, with their contoured, cast baffles and robust cabinet
construction, provide a more spacious and open sound.
Vandersteens, with baffleless enclosures made from small, stiff
panel sections, sound even more open than the Thiels. Both

The Dunlavy SC-IV.As have input connections that allow
biwiring or passive biamplification but John Dunlavy doesn’t
advocate either. I think that both techniques provide as much
benefit to Dunlavys as they do to other speakers.

Technical Features
Dunlavy speakers produce graphs that are almost textbook-perfect when tested with the impulse stimulus or an impulse
derived from the MLS stimulus. These near-perfect measurements are achieved in part by incorporating design features
which may compromise audible performance in other ways.
These features include the use of soft diaphragm materials with
high internal damping, and the use of two relatively large fullrange drivers to reproduce midrange frequencies.
The phased-array configuration, which includes dual midrange
drivers mounted above and below the tweeter and dual woofers
arrayed above and below the midrange drivers, is supposed to
simulate a point source with controlled vertical dispersion but a
very large baffle is required to implement this design and drivers are widely separated.
Softer diaphragm materials provide high internal damping,
which can eliminate ringing and overshoot on step response
and impulse response graphs, but some of the energy that gets
absorbed may be low level signal information that you want to
hear.
Soft tweeter diaphragms are free from the ultrasonic resonance
and ringing that can be observed on tests of speakers using
diaphragms made from stiffer materials like aluminum and titanium. But tweeters with soft diaphragms have limited bandwidth
when compared to metal diaphragm tweeters and the softer
materials break up (fail to perform as a perfect piston) at relatively low frequencies.
Early diaphragm breakup and the absence of ultrasonic output
combine to obscure high frequency detail and “air” and to raise
distortion in the audible range.
Dual midrange drivers will provide a smoothing effect on frequency response graphs because each driver will have slightly
different response characteristics. These deviations in response
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Dunlavy SC-IV.A
will tend to shrink amplitude peaks and fill in gaps to make a
flatter trace on the graphs but these variations in response will
prevent the two widely separated drive units from sounding like
the single point source they are claimed to emulate.
Dual drivers will create some time smear due to response variations and varying path lengths from each driver to the listener.
Even with the listener’s ears positioned exactly equidistant from
each driver, which is unlikely to be the case most of the time,
reflected paths from the drivers to the room boundaries to the
listener’s ears will vary in length. Signals from two midrange
drivers will arrive at the listener over an extended period of
time, depreciating transient response and resolution.

The Sound of the SC-IV.A
The Dunlavy SC-IV.As are big speakers and they sound like big
speakers. They have a warm tonal balance with rich, full bass.
The SC-IV.As are fairly sensitive and can play quite loud (for a
time- and phase-accurate design). The Dunlavys deliver
smooth, musical sound but can’t equal the resolution, image
focus and depth of either the Thiel CS6s or the Vandersteen 3a
Signatures.
The Dunlavys have more extended bass response and will play
somewhat louder than either the Thiels or the Vandersteens
(without subwoofers). Dunlavys provide a little more punch creating the impression of increased dynamic range. Actual
dynamic range, which is the difference between the softest and
loudest musical signals that can be heard, is limited by a lack
of low level detail.
Dual midrange drivers positioned above and below the tweeter
are supposed to perform like a single point source located midway between the two midranges, coincident with the tweeter. It
doesn’t work for me. To my ears, the dual drivers sound like a
larger, oval shaped source with a vague vertical position rather
than a single point source. The situation becomes worse at
lower midrange frequencies. These frequencies are produced
by the woofers, which are even more widely separated.

Dunlavy SC-IV.A speaker
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Response differences between driver pairs are exacerbated by
reflections from the large baffle required to support the driver
array and the result is imaging that is distinctly less focused,
especially towards the sides of the soundstage, than what you’ll
hear from Thiels or Vandersteens. The Dunlavys image with
substantially less depth than the others and I am always aware
of the position of the speakers.
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Dunlavy SC-IV.A
I can hear the Dunlavy enclosures. I suspect that baffle reflections are primarily responsible but the SC-IV.A enclosures have
very large panels, which may sing along with the drivers. A
knuckle wrap on the side of an SC-IV.A produces a hollow
thunk. Tapping a Thiel CS6 is like tapping on a stone. It’s hard
to find a place to knuckle test a Vandersteen but I’ve been
inside the grille socks and can attest that the cabinet structure
is very rigid and well damped.
The SC-IV.As have a low-Q, sealed enclosure bass system
incorporating two 10-inch woofers in each speaker. They deliver
good quality bass that extends to frequencies that few other
full-range speakers can equal. The woofers benefit from boundary reinforcement—one woofer is near the floor and the other is
near the ceiling.

The Dunlavy SC-IV.As are very
forgiving of associated
components.

superior to the overpriced and heavily-promoted speakers you
read so much about in the magazines that are supported by
advertising.
The SC-IV.As image better than speakers which are not timeand phase-correct but they can’t provide the focus or depth
offered by the Thiels or Vandersteens. The position of the SCIV.As is always evident and the sound of the cabinets is audible
to me.
Despite my criticisms, an excellent audio system based on the
Dunlavy SC-IV.As could be assembled using a wide variety of
associated components. The forgiving nature of the speakers
allows good performance to be achieved with modestly priced
electronics.
Instruments and voices sound very natural through the SCIV.As. The Dunlavys may prove to be the perfect speaker system for you. Only a careful audition will allow you to make this
determination. APJ

Bass is plentiful but well controlled and musically natural. I hear
a distinct box sound in the bass from the Dunlavys that is less
apparent (although still audible) with the Vandersteens and
almost absent from the Thiels. Without subwoofers, the
Dunlavys will go lower and play louder at low frequencies than
the Thiels or Vandersteens.
The Dunlavy SC-IV.As are very forgiving of associated components. They are slightly more sensitive than the Thiels or
Vandersteens and will perform well with lower-powered amplifiers. The SC-IV.As are slightly less revealing and will be somewhat less critical of other system components, including cables.

Conclusion
The Dunlavy SC-IV.As have been skillfully engineered and are
well made. They add little to the recorded signal but fail to
reproduce subtle nuances that can be clearly resolved by the
Thiels or Vandersteens. Some listeners may prefer not to hear
these nuances and they are sure to be pleased by the smooth,
natural sound of the Dunlavy SC-IV.As.
Dunlavy SC-IV.As outperform B&W 801s and Aerial 10Ts,
which are fairly priced and honest products. SC-IV.As are vastly
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Thiel CS6
Thiel CS6 Loudspeakers

Time- and Phase-Accuracy + Contoured Baffles

by Richard Hardesty

Thiel speakers are distinguished from conventional designs by
complete time- and phase-accuracy. They can be distinguished
from other time- and phase-accurate speakers by their sloped
and contoured front baffles, aluminum diaphragm drivers and
coaxial midrange/tweeter elements.

The CS6 is my favorite Thiel speaker. CS6s provide the satisfying deep bass that is lacking in the smaller Thiel models. The
CS6s sacrifice little in terms of bandwidth and output capability
to the larger CS7s, which cost about one-and-a-half-times as
much, and the CS6s sound slightly more coherent and open to
me.
Descriptions of the engineering and construction features of
Thiel speakers in general, and the CS6 model in particular, can
be found in Audio Perfectionist Journal #6/7. This article will
concentrate on how these features affect sound quality and my
subjective impressions of the sound of the CS6s.

Thiels have elegant cabinets with great attention devoted to
construction quality and appearance. Gently sloping baffles
bring the drive elements into temporal alignment. The contoured shape of the baffles minimizes edge diffraction effects
while diffusing coherent reflections for an open, spacious sound
and precisely focused imaging.
The CS6 baffles are formed from a mineral/polymer material
similar to cast granite and are several inches thick. The other
enclosure panels are made from 1-inch thick, heavily braced
MDF, which is veneered on both sides. Thiel enclosures are
dead quiet.
Aluminum driver diaphragms reproduce all voice coil movements, converting the smallest signal details into sound. If information has been captured on the recording you will hear it
through the Thiels. If other system components add colorations,
you will hear them clearly through the Thiels.
Coaxial midrange/tweeter drivers provide increased vertical dispersion and make listener ear height less critical than it otherwise would be with a first-order speaker system. CS6s actually
are a point source radiator from the midrange up.

Technical Features
Thiel CS6s are high-resolution speakers. The ability to resolve
micro detail is achieved in part by incorporating engineering
features that may involve some sonic trade-offs. These features
include drivers with short, underhung voice coils and long magnetic gaps, the use of aluminum diaphragms on all drivers, and
the coaxial arrangement of midrange/tweeter drivers.

Thiel CS6 Loudspeakers
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Underhung voice coils can reduce distortion caused by magnetic nonlinearities but short coils concentrate heat in a smaller
area and have minimal exposure to air for cooling. Overheated
voice coils are subject to failure and, as voice coil temperatures
increase, sensitivity decreases, which may cause dynamic
compression.
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Thiel CS6
If diaphragm excursion exceeds the linear range, distortion
increases rapidly. Enormous and costly magnet structures are
required to concentrate magnetic flux in the extended gaps.
Stiff metal diaphragms ensure that all voice coil movement will
be translated into sound output. Metal diaphragms can perform
like perfect pistons over a wider bandwidth and produce less
distortion in this piston range than softer materials with more
internal damping.

little evidence of this when listening to Thiel speakers.
Response irregularities through the midrange have been
reduced to inaudible levels by carefully engineering the
midrange and tweeter drive elements to work in concert.
The Thiel CS6s have only a single set of input connectors and
can’t be biwired or biamped. They have vented bass loading
utilizing passive radiators rather than ports. Alignment is unusual and bass is tightly controlled with little evidence that the
enclosures are not sealed.

All diaphragms in the CS6s are made from aluminum.
Aluminum provides little internal damping so small signal
details will not be damped out along with minor resonances but
when an aluminum diaphragm does break up it is likely to produce a sharp, high-Q resonance with undamped oscillation
(ringing). I believe that aluminum diaphragms have a distinct
sonic signature when used to reproduce midrange frequencies
(which is not to say that other materials don’t).
Coaxial drivers produce a point source radiation pattern but
generally exhibit response irregularities because of interaction
between the drive elements. A moving midrange cone is not an
ideal surrounding environment for a tweeter and a low-mass
tweeter dome is not an ideal center piece for a midrange driver.
Jim Thiel has done a remarkable job of overcoming the potential negative aspects of these design features. This could be
accomplished because Thiel is a vertically integrated company
and Jim is one of the most thorough and imaginative engineers
in the industry. Virtually everything in the CS6 speakers has
been designed and built in the Thiel factory. No compromises
were required in order to work around the limitations of off-theshelf drivers and other components.
Thiel has created specially designed drivers with extremely
wide bandwidth to place resonant frequencies well above the
range of frequencies over which woofers and midrange drivers
are utilized. Thiel tweeters have long excursion capability to
extend low frequency response and a primary diaphragm resonance above 25kHz, which is well above the audible range.
Coaxial drivers have been designed holistically to optimize the
performance of the individual elements. I think that Thiel has
been largely, if not completely, successful in his efforts.
The metal diaphragms produce some overshoot and minor
ringing on impulse response tests but you’ll hear surprisingly

Jim Thiel at work on a prototype driver.

The Sound of the CS6
The Thiel CS6s are significantly smaller than the Dunlavy SCIV.As but they are still moderately large. The CS6s disappear
almost completely when music is playing.
It is difficult to localize the position of the speakers in the sound
stage and I never hear any structural or boxy sounds coming
from the Thiel enclosures. Vandersteen 3A Signatures (without
subwoofers) have a more boxy sound in the bass but still sound
slightly more open and spacious to me. I believe that the contoured baffles of the CS6s reflect some energy identifying the
source of sound as a speaker. The physical position of the
Thiels in the sound stage is far less evident than the position of
the Dunlavys but more evident than the position of the
Vandersteens. I think reflected energy is the source of these
audible differences.
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Thiel CS6
Thiels image with precision and depth. Instruments appear
behind and beyond the speaker boundaries. Images are
focused in a three-dimensional space with a precision that
beats the Dunlavys and shames speakers which are not timeand phase-coherent. Image depth extends quite far back if the
electronic components and the room permit. The Thiels rival the
Vandersteens in terms of lateral image focus.

The Thiels have a cool tonal balance with lots of midrange and
high frequency energy and lean, tight bass. They sound much
brighter than Dunlavys or Vandersteens on first listen. Detail is
not achieved by exaggerating high frequencies and the CS6s
sound smooth and musically natural but transients are sharpedged rather than rounded.

The high resolution of the Thiels
will expose inferior components
in the signal chain preceding
the speakers.

Conclusion
The Thiel CS6s are great speakers. They offer true high-end
performance and elegant good looks. These high-resolution
speakers demand the finest associated components for best
performance. Even with the best associated equipment you
may still hear a touch of the distinctive sound of aluminum in
the midrange.
Thiel CS6s easily outperform Wilson Watt/Puppies and Revel
Salons, neither of which is time- and phase-accurate, yet the
Thiels cost less than half as much as the others.
Don’t consider speakers that cost more than $8,000 a pair without first listening to the Thiel CS6s in a system assembled from
the best source and amplification components. You can’t get
higher resolution by paying more. If someone tells you that a
more expensive brand is built to higher quality standards, don’t
believe them. APJ

Bass can be a little dry and lightweight with amplifiers that are
unable to deliver high power into the low impedance load.
Amplifiers that can’t deliver high current or those that tend to
be bright or harsh will be mercilessly revealed as inadequate.

The Thiels are lean in the lower midrange and bass where the
Vandersteens and Dunlavys are full and warm. Tightly controlled bass and lots of high frequency information add up to a
tonal character that is cool and detailed. This character may
produce sound that seems too bright and/or edgy when combined with associated components with similar tonal characteristics, but in a carefully chosen system the Thiels sound neutral
and revealing rather than cold and analytical.
The high resolution of the Thiels will expose inferior components in the signal chain preceding the speakers. They should
be used only with the finest quality associated components and
cables. The CS6s present a demanding load that requires a
high-current, high-quality amplifier that can provide powerful
bass response to balance the high resolution in the midrange
and highs.
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Vandersteen 3A Signature/2Wq
Vandersteen 3A Signature/2Wq Speaker System
by Richard Hardesty
The Model 5s are my favorite Vandersteen speakers but I’m
going to write about the Vandersteen 3A Signature/2Wq subwoofer combination that I am currently using as a reference
speaker system. The Model 3A Signature speakers in combination with a pair of 2Wq subwoofers can provide about 90 percent of the performance of the Model 5s for about 60 percent
of the cost.
By themselves, the Vandersteen 3A Signature speakers can be
fairly compared to the Thiel CS6s and the Dunlavy SC-IV.As.
Adding a pair of 2Wq subwoofers, with Vandersteen X-2 passive high-pass filters, raises the performance capabilities of
these high-value, full-range Vandersteen speakers to a new
level.

end caps about three-quarters of an inch and one inch thick,
respectively. These end caps, which are not part of the actual
speaker enclosure, are separated by dowels and the entire
assembly is wrapped in acoustically transparent grille cloth. The
look is simple, unobtrusive and functional but not elegant.
The speakers appear to be large but what you see is simply
grille cloth enclosing what is actually a much smaller functional
structure. The baffleless design of the actual Vandersteen
enclosure is angular and unattractive and the acoustically
transparent cloth wrap makes the speaker take on the familiar
rectangular shape of a tower loudspeaker.
A connector plate on the back of each speaker features heavyduty barrier strip terminals that allow spade lug connections
and biwiring or passive biamplification. Contour controls are
provided to tailor response in the midrange and treble.

The combined 3A Signature/2Wq speaker system becomes a
true state-of-the-art contender yet still costs about $2,000 less
than a pair of Thiel CS6s or Dunlavy SC-IV.As without subwoofers. (See Audio Perfectionist Journals #2 and #3 for
information about the 2Wq subwoofer and the performance
benefits of adding subwoofers to high-end audio systems.)
Descriptions of the engineering and construction features of
Vandersteen speakers in general, and the 3A Signature model
in particular, can be found in Audio Perfectionist Journal
#6/7. This article will concentrate on how these features affect
sound quality and my subjective impressions of the sound of
the 3A Signatures.
The 2Wq subwoofers were reviewed earlier but I’ll describe
how the subwoofers change the performance characteristics of
the 3A Signature speakers.

Less Furniture, Less Money
Furniture grade cabinetry represents a substantial portion of
the cost of most speakers. Vandersteen has minimized this
expense in many models in order to provide higher performance for less money. The 3A Signatures cost half as much as
speakers with comparable performance yet they incorporate
design features that can’t be found in competing products at
any price.
The only wood finish visible on the Vandersteen 3A Signature
speakers is at the top and bottom where you’ll find veneered

Vandersteen Model 3A Signature speakers

Sound Anchor braces made from heavy steel extend from the
back of each speaker to increase the size of the footprint and
brace the speaker against movement in the fore and aft directions. The whole assembly, which is quite heavy, rests on three
machined cone points, which are furnished.
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Vandersteen 3A Signature/2Wq
Time- and Phase-Accuracy and More
Vandersteen speakers are distinguished from conventional
designs by extended bandwidth and complete time- and phaseaccuracy. They can be distinguished from other time- and
phase-accurate speakers by an exceptionally open sound
which has been achieved by virtually eliminating reflected energy.
Vandersteens incorporate “baffleless” enclosures and patented
open-frame midrange drivers (used in 3A Signatures and Model
5s) to prevent edge diffraction and baffle reflections which
smear the signal over time.
Eliminating reflected or reradiated energy results in a speaker
system that presents a transparent window to the performance.
The speakers seem to vanish and all that remains are instruments acoustically focused in space. While it may sound like a
cliché to say that you can’t hear Vandersteen speakers, I
believe that is an appropriate description.

Vandersteens incorporate
“baffleless” enclosures and
patented open-frame midrange
drivers...to prevent
edge diffraction and
baffle reflections...
I find that Vandersteen speakers reveal more about the quality
of recordings and the sound of other components in the system
while imposing little sonic signature of their own. Over the
years I have used a wide variety of speaker systems to perform
product reviews and to provide listening pleasure in my home.
While I have successfully assembled satisfying audio systems
around many different speaker systems, I have come to prefer
Vandersteens for both work and pleasure. I am also frugal. I
never pay more than I have to for the performance I require.
When I was a retail merchant and had a store full of expensive
speakers to choose from, I often used the modestly-priced
Vandersteens to evaluate the sound quality of other components and to demonstrate the differences I observed to cus-
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tomers. It was simply easier to hear differences through
Vandersteen speakers. The 3A Signature/2Wq speaker system
is an ideal tool for an equipment reviewer and a joy for a music
lover, and I am both.
I currently use the 3A Signature/2Wq as a reference speaker
system because it is so revealing and because I can disconnect the subwoofers and operate the speakers full range when
evaluating the bass performance of amplifiers.
Vandersteen Model 5s, which use essentially the same
midrange and tweeter drive elements as the 3A Signatures,
provide even better performance. Model 5s have an elaborate
cabinet structure that is far more acoustically inert, and a superior integrated subwoofer system, but the Model 5s are less
suitable for reviewing purposes because they can’t be used
without the built-in subwoofers. The smaller models in the
Vandersteen line offer amazing value for money but can’t perform at this reference level.

Technical Features
All Vandersteen speakers feature “baffleless” enclosures with
drivers mounted as closely together as possible to minimize
reflective surfaces and reradiated energy.
There are no reflective baffle surfaces surrounding the tightly
grouped drivers allowing the 3A Signatures to simulate an ideal
point-source radiator for seated listeners. Radiation from the
temporally-aligned drivers can coalesce into a time- and phaseaccurate signal at a distance nearer to the speaker improving
the spectral balance of side wall reflections and allowing the
listener to sit closer to the speakers.
Vandersteen uses metal diaphragms for sub-bass (active bass
coupler) and tweeter drivers in order to provide high resolution
and extended bandwidth to beyond 30kHz. The critical
midrange frequencies are reproduced by diaphragms made
from mica-filled polymer, a material that offers the best balance
between high resolution and high internal damping according to
Vandersteen.
Metal tweeter diaphragms (with a primary resonance above
25kHz) produce some overshoot and minor ringing on impulse
response tests but the Vandersteens are essentially free from
resonances in the audible frequency range.
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The patented open-frame midrange driver provides detail and
resolution that is unequalled by other dynamic driver speaker
systems I’ve heard, regardless of price. The open-frame driver
has no magnet structure directly behind the diaphragm to
cause reflections which smear subtle midrange details.

The Sound of the 3A Signature/2Wq System
The Vandersteen 3A Signatures are moderately large but you’d
never know it if you listen with your eyes closed. Sound never
seems to come from the speakers. Instruments appear on a
stage behind and beyond the speaker boundaries. Images are
focused in a three-dimensional space with a precision that
other speakers can’t approach. Image depth extends back as
far as the electronic components and the room will allow.
The Vandersteens have a warm tonal balance with rich, full
bass. Detail is not achieved at the expense of smooth, natural
sound but every nuance is presented to the listener. Novice listeners may initially think that the refined musical presentation
lacks detail in comparison to speaker systems which exaggerate parts of the spectrum, but a careful audition with familiar
recordings will reveal that the opposite is true.

The Vandersteen
3A Signature/2Wq has broader
bandwidth and higher resolution
than any other speaker system
under $10,000

and midrange and dynamic range is increased substantially.
The subwoofers operate primarily below system resonance and
are essentially aperiodic, eliminating resonances in the bass
frequencies. (See Audio Perfectionist Journal #2 for more
information.) Sound from the speaker structure is greatly
reduced when the subwoofers and high-pass filters are added.
Music becomes more rhythmically involving with a betterdefined sense of pace.
While the Vandersteens will provide good sound with modest
associated components they are very revealing of the sound
quality of other components in the system, including cables.
The finest quality system components should be used in order
to hear the speakers at their best and they are seldom demonstrated that way by dealers who tend to demonstrate modestly
priced speakers with modestly priced system components. If
you want to experience what these speakers are capable of,
demand to hear them in the best system your dealer has to
offer.

Conclusion
The Vandersteen 3A Signature/2Wq speaker system is capable
of outstanding performance and represents an exceptional
value for money. The system with subwoofers can be driven by
low-powered amplifiers because each subwoofer includes an
internal 300-watt amplifier, but the best performance can only
be achieved with the very best associated components.
The Vandersteen 3A Signature/2Wq speaker system has
broader bandwidth and higher resolution than any system
under $10,000 and it images better than any system I’ve heard
besides the Vandersteen Model 5.

The 3A Signature speakers alone deliver lots of bass and go
quite low. Bass quality is amplifier-dependent and bass can be
a little too full with tube amplifiers or solid-state amplifiers that
are not up to the task. With a CAL MCA-2500 or a pair of Linn
Climax or Levinson 33H mono amplifiers driving the speakers,
bass is tightly controlled and powerful.

Because I own this speaker system it should be obvious that it
suits my tastes well. I am not suggesting that the Vandersteen
3A Signature/2Wq speaker system is without flaws but I find its
performance to be exceptionally well balanced for my purposes
as a product reviewer and as a music lover. You may find that it
suits your needs, too.

While bass from the 3A Signature speakers varies from very
good to excellent (depending on the amplifier), combining the
speakers with a pair of 2Wq subwoofers improves everything.
Bass with the subwoofers is tighter and more controlled and
extends to lower frequencies. Distortion is reduced in the bass

This speaker system may not prove to be the ideal choice for
your situation and tastes but you should hear it before spending
more on anything else. The Vandersteen 3A Signature/2Wq
speaker system is a benchmark to which more expensive
speakers must be compared. Most will come up short. APJ
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Truth About Center Channel Speakers
The Truth About Center Channel Speakers
by Richard Hardesty
Our ongoing discussion of loudspeakers has concentrated on
stereo reproduction but all of the information that has been presented applies equally to the left and right front speakers in a
surround sound or multichannel system.
Multichannel systems may utilize a center channel speaker and
there are some unique factors that should be considered when
choosing a center channel speaker if high fidelity is your goal.
This article will present some simple facts about center channel
speakers.

High Fidelity for Stereo or Surround Sound
The Audio Perfectionist Journal advocates a high fidelity
approach to audio. Although many would like you to believe
otherwise, a high fidelity playback system can deliver a more
lifelike and satisfying musical presentation from stereo recordings and can provide a more involving home theater experience, too.
A high fidelity audio system is one that can accurately reproduce the recorded signal regardless of what that signal represents. An accurate system can be utilized to reproduce stereo
or multichannel recordings of music or movie soundtracks.
Although the concept of accurate reproduction is generally
accepted by stereo music enthusiasts, the high fidelity
approach to surround sound and home theater has been overshadowed by the heavily promoted THX licensing program,
which has questionable value for home theater and is entirely
worthless for music.
High fidelity principles require that the audio system accurately
reproduce the recorded signal without alteration. The ubiquitous
THX approach to home theater mandates that the recorded signal be substantially altered, both electrically and acoustically, in
order for the home system to emulate the sound of a movie
theater. Those who advocate surround sound for music are still
arguing about how it should be done.
There are several competing approaches to surround sound for
music. Some use the ITU standard for speaker positioning and
some use other speaker arrangements. Some incorporate a
center channel speaker and some don’t. Some aim for a natural
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representation of music and ambience and some discard all
previous ideas about how instruments and voices sound in the
real world in favor of a spectacular “new audio experience.”
Here’s my view on music surround: I have had extensive experience with all forms of music surround sound dating back to the
days of “quad” and matrix encoding. I have heard every type of
DSP surround sound process, including ambisonics, and all the
discrete, multichannel processes—with and without compression algorithms. While I like surround sound for movies, it is my
opinion that reproduced music sounds more natural in stereo
and I believe that a center channel should never be used for
music. Others disagree.
The Audio Perfectionist Journal is devoted to the subject of
high fidelity audio reproduction for any recorded signal.
Because many Journal readers want to use their audio systems for home theater and some want to experiment with various surround music formats, I wanted to include a discussion
of center channel speakers, but don’t assume that I’m an advocate.

Identical Speakers Across the Front?
According to THX, a surround sound system should have three
identical speakers across the front. In a movie theater that may
be a good idea but at home there are some serious problems.
In a movie theater, the front speakers are placed behind the
screen and the sound comes through perforations in the screen
material. In a home theater system, the center channel speaker
must be positioned above a direct view or rear projection television or below a front projection screen because nobody uses a
perforated screen. (Which is a good thing because listening to
speakers through a perforated screen is like eating watermelon
through a sheet.)
Using identical front speakers in the home would require that
all three be small satellites and that bass frequencies be redirected, a practice supported by THX.
Using satellite speakers with bass management is not a good
idea if high fidelity is your goal, and the center speaker will still
end up in a position that is higher or lower than the left and
right speakers in most systems. The center speaker will probably be closer to the front wall and may be sitting on top of a big
RPTV.
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For a music-only system, three identical full-range, floor-standing speakers could be utilized in a large room. This suggests
that listeners will hear identical sound from three locations, but
that probably won’t be the case if the speakers are equidistant
from the listener and there is a wall behind them.

If the left and right speakers are positioned well away from the
front wall—as they should be for good stereo reproduction—the
center speaker will be much closer to the wall if it is equidistant
from the listener.

What is actually needed is a
center channel speaker that
sounds the same as the left and
right speakers when it is
positioned where it will have to
be used.
Positioning the speaker closer to the wall will change its sound
significantly. (A mono signal doesn’t sound like a stereo signal
anyway, even when both come from identical speakers. See
Audio Perfectionist Journal #1 for more info and experiment
suggestions.)

While the use of three identical speakers across the front may
seem like a good idea, this implementation is impractical in
most homes and usually doesn’t succeed in providing identical
sound from three locations.
What is actually needed is a center channel speaker that
sounds the same as the left and right speakers when it is positioned where it will have to be used—that is, closer to the front
wall and probably near to, or on top of, a television.
In the real world, the center speaker may have to use a significantly different design approach in order to sound the same
when positioned in a significantly different acoustic environment.

Identical Drivers Across the Front?
If the speakers can’t be exactly the same, at least they should
use exactly the same drivers, right? This seems logical but it’s
difficult to do and it probably won’t help to provide matched
sound from all three speakers. Here’s why.
Well-designed speakers have drivers arranged in a vertical line
so that seated listeners will be equidistant from each driver
regardless of each individual’s lateral position in the room. A
center speaker with vertically arrayed drivers sitting beneath a
front projection screen, or on top of a direct-view or RPTV,
would be tall and awkward-looking. This situation is exacerbated when additional drivers are added to a center channel
speaker in order to increase power handling capability.
Using identical drivers won’t make a center channel speaker
sound like the left and right speakers if the center channel
speaker is positioned in a different acoustic environment, which
it probably will be, or is lying on its side.

Horizontal Center Channel Speakers
Tall main speakers look good and integrate well with other furniture. Tall center channel speakers look peculiar and don’t sell.
To improve appearance, most manufacturers simply lay the
center channel speaker on its side and make it a horizontal
array.
There are innumerable problems to this approach but the
biggest one is that the center channel speaker will now sound
different to each listener in the room because each listener will
have different path lengths to each driver in the speaker.
This negates the primary purpose of a center channel speaker,
which is to compensate for the change in sound that listeners
experience when they are forced to sit anywhere other than
centered between the left and right speakers—a position that
only one person can occupy.

The Purpose of a Center Channel Speaker
The purpose of a center channel speaker is to anchor dialog at
the screen for listeners seated off-center in the room. A listener
seated in the “sweet spot”—centered between the left and right
front speakers—doesn’t need a center channel speaker.
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Most people who take the time to actually try it will agree that,
for a listener seated in the sweet spot, sound is improved when
the center channel is turned off and center channel information
is reproduced by the left and right speakers (phantom image).
If a center channel speaker is supposed to improve the sound
for listeners sitting off to the sides, what good is a center channel speaker that sounds different when you move from side to
side? It certainly won’t sound like the left and right speakers to
anyone who is not seated dead center and the person seated
in the center doesn’t need a center channel speaker.
Despite these simple facts, almost all center channel speakers
are horizontal arrays because they look better that way and
people buy more of them. Most center channel speakers don’t
perform very well as high fidelity transducers. None that I’ve
heard sound like the main speakers made by the same manufacturers. If you doubt this, visit a dealer and listen to the pink
noise test signal that all surround processors can output for
level adjustments.

As the sound shifts from the left to the center to the right note
the change in quality at each position while you are seated in
the center. If you move to the left or right of center, the sound
from the center channel speaker will change much more than
the sound from the left and right speakers. Try it.
Thoughtful manufacturers have attempted to overcome this
problem by a variety of techniques. Polk uses a “tapered array”
crossover that rolls off some drivers at low frequencies to minimize the change in tonality that listeners will experience with
changes in lateral position.
Several manufacturers position the midrange and tweeter drivers in a vertical array with woofers arrayed horizontally at the
sides. These are partial solutions which can improve the situation but don’t completely eliminate the problem. None of these
arrays are time- and phase-accurate.
Some center channel speakers are actually out of phase with
the same manufacturer’s main speakers over much of their
range.

Phase
In order to improve amplitude response linearity, a typical 3way loudspeaker with a third-order crossover will have the
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midrange driver wired in opposite polarity from the woofer and
the tweeter. Most speakers have the woofer wired in phase with
the input signal so the midrange driver in a typical 3-way
speaker will be out of phase with the input signal.

A typical 2-way loudspeaker with a third-order crossover will
have the woofer wired in phase with the input signal and the
tweeter wired in reverse phase. In a 2-way speaker the
midrange frequencies are reproduced by the woofer so a typical 2-way speaker will be out of phase with a typical 3-way
speaker in the midrange and highs if both are connected in correct polarity to the input signal. What do you suppose happens
when a 2-way center channel speaker is combined with 3-way
main speakers?

What good is a center channel
speaker that sounds different
when you move from
side to side?
In a configuration that combines 3-way main speakers and 2way center channel speaker, the center channel speaker may
be out of phase with the left and right speakers over most of its
range. If the crossover points are different, and they most likely
will be, the problem becomes even more complex and the
results even more unpredictable.
I have frequently laughed out loud when reading descriptions of
“coherent sound fields” across the front stage from speaker
systems that I know have center channel speakers which are
not in phase with the left and right speakers in the midrange.
How can one be assured of phase compatibility? Use three
identical speakers or buy a time- and phase-accurate center
channel speaker.

Time- and Phase-Accuracy
Making a time- and phase-accurate center channel speaker is
a difficult task. An aligned vertical array won’t work because the
center channel speaker must be located above or below the
screen. The vertical position of a time- and phase-accurate
speaker is critical to temporal alignment of the drivers.
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You can’t make a temporally-aligned horizontal array because
the path lengths to different drivers will vary with listener position. So how can a time- and phase-accurate center channel
speaker be constructed? With a coaxial driver arrangement, of
course!
A coaxial configuration allows the relative positions of the
midrange and tweeter drivers to remain constant when the
speaker is positioned almost anywhere in the line of sight to
the listener. The speaker will sound about the same to listeners
seated almost anywhere in the room. Coaxial midrange/tweeter
drivers are an ideal solution to the problem of driver alignment
in center channel and surround speakers that must be positioned above or below the vertical position of the main left and
right speakers.

Thiel makes
time- and phase-accurate
center channel speakers with
coaxial drivers and so does
Vandersteen.

Choosing a Center Channel Speaker
If you have time- and phase-accurate main speakers you
should have a time- and phase-accurate center channel speaker. If you have conventional speakers you should carefully audition center channel speakers in combination with your main
speakers and in a configuration that simulates your home system. If you have a big RPTV and the center channel speaker
will sit on top of it, that’s the way you should audition center
channel speakers in the dealer’s showroom.
All center channel speakers don’t sound the same. All center
channel speakers won’t blend well with your main speakers.
Listen and compare. APJ

Interior of Vandersteen VCC-5 center channel speaker

When all drivers are electrically and acoustically in phase,
problems caused by different speakers having different
crossover points are eliminated. Time- and phase-accurate
speakers are always in phase at all frequencies.
Thiel makes time- and phase-accurate center channel speakers
with coaxial drivers and so does Vandersteen.
The Thiel SCS-3, with a coaxial midrange/tweeter driver, can
be used horizontally or vertically for center or surround channels. The Thiel MCS-1 has a four-driver array with a coaxial
midrange/tweeter. It handles more power and plays louder than
the SCS-3.
Vandersteen’s VCC-1, VLR-1 and VCC-Signature speakers
have a coaxial midrange/tweeter driver and are very compact.
The Vandersteen VCC-5 has four drive elements, including a
coaxial midrange/tweeter, arranged in a patented configuration
that provides time- and phase-accurate point-source radiation,
full-range response and high power handling capability.
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The Truth About Surround Speakers
The Truth About Surround Speakers
by Richard Hardesty
With the exception of the preceding article on center channel
speakers, our discussion of loudspeakers has concentrated on
stereo reproduction. This information applies equally to stereo
speakers and to the left and right front speakers in a surround
sound or multichannel system. The information about stereo
speakers may also apply to speakers used for the surround
channels in a multichannel system, or it may not—depending
on your objectives.
The requirements for surround speakers may be very different
from the requirements for stereo speakers depending on how
you use your system and who you believe. THX says that surround speakers must be radically different from front speakers
in order for a home theater system to simulate the sound of a
movie theater. Some promoters of surround sound for music
advocate the use of identical speakers all around and some
don’t. There is no agreement about what type of speakers
should be used for the surround channels or where they should
be placed. This article will present some simple facts about surround speakers to help you decide.

The THX Approach
THX mandates the use of dipole surround speakers placed
directly to the sides of the listener and radiating along the side
walls. One side of the dipole speaker is against the wall and
the other is aimed at the listener. Dipoles have no output to the
sides due to cancellation and in a THX home theater system
the listener sits in this null region so no direct sound from the
speaker is perceived.
All signals in the surround channels will reach the listener indirectly as reflections off the walls. This is supposed to simulate
the sound heard on a dubbing stage or in a movie theater or,
as THX calls it, the sound the filmmakers intended for you to
hear. This archaic concept dates back to the days of matrix surround.
Before discrete digital surround sound processes became the
norm, movie theaters used several surround speakers arranged
down the sides and across the back of the theater. All these
speakers received the same mono signal producing a diffuse
sound with no specific directional cues. Matrix surround has
just four channels: discrete left and right channels, a center
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channel that is created by combining the left and right channel
information that is in phase, and a surround channel that is created from the left and right channel information that is out of
phase. No directional effects are possible in the back hemisphere.
In the opinion of the architects of THX, a home theater system
using dipole surround speakers, reproducing an equalized and
decorrelated signal, simulates the sound that the filmmakers
heard when creating the soundtrack, or the sound heard in a
movie theater. I don’t agree.
In modern movie theaters the surround speakers are divided
into two or three groups: left rear, right rear and back (in some
theaters). In addition to the three front channels and a limited
bandwidth channel for low frequency effects (LFE), digital surround formats provide discrete left and right surround channels
and the back channel can be created from information that is in
phase in the surround channels. This gives filmmakers an
expanded palette for soundtrack creation. It also makes the
THX dipole surround idea for home theater obsolete.
A THX system imposes a vague, diffuse, “enveloping” surround
effect, whether that was intended by the filmmakers or not, and
eliminates the possibility of placing effects in the back hemisphere with specific directional attributes. Many of today’s
artists refuse to accept these limitations and use directional
effects in the rear channels.
You’ll never hear what they’re doing if you use dipole surround
speakers in your home theater system. EQed dipole surrounds
blur the effects of the best film soundtracks and are a ridiculous
concept for music.
Speakers with a dipolar radiation pattern sound distinctly different from point source radiators, especially when you are hearing only wall reflections from the dipoles. No amount of equalization can “timbre match” a dipole to a conventional front
speaker. I don’t think that dipole surround speakers provide the
best sound for matrix surround sound and they are clearly inferior for reproducing discrete multichannel sources.

The Music Surround Approach
The surround-sound-for-music crowd is still arguing about how
to use this new multichannel capability. The most practical
approach, and the one that’s easiest to sell, is simply to adapt
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music recording to the 5.1-channel playback systems that were
developed for movies and have become the norm for home theater. Others propose using the six available channels in different ways that are more appropriate for music reproduction.

Most proponents of surround for music recommend identical
speakers all around but there is disagreement about where the
speakers should be positioned and how the available channels
should be utilized. Some advocate full-range speakers and
some are willing to accept the compromised performance of
satellite speakers with bass management.
Every Sony multichannel SACD comes with a package insert
describing the ITU standard for speaker positioning. The ITU
standard for multichannel sound has the left and right speakers
positioned at ±30 degrees left and right of the center channel
speaker and the surround speakers positioned at ±110 degrees
from the center channel speaker.
Most DVD-audio supporters recommend the ITU speaker placement standard which is also used by many post-production
facilities in the movie industry.
David Chesky advocates eliminating the center channel speaker and subwoofer and using these channels instead for additional wide-front speakers placed at ±55 degrees from center
and elevated to reproduce a sense of height.
DMP’s Tom Jung likes a hard center channel but proposes that
the subwoofer channel be utilized for a height speaker placed
directly overhead. While there is little chance that these unusual approaches will find wide acceptance you may want to
experiment with them.
Achieving full-range response in the surround channels, while
highly desirable, presents a challenge in the average home.
Floor-standing, full-range speakers are usually not the best
solution.

The Real-World Approach
In the real world we have rectangular rooms filled with furniture. We sit on sofas and chairs with backs that rise to ear level
or above and are not acoustically transparent. We may have
others sitting beside us when we listen, blocking the path of
sound from one or both of the surround speakers.

I have visited thousands of rooms in conventional homes and I
can count on my fingers the number of rooms that would
accommodate full-range, floor-standing surround speakers
arranged equidistant (with the front speakers) from the listening
position and in the ITU-standard positions. In the rare circumstances where full-range speakers could be used for the surround channels, a direct path from these speakers to the listener(s) would be blocked, at least partially, by chair backs and/or
other listeners. Very few rooms are wide enough to allow the
rear speakers to be as far from the listeners as the front speakers—typically 8 to12-feet.

What we really need are surround speakers that sound like
the main speakers when
positioned where they will
actually be used
The only practical solution to these problems is to elevate the
surround speakers above the height of the chair backs and
other heads. This allows a direct path from the speakers to
each listener and increases the distance from the speakers to
the listeners.
While the use of surround speakers that match the front speakers seems like a good idea, this is impractical in nearly all
domestic rooms. What we really need are surround speakers
that sound like the main speakers when positioned where they
will actually be used—above and slightly behind the main listening position.

Phase
The same phase problems that were mentioned in the article
The Truth About Center Channel Speakers apply to surround
speakers. Mixing 2-way and 3-way designs may mean that
midrange and high frequencies in the front and rear hemispheres will be out of phase.
A typical 3-way front loudspeaker with a third-order crossover
will have the midrange driver wired in opposite polarity from the
woofer and the tweeter. A typical 2-way surround loudspeaker
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with a third-order crossover will have the woofer/midrange driver wired in phase with the input signal and the tweeter wired in
reverse phase. If you combine the two types, midrange and
high frequency sounds in the front and rear hemispheres will
be out of phase. If the crossover points are different, and they
most likely will be, the problem becomes even more complex
and the results even more unpredictable.
I have often been amused when reading descriptions of “coherent, three-dimensional sound fields” from speaker systems that
I know have center channel and surround speakers which are
not in phase with the left and right speakers in the midrange.
How can one be assured of phase compatibility? Use identical
speakers, an impracticality, or buy time- and phase-accurate
surround speakers.

Time- and Phase-Accuracy
Making time- and phase-accurate surround speakers is as difficult as making a time- and phase-accurate center channel
speaker. An aligned vertical array won’t work because the surround speakers are usually elevated above the height of the
other speakers in the system. The vertical position of a timeand phase-accurate speaker is critical to temporal alignment of
the drivers.
So how can time- and phase-accurate surround speakers be
constructed? Temporally-aligned vertical arrays can be aimed
down at the sweet spot so that the drivers are correctly positioned for one individual, or a coaxial driver arrangement can
be used to make surround speakers that work for everybody.
A coaxial configuration allows the relative positions of the
midrange and tweeter drivers to remain constant when the
speakers are positioned above and behind the listeners. The
speakers will sound about the same to listeners seated almost
anywhere in the room. Coaxial midrange/tweeter drivers are an
ideal solution to the problem of driver alignment in surround
speakers which must be positioned above the vertical position
of the main left and right speakers.

Thiel makes time- and phase-accurate surround speakers with
coaxial drivers and so does Vandersteen.
The Thiel SCS-3, with a coaxial midrange/tweeter driver, can
be used horizontally or vertically for center or surround channels. The Thiel MCS-1 has a four-driver array with a coaxial
midrange/tweeter. It handles more power and plays louder than
the SCS-3. The Thiel PowerPoint and PowerPlane models can
be surface or in-wall mounted.

Surround speakers can be
augmented with subwoofers to
provide full-range response and
increased output capability
The Vandersteen VSM-1, VSM Signature and VLR-1 models
each have a coaxial midrange/tweeter driver. The VSM models
can be wall mounted.
All of these surround speakers can be augmented with subwoofers to provide full-range response and increased output
capability.

Choosing Surround Speakers
If you have time- and phase-accurate main speakers you
should have time- and phase-accurate surround speakers. If
you have conventional speakers you should audition surround
speakers in combination with your main speakers. Matching
surround speakers to the main speakers is desirable but not as
critical as matching a center channel speaker to the main
speakers. APJ

When all drivers are electrically and acoustically in phase,
problems caused by different speakers having different
crossover points are eliminated. Time- and phase-accurate
speakers are always in phase at all frequencies.
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High-End Speakers and High SPL
by Richard Hardesty
People often ask me why expensive high-end speakers can’t
play as loudly as other types that cost far less. The answer
becomes fairly obvious when the following factors are considered: speaker sensitivity, the distance from the speaker to the
listener, the radiation pattern of the speaker, the available
amplifier power, the amount of heat that is generated in the
speaker and how long that heat persists. Let’s examine each
one and look at some numbers.

Sensitivity
Sensitivity is a gauge of how much sound pressure a speaker
can produce for a given input power at a given measurement
distance. Sensitivity is usually expressed in decibels with the
input power and distance referenced. The expression 91dB/1
watt/1 meter means that the speaker will produce 91 decibels
(dB) sound pressure level (SPL) at a distance of one meter
(39.3701-inches) with an input signal level of one watt, which is
equal to 2.83 volts RMS into an 8 ohm impedance. Note: the
same input voltage will produce 2 watts into a 4 ohm impedance.
The typical range of sensitivity for high-end loudspeakers is
between 80dB and 90dB/watt/meter with most falling in the
range of 83dB-88dB/watt/meter. A full-range guitar speaker
might have a sensitivity of 96dB/watt/meter. Sound reinforcement or horn-loaded theater speakers may produce over
100dB/watt/meter.

Distance and Radiation Pattern
Sound pressure level from a point source radiator falls in proportion to the square of the distance from the source. In other
words, if you sit twice as far from a speaker the sound will be
one fourth as loud. If the distance between you and the speaker is increased ten times, the sound will be only one one-hundredth as loud.
The inverse square rule applies to a measurement microphone
as well. A measured level of 90dB SPL at one meter won’t be
very loud at a normal listening distance of three or four meters.
The radiation pattern of the speaker can affect the drop in
sound pressure level with distance. Sound pressure falls in

direct proportion to distance with line source radiators, for
instance, but few high-end speakers act as true line sources
and all speakers become point sources at low frequencies. A
stack of sound reinforcement speakers with a narrow radiation
pattern can produce high levels at great distances but that’s a
story for another publication.

Power
To get more sound pressure out of a speaker you have to put
more power in. A large increase in power is required to produce
a small increase in sound pressure, but a big increase in power
means a big increase in heat.
Input power must be doubled to raise the sound pressure level
by 3dB. A speaker with a sensitivity of 87dB/watt/meter would
require an amplifier with eight times more power to play at the
same sound pressure level as a speaker with a sensitivity of
96dB/watt/meter.
In other words, a guitar speaker driven by a 50-watt amplifier
may play as loudly as a high-end speaker driven by a 400-watt
amplifier, but the high-end speaker probably won’t be able to
dissipate the heat created by 400 watts for long. If the 400-watt
amplifier clips, the tweeter in the high-end speaker will be
destroyed almost instantly.

Heat
Watts are watts whether we’re talking about a toaster, a hair
dryer or a power amplifier. A 1,500-watt hair dryer gets a lot
hotter than a 1,000-watt hair dryer. If you want to know how
much heat 100 watts can produce, hold your hand near a 100watt light bulb. You don’t want to put your hand anywhere near
a 500-watt halogen bulb, which can produce tremendous heat
and be a real fire hazard. A 500-watt amplifier can create a fire
hazard inside a speaker that can’t withstand the heat created
by this power.
A compression driver in a horn-loaded theater speaker may
have a 3-inch voice coil which can handle 50 watts all day long,
but the same 50 watts of continuous power will eventually melt
the delicate 1-inch voice coil in a high-end dome tweeter and
the high-end speaker won’t be playing nearly as loudly when it
fails.
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Why is the high-end tweeter so delicate? Because it has to
respond to subtle nuances in the audio signal and have bandwidth to perhaps 30kHz. The horn-loaded compression driver,
with its massive voice coil, will be lucky to reach 15kHz and
subtlety is a word that is seldom associated with sound reinforcement or theater speakers.
A full-range guitar speaker may use a single 12-inch driver and
have a bandwidth of 50Hz to 2.5kHz. This rugged driver may
have a 3-inch or even a 4-inch diameter voice coil made from
heavy wire. The guitar speaker will blow you off your bar stool
but it won’t resolve midrange details like a hi-fi speaker system
and it won’t produce deep bass or high frequencies at all.

You can enjoy Chopin,
Miles Davis and Megadeth on a
high-end hi-fi system.
Time is an important factor when considering heat build-up and
dissipation. The dome tweeter in the high-end speaker may be
able to dissipate the heat created by 1,000 watts for a few milliseconds but the small, lightweight voice coil required for highend performance can’t withstand sustained power and the heat
that accumulates over time.

The Porsche and the Dump Truck

No Rock-and-Roll With a Good Hi-Fi System?
A good hi-fi system can play rock-and-roll and other types of
music which are best enjoyed at loud listening levels. I love
piano concertos and small ensemble classical works but a system that won’t play Led Zeppelin and Pink Floyd would be
worthless to me.
I like Mary Chapin Carpenter and Shawn Colvin but I also enjoy
Meredith Brooks and Sheryl Crow. I listen to all these artists
and many more but I use common sense.
When I listen to Joe Satriani or Jeff Beck I play the music loud
but I sit in the normal position about 8-feet from my speakers. I
don’t try to make the sound loud in another room or out on the
patio and I don’t play three rock CDs back to back—I let the
speakers (and my ears) cool down by interspersing softer, gentler material.
Loud is a relative word that means different things to different
people. I never listen at levels that would damage my hearing
or my equipment. In objective terms that means average levels
of 90dB or so at the listening position and peaks of perhaps
100dB SPL.
You can enjoy Chopin, Miles Davis and Megadeth on a highend hi-fi system if you use restraint and exercise good judgment. Armed with the information presented in this article you
should be able to enjoy all kinds of music without ruining your
ears or your speakers. APJ

In Audio Perfectionist Journal #1 I wrote a little allegory
about a Porsche and a dump truck. That analogy applies here.
Different tools are required to perform different jobs.

A sound reinforcement speaker system sacrifices bandwidth
and sound quality for high output capability. A high-end audio
speaker sacrifices sensitivity and high output capability for
extended bandwidth and improved sound quality.
A high-resolution speaker system can accurately reproduce
every detail of a string quartet in your living room but that same
speaker system may not be the best choice if you want to listen
to loud rock-and-roll through the open sliding glass door while
you’re having a party out by the pool.
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Addendum to Journal #8
by Richard Hardesty
Audio Perfectionist Journal #8 was written in 2002 and time
has continued to march onward but not necessarily upward.
Overpriced products are still readily available and the magazines continue to heap praise on them. High value, high performance audio components are still available but you’ll have to
seek them out because good engineering and products that
are simply well designed and functional don’t seem to garner
much press coverage.
I’ve just returned from CES 2005 and not much has changed
there if you ignore video and concentrate only on audio components and systems. I could write a report about the audio portion at this year’s show very similar to the 2002 CES report in
Journal #8, dividing exhibits into groups representing high performance and silliness.
Dunlavy Audio has closed and the SC-IV.A speakers reviewed
in Journal #8 are available only in the used market. Thiel has
upgraded the CS6 speaker to CS6A and introduced a line of
powered subwoofers. Vandersteen Model 3A Signature and
2Wq subwoofers are still available and this speaker system
continues to represent one of the best values in audio today.

Vandersteen has introduced the Quatro speakers, which are
like a combination of 3A Signature speakers and 2Wq subwoofers, combined in just two enclosures. Quatros have slightly
better midbass (smaller woofer) and slightly less cone area for
deep bass (only two subwoofer drivers per speaker).
Vandersteen has introduced the Model 5A speakers, which set
new standards for loudspeaker performance (see Journal #12
for a complete review). Both Shane and I have assembled systems around these speakers and achieved remarkable improvements in resolution.
Mainstream manufacturers have failed to recognize the importance of time-domain performance in loudspeakers but Pat
McGinty has entered the fray with a complete line of time- and
phase-accurate Meadowlark speakers. (See interview in
Journal #12 and product review in Journal #13.)
Surround sound for music has become a mid-fi phenomenon
and few high-end companies demonstrated with more than two
channels at CES 2005. APJ
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he Audio Perfectionist Journal has been published and distributed in electronic form since
1999. Journal #9 is the first one to be printed on
paper and distributed by mail and some background
information is called for.

T

The content in the Audio Perfectionist Journal is
based on my high fidelity approach to home music
reproduction. Journals #1 through #8 defined this
comprehensive method for evaluating audio components and systems. Goals were established, the
purpose of a home audio system was
described and we examined the functions of
some of the components that are vital to such
a system. The industry that manufactures and
sells audio components and systems was
scrutinized, and we challenged the
expertise of some of the writers
who review and criticize
the industry’s products.

Emotion is a Good Thing
We have established that our primary goal is the
emotional satisfaction that music can bring and we
need to think about how to assemble an audio system that will accomplish this goal. We are confronted
by a marketplace filled with a confusing myriad of
audio products which are often proffered with hype
and misinformation. Those who rely entirely on emotions to lead them to the components necessary to
bring about musical satisfaction in the home may

Journals #9 through #12
will delve deeper into our subject
of interest and provide information
about audio components that is
more specific and detailed.
You need this information if
you want to get the best value
for the money you invest in audio
components and the best sound
from the components you
choose.
Let’s start by restating our primary goal and outlining
some of the material that was introduced in previous
Journals.

experience years of frustration and financial loss.
Wise enthusiasts will also enlist their intellect in order
to ferret out those products that are well designed
and fairly priced because the marketplace is filled
with products that are neither.
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Introduction
We seek an emotional connection with music but we must think
about the function of the components we choose in order to
assemble an audio system. We don’t want to waste money on
inadequate or poorly designed hardware and we do want to
fully exploit the capabilities of the good products we acquire.

the speakers and the listener within that room. Journal #3
begins the discussion of system components that continues
through Journal #8.

The Natural Order of Things
Reason is a Good Thing, Too
The Audio Perfectionist Journal is a publication for those
who respond emotionally to music and want to learn how to
choose audio components which allow that response. There
are many ways to go wrong and lots of advertising dollars
available to lead you astray.
Music has life-enriching value. Some audio components convey
the musical message better than others. Figuring out which

“Our primary goal is the
emotional satisfaction that
music can bring.”
components are best requires technical examination and experienced listening and the Journal can help you learn how to do
both. We evaluate the quality of audio components by listening
to them but we also understand how audio components work
and we know how to gauge the competence of the designer.
Knowledge makes it harder to fool us with spectacular but artificial sound or with impressive but false rhetoric. Remember,
misinformation is just like real information but wrong.
A little knowledge can work for you too. Wouldn’t you like to be
harder to fool? You have to make the ultimate decision about
which products to choose. The Journal will provide useful
information that will help you avoid costly mistakes.

The article The Natural Order of Things in Audio Perfectionist
Journal #3 follows the signal path through a home audio system and divides the system into sections based on component
function. There are three major component groups, or system
sections: source components, which provide information
retrieval; amplification components, which raise the signal
level; and output components, which convert that signal into
sound. Cables are an additional component group that will be
considered separately.
Each of the Audio Perfectionist Journals #9 through #12 will
concentrate on a system section, or component group. W e’ll
examine each section of an audio system in greater depth
while discussing the components that provide the specific functions of information retrieval, amplification and reproduction.
This journey will begin with Journal #9 which is all about
source components.
Source components are often undervalued by novices but the
source component is vitally important because it sets the limits
of resolution for the entire system.

Examining an Audio System, Section by Section
Following the signal path and grouping components based on
function makes it easier to understand what each component
does and how each individual component relates to other components and to the system as a whole. Understanding these
concepts is important because it helps us to properly allocate
resources in order to assemble a balanced audio system that
provides maximum performance for investment. A lack of
understanding can lead to frustration and financial waste.

The Basics
Journal #1, available free on the Audio Perfectionist website
(www.audioperfectionist.com), explains the philosophy of the
high fidelity approach to home music reproduction and home
theater. Some common myths are debunked and the basic
goals of the Journal are established. Journal #2, which is also
available free on the website, explains how the environment
affects the sound you hear and suggests the best ways to
improve listening room acoustics and the best ways to position
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If you believe that speakers can reproduce a signal that doesn’t
come out of the amplifier, or that the amplifier can amplify a
signal that didn’t come out of the preamplifier, you will have a
difficult time properly allocating your resources while assembling an audio system that can provide satisfying sound. If you
forget that the source component establishes the limits of resolution for the entire system you may spend years and untold
sums of money futilely trying to reproduce a signal that was
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Analog and Digital

never retrieved from the recording.
Many people spend too much on output components and too little
on amplification and source components. They believe that
speakers make the biggest difference in sound so they spend
most of their budget on speakers and shortchange the rest of the
system. The result is likely to be unsatisfactory at best. It is common to see systems that include $10,000 speakers reproducing
sound sourced from a $600 CD player. It is common and it’s stupid.
Factual, logical information can help you avoid costly and frustrating mistakes when choosing components for an audio system or deciding which component to upgrade first in the system
you already own. Unfortunately, hype and ridiculous claims are
often substituted for facts and logic. We’ll try to alert you to
claims that are over-the-top or just plain false and present logical arguments instead.
Let’s begin with some simple, irrefutable facts.

Truth and Logic
Here are some inarguable truths and some simple logic:
Speakers reproduce the signal that is delivered by the amplifier. The amplifier amplifies the signal that is delivered by the
preamplifier. The preamplifier processes the signal that is delivered by the source components.
No system component can create a musical signal. Each component is limited to reproducing the signal that is presented at
the input to that component. The source component retrieves
the signal from the recording medium, establishing the limit of
resolution for the entire system.

Today our audio systems can play music recorded on analog
media like magnetic tape and vinyl records, or music that has
been digitally encoded and stored on optical discs. This

“The source component
retrieves the signal from the
recording medium, establishing
the limit of resolution for the
entire system.”
Journal will provide basic information about analog and digital
signals and the components that are used to retrieve those signals from the recording. We will offer suggestions, based on
our experience with many components, for achieving the best
possible performance from analog and digital sources.
We, of course, haven’t heard every product available and information will be provided to help you judge components that
aren’t mentioned. Products that aren’t specifically mentioned in
this Journal are not necessarily bad (or good). We try to
refrain from commenting on components with which we have
little personal experience but that doesn’t mean that you
shouldn’t investigate them. A lot of stuff is available for your
consideration and we can evaluate only a small percentage of
it.

The Current State of Digital
If an optical disc player or turntable system doesn’t retrieve the
signal from the disc or record, it’s lost forever. The preamp
can’t process a signal that doesn’t exist, the amplifier can’t
amplify that signal, and speakers—no matter how expensive or
exotic—can’t reproduce that signal. If you want high quality
sound to come out of your audio system you must put a high
quality signal in.
Of course each component can add undesirable artifacts like
noise and distortion to the desired signal, as described in
Journal #3, and those undesirable additions must be minimized for satisfactory results.

Digital audio has evolved and new formats like SACD and high
resolution LPCM (available on some DVD-Video and DVDAudio discs) provide hope for even better sound. That doesn’t
change the fact that the audio industry has languished for over
20 years while we have tried to create a silk purse from the
sow’s ear that is the compact disc. Today’s best 16-bit/44kHz
recordings played on today’s best CD players provide sound
that is hard to fault in hi-fi terms. Analog records and SACD
discs offer more.
Analog records and SACDs make it easier to become emotionally connected to the music. This emotional connection is the
hook that perpetuates the high-end audio industry and perhaps
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Introduction
the music business as well. Both are in a slump and I can’t
help but think that the compact disc is at least partly responsible.
Today’s best CD players are barely adequate as a source for a
high resolution audio system and decent CD players are still
quite expensive. An inexpensive turntable or SACD player will
convey the musical message far better than the best CD players available. Hi-fi buffs may never understand this but listeners seeking an emotional response from music will “get it” with
their first exposure to good analog or SACD.
I’m not going to tell you to throw
away your CD collection
and I’m not going to part
with mine. But you
need to know that
you are working
harder to achieve emotional satisfaction if compact disc is your primary source
for music. The contents of this
Journal will present a strong case for that position in the hope
that people will not simply settle for the mediocrity of CD and
will seek superior formats which are coming to market now
and, in the case of analog, have always been available.
This Journal won’t be devoted exclusively to criticizing the
compact disc. We will tell you how to get the best sound possible from your CD collection. We’ll review an array of players
and tell you which ones are worthy of your consideration and
which ones aren’t. We’ll compare the sound from CDs to the
sound from high resolution digital formats like SACD and high
res LPCM and we’ll compare players compatible with these formats.

The Current State of Analog
The general public may think that vinyl records became obsolete in the early 1980s when the compact disc arrived. This
point would be hard to argue based on sales numbers. Analog
records have never completely vanished from the market but
they represent a small niche market much like high-end audio.
These niches are of interest to only a small number of discerning music lovers. The fact that records won’t die demonstrates
a lasting appeal that can only be attributed to sound quality.
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Vinyl records are a pain in the butt. They are easily damaged
and need to be cleaned and carefully stored. Some surface
noise is audible on most pressings and a high percentage of
new records are imperfect in some way.
You can’t listen to a record while riding in your car or jogging.
Records must be played on delicate mechanical devices that
are microphonic and easily damaged during house cleaning.
These devices (turntables) must be carefully adjusted after
installation and meticulously maintained. What a hassle.
Why would people put up with this “primitive” format in a digital
age? Because records sound better. The payoff for all the trouble is sound that is alive and deeply satisfying. Give records a
try and see if you don’t agree.

Source Components
This Journal is all about source components. We’ll start with
analog and finish with digital. Before we begin our examination
of source components I’d like to acknowledge some contributors who helped make this Journal possible.

New Members on the Journal Team
Shane Buettner has joined the Audio Perfectionist Journal as
Equipment Review Editor and he has contributed a large volume of work, including many product reviews, to this issue.
Shane is an experienced listener and journalist whose articles
and reviews have been published in Widescreen Review, The
Perfect Vision, and The Absolute Sound magazines. Shane and
I share a common vision about how audio publications should
serve consumers and we have been working closely together
for several years.
Rick Johnson has joined the Journal as Art Director. Rick’s
artistic skills will make this a more attractive and professional
publication that is better able to accurately convey information.
We’ll now be able to print photographs of products and people
along with drawings that will help to clarify complex subjects
that are difficult to describe with words alone.
I’d also like to express appreciation to the other contributors to
Journal #9: Joe Harley of Harley Music Productions, Brooks
Berdan of Brooks Berdan Ltd., and Chris Fitzgerald, a Journal
subscriber. Edith Hardesty has edited the thousands of words
of copy to correct our spelling and grammatical errors, as she
has done since the beginning. APJ
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An analog signal has continuous physical variables as
opposed to a digital signal
which is composed of sequential samples that represent
numerical quantities at an instant
in time. An analog recording of
music contains a continuously variable signal that is directly analogous to the air pressure
variations, or “sound waves,” at the original event. A digital
recording of music contains a digital code consisting of
sequential samples that represent the amplitude of the analog
signal at specific instances in time or the change in amplitude
between one sample and the next.
Recordings are created by converting mechanical energy to
electrical energy and storing a representation of that electrical
energy. During playback electrical energy is converted into
mechanical energy to produce sound.

Transducers
Energy conversion is performed by electromechanical transducers, including microphones, cutting heads and loudspeakers. Several conversions may take place—for vinyl records,
sound pressure is converted to an electrical signal at the microphone; the electrical signal is converted to mechanical energy
at the cutting head; mechanical energy from the record groove
is converted to an electrical signal in the pickup cartridge; and
electrical energy is converted to mechanical energy by the
loudspeakers. While electromechanical conversion occurs during recording and playback, the signal on an analog recording
is always a direct analog of the sound pressure and is continuously variable rather than sampled.

Tape and Vinyl
Analog sources available for high-end audio enthusiasts
include analog tape and vinyl records. Both are becoming
increasingly less common. Analog tape decks for home use are
almost extinct and we’re not going to spend any time discussing them. We won’t ignore analog tape completely
because many high quality recordings, even those that end up
on a digital medium like CD, are initially captured on analog tape.

Vinyl records, which have traditionally been our highest resolution source, are making a strong comeback in our niche market
and we will devote a substantial portion of this Journal to an
examination of analog turntable systems so you’ll know how
they work and how to choose a good one should you decide to
see what all the fuss is about. I hope that you do decide to
investigate records.

Analog Tape
An analog
tape
recording
stores
energy in
a varying
magnetic
field created by
magnetizing ferrous (containing iron) particles which are bonded to mylar tape. These particles pass by a recording head
which magnetizes them using a high-frequency bias current
along with the electrical signal that represents the musical
information captured by the microphone. During playback an
electrical signal is produced in the playback head by the passing magnetic field on the tape. This electrical signal is amplified
for conversion back to mechanical energy by the loudspeaker.
A tape recorder stores information magnetically utilizing record
and playback heads containing coils of wire which become
electromagnets for recording and generators for playback.
The record head becomes a variable electromagnet when the
signal and bias current flow through its coil. The playback head
becomes a generator when its coil is exposed to the variable
magnetic field from the ferrous (iron) particles on the recorded
tape.
An analog tape recording stores energy magnetically. Energy is
stored on vinyl records by physically carving it into the groove
walls of a master disc and transferring those groove wiggles to
a vinyl record.

Vinyl Records
Vinyl records store the recorded signal in the wiggles of the
grooves. The inner groove wall contains the signal from the left
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Analog
channel
and the
outer
groove
wall
contains
the signal from
the right
channel. The groove walls have a 90 degree included angle
and the stylus moves at ±45 degrees from vertical in response
to a signal that occurs only in one channel or the other. If equal
amplitude in-phase signals are recorded in both channels the
playback stylus will move laterally. Equal amplitude out-ofphase signals will produce vertical stylus movement
A cutting lathe is used to make records which can be created
from analog or digital tape recordings or directly from the
microphone feed—“direct to disc.” The cutter head converts the
electrical signal into mechanical motion and carves a groove in

When vinyl records are made the signal is equalized during
recording and playback to limit groove spacing and to minimize
surface noise. Low frequencies are reduced in amplitude and
high frequencies are increased in amplitude during recording
by applying the RIAA equalization curve. An inverse EQ curve
is applied during playback where bass frequencies are raised
in level and high frequencies are reduced in level to return the
signal to flat response.
Vinyl records can have a useful bandwidth of 10Hz-30kHz with
excellent phase response. Musical dynamic range is audibly
superior to CD even though signal-to-noise ratio numbers might
lead slide rule jockeys to believe otherwise. A playback stylus
in intimate contact with the groove walls can retrieve recorded
information that is remarkably subtle. Listen and compare CD
and analog versions of the same recording and hear just how
much micro detail—most notably instrumental decay and high
frequency “air”—is missing from the CD yet clearly audible on
the record. Or attend an Audio Perfectionist seminar and I’ll
demonstrate this for you.

The Analog Difference
If you find it more difficult now to respond to music with the
degree of enthusiasm you had in your youth, or if you are a
youth and never completely understood those who talk of a
deep emotional connection to music, try listening to vinyl

The sound from records is so
much more “alive”
and involving.
the lacquer coating on the surface of the aluminum master
disc. A vinyl record is produced from this master disc (several
intermediate stages are involved). During playback, the pickup
cartridge converts the groove wiggles into an electrical signal
that can be amplified and reproduced as sound.
The process is tedious but uncomplicated and the music
remains intact all along the way. The master disc and the stampers which impress the signal on the vinyl discs can be played.
(Stampers require a special stylus because a stamper is like a
photographic negative—grooves become ridges.)
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records. They don’t have to be new audiophile recordings. In
fact, it’s probably better if they aren’t. Open yourself to this
experience and you may find something that’s been missing in
your life. Let me tell you about what happened to me.
When I advanced into middle age and left the retail audio business, I got lazy. My turntable (a Linn LP-12 circa 1980) needed
a new belt and I had a state-of-the–art CD player (a W adia
860, now an 861). I had duplicated many of my favorite records
with CD copies of the same recordings. The CD sound was
impressive and everything was sooo easy. No disc cleaning, no
stylus cleaning, no hassle. And I could play CDs in my car.
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Even though
it was now
more convenient to select
and play a
disc, I found
that I was listening to my
audio system
less and less.
When I
played music
that, in years past, had produced a deep emotional response,
the sound seemed spectacular and hard to fault (in hi-fi terms)
but the goose bumps no longer appeared. I decided that I just
had to accept a less thrilling and less satisfying involvement
with music—just as I had accepted other diminutions of excitement and joy in my life as a “natural” part of growing older.
CDs were supposed to provide “perfect sound forever.” I had
listened to dozens of CD players and I knew that I had one of
best available.

demonstrated this phenomenon for hundreds of people with
universal success.) Records make it easier to connect with the
music and the musicians.

Emotions restored
Except for the reintroduction of the turntable, all components in
my system remained unchanged. Many of the records that I
had chosen for this first listening session were the analog versions of the same recordings that had been emotionally unsatisfying on CD. The excitement wasn’t gone—it had simply been
stifled by inadequate digital coding.
I spent the decade of the ‘80s, while I was still selling audio
systems, trying to convince people that the CD was a step
backwards from the vinyl record, but in the ‘90s I had given in
to the convenience of what, by then, had become a much
improved digital recording and playback system. CDs are better
now since the dark ages of the 1980s but they’re still not good
enough.
After returning to my turntable as a source I have been reborn
as an analog druid. Although I have an outstanding CD-based
audio system, records simply sound better. Vinyl delivers the
musical goods like CD never could.

The Road Back to Analog
When I started to review audio products and write about audio
subjects I needed a complete reference system. I contacted my
old friend Ivor Tiefenbrun at Linn in Scotland and asked for the
parts to bring my antique LP-12 up to date. I upgraded the
turntable to Cirkus status and added a Lingo power supply and
the latest Ekos tonearm and Arkiv cartridge. When the turntable
system was assembled and operational, I sat down for what
turned out to be an ear-opening experience.
I played a bunch of 20-year-old records that used to “get me
off” in the old days and tears came to my eyes. The thrill wasn’t
gone, after all, or even diminished. In fact, because age and
experience have made me less self-conscious and more selfassured, I could really let myself go and I luxuriated in the
music like a pig in a mud bath.
The sound from records is so much more “alive” and involving.
The rhythm and pace of the music are easier to follow and
respond to. (I have no technical explanation for how CDs can
have a negative impact on rhythmic integration but I have

This was not a momentary experience and I continue to choose
analog as my preferred source whenever possible. Records
deliver music that is more rhythmically involving and more
emotionally gratifying. The message of the composer and the
skill of the artist are far easier to perceive when the source is
vinyl. I have a lot of compact discs and I continue to listen to
them but I buy CDs only when a vinyl or SACD version of a
recording is not available. APJ

Records Need Record Players
To play vinyl records you need a turntable, tone arm
and cartridge (along with a phono preamp—to be
covered in Journal #10). Before choosing these components you should know a little about the physics
involved. The following articles will provide necessary information.
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Turntable Physics

If you want to play records you
need a record player.
Record players are
called turntables in
high-end audio language
but a high-end “turntable” is actually a system with three major components: the turntable
mechanism, which rotates the record; the tonearm, which
caries the pickup cartridge over the record surface; and the
pickup cartridge, which generates electrical output.
The job of the turntable system seems deceptively simple but
there is more to it than meets the eye. A high-end turntable
system must retrieve signals from the record grooves that can’t
be seen without the aid of a microscope. It must retrieve these
tiny signals while both resisting the powerful energy that bombards the system from the outside and dissipating disruptive
energy created within the turntable system.
Disruptive energy from within the system includes vibration
from the motor and main bearing and excitation of the tonearm
tube by the stylus motion in the groove. Disruptive energy from
outside the system includes footfalls and other mechanical disturbances, and acoustic energy from the loudspeakers.
Acoustic energy from the speakers may enter the turntable system from below through the support furniture or directly through
the air into the turntable components, particularly the light
weight tonearm tube.
The turntable motor is the only active component in the system.
The turntable platter, which supports the record, spins freely
on the main bearing and is driven by the motor. The quality
of the bearing which supports the platter is critical to performance. Tonearms
and cartridges are passive
components dependent on
the turntable motor for function. The motor drives the
platter which drives the
groove. The groove drives
the tonearm and the stylus.

record in three dimensions and act as a sump for energy from
sources including the speakers and the vibration from the stylus that is tracing the grooves.
The cartridge generates output when there is relative movement between the cartridge body and the stylus. Ideally the
cartridge body will be held motionless above the record while
the stylus tracks the groove, but if the stylus is motionless and
the cartridge body is moved by external energy which enters
the system, or by arm tube resonance reflected back to the
cartridge body, a signal will be generated which is unrelated to
the recorded information.
We’ll discuss the three system components in order of their significance to sound. First the turntable, then the tonearm and
finally the cartridge. While this order of sonic significance may
seem counterintuitive, experience will prove its validity.

The Turntable
The turntable has a motor which powers the entire system, a
rotating platter that supports the record, a main bearing assembly that supports the rotating platter, and a chassis that supports the main bearing and the tonearm and couples the two
together over a wide range of frequencies (ideally). This coupling is vitally important because it minimizes the effects of
vibration on the retrieval of information. Here’s how.

Coupling
If the turntable subchassis and tonearm assembly provide rigid
coupling between the main bearing and the pickup cartridge,
noise and vibration entering the system will not cause relative

The tonearm must position the
cartridge accurately above the

8
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movement between the stylus and cartridge body because that
noise or vibration will appear everywhere within the coupled
system, in phase.
If the cartridge body is decoupled from the main bearing any
noise or vibration that enters the system may cause relative
movement between the stylus and cartridge body which will
affect the retrieval of information or create a signal that is unrelated to the recording. Bearing noise would appear at the platter and also at the cartridge body in an ideal coupled system
and produce no output. Bearing noise would only appear at the
platter in a decoupled system and would be interpreted as a
signal by the cartridge.
Decoupling can occur at the main bearing-to-chassis junction,
at the tonearm-to-chassis junction, at the tonearm support-totonearm junction, at the tonearm-to-cartridge junction, etc.
Perfect coupling at all frequencies cannot be achieved in the
real world. Energy that cannot be coupled in phase must be
absorbed and dissipated rather than reflected. Mass isolated
turntables attempt to direct energy into massive components
that act as sumps in order to prevent this energy from being
reflected back into the system.

drive method for high-end audio but not the only one.
Motors turn with sequential pulses which are smoothed by the
flywheel action of the platter and the elasticity of the belt. As
the flywheel gets heavier the motor power must be increased.
The more powerful the motor the stronger the pulses. A motor
with just enough power to start the platter is usually the best
choice for smoothest rotation.
In general, DC (direct current) motors are voltage controlled
devices and AC (alternating current) motors are frequency controlled devices. DC motors facilitate continuously variable
speed contol, which is useful for turntables used by disc jockeys. AC motors are as speed accurate as the frequency of the
alternating current that drives them and don’t need servos or
sensing devices. DC motors use servo speed control systems
in virtually all commercial turntable designs. Servo-controlled
systems are, by definition, always turning at the wrong speed.
Servos can actually create flutter distortion at the sample rate
of the servo. Heavier platters smooth the servo action into a
more stable rotation. Heavier platters require more powerful
motors which create more powerful pulses.
The best turntables I’ve heard use AC motors and belt drive
systems and have platters that are moderately but not excessively heavy.

The Motor
An electric motor rotates the platter. The motor can be directly
attached to the platter—direct drive—or a detached motor can
rotate the platter using a belt or string drive. Motors rotate with
sequential pulses (in small jerky motions) as poles are energized. Fewer poles mean fewer, stronger pulses (jerks) per revolution. More poles produce more jerks
with less energy
per jerk.
A direct drive
motor must turn
at platter speed.
A belt drive motor will turn at a much higher speed
while rotating a small pulley that will drive the larger platter through the elastic belt. The belt can isolate the small jerky motions of the motor from the
platter which acts as a flywheel to smooth rotation
and stabilize speed. Belt drive is the preferred

The Platter
The turntable platter must support the record and rotate at a
constant and correct speed. Slow variations from the correct
speed are called “wow”
and rapid variations
are called “flutter.”
Wow and flutter
are descriptive
names that accurately convey the
negative sonic
impact of these distortions. Both
affect instrumental pitch and harmonic relationships.
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tion. The turntable must rotate at the correct speed to accurately reproduce music. Speed can be verified with a strobe disc or
by playing a test tone of known frequency and using a frequency counter or oscilloscope to verify the frequency that is reproduced.
A heavier platter will provide more flywheel effect than a lighter
platter but the heavier platter will create far stronger forces in
the main bearing and will require a more powerful motor that
will introduce stronger pulses (jerks). Heavier is better up to a
point.
Clear plastic platters look cool but provide no other benefit that
I can determine and they may increase static electric charge
because they are non-conductive. A metal platter can be electrically grounded to minimize static build-up in the record. A
metal platter can be electrically grounded to the tonearm.

The Main Bearing
The turntable platter rotates on a main bearing that must prevent wobble and create little noise. Low frequency noise, which
is created primarily in the platter bearing, is called “rumble.”
Rumble is a very destructive type of noise because it occurs at
low frequencies which can use up large amounts of amplifier
power and speaker excursion, producing intermodulation distortion and reducing headroom and dynamic range.
Every imaginable bearing type has been tried and the vast
majority of commercial turntables use a simple sleeve bearing
assembly with a thrust plate, which has proven to be the best
and longest-lasting solution.
Oil, which is essentially non-compressible, can fill the gap
between the spindle and the sleeve bearing providing lubrication and rigid coupling. An oil-bath bearing can be virtually free
of wobble. Air bearings rely on air, which is a compressible
substance, to support the platter and reduce friction between
the spindle and the sleeve and thrust plate. Air bearings
increase complexity and reduce coupling while providing no
audible benefit in my opinion.
The best turntables I’ve heard use oil-bath sleeve bearings.
Inexpensive turntables may effectively use dry bearings that
will suffice for several years.
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Suspension
Two basic methods are used to isolate turntables from external
energy and minimize acoustic feedback. One method utilizes a
spring suspension system that acts as a low-pass filter blocking
vibration at frequencies above the resonant frequency of the
suspension. The other method relies on mass. Because little
engineering is necessary, mass isolation is more popular with
small manufacturers.
Spring suspension systems are generally tuned to resonate at
3-4Hz. These suspensions are very effective at blocking vibration above 4Hz or so from entering the turntable system
through the supporting furniture below. Because they act as
low-pass filters they are ineffective at frequencies below 3-4Hz
and they make the turntable system very sensitive to footfall
disturbance. In a home with wood floors a spring suspended
turntable should be supported by a shelf mounted on a loadbearing wall. A suspended turntable should not be placed on an
isolation platform that includes another compliant system. T wo
compliant systems may interact with unpredictable results.
Spring suspension can’t isolate the turntable from airborne
energy which enters the turntable system directly rather than
through the supporting furniture. Rigid coupling in the suspended subchassis, which connects the platter through the main
bearing to the cartridge through the tonearm, is an ef fective
defense against airborne vibration.
A closed, coupled system will minimize interference from airborne energy. Rigid coupling only works at some frequencies.
It’s easy to couple low frequency bearing noise to the tonearm
but it’s far more difficult to couple high frequency vibration from
the tonearm to the platter. Even rigidly coupled, suspended
turntables must absorb and dissipate some energy at some frequencies.
Mass isolation turntables rely on high mass as a defense
against external energy and acoustic feedback. Manufacturers
who use mass isolation simply make everything bigger with the
idea that the bigger and heavier it is, the harder it will be to
move.
Mass isolation is only partially effective. Bigger, heavier objects
are more difficult to set in motion but objects with more mass
tend to store energy at lower frequencies than lighter objects. A
heavy platter is unlikely to be moved by acoustic energy or
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footfalls but a heavy chassis may store energy at low frequencies and dump that energy into the tonearm which must have
relatively low mass. Rigid coupling is more difficult to achieve
with high-mass components and any vibration in the main bearing is likely to create a signal in the cartridge. Acoustic energy
will easily affect the tonearm tube but not the rest of the
turntable system and undesirable energy that moves the cartridge body is just as bad as undesirable energy that moves the
stylus.
The best turntables I’ve heard use a spring-suspended subchassis that rigidly couples the platter to the cartridge.

The Arm
The tonearm positions the cartridge above the record surface
in two planes and three directions: vertically (up-and-down),
horizontally (side-to-side) and fore-and-aft (front-to-back). The
arm must have low inertia and low resistance to up-and-down
and side-to-side movement so that the cartridge can track the
grooves on a warped record, but the arm must firmly position
the cartridge at a specific distance
from the pivot and prevent any foreand-aft or twisting movement.
Bearings are used to allow necessary movement while preventing
undesirable movement.

point that allows both vertical and horizontal movement (as well
as twisting movement that is undesirable). There are only two
parts to a unipivot bearing: a shaft with a point at the end and a
cup in which this point rests. Gravity holds the parts together
and, because the moving part of the tonearm must be relatively
low mass, coupling that relies on gravity is compromised.
Vertical arm movement when tracking a warped record will
affect cartridge azimuth in a tonearm with an offset headshell
and a unipivot bearing. (See illustration.)
Precision ball bearings provide rigid coupling while allowing
free horizontal and vertical arm movement and preventing
twisting or rocking movement which is undesirable. V ertical
bearings can be offset at the same angle as the headshell so
that azimuth remains constant throughout vertical arm movement.
Properly designed tonearms can track the record with a minimum of angular error and will have zero tracking error at two
spots (called “null points”) on the playable surface of the record

The best tonearms I’ve heard
utilize precision ball bearings
for horizontal and vertical
pivots but unipivot arms are
also common. Unipivot
bearings are much easier
and cheaper to make and
require little adjustment
for assembly but they provide inferior coupling and
allow undesirable movement. Precision ball bearings
are costly to produce and
assemble and can be easily
damaged but provide better coupling and rigidity.
A unipivot bearing has a single pivot
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when geometry is adjusted correctly. Proper geometry requires
optimum offset angle and stylus overhang.
The effective length of the tonearm is the distance between the
horizontal pivot and the stylus. Overhang is the dif ference
between the effective length of the tonearm and the pivot-tospindle distance. Offset angle is the angle between the cartridge body and the tonearm tube.
For an arm of a given length, there is an optimum offset angle
and an optimum overhang distance to produce minimum tracking distortion. These figures were determined using mathematical analyses by H.G. Baerwald and others. These settings can
be adjusted only with precision instruments.
Bias compensation, which is commonly called antiskating force
or antiskate, is necessary because of cartridge offset. As the
stylus tracks the grooves, friction pulls the cartridge in the
direction of record rotation. Because the cartridge is mounted
at an angle to the tonearm tube the resulting force pulls the
tonearm inward towards the center of the record. Bias compensation is the application of a compensating force which pushes
the arm outward away from the center of the record.
Proper bias compensation should result in equal stylus pressure on the inner and outer groove walls which will center the
moving elements within the cartridge. This will minimize mistracking caused by unequal pressure and distortion caused by
the asymmetric positioning of the generator within the cartridge. Because friction varies with groove modulation, bias
compensation is always a compromise.
Vertical tracking angle (VTA) is the angle formed between the
cantilever and the record surface. Stylus rake angle (SRA) is
the difference between vertical (90 degrees from the record
surface) and a line extending from the stylus contact lines.
SRA is what we are actually adjusting when we listen for focus.
VTA changes a little when we adjust SRA but VTA is determined largely by cartridge design.
All tonearms should allow adjustments for stylus pressure, bias
compensation and VTA/SRA. Adjustment may be provided for
azimuth, which shouldn’t require adjustment if the arm is made
properly.
Rigidity is often sacrificed for adjustability. Tonearms that allow
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easy adjustment of SRA, for example, can’t provide the rigidity
and coupling of arms with locking height adjustments, using
three contact points, that require tools for SRA adjustment.
Tangential tracking tonearms are supposed to eliminate tracking error. They are supposed to provide better sound by more
accurately mimicking the movement of the cutter head.
Tangential tracking tonearms create many problems in an
attempt to solve the tracking error “problem” which is a red herring in my opinion. (A red herring is a distraction from the matter at hand, which in this case is a “problem” that really doesn’t
require a solution.)
Well-designed pivoting arms actually have very small angular
errors over the normal playing surface of the record and zero
tracking error at two places (null points) within this range.
Pivoting arms can have substantially less angular error in the
vertical plane than tangential arms which are usually shorter,
and pivoting arms can be much more rigid and can provide
much better coupling than tangential arms, which must move
sideways on a carrier assembly.
There are two types of tangential tracking arms: active arms,
which are motor driven, and passive arms, which are propelled
by the stylus. Both types have a carrier mechanism that transports the arm tube and vertical pivot across the playable surface of the record.
Active arms require some kind of servo mechanism to activate
the motor that drives the arm carrier. They must move out-oftangent with the groove in order to trigger this servo. The result
is a sort of dog-tracking movement that may actually create
greater angular errors than what would occur with a welldesigned pivoting arm.
Passive tangential tracking arms must have very low resistance
to lateral movement in order to prevent stylus deflection. They
typically use air bearings or roller assemblies to allow the carrier assembly to be propelled by the stylus. Both provide poor
coupling.
The best sounding tonearms I’ve heard are rigid, pivoting arms
with precision ball bearings and non-removable headshells.
Tangential tracking tonearms offer inferior performance with
added complexity, in my opinion, and they make playing
records a chore.
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The Cartridge

Cantilever

A phono cartridge has a stylus to trace the grooves; a cantilever to conduct the stylus movement to the generator; a generator to produce electrical output; a suspension system, which

The cantilever connects the stylus, which is mounted at one
end, to the generator, which is usually mounted close to the
other end. Moving coil cartridges have generating coils, which
are positioned in a magnetic field, attached to the cantilever. In
a moving magnet or moving iron cartridge, the cantilever is
connected to a magnet or iron armature which is positioned
near fixed coils. Generator movements will closely duplicate
stylus movements.

Suspension
The stylus and generator are held in position by an elastomer
suspension that acts as a fulcrum for cantilever movement and
a damper for resonance control (in most designs). This suspension component establishes the compliance of the cartridge.

Cartridge Body
The cartridge body contains all the fixed and moving parts and
precisely positions them in relation to each other. It has slots or
holes that allow the assembly to be securely mounted to the
tonearm with nuts and bolts. Cartridge bodies made from resonant materials, like wood, can add euphonic colorations to the
sound which some people enjoy.

Loading
acts as both a fulcrum and a damper, to allow the stylus and
generator to move; and a body to hold the moving and fixed
parts in precise alignment and allow the assembly to be firmly
attached to the tonearm.

Stylus
The cross-section shape of playback styli has evolved from
conical to elliptical to modified elliptical—called line-contact or
some trademark name that means line-contact.
The stylus makes contact with the groove walls only at the
sides. The two small areas where the stylus touches the
groove walls are called contact patches. As stylus shapes have
evolved the contact patches have become longer top-to-bottom
and narrower front-to-back. Reducing the front-to-back dimension of the stylus contact patches raises the bandwidth of the
system by allowing the stylus to accurately track smaller
groove modulations that are closer together—representing
higher frequencies.

The sonic characteristics of phono cartridges can be modified
by electrically loading them with appropriate impedance.
Moving magnet/moving iron cartridges can be tuned with
capacitive loading, and moving coil cartridges can be tuned
with resistive loading.
In my experience, most moving coil cartridges perform best
when loaded with an impedance between 100 Ω and 500Ω. The
lower end of this range seems to provide the most electrical
damping and the higher end of the range provides the most
dynamic sound. Some cartidges are designed to work into
higher impedances up to 47k Ω.

Mats
What do you call a guy who lies on the front porch? Mat. What
do you call a 12-inch diameter flat thing with a hole in the middle, made from common materials costing mere pennies, that
sells for ridiculous sums of money? Turntable mat. Do mats
make a difference? Yes. Is this difference always an improvement in sound quality or accuracy? No.
Your ears must guide you through the turntable mat hype but
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remember these facts: unless the mat is thinner in the label
area where records are thicker, it won’t even touch the playable
surface of the record. A mat that is the same thickness all the
way across will support the record only in the label area and at
the outer edge—the playable surface will be hanging in thin air.
A soft rubber mat without a record clamp will decouple the
record from the platter. If you have a ringy glass platter this
may be desirable. If you have a well-coupled suspended
turntable it probably will be undesirable.

Resonant Systems
A number of resonant systems have been described in this article.
Resonant
frequencies must
be carefully positioned for
maximum
turntable
performance.
These
include the
suspension resonance, the tonearm/cartridge resonance, and the cantilever
resonance.

Suspension Resonance
Spring suspension systems should bounce (resonate) at 3-4Hz.
This is about as low as you can go while retaining practical stability. A suspension with a resonance of 3-4Hz will block most
frequencies above 4Hz providing good acoustic isolation, but
won’t bounce too far or too long as it might with a resonant frequency lower than 3Hz. The resonant frequency of the suspension is established by the mass of the suspended parts and the
stiffness of the springs and is not user-adjustable in most
designs.

Cartridge/Tonearm Resonance
The moving parts of a phono cartridge include the stylus, cantilever and the generator element, which may be a tiny piece of
magnet or iron or a set of moving coils. The moving parts are
suspended by an elastic fulcrum/damper. The compliance of
the cartridge suspension and the effective combined mass of
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the cartridge and tonearm will establish one of the most important resonant frequencies in the turntable system. This frequency should be as low as possible while remaining above the resonant frequency of the suspension and most warps.
The cartridge/tonearm resonance is very important because it
sets the low frequency limit of the turntable system and determines the character of the bass to some extent. This frequency
is established by selecting a proper match of cartridge compliance and tonearm mass and can be fine-tuned by varying
mass slightly.
As a general rule, a low compliance cartridge should be mounted in a high mass tonearm and a high compliance cartridge
needs a low mass tonearm. Playing a test record with a 5-20Hz
sweep tone and graphing the results is the best way to determine the actual resonant frequency. Very small changes in
mass, like the difference between aluminum and stainless steel
cartridge mounting hardware, can alter resonant frequency.
Expert opinions differ on the optimum frequency for
cartridge/tonearm resonance. The range usually recommended
is 6-15Hz but I will state without equivocation that the magic
number is 8Hz. Go higher than that and you’ll get fatter bass
with less definition. Go much lower and the stylus will jump out
of the groove if it encounters the slightest warp.

Cantilever Resonance
The flexibility of the cantilever tube (or rod) and the mass of
the stylus and the generator will establish the high frequency
resonance of the cartridge. At this frequency there will be a
peak in output and above this frequency the output of the cartridge will begin to fall. This frequency should be as high as
possible and you can exercise some control over it with your
pocketbook.
In the old days cantilevers were made from aluminum tubes
and styli were made from big chunks of diamond and mounted
in little cups at the end of the cantilever. Lower-priced cartridges are still made this way. Today’s better stylus tips are
ground on tiny diamonds and “nude” mounted on cantilevers
made from extremely stiff materials like boron. This reduces
moving mass and creates a stiffer spring, which equates to a
higher resonant frequency and broader bandwidth. Sometimes
technology isn’t just hype. Sometimes you can really buy better
performance by spending more. APJ
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Brooks Berdan is well
known in the high-end
audio industry. He
began applying his
mechanical engineering
skills to audio components in the 1970s and
his meticulous turntable
set-ups have established a benchmark to
which others can only
aspire. Over the years
Brooks has created a number of innovative modifications to
existing turntable and tonearm designs and inspired new
design concepts that have helped to raise the standards of
analog performance. Today he is one of our most experienced
vinyl advocates. Manufacturers consult with him on new
designs and audiophiles from all over the world seek his services.
Brooks Berdan and I used to spend most Saturday mornings
riding nearly-legal motorcycles at ludicrous speed through the
mountains and canyons above his retail store, Brooks Berdan,
Ltd., in Monrovia, California. We’d put 350 miles on the odometers before noon and then go to work. I’ve known him for a long
time and have come to respect his perfectionist nature. This is
a man who simply won’t settle for “good enough.”
Brooks has hands-on experience with virtually every brand and
type of turntable, arm and cartridge because his services are
available to everyone, not just those who purchase the products he recommends and sells. I asked if he would provide a
rudimentary explanation of turntable set-up procedures for
Journal readers and he graciously agreed. This information will
be helpful if you want to try to do the job yourself and it will
increase your understanding of turntable systems even if you
have no desire to actually work on them.
If you choose to hire an expert to set up your turntable, a little
knowledge about the important adjustments and how they’re
done will help you pick the right technician to do the job.
Knowing what’s involved will help assure that you get what
you’ve paid for.

Brooks Berdan and I met at the Audio Perfectionist laboratories (my house) in February 2003 to discuss the subject of high
performance turntable systems for this article. Here’s a transcript of our conversation.
Brooks, do you have any caveats for readers who want to set
up their own turntable?
Yes, there are some points that I would like to stress before we
begin. First, it is essential that a turntable be absolutely level
during set up and operation. If the turntable is even slightly tilted, in any direction, all adjustments will be compromised and
performance will be negatively impacted. Second, cartridges
require 12-15 hours of mechanical break-in to allow the suspension to settle. (Sound will continue to change over a longer
period.) A good dealer will break-in a phono cartridge before
final adjustments are performed. Readers who set up their own
turntables should readjust stylus pressure and VT A/SRA and
recheck tonearm geometry after 12-15 hours of play. Third,
some critical adjustments are best done by ear and when I talk
about adjusting for focus, et cetera, I’m assuming the reader
has a properly functioning audio system that allows dif ferences
to be heard. Don’t try to adjust the turntable to compensate for
other flaws in system performance. Fix the flaws instead.
Remember, all turntable set-up errors are cumulative because
each adjustment affects all other adjustments. Make each
adjustment in the proper sequence and do each one correctly!
That’s good advice. How do you prepare?
A firm, level work surface is necessary. Basic hand tools are
required along with any special tools needed for tonearm or
suspension adjustments. Special tools are usually furnished
with the turntable or tonearm. A precision alignment gauge
must be used to align the cartridge and set stylus overhang. A
carpenter’s level is essential. A straight edge level works much
better than a round bubble level.
When the work area is ready and the tools are collected how
do you begin the set-up?
I start assembling a mass-isolated table by leveling the platter.
The feet should be adjusted to be as close to the plinth as possible and locking nuts tightened to eliminate vibration and
movement. Next verify that the plinth is level.
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If the platter is level and the plinth or arm mounting surface is
not level, you’ve got a serious problem. Fix it before you proceed. All level checks should be done in two perpendicular
directions—side-to-side and front-to-back.
That covers the first stage of set-up for tables without spring
suspension.
Are suspended turntables assembled differently?
Many suspended
tables, like
Linn
Sondeks,
must be elevated for
access to
the chassis adjustments. These tables should be mounted in a
secure set-up jig that allows you to work above and below the
plinth. The set-up jig must be level.
Again the first step is to level the platter and verify that the arm
mounting surface is parallel to the platter surface. If the arm
mounting surface is not absolutely parallel to the platter surface
the situation must be corrected. The tonearm will not work correctly if there is even a small deviation from parallel. Fix the
problem or replace the defective part. Do not use shims in an
attempt to compensate for non-parallel surfaces!
After we’re sure that everything is level and true, what’s next?
At this point I install the cartridge in the tonearm with the bolts
positioned at the midpoint of the headshell slots, mount the
tonearm on the turntable and pre-adjust the counterweight.
Before suspension adjustments begin, the tonearm cable and
belt should be installed and the tonearm should be placed in
the midpoint of travel over the playable surface of the record.
Then the suspension can be leveled.
Next orient the springs for pistonic bounce—the subchassis
should bounce straight up and down with no wobble or sideways oscillation—and test using gentle pressure to bounce the
suspension. Make sure that everything associated with the
springs is straight and true. If there are bolts in the springs
make sure they are straight. Remove any burrs from rubber
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grommets and seat the grommets in chassis holes. Some
grommets, like those used with the Linn Sondek, are eccentric
to allow the position of the subchassis to be adjusted. The
position should be adjusted so that there is clearance between
the arm board and plinth all around.
It’s important to understand that the suspension is critical to
isolation. It must bounce freely at 3-4 Hz or lower. It must
bounce straight up and down. Except for the tonearm cable
and belt, there must be no mechanical contact that might allow
vibration to bypass the springs. You must use the correct belt
and tonearm cable. Incorrect belt tension can pull the subchassis to one side and defeat the suspension. A tonearm cable
that is too stiff can alter the bounce frequency and may bypass
the suspension.
After the turntable chassis is adjusted we can begin with the
critical adjustment of the tonearm and cartridge, right?
That’s correct. There are five basic adjustments and they are
interactive so I do them all twice. The first time through I get
things in the ballpark to minimize cumulative errors and then I
go back and set everything perfectly. Let me give you some
examples to show why this is very important.
You must get the VTA/SRA (vertical tracking angle/stylus rake
angle; see Turntable Physics in this issue) close before you
adjust overhang. If the back of the tonearm is very high, for
example, it will affect the overhang dimension. Overhang must
be adjusted before stylus pressure because moving the cartridge back and forth to adjust overhang will increase or
decrease stylus pressure. Changing stylus pressure will force
the cantilever upward or downward affecting VTA/SRA, etc.
Give us the order in which these adjustments should be performed.
I start by adjusting the height of the back of the tonearm until
the top of the cartridge body is parallel with the record surface
or the cartridge is slightly low at the rear. This gets the
VTA/SRA near the correct setting. I do this by sighting on the
top of the cartridge body, not the top of the tonearm tube which
may or may not be parallel to the top of the cartridge body. At
this point the counterweight should be installed and positioned
to provide some stylus pressure. I start on the light side of the
range of acceptable stylus pressure and proceed with the
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adjustments that follow. Final adjustment of stylus pressure will
occur later.

the magnet or iron element will be centered in relation to the
coils for the most linear operation.

After these preliminary adjustments are completed I adjust
azimuth. This can be accomplished by observing waveforms on
an oscilloscope or by dropping the stylus on a mirror which
makes any angular error easier to see by visually doubling the
error. If the tonearm does not allow azimuth adjustment do not
try to compensate for error by shimming the cartridge or the
arm. Accept things as they are or replace the arm or cartridge.

Antiskate (bias) force can be adjusted using a test record and
an oscilloscope. This takes some experience. If bias is set too
high based on mistracking of highly modulated grooves it may
cause mistracking on grooves with lower modulation levels like
those found on most recordings of music. Antiskate can also be
adjusted by playing records with high levels of modulation and
listening for mistracking. If you hear mistracking primarily in the
right channel, increase antiskate force. If you hear mistracking
primarily in the left channel, decrease antiskate force.

After initial settings have been accomplished I adjust overhang
and offset angle. This adjustment must be performed with the
aid of a precision mechanical instrument. If you don’t have a
gauge, find someone who does. I use the null points developed
by Baerwald, which have become industry standards.
Now stylus
pressure
(tracking
force) can be
set and antiskate (bias)
force applied.
If the cartridge manufacturer has a
recommended
stylus pressure, like 1.7 grams, start there. If the recommended setting
offers a range of pressure, like 1.75-2.25 grams, start at the
high end of the range. An oscilloscope can be used to observe
mistracking on a highly modulated test record but ultimately
you must install the turntable in an audio system and listen
while making fine adjustments. Gradually reduce stylus pressure and listen for image focus using a simple recording of a
solo instrument or voice. Set the final pressure in the middle of
the range where the best image focus and most realistic
soundstage size is achieved.
Stylus pressure is a critical adjustment because it does more
than simply press the stylus to the groove walls. The correct
stylus pressure will center the moving element within the cartridge in relation to the fixed elements. In the case of a moving
coil cartridge, that means centering the coils in the pole piece.
With moving magnet or moving iron cartridges it assures that

Antiskate or bias force cannot be set using a grooveless record
because the skating force you are compensating for is created
mainly by friction in the groove and there is far less friction
when the stylus is gliding across a smooth record surface with
no grooves.
Final adjustment of VTA/SRA comes last—not because this
adjustment is unimportant but because all other adjustments
must be perfect before VTA/SRA can be set correctly. This
adjustment is commonly referred to as setting the vertical tracking angle, but what we are actually optimizing is stylus rake
angle. (See Turntable Physics in this issue.)
First listen for image focus and determine the minimum and
maximum settings. Fine-tune within this range of adjustment.
Next listen for harmonics and adjust between dull and bright
sound. This adjustment is always a compromise and the setting
will change when you play records of different thicknesses or
records that were cut at different angles.
After these adjustments have been performed, are we done?
After I have done all the adjustments described above, I go back
and do them all again, in sequence, to correct for minor errors
that have occurred due to interaction between adjustments, and I
tighten everything down so the settings will stay set. VTA/SRA
and stylus pressure adjustments are interactive and may require
some tinkering to arrive at the best compromise setting.
Are there any special considerations for tangential tracking
tonearms?
Tangential tracking arms must be adjusted so that the arm car-
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rier is absolutely level across the entire range of travel. The
cartridge should be positioned for zero overhang and the arm
adjusted to be parallel to the record surface and tangential to
the record grooves. The cartridge should remain perpendicular
to the record radius across the entire range of travel. Stylus
pressure and VTA/SRA are set in the same manner as for pivoting arms.
Some tonearms offer a choice of counterweights. With a pivoting arm a heavier counterweight positioned closer to the pivot
is preferable to minimize inertia. With tangential tracking arms
a lighter weight positioned farther from the pivot is usually better to facilitate lateral arm movement.
Tangential tracking arms, particularly the passive type, can be
affected by lead dressing. Cue the arm up and down in the
midpoint of travel and observe whether the arm tends to move
inward or outward and dress the cartridge leads for minimum
effect. APJ

High Cost of Hi-Fi
It’s easy for those of us with middle class incomes to become
intimidated by the high prices of high-end audio components.
The Journal has tried to dispel the myth that true high-end performance cannot be achieved without spending a king’s ransom
on an audio system. While good—even great—performing components are available for less than that, outstanding equipment
remains relatively expensive for those of us who work for wages.
Dealers are reluctant to discuss alternatives to purchasing new
components at retail because they mistakenly believe that this
may cost them business. In fact, a healthy used market stimulates business by providing a means for new customers to
embrace our hobby. These newbies can get started with used or
demo components they otherwise could not afford and they are
likely to purchase top-of-the-line upgrade components one at a
time when they become aware of the deficiencies of the bargains
that got them started. A healthy used market also allows the
more affluent buyer to recoup some of the investment in a component that, for whatever reason, has proven to be personally
unsatisfying. This encourages that affluent customer to reinvest,
perpetuating the business.
I met Chris Fitzgerald when he attended an AP Seminar. Chris
has managed to assemble an outstanding system for a remarkably small investment. I asked him to share his experience with
other Journal readers who may be working with budget constraints.Here’s his story. —RLH
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I really love music but I’m a
family man with financial
obligations that preclude
huge expenditures on highend audio components.
Even so, I have managed,
without undue financial
sacrifice, to assemble a
remarkably satisfying home
entertainment system by
purchasing used and demo
equipment. The total cost of my high-end system was less than
half the combined retail price of the individual components.
I am a long-time Journal subscriber and an equipment junkie. I
attended Audio Perfectionist seminars in August and
November (2002). That opportunity changed my perspective on
home music reproduction, clarifying much of my earlier confusion about how to attain an accurate and honest sounding setup in my own home.
The AP seminars, of course, included discussions on equipment selection in various price ranges. With this information,
and some creative financing, I’ve managed to put together a
system that is top-notch. I assembled a system with a retail
value of somewhere around $35,000 for a total expenditure of
only about $14,000.
Prior to the AP seminar, I already owned what I thought was
first-rate equipment—made by TAG McLaren, B&W, Theta,
Definitive Tech, Sony, and Mitsubishi—along with an assortment of cables. I had a system that I thought was very dynamic
and for me very exciting. As I said, I thought I was doing well
until my first visit to Richard’s house. After the seminar, armed
with my newfound knowledge and a desire to achieve a somewhat identical sound to Richard’s, I did what I told myself I
wouldn’t do for a long time. I began replacing equipment. Much
to the dismay of my wonderful wife, I sold everything piece by
piece, again.
After hearing Richard’s system, I had a much better idea of
what type of equipment to obtain. I wanted to have my system
built on the same principles that Richard recommends. A set-up
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Blue Collar Confessions

“Frequently, the sellers are
people who tend to require the
latest, prettiest, or most prestigious toys; I have bought much
of my good equipment from
such people.”
consisting of time- and phase-accurate speakers, fully balanced amplification with zero feedback, and—something completely new to me—a solid turntable.
Richard has asked me to share with other Journal readers my
methods for attaining good equipment at reasonable prices.
First of all, buying used and demo equipment has allowed me
to own better components than I’d be able to afford if purchased new. To achieve this, I buy from internet sites, local
dealers, and other contacts in the retail business. I have
learned through Richard’s seminars how to evaluate equipment
based on my needs: what features to look for, quality of workmanship, manufacturer’s reputation, etc. I use the internet
extensively to research the equipment I am interested in. I get
involved in chat rooms on various AV sites to hear dif ferent
points of view on equipment and, lately, I have read a lot about
turntables.
The internet has all of the tools that a thrifty AV shopper needs.
Frequently, the sellers are people who tend to require the latest, prettiest, or most prestigious toys; I have bought much of
my good equipment from such people. To give you an example,
I bought my Theta Dreadnaught amplifier from a lawyer on the
east coast. He had the piece listed on an internet site for several months and, by the time I contacted him, he was fairly
frustrated that it hadn’t generated more interest. He was dissatisfied with it, he said, and just wanted it out of his living room. It
turned out that it had a small ding in the top corner of the faceplate. Since I’m generally more interested in how a component
performs than what it looks like, I was able to get this fine amp
at a great discounted price.
I recently bought a Linn LP-12 from a seller in Florida who had

given up on LPs. The ad included a very basic description and
some poor quality pictures. This turntable had a broken cartridge and a broken lock on the tonearm rest. Knowing I could
have these parts fixed for very little money, I took a closer look.
It had an Ekos tonearm, which sells for $1,000 used. I got the
whole package for $1,000! When I questioned the owner about
the features on the table he knew nothing about it. He admitted
to me that he just went to his local dealer and bought it without
even a demo.
My system now includes Vandersteen 2CE Signature speakers,
a VCC1 center channel speaker, VSM1 surround speakers, a
2WQ subwoofer, a Theta Dreadnaught amplifier, a Classe SSP75 surround processor, an Ayre
K3x preamp, a
Linn LP12
turntable
with Ekos
tonearm
and Troika cartridge,
a Sony DVP NS999ES DVD/SACD
player, and Audioquest Volcano, Anaconda, and Python
cables—all of which were purchased used on the internet,
except the Classe SSP-75, Sony DVP, Vandersteen surrounds
and Audioquest cables, which were purchased from dealers. All
of the components were demos or closeouts, or purchased
used on the internet. Several pieces have some sort of minor
cosmetic defect—i.e. a scratch on the cabinetry—which doesn’t
affect performance.
If you’re willing to look beyond the superficial, you, too, can
obtain first-rate equipment at killer prices. Stay open to buying
used and demo pieces from local dealers. Do your homework,
research the components and, most of all, know what you
want. Be ready to buy the components when they come up—
timing is everything!
In a short period of time I have been able to go from a good
system to an outstanding system that is everything I ever imagined it would be, one that is time- and phase-accurate, and
fully balanced. I just had to overlook two small details: none of
it matches, and every piece has scratches. Until next time,
happy hunting. APJ
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Joe Harley
these things to Direct Stream Digital recordings on hard disc
and to the SACD discs made from these DSD hard disc recordings.
t the 2003 Consumer Electronics Show (CES), as in years
past, I found many high-end audio exhibitors demonstrating the capabilities of their products with analog, digital and
SACD recordings produced by Joe Harley. Harley and his engineer/partner Michael C. Ross have achieved respect in the
finicky high-end audio industry for their abilities to recognize
good music and to capture the essence of that music in their
recordings so that it can be reproduced in our homes (and at
hi-fi shows) with great sound and the emotional message
intact.

A

Joe Harley and I have been friends for many years. I thought
that he would make a good candidate for an interview in the
Audio Perfectionist Journal for a number of reasons.
Joe makes great sounding recordings of music that you want to
listen to, not use just to show off your system. He is a music
lover with audiophile sensibilities who is experienced in every
area of high-end audio. His knowledge of high-end audio reproduction assures that his music productions are held to high
standards—Joe knows the capability of high resolution play-

Joe, your recordings have become a staple source for music
lovers who care more about content than sound quality, and for
high-end audio enthusiasts who demand excellent sound.
You’ve managed to capture the musical message and make
recordings that sound good.
Tell us about yourself and the history of Harley Music
Productions. How did you start? What motivates you?
I had been working with Bill Low at AudioQuest since 1983,
helping to establish the company and set up our dealer/distributor network. In 1990 Bill and I had the idea of doing a “one
off” promotional recording using AQ cables. This record turned
out to be the Robert Lucas classic Using Man Blues. The
record was a sensation in blues circles and helped establish
Lucas as a major figure in the blues world. It also generated a
lot of attention in the audiophile community with Corey
Greenberg, then of Stereophile, naming it the “audiophile
recording of the century.” Thinking back on the recording now, I
really had no idea at the time what “production” meant. But I
loved the music, appreciated good sound and basically just
flew by the seat of my pants.
We did the early AQ recordings with Kavi Alexander and his
fabulous Blumlein/DeParavacini set-up. [Blumlein conceived
the crossed/coincident microphone technique and T im
DeParavacini was responsible for the modifications to the
recording electronics and tape deck.] I still think it is an excellent way to record, particularly solo and small acoustic ensembles.

Joe & Michael

back systems and strives to capture the very best sound on his
recordings. He has compared the sound of live music to the
sound of a monitoring system playing a direct mic feed, giving
him an objective basis for comparisons of recording technologies. He has compared analog tape recordings to a direct mic
feed and to the sound of live musicians in the studio. He has
compared analog master tape recordings to the compact discs
and vinyl records made from those tapes. He has compared all
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I have enjoyed learning about Joe’s experiences and I’m sure
you will, too. Here are my questions and Joe Harley’s responses:

I became totally fascinated with trying to capture the best performances…the musical juice…on tape. I loved the simple mic
technique for certain projects, but I began to realize that there
were obvious limitations to the approach, particularly when the
group got larger or drums or electric instruments were involved.
I would end up telling everyone to play more quietly, or move
an inch here and there. This kind of thing can really put a
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damper on the creative energy in a session. Musicians end up
having to worry about more than their own artistic expression. I
decided that for much of the music I wanted to record, a dif ferent approach would be needed. I focused on trying to maximize
the traditional studio experience. I insist that the sonics serve
the music, not the other way around.
Meanwhile, AudioQuest Music was born as a distinct entity
separate from the cable company. I wanted a label to make
records that put musical merit as a first priority. I was extremely
fortunate to find a few engineers, and in particular Michael C.
Ross, who could help bring this vision to fruition. At the time,
some so-called audiophile labels had a reputation for making
great sounding but musically tepid recordings. I wanted to
make recordings that could stand on their own in the blues and
jazz world.
AQM jazz recordings featured such artists as Grover
Washington Jr., John Abercrombie, Bennie Wallace, Kenny
Barron and James Newton. The AQM blues roster found success with such artists as Mighty Sam McClain, Ronnie Earl,
Terry Evans, Ry Cooder and Doug MacLeod.
In 1996 I began to
do production work
for other labels,
including
GrooveNote, Enja,
Telarc and ECM in
addition to
AudioQuest Music.
I left AudioQuest
and formed Harley
Music Productions
at this time, working with such artists as Jacintha, Charles Lloyd, Brad Mehldau,
Eden Atwood, Anthony Wilson and Robert Lockwood Jr. The
AQM label was eventually sold to Valley Entertainment in 2000.
I also began a long association with the JVC/XRCD program at
this time, serving as Creative Director.
How do you choose projects?
Projects come to me in a variety of ways. Sometimes a label
will assign a project to me but more often I will bring an artist

whose work I particularly admire to the attention of a label. I
have also had a number of artist referrals, meaning that someone I’ve worked with will recommend me to another artist.
The artist and I will come up with a project proposal and I’ll
draft a budget. If the label approves, we start the wheels turning for a session.
What projects are you proudest of?
Difficult question. Anytime the music is completely happening
and you’re getting it all on tape or hard drive properly…those
are the magic times, when you know that all the effort is worth it.
Having said that, there are a few projects that stand out for me.
I’ve worked on the last three Charles Lloyd albums for ECM.
The first two included a dream band for a jazz lover like
myself….Brad Mehldau on piano, John Abercrombie on guitar,
Larry Grenedier on bass, Charles of course on tenor sax and
the late, great Billy Higgins on drums. It was one of Billy’s last
sessions. His health was failing, he was so weak. But when he
would get on the drums he would totally transform and be Billy
Higgins at his finest! It was something to witness. He would
look at his body and say, “This is all gone, it’s all spirit now .”
What an amazing man.
I’ve worked with Ry Cooder a number of times on Terry Evans’
projects. He really understands that it’s the soul of the music
that drives the thing, not trying to make it perfect. Ry always
wants to get the thing on tape when the band is right on the
cusp of learning the material, when the element of surprise and
wonder is fresh. He is a master of texture and sound.
I have a special
fondness for several artists who
are lesser known
for whatever reason, but who
should be on any
best of the best
list. Tenor sax
player Bennie
Wallace, vocalist
Eden Atwood, guitarist Anthony Wilson… these artists deserve to have much
wider recognition.
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There will always be a special spot for R & B master Mighty
Sam McClain. Just a few months before we recorded Sam’s
first comeback album in 1992, he was living on the streets of
Boston and eating out of garbage cans. But his talent was
intact. The record came out and was a sensation. Sam and I
went on to make 7 albums together. Last year one of the tracks
from his most recent album was used as one of the recurring
themes on the Ally McBeal show. Sam bought a large tour bus
on the proceeds from that.
What equipment do you use to make original recordings?
I like to use vintage consoles and vintage mics….they just have
a rightness to me that is missing in so much modern gear. For
me that means Neve consoles like the 8038 and 8078. At one
of my favorite studios, OceanWay Studio B in Hollywood, there
is a custom console that I love. It’s mostly passive and nearly
transparent. For microphones, I like the vintage Neumann’ s…
the 269, M-49, M-50, U-47s. AKG C-12s and C-12As are used
frequently on my productions, most often for piano and drum
overheads. The Sony C-55P is an amazing mic, especially for
string bass and guitar. You pretty much have to record at one
of Allen Sides’ facilities (OceanWay and Record One) to use
them, though, since he has corned the market on these babies.

When you record in the studio are you able to monitor with
components that provide a reasonable facsimile of the live
sound? Does the microphone feed played through the speakers
in the studio sound like the live performance?
This is a very good question. The answer used to be “not
always.” In fact when I first began working at OceanWay I was
panic stricken since their own highly touted monitors sounded
bright and boomy to me. Dynamic as hell but not a tonal balance I could relate to. I would drive back to San Clemente to
check balances on my own system (various combinations of
Vandersteens and ARC components). Then my engineer, Mike
Ross, brought in some Tannoy monitors that had been modified
by the Mastering Lab. Bingo! Here were monitors that were
robust enough to live in a studio but had a tonal balance that I
felt totally at home with. For many years now we’ve been dragging them to every session….and now we have 5 to cover us
for surround sessions.
When you compare a direct mic feed to the analog tape
recording of that feed what differences do you hear? How
much is lost in the basic recording process?
Again, the live mic feed
is more direct and “open”
than even the best analog tape. It isn’t a major
difference but it is very
easy to pick up on. The
sound coming back on
the analog tape is rounder and slightly blunted by
comparison.

For years I recorded solely to analog… no digital system I
heard could come close to competing with the natural warmth
and bloom of analog tape. My machines of choice were made
by Ampex… the ATR1002 and 1024 machines.
Then, in early 1999 I had my first exposure to Sony’s Direct
Stream Digital (DSD) format. It changed everything I had previously thought about digital. It rocked my world. I remember
very clearly looking over at Mike Ross as we made our first
comparison of the direct mic feed to the DSD hard drive to our
trusty tweaked ATR 1002 analog machine. The DSD sounded
like the direct mic feed! For the first time I had a clear handle
on what analog tape DIDN’T do right. The tape still sounded
great, beautiful as always. But now I could clearly hear the
“rounding” artifacts and loss of transient impact. The DSD
sounded so much like the direct feed that I would get confused
going back and forth between them….they both sounded so
similar.
Since then I have recorded or mixed almost exclusively on
DSD and have done a number of projects in 5.1 DSD.
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When you compare the original master tape recording to the
commercial vinyl records and CDs made from those recordings,
what musical information seems to be missing? Which provides
a better representation of the master tape, vinyl or compact
disc? Which one best conveys the musical message to you?
I feel that you have to look at LP and CD separately. There
really is no comparison. Yes, it is possible that a bad LP pressing will be beat by a superb mastering of a CD. It’s possible.
But for the most part LP retains much more of the critical information that makes you feel the music on an emotional level.
That thing that makes you tap your foot, nod your head, cry,
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laugh…whatever it is the artist is intending for you to feel...is
just so much more alive on vinyl. CD comes off as kind of dead
by comparison. You turn the volume up trying to make something happen, but the deadness just gets louder. You find your
mind wandering, you start reading the paper, doing other
things. After a while you turn it off. Your brain is being asked to
fill in the blanks that 16-bit/44.1kHz can’t provide. So listening
to music becomes work! Music is supposed to be relief from
work.

But what you can do is to tastefully go for a more immersive
experience. You can do this by expanding the front stage left to
right, which now also opens up the layering within that stage.
Think of it as a horseshoe with the listener’s position at the
center opening of the horseshoe. Then you bring a sense of
ambience, the room mics, into the rears. It can be very ef fective and involving. The stereo mix just is not as much fun to listen to!
What projects have you completed recently?

Tell us about your experiences with Direct Stream Digital
recording and SACD discs. How does a DSD master recording
on hard disc compare to the mic feed?
DSD is a major advance in my opinion. It is the closest archival
medium we have for capturing the sound of the direct mic feed.
In fact, if we are talking about the sound of the DSD hard disc,
the sound is so close as to be nearly indistinguishable. All the
life, the musical “juice” is retained on DSD.

I just finished another surround DSD mix for GrooveNote with
the popular Asian singer Jacintha. I have also been supervising
DSD transfers of older Concord material, again for SACD
release on the GrooveNote label. A great Ray Brown album—
Soular Energy—and LA Four album have already been
released. Next week we go in to do the DSD transfers for Stan
Getz and Rosemary Clooney albums.
What other projects are coming up?

How does a commercial SACD disc compare to the original
DSD recording on hard disc?
You ask a very interesting question about how the information
is retained once the data is processed for commercial SACD
disc. The answer is it mostly is… and more of it is retained now
than even a year ago. Those of us involved with DSD recording
began to notice that when we backed up the hard drive onto an
AIT tape something happened. Something was lost. Sony
began to investigate this….minds like Ed Meitner got involved.
Now what you get back on the commercial disc is much more
like the original hard drive. It was good to begin with and it’s
getting better all the time.
I know that you have done some multichannel projects. Do you
think that multichannel offers an improvement in musical fidelity?
Yes, at its best I believe it can. Of course there’s also the
opportunity for rampant abuse as we’ve all heard. I had an
absurd mix just the other day by a guy who should know better.
He had half the drum kit front right, and the high hat and snare
rear left. Whatever could he have been thinking? This totally
discombobulates the feel of the rhythm section for the sake of
cheap carnival tricks.

Next month I will start my first project for DVD-A release for
DTS. This will be a surround mix of an album originally
released on Blue Note by the band Medjeski, Martin and W ood.
I love the band’s music so this is one I’m really looking forward
to. For this one forget everything I said about surround mixing… this music has no rules; neither will my mixing!
In April we will be recording the wonderful vocalist Eden
Atwood again. She is the real thing…she makes you feel the
song. We’ll have James Moody on board and some other great
guests.
In May, I’ll be in New York to record Bennie Wallace in a trio
with the great Kenny Barron on piano and Eddie Gomez on
bass. Later this year I’ll be going back in for another Charles
Lloyd album on ECM.
What does the future hold for Harley Music Productions?
In October of last year I rejoined AudioQuest after a hiatus of
six years. It’s great to be back working with Bill Low again. As
you can see, part of our deal was that I keep my outside music
clients. When a project comes along that I want to do, I go do
it. Music and audio… my two addictions. What could be better
than that? APJ
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intended to begin this section of this Journal with an article
that would help to clarify the confusing world of digital audio.
I wanted to replace the rhetoric and hyperbole with simple
explanations that readers could understand. Obtaining the necessary background information, however, proved to be more
difficult than I had anticipated. My research led me to industry
“experts” who either couldn’t or wouldn’t provide me with
specific data explaining the actual processes involved. I
encountered smoke and mirrors almost everywhere I turned for
information.

I

Obfuscation
Many of the “authorities” I consulted seem to prefer withholding
the truth from me and other consumers. Instead they offer marketing slogans and meaningless terminology along with
definitions that make no sense. Why, you might ask, do they
want consumers to be confused and bewildered about what’s
really going on in the digital audio world? Do they feel that providing candid explanations is futile because we simply wouldn’t
understand? Are they so much smarter than we are?
Is “upsampling” really different from oversampling? Is pulse
density modulation really different from delta-sigma modulation? The answer to both questions appears to be no, but manufacturers and industry pundits who have “hung their hats” on
new terminology, which doesn’t necessarily describe new technology, continue to protest when confronted by evidence and
asked for specific information about what distinguishes their
“unique” processes from common techniques that are better
known and more easily understood.

Differentiating Your Product
Those of us who are familiar with computers know that often
there is little to distinguish between the various brands. A
dozen or so manufacturers assemble machines around CPU
chips made by a small number of companies mounted on
mother boards made by a few others. Add video and sound
cards from a limited number of sources, and various other
specific components like disc drives, and you can assemble a
machine that runs the same software and works pretty much
like all the others. Digital audio components at the low end of
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the market are similarly indistinguishable. At the high end, consumers want something different to justify the extra expenditure
that high-end audio products demand. Manufacturers often
offer rhetoric instead of innovation to differentiate their products
from all the rest. They particularly want to distance themselves
from competing products that perform the same function but
cost less.
Digital audio is a complex and confusing subject that won’t be
fully explained by a few thousand words even if I could fully
explain a subject that I can’t claim to fully understand. My original goal won’t be completely accomplished in this Journal but I
won’t give up. Consider this an opening salvo in a continuing
battle to reveal the truth to our readers as we discover it. I am
fairly confident that the information presented here is essentially correct but I will be happy to modify or rescind any statements that prove to be misleading or wrong. I’ll continue to
learn and present what I discover to you.

The Analog World
We live in an analog world. Daylight fades continuously into
darkness and the howl of a lone wolf startles the night and
fades continuously into silence. We could record representative
samples of the sunset as it occurs with a series of frames
(samples) on movie film. Projecting the movie at 24 frames per
second would provide an excellent visual simulation of the
actual continuous event. We could record the wolf’s howl on
analog tape or convert the analog waveform to a series of samples in the form of a timed digital code which can be stored on
a digital medium. The analog tape will provide a remarkably
accurate reproduction of the live sound, but how about the digitally coded recording? Can a series of timed samples allow us
to hear more than a pale facsimile of the original event?
Converting a continuous event into a digital code consisting of
timed samples provides many advantages for storage and
transmission but a sufficient number of samples must be taken,
and sophisticated coding techniques must be employed, in
order to preserve every nuance of the live event. The digital
coding techniques of the past have convinced many audiophiles that digital audio is inherently bad. Newer, higher resolution digital formats provide hope for an audio future that is both
convenient and musically satisfying.
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Can Digital Audio Work?

(images and aliases) from being introduced into the signal.

Humans perceive the events in an analog world using cells that
perform in a digital manner—these cells seem to be either off
or on. Neurons, which are the basic functional elements of our
nervous systems, communicate with impulses that pass
through synapses connecting them. These components of the
human nervous system seem to work like the components in
digital computers.

Bandwidth limiting is accomplished by filtering and the filtering
process is accompanied by problems. Filters tend to distort fast
transients in music because filters don’t respond to impulses in
an ideal manner. Filters ring—continue to oscillate after, or in
the case of digital filters before and after, the transient.

We have an enormous number of these cells giving us the
capability to perceive events in an almost continuous manner.
Our eyes can be fooled by movies that project still images 24
times per second but our hearing is far more sensitive. While
many people find that compact discs, which sample 44,100
time per second, can’t provide a completely satisfying musical
experience there is little question that digital can work because
it seems to work in our own bodies. Perhaps what we need is a
digital audio system with higher resolution capability.
Just what is a digital signal and how does it differ from an analog signal? How is the resolution of a digital signal determined?
How do the new high res digital formats differ from the digital
coding on the familiar compact disc?

Digital Signals
A digital signal is composed of sequential samples that represent numerical quantities at an instant in time as opposed to an
analog signal, which has continuous physical variables.
The air pressure variations that we perceive as sound are continuously variable. These continuously variable analog “sound
waves” must be sampled periodically and converted into a digital code in order to be stored on a digital medium. This digital
code must be reconverted to an analog signal for playback. An
analog-to-digital converter is called an ADC and a digital-toanalog converter is called a DAC. The sampling theorem
defines the requirements for accomplishing the conversion from
analog-to-digital-to-analog.

The signal is low-pass filtered before sampling (analog-to-digital conversion) by an anti-aliasing filter. During reconstruction
(digital-to-analog conversion) an anti-imaging filter is applied.
The method and application of this filtering has a significant
effect on sound quality.
A digital code consisting of sequential samples that represent
the amplitude of the analog signal at specific instances in time,
or the change in amplitude between one sample and the next,
will be created during analog-to-digital conversion. The digital
code will consist of many samples representing many instances
in time. With linear pulse code modulation (LPCM), each digital
sample will have a numerical value that represents the amplitude of the analog signal at the time of the sample. In the
Direct Stream Digital (DSD) process, the density of pulses will
represent the analog signal.
A large number of digital samples will provide a good representation of the analog waveform over a period of time. Increasing
the number of samples in a given time period, or increasing the
size of each sample, can provide a better representation of the
analog waveform.
The digital code consists of a series of ones and zeros—actually a series of pulses occurring in a time frame. These pulses
can represent one of two states. The presence of a pulse can
represent one state, and the absence of a pulse can represent
the other state. These two states can represent binary numbers. What, you might ask, are binary numbers?

Binary Numbers
The sampling theorem, developed primarily by Nyquist and
Shannon at Bell Laboratories, states that a continuous analog
signal can be converted into a stream of timed samples without
loss of information if the analog signal is band-limited so there
is no content above or equal to half the sampling frequency.
Bandwidth limiting is critical to prevent ghost frequencies

Computers, and other digital devices, count and manipulate
numbers using the binary system. The binary system works just
like the more familiar decimal system except for the number
base. The decimal system is base 10 and has ten symbols for
integers: zero through 9. When you run out of symbols, you
add a column at the left to indicate how many times you have
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passed the base number and start counting again. Counting
goes like this: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, (out of symbols, add a
column and start over), 10. Counting is in groups of 10 and
powers of 10. Each column represents a power of 10. The decimal number 11110 (base 10) equals 1x10 2, plus 1x10 1, plus 1
(10 0), which adds up to one hundred eleven.
The binary system is base 2 and has only two symbols for integers: zero and 1. Counting goes like this: 0,1, (out of symbols,
add a column and start over), 10. The binary number 10 is
equal to the decimal number 2. (In binary, I have 10 thumbs but
there is still only one on each hand.) Counting in binary is in
groups of 2 and powers of 2. The binary number 111 2 equals
1x2 2, plus 1x2 1, plus 1. Add these up and you’ll get 7 which is
the decimal equivalent of 111 in binary. The binary number system (base 2) can express any quantity just like the decimal
number system (base 10). The binary number will probably
have more digits but each digit will be either a zero or a one.
Actual quantities can be represented by different symbols in
different number systems. I have four fingers and a thumb on
each hand. All the fingers (4) plus the thumb (1) on my left
hand, combined with two of the fingers on my right hand (2)
add up to a number usually referred to as 7 (in base 10). The
binary number 111 is an alternative representation for the same
quantity. The binary number has more numerical digits but it
represents the same number of biological digits (fingers and
thumbs).
The binary system can be used for mathematical calculations
just like the decimal system. You can add, subtract, multiply
and divide in binary. The binary system is an ideal number system for machines because there are only two integer symbols.
These two symbols can be represented by a mechanical or
electronic switch with two states: open and closed. That’s how
computers work.
Essentially, a computer is a huge collection of switches. At an
instant in time, each switch is either open or closed, off or on.
With a sufficient number of switches, and very accurate timing,
you can calculate the trajectory to the moon and back, or
record music. With sufficient bandwidth you can transfer your
calculations, or your music recording, from one computer to
another by wire or microwave. Digital codes are very efficient
and convenient.
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In the audio world, digital codes based on the binary system
are used to transform analog audio signals into digital data that
can be easily stored on optical discs. These optical discs are
the most popular storage medium for our high-end audio systems and they come in several flavors—CD, SACD, DVDVideo, DVD-Audio—each with special capabilities and characteristics.

Recording Music Digitally
Digital
recordings
are made
just like
analog
recordings
with an
additional
process:
analog-todigital conversion, which converts an analog signal into a digital code. Digital-to-analog conversion, which converts that digital code back into an analog signal, must be performed during
playback. To help us choose desirable formats and hardware
we need to know a little bit about how the music was converted
into digital and about how it will be converted back to analog in
our home audio systems.
There are two digital coding methods commonly used for highend music reproduction: LPCM and DSD. This article will
attempt to shed some light on these. Compression algorithms
can be used to shrink LPCM data to fit in less space on the
disc or take up less bandwidth for transmission. Compressed
formats with lower fidelity (data reduced or lossy compression),
which are adequate for movie soundtracks and computer music
files, will be discussed briefly.

Multibit and 1-bit converters
The amplitude of an analog waveform can be represented digitally by multiple bits at relatively low sample rates (a little more
than twice the highest frequency to be stored) or by just a few
bits, or even a single bit, at relatively high sample rates (many
times the highest frequency to be recorded).
The term “bit” comes from combining the words binary and
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digit. Sample rate is the number of samples taken each second. Data rate is the total number of bits per second. The data
rate equals the number of samples per second times the number of bits in each sample times the number of channels.
Compact discs (CDs) use 16-bit samples to represent signal
amplitude levels. Turning on various combinations of these bits
provides a representation of the amplitude of the analog signal
level at a specific instant in time. Sequential digital samples
can recreate the analog waveform. Super Audio Compact Discs
(SACDs) use many more samples with just 1 bit per sample to
recreate the analog waveform. Here are analogies to illustrate
how multibit and 1-bit systems work.
You could make a volume control from 16 switches and 16
resistors of different values. Switch number 1 (and its associated resistor) would allow the smallest signal level to pass.
Switch number 2 would allow twice the level of switch number
1 to pass. Switch number 3 would pass twice the level of
switch number 2, and so forth. The output from all switches
would be summed (added together). Each individual switch
would allow different amounts of the signal to pass and combinations of switches would allow the signal level to vary over a
wide range from completely off to full level with many steps in
between. These switches, like the bits in a CD sample, could
be turned on or off in various combinations to produce 2 16, or
65,536 different volume levels. 1-bit systems use a dif ferent
approach.
One switch could turn the volume all the way up or completely
off. Volume level could be controlled by turning the single
switch on momentarily, many times. If this switch were rapidly
turned on and off, with equal time in each position, the average
volume would be about half of maximum. Increasing the “on”
time would raise the volume level. Increasing the “off” time
would lower the volume level. The percentage of time that the
switch is “on” is called the duty cycle.
The on or off time could be increased by leaving the switch in
the on or off position for a slightly longer period of time. This is
analogous to pulse width modulation. Pulse density modulation
is similar.
In pulse density modulation, the frequency of pulses or the
width of these pulses is irrelevant. Only the average value of
the output—the percentage of time that the output is “high”—is

significant. If you want to learn how pulse density modulation
actually works, read the article Care and Feeding of the One
Bit Digital to Analog Conve rt er by Jim Thompson from the
University of Washington. It’s available here:
www.ee.washington.edu/conselec/CE/kuhn/onebit/primer.htm

LPCM
Linear pulse code modulation (LPCM or just PCM) is a coding
method using discrete samples that define the amplitude of the
analog signal at an instant in time. The analog signal is sampled at intervals and the sample amplitude is expressed as a
numerical value. The signal must be sampled at a little more
than twice the rate of the highest frequency to be recorded and
the size of each sample determines the resolution and dynamic
range of the signal.
LPCM coding is used to make regular compact discs with a
sample rate of 44.1kHz and a sample size of 16 bits. That
means that a sample is taken 44,100 times each second and
that each sample contains 16 bits which describe the amplitude
of the analog signal.
LPCM tracks on DVD-Video discs use a slightly higher sample
rate of 48kHz and larger sample sizes up to 24 bits. LPCM
coding with even higher sample rates can be used to make
DVD-Video standard discs—if little or no full-motion video is
included—and DVD-Audio standard discs. Sample rates up to
192kHz and sample sizes up to 24 bits can be supported on
DVD-Audio discs.
The sample rate establishes the bandwidth of the system
because the sampling theorem states that there can be no signal content at or above half the sample rate. To achieve bandwidth of 20kHz (a bare minimum for high fidelity audio) the
sample rate must be twice the highest frequency to be recorded with some headroom added to allow for filter attenuation.
The sample rate for a standard compact disc is 44.1kHz. This
permits a high frequency limit of 20kHz but requires a steep
filter (brick wall) to block frequencies just above 20kHz.
Higher sample rates of 48kHz or 96kHz or even 192kHz can be
accommodated on DVD discs because of greater storage
capacity and higher data transfer rate capability. These higher
sample rates extend the range of high frequencies and allow
the use of filters with improved transient response.
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Digital
The compact disc sample size of 16 bits allows for 2 16 or
65,536 discrete levels of amplitude for a theoretical dynamic
range of 96dB. Some DVD disc standards allow samples up to
24 bits for 2 24 or 16,777,216 discrete levels. Samples
approaching 24-bit resolution can provide theoretical dynamic
range of 144dB, which exceeds what can be achieved with current electronic components due to intrinsic circuit noise.
LPCM coding is accomplished by analog-to-digital converters.
Modern converters with 20-bit resolution (or higher) use oversampling delta-sigma (also called sigma-delta) modulation to
raise sample rates and reduce sample size. Oversampling at
many times the required rate allows the sample size to be
reduced to as little as 1 bit.
The oversampled sigma-delta modulated bitstream is then
chopped up into discrete samples by decimation. Decimation
filtering, using a finite impulse response (FIR) low-pass filter,
quantizes the samples reducing the sample rate and increasing
the sample size for storage on the disc. This step is omitted
with DSD coding.
It’s important to remember that LPCM data on the disc is in the
form of discrete samples, even if that data was created using
sigma-delta modulation. It’s also important to understand that
the samples on a CD are 16 bits in size and there are 44,100
of them every second, regardless of the signal resolution during mastering. Oversampling or “upsampling” during playback
does not increase resolution or add to the information that is
recorded on the disc.
Resolution can only be increased by actually recording more
data, which requires more bits. LPCM with 24-bit samples at
96kHz can capture a lot more information than the CD standard
of 16 bits at 44.1kHz. So can DSD sampled at 2.8MHz.

DSD
DSD is a 1-bit digital coding process used to make SACDs.
The DSD bitstream is similar to an LPCM bitstream before the
decimation process since all modern LPCM recordings are
made with delta-sigma ADCs and delta-sigma ADCs are pulse
density modulators (see the above referenced article by Jim
Thompson). DSD offers much higher resolution than 16/44
LPCM and could be compared to 24/96 LPCM but DSD has a
simpler process.
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DSD is a 1-bit digital stream at 2.8MHz. This digital bitstream is
recorded on disc essentially “as is.” The decimation step, used
to “downsample” the delta-sigma modulated bitstream into discrete samples for LPCM, is omitted. During playback the analog waveform is reconstructed directly from the DSD bitstream.
LPCM can also be reconstructed by sigma-delta modulation
and low-pass filtering but there is a significant dif ference.
LPCM data has been decimated into discrete samples for storage on the disc and the DSD bitstream has not. The
significance of this difference has often been underestimated.

Compression Algorithms
Even though DVD discs have a relatively huge storage capability, there still is not enough room for everything that content
providers want to put on the discs. Full-motion video and multichannel surround sound, alternative soundtrack languages and
a choice of audio mixes or compression types are some of the
things they want to include to make their products attractive to
a wider audience. Sound quality seems to be a minor concern
in many cases.
Getting all this stuff on the disc requires data compression.
Compression can be “lossless,” which suggests bit-for-bit
recovery, or lossy (data reduced), which means that some data
is discarded in the compression process.
Meridian Lossless Packing (MLP™) is a “lossless” compression
scheme used to make multichannel DVD-Audio discs. MLP™ is
claimed to provide bit-for-bit recovery with no loss of fidelity. It
may work as advertised and it may provide high performance
capability but we cannot verify that at this time. The DVD-Audio
players we have auditioned have offered poor audio performance by high-end standards. This poor audio performance may
be attributable to the players which have come from mass-market manufacturers, or to the recordings which have consisted
largely of remastered versions of older material, or to the mixes
which have consisted largely of ludicrous surround sound carnival tricks. We must reserve a final judgment of MLP™ for a
later date when we have had more experience with a wider
variety of software and hardware.
Dolby® Digital (AC-3) and DTS are lossy (data reduced) compression schemes used for multichannel soundtracks on DVDVideo discs. MP-3 is a lossy compression scheme used for
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portable music devices like iPods and for computer storage of
music files. While these lossy compression schemes are perfectly acceptable for the purposes for which they were intended, they cannot provide high fidelity sound and are not suitable
for high-end music reproduction.
MP-3 should stay on your computer or portable device. Dolby
Digital and DTS can be enjoyed on a high-end audio system if
you have a video presentation to distract your attention from
sound quality but don’t consider either as a music source for
critical listening. Here’s why.
Compact disc is a marginally acceptable source for high fidelity
music reproduction. The data rate for CD is 44,100(sample
rate) x 16(sample size) x 2(number of channels) which equals
1,411,200 bits per second. If nine-tenths of this data is discarded using a lossy compression algorithm, the chances are very
slim that the remaining one-tenth could provide high fidelity
performance.
The “near-CD-quality” data rate for MP3 is 192kbps. Most
MP3s offer data rates lower than 192kbps. MP3 files provide
two channels of audio. Obviously, MP3 files are not an acceptable source for high fidelity music reproduction but what about
Dolby Digital and DTS?
Dolby Digital (AC-3) provides up to 5.1 channels of audio at
data rates that start below 400kbps. That’s a lower data rate for
each channel than MP3! You don’t have to be a rocket scientist
to figure out that these lossy compression formats can’t provide
high fidelity performance regardless of the quality of the hardware used for reconstruction. You don’t have to be any kind of
scientist, just listen.
DTS offers slightly higher data rates than Dolby Digital but the
data includes lots of side-band (not signal related) information
used to make the process “forward adaptive.” DTS sounds different from Dolby Digital but I don’t think the sound is necessarily better. It’s certainly no more suitable for our purposes
than Dolby Digital. Which would you rather have, a broken arm
or a broken leg?
Dolby Digital and DTS work fine for movie soundtracks and
music videos where your primary attention is on the picture.

Digital-to-Analog Conversion
The digital playback component in our home audio systems
must reconstruct an analog signal from the digital code on the
storage medium. This reconstruction is critical to the sound
quality we hear.
DSD material is a 1-bit pulse stream at a high frequency
(2.8MHz). Sony calls it “pulse density modulation,” which is
another way to describe delta-sigma modulation.
LPCM is a multibit code at lower sample rates of 44.1k to 192k.
LPCM can be converted to a 1-bit pulse stream at high frequency before digital-to-analog conversion by delta-sigma modulation.
Linear, multibit DACs can be utilized to decode the LPCM samples directly, or an oversampling interpreter and delta-sigma
modulator can be utilized to convert the LPCM samples to a
pulse stream at a higher frequency. Delta-sigma DACs include
a modulator which raises the sample frequency and reduces
the sample size.
A delta-sigma modulator is a circuit that translates a binary
number into a pulse stream with a duty cycle proportional to
the binary input. The duty cycle of a digital circuit is the portion
of time during which the signal is high. The pulse stream is
converted to an analog signal by averaging over time with a
low-pass filter. A delta-sigma modulator is a pulse density modulator.
A delta-sigma (or sigma-delta) DAC for LPCM usually combines
oversampling, delta-sigma modulation and filtering into a single
component. Delta-sigma DACs used to be 1-bit DACs and,
while there are theoretical advantages in linearity, 1-bit DACs
tended to deliver sound that was subjectively softer and less
detailed than multibit linear DACs (when decoding 16⁄44
LPCM). Multibit delta-sigma DACs have changed this conception. Today’s best multibit delta-sigma DACs can provide sound
that seems to equal the resolution of multibit linear DACs.
A DSD pulse stream can be converted to analog without the
delta-sigma modulation step because the DSD stream wasn’t
decimated for storage on the disc.
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Optical Disc Players
Oversampling and Upsampling

failed to see through these smoke screens.

Oversampling is a term usually associated with conversion
from analog-to-digital or digital-to-analog. All CD players provide oversampling at even multiples of the sample rate.
Upsampling is a term usually associated with a digital-to-digital
process that may create sample rates that are not even multiples of the base rate—upsampling 44.1kHz to 96kHz for example.
No one seems to be able to offer a complete definition of
“upsampling” but it doesn’t seem to matter. Upsampling and
oversampling are marketing terms with little relevance to consumers.
Both processes, oversampling and upsampling, are mathematically equivalent and both affect the implementation of digital
filtering. Cascading digital filters may change the sound and
this may provide a subjective improvement but it does not provide higher resolution or add information to the recording.
Upsampling chips are readily available for a few dollars and
we’ve heard some players that use them to good effect but
upsampling is not a “magic bullet” that will turn your CD collection into high resolution digital. The recording process determines resolution. Tricks during playback can’t add (real) information that wasn’t recorded in the first place.

The High Fidelity Approach and Digital Audio
The high fidelity approach allows us to narrow the field of available products by eliminating from consideration those components that are poorly or inadequately designed. Learning a little
about how products actually work also helps us to avoid overpriced components that are made from the same of f-the-shelf
parts as well-designed products costing less. While the high
fidelity approach is easily applied to analog components, digital
audio components present some special obstacles. Many of
these obstacles are based on misinformation.
Digital audio is complicated and confusing to many consumers.
Some manufacturers have taken advantage of this fact by creating misleading advertising copy describing how their products
work. They have resorted to an old advertising dictum that
states “if you can’t convince them with facts, baffle them with
bullshit.” Some of the journalists writing about the subject have
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Digital audio components must be designed in accordance with
basic scientific principles or they simply won’t work. Small companies can assemble digital audio components from integrated
circuits designed by qualified engineers at Texas Instruments or
Cirrus Logic. There are good and bad aspects to this situation.
The bad side is that it may be more difficult to narrow the field
of contenders without actually listening to a lot of components.
The good side is that even the poorest performing products
aren’t that bad. So how do we separate the products that are
worthy of our auditioning time from those that are not?
There don’t seem to be any easy answers to that question. We
will tell you what parts we find inside the digital audio products
we review, which will help you to determine some parts that are
common to the good or bad sounding players or other digital
components. Beyond that you’ll have to rely more on subjective
listening impressions from reviewers you trust or listen to more
products than you otherwise might.
The articles that follow will offer our listening impressions of a
variety of players and we’ll tell you how we arrived at our conclusions. The rest is up to you. APJ

ick has asked me to
say some things to
Journal readers about disc
players—to include my recommendations on which
players offer the highest
level of audio playback
quality and which players
should be avoided. I’ve
watched, listened to and
reviewed nearly 100 disc players over the last three years and,
believe me, I have plenty to say on this subject. Many of the
players I’ve reviewed have DVD-Video, redbook CD, DVD-Audio
and/or SACD playback capability. Let’s start there.

D

Most DVD players by the major manufacturers costing $250 or
more offer video playback performance that will satisfy all but
the pickiest people with the biggest, highest resolution displays.
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I use $250 as a jump-off point because that’s the price of
Sony’s DVP-NS755, a progressive scan DVD player with 12bit/108MHz video DACs and multichannel SACD playback.
That player is good enough that very few RPTVs have the kind
of resolving power to differentiate between it and the players
that better its video quality. But the audio quality is a dif ferent
story entirely.
A lot of people I know want a DVD player that’s also a reference quality CD player—a single box that performs two critical
functions. I’m speaking of reference quality in audiophile terms,
not in generic home theater magazine terms. Many people writing for the mainstream AV press have never heard a true reference quality CD playback system and can typically identify only
the stuff that’s better than the crap they’ve heard. I was in this
camp until I started spending time at Dick’s place during my
tenure at Widescreen Review.
The sad truth is that, at least in audiophile terms, I’ve heard
only two DVD players that are true reference quality CD players suitable for use in high-end audio systems: the Ayre D-1x,
and Arcam’s FMJ DV27. The simple explanation for this is that
it isn’t easy or inexpensive to build a good dedicated CD player. And DVD players are inherently different and require a lot
more circuitry, costing more to build.
More elaborate drives are required, as are laser pickup mechanisms that can retrieve both DVD and CD standard data. Also
needed are MPEG decoders and video DACs in addition to the
audio DACs, and in many cases 5.1-channel Dolby Digital
and/or DTS decoders along with six channels worth of DACs
and analog outputs. On top of that, DVD-Video standards dictate that PCM and Dolby Digital signals on DVDs are at a sample rate of 48kHz, not the 44.1kHz of redbook CD. The better
players need to operate at separate clock speeds too, one for
each sample rate. That doesn’t leave a lot of money for trick
power supplies or high quality analog output stages. The bottom line is that there’s more stuff in the box, and it costs more
to make a box that excels at more than one thing. And DVD
players are primarily video products, and that’s where the priorities typically lie.
We’ll look at the two DVD players that are at home in any highend audio system as CD players, and a third that’s a terrific
SACD player. That brings up the question of what makes a
good player.

What Makes A Good Player?
In his series on digital controllers for Widescreen Review, Dick
pointed out that many controllers use similar parts—surround
sound decoding/processing chips, DSPs, DACs, etc.—in spite
of the wide disparity in prices among many of the products.
Why pay more for a given box if it has the same parts inside
that a competitor offers for half as much? Disc players aren’t
quite as cut and dried in this regard as controllers often can be,
but there are some things I’ve observed while performing these
reviews.
With digital, the first things I look at and think about are the
DACs. You’re never going to get any more resolution out of a
disc player than what comes out of the digital-to-analog conversion. The best you can do after that is mitigate any further signal degradation, period. Of the few conclusions I can draw, one
is of the inherent quality of the Burr Brown PCM-1704 DAC.
The best digital controllers I’ve heard use this DAC, including
the Theta Casablanca II Extreme DAC version, CAL’s CL-2500,
and Integra Research’s RDC-7. Several of the best performing
disc players I’ve heard also use it, including Denon’s DVM3700 (the first DVD player I heard that was also a respectable
CD player), Ayre’s D-1x, Wadia’s 861, and Resolution Audio’s
Opus 21. Every product I’ve heard that uses this DAC competes with the best products in its category, or establishes the
benchmark for a particular category. Odds are in favor of good
sound when this component is used.
While many of the initial 1-bit sigma-delta DACs offered soft, illdefined sound quality in the controllers and disc players that
used them, the new multibit sigma-delta designs are a huge
step up in performance. Dick first noticed this with the Sunfire
Theater Grand II controller, which used Analog Devices’
AD1853 DACs. We’re hearing terrific sound from other products with multibit sigma-delta DACs sourced from Wolfson and
Burr Brown, among others. Although many factors are certainly
at work, these DACs seem to represent a huge step-up from 1bit designs with respect to overall resolution of detail, focus,
and soundstaging. Players that we’ve heard that use them
include Arcam’s DV 88 and FMJ DV27 players (DACs by
Wolfson), Ayre’s CX-7, and the Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista (both
use the Burr Brown PCM-1738).
The track record for Cirrus Logic’s sigma-delta DACs is much
more enigmatic. Pioneer’s DV-47A uses the Cirrus Logic
CS4392, and both Classé’s Omega SACD-1 and Philips’
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SACD-1000 use the Cirrus Logic multibit sigma-delta CS4397.
All offer disappointing audio performance. On the other hand,
Philips’ DVD-962SA also uses the Cirrus Logic CS4397 and
Simaudio’s Moon Stellar uses the Cirrus CS43122, a 5-bit
sigma-delta stereo DAC with a specified 122dB dynamic range.
Both sound terrific. The Simaudio features a massively overbuilt power supply and balanced circuitry in the analog output
stages.

$1,000 don’t offer any of the above accoutrements. More often
than not, these players will have cheap, poor quality DACs,
switching power supplies, and poorly implemented analog outputs stages. Caveat emptor. You’re more likely to get great
video performance and mediocre audio performance from most
products in this price category.

The power supply and analog output circuitry are other areas
that have enormous impact on a player’s sound quality, but
exactly how that’s accomplished is more mysterious. Some of
the Sony players (the $1,500 DVP-9000ES and $3,000 XA777ES for example) are built more robustly in both regards and
sound much better than the other players in their price categories and aren’t embarrassed at all by comparison to products
that cost many multiples of their prices. Here are a few other
things I’ve observed that may help you make better decisions.

I attended an Audio Perfectionist seminar and asked Dick
what attendees of his other seminars were especially concerned about. One thing that became clear to us is that many
enthusiasts lack an appropriate strategy for building a system
that’s musically satisfying. That’s easy to understand; there’s a
lot of misinformation out there to sort through. Although Dick
and I will discuss system building strategies in future issues of
the Journal, I want to offer a couple of quick tips here.

Other Buying Tips

Linear power supplies with larger (and/or multiple) transformers
usually sound better than inexpensive switching power supplies. Sony’s DVP-9000ES uses a linear supply with dual transformers. Arcam’s FMJ DV27 and DV-88P players are virtually
identical (including the DACs) with a couple of exceptions—the
FMJ player uses an Accousteel chassis and has separate
power supplies (and transformers) for analog and digital circuitry. The differences in audio performance between these two
players are not subtle—the FMJ player sounds significantly better.
With the analog output stages, the answers are far less distinct. Ayre’s D-1x shows how killer discrete circuits can be, but
Ayre’s CX-7 also shows just how close well designed ICs can
come to that level of performance. Sony’s DVP-9000ES
demonstrates that off-the-shelf op amps aren’t necessarily a
death sentence for terrific sound either.
When you see XLR connectors on the back of the player make
sure to find out, from either your dealer or another source,
whether the player is truly balanced. Some products aren’t truly
balanced, but simply use a phase splitter in front of XLR connectors to create “balanced” connections. This can sometimes
result in worse sound quality from the “balanced” outputs than
the single-ended outputs.
Typically, DVD/CD/SACD/DVD-A players selling for under
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If picture quality is your priority, many DVD players available for
under $1,000 offer good enough video quality for most displays. If you’re willing to spend more on a player and display,
and if you’re also a hardcore videophile, the higher priced components may give you more of what you need. If you’re more
budget conscious, focusing your money elsewhere in your system will yield higher quality audio performance. Also, the CD’s
days are numbered. High resolution digital in the form of SACD
and DVD-A are here, and at least one of these is likely to survive as a high-end niche format. Think before spending
megabucks on a CD playback rig right now. Even if I had that
kind of jack (which I don’t) I personally wouldn’t be considering
spending $20K-$30K on a CD rig that doesn’t also play back
SACD and/or DVD-A, or at least offer an upgrade path to either
or both. (You’ll read about a $20K dCS CD/SACD rig here that I
would spend the money on, if only I could.)
As you’ll read below, $3,000-$3,500 can buy you a hell of a CD
player. Better performance certainly is available for more
money, and we’ve identified some of the products you should
look at. But I think those of you on limited budgets would do
better with one of these excellent $3K CD players, investing
more money in your speakers, amps, preamps, etc. For an
investment of $4K—the cost of a good CD player and $500$700 for a used Sony DVP-9000ES—you can get surprisingly
close to the best CD/DVD/SACD performance available at any
price. Then, after the rest of your system is dialed in, you can
look into upgrading these source components as necessary.
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The Recommended CD/DVD-Video Players
In addition to playing DVD-Video discs another advantage of
nearly all recent vintage DVD-Video players is that they will
play back DVD-Video standard Audio Discs (DADs) from
Classic Records and others. These discs have uncompressed
two-channel PCM tracks at high resolution (24/96 in most
cases). Although there are relatively few of these discs on the
market, those I’ve heard sound terrific. Some of the audiophile
labels, like Chesky and AIX, will be including high resolution,
uncompressed two-channel PCM tracks on their DVD-A discs
and it may be a significant benefit to you to be able to play
these tracks, which sound noticeably superior to redbook CDs.
As I mentioned, I’ve only used two DVD players that are also
reference quality CD players in the strictest sense. Note that,
although I do have experience with a massive number of players, I’ve not yet heard the Meridian players, which also feature
DVD-A playback, nor have I heard some of the other high-end
jobs from companies like Krell and EAD. This isn’t meant to be
a totally comprehensive survey, but a summary of my experiences and recommendations of the players I have heard.

Ayre D-1x DVD Player
Ayre’s D-1x sells for $8,000 with CD playback capability and no
video, and for $11,500 fully loaded with audio and progressive
scan video. The D-1x uses an outboard power supply with AC
line filtering and separate choke-input filters to further eliminate
power supply-related noise and artifacts. It eschews the use of
op-amps for discrete circuits.

Two K-Grade 24-bit linear Burr-Brown PCM-1704 DACs are
used in a dual-differential configuration for each channel of the
D-1x. Burr-Brown’s DF-1704 filter is used, which performs 8x
oversampling with signals up to 96kHz. Since it is a DVD player, it will play back DVD-Video standard audio discs (so-called
DADs) with high sample rates so long as the tracks are uncompressed PCM, not MLP-based DVD-Audio standard discs. The
parts for this dual DAC combo cost nearly $46 per channel plus
$10 for the filter, which totals just over $100 in parts costs for
DACs and filtering alone. That doesn’t sound like much, until
you consider that many CD and DVD players use sigma-delta
stereo DACs with integrated filters that cost $3 a piece, or even
less (perhaps much less in mass quantities).
There are two master audio clocks for 44.1k and 48k signals,
when one is engaged the other is turned off. At higher sample
rates the 44.1k clock is used for 88.2k signals and the 48k
clock is used for 96k signals.
Fully balanced circuitry is used, and the D-1x sounds best from
its balanced outputs. As with all of A yre’s gear, no feedback is
employed, and the chassis is non-ferrous aluminum which
resists magnetic fields and eddy currents. Few players are in
the Ayre’s league with respect to construction and parts quality.
If someone tries to sell you a player that’s more expensive than
the D-1x, beware that you’re not likely buying superior parts, or
construction, and therefore you’re not buying more performance.

Video

Charlie Hansen, Ayre’s president and chief designer, believes
this to be the purer approach, although much more expensive.
When I interviewed Charlie, he analogized using discrete circuits with baking a cake—would you rather eat a cake that’s
made from scratch by a French pastry chef, or would you
believe that Betty Crocker’s off-the-shelf cake mix would taste
just as good?

For those who care, the D-1x tells an equally compelling story
on the video side. Over three years ago when it was first introduced, Ayre’s player had tricked-out (and expensive) 14-bit
video DACs that sampled at 54MHz stacked in a dif ferential
configuration. (I’m still not aware of another player that uses
dual-differential video DACs.) The D-1x uses Silicon Image’s
(formerly DVDO) progressive scan chip set for de-interlacing
and 3/2 pulldown detection and compensation. With film-based
material this chip set is second to none, and only Faroudja chip
sets and the very latest chip sets used by Sony better its performance with video-based material. (Most concert videos on
DVD, for example, are video-based.)
The only downside to the D-1x’s video prowess is that, as great
as it is, it’s a 480p player. People with the kinds of systems
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required to see how great this player really is (i.e., expensive
front projection systems) need the video scaled up to resolutions higher than 480p for optimum playback. A yre’s recent
announcement of an SDI (Serial Digital Interface) output for the
D-1x is a positive step. That will allow the D-1x to be connected to high-end video processors entirely in the digital domain,
and may make the D-1x even more attractive to the high-end
video crowd.

Performance
In my opinion, the D-1x is quite simply the best CD/DVD player
available in terms of pure performance. I’ve heard nearly all of
Ayre’s products, and the first thing that jumps out is the complete absence of noise and distortion. Such is the case with the
D-1x. The music is presented from a pure black background,
and words like clarity and purity come immediately to mind.
The audio quality is detailed, revealing nuances of your best
and most familiar CDs that you’ve not heard before. There are
layers of space and detail, front to back, with great spatial separation of musicians on stage. Image focus is razor sharp with
amazing delineation. Sound permeates far beyond the speaker
boundaries—the size of the soundstage will be determined by
the rest of your system and your room, not the D-1x. Tonally, its
performance is beyond reproach, with weight and authority at
the low end, airy extension at the high end, and precision and
focus at all frequencies in between.
The D-1x is so good that its only fault may be that it’s just too
good for the compact disc! It ruthlessly reveals the shortcoming
of the format, especially when you put on a 24/96 DAD from
Classic Records and hear how much better it sounds than redbook. As long as the rest of your system is up to the D-1x’s
standard, you’ll get layers of spatially precise images front to
back, and way out to the sides of the soundstage. But along
with that resolving power comes a sound that can be a bit lean,
and a little on the cold side.
Ayre’s two players (the new CX-7 is covered later in this issue)
seem to ratchet the music upward in frequency just a bit, lacking some warmth and therefore spotlighting the midrange and
treble to a degree. Using cables with a warmer midrange will
ameliorate this somewhat, but other deleterious side ef fects
may accompany that desirable characteristic.

power but images in a softer, rounder fashion and sounds more
musical, more full-bodied and enjoyable to listen to in non-hi-fi
terms. The Wadia, however, doesn’t do DVD-Video, nor can it
play back 24/96 DADs without using a compatible player as an
external transport.
But listening to the music swell and become fuller and richer
with the 24/96 material, while maintaining the same mind-boggling resolution, I came to think that the D-1x simply delivers
everything the CD has, ugly warts and all. I personally hope
that there’s a high resolution player (SACD and/or DVD-A) in
Ayre’s future—a player of the D-1x’s level could establish a
new benchmark for high res players. On the other hand, the D1x probably wouldn’t be a good match for a system built
around speakers tipped toward any degree of brightness. And
note that my evaluation here is based upon the “listen” lowpass filter setting; the “measure” setting is noticeably less
musical in comparison. Listen was the one that felt right to me
and cemented in my mind the D-1x’s place at the very top of
available CD players. I’ve heard players that evoked a more
favorable emotional response (including A yre’s own CX-7,
which you’ll read about later) but I’ve never heard one I could
unequivocally say was better in terms of absolute quality.
With 480p DVD-Video the D-1x is just as resolute. Every detail
is revealed, which imparts as much depth and dimensionality
as I’ve seen from a progressive DVD player. The images take
on that rarified illusion of looking into real three-dimensional
space. If 480p is enough to drive your display, the D-1x is the
best you’ll find, although I must add that recent players, like
Sony’s DVP-NS999ES and Pioneer Elite’s DV-47A, are more
than good enough for most displays for a mere fraction of the
price. Spending just $1,100 on one of those players would
allow you to put a lot of money into the rest of your system.
Disc access and transport speed are not equivalent to the Sony
and Denon players. But if you’ve got the money to spend, the
D-1x is the undisputed heavyweight champion of pure performance CD/DVD players.

By comparison, Wadia’s 861 shows nearly the same resolving
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Arcam FMJ DV27
The Arcam FMJ DV27 is just $2,599 and performs so well as a
CD/DVD player that it will be difficult for many people to justify
spending any more.

Technical refinements include Wolfson WM8740 multibit sigmadelta DACs, separate power supplies for analog and digital circuitry, a disc drive suspended on four semirigid tiers and a “Full
Metal Jacket” chassis with two layers of Acousteel surrounding
a layer of rubber to damp vibrations.

using high-end front projection rigs will likely never see anything to be concerned about from the DV 27. Its progressive
scan solution is provided by Silicon Image and is excellent.
The DV27 is bested in audio quality by Arcam’s own FMJ CD23
and some of the other (much) more expensive dedicated CD
players in this survey. What sets it apart is its complete package of high performance with DVD-Video and CD at a price
that’s so much lower than Ayre’s D-1x, which is the only player
that outperforms it with both video and audio. At $2,599 it’s
nearly the best in both categories, and many people will be
able to make a case for spending the extra bucks in other
areas of their system. Also note that Arcam is working on a
DVD-A upgrade for the FMJ DV27. Existing players will be
upgraded in the field.

Three clock speeds are used: one for the video DACs and two
for audio DACs—one for 44.1kHz and its multiples (88.2k and
176.4k), and another for 48kHz and its multiples (96k and
192k).

US Distributor: Audiophile Systems Ltd.
8709 Castle Park Dr. Indianapolis, IN 46256
www.audiophilesystems.com
888 272 2658

Performance
The Arcam FMJ DV27 is simply wonderful. While it offers very
good overall resolution, its main strength is its exceptionally
natural sound quality, especially with vocals. It soundstages
and images right up there with the best of them, allowing sound
that’s not at all confined to the physical loudspeaker boundaries. It is slightly rough around the edges in the midrange, but
I found that to be an attractive quality. That little edge makes
for a visceral and immediate vocal presentation that I really get
into.
Dick and I initially compared this player to the Wadia 861 and,
while the Wadia was better, it took a while to figure that out and
longer still to quantify the differences between the two players.
The Wadia is more refined, with better definition in the
midrange and extension through the treble, and a grander,
more precise spatial presentation. Note that all these are subtle
differences that will only be noticed in high resolution systems.
The Arcam’s video presentation is also phenomenal, only bested in fine detail by the Ayre D-1x and the most recent vintage
of mainstream flagship players like Sony’s DVP-NS999ES,
Pioneer Elite DV-47A, and Denon’s DVD-3800. These newer
players offer an extra dollop of resolution that will be noticed by
those with the highest resolution displays. Those who aren’t

DVD-Video Players That Also Play DVD-A/SACD
Universal players (those that play CD, DVD-A, SACD and
DVD-Video) are thus far a better idea than reality. In other
words, I haven’t heard one yet that offers more than mediocre
performance with all formats. The typical pattern I’ve seen is
decent performance with CD and DVD-A respective to the player’s price category, excellent video performance, and poor performance with SACD. Players in this category include Pioneer
Elite’s DV-47A, Marantz’s DV-8300, and Onkyo’s DV -SP800.
Multichannel just compounds these problems—it’s hard enough
to get high quality two-channel out of a player let alone six
channels with multiple formats (and that doesn’t even address
the issue that there aren’t any reference quality six-channel
preamps on the market). High quality DACs and analog output
stages are expensive, and the cost increases threefold with
multichannel. As an example, the Pioneer Elite DV -47A uses
three Crystal CS4392 DACs for PCM and DSD in order to hit
its $1,199 price tag. These integrated DAC/filters have an OEM
quantity cost of about $3 a piece. I’ve heard only one
DVD/SACD player I can unequivocally recommend, and no universal or DVD-A players. As a result, I own a Sony DVP9000ES SACD player but not a DVD-A player. Let’s discuss
some specifics.
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Recommended: Sony DVP-9000ES

Almost Recommended Players

Any discussion of this category of products has to start with
Sony’s DVP-9000ES. This DVD/SACD player was a steal at its
introductory price of $1,500. It’s overbuilt with a big power supply and tons of copper shielding, and slick good looks with a
slim-line disc tray. Its DACs are LSIs built by Sony. It offers
excellent performance with all formats except the CD, with
which it offers merely competent (soft but inviting) performance.

The following players are solid bargains and offer excellent
video performance, but aren’t quite as suited to dedicated highend audio installations as the Sony DVP-9000ES.

This player is now discontinued, but can be found on the internet for well under $1,000 and it’s tough to beat even by spending much more. The video performance is good enough that
only the most recent flagship-level players outperform it, and
even then not by a significant margin.

Its performance with two-channel SACD is so good that only
the dedicated audio players like the Sony XA-777ES and
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista outperform it, and then only by a relatively slim margin. Although it is only respectable with CDs, it
does err on the soft and inoffensive side, not the harsh, edgy
side. And it sounds remarkably good with 24/96 DADs, suggesting that its sound quality increases commensurately with
the quality of the incoming signal. The DVP-9000ES is an
SACD player that will stand on its own in the highest resolution
systems. Richard Hardesty and Richard Vandersteen each also
own a DVP-9000ES, which says something.
For those who are curious, the new Sony flagship DVPNS999ES is a better video player, and a slightly inferior SACD
player. Although it offers multichannel SACD (compared to the
DVP-9000ES, which is two-channel SACD only) it is not the
overbuilt, over-achieving monster its predecessor was with twochannel SACD. At this point multichannel doesn’t interest me
nearly enough to want or recommend a new DVP-NS999ES
over a used DVP-9000ES.
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Denon
I’ve always appreciated the audio quality of Denon DVD players starting way back with the DVM-3700 carousel player,
which was a good CD player. As far as the mass market players are concerned, Denon’s are always respectable. They typically offer as much resolution as any of them, if not more, but
also have the relaxed, non-mechanical sound of the Sony players. Their recent players, the DVD-9000 ($3,800) and DVD3800 ($1,199), are two of the very best video players available—both use 12-bit/108MHz video DACs and Silicon Image’s
vaunted SiL504 progressive scan solution.
Both are also very good with CD and DVD-A, and Denon players are right up there with Sony players on disc access speed
and ease of use. The DVD-9000 uses Burr Brown PCM-1704s
in a dual differential stack on the front channels, while the
DVD-3800 uses the new PCM-1738. In spite of its build quality
advantages, the DVD-9000 doesn’t offer enough of a performance edge over the DVD-3800 to justify the massive price differential. The DVD-3800 is a superb machine and does everything very well.

Philips DVD 962SA
Although I was not at all impressed with the Philips SACD
1000, that company’s first and most expensive DVD/SACD
player ($2,000 upon introduction), the DVD 962SA is much better at just $599 MSRP. It has Faroudja progressive scan, with
overall video performance that’s just short of the Denon DVD3800 and Sony DVP-NS999ES. More germane to this conversation, its SACD audio quality is right up there with the Sony
DVP-NS999ES, although short of the excellent performance of
the DVP-9000ES. A very solid double duty player; its clunky
user interface is the only detractor.

Players To Avoid
These players aren’t necessarily awful—though some of them
are—but they don’t represent good value in terms of performance and cost. These are not recommended for purchase but if
you already own one you probably won’t get cancer because of it.
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Ayre CX-7
Classé Omega SACD-1
I had high hopes for the $12K Classé Omega SACD-1. It’s a
two-box solution with a separate power supply in one box and
a beautiful, top-loading player in the other box. The fit & finish
of the shipping container is nicer than most players!
It uses three Cirrus Logic CS4397 stereo DAC chips for PCM
and DSD—two chips stacked in a dual-differential configuration
drive the balanced outputs and a single stereo chip for the single-ended outputs. The sample I heard was awful. It made both
CD and SACD sound like some of the worst, most non-musical
digital I’ve heard. It sounded so bad that I wondered if something was wrong with the player.
I’ve never used a player that malfunctioned in such a way that
everything operated perfectly with bad sound being the only
symptom but I suppose anything is possible. In any case, if a
dealer auditions this player for you listen carefully to the player,
not the salesman’s accolades, and certainly don’t be swayed
by the fact that Stereophile includes this player in their annual
recommended components issue.

The CD performance is best with the Pioneer Elite player,
which uses Pioneer’s Legato Pro upsampling technology to eek
some extra air and detail out of PCM material making it a
respectable performer among DVD players in its $1,199 price
range. The DVD-A performance of all three players is nothing
to write home about, and SACDs sound mechanical and digital,
like merely decent redbook CD playback. Dick once said of an
early DVD/DVD-A player that it does everything it’s supposed
to do except sound good. That’s pretty much the story here.
Note that Pioneer has two more recent universal players that
use different DACs—the Elite DV-47Ai and the Pioneer DVD45A. I’ve not yet had a chance to audition these players, and
perhaps they are improved. APJ

Dedicated Audio Players
The following players are for music only and we’re
giving them more extensive coverage with complete
reviews. All are recommended and each has some
special strengths.

Philips SACD 1000
You’ll see this player at closeout prices of less than $1,000, but
don’t fall for it. It was overpriced at its original $2,000 price and
the new players smoke it in audio and video quality.
With video it doesn’t have progressive scan and frankly isn’t
very good. Like the Classé Omega player, it too uses the Cirrus
Logic CS4397 DACs. Its audio quality, like some of the players
below, is so poor that it makes SACD sound like mediocre CD
playback.

he Ayre CX-7 costs $3K and boasts a new industrial design
that matches Ayre’s latest line of products, like the K-5x
preamp. The chassis is aluminum and it’s a pretty look, albeit
spare. I admit to being a less-is-more kind of guy when it
comes to this kind of thing, so its aesthetics speak to my sensibilities in particular. The CX-7 is a single box with an integrated power supply and uses ICs as opposed to the discrete circuits of the D-1x.

T

Pioneer Elite DV-47A/Marantz DV-8300/Onkyo
DV-SP800
All three of these universal players are based on Pioneer kits
and offer similar performance. The Pioneer 47A is $1,199. The
Marantz beefs up the power supply a bit and costs more at
$1,599, while the Onkyo costs $200 less at $1,000 MSRP.
The video for all three players is red hot and among the very
best available at any price although Pioneer’s proprietary deinterlacing solution is now slightly behind those offered by
Faroudja, Silicon Image, and even Sony’s latest generation of
video processing.

The digital front end of this player uses Burr Brown’s PCM1738 stereo DAC, which is billed as an “Advanced Segment”
DAC, and a Burr Brown DF-1706 digital filter. The DF-1706
employs 4x oversampling, and is cascaded with the PCM1738’s integral 8x filter.
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Opus 21
According to Burr Brown, 16-bit signals are interpolated to 24
bits, which then are split, or “segmented,” into the upper six
bits of the signal and the lower 18 bits. The lower 18 bits are
converted in a multibit sigma-delta process, while the upper six
bits are converted in a linear conversion. This stereo DAC is
configured for differential (balanced) output for each channel,
and is a current output.
Ayre’s Charlie Hansen believes it’s a huge advantage to have a
current output DAC, which allows him to design zero feedback
current-to-voltage converters that are superior to the op amps
used within typical voltage output DACs. Whatever the reasons, the early returns show the PCM-1738 to be something of
a price/performance breakthrough. It costs just $5 (list price)
per stereo chip and, as noted, only one chip is required for a
balanced stereo output. That’s a fraction of the price for a dualdifferential PCM-1704 set-up, and the players that use the
PCM-1738 absolutely hold their own with the PCM-1704equipped players.
The CX-7’s analog output stage is truly balanced. The CX-7
also has user-adjustable low-pass filter settings of “listen” and
“measure,” and like the D-1x it sounds best in “listen” from the
balanced outputs.

Performance
Although I did not have both players on hand for A/B comparisons, the Ayre CX-7 gives up remarkably little ground to my
memory of its big brother, the D-1x. The CX-7’s sound is clean
and pure, with plenty of resolution. Frequency extension on top
seems roughly the same, but the bottom end of the CX-7 is a
little fuller, although perhaps just a bit looser and less defined,
resulting in a slightly (but decidedly) warmer overall character
than the D-1x. I reiterate that the CX-7 also shares that characteristic of shifting the music up in register a hair—it’s not exactly bright, but it’s certainly not reticent in the midrange/treble,
and the body of the music lightens just a hair.
The dynamic contrast is also staggering, and better than any
player I’ve heard other than the D-1x. It’s spatiality and focus
are terrific but somewhat flatter from front to back than the D1x or Wadia 861. The CX-7 places musicians and vocalists on
the stage with impressive solidity, although it’s slightly less
dimensional and holographic than the Wadia 861. Still, at $3K
the CX-7 is excellent in all respects and in some ways I find it
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even more emotionally engaging than its big brother, the D-1x,
which too often reminds me just how flawed 16/44 CD really is.
If I were shopping for a CD player in the $3,000 range, the CX7 and the Arcam FMJ DV27 are the two I’d consider. The
Arcam doesn’t quite match the striking sense of clarity and
overall transparency of the CX-7, but it has more body, enough
detail, and it unquestionably makes music. And the FMJ is a
kick-ass progressive DVD-video player and will also play DVDvideo standard discs with uncompressed 24/96 tracks, with a
full DVD-A upgrade in the works.
These are both excellent players and are close enough in
audio performance that your preference for one over the other
is likely to be system and taste dependent. Personally, I could
live happily with either one. Audition both and see which one
fits your needs and sounds best in your system. APJ
Ayre Acoustics
2300-B Central Ave.
Boulder, CO 80301
www.ayre.com 303-442-7300

esolution Audio sells the Opus 21 direct over the internet
and through a few select distributors in Europe. Selling
direct allows Resolution Audio to offer this collection of engineering and high quality parts for a modest $3,500 (this price
reflects an anticipated increase).

R

The Opus 21 is a two-box system, with the power supply and
display electronics (i.e., the noisy stuff) separated from the
transport, DAC and analog output stages. Both boxes are
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attractive, and the overall fit & finish is hot for a $3,500 player.
The chassis are both aluminum to eliminate magnetic interference. The Opus 21 is now shipping with an improved disc drive
that is said to be quieter than its predecessor. It has a digital
input that will accept external PCM signals up to 96kHz, and it
also has its own volume control, which allows users to drive an
amplifier directly from its analog outputs. Although the volume
is controlled digitally, the volume control is implemented in the
analog domain to avoid truncating any resolution.
The Opus 21 uses Burr Brown PCM-1704 24-bit DACs stacked
in a dual-differential (balanced) configuration. Although these
are the same DACs used in A yre’s D-1x, they aren’t the Kgrade variety. The K-grade DACs are guaranteed to meet certain measured performance specs (note that there is no guarantee that the ungraded DACs don’t meet the same specs). In
front of the DACs are Motorola DSP-based filters using software-based algorithms written by Resolution Audio that oversample at 16x with 44.1k and 48k signals, and at 8x with 96k
signals.
A passive current-to-voltage converter is used, followed by an
instrumentation amplifier to achieve the proper gain characteristics. Resolution Audio believes this approach offers superior
common mode rejection compared with discrete circuits,
although part of this tradeoff is that the instrumentation
amplifier employs feedback. All in all, you’d be hard-pressed to
find a player with a more unique design, or with as much
money in parts/construction anywhere near a $3,500 retail
price.

Performance
The Opus 21 has knock-out resolution from top to bottom, with
excellent extension at both frequency extremes. The midrange
is not only well defined, but smooth in character. Low level
musical details are clearly audible. To a certain extent this resolution is a double-edged sword.
On the one hand, with good recordings it can be a striking
experience to hear so much more of what’s on the disc—especially with 24/96 material via the digital input. Most people have
never heard the kind of resolution this player delivers, let alone
at the $3,500 price point. I’ve heard much more expensive
players that aren’t as revealing.

The only criticism I can level at this player is that, as high in
resolution as it is, the musical picture doesn’t hang together in
as coherent a fashion as I’ve heard from other players. This is
a difficult phenomenon to explain. The best I can do is offer the
example of a guitar playing.
While I could certainly hear all the pieces of its sound with
great clarity—the strings being strummed, the hands sliding on
the strings and hitting the body of the guitar occasionally, and
the decay of the string’s sound—those individual elements
never coalesced into a coherent image of a guitarist playing his
instrument.
Ayre’s CX-7 is in the Opus 21’s price range, and while that
player doesn’t have quite the same level of resolution in hi-fi
terms, it does present images of musicians (and the music
overall) as more of a whole, coherent picture that I found more
convincing.
Consider a few things though. I use time- and phase-accurate
Vandersteen speakers. Time- and phase-accurate speakers
image in a more convincing, dimensional, and holographic
fashion than conventional designs and I’m convinced they also
reveal things about components that other speakers don’t. In
any case, I think that the $3,000-$3,500 price range is a killer
elbow of price/performance for enthusiasts.
High res digital is here, and if you’re an audiophile you’re going
to want that capability in the future. But for now, I think this is a
reasonable price range in which to shop for something that will
help you get the most out of your CD collection while the library
of high res titles grows. Although I didn’t respond emotionally to
this player as I did to both the Arcam FMJ DV27 and Ayre CX7, it is outstanding in many ways and many audiophiles will get
off on the staggering amount of musical detail they’re hearing
and forget the rest.
Resolution Audio makes it easy for you to decide for yourself—
they offer a 30-day in-home audition period. If you decide to
return the player they’ll charge you a 5% re-stocking fee to
cover the credit card transaction fees and shipping charges.
Check it out. APJ
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dCS Verdi & Delius

’ve been an audio enthusiast and hobbyist for years. To make
a living doing something that is also my hobby is immensely
enjoyable and satisfying, and I’m ever thankful for that. But, as
with any job, a sense of monotony can occasionally set in,
making things feel like a grind. Then a dream assignment like
reviewing this dCS gear drops into my lap and bam! I’m
charged with a sense of purpose and renewed (wild!) enthusiasm.

I

I imagine the anticipation I felt while waiting for the dCS gear to
arrive is akin to what the Car and Driver guys feel when
Ferrari’s latest super car is scheduled for delivery—Corvettes
are fun to drive, but they’re not quite up to the same level of
hedonistic thrill. Like the Ferrari, dCS’ gear is nothing short of
an attempt at defining state-of-the-art performance. I may
never find out what it’s like to fly around the race track in one
of those 12-cylinder land rockets, but those guys probably
aren’t going to get to listen to dCS’ Verdi/Delius combo either!

For the last two years at CES, the UK’s dCS has been making
spectacular digital sound in the various rooms occupied by
Audiophile Systems Ltd., their US distributor. Among the products I’ve heard making killer sound at the shows are the Purcell
digital-to-digital upsampler, which is said to convert 16/44 CDs
to a 1-bit/2.8MHz DSD stream, and the Elgar Plus DAC. The
depth and dimensionality this combo was extracting from CDs
was truly remarkable. With this in mind I literally jumped at the
chance to review dCS’s Verdi CD/SACD transport and Delius
DAC (little brother to the Elgar Plus).
While dCS’s flagship playback system is the $34K
Verdi/Purcell/Elgar Plus (yep, that’s $34K with three zeroes—
why do you think I went with the Ferrari references?), the

Verdi/Delius combo comes in at just $20,990 ($10,995 for the
Verdi and $9995 for the Delius). That’s not chump change, but
given that Linn, Levinson, Krell, and others sell CD-only players
for as much or more it’s not out-of-this-world either. Audiophile
Systems considers the Verdi/Delius combo a statement of functionality and performance at this price point, and I agree.
Before I get to all that though, just who is dCS?

dCS: From the Military to Your Listening Room
dCS takes great pride in regarding most manufacturers of highend digital playback devices more or less as “assemblers.” The
distinction they offer is that, where most manufacturers source
their DACs, filters, ICs, and other components from Burr
Brown, Crystal, et al, dCS has designed their very own patented D-A conversion architecture called a dCS Ring DAC®. I’ll
get into what specifics I know about the device later in the
review, but for now what’s important to know is that dCS developed the technology, which eventually turned into the Ring
DAC, as part of their work designing high performance A/D
converters for British military airborne radar systems. The
accuracy of these systems was the difference between a successful mission and big splat.
The reasons that high-end manufacturers don’t make their own
D-A converters are the expense and level of expertise involved.
A lot of R&D, and a lot of money. Consumer electronics giants
Sony and Yamaha, both of whom use their own LSIs for D-A
conversion in some products, are the only other companies I
can think of who make their own DACs. High-end companies
typically don’t have those kinds of resources, financial or otherwise. Due to their past in the defense industry, dCS does and
that is a significant distinction for their products.

Verdi Transport
The Verdi CD/SACD transport is based on a Sony broadcast
standard transport mechanism that costs a lot more than the
mechanisms used in most players. How much better that
makes it than a typical disc player I don’t know, but considering
that most consumer players use transport mechanisms that
cost just a few dollars (OEM parts cost) it’s obvious Verdi is a
different animal. This drawer loading mechanism is equipped
with dual lasers for CD and SACD. The drawer and mechanism
are suspension isolated for vibration control.
The Verdi has every brand of digital output known to man,
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including three AES/EBU outputs, one each RCA, BNC, toslink
optical, and ST optical interface. There are two IEEE 1394 outputs for DSD data and wordclock inputs and outputs on BNC.
The 1394 designation defines the physical interface for the
DSD data stream—the security protocol is proprietary to dCS,
and the 1394 DSD digital output functions only with their gear
(no open high res digital standards yet!).
The wordclock ins and outs allow the Verdi, or a connected
DAC, to be used as the master clock depending on how the
connections are made (more on this in the setup section
below). There are also CH1 and CH2 data outputs (on BNC)
that can be used in conjunction with the wordclock output to
transmit 16/44 signals, which is more common in the pro world
(dCS has their toes firmly planted in both the pro and consumer sides of the biz). A 9-pin Software Upgrade Connector
for updates via PC is also included, and the power cord is
removable.
That last point is an important one. The Verdi‘s digital processing and control functions are software based and can be
upgraded with relative ease. Some upgrades can even be performed by simply putting a CD disc in the player to upload the
software changes. I think upgradeability is a critical feature for
a product at this level and price, and the Verdi clearly delivers
on that score. Verdi also ships with a 1-year “guarantee” that is
automatically extended to 5 years when purchased from a dCS
dealer and registered with dCS. What’s more, the guarantee is
fully transferable to subsequent owners who will then be
notified as updates are made available. How’s that sound?

Delius
Delius is in many ways a scaled down version of the $15K
Elgar Plus. Audiophile Systems describes the main dif ferences
between the two pieces as being the Elgar’s improved fit &

finish (although Delius obviously isn’t lacking in good looks),
and more advanced power supply and balanced output circuits.
Delius is also specified as a 24-bit/192kHz-DSD DAC, but
some explanation is required. Although its digital inputs accept
high res signals (up to 24-bit word lengths with samples rates
of 48k, 88.2k, 96k, 176.4k, and 192k) and it’ll certainly play
‘em, the Verdi transport (at least as my sample was configured)
recognizes only 16/44 CDs and SACDs. It would not recognize
24/48 or 24/96 tracks from the video zone of DVD-Video standard discs. Using a Purcell digital-to-digital upsampler you can
convert 16/44 to a “higher resolution” signal to send to Delius,
but you must use a different external transport (like a DVD
player) as a source for native high res PCM.
Delius
uses
softwarebased
DSP-based processing that oversamples PCM signals to 5-bits
at 2.8MHz for 44.1k sources (and its multiples, 88.2k, 176.4k)
and 3.07MHz for 48k sources (and its multiples, 96k and 192k),
respectively, with noise shaping employed to shift noise out of
the audio band. Sounds familiar doesn’t it? Substitute the 5-bits
for 1-bit and it sounds a little bit (pun intended) like DSD, doesn’t it? On the surface of it, this isn’t much different than what
happens in other players. The players covered here by W adia
and Resolution Audio also use DSP-based oversampling filters,
only at different sampling rates than dCS uses. (See the
reviews of these other products in this issue.) The difference is
that, like the Elgar Plus, Delius uses dCS’ vaunted Ring DAC®
board.
As opposed to the off-the-shelf DAC chips used in virtually all
other digital components, the dCS Ring DAC® is a whole
daughter-sized board full of discrete resistors controlled by
gate arrays. Ring DAC’s 5-bit architecture operates at 2.8MHz
and 3.07MHz and keeps the inherent linearity advantages of 1bit sigma/delta D-A systems while minimizing (or seemingly
eliminating) the disadvantages—namely clocking errors and
noise. Its resistors are exceptionally accurate and don’t drift
with time or temperature changes. Errors are randomized and
effectively cancelled by samples being taken from a broader
number of current sources. The results are (claimed to be) linearity and resolution that are virtually unknown in any other D-A
conversion system.
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If you read Stereophile’s measurements of digital source components you know that the very best of them measure around
20-bits resolution at the DAC output, even if the DAC in question is specified as 24-bit. That’s why I generally specify a DAC
as being “compatible” with 24-bit signals instead of just calling
it a 24-bit DAC. Notice that I didn’t do that in this case. dCS
claims the Ring DAC® to be capable of output resolution of no
less than 24-bits (29.5-bits according to Audiophile Systems).
That’s a bold statement. Resolution this high is difficult to
measure—some existing test gear apparently wasn’t up to the
task so dCS designed and built their own!
So, a few questions still come to mind. The dCS Ring DAC®
operates at 5-bit/2.8MHz (or 5-bit/3.07MHz with 48k). What
does it do with DSD, which is 1-bit/2.8MHz native? Or with the
Purcell’s upconverted DSD stream? Is the signal decimated to
5-bits? I don’t know, but I can assure you that I asked dCS,
who wouldn’t tell me—trade secrets, you know. So, much as I’d
like to tell you what this player is doing to make such groundbreaking sound, dCS is apparently afraid to let the cat out of
the bag, lest their competitors take advantage.
Now that I’ve devoted so much space to the logical side of
things, let’s get the physical world. There is one set each single-ended (on RCA) and balanced outputs, Delius has two digital inputs each on AES/EBU and coax/RCA, one coax on BNC,
and one each toslink and ST optical. There are two IEEE 1394
digital inputs, and wordclock input/output on BNC. Also included is a digital output on BNC that will output digital signals up
to 24/96 resolution. Delius is also software upgradeable, and a
9-pin Software Upgrade Connector is included and like the
Verdi, the power cord is removable. Hardware changes are
sometimes required, but dCS makes them as inexpensive as
they can for their customers. Delius comes with the same
transferable warranty outlined above for V erdi.

Setup, Controls and Functions
The Verdi/Delius combo is made to stack. V erdi’s chassis is literally two Delius chassis stacked together, creating the overall
impression of three boxes on top of one another with the disc
tray in the top box. Aesthetically, the dCS stack is as good
looking as gear gets, in a slightly sci-fi way. A conversation
piece(s) nevertheless.
Not only does the Verdi/Delius present a dazzling array of fea-
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tures, dCS also offers exceptionally well-written and understandable user manuals and even goes the extra mile by of fering quick setup guides that show how to use each product
together with dCS’s other products. The dCS Verdi with dCS
Delius guide shows how to make the recommended physical
connections, and how to engage the logical factory settings.
For simplicity’s sake I followed the quick setup exactly, connecting the AES 1 and 1394 digital outputs of the Verdi to the
AES 1 and 1394 inputs on the Delius, along with connecting
the wordclock “out” of Verdi to Delius’ wordclock “in.” With the
exception of the wordclock connection, this worked out famously.
Verdi and Delius operate at two clock speeds. One clock is
used for 44k sources and its multiples, 88.2k, 176.4k, and DSD
at 2.8MHz. The other clock speed operates for 48k and its multiples, 96k and 192k. As mentioned, either Verdi or Delius can
be used as the single, master clock for the entire system. The
quick setup guide recommends a connection method that uses
Verdi’s clock as the master, which is how I used the system for
a few weeks before I began putting this review together. A closer look at the Delius user manual and the dCS web site
revealed their recommendation that Delius be configured as the
master clock to reduce jitter (and increase sound quality). I
tried this configuration and did hear perhaps a bit better sound.
In any case, maybe amends should be made on the quick
setup guide.
The dCS stack then functioned as the ultimate plug & play—
putting a 16/44 CD into Verdi automatically switches Delius to
the active AES 1 input, while putting an SACD in switches to
the 1394 input and vice verse. Unlike a trip to the dentist it’s
quick and painless! Hybrid SACDs automatically boot to the
(two-channel) SACD layer, unless instructed otherwise in
Verdi’s “favorite layer” menu selection. Indicators on Verdi let
you know what kind of disc is playing (CD, SACD, hybrid
SACD, etc.) and show the title and track text programmed onto
most SACDs. The display is difficult to read at a distance.
The front panel display of Delius tells which input is active and
by default displays the bit depth and sample rate of incoming
PCM signals and merely shows “Verdi” with DSD. The only
aspect of interacting with the dCS stack that isn’t a snap in
some respects is the remote control. Although it’s one of those
substantial and heavy-duty aluminum jobs, direct track access
is a little weird. You have to hit one button to activate the number keys, and then you need to enter the number zero before
the track number, even before a double digit number. To make
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a single digit track access quicker, two zeroes are required.
Once a disc is playing, the choices increase further. For CD
and SACD there are four separate filter algorithms that can be
selected, and for higher resolution PCM two more filter settings
become available. Delius remembers the last filter setting used
for each format, and for each PCM sample rate specifically.
The filter settings can be implemented from remote control as
well as the front panel display menus. For PCM I chose Filter
4, which offers the gentlest low-pass slope with the greatest
time domain accuracy. For SACD, after some experimentation I
ended up with Filter 2. The user manual offers no specifics on
its characteristics beyond noting that Filter 1 offers the widest
bandwidth and Filter 4 is for measuring, not listening. The concern with SACD is that the high frequency noise might damage
wide bandwidth preamps, amps and/or speakers. Maybe it was
just a sense of cautiousness playing with my mind, but I
thought Filter 1 sounded a bit hashy in my system.
Trust me that what’s described above is not even a summarization of Delius’ functionality, but a mere mention of just some of
its capabilities. Among other things Delius can also drive
amplifiers directly from its analog outputs, and comes with a
fully functional volume control. I didn’t have a chance to fully
evaluate this aspect of its capabilities as I’d been able to spend
only a few weeks with it at press time. I plan on writing more
about this product, and Audiophile Systems has mentioned that
I might get an opportunity to use a Purcell with the V erdi/Delius
stack. Either way, look forward to reading more about dCS’
gear in future issues of the Journal.

Performance
From the first moment I loaded an SACD into the dCS stack I
knew I was hearing more layers of resolution and clarity from
my favorite SACDs than I’d ever heard before. It was stunning.
Front to back, side to side, I felt like I was being taken farther
and farther into the recording space. I’ve never heard any
source component with more soundstage size or focus beyond
the speaker positions. Tonally the dCS stack is extended at
both frequency extremes and resolved in the midrange, but
totally neutral as far as I can tell. What goes in comes out, with
no unwanted emphasis anywhere. As thrilled as I’ve been by
SACD sound in general, I didn’t know just how much more
information was there on the discs, waiting to be retrieved.
Virtually everything I admire about the SACD playback I’ve

heard from other players was there—the rhythmic “rightness,”
the natural detail and ease, the three-dimensional and convincing images—but I heard more of everything with the dCS stack.
Before reviewing the dCS stack I’d regarded SACD as a close
runner-up to good vinyl playback, and had yet to be convinced
that DSD could sound better than the very best analog. SACD
doesn’t sound digital in any way on the better players (particularly the Sonys) and shows an obvious and vast improvement
in resolution of low level musical details and spatial accuracy
and dimension (and anyone who tells you this isn’t the case is
really telling you a lot more about their system than the SACD
format!).
I’ve regarded SACD as good enough that the convenience factors of an optical disc system started to make sense, but I still
felt I was hearing more air, transparency and overall involving
sound from vinyl. There has to be something going on if I’m still
willing to go through the ritualistic abuse required for playing
records! My experiences with the dCS gear and a new recording by the Eighty-Eight’s label have changed my perception of
SACD’s place in the recording media food chain for the first
time.
Clark Terry and Max Roach’s Friendship was recorded simultaneously in DSD and analog. I compared the SACD version
played on my Sony DVP-9000ES SACD player and the dCS
stack against the vinyl playback version on a Linn Sondek
LP12/Linto combo. Comparing both versions of this recording
showed me two interesting things. First, I couldn’t hear
significant differences between the LP and the SACD when I
played the SACD on the Sony, which in itself is impressive.
Second, playing the SACD on the dCS stack, I heard some
significant differences between it and the LP, and the SACD
sounded better!
Friendship is an audiophile’s dream—sensational music that’s
recorded to the highest aesthetic standard, with sound that’s
just amazing. Although there are a lot of great tracks here,
“The Nearness of You” (track #13) is just stunning in its ability
to conjure the image of Clark Terry playing his horn in my
room. The nearness of him on this recording is unbelievable,
an almost physical presence. The image is rounded and holographic with more convincing air than CDs ever show. You can
hear Terry inhaling before every breath into the horn and the
keys tapping into the instrument’s body. Other quirky room
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sounds are apparent, enhancing the illusion of being in the
recording space. The air into and out of Terry’s horn has the
most natural dynamics I can imagine, and that’s one of the
ways in which the DSD recording steps above the LP.
The excellent sounding LP is softer, slightly muted and somewhat compressed in dynamic contrast compared to the SACD.
Terry’s mini-crescendos keep going and going, and on the
SACD those peaks hit a little higher in level with more openness and impact. For the first time, I had the distinct sensation
that DSD could deliver playback that’s more transparent than
analog and freer of any form of coloration. That the SACD
could better such a fabulous sounding LP was remarkable, and
it took this dCS playback system to reveal that superiority.
Listening to SACDs through the dCS stack is consistently revelatory. Ray Brown’s acoustic bass on Groove Note’s SACD of
Soular Energy is fat and natural, with rollicking pace—SACD
gets the timing of the music just right. With Beck’s Sea
Change, the degree of texture and shading of the instruments
and Beck’s vocals are mesmerizing. Yet another standout is
Analogue Productions’ SACD of Bill Evans Trio’s Waltz for
Debby. Although the mix is very stereo—as in very left and
right with little in between—this SACD has a startling live quality that captures the club sounds, as well as an incredible
amount of airy detail in the cymbals and snare brushes.
Whatever SACDs I played, the dCS stack communicated to me
more of the music and the feelings behind the music.
With CDs the dCS stack is no less impressive, delivering massive but precisely focused soundstage, and layering the musicians on distinct planes front to back. As with SACD, the program material and the other gear in your system will determine
the boundaries of the soundstage. The degree of clarity is striking, and the sound is highly resolved with excellent extension
at the frequency extremes. It’s very transparent to the source
and yet there’s a good degree of musicality as well, especially
with the Filter 4 setting. The resolving power of the dCS stack
is right up there with the Ayre D-1x and Wadia 861 as the most
revealing CD playback rigs I’ve heard.
In my opinion, even with SACDs, the dCS stack leans just the
teensiest hair to the analytical side. Buried deep in all its transparency is the slightest hint of coldness, a condition that is
more noticeable with CD playback. As with A yre’s D-1x, I wonder if this system is simply revealing more about the source
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material than I care to hear. (I also wonder how far a Purcell
upsampler might go toward eliminating this perception.)
Certainly that’s a possibility because my perception did change
with 24/96 material from an external source. Also, the dCS
stack doesn’t create the palpably holographic and convincing
images delivered by the Wadia 861. The Wadia’s images are
simply more cohesive, rounded and convincing—more like analog in that respect than any CD player I’ve ever heard. Note too
that I’m talking about the slimmest of margins here. The W adia
and this dCS stack are the two most astonishing playback systems I’ve heard with respect to combining high resolution and
convincing musicality and imaging. I’ve not heard a playback
system with more resolution than the Verdi/Delius combo, and
only the Wadia eclipses it in musicality. This is one of the finest
CD playback systems available, period.

Conclusion
The dCS Verdi/Delius is a state-of-the-art playback system and
that is not the only important thing going on here. This dCS
system didn’t just reveal itself as an outstanding playback system. It revealed more of the vast potential of the SACD format
itself than anything I’ve yet heard. The Verdi/Delius rig represents the best SACD playback I’ve heard and is competitive
with the very best CD playback systems available at any price,
even if it falls slightly short of the clear-cut benchmark status it
has established with SACD.
Judging by what I’ve heard at trade shows, the addition of a
Purcell to the Verdi/Delius system might change this perception
and I hope to report to you on that in the future. And this isn’t
even dCS’ flagship system. The Delius sounds so good that it’s
difficult to imagine what the Elgar Plus sounds like! Once a certain level is attained incremental improvements in audio quality
often come with disproportionate price tags. Considering that
it’s still somewhat commonplace for CD playback systems to
cost upwards of $20K without the ability to play SACD and/or
any form of upgradeability, I think the dCS offers performance
and flexibility commensurate with its admittedly gaudy price.
Even at $21,995, the Verdi/Delius stack is what I would have if
I could afford it. APJ
dCS Ltd.
US Distributor: Audiophile Systems Ltd.
8709 Castle Park Dr. Indianapolis, IN 46256
www.audiophilesystems.com 888 272 2658
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Tri-Vista

ne player in this survey stands apart from the others. The
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista CD/SACD player is unique in a
number of ways. It will play CDs, SACDs, and high res music
on DVD-Video standard discs (DADs)—it’s the only player that
we’ve seen without a video output that will play DADs. It has a
choke-regulated power supply with multiple transformers and
uses miniature vacuum tubes in the output stage. It provides
near state-of-the-art performance for both CD and SACD playback, and it’s reasonably priced for a product with this build
quality and level of sophistication.

O

The Company
Musical Fidelity is a UK company founded in 1982 by a classically trained clarinetist named Antony Michaelson. MF makes a
variety of high-end audio components and has established an
excellent reputation for performance and value. Michaelson
demands that all MF products deliver musically satisfying
sound and the samples that I’ve heard do.
The Tri-Vista CD/SACD player is a limited edition component
with analog circuitry that utilizes miniature vacuum tubes. Only
800 Tri-Vista players will be made.

Outside
Hi-fi components made in the UK are often more compact than
their Japanese or American counterparts with industrial design
that could be flatteringly described as subtle. The T ri-Vista is

neither compact nor subtle. It’s a brawny beast with bold
styling. A very attractive component in my opinion.
The unit is quite large, weighing more than 50 pounds, and is
beautifully finished with a thick silver face plate and black fluted
sides. The front panel has six buttons to control transport functions, plus a power switch. The disc tray is centered just below
the bright display, which shows the usual information and can

be easily seen from across the room. The chassis sits on four
large feet with translucent rings in the middle of each. These
rings glow red while the power supply stabilizes immediately
after the unit is first turned on, then fade to amber as the unit
un-mutes and becomes operational. After about a half-hour,
when the Tri-Vista has completely warmed up, the glowing
rings around the feet turn blue making the product seem to levitate above the shelf. This trick looks unbelievably cool and
everybody who witnessed it at my house was suitably
impressed.
The Tri-Vista rear panel is very simple. There are coaxial and
optical (toslink) digital inputs and outputs (one each). A single
pair of single-ended analog outputs is provided on RCA connectors and the power receptacle is an IEC-type allowing
power cord replacement. The remote control allows the user to
access all player functions.

Inside
The Tri-Vista
uses a Philips
transport
mechanism
with dual
Burr-Brown
1738
DACs.
These
DACs have
differential output but MF, like many UK manufacturers,
eschews balanced circuitry and provides only single-ended
analog outputs. Two Crystal 8420 sample rate conversion
(upsampler) chips are incorporated in what I presume is a cascaded array of filters. MF claims that the signal paths for CD
and SACD are separate but offers no additional information.
The Burr-Brown 1738s are claimed to be compatible with PCM
and DSD data so perhaps one is used for each signal type.
The power supply in the Tri-Vista is very impressive indeed.
Multiple transformers and choke filtering are employed. The
power supply in this disc player looks more substantial than
what you’ll find in many amplifiers.
The output stage incorporates four miniature 5703 mil spec
vacuum tubes. A small amount of negative feedback is utilized
in the analog circuitry.
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Sound and Performance
I listened to two samples of the Musical Fidelity T ri-Vista
CD/SACD player, both borrowed from owners because there
wasn’t time to obtain a review sample from the manufacturer.
Both samples performed in a consistent manner and delivered
excellent, satisfying sound. The Tri-Vista offers uncompromised
CD and SACD performance that rivals the best players we’ve
heard for each format.
With regular compact discs the Tri-Vista presented sound that
was highly detailed yet smooth. Images were well defined and
three-dimensional with excellent focus. The sound was vivid
with just a touch of character in the upper midrange.
For the first several days I perceived an upper midrange push
bordering on aggression. After a few days of continuous play
this settled into a very pleasant musical presentation with just a
touch of a distinctive thumbprint added by the player. The presentation was always exciting and musical with what I would
describe as a slightly “technicolored” enhancement.
The Wadia 861 is slightly more transparent and neutral and
seems to retrieve slightly more detail from CDs. The Wadia creates a more palpable image with even more depth but the T riVista delivered sound that was emotionally engaging, very
dynamic and nearly as refined. I preferred the Wadia overall
but the Tri-Vista was not far behind and it also plays SACDs
and costs about two grand less.
SACDs were presented with a similarly enhanced sound.
SACDs sound a lot better than CDs and that fact was clearly
evident when comparing the formats on the T ri-Vista player.
SACDs allow the top end to open up providing a more natural
presentation of air and space and the MF player got all the
musical information right. The sound was fuller and more substantial than what the Sony 9000 can provide and slightly more
refined, although the Sony, which costs far less, was not
embarrassed in the comparison. The dCS stack, costing more
than 3 times as much as the MF player, delivered sound from
SACDs that was slightly more transparent but the Musical
Fidelity sound, while not as neutral and colorless, was perhaps
slightly more musically engaging.

performer. It can stand up to the very best CD players in headto-head competition and it rivals the best SACD player I’ve
heard. It has a slight character of its own but is never of fensive
while providing a listening experience that is always fun and
exciting. At $6000 it’s a bargain and a benchmark that sets new
standards for performance and value. APJ
Musical Fidelity
USA Importer: Kevro International
902 Mckay Road #4, Pickering On, L1W 3X8 Canada
001 905 428 2800

ver the last three years I’ve spent a lot of time listening to
disc players at my home and have brought many of them
to Richard Hardesty’s listening room to listen to them in his
system and compare them with one another and with Dick’s
reference gear. During that time, Dick’s reference CD player
has been Wadia’s 860, which was then upgraded to the 861
(the 861 sells for $7,950). During this time many players have
come and gone; few have even approached the Wadia’s performance, and none have unequivocally surpassed it. In fact,
I’ve yet to hear a single player that I prefer overall to the Wadia.
Let’s take a look at this reference quality player.

O

Design and Construction
The heart of Wadia’s digital technology is the DigiMaster™ filter
system. This software-based filtering solution is implemented
on high-powered dual Motorola DSPs. Software-based solutions are inherently flexible, allowing relatively easy running
changes and improvements. The 861’s DigiMaster version is
2.4, which engages 32x oversampling with 44.1k and 48k signals.
The 861 is also compatible with signals up to 24/96 resolution
(oversampling at 16x with 88.2k and 96k sources), but, since
its drive is a CD mechanism, signals with resolution higher than

Conclusion
The Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista CD/SACD player is a remarkable
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16/44 must come from a player with a DVD transport via the
861’s digital input. Wadia makes a point of oversampling at a
direct multiple of the incoming sample rate as they believe that
asynchronous oversampling (oversampling a 44.1k signal to
96k instead of 88.2k, for example) has deleterious effects on
sound quality. I don’t have such a rock solid opinion on this philosophy. I’ve heard some products that perform asynchronous
oversampling that sound bad, but I’ve also heard others that
sound excellent, such as Musical Fidelity’s T ri-Vista.
The 861 uses two K-Grade Burr Brown PCM-1704s per channel in a dual differential stack for each channel. (The 860 used
Burr Brown PCM-1702s, and I’ll explain the differences I heard
between the two iterations later in the review.) Following the
DACs the 861 uses Wadia’s proprietary Swift Current technology. Based on a “current conveyer” IC (Integrated Circuit), this
solution performs current-to-voltage conversion without negative feedback.
Many DACs incorporate their own I/V (current-to-voltage) conversion with op amps that employ negative feedback. The players I’ve heard that avoid feedback in the analog output section

image in a more coherent and convincing fashion than nearly
all the players I’ve heard that use feedback. Whether this is
evidence of feedback introducing timing errors (feedback is a
time domain phenomenon) or simply that the I/V conversion
internal to DACs is generally poor I can’t say for sure. That the
Wadia eschews feedback and sounds this good probably
means something though.
The 861 has user-selectable low-pass filter algorithms with dif-

ferent roll-off characteristics. The setting that Dick and I both
prefer is algorithm “A,” which has the gentlest roll-off and the
best time domain performance, resulting in the most organic
and musically satisfying sound.
The 861’s analog output stages are truly balanced, maintaining
balanced operation from the DACs to the output. It also has a

“The Wadia’s construction
materials are heavy-duty, and
I mean that literally.”
sophisticated digital volume control and high current output
stage that allow the 861 to drive an amplifier directly as a digital preamp.
The Wadia’s construction materials are heavy-duty, and I mean
that literally. The 861 tips the scales at 48 lbs. and its remote
control is heavier than a lot of players on the market. It has a fit
& finish and overall look and feel that instill the kind of pride of
ownership one expects from an $8K CD player. The body is a
“monolithic” machined aluminum piece and the disc drive
mechanism is a trick job by Teac with its own internal clamping
mechanism to minimize vibration and a self-aligning digital
servo to adjust tracking errors. Wadia claims that this “full”
clamping mechanism offers superior performance even to toploading mechanisms that use a manual clamp that fits only
around the disc’s spindle hole.
The 861 uses two separate power supplies with their own
toroidal transformers. One supply is dedicated to the transport
mechanism and servo, while the other powers the D-A circuits.
The transformers are shielded in an aluminum subchassis with
neoprene lining on the top and bottom of the enclosure to prevent any hum, noise, vibration and other transformer-related
artifacts from contaminating the audio circuitry. As Dick’s experience of upgrading his Wadia 860 to an 861 indicates,
upgradeability is a key tenet of W adia’s philosophy.
In addition to upgradeable software-based DSPs, the W adia
861 is physically constructed in a modular fashion with separate, replaceable boards for inputs/outputs, DACs, display/controls, and the transport mechanism. The rear panel is also easi-
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ly replaceable to facilitate new interface options. (The same is
also true of Wadia’s more affordable 301 CD player.) Wadia
takes pride in making sure your cheese isn’t left out in the
changing winds of the digital world!

Performance
The Wadia 860 was smooth, refined, and musically involving in
a way that nearly all CD players just aren’t. Images were full
and round with superb spatial delineation. But, compared to the
most detailed and resolving players (like A yre’s D-1x), the 860
was noticeably soft and warm. And I don’t mean to imply that
was a bad thing. Playback of 16/44 redbook CDs can benefit
from the right amount of softening around the edges. Over the
long haul I’ve often felt it would be more pleasurable not to
hear as many of the CD’s flaws (particularly the hard, glassy
sound that bright recordings exhibit) even if that means losing
some degree of resolution. The Wadia 860 was still competitive
with the best players out there, and while I may have found it
preferable in some ways to players with more resolving power,
it was obvious that there were sonic tradeoffs for the “listenability” and musicality I enjoyed so much.
Being so familiar with other products that use Burr Brown’s
PCM-1704 DACs, Dick and I both expected that the 861
upgrade (which switched out PCM-1702 DACs for the PCM1704s, among other things) might be the cat’s pajamas if it
bridged the gap between the 860’s musical righteousness and
the more highly detailed response of players like the A yre.
Man, did it ever work out that way!
The revamped 861 has it all—extended response at the frequency extremes, a midrange with incredible resolution of low
level musical detail and texture, and a grand soundstage with
precisely drawn layers of image focus. The 861 retained all that
was engaging about the 860 and added more of everything.
The 860 got the music right, but the 861 can take you into the
recording space in a way its predecessor couldn’t. And it does
so with a deliberate grace, making instruments and vocals feel
more natural, real and vital than any other CD player I’ve
heard. Although dCS’ Verdi/Delius stack and Ayre’s D-1x at
least match the 861’s resolving power, they don’t quite match
its vitality. Images of musicians and vocalists are fuller, more
three-dimensional and more holographic. It’s as though there’s
more air around the images, which have mesmerizing solidity
and substance.
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Tonally, the 861 is rich, full and warm but doesn’t lack any
degree of air or extension on top. It captures the full foundation
of the music, along with all the midrange and top end detail,
without the slight leanness that accompanies the Ayre D-1x’s
resolving capabilities. The 861 also has a remarkably deep
soundstage, front to back, as well as incredible ability to focus
far out to the sides of the stage. At all times even the subtlest
differing planes are revealed to create most convincing images
of musicians in front of you, spatially differentiated from one
another and clearly defined.
All of the 861’s considerable attributes improve commensurately when a 24/96 signal is fed into its digital input. 24/96 is much
more rhythmically right than redbook CD, with greater resolution of the timbres of instruments and the recording space. The
ability to focus instruments way out to the sides and far back
behind the speakers is particularly improved with 24/96 and the
Wadia does more justice to these recordings than any player
I’ve heard.

Conclusion
The Wadia 861 is one of the very best CD players available at
any price, and is unquestionably the one that I enjoy listening
to the most of all the players I’ve heard. The 861 is one of the
players that you should look at very closely if you have the
$8000 to spend on a CD-only player. Musical Fidelity’s $6K T riVista, for example, is nearly as good a CD player and not only
plays SACDs, but is a cut above the Sony players with SACD
performance. That being said, for those who demand the best
and can afford it, the Wadia 861 is an absolute killer CD player.
Its pure performance edge and W adia’s commitment to
upgrades for its customers make this player a compelling
option.
Special Note: As we were going to press Wadia informed us
that a special edition version of the 861 is about to become
available that offers an even more advanced transport mechanism and makes other incremental improvements to the player.
We can’t wait to hear it, and will be reporting on the 861 SE in
a future issue of the Journal. APJ
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Methodology

ere are just a few words on how these reviews were conducted and the software frequently used to evaluate the
players. Much of the review work was done by me at my house
in northern California, and I also brought many of the players
with me to Dick’s home in southern California so that we could
listen together in his system.

H

My system includes a BAT VK-51SE tube preamp, and
Audioquest interconnects and speaker cables. For the past
several months, I’ve been using Arcam’s FMJ DV27 as a reference for CD playback and have also used Sony’s DVP-9000ES
and XA-777ES SCAD players. Dick and I both use V andersteen
3A Signature loudspeakers and 2Wq subwoofers high-passed
with Theta Dreadnaught power amplifiers. We both use two
multichannel Dreadnaughts in a vertically biamped configuration for each front channel. We both use Linn Sondek LP12
turntables, although Dick’s is more up-to-date than mine. While
his is a full Lingo/Arkiv/Ekos rig, mine is a 1985 vintage table
with the fluted body and original power supply, Ittok tonearm
and stock tonearm cable. I have updated to the Arkiv cartridge,
and I use Linn’s Linto phono stage. Dick uses the phono stage
in his Ayre K-1x preamp. Both our rooms share double duty as
home theater environments, and Dick’s is acoustically treated
more extensively than mine. (I couldn’t get away with any more
while maintaining a harmonious household.) I’m about to move
into a new house that has a completely treated, dedicated listening room/theater (can’t wait!).
I’ve been to Dick’s place so often and listened to his system so
much that it really is a second reference system for me. My
opinions here are amalgams of my experiences in my room,
gathered over several weeks or months of listening, combined
with relatively infrequent but intense sessions listening with
Dick in his room. For example, during a three-day period we
listened to the Ayre CX-7, Resolution Audio Opus 21, and the
dCS Verdi/Delius stack. We compared these players to Dick’s
Sony DVP-9000ES and Wadia 861 players, and to one another.
We generally compared two or three players at a time, switching between inputs on the Ayre preamp. We typically listened
for longer periods with a lot of material to gather our initial
impressions before focusing down to switching between players
with one or two cuts to discern and quantify the subtlest dif ferences between the players. We took frequent breaks from listening to avoid fatigue.

In my own listening room, I typically listen to a component over
days, weeks, or even months. During that time I respond to it
emotionally or I don’t. In either case, after that’s established, I’ll
do some switching between the review component and a reference (or references) to quantify the differences between them
with distinction. Neither of us performs blind testing because
we both feel that lends itself to relying too much on the analytical side of the brain, which is the opposite of the side of the
brain that music appeals to. As simple as it seems, listening to
the music and seeing if you tap your feet or get goosebumps
on your arm can tell you a lot.

System Revealing Software
I thought many of you would like to know what we listen to, and
what we listen for when evaluating equipment. As I started putting this list together and speaking with Dick about it, this
became a more puzzling effort than it initially seemed. Dick and
I both respond to image focus, specificity, and palpability. So
many of the best recordings for revealing the performance
attributes of an audio system are small ensemble pieces and
jazz recordings in particular. Although I like jazz very much, it’s
not the only thing I listen to, and in fact doesn’t even embody
the majority of my listening. And, when we’re reviewing components, Dick and I both do what we always do: we listen to
music we like for pleasure. All kinds of music.
We listen to classical and jazz, classic rock and new rock,
some folk and bluegrass, and virtually all things in between. My
quandary for this article was whether to write about music I
like, or music that I can recommend to our readers that will
allow them to determine if they can hear all the things in these
recordings we’re hearing. The answer is the list below that represents some of both.
The fact is that like most of you I listen to a lot of music that
isn’t “audiophile quality” in any way. And I’m still just as moved
by it. Listening to these recordings on a revealing system might
not be something I can wax poetic about in the fashion that’s
sometimes useful in communicating how a product under
review sounds, but I can assure you that some of my poorer
recordings connect me to the better components I review.
One of the recordings I own that will never make a list of CDs
with great sound is The Boatman’s Call by Nick Cave and the
Bad Seeds, and I’ll never forget the first time I heard that CD
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on a revealing digital audio rig. It still wasn’t Belafonte at
Carnegie Hall, but so much more of the feeling of the words
was communicated to me through the inflections of the vocals.
Cave writes the songs, sings, and plays piano, and his lyrics
and playing took on an even more profound resonance. I’m
getting the same goosebumps on my arms and neck that I had
that evening as I write this.
Neil Young’s recordings affect me the same way. His music and
lyrical poetry mean a lot to me; they’re evocative to me in
almost the same way that well written short stories are. While
they contain none of the story arc that novels and movies can
portray, they present clear pictures of emotion, feeling, relationships, and situations. Among the many things I admire in his
work is his ability to re-interpret his decades-old tunes and
make them fresh again, and often simpler.
Neil Young Unplugged features the best takes I’ve heard on
“Pocahontas,” “The Needle and Damage Done,” and
“Helpless.” This mostly poor recording was done on the spot at
Universal Studios for MTV. I know that it means a lot to me
when a component can give me just a little more of the guitar’s
sound, the body and hands on the strings, and more air in
Young’s harmonica. But I’m not sure there’s enough to say
about that to give you anything meaningful to listen to in order
to evaluate your system.
And then there’s the issue of genre. Fanatics of both classical
and jazz can be Nazis about whether reviewers listen to their
brand of music to evaluate gear. Classical by itself can certainly reveal a lot about a system’s dynamic capabilities, its tonality, and its ability to transport the listener into a very large
space. But people who listen exclusively for which gear best
recreate the air and space of Carnegie Hall can often end up
choosing components that don’t provide the kind of focus that
better serves other, more intimate forms of recorded music.
Jazz suits me not only because I like it, but because the often
intimate nature of its recordings is revealing in a way that lends
itself to a number of different genres.
I guess what I’m getting at here is that we listen to music that’s
all over the map; we’re just eclectic kind of guys. Many, many
forms of music help us to form our opinions, but not all of them
lend themselves to being written about as reference material.
Trust though that no matter what your bag of musical taste is,
we listen to it and it does enter into our opinions even if you
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don’t find it mentioned in our reviews or lists of reference software.
This initial list includes a few digital recordings you might want
to try in your own systems and listen for some of the attributes
described here. We will be updating and adding to our software
lists from time to time, both in print and on the web site. I’m
starting here with just some of the recordings Dick and I both
use of music we both like. Note that I’m sticking with digital
because that’s what was reviewed in this issue. Get ready for a
truckload of vinyl recommendations in the next Journal!
Mark Levinson Live Recordings at Red Rose vol. 1–SACD
According to the liner
notes, this pure DSD
recording was made
by Mark Levinson (the
man, not the company) in his Red Rose
Music store in New
York City using two
microphones, a preamp and a Sony DSD
recorder. No editing,
no jive of any kind. The result is perhaps the most stunningly
natural set of recordings I’ve ever heard. The entire disc is full
of tunes that I enjoy listening to from start to finish, and still do
even though this disc is my most often-used demo piece! Here
are some of the highlights.
It opens with Chico Freeman on tenor sax doing a riveting,
breathy interpretation of Duke Ellington’s “In a Sentimental
Mood” accompanied by George Cables on piano. You can hear
every part of the sax, from Freeman’s mouth blowing through
the reed (sometimes in a spitty fashion) to his fingers working
the keys. And you can clearly hear (if not practically see) him
shifting on his stool while he plays.
There are three solo piano pieces that are riveting: “Misty,” “It
Might as Well be Spring,” and “Alligator Crawl.” The piano
sounds unbelievably lifelike, especially the weight of the lower
registers. You can hear the player’s fingers on the keys, and
there’s amazing flow to the timing of the music and the pedal
work. The piano decay seems to just float onward and upward
forever. On high resolution systems you’ll not only hear the
players humming along with the tunes or clearing their respec-
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tive sinuses, you can hear some traffic noise and other ambient
clues that take you beyond the music and into the Red Rose
store.
There’s also a killer reading of a Rupert Brooke poem, “Little
Dog’s Day,” by Kim Cattrall accompanied by Levinson himself
playing an old Italian bass. A very distinct image of crickets outside the house is drawn way up toward the ceiling, about
halfway between the left speaker and the listener—you’ll think
they’re outside your listening room! Levinson’s double bass has
weight, and you hear the cavity of the instrument as well as the
strings and its snappy pace. Cattrall’s voice is warm, full of
subtle inflection and very natural. This disc dramatically
demonstrates the superiority of DSD over CD and is an
absolute must have for any audiophile—it’s also a hybrid disc
with a CD layer, so it’s mandatory even for those without an
SACD player.
Ray Brown Trio Some of My Best Friends are the Trumpet
Players–Telarc CD
Ray Brown was a world-renowned jazz bassist who played with
many of the greats, and always put together first-class musicians to play on his records. This set features trumpet players
like Terence Blanchard, Nicolas Payton, and Clark Terry,
among others. The whole disc rocks but I listen most often to
track 3, which reveals the full measure of Brown’s nimble work
on the acoustic bass. You can hear the body and strings, and
Brown’s hands sliding up and down as he plays. You can hear
how well your woofers are integrated with your main speakers,
with the right amounts of weight and speed when your system
is dialed. The piano is set off to the left, on a plane slightly
behind the bass, and the drum kit stretches out to the right
from the middle of the stage. The instrument images and timbres are natural, and the horns just rip out of the background at
a slightly higher point in space. On the better players/systems
you can hear the trumpet player blowing air into the horn and
other low level details. This is a terrific recording that’s sourced
from a direct-to-DSD recording down-converted to 16/44 PCM
by Sony’s Super Bit Mapping Direct process. Unfortunately,
Telarc has told me that they don’t plan to release this recording
on SACD because it’s not a multichannel master. I hope they
come to their senses! I’d love to hear this disc on SACD, but
until I do I’ll just have to recommend this one on CD.
Lyle Lovett Joshua Judges Ruth–MCA Records CD
The jacket of this CD indicates this is a full digital recording.

The music has emotional resonance and
the sound is wonderful. Pianos and strings
have natural foundation and decay. Russ
Kunkel’s percussion
distinctively punctuates the music, with
cymbal splashes moving throughout the
soundstage. In addition to the moving (and often morose)
lyrics, Lovett’s voice and the way it’s recorded here can tell you
a lot. You can hear not only his voice, but the microphone and
his proximity to it (especially on track 8). You can hear his
intake of breath before he sings a verse, and even the parting
of his lips. On brighter players his voice loses some depth, and
the details noted above take on a spitty quality. Great music,
great sound.
Clifford Jordan Quartet Live at Ethell’s–Mapleshade CD
Mapleshade’s recording of Clifford
Jordan’s band is
charged with the very
essence of the club
this music was
recorded in. You can
hear some buzz in the
onstage electronics,
tinkling glasses and
murmurs in the crowd.
The musicians are very clearly drawn in stage, on noticeably
differing spatial planes front to back. The piano and cymbals
have life and air, and the recording of Jordan’s tenor sax is
stellar. Like Levinson’s recording of Chico Freeman, you hear
every part of the performance, from Jordan’s air through the
mouthpiece, to the body and keys. Remarkable resolution and
feeling, one of the best CDs I’ve ever heard and the performance of Jordan’s band matches it with soul-felt intensity.
Beck Sea Change–Geffen/Universal SACD
Beck’s Sea Change has hardly left my SACD playing rig(s)
since I bought it a little over a month ago. This disc sounds as
good as a fairly production-heavy pop recording can sound,
and I think artistically this is one of Beck’s most compelling
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efforts—right up there with Odelay, my favorite of Beck’s previous releases. Beck’s lazy vocals and the guitars sound warm
and natural with sensational liveliness. As densely layered as
the mix is, this SACD never loses focus of any of the instruments. The drums and percussion in particular have a rich,
fleshy texture. On track 6 there’s a shaker that’s delivered with
mesmerizing clarity—you can practically see (and feel) the little
beans moving inside their shell with the music. This is one of
the rare pop recordings that manages to put the musicians in
your room—great music bordering on audiophilia.

above, this recording captures Krauss’s strings and vocal work
in particular, which is the heart of the record as one would
expect. There’s an incredibly natural feel to the guitars, with the
body cavities vividly portrayed and the lid completely lifted with
the strings’ decay. It’s very open and involving, and the emotional weight and quality of the music is phenomenal. Krauss’s
vocals are appropriately warm and cozy, which fits her style.
The highlights for me are “Maybe” and “Ghost in this House.”
It’s a gift to have a recording this inviting of such enjoyable
music.

Alison Krauss Forget About It–Rounder SACD
Alison Krauss, a
frontline foot soldier in the latest
bluegrass movement, lands on
the pop side of
country folk with
Forget About It
and absolutely
pulls it off. As
with the Beck
release noted

Nojima Plays Liszt–Reference Recordings CD
Dick introduced me to this recording by calling Franz Liszt the
Eddie Van Halen of his time. This music, composed by a blazingly talented piano virtuoso, is certainly intended to be played
by one. And Minoru Nojima is the one! This is an excellent natural sounding recording of a piano. It captures in great detail
the percussive power of the instrument along with the authority
and speed of the piece and Nojima’s ability to express it to us.
The piano covers the broadest area of the frequency spectrum
of any instrument and, with this particular recording, you’ll learn
a lot about your system’s abilities at all ranges. You’ll hear low
level details—the sound made as the keys are struck—and the
wild variations in intensity of the notes that are played. APJ
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What Did We
Learn Today?

udio Perfectionist Journal #9 explained the
importance of source components. We demonstrated that source component quality is critical
because the component that retrieves the signal from
the recording sets the limit of resolution for the entire
system. Remember this fact as presented in Journal
#9: Any musical signal that emerges from the speakers must have been retrieved from the recording by
the source component.

A

stored on the recording and some of that information
is lost or altered during amplification, even flawless
speakers will reproduce a diminished or colored replica of the original event. The small signal from the
source component must be processed, buffered and
amplified with minimal loss of signal information and
a minimal addition of noise and distortion. This is a
far more difficult task than you might think.

If the source components fail to retrieve the musical signal from the recording, that signal certainly won’t be reproduced by the speakers, no matter how expensive or exotic they may be. But
the source component can’t drive the
speakers directly; the signal must
first be processed and
amplified. Here’s a fact
that will be demonstrated in Journals #10 and
#11: Any musical signal
that emerges from
the speakers has
passed through the
amplification components and you’ll hear any
alterations that occur in the process.

The signal that the source component retrieves from
the recording must be processed and amplified to a
level sufficient to drive the loudspeakers. The amplification components, which include a preamplifier and
a power amplifier, provide this processing and amplification. The quality of the amplification components
is critical for obvious and not so obvious reasons.
If the source component retrieves all the information

Audio Perfectionist Journals #10 and #11 will
explain how amplification components work and how
they can potentially degrade the signal. Journals #10
and #11 will suggest the best ways to choose and
assemble these components to minimize this signal
degradation in order to get the highest quality sound
from the speakers.
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Common Myths
You have probably been presented with a lot of false or misleading information about amplification components and we’ll
have to start by exposing some widespread myths. Regardless
of misinformation that would have you believe otherwise, amplification components are critical to the sound you hear from the
speakers because they create an amplified replica of the signal
from the source component. This will be explained.
You may have been told that amplifiers make little difference in
sound quality. False. You may have been told that you can get
high-end sound without the use a of a high-end preamplifier
and a high-end amplifier. You can’t. You may have been told
that an expensive surround sound processor can replace a
high-end preamplifier with no sacrifice in sound quality. Not
true. You may have heard that modern receivers are nearly as
good as high quality separate components. Sorry, not even
close to true.

Let’s start by defining the component names we’ll use and
explaining some technical terms that you may encounter here
and in magazine reviews and manufacturer advertising. This
will help you to fully understand the information that will be presented in Journals #10 and #11 and to wade through the rhetoric you may encounter elsewhere.

Head Amp
A head amp is a device that is used to raise the output voltage
level from a moving coil cartridge to match the input sensitivity
of a phono stage that is designed for moving magnet or moving
iron cartridges. Head amps are essentially obsolete because
virtually all of today’s phono stage preamps can directly accept
the signal from a low output moving coil cartridge. Here is
some basic information about head amps for those with vintage
preamps.
Using a (low output) moving coil cartridge with a phono preamp
designed for moving magnet/moving iron cartridges will require
the use of a head amp or step-up transformer. Here’s why.
A moving magnet or moving iron phono cartridge will typically
produce 2mv to 5mv (.002-.005 volts) output at a groove velocity of 5cm per second. A moving coil cartridge may deliver one
tenth of this output voltage, or about 200-400µv (.0002-.0004
volts) at the same groove velocity. If you have an older phono
stage with input sensitivity suitable for moving iron cartridges,
you’ll need a head amp or transformer to raise the output voltage from a moving coil cartridge to a level that will drive your
phono stage. Impedance matching is also a factor.

In a digital age, preamplifiers may seem to be superfluous.
They are not and we’re going to tell you why. Some manufacturers would like you to believe that surround sound processors
and receivers can offer equivalent performance to high-end
separate components. They cannot and we’ll show you why.

Most phono stage preamplifiers designed for moving
magnet/moving iron cartridges have an input impedance of
about 47k ohms. Most moving coil cartridges will perform best
into an input impedance of 100-500 ohms. A head amp, or
transformer, will provide the proper input impedance and electrical damping (loading) for a moving coil cartridge.

Modern amplifiers, even those in receivers, have miniscule amounts
of measurable distortion. This leads many people to assume that
amplifiers are essentially perfect and that most can provide equivalent
performance for high-end music reproduction. This is certainly not the
case and we’ll explain why in this Journal and the one that follows. APJ

The output of a head amp is a phono level voltage (typically
5mv or so). A head amp feeds the phono input of a preamplifier
or phono stage. Head amps usually don’t provide phono equalization (see next page).
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Phono Stage or Phono Preamp
A phono stage is a preamplifier designed to provide the gain
and equalization necessary for vinyl record reproduction.
Phono cartridges produce output voltages that are very low
compared to line level sources like CD players. Lots of voltage

amplifiers work with line level source components like CD players, and usually don’t provide the extra gain and equalization
necessary for vinyl record reproduction.
Some preamplifiers incorporate a phono stage, providing the
functions of both phono stage and line stage preamplification in
one unit.
A preamplifier produces a line level output signal with limited
current capability and is designed to drive a high impedance
load (10-200k ohms) like a power amplifier.

Power Amplifier

gain is required to raise the cartridge output voltage to a level
which is sufficient to drive a line stage preamplifier or an integrated amplifier.
Vinyl records are made with equalization that boosts high frequencies and reduces low frequencies as they are recorded on
the disc. This equalization allows the reduction of groove spacing to extend playing time when low frequencies are present in
the recording, and raises the level of high frequency information relative to surface noise. A phono stage provides equalization that restores flat response during playback while reducing
surface noise. Recording and playback equalization follow the
RIAA curve established by the recording industry. See illustration.
The output from a phono stage is a line level voltage. This signal is usually fed to a line level input on a line stage preamplifier that can provide additional gain and attenuation. A phono
stage may have provisions for adjusting gain and cartridge
loading to make it compatible with a wide range of cartridges
but phono stage preamps usually don’t have input switching or
volume controls which are found on line stage preamps.

Preamplifier or Line Stage
A line stage preamplifier is a control center for a home audio
system. It will usually provide volume control and input switching and may provide some voltage gain. Line stage pre-

A power amplifier receives a line level input signal and provides
output with the voltage and current necessary to drive a loudspeaker. The output from a power amplifier is a speaker level
signal with high current capability designed to drive low impedance loads (typically 4-8 ohms) like loudspeakers.
Amplifiers must provide power (the product of voltage and current) to perform work (drive a loudspeaker). See analogies that
follow.
Power amplifiers, sometimes referred to as basic amplifiers,
don’t have volume controls and input switching capability.
Amplifiers with volume controls and input switching are called
integrated amplifiers.

Integrated Amplifier
An integrated amplifier is a combination of a preamplifier and a
power amplifier. An integrated amplifier will usually provide the
features of a line stage preamplifier, including input switching
and volume control, and will drive loudspeakers directly like a
power amplifier. Integrated amplifiers may also include a phono
preamplifier.

Receiver
A receiver is a combination of a radio tuner, a preamplifier and
a power amplifier on a single chassis. Other components such
as a phono preamplifier, a surround sound processor, a video
switcher, and a digital-to-analog converter may also be included in the same unit.
Receivers with surround sound capability and video switching
are often referred to as audio/video (AV) receivers.
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A receiver performs the tasks of several separate components
but the performance of each of these components will be compromised. We are aware of no receivers that can provide highend audio performance so we will generally ignore this product
category. In this Journal you’ll read about the compromised
audio performance of surround sound processors. All this information also applies to receivers, which are compromised even
more because of the inclusion of power amplifiers.

Surround Sound Processor/Digital Controller
A surround sound processor, or digital controller, is a combination component with no amplifier. These devices are often marketed as a replacement for a preamplifier but, as we’ll see, they
cannot provide high-end performance for music reproduction
and should be thought of instead as an additional component
that is placed outside the 2-channel signal path.
Surround sound processors usually include microprocessors to
decode compressed digital signals like Dolby Digital and DTS
streams, and must have digital-to-analog converters to convert
these decoded digital signals to analog for external amplification. A surround sound processor will have controls like a preamp and may also incorporate other components such as a
video switcher, a phono preamp, a radio tuner and a multiroom
distribution controller. Each year, new features are added to
surround sound processors that increase complexity and don’t
improve sound quality. You can read about this stuff in home
theater magazines. We will discuss surround sound processors
in terms of music reproduction because many are laboring
under the misconception that surround sound processors can
provide high-end audio performance.
The output from a surround sound processor is a line level signal that must be amplified for reproduction.

Balanced Amplification Components
An “unbalanced” component has a single signal path (try to say
that rapidly). The signal level is referenced to ground and the
component ground plane is usually the signal return path. A
balanced component has two signal paths that are referenced
to each other and both are usually isolated from the component
chassis ground plane.

There is significant debate about the value of balanced amplification components. I am a proponent of balanced amplification
because it reduces noise levels and solves many cable problems. There is an audible difference between balanced and
unbalanced components of equal quality but the benefits of balanced operation are often subtle.
The biggest advantage of balanced operation is common mode
rejection, which cancels extraneous noise common to both legs
of the balanced circuit. Cables are a significant source of this
noise and complicated systems have lots of cables which are
often bunched together and in close proximity to AC lines. The
only disadvantage that I can see is cost because all signal path
components must be duplicated for true balanced operation.

Bias Current
Some constant current flow (bias) through a tube or transistor
allows the designer to utilize the device to conduct signals within the region where its performance is most linear.
The amount of bias current that is conducted by the output
devices in a linear amplifier determines class of operation.
When the devices are biased so that they conduct continuously, crossover or “notch” distortion in the output stage is eliminated and the component is said to operate in Class A.
Most preamplifiers operate in Class A. Most amplifiers—even
those that are advertised as Class A—don’t operate in true
Class A. There will be more information about this in Journal
#11.

Negative Feedback
Negative feedback (also called degeneration or error correction) is a technique used to regulate gain and reduce distortion.
A feedback loop takes a portion of the output of a circuit and
applies it out-of-phase to the input of the same circuit.
The feedback loop in a component with “global” feedback
applies a portion of the final output to the input of the component encompassing all the stages in the component. “Local”
feedback encompasses one stage within the component and
not the whole thing. Each stage of a multistage component
may incorporate local feedback.

Some components have balanced signal paths through only a portion of
the audio circuitry providing some of the benefits of balanced operation.

4
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Introduction to Amplification Components
It may be possible to design an amplifier with no feedback of
any kind but I’ve never encountered one. Amplifiers that are
advertised as having zero feedback or no feedback may have
no global feedback but you can be pretty sure that some local
degeneration is employed.

An AC circuit may contain reactive components (inductors and
capacitors). The resistance to current flow (impedance) varies
with frequency through reactive components in an AC circuit.
The symbol for impedance is Z (impedance in ohms).
Current flow in a circuit is directly proportional to voltage and
inversely proportional to resistance or impedance, I=E/R or
I=E/Z.

Ohm’s Law
In a direct current (DC) circuit, polarity (positive and negative)
remains constant and current flows only in one direction. In an
alternating current (AC) circuit, polarity is constantly changing
causing the direction of current flow to alternate. Amplifiers produce an AC output signal from an AC input signal representing
music by modulation of a DC power supply potential created
from an AC power source (the wall socket). This will be
explained in Journal #11.

Power, denoted by the symbol P (power in watts), is the product of current and voltage, P=IE. Impedance has a slightly
more complex effect on power. See the illustrations.

The characteristics of an electrical circuit can be described in
terms of current, voltage and resistance (or impedance in an
AC circuit with reactive components). The relationships
between these characteristics are defined by Ohm’s law. The
symbols (terms) that represent these characteristics in electrical equations are I (current in amperes), E (voltage in volts)
and R (resistance in ohms).

P=
E2
R

E2
Z

EXR

EXI

I2 X R

I2 X Z

The Mysterious Decibel
I=
E
R

E
Z

P
Z

P
R

P
E

E=
IXR

PXR

P
I

IXZ

PXZ

One of the most confusing terms you’ll run across in audio is
the decibel (dB). A decibel is a dimensionless measure of the
ratio of two powers, equal to ten times the logarithm (to the
base 10) of the ratio of the two powers. The decibel scale is
logarithmic, not linear.
In simple terms, a decibel doesn’t define the amount of something, but rather the logarithmic relationship between two
things. If another term is included, like dB SPL or dBV, the relationship is formed between an accepted standard level and the
number given.

R or Z =
E
I

E2
P

P
I2

dB SPL is 20 times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of
the pressure of the sound to the reference pressure.
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Phono Stage Preamplifiers
Analogies
Voltage in an electrical circuit is like water pressure behind a
dam. Current is like the volume of water flowing through the
floodgates of the dam. The gates are like resistance or impedance. Opening the gates increases the flow of water.
Both water pressure and flow volume are required to perform
work, like turning a generator. In an electrical circuit, both voltage and current are required to produce power which can perform work like driving a loudspeaker.
Water can be used to generate electricity, which can power a
motor that can be used to pump water. Sound waves can be
used to generate a signal (in the microphone) that can be
amplified and used to drive a loudspeaker that can create
sound waves.
Decibels can define the ratio of power-in to power-out in each
stage of the process. Perpetual motion will not be achieved in
either case. Trust me. APJ

A phono stage
must take the
tiny output
signal from
a phono
cartridge
and raise it to line level while applying substantial equalization.
A phono stage must provide high gain and have exceptionally
low circuit noise and be well isolated from external sources of
noise and interference. These requirements are difficult to
achieve.
Any noise, from inside or outside the circuit, will be amplified
along with the signal. Low frequency noise, like hum, will be
emphasized by equalization. Any error in the equalization curve
will profoundly affect the tonal balance and time linearity of the
entire system when playing records.
Because of the sensitivity to noise a phono stage must be well
shielded from any external source of noise, particularly hum.
Radio frequency interference (RFI) can also be a problem
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because the signal levels at the cartridge are extremely low
and the gain is extremely high.
RFI can enter the signal path at the cartridge coils or be picked
up by the wires connecting the cartridge to the phono stage.
Noise may also originate in the power supply of the phono
stage or in another component such as a line stage preamp,
especially if the phono stage is mounted inside that component.
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) may affect sensitive phono
stage circuits. EMI may originate from a power amplifier or
other component positioned near the phono stage.

Amplification
A phono stage amplifies the signal more than any other component and the equalization required to achieve flat response
from a vinyl record requires additional gain at low frequencies,
which are raised in level during playback.
A moving coil phono cartridge may have output as low as
200µv (.0002 volts). Voltage gain of 60dB or more (at 1kHz)
may be required to raise this level to match the input sensitivity
of a line stage preamp. That’s a lot of gain and it doesn’t count
the equalization required to boost low frequencies.
Additional gain must be applied (or the insertion loss of a passive network accepted) to raise the low bass frequencies by
18dB or more to compensate for the low frequency roll-off that
was applied during the recording process.

Equalization
Phonograph records require substantial equalization for recording and playback. This equalization limits cutter head and stylus excursion at low frequencies and allows the grooves to be
placed closer together extending playing time. Equalization
raises the level of high frequency signal content relative to surface noise during recording. Surface noise, which remains relatively constant, is then attenuated during playback by equalization that returns the signal to flat response.
The RIAA equalization curve has a turnover frequency of 1kHz
where the signal passes without alteration. Below 1kHz, the
signal is gradually cut during the recording process and raised
during playback. Above 1kHz the opposite occurs: higher fre-
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Phono Stage Preamplifiers
quencies are gradually raised in level for recording and attenuated during playback. The maximum boost and cut at the frequency extremes can exceed 18dB. That’s a lot of EQ.

Factors to Consider
By observing some design features you can select the products
that are most likely to satisfy your tastes and limit the number
of contenders to which you’ll have to listen in order to make a
final choice. Two factors that consumers can use to classify
phono stage preamplifiers for evaluation are the type of device
used for gain, and the method of applying equalization and the
accuracy of that EQ. Power supplies are important but there is
no simple way for the consumer to judge the quality of the
power supply or its impact on sound quality.
Each of these factors will impart a sonic characteristic that you
may find to be desirable or undesirable. I’ll tell you what I hear
and you can listen to a few phono stages and develop your
own tastes.

There will be more noise from a tube circuit, but a truly excellent tube phono stage, like the Aesthetix Rhea reviewed in this
Journal, can provide the musicality of vacuum tubes while
approaching the silence of solid-state circuitry. This combination of attributes will usually cost substantially more than solidstate components of comparable quality.

RIAA Equalization
Equalization can be applied actively or passively and can be
either accurate, so that the recording is reproduced faithfully, or
manipulated to achieve a certain “sound.” How equalization is
implemented is less important than how accurately it’s done.
There are three ways to apply RIAA equalization: 1) all passive, which requires a huge amount of initial gain because so
much will be lost in the network; 2) all active, where the feedback loop is utilized; and 3) a combination of active and passive. Arguments can be made for each approach and I’ve
heard good results from all three methods. Accurate results are
more important than method, as stated above.

The Device Type Used for Gain
Four types of devices are commonly used for gain in phono
stage preamps. Some phono stages, like the Emmeline
reviewed in this Journal, use integrated circuit operational
amplifiers (IC op amps). You’ll find ICs in most of the inexpensive products (under $500). Better quality components will use
discrete devices for gain. These may be bipolar junction transistors (BJTs), field effect transistors (FETs) or vacuum tubes.

Carriage trade products are
often manipulated to achieve a
certain “sound.”

IC op amps incorporate substantial negative feedback as part
of the design. Phono stages using op amps tend to sound
slightly more mechanical and sharp-edged than those using
discrete bipolar transistors. Phono stages based on FETs tend
to sound slightly smoother and arguably more musical than
those using BJTs, but I have heard excellent phono stages
based on both BJTs and FETs. Tube phono stages are the
most controversial.

Playback equalization can be manipulated to provide a certain
sound and this occurs frequently in carriage trade products,
which are built to sound different in order to separate them
from the real high-end components that are designed for accurate reproduction. How do you tell? Compare vinyl playback to
CD.

Vacuum tubes are excellent voltage amplifiers and, in a tube circuit, electrons flow in an unobstructed path through a vacuum
rather than through a semiconductor material. But tubes are inherently noisier than transistors and can be microphonic. Tubes provide a sound that I find to be more musically correct and transparent to the recording but this opinion is not universally shared.

CDs have many faults but they do have flat frequency
response. When you audition a phono stage, compare a vinyl
record to a CD copy of the same recording. If the tonal balance
of the vinyl sounds radically different from the CD there is probably an error in either the cartridge response or phono EQ.
Records should sound better but should not have a radically
different tonal character. APJ
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Line Stage Preamplifiers

A line stage preamplifier provides input
switching, gain and
volume control
(attenuation) for line
level signals like a
CD player or tuner.
As digital sources
have proliferated,
the necessity of this
vital component in a high-end music replication system has
been underrated and its value sometimes maligned.
A line stage preamplifier should precondition and buffer the
audio signal and present a clean facsimile, free from out-ofband additions, to the amplifier. The amplifier should be capable of easily raising the audio signal from the preamplifier to a
level that is sufficient to drive the loudspeakers without undue
compromise. The preamplifier should prepare the signal and
minimize out-of-band noise that may cause the amplifier to
oscillate or partially rectify noise components.
A preamplifier with a low and consistent output impedance can
minimize the effects that interconnect cables and variations in
amplifier input impedance may have on the sound.

Do I Need A Preamp?
Logic might lead an inexperienced listener to believe that preamplifiers are expendable in a digital age. Nothing could be farther from the truth. Minimizing components in the signal path is
generally a good idea but eliminating the preamplifier seldom
provides a sonic improvement.
In my experience a quality preamp is absolutely necessary for
satisfying music reproduction in the home. High-end manufacturers around the world agree and are working to provide new
state-of-the-art preamp designs that can keep pace with their
latest amplifier creations. I could speculate about the reasons
why preamplifiers are vital for musical satisfaction or I can simply share my personal experience.
In an attempt to simplify the signal path, I have tried a surprisingly large number of passive devices over the years and I
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have driven amplifiers directly from all the major surround
processors and several of the available CD players with built-in
volume controls.
I have driven amplifiers directly from the Wadia 860 and 861
CD players using their digital volume controls. I have used the
output from the Levinson #39 CD player with its analog volume
control. I have added high quality attenuators directly to various
amplifiers, both single-ended and balanced, and driven these
amplifiers with CD players. I can state without hesitation that a
high-end active preamp sounds better in virtually every case.
I know how to eliminate the preamp or simplify the signal path and I
can construct and install switched attenuators. Auditioning the
results of these experiments has motivated me to invest a large sum
of money in an active preamp for my personal listening pleasure,
and after you try all the alternatives I suspect that you will decide to
do the same. Even a digital system that includes an active preamplifier simply sounds better than one that doesn’t. A lot better.

Can a Surround Sound Processor Replace an
Active Preamplifier?
With today’s emphasis on surround sound, many consumers
have been led astray. They have been told that an expensive
receiver or surround sound processor will replace the separate
components of yesteryear. If you’re happy with Dolby Digital
sound quality and you can be satisfied by MP3 music recordings, this is probably true. If you demand more, you’ll find that
a surround sound processor, no matter how expensive, is an
inadequate replacement for a preamplifier. This is explained in
greater detail in the article about surround sound processors in
this Journal.
Surround sound is an exciting addition to an action movie and
we use our high-end audio systems to reproduce the left and
right channels of film sound. We feed the front channels from a
surround sound processor to the pass-through inputs of a high
quality preamplifier to accomplish both stereo music reproduction, which is sourced directly from high quality source components, and surround sound effects, which are sourced from
DVD discs. See the illustration.

Narrowing the Field of Contenders
There are many line stage preamplifiers available. Listening
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comparisons will confirm the necessity of utilizing a preamplifier
for satisfying music reproduction. Analyzing the specification
sheets will help to narrow the field of contenders for listening
evaluation. Observing several of the design choices will allow
the user to make preliminary decisions about preamplifier
sound quality.
Line stage preamplifiers can be categorized by a number of
factors besides price: 1) the type of device used for gain, 2) the
type and quality of device used for attenuation, 3) the included
features such as a phono stage and balanced or single-ended
operation, and 4) the quality and capacity of the power supply.

Gain Device
Gain can be achieved through the use of an integrated circuit
(usually an op amp) or by the use of a discrete circuit based on
the bipolar transistor (BJT), the field-effect transistor (FET), or
the vacuum tube.
You’ll find integrated circuits in the least expensive preamps
and many surround sound processors. The Emmeline products
reviewed in this Journal use integrated circuits in excellent
designs that sound surprisingly good. Op amps usually include
negative feedback as a design feature and the circuit designer
has no control over the value or quality of individual components, which may vary from chip to chip. Discrete components
are better from a high-end music perspective but usually cost
more.
Preamplifiers made from discrete bipolar transistor circuits can
be top performers. FETs tend to sound slightly more musical
with few negative aspects when used in preamplifier circuits.
The Ayre preamps reviewed in this Journal use FET circuits
exclusively with no global feedback. They warm up very slowly
and sound completely different after they’ve been on for several days or even weeks.

contains reviews of some of the finest examples available
today.

Attenuation
One of the most important jobs performed by a preamplifier is
signal attenuation. Attenuation is a fancy way of saying volume
or level control but the signal must pass through an attenuator
(sometimes two if there is a balance control) and this device
can alter the signal irrevocably, whether it attenuates the volume or not. An attenuator can be a simple volume pot (variable
resistor) or it can be a method of inserting fixed resistors into
the signal path using some type of switch.
A variable resistor (volume pot) is a device that provides continuously variable resistance to signal flow. Individual resistors,
which can be matched more precisely, can be inserted in the
signal path with a solid-state FET control, which uses transistor
switches to select and insert resistors. These resistors may be
included on the silicone chip with the control or be discrete
external devices. Mechanical relays may be utilized to switch in
external resistors, or a mechanical switch may engage these
resistors directly. Individual preamps reviewed in this Journal
utilize all these methods.
The VTL 5.5 has two Alps pots to provide volume and balance
control. The Ayre K-1x uses four Shallco switches to insert precision resistors into the signal path for the positive and negative signals of the left and right channels. The Ayre K-5x has a
logic-controlled FET switch that inserts fixed resistors into the
signal path. The VTL 7.5 uses a logic-controlled device to activate vacuum relays that switch fixed precision resistors into the
signal path. The Audio Research preamps have a digitally-controlled FET device that switches in resistors within the volume
control chip.

Features
Vacuum tubes, in my opinion, can provide the best combination
of accuracy and musicality. Some tube circuits, however, stray
far over the line between accuracy and colorful representation
so caution is necessary—just because it uses tubes doesn’t
mean that it’s good.
The best preamplifiers that I’ve heard use vacuum tubes for
gain in circuits that are designed for accuracy. This Journal

A line stage preamplifier may contain a phono preamp and it
may have balanced or single-ended inputs or a combination of
both. Balanced inputs don’t guarantee balanced operation,
which requires redundant circuitry and volume controls. A balanced component won’t necessarily sound better than one that
is single-ended but the very best sounding components are
balanced. See the reviews.
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Surround Sound Processors
Balanced operation requires attenuation on each leg of each
channel. This attenuation must track very accurately and this is
difficult to accomplish with variable resistors. True balanced circuits usually utilize sophisticated attenuators. Refer to the
reviews.
Remote control is implemented most easily by installing a
Crystal volume control chip like you’ll find in many surround
sound processors, but you’ll pay a big sonic price for this convenience. Carefully designed products can provide the convenience of remote control along with uncompromised sound quality. Read the reviews carefully. A sophisticated method of attenuation is necessary in a good-sounding product.

Power Supply
The power supply is vitally important to preamplifier sound but
difficult for the technically uninitiated to evaluate. The signal in
an amplification device is a modulated version of the power
supply so a supply that appears to be much too large is often
required in order to provide the purest signal possible. How
much is enough? There are no hard and fast rules.

The power supply in the VTL 7.5 is about twice as large as the
power supply in the VTL 5.5, for instance. The supply in the 7.5
is mounted in a separate enclosure and connected with multiple umbilical cords. This affects sound quality but I can’t offer a
simple way for you to evaluate the differences. You’ll probably
pay more for a better power supply and the added expense will
probably provide better sound. This probability is suggested but
cannot be guaranteed.

Use Your Ears
If you’re trying to achieve musical satisfaction by running your
source components through a surround sound processor, borrow a preamplifier and listen to the difference. Shane and I
both have outstanding surround sound systems yet we continue to listen to music in stereo through a high-end preamplifier.
We connect our systems as described in the block diagram
shown in this Journal. Stereo music listening assumes the
highest priority in our homes and surround sound listening is
achieved by including an outboard processor. After some comparison listening, I suspect that you will join us. APJ

Surround
sound is
very popular today
and it
may provide
added
excitement for film sound which may increase our involvement
with movies. If you are a critical music listener there is a downside to this phenomenon.
The current popularity of surround sound has spawned lots of
misinformation. Many have been led to believe that a surround
sound processor can become the center of a high-end audio
system. Some expect that they can find musical satisfaction
when utilizing a surround sound processor instead of a highend preamplifier to process music signals. I’m sorry to burst
this bubble but it’s necessary to examine some facts which may
paint a different picture. Objective observation will suggest that
surround sound is a capability that should be added to an optimized music system, not the other way around.
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Surround Sound Processors
Many music listeners have been told that a surround sound
processor can provide satisfying music reproduction when used
as a preamplifier. Reading this article may help to dispel this
myth. High-end audio components can be used for many purposes, including surround sound, if the system is configured
properly. An optimized surround sound system can’t provide
satisfying music reproduction but surround sound can be added
to an optimized music system without compromise. Keep this
distinction in mind as you consider the information provided
here.
We at the Audio Perfectionist Journal enjoy surround sound
and we know how to add that capability to our high-end audio
systems without compromising music reproduction. This article
should help to explain how an audio system should be configured if the reproduction of music is an important goal.

amplifier in the system, too. Music should go directly to the preamplifier, and the front channels for surround sound should
pass through the preamplifier after they have been decoded by
the processor. That’s how we do it and that’s how every audiophile we know does it. You can use your high performance
audio components for other purposes without sacrificing musical satisfaction if you set up the system correctly and refuse to
cut corners. I’ll try to present that case here.
First I’ll describe what a surround sound processor is and then
I’ll describe what it has to do and what compromises are necessary in order to make it a practical product. When you examine this component realistically you may view its incorporation
into a high-end audio system in a different light.

What is a Processor?
Processors versus Preamplifiers
A surround sound processor, even a very expensive one, will
perform poorly as a preamplifier and with good reason. (See
the comparison between the Theta Casablanca, which is perhaps the ultimate surround sound processor, and the line stage
preamplifiers reviewed in this issue.) A surround sound processor is actually a combination component that offers highly compromised performance in a number of areas. It is capable of
functioning as a preamplifier but is unlikely to provide high-end

“A surround sound processor
must provide functions and features that are inconsistent with
good music reproduction.”
performance when used instead of a high-end preamplifier.
Throwing money at the problem by purchasing a more expensive processor is unlikely to provide a satisfactory solution
because a surround sound processor must provide functions
and features that are inconsistent with good music reproduction.
Placing the processor outside the music signal path is the best
course of action but it means that you’ll have to include a pre-

A surround sound processor, or digital controller, is a combination device that can, ostensibly, replace many separate devices.
A surround sound processor is just like an AV receiver but without the amplifiers which are usually included in a receiver.
A processor could be called the receiver of the new millennium.
It is a single component that tries to do the work of many separate components. When an attempt is made to replace several
specialized devices with a single device, the replacement may
end up being a jack-of-all-trades and master of none. A combination component may perform the basic functions of many separate components but it is unlikely to do a very good job of performing the individual and sometimes conflicting tasks. A surround sound processor is a good example.
A stack of separate components, each optimized for its purpose,
would probably provide better performance than a surround
sound processor but dealers might perceive a stack of separate
components to be a more difficult sale. A processor looks less
complicated and intimidating but it’s really not.
You’ve probably been told that you can use a surround sound
processor instead of several separate components but discerning individuals will want more. A surround sound processor is
often touted as the central or basic component of a system but
should actually be used as an auxiliary device if the best music
reproduction is desired. A critical look at this device should help
to clarify its actual purpose and provide a clearer picture of how
it should actually be used.
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Surround Sound Processors
What’s In There
A typical processor includes a powerful digital computer to
decode compressed digital audio, an optical character generator to facilitate setup and use, a video switcher to direct various
video signals to projectors or monitors, an analog-to-digital
converter to digitize analog sources for various processing
functions, a digital-to-analog converter to convert digital audio
into analog for reproduction, computer-processed bass management to remove bass from smaller speakers and direct it to
full-range speakers or subwoofers, delay circuits for each channel to correct for unequal speaker distances, extra attenuators
for each channel to correct for improper speaker placement or
unequal speaker sensitivities, input attenuators for analog
inputs to prevent analog-to-digital overload, a preamplifier of
sorts to control audio signals, and probably some multiroom
management circuitry to direct various audio signals to different
rooms. Many of these components shouldn’t be in the same
room with a high quality preamplifier let alone in the same box.
In most surround sound processors all these components will
share a common power supply and each is likely to provide
compromised performance when compared to a high quality
separate device that is optimized to perform the same task.

What These Parts Do
You’ll need a powerful computer to decode digital formats like
Dolby Digital and DTS. The computer can reassemble the data,
which is highly compressed and generally has a bit rate similar
to MP3, into a semblance of uncompressed multichannel audio.
This computer can also provide bass management and various
“extras” like adjustable filters and selectable crossover points,
additional channels, special surround sound effects like “hall,”
“stadium” and “nightclub,” and adjustable signal delay to each
channel.
If the computer is sufficiently powerful to run the Dolby or DTS
algorithms—and they all are or they can’t get certified—it’s
powerful enough. More computer power may provide more
“features” but it won’t provide more accurate decoding of compressed audio. This is a simple concept.
2+2 equals 4 and the world’s most powerful and the world’s
least powerful computers will arrive at the same conclusion (the
one that is correct) if they work properly. An audio decompression computer (digital signal processor) must run in “real-time”
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(it must decode music and dialog as it plays) and they all do. A
more powerful computer can’t go faster. In fact, a “black box”
surround sound processor will decode Dolby Digital or DTS
movie soundtracks just as well as an expensive surround
sound processor.
An optical character generator makes it possible to choose
between a multitude of adjustments and options. Without it,
setup and operation would be difficult or impossible. The characters may appear on the front panel of the processor or on the
video display; either way they are created inside the component by a device that produces high frequency signals which
shouldn’t be placed near the audio signal path.
A video signal should never be allowed to corrupt the audio signal, yet surround sound processors frequently have video
switching onboard. They usually do a relatively poor job of
switching a video signal, which is best accomplished by an outboard, broad bandwidth video switcher designed especially for
this purpose, or by the video monitor itself where the video signal will probably have little negative impact on the audio signal.
Most “features” in a surround sound processor are implemented in the digital domain. An analog input could bypass the digital computer that provides most of the features that the customer is paying for. Filters and bass management are usually
implemented digitally. Surround sound effects are usually
implemented digitally. To utilize these digitally implemented features, an analog input signal must be converted to a digital signal. Analog sources are usually converted to digital with an
inexpensive onboard converter in order to provide these conveniences.
Inexpensive analog-to-digital converters can be easily overloaded. This requires that each analog input have a separate
attenuator to prevent overloading the converter when a potentially high quality analog signal is converted to what will
undoubtedly be a lower quality digital signal.
The device used for attenuation is an important component
inside an audio preamplifier while convenience is often the primary requisite for an attenuator in a surround sound processor.
A surround sound processor can’t have a high quality attenuator like a top preamplifier and it can’t have just one per channel—there must be several.
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A surround sound processor must have remote control and it
must have the ability to balance each channel in level to close
tolerances to correct for improper speaker placement or
unequal sensitivity. Each channel must have additional trim
capability in order to be adjusted within narrow limits. This
practically requires a solid-state volume control chip that provides for these conveniences. Each channel must offer signal
delay to compensate for speaker positioning and all analog
inputs should have signal attenuators to prevent overloading
the onboard analog-to-digital converters. This adds up to lots of
attenuation and effectively precludes the use of high quality
attenuators, important requisites for an audio preamplifier.
An audio preamplifier often has a huge power supply that is
dedicated to the reproduction of the audio signal. A surround
sound processor usually has a small power supply that is
shared between all the components that a processor includes.

“If you use a surround sound
processor instead of a preamplifier to reproduce music,
you’re unlikely to be satisfied
with the results.”
If you want to decode Dolby Digital and DTS film soundtracks
you need a surround sound processor. If you use a surround
sound processor instead of a preamplifier to reproduce music,
you’re unlikely to be satisfied with the results.

Music and Movies Without Compromise
How can the discerning listener enjoy surround sound for
movies while utilizing the sophisticated audio components that
reside in a high-end audio system? By first assembling an
accurate 2-channel music system and then adding a surround
sound processor as an external device, outside the 2-channel
signal path which provides satisfying music reproduction. All
you have to do is run the front left and right channels from the
surround sound processor through a pass-through or unity gain
input on the preamplifier. Most of today’s better preamplifiers
make this very easy. Look at the illustrations to see how we
incorporate surround sound into our high-end audio systems
without compromising music reproduction. APJ

One of the greatest benefits
of working in the hi-fi industry
is meeting the talented and
interesting people who design
the products that result in so
much musical satisfaction for
so many music lovers. Highend audio companies often
represent the vision of one
person, and that person’s personality is ingrained in every
component of his/her company’s products. Charles Hansen,
who started Avalon and is now president of Ayre Acoustics,
embodies all of that. Unlike the many designers who come
from an electrical engineering background, Charlie is educated
in physics. From my first conversations with him I’ve been
struck by his candor as well as his approach and philosophies
regarding audio. If something sounds better to him, he goes
with it regardless of what the prevailing wisdom or measurements might say. His designs feature unique power supply
innovations, truly balanced topologies with discrete circuits
used wherever possible, and zero global negative feedback. I
first got to know Charlie after getting hooked on Theta’s
Dreadnaught power amplifier, on which he did the basic design
work and that I’ve been using for a reference for two years. In
addition to their highly regarded preamplifiers and power
amplifiers, Ayre’s D-1x is one of the finest CD/DVD players I’ve
auditioned. I started this interview by asking Charlie how he
got interested in this shared passion we call hi-fi…
I've been around hi-fi systems as long as I can remember. My
father is a real music lover and he had Dyna electronics built
from kits in the early '60s. I was fascinated with his system, but
he wouldn't let me touch it because I was only about six years
old! He gave us kids his old mono record player in a stand-up
cabinet with an Eico amplifier.
By junior high school I had taken over the Eico and was always
tinkering with it. I would even cut classes and hang out in the
school library reading books like Elements of Radio by Marcus
and Marcus—a great introductory text, if you can still find it.
That led to a job in the repair department of the local stereo
shop by the time I started high school. I was too young to drive
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so I had to hitchhike there. The shop had McIntosh and JBL to
begin with, and when the high-end began we were right there
with Audio Research, Magneplanar, Linn, and Levinson. A
group of us were really into the new frontier that high-end represented, and we spent a lot of time listening to music and
building home-brew projects. (Tommy Thompson and Charles
Roe, if you're still out there, give me a holler!)

Then you studied physics in college?
Studying physics was a good thing and a bad thing. On the one
hand, I learned the fundamentals about things and how to analyze things in a rigorous way. On the other hand, we don't really know that much about how the universe works. We have
equations that describe gravitational forces, and we can predict
the motion of bodies with incredible accuracy, but nobody
knows what gravity really is or how it really works. In the
physics department, it's easy to develop a certain intellectual
arrogance that can be a real impediment when it comes to
understanding hi-fi equipment. For example, I doubt many
physics professors would accept the fact that interconnect
cables have any impact on sound quality!

How did you get from physics back to audio?
After I graduated, I had worked out some seemingly simple theories of the behavior of speaker driver diaphragms that led to a
real breakthrough in the ability to achieve transparency and
freedom from coloration, from top to bottom. I started Avalon
Acoustics with a woodworker friend, Bob Grupp. We didn't
know much about the realities of running a business, but luckily
there were some key people that kept the company alive along
the way, including Richard Broida, Jeff Rowland, and finally
Neil Patel. I learned an incredible amount about the processes
of both listening and designing from Neil, which helped enormously when I started doing electronics at Ayre.

of the music!" And then at some point they ask the price, you
tell them, and they just say, "Oh, well. It sounds great but I
can’t afford that."
While it's great to build an all-out “statement” sort of product—
and you learn a hell of a lot when you do that—there are just a
few lucky souls that will get to own and enjoy that design.
We're going to keep building statement products, but at the
same time we're going to keep transferring that knowledge to
our less expensive designs. We really want to broaden our
audience and bring a different kind of musical experience to
more people.

What things have you learned from the state-of-the-art products you’ve designed that have trickled down to your more
affordable products?
We've learned a lot about how to achieve a really musical
sound with virtually any type of music. There is a lot of gear out
there that can shine with one type of music, but really falls
apart with another. For instance, it's tough to beat a good single-ended triode for sheer beauty with chamber orchestra or
string quartet. But put on a rocking, dynamic piece and the
music tends to just sit there without coming to life. Some gear
will sound fantastic with a reference-quality recording, but really nasty with an average recording. Some gear makes everything sound "good" because it colors the sound, sweetening
everything.
With Ayre equipment, when you put on a great recording, of
course it sounds great. But even when you put on an average
recording you'll say, "The recording isn't all that great, but listen
to how beautiful those vocal harmonies are!" The equipment literally gets out of the way. This year we launched a new series
of products that represent a real breakthrough. In the two-channel lineup, we have the AX-7 integrated amplifier and the CX-7

How did Ayre Acoustics come about?
I started Ayre with a couple of friends, Peter Bohacek and Katie
Lehr, in 1993. The goal was to bring that "magic" level of performance we had achieved at Avalon down to a more reasonable price level. You know how it is when your system is really
singing, and you play it for other people? Whether they're
audiophiles or not, the reaction is usually, "Wow, I didn't know a
stereo system could sound like that! I can hear so much more
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CD player (reviewed in APJ #9, pg. 37), and they’re both stunning. They'll hold their own against just about anything at any
price. When you talk about sheer musical enjoyment, when the
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system just gets out of the way and the music comes alive,
they're right up there with the best.

Tell me a bit about your design philosophies. Many designers
feel that judicious use of global feedback is beneficial, but your
products are zero global feedback. Why?
In my experience, the most musically natural sound comes
from circuits without feedback. Feedback was invented by
Harold Black in the 1920s for the telephone company. There
were repeater amplifiers along the telephone lines that would

"spectacular" sound in the hi-fi sense, but it is less musically
natural than a zero-feedback design. And this sonic
"thumbprint" seems to exist under a wide variety of conditions.
On the other hand, a zero-feedback design becomes very
chameleon-like from a sonic standpoint. In my experience, the
zero-feedback designs will "get out of the way" of the music
with a wide variety of source material. And with our designs
there isn't any reason to use feedback. The Ayre V-5 power
amplifier has a bandwidth of around 200kHz, distortion of
around 0.1% at 100 watts, and an output impedance of around
0.2 ohms. This level of measured performance is unprecedented for a zero-feedback design. There's really no reason to use
feedback when we can achieve such numbers without it.

You also employ discrete circuits wherever possible in your
statement products. Tell me more about this.

Ayre K-1x

boost the signal to make up for the losses in the long wires. It
was very important to have exact gain matching between these
amplifiers, and this was extremely hard to achieve due to the
variations in the amplifying tubes. By applying feedback to the
amplifier circuits, the gain was now set by resistor values rather
than by the tube characteristics, resulting in improved gain
matching. This is the real reason negative feedback was developed.
Feedback also happens to improve the measurable characteristics of amplifier circuits by increasing the bandwidth, reducing
the distortion (at least for steady-state signals), and lowering
the output impedance. And this is why its use became so universal in audio circuits. For decades, it was assumed that there
was a direct correlation between measurements and sound
quality. But there is something about feedback that we can't
really measure that seems to have a detrimental effect on the
sound quality of real musical instruments. It seems to be related to time domain performance.

Time domain performance? Can you elaborate?
Well, the simplest way to think about this is that feedback cannot respond to an error until after the error has occurred. And
this correlates pretty well with what we hear. Compared to a
zero-feedback design, adding feedback seems to overemphasize the leading edge of transients. This can give a more

Using discrete circuits versus integrated circuits is like making
a cake from scratch versus making it from a mix. Clearly, it’s
easier and cheaper to make a cake from a mix, and you don't
have to know that much about cooking to do it. But I don't really think Betty Crocker knows more about making cakes than a
great French dessert chef! It's a similar situation with audio circuits. Discrete circuits offer a greater opportunity to use the
highest quality components, in any conceivable configuration,
and adjust all of the parameters to obtain the highest possible
performance for a specific application. This is the only way to
go if you are making a true state-of-the-art product.

How do you approach that kind of sound quality without the
benefit of discrete circuits in your AX-7 integrated amp and CX7 CD player?
We are now using ICs (integrated circuits) in some of our less
expensive products designed by Dr. Barrie Gilbert, one of the
"godfathers" of analog circuit design. Now, it’s very important to
differentiate between the terms "integrated circuit" and "op
amp" (operational amplifier). We’re using integrated circuits,
which simply means that there are many transistors created at
once on a single piece of silicon. An op amp, on the other
hand, uses negative feedback as its fundamental operating
principle. You cannot use an op amp in a zero-feedback circuit.
The topology of the IC we use in the less expensive products is
very similar to the topology of our discrete circuits. We've figured out how to implement these monolithic ICs with zero feedback. By using two of them together, and modifying their char-
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acteristics, we can get within spitting distance of the performance of our discrete circuits at a much lower cost. The critical
advantage here is that the monolithic design of the IC means
that all of the transistors are matched extremely closely. In contrast, with our discrete circuits we have to spend a lot of time
measuring, sorting, and matching transistors, which translates
to a more expensive final product. By using an IC in a way that
hasn’t been done before, we’re able to achieve a real breakthrough in performance at a real-world price point. It's great to
make an all-out assault on the state of the art, when the only
limit is your imagination. But the real challenge is to bring those
lessons back to the real world where more people can enjoy
the fruits of our labors.

Your power supply technology incorporates inductive filtering,
which I’m starting to see on more and more products these
days. How does this improve sound quality?
Well, you've got to remember that there are two different ways
to use filter inductors in a power supply. The first way is before
the initial filter capacitor, immediately after the rectifiers. The
second way is after the initial filter capacitor. The first method
is called an "inductor-input filter" or a "choke-input filter” (with
the emphasis on "input"). The second method is called "choke
filtering" or "inductor filtering." If you look closely at the advertisements, you'll see that most companies offering chokes are
actually using "choke filtering,” which is much less expensive
than "choke-input filtering.”
Both methods will reduce high-frequency noise coming in on
the AC line, which is a good thing from a sonic standpoint. But
only the inductor-input filter will produce a continuous charging
current to the initial filter capacitor because the energy stored
in the magnetic field of the inductor is slowly released into the
capacitors. Any other method results in sharp pulses of charging current to the capacitors. An inductor-input filter provides a
much purer source of DC than does a conventional supply,
which results in improved sound quality. The problem is that
the cost of the supply is roughly doubled, which really only
makes it applicable to cost-no-object designs.
When we started working on our new product line, we knew
from the beginning that we wouldn't include a true inductorinput filter. We decided instead to develop a new circuit that
would be immune to any noise induced into the circuitry from
the power supply. The result was our "current-mirror amplifier."
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This circuit has around 1000 times (or 60dB) greater rejection
of noise from the power supplies.

Do you use any other techniques to address noise on the AC
line?
Yes, there is another extremely important element to achieving
the best results. We used to use ferrite-based filters to clean up
the incoming AC power. They do a really good job because
they don't try to block the RF energy or shunt it to ground,
which can't really be done in an effective manner. Instead, they
literally absorb RF and turn it into heat. The musical result is a
blacker background, reduced grain and hash, and sweeter high
frequencies. Unfortunately, ferrite filters become magnetized
over time. I don't fully understand the mechanism involved, but
you can easily hear the sonic effects—the sound becomes hard
and glassy, with squashed dynamics. If you demagnetize the
ferrite, it will sound good again, but only for a few days. Then it
becomes magnetized again. To solve this problem, we developed a filter—called the Ayre Conditioner—that absorbs RF
energy in the same way as a ferrite, but it is completely nonmagnetic. Also, it operates in parallel with the AC line, so there
is no restriction of current flow whatsoever. Normally with
power line conditioners, there are sonic tradeoffs. Some things
(like treble purity) improve while other things (typically dynamic
impact and bass authority) get worse. The Ayre Conditioner is
the only filter we've found that does only good things to the
sound.

Switching gears, let’s talk about digital sound. “Upsampling” is
being referred to by some in the industry as a “magic bullet”
that improves playback of the entire existing CD collection.
What would you want Journal readers to think about with
respect to this topic?
First, "upsampling" is a marketing term, not a technical term.
From a technical standpoint, there is absolutely no difference
between upsampling and oversampling. Thirty years ago, the
marketing fad was low distortion. Now it is upsampling. When
manufacturers talk about upsampling, they are referring to the
fact that there are two separate digital filters being used. Since
changing anything will change the sound of a component, it is no
surprise that adding another digital filter will also change the
sound of a component. However, you could achieve the exact
same results by using one digital filter that had the characteristics
of the composite of the upsampling and existing digital filters.
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In other words, from a technical standpoint there is absolutely
nothing new about upsampling. Even the idea of cascading digital filters is old hat—virtually all digital filters are a cascade of
2x stages. For example, an 8x interpolation (oversampling) filter comprises three 2x stages in cascade to achieve an overall
rate of 8x. There are some "upsamplers" that are realized in
external boxes. In this case, you have to remember that a significant portion of the sonic impact of such a device comes
from the fact that the jitter spectrum will always be modified.
None of this should be taken to mean that upsampling players
sound bad. On the contrary, improving a digital filter can
improve the sound of a digital player. It's just that there is a lot
of misleading marketing going on out there. You should always
buy a component because it sounds good to you in your system, and not because of the marketing claims behind it.

Some people have been drawing a distinction between
"upsampling" and "oversampling" based on whether the product also interpolates the word length as well as the sample
rate, i.e., converting 16-bit signals to 24 bits.
This is total B.S. All digital filters work by multiplying the data
by coefficients. The way that you make a 16-bit word into a 24bit word is simply to multiply it by an 8-bit coefficient. Normally,
the coefficients are much longer than 8 bits. For example, if
you multiplied 16-bit data by a 24-bit coefficient, you would end
up with a 40-bit word. This then must be rounded (or truncated)
to get back to 24-bit data at the output of the digital filter. Any
currently available digital filter will "interpolate" 16-bit input data
to 24 bits at the output. But no matter what you do, when you
start with 16-bit data, you will only have 16 bits of precision in
the output. Even if you multiplied by 1000-bit coefficients,
increasing the actual resolution of the original signal is impossible.

Charlie, your Ayre D-1x is one of the best sounding CD players
I’ve ever heard. (Reviewed in APJ #9, pg. 33.) In addition to
the D-1x, you’ve introduced a new CD player—the CX-7—at a
time when many other high-end companies are scrambling to
release DVD-A and/or SACD players. Why?
First of all, thanks for the kind words on the Ayre D-1x. We
spent over two years on that project, and we’re very happy with
the way it turned out. The fact that our first digital product was
so well received gave us a lot of credibility in this arena.

As you mentioned, we've just released our second digital product, the Ayre CX-7, and the reaction has been overwhelmingly
enthusiastic. We chose to make it a CD-only player simply
because that is the most cost-effective route to enjoying music.
At this point in time, adding support for SACD or DVD-Audio
sharply increases the cost of a player. Given the limited
amount of software titles that are available, paying thousands
of dollars extra for the capability to play a handful of titles
doesn't make a lot of sense for most people. Unfortunately,
given the economic realities facing the software producers, this
situation isn't about to change anytime soon. Frankly, I have
my doubts about the viability of either of the new formats as
anything other than audiophile niche products. We're still looking at the possibility of making a universal player, but until we
can offer something that makes sense (at least on some level),
we're going to hold off.

But even if DVD-A and/or SACD were to survive as a niche format, aren't high-end audio and companies like Ayre Acoustics
where that niche will be? In other words, aren't your customers
the kinds of people who will be looking for a high-resolution
player?
Well, you've got to remember that Ayre has been at the forefront of these new technologies from the very beginning, being
one of the very first high-end companies to offer a DVD player.
And to tell the truth, we thought there would be a flood of other
companies following in our footsteps, but that simply has not
happened. Only a handful of high-end companies offer DVD
players, and some of them have already dropped out of the
game. The reality is that it is extremely difficult to implement
these technologies in a meaningful, viable way. It's like they
say, "If it were easy, everyone would be doing it!"
So, yeah, our customers would love to buy a "universal" player
that sounds great, looks great, and costs $5,000. But when
they find out that they would be lucky if a $5,000 universal
player would sound as good as a $2,000 CD-only player, then
they're not so sure that's what they really want. At the same
time, they're afraid to spend any significant amount of money
on a player that won't play all of the new so-called formats. (I
say "so-called" because it's not clear to me that a few dozen
titles, or even a few hundred titles, really constitute a format.)
They're afraid that if their new machine won't play all the new
"formats" that they'll get stuck with an expensive boat anchor!
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A big part of the problem lies with the way the magazines have
been reporting on these new "formats." They've created completely false expectations in the minds of consumers—hype
about “universal” players and how they will solve all of the consumers' problems. For instance, every time a new multichannel
DAC chip is released, there is some article proclaiming how the
"universal" players are right around the corner. This is completely erroneous. It's like saying, "I can get a carburetor in the
mail from JC Whitney, so it'll be really easy to build a new car
from scratch."
Now, if you want to build a true universal player, you've got to
include multichannel capabilities. And I have yet to see a single
article on multichannel sound that addresses the obvious issue
of quantity versus quality. In my personal system, I've got a
very enjoyable setup. The speakers cost $8,000 a pair, the
amp costs around $4,000, the preamp is another $8,000, and
the digital front end is around $8,000 or more. Throw in $6,000
of cabling and the grand total is over $30,000. It sounds great,
and I love listening to music through it. But let's say that I wanted to go multichannel. I would have two choices. Either I could
sell everything off and spend an equivalent amount on a multichannel system, or I could add on to my existing system. Well,
assuming that I want to maintain the same performance level,
the latter proposal borders on the preposterous. Right off the
bat we're looking at another $30,000 for amps, speakers, and
cabling. And for multichannel equipment, there isn't anything
made that will even come close to the performance of my preamp and player, regardless of price. And that assumes that I
even have space for all of that equipment in my house, which I
don't!
The other choice would be to downgrade and keep the overall
investment the same. Is there anyone out there that can look
me in the eye and, with a straight face, tell me that I'll be happy
going from two $4,000 speakers to six $1,200 speakers? I don't
think so. I remember when I owned $1,200 speakers and,
frankly, I'm much more interested in upgrading my speakers
than downgrading them. And it's still not clear if either format
will survive. Some people are saying they're already dead.
Without thousands, or better yet tens of thousands, of titles, I
don't think you've really got much. The problem is there's not
really any incentive for the software companies to make new
titles. So like I said, we'll keep looking at it. When we can offer
something that makes sense, we'll do it. But between the direction the Japanese majors are going with the new formats and
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the expectations that have been created by the magazines, we
manufacturers have got our work cut out for us. But, hey, that's
our job, so I can't complain too much! Besides, I've got this
idea for a player that might be just the ticket…

Charlie, thanks for taking the time! I think you’ve given Journal
readers a lot of interesting things to think about! APJ

VTL (Vacuum Tube Logic)
was founded in the US in
1986 by David and Luke
Manley. In 1993 the original
company, which was
involved in diversified
endeavors, was divided and
the father-and-son business
partnership dissolved.
David Manley, a well-known
recording engineer and designer, left VTL to concentrate on
music recording and the development of professional studio
electronics, which are sold under the Manley brand name. Luke
Manley and wife, Beatrice Lam, took over the VTL name and
inventory and refocused the company on a single pursuit—
developing and efficiently manufacturing vacuum tube amplification components for high-end home music systems.
A decade of innovation and development has enabled the continuous refinement of existing products in the VTL line and produced new products, like the TL 7.5 Reference preamplifier and
Siegfried Reference 800-watt monoblock amplifiers, designed
to advance the state of the art in consumer audio. The VTL
manufacturing plant builds components using techniques which
have been developed to produce exceptional reliability and
consistent unit-to-unit performance.
I visited Luke and Bea at the VTL factory in Chino, California,
on a hot day in early summer 2003 to learn about these new
products and see how they’re made. Bea showed me the facility and the team that proudly builds each component and Luke
and I discussed the high-end audio industry and the future of
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vacuum tube electronics in general and VTL products in particular. Here’s an edited version of our conversation.

Luke, let’s start with some background information about you
and the history of your company. When and how did you
become interested in music and why did you decide to enter
the business of manufacturing high-end home audio components?
My father has been a recording engineer as long as I can
remember, so music was always part of my life. There was
music in our home on the hi-fi system, and he took us to live
classical music performances starting when I was young. Piano
lessons as a kid made me realize early on that I can’t play a
lick but, being around studios and equipment doing wiring and
speaker projects with my father, I learned how to solder pretty
well.
When I went to college I studied commerce, figuring that I
would apply my skills to a business that interested me. I’m a
good problem solver, and I knew that I wanted to be an entrepreneur—I guess that’s the great Chinese candle, as my Dad
has always been self-employed.
Anyway, Dad started the original VTL company in the UK, and
after I heard the early VTL amplifiers at the Chicago CES in
1986 I joined him in the audio business. We decided to move
the manufacture over here to keep VTL competitive in this market, this being by far the largest market in the world for this
type of equipment.
Although I started at VTL by developing and running the business operations, it wasn’t long after that I had to develop the
QC process for the company, which is when I learned how the
VTL designs worked, and what was going wrong when they
didn’t.
Dad did the design work and taught me about parts buying and
finished product sales, and I pretty quickly learned how the
audio business worked, as I dealt with customers and handled
repairs. I never worked on the assembly line, so I’m definitely
not as good at soldering as our production people are.

You’ve stated that music is an important part of your life.
Expand on that.

I have always been very keen on live music, and of course I
enjoy my audio system at home. Bea and I are extremely fortunate to be able to have access to live music in both Northern
and Southern California. In the LA area where the factory is
located we regularly go to Catalina’s Jazz Club where, if you sit
forward of the sound reinforcement system, there is a real natural sound to the instruments that gives a good perspective on
how things should sound. We also often catch performances in
Orange County that we wouldn’t normally be able to see in the
Bay Area, where we live.
When I took over the company in 1993 I moved up to the San
Francisco Bay Area, where I met my soul mate Bea, who is an
avid music lover and audiophile. When we are at home on the
weekends we go to the San Francisco Symphony and opera
performances regularly, and we often take a trip out to New
York to hear a particularly rare performance that we might not
be able to catch on the West Coast.

When you and your father were partners VTL was also
involved in music recording and the design of professional
components for the recording industry. Did this dilute VTL’s
commitment to high-end audio?
Yes, definitely. For one thing, with multiple product categories
engineering gets spread really thin trying to work with different
disciplines and product specs and requirements, and it is difficult to excel at any one thing.
For an example of this one might look back to the early VTL
products that came from different models, similar in design,
with pretty good sound but quite inadequate user interfaces,
and honestly, not super high reliability.
It’s hard enough just to keep on top of one engineering discipline, let alone multiple and completely different businesses.
The notion of what is acceptable design practice in the pro studio market is totally different from the high-end high performance playback market. There are vastly different requirements
for products that are in the sound creation/recording domain,
where coloration is often part of the creative process, than in
the playback domain, where coloration is generally not considered desirable.
Even analog and digital are two very different engineering disciplines, with somewhat different test equipment and principles.
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This is the main reason that VTL does not make digital products, and probably won’t in the foreseeable future.
The record business is a totally different business again, with
completely different customers and distribution channels, and
when Dad and I split up it was a really good decision to spin
the pro studio and record divisions off. Otherwise VTL would
never have gotten to where we are today, with the level of
sophistication that the market has achieved and that is required
of products today.
You can look at
our new TL
7.5 line preamplifier
and
Siegfried
power
amplifiers to
see what I mean when I say “sophistication.” In my opinion we
never could have developed these products if we had continued trying to do so many other different things.

Some people think vacuum tubes represent old-fashioned or
obsolete technology. I’m sure that this question has been
asked many times but, in this remote-control, networked digital
age, why do you continue to champion vacuum tube amplification for home music reproduction?
While it’s true that in some circuits tubes would represent oldfashioned technology—in power supplies, for example—it is
quite clear to me that for a number of solid technical reasons
vacuum tubes simply sound best when used within their capabilities, and when used in the right places. And sound quality
should surely be the raison d’etre of any company in the highend audio business.
The major technical reasons that tubes sound better is that
tubes are very linear voltage amplifiers (while transistors are
not), and tube components usually use far simpler circuits and
need very little error correction, also known as negative feedback. This translates to both purer sound and a closer emotional connection to music.
Most people get this when they listen to our products, but then
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they ask me, “Why now? How come tubes didn’t sound like this
in the old days?” I respond that in the old days modern components that allowed the designer to get the most out of tubes
were not available.
Examples of the modern components available today that
weren’t available when tubes were in their heyday are the
solid-state power supply components. The rectifiers available
now are designed to address a far larger capacitor than the old
tube rectifiers could, and they don’t age as tube rectifiers do,
so we get stiffer and more reliable power supplies, which
directly affect the sonic capabilities of the tubes in the amplifier
stages.
So with modern components we are now getting far more from
tubes, and with modern circuits and modern test equipment we
are making tubes even more viable today than ever before,
while engineering out the known typical drawbacks of tubes.
I can tell you that there’s nothing old-fashioned about our latest
products, especially the TL 7.5 preamp and the Siegfried amplifiers. I truly believe that they represent the latest in amp and
preamp design thinking.

Some proponents claim that a tube is a more linear device
than a transistor. Others say that audiophiles who prefer tubes
are seeking euphonic coloration rather than accuracy. Would
you care to weigh in on this controversy?
As I mentioned, tubes are known to be superior (more linear)
voltage amplifiers and, therefore, need less error correction
(negative feedback) than transistors generally do. To further
this point, I have found that audiophiles who prefer tubes are
typically real music lovers and, in my experience, musically
knowledgeable listeners demand accuracy and full frequency
response.
However, another reason why tubes sound the way they do is
that tubes have quite a different distortion characteristic and
tend to go into overload more gracefully. Generally speaking,
the onset of distortion when clipping from overdrive is quite different in tubes than in transistors. Transistors typically produce
high-order harmonics under such conditions, while tubes produce low-order harmonics, which, even though the acceptable
distortion figures are typically higher for tubes, seem to be
benign to the human ear.
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The gentle onset of overload distortion and the low-order harmonics seem to yield more relaxing listening sessions for tube
users.
Having said that though, I wouldn’t say that all tubed equipment is necessarily accurate. In my opinion a well-designed circuit does not rely on euphony, unless euphony is intentionally
made part of the design for some kind of retro sound. There is
plenty of equipment out there being manufactured today that is
serving the retro sound of yesteryear, and certainly such products have their following, but VTL has never catered to that
crowd. Since Bea and I regularly go to live music performances
our goal at VTL is to make our equipment reproduce as accurately as possible what we hear in the live venue.

Do you advocate the use of tubes for all circuits or do you find
that solid-state devices perform better for some purposes?
No, we don’t use tubes for all of our circuits, as we prefer to be
able to make a choice and use the best component for the particular application. For example, we have historically always
used solid-state rectifiers rather than any tube components in
our power supplies because transistors are very linear current
amplifiers, and they don’t change much as they age, so we can
use them to their best advantage for reliability in power supplies.
We are presently
expanding our use of
transistors in the power
supply area, with the
new Siegfried amplifiers
coming out this year,
and also in the R&D
work we are doing currently in power-factorcorrected power supplies.
As far as signal path
components go, transistors are also very good
as true constant current
sources (approaching the ideal of infinite impedance and infinite voltage) and for their capabilities with impedance matching, for which tubes are not as well suited.

However, we always use tubes in all our gain stages because,
as I mentioned before, tubes are such linear voltage amplifiers.
We have found that we can always get the best sound that
way.
In our more recent designs—like our new TL 7.5 Reference line
preamplifier—we use transistors in the output stage buffer,
which I feel contributes greatly to neutrality and predictable
performance into a wide variety of loads.
However, there are other issues that crop up in such designs,
and the trick is to figure out how to match MOSFET transistors,
with their high gate capacitances, to the high output impedance
of tubes, without high frequency roll off, and one has to take
care to match these components together carefully.

Those who have never owned tube equipment are often worried that tube amplification components will be unreliable or
require lots of maintenance. Are these realistic concerns?
Preamp tubes usually require very little maintenance and, at
their low-running currents, they should last well over 10,000
hours. This might be an easy way for users who are new to
tubes to get a taste of the tube sound: Start with a tube preamp, which will mean little or no maintenance, and which will
bring noticeable sonic improvement to a solid-state amplifier.
Power tubes certainly will eventually require replacement as
they do wear out, but how quickly they wear out depends on
the equipment design and the usage. For instance, tubes will
wear out faster if the amplifier is played consistently at high
levels. But the worst that can happen with worn out tubes is
that the amplifier will sound like it doesn’t have the snap in the
top end or the bass punch that it used to when the tubes were
new. Replacing the tubes completely rejuvenates the amplifier
and the sound quality.
In all the VTL amplifier designs the output tubes are biased for
very low current, which extends tube life under idle and at low
power. And in our newest designs we are extending tube life by
optimizing the operating points of the output tubes and warming up the tubes slowly, as well as providing very low trickle
current ever-on positions.
As far as failure modes go, I must point out that any circuit not
properly designed can be unreliable, whether designed with
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tubes or transistors. Unfortunately, when transistors fail they
tend to take everything else out on the board, so repair can be
very expensive.
This is not necessarily so with
tubes. By definition
tubes are modular
and can be easily
replaced!
Seriously,
though, tubes
are very rugged
and can stand adverse conditions far longer and recover far
quicker than solid-state components can. Tubes are also very
forgiving with circuit tolerances, and so they tend to be in very
simple circuits, which then have the benefit of less to go wrong,
and the amplifier is far simpler to repair if something inconvenient does happen.
There are some very simple things one can do to get maximum
protection should a tube fail, so that the major problem then
becomes one of replacement to maintain sound performance
when they wear out. For instance, one can keep high voltages
and currents only on highly insulated Teflon wiring, rather than
running it on circuit traces, and one can use up-rated components on the board to handle surges and high-tension fuses to
open before any damage is done.
However, we are cognizant of the fact that people don’t want to
have to know a lot about maintaining a tube amp, and our new
Siegfried amplifier eliminates most maintenance questions, with
fully logic-controlled auto bias to keep the tubes in optimal
operating condition all the time, fault sensing for protection if a
tube does fail and diagnostics for estimating tube life, with
service reminders to alert users of the need to check and
replace worn tubes.

Your TL 7.5 preamp contains just two inexpensive vacuum
tubes. Your Siegfried amplifiers have auto bias and a complete
system of fault detection and protection, all of which makes
them very user-friendly. Will some of this technology trickle
down to the more affordable products in your line?
The main reason for starting with an expensive design is to
have the budget to solve problems, and then the challenge
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becomes figuring out how to make the same technology available in less expensive products.
For instance, both the TL 7.5 and the Siegfried were 5-man 5year projects—each. Just to give an idea of the R&D costs
involved in these types of projects…
Certainly we will leverage as much of the huge investment we
have made into lower-priced products in the line, but this will
take some time, and it will probably raise the cost of the models that get the new technology somewhat.

Components that combine FETs with vacuum tubes, utilizing
microprocessors and numerical displays, must be designed by
a team of engineers from various disciplines. How did you
bring these advanced product ideas to fruition?
It is pretty different now from the days when Dad did all the
engineering. The market for high-performance products has
become far more demanding of performance, while consumers
expect to interact far less with the equipment. At VTL we have
to have five engineers designing new products, each with quite
different skill sets.
We have one engineer working for us who has seen and serviced just about every piece of test gear ever made, and who
specializes in tube differential circuits. He nuts out the basic
audio circuits based upon the design spec that we are starting
with.
Another of our engineers specializes in switching power supplies using MOSFETs and complex interleaved magnetics, and
from this we have the capability to completely understand the
power supplies in all the VTL products and their effect on the
sound of the design.
Two other engineers are responsible for all the control systems
that keep the circuits operating properly and the software that
controls the hardware to do that. And the fifth engineer specializes in PC board layouts and mechanical engineering (metal
packaging and industrial design).
However, I have to point out that even with all the engineering
and sophisticated test equipment that we use, we still have to
rely on our ears to verify that what we see on the bench actually correlates with what we hear in the concert hall, and at VTL
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it has become our specialty to reconcile the two. As I mentioned, Bea, who is actually also an EE, and I regularly attend
live music concerts, and one of the engineers here is also a
very good listener, so between the three of us we are able to
do the final voicing after a new design leaves the bench.
Between these five members of the VTL design team the products get designed, spec’d and tested so that they are ready for
the market, which is quite different from the way we did it in the
old days when my father was the sole engineer and critical listener.

Single-ended triode amplifiers and transformerless tube amplifiers are fashionable these days but your company hasn’t
jumped on either bandwagon. Why?
I would think that with single-ended triode amplifiers it is technically unfeasible to get full frequency response because the output transformer saturates, and I feel that midrange-only tends
to sound rather boring after a while.
Regarding transfomerless tube amplifiers, since tubes are voltage amplifiers and are not ideal current amplifiers, and
because of the high output impedance of power tubes, OTLs
are not equipped to efficiently couple into the low impedances
of speakers, which makes it hard to get good bass performance into real-world loads.
VTL is not fashion-oriented, and we require full frequency
response into real-world loads, so SETs and OTLs are pretty
much ruled out for what our customers demand.

Is it possible to make a really quiet tube preamp? How about a
high-gain phono stage?
It’s true that, with their higher impedances, tubes can be more
susceptible to noise, but in that respect I believe our current
line preamps are pretty quiet. The TL 2.5, 5.5 and 7.5 are all
about –110dB, and the differential input of 7.5 offers increased
CMR and lowered signal-to-noise with the extra 6dB of gain
that comes from balanced operation.
There is always some gain noise in high gain circuits, which,
depending upon the particular design, can come equally from
tubes or transistors, and which shows up as a soft high frequency hiss. But how much of this noise is transmitted into the

room depends upon the sensitivity of the amplifiers and the
speakers.
Tubes are desirable in phono stages, which are the highest
gain circuits, but they have strengths (linear voltage gain) and
weaknesses (noise and susceptibility to interference). Even
though tubes can be made to be quiet, people have different
tolerances for noise level and the noise output depends heavily
upon the rest of the system.
One would think that step-up transformers might have much to
offer in this application, but we have found that they are not the
way to go because of their unpredictable reactance to transmitted capacitances. They also sound artificial. Audiophiles know
this and usually aren’t very accepting of input coupling transformers.
At VTL we have an entry level TP 2.5 standalone phono stage
in our Performance series that has about 60dB of gain, which
means it can take moving coil cartridges down to about 0.5mV
before the noise level becomes too high. And we have an internal phono stage for the TL 5.5 that can take cartridges down to
0.1mV, and that will likely be made into a Signature standalone
phono stage in the near future.
We have been working on a Reference level phono stage, but
when we introduce a new product in the Reference series it
has to be able to address a need that is currently not being
addressed in any other product.
It seems that some sort of hybrid circuit might be the way to go
for a phono stage, but we are still looking at the best way to
achieve this and still get the best of both worlds. So our big
phono stage is still some years away.

Negative feedback has a significant sonic impact on solid-state
amplification components. What is your position on negative
feedback and how is it used in your tube products?
At VTL our position on negative feedback is that it is useful and
even desirable, but in small amounts. It’s kind of like spice in
cooking—if you add too much the spice overpowers the meal.
The reason solid-state gain stages need so much negative
feedback is that they typically have a lot of gain, and they also
are not very linear voltage amplifiers, so they need lots of error
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correction, or NFB. The problem is that, while high NFB circuits
yield measurements that are really good, negative feedback
tends to cause sonic and emotional disconnects and products
with high NFB sound flat and lifeless.
Because tubes are such linear voltage amplifiers and because
we use only tubes in all our gain stages, extremely low
amounts of NFB are used in VTL components, and the exact
amount is determined by listening. VTL designs typically use
very low amounts of NFB: under 5dB in preamplifiers and
around 10dB in power amplifiers to help handle complex loudspeaker loads.

headroom would be conducive to good sound that is predictable under a wide variety of conditions, and balanced differential circuits (without use of a reactive transformer) seem to
sound more dynamic, but I would make sure that the balanced
circuitry is properly implemented, rather than just something
glued on by the marketing department.
In closing, I would like to say that I sincerely hope that all of
this information is of help and use to Journal readers, and I
want to thank you for visiting us today.

Thank you both for allowing me to visit your production facilities
and for providing lots of information for our readers. APJ

What are you developing now and what can we expect to see
from VTL in the future?
We’re working on getting the Siegfried into production, for shipping release September 1st. After that we’ll have a stereo version of Siegfried in a tower chassis at 300 watts per channel,
as well as a one-box version of the TL 7.5 line preamp, which
will be priced between the 5.5 and the 7.5, and called the 6.5.
As I mentioned above we’ll also eventually do two stand-alone
phono stages for the 5.5 and the 7.5.
We’re in the research stage on some other projects that I’ll be
able to talk about in more detail later this year when we’re closer to completion, and we’ll probably pursue some applications
for multichannel products in the not-too-distant future.

In order to provide more than rhetorical information we compared several of the audio preamplifiers reviewed in this
Journal to a high quality surround sound processor. We used a
reference-grade processor for this comparison—the Theta
Casablanca II with Xtreme DACs.
The Casablanca II is the finest surround processor we’ve
heard. Some of the sharpest minds in audio worked on its
design. It incorporates some of the best parts available and

Lots of work to be done, and some exciting products!

Is there anything else you’d like to share that might help
Journal readers in their search for musically satisfying amplification components?
From this discussion you know I feel that tubes, with their
inherently simple circuits and low NFB, sound the best, but I
would think that the key to enjoyment of one’s audio system is
to buy equipment that makes sense to the listener. In other
words, I would choose only the equipment that sounds good to
me and suits my system, rather than something that was highly
recommended by somebody that might not know my system.
On the technical side, I would say that specs and measurements don’t always tell the whole story, but some specs are
important. For instance, impedance matching and overload
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costs nearly as much as my wife’s new Mazda Protegé 5. This
product offers the best sound that surround sound processors
can produce. We wanted to see how it might compare to an
audio preamplifier when used to reproduce music.
Many people have been told that a high quality surround sound
processor is also a good music preamplifier. The Theta is
advertised as “a music and cinema controller.” Our goal was to
determine, by actual comparison, whether that sales pitch
holds up under scrutiny. Is an expensive surround sound
processor really an acceptable music preamp?
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This article is not meant to denigrate the Casablanca II. In fact
it’s a tribute to that excellent product which is arguably the
finest component of its type. This article is meant to offer a
viewpoint that may counter much of what you’ve heard and
encourage you to perform some listening comparisons.

the “Analog Direct” inputs of the Theta Casablanca II. In this
configuration the Theta Casablanca II acts as an analog preamplifier but the digital circuitry, which provides many of the
features for which the Casablanca II is known, is bypassed.
Here’s what we heard.

State-of-the-art DAC & a High-End
Preamplifier for Free?

Casablanca II as a DAC/Preamp

The Theta Casablanca II is presented as a surround sound
processor that can also offer high-end digital-to-analog conversion and audiophile musical performance. It’s truly an outstanding surround sound processor and we didn’t challenge that
claim because we can verify that it’s true. We evaluated the
Casablanca II’s performance as a DAC/preamplifier and as an
analog preamplifier. Here’s what we did.
The dCS Verdi transport was used throughout this test to play
CD and SACD discs. We used the digital output from the Verdi
transport to test the Casablanca II’s performance as a digitalto-analog converter
and preamp. The
digital output from
the dCS Verdi
was used to
connect the
dCS Delius
DAC for comparison. We
used the analog
outputs from the dCS Delius digital-to-analog converter to
gauge the performance of the Theta Casablanca II as an analog preamplifier. We compared the Casablanca II’s performance as a DAC/preamp to the dCS Delius DAC and to Theta’s
own Generation VIII DAC feeding a high quality analog preamplifier. We compared the analog performance of the Theta
Casablanca II to the performance of the line stage preamplifiers reviewed in this Journal.
We connected the digital output from the dCS Verdi transport
directly to the digital input of the Theta Casablanca II. In this
configuration the Theta Casablanca II acts as a DAC and a line
stage preamplifier when music discs are played through the
combination.
We connected the analog outputs from the dCS Delius DAC to

The Theta Casablanca II is a good, but not excellent, DAC/preamp. The music signal retained good detail but the sound from
the Casablanca II lost dimension and musicality when compared to the sound from high-end separate components. Using
the digital input on the Casablanca II produced sound from the
Theta that was more mechanical and less three-dimensional
than that delivered by Theta’s own Generation VIII DAC, which
can best be described as excellent, or by the superb dCS Verdi
DAC, when played through a high-end audio preamplifier. The
sound from the Casablanca II was more than acceptable for
film soundtracks but was markedly inferior to the sound from
the other components we tried when music was the source.
How did the Casablanca II fair as a line stage preamplifier?
The Casablanca II performed poorly as an analog preamplifier
when compared to the preamps reviewed in this Journal. A
modestly-priced preamplifier, the Ayre K-5x, easily outperformed the Theta Casablanca II when used for music reproduction. The better preamps simply left the Theta in the dust.
The Theta Casablanca II is a high quality product with open
architecture that can be easily upgraded. Many solid arguments
can be offered in support of this product and as a surround
sound processor the Casablanca II can’t be faulted. If you have
the funds, buy a Casablanca II and an SOTA preamplifier.
Those with budget constraints should remember that any computer approved by Dolby and DTS can successfully run the
algorithms necessary to decode film soundtracks and even a
very expensive surround sound processor simply cannot compete with a dedicated music preamplifier.
Buying an inexpensive processor along with a high quality
audio preamp would probably be the most cost-effective way of
constructing a satisfying audio system that can be used for
both music and movies. Assembling a no-compromise music
system first and adding surround sound capability by running
the front channels from the processor through the preamplifier
will provide the best sound for the least cost. APJ
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We’ve got something really special for you here with this preamp survey. Our reviews are different. Here’s why.

the power amps for Journal #11 are about to start showing up
on the doorstep, soon to be strewn about the house in the
same fashion! My point is to sell what we’re offering here—an
attention to detail and a format you can’t get elsewhere. Viva
APJ!

If you pick up any of the mainstream magazines you’re going to
see preamp reviews, maybe even a few per issue, performed
by several different reviewers with different rooms, different
systems, and different biases. The magazines’ year-end recommended systems features are compiled largely on the editorial
staff’s opinions of the reviewers’ opinions. In some circumstances the editors have heard the products themselves and
go by that, in other cases they haven’t.

Before getting started, let me talk about the system in which
these products were evaluated. I’ve recently moved into a new
home with a dedicated theater/listening room that’s approximately 25 x 17 feet. The component racks are toward the back
of the right sidewall, with the exception of the power amplifiers,
which are up at the front of the room right next to the loudspeakers.

The magazines won’t provide what we’re giving you here—two
guys, two sets of ears, and two opinions on several of the best
preamps currently available with the evaluations performed
almost entirely in one room with one system with the products
evaluated entirely head-to-head. And I need to blow my own
horn here a little bit.

I run 10-meter balanced interconnects from my preamp to the
power amps, and use 4-ft. speaker wires. In every instance
possible with these preamps I used balanced cables, and when
the preamp had only single-ended outputs (as with the ARC SP
16L, Ray Samuels Emmeline CA-2, and Rogue Audio Magnum
Ninety-Nine) I used a pair of Cardas XLR adapters.

I performed much of the evaluation myself, with Richard
Hardesty making two trips to my house where we listened
together for three days each, and me making a three-day trip
down to Richard’s with more gear. One of the reasons this
issue is late is that I’ve been meticulous in keeping all these
preamps plugged in, with signals running through them as
much as possible, for weeks on end. Some of these products
have solid-state components that require long break-in periods
to perform their best, which is how I want to hear a product.

Some of my gear has changed, and the Vandersteen Model 5A
speakers are the most notable. They came in at the beginning
of the summer for review in The Absolute Sound, so I was able
to use them throughout this entire survey. And they aren’t going
back—I purchased the review samples from Vandersteen
Audio.

I had disc players all over the house plugged into these things
and playing for weeks. As I write these words my wife is happy
as hell that it’s over and I don’t have the heart to tell her that

I used the preamps you’ll find reviewed below but my long-term
reference has been the BAT VK-51SE. Source components
include the Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista CD/SACD player which
I’ve bought and own, and for the bulk of these reviews I had
the privilege of listening to the dCS Verdi/Delius transport/DAC
combo reviewed in Journal #9 (that gear went back in late
August, and that was a sad day!).
My Linn LP12 has also undergone some changes and now features a Lingo power supply, Cirkus bearing, Trampolin base,
Ekos tonearm, and the Akiva cartridge. Perhaps most significant, I’ve been using Audioquest’s new DBS (Dielectric-Bias
System) cables: Cheetah interconnect and Kilimanjaro speaker
wire. Both are battery-biased silver wires that use the battery
voltage to bias the cable dielectrics. You’ll read more about
these cables in an upcoming Journal, but man, these things
are on a whole other level. It’s the closest thing I’ve heard to
eliminating the wire from a system entirely—breathtaking trans-
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parency. Richard Gray’s Power Company 1200S and 400S
devices are the only power conditioning product I use. My
racks are by Lovan.

geous boxes that indeed give the higher priced products a run
for your money.

Richard Hardesty adds: at my house we listen to Vandersteen
Model 3A speakers with 2Wq subwoofers in a vertical biamp
configuration. We use my LP-12/Ekos/Arkiv turntable with Lingo
power supply along with my Wadia 861 CD player and Vacuum
State Electronics modified Sony VDP-9000ES SACD player. I
have the same fabulous Audioquest cables mentioned by
Shane in slightly different lengths, and I’m just as enthusiastic
about them. APJ

Calypso Line Stage

Aesthetix was started nearly 10 years ago by president and
designer Jim White, an experienced industry veteran. Notable
among Jim’s achievements is that he worked with Theta Digital
for many years on design teams that developed their landmark
Casablanca digital controllers up through the current Xtreme
DAC version (Dude!) of the Casablanca II. Jim also worked on
the design of Theta’s Dreadnaught power amplifiers, which
Richard Hardesty and I both purchased and still use as our reference power amplifiers. How’s that for a resume?
Aesthetix hit the ground running with the ambitious Jupiter
series preamps—the Callisto line stage and Io phono stage.
These highly regarded products are two-box designs, with each
component having its own separate power supply and massive
numbers of tubes in each chassis and they sell for $6,500$14,000, depending on unit and options. By virtually all
accounts the Jupiter series lives up to its celestial name and
indeed challenges the state of the art in preamp design and
performance.
The challenge Jim White undertook with the Saturn series
components we’re looking at here was to approach the lofty
performance benchmarks established by the Jupiter series for
a fraction of the price in a pair of single-chassis designs. The
results are the Calypso line stage and Rhea phono stage,
which sell for $4,500 and $4,000, respectively. (The series also
includes the Janus, which is a line stage with integral phono for
$6500.) As you’ll find out these products pack an amazing
amount of build quality, features and performance into two gor-

Just to make sure
you’re tuned in,
remember as I
list Calypso’s
attributes that
this is a $4,000
line stage!
Calypso is a single-box tube line stage with a fully differential
circuit topology—single-ended signals are converted to balanced in the gain stage and remain balanced through the output. An additional conversion takes place when the singleended outputs are used. Balanced input signals stay balanced
from input to output. No global feedback is employed.
There are five inputs plus a tape monitor loop and two sets of
single-ended and balanced outputs per channel. Calypso uses
a solid-state power supply built with E&I core transformers
rather than toroids. There’s an inductor choke on the high voltage power supply to quench noise.
The input switching is solid-state with FETs while four tubes are
used in the gain and output amplification stages (Sovtek
12AX7s for gain and 6922s in the output/buffer stage). The volume control uses FET switches that switch discrete resistors
with 66 steps of 1dB. A bypass mode can be engaged easily
(two pushes of the bypass button within 5 seconds) on any
input to establish unity gain for surround processor pass
through. The remote is fully featured—in addition to engaging
the bypass mode you can invert phase, shut off the front panel
display and make input selection, mute the signal, and control
the volume and balance (balance is available only on the
remote).
On the tactile front, Calypso is heavy in the way that makes
you feel like you’ve really bought something substantial. It’s
pretty in a tough way with a brushed anodized aluminum chassis, which is non-ferrous and resists magnetic artifacts. But
Calypso is more than weighty. Every aspect of it that you’ll
touch has a rugged, substantial feel to it from the input connectors to the front panel buttons and the embossed A (for
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Aesthetix) logo. The “A” logo and the front panel are cut separately with a laser, and then the two pieces are pressed together. Pretty cool.
The front and back panels and bottom chassis are silver while
the top cover and side panels are black. Volume can be adjusted on the front panel by pressing either side of the blue LED
display, which I hadn’t seen before. The tubes require installation and, quite surprisingly, the top cover lifts off with a good
tug to separate the patches of what look like Velcro™ that hold
it to the chassis. I say the material looks like Velcro™ because
Aesthetix has informed me that it’s actually an “advanced polymer interlocking material.” Geez, even the stuff that looks like
Velcro™ is actually some high-grade “unobtanium” on these
things! Whatever it is, it works just like Velcro and so long as it
makes for a good and ridgid coupling (and Calypso’s performance suggests it does), I’m all for avoiding 30 access screws to
pop the cover.
As impressive as Calypso is outside, unlike most of today’s
supermodels it’s got inner beauty to match. (That’s actually
speculation on my part—I haven’t dated a supermodel in a long
time.)
According to Aesthetix, Calypso and Rhea both use power supply and dual-mono audio circuit designs derived from the
Jupiter series products. Opening the top cover you’ll see the
transformers are up at the front of the chassis in a stainless
steel can, and set behind them on either side are mirrored,
physically isolated circuit boards for the left and right channels.
High quality parts are contained throughout such as Neutrik
XLR connectors, Roederstein resistors, and WIMA capacitors
(the lit doesn’t brag about it but there are some Relcaps in
there too).
The board layout is clean and uncluttered in appearance, and
true to Aesthetix’s literature you don’t see much wire. The wire
that runs from the AC receptacle on the back panel to the can
with the transformers passes through a shielded conduit.
Overall, Calypso appears to offer a staggering amount of build
and parts quality for the money.
Now, there are two more features that set apart Calypso from
the other preamps we’ve reviewed here. Many preamps with
remote control, especially one as fully functioned as Calypso’s,
utilize a microprocessor to execute remote commands. As with
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Ayre’s K-5x, Calypso’s microprocessor is narcoleptic—it stays
in “sleep” mode, waking only to execute a command before
nodding off again so that it’s not constantly generating noise.
For additional noise reduction, the display can be shut down
via the front panel or remote.
More impressive is Calypso’s standby mode, which keeps all of
the solid-state circuits heated up and the capacitors charged
with higher voltage than is used in normal operation—apparently everything but the tube heaters and front panel display stays
up. This should dramatically reduce the time it takes for your
system to get up to speed when you turn it on and maximize
the tubes’ life span. That’s hot, and it’s something I’d sure like
to see in the products that cost 2 to 3 times Calypso’s price!
Last, but certainly not least, I should go into a little more detail
on the remote that ships with Calypso and Rhea. If you bought
both you’d have two remotes, but you only need one. The
diminutive remote is plastic—the build quality is incorporated
elsewhere, which is fine by me.
Three little buttons at the bottom switch its operation mode
from Calypso to Rhea, or even to Janus if that’s the way you’ve
gone. I found operating Calypso and Rhea with this single
remote a real snap, if not an outright treat. It even has direct
access to the input sources. If you’ve been even halfway
around the hi-fi block you know that high-end performance and
good ergonomics seldom meet. The Saturn series Aesthetix
gear is a refreshing step in another direction, and I’ve never
used anything that’s as complex in function yet simple to use.

Rhea Phono Stage
Rhea appears to
be a phono twin
of Calypso in
most ways.
From the outside looking
in, only a slightly different set of front panel buttons and rear
panel connections differentiate them. Rhea’s made from the
same chassis material, and finished in exactly the same strikingly attractive and heavy-duty fashion (including the spaceage polymer that looks and behaves like Velcro™).
Although all three of Rhea’s inputs are single-ended, signals
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are balanced in the gain stage and the audio circuitry from that
point on is differential (balanced) through the output so long as
one of the two balanced outputs is put to use. So, even with
single-ended inputs many of the advantages of a balanced circuit topology are still realized.
As with Calypso, Rhea uses zero global feedback. There are
two single-ended and two balanced outputs. Each input will
“remember” discrete gain and cartridge loading settings so you
can accommodate separate table/arm setups. Speaking of
which, there are seven gain settings for moving coil cartridges
in (mostly) 6dB increments from 38dB-75dB (off is the 8th
option). Nine cartridge loading settings are available: 75, 125,
250, and 500 ohms, as well as 1k, 2.5k, 5k, 10k, and 47k.

I’ve never used anything
that’s as complex in function
yet simple to use.
Rhea’s solid state power supply and dual-mono audio circuit
boards are also derived from the Jupiter series products, and,
although the power supply is solid-state, all gain and amplification is performed by tubes. Rhea uses more than twice as
many tubes as Calypso with a total of ten tubes for its three
amplification stages and output buffer stage (12AX7s for gain
and 6922s in the buffer stage). Rhea’s RIAA network is passive
with polypropylene caps and Roederstein resistors
In general, with Rhea you see the same board layout and high
quality parts you see in Calypso—only here, there’re more of
them. Rhea also includes the same nifty standby mode as
Calypso.
As mentioned above, the remote control and user interface are
outstanding. When Rhea’s remote mode is operational you can
switch inputs, mute the signal or switch load and gain settings
from the remote. This is just killer for dialing in the right cartridge loading value on the fly with familiar material. In addition
to all this, you can run Aesthetix’s renowned cartridge demagnetizer from the remote or front panel.
I have to say I was looking forward to taking Rhea for a spin
(literally!) after using a Linn Linto for over two years. The Linto
is a terrific phono stage that I’ve heard dump other phono

stages that cost multiples of its price. But it is rather rigid in
gain and loading configurations, which Rhea certainly isn’t.

Performance
Let me just say it: the Aesthetix gear is the stuff that throws off
the curve for everyone else. Calypso provides the kind of performance that you just won’t hear with anything else anywhere
near its price point, and it’s better than many things that cost
twice as much. In fact, it’s my opinion that of the preamps
reviewed in these pages only the VTL 7.5 eclipses the
Calypso’s overall performance.
Calypso doesn’t have quite the same level of see-through
transparency and layered dimensionality that the VTL 7.5 has,
nor does it have quite the jump factor or vividness in the
midrange that the ARC Ref 2 has. But Calypso comes shockingly close in overall performance to what’s accomplished by its
much pricier competitors.
Calypso has clarity and depth with focused, coherent images
layered from front to back with musicians occupying distinct
planes. Dynamics didn’t jump from the speakers so much as
they just flowed, rising and falling, waxing and waning in a startlingly natural fashion.
As with its more expensive brethren, Calypso could be turned
up louder, and will rock harder, without strain or congestion.
This preamp sounds closer to the neutrality of the VTL 7.5 than
any of the others auditioned, and has much of the harmonically
rich tube sound that’s undeniably right for me.
The big VTL is the only preamp in this survey that exceeded
Calypso’s inner detail and resolution of fine musical texture.
The Aesthetix isn’t quite as open and extended on top as the
big VTL or ARC preamps, but it extends very deep on the bottom with authority and no bloat whatsoever—just taut, articulate, detailed bass.
While Calypso doesn’t quite match the mid-bass speed of the
ARC, neither does it have that preamp’s slight leanness in that
area. I think you’re getting my drift by now. The $4,500
Aesthetix is not quite everything that the VTL 7.5 and ARC Ref
2MKII are, but it’s damned close for much less than half the
price. I believe that’s the definition of a benchmark and notice
that there’s a new sheriff in town.
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Aesthetix Calypso & Rhea
Rhea has many of the same sonic characteristics as Calypso,
which is to say it too is fabulous. Although you’ll hear a fair
amount of tube rush before the music starts, once you drop the
needle you hear detailed, dimensional sound with a black, quiet
background.
Rhea’s ability to layer and separate images on the stage is
extraordinary. An excellent example is found on the Classic LP
Come Away with Me by Norah Jones.
The last track on the record is The Nearness of You with Norah
singing at the piano. The piano is clearly out in front, with the
vocal layered in space behind it—just like it would be if she
were sitting behind the piano and singing to you in your room.
Excellent sense of depth, space and focus along with outstanding texture and shading with the vocal.
Tonally, while Rhea captures all instruments with veracity, I was
particularly struck with its rendition of piano. It showed just the
right amount of foundation and weight with light, airy and natural decay. Extension at the low end is authoritative and powerful, but also detailed and quick. Rhea seems just as neutral
and high in resolution as Calypso, and also has enough tube
life in it to let you connect to it. I love this phono stage.
Comparing Rhea with the Linn Linto is an interesting exercise.
The Linto is in some ways more spectacular as a result of lightness in the bass that emphasizes its rhythmic speed and
midrange clarity—and also makes the Linto seem like it’s got a
little more jump at times.

cal landscape. And Rhea is far more flexible in terms of inputs
and outputs, as well as loading and gain settings.
The Linto, good as it is, has fixed gain and loading, which may
be an issue depending on your current turntable setup, not to
mention potentially limiting some move you might want to make
with your LP playback in the future. Rhea can pretty much
accommodate any about-face you might make at any time and,
hey, for $4,500, it should!

Conclusion
The Aesthetix tandem is a lot more than a pair of “budget”
products. Calypso, in particular, sets a standard. I would rank
this preamp’s performance in this survey where I did regardless
of its price. That it costs only $4,500 is cause for celebration
among audiophiles. It’s not really a budget product at that price
by any stretch, but it simply performs far beyond the level you’d
expect in every way, including its ease of use and scope of features. Nothing I’ve seen is as ergonomically sound as the
Aesthetix gear.
Rhea’s in the same performance league, although it is expensive for a phono stage. But it has unsurpassed flexibility and
blends seamlessly with Calypso in your system, both components effortlessly controlled by a single remote. And it too is
simply beyond reproach in terms of pure performance. Jim
White may have done his job too well. Even his more expensive gear is looking like a hard sell in comparison to Calypso
and Rhea! APJ

I’m convinced that’s a bit of coloration, but it’s seductive to be
sure. Rhea sounds fuller and warmer, but not out of proportion—it just has a low end foundation and depth that the Linto
doesn’t. Rhea strikes me as more tonally balanced.
The Linto seems livelier on top, but also emphasizes surface
noise to a higher degree. On super quiet vinyl Linto’s quick and
punchy sound can be very appealing. On less pristine vinyl,
Rhea lets you get more of the music and fewer playback artifacts. The fact remains that these two phono stages are close
in overall quality on my Linn LP12 rig, in spite of a nearly 3:1
price difference.
Rhea is more expensive, and it does sound better to my ears,
always pulling me into its deeper and more dimensional musi-
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The Aesthetix Calypso and Rhea are among the most versatile
and aesthetically pleasing products in this group. The Calypso
not only looks beautiful, it is easy and convenient to use. It provides audio performance that rivals the most expensive components yet it costs comparatively little.
It’s difficult to criticize a product this good, but if pressed I’d
say that the Calypso may offer slightly less resolution of subtle
details than the more costly offerings in this group and it leans
ever-so-slightly towards the richer, darker (one could say more
musical) side of neutrality.
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ARC Reference 2MKII
The price of the Aesthetix Calypso line stage preamplifier will
undoubtedly rise above its current bargain basement cost of
just $4,500. At the current price this is a value leader but I
would still consider it to be a top performer at twice the cost.
The Rhea offers lifelike vinyl reproduction with very little tube
noise. The musical presentation and three-dimensional imaging
set it apart from the solid-state competition. The Rhea leans
slightly towards darkness and sounds rich and warm. It mates
well with a variety of line stages. We have reviewed only a few
phono stages but this is the best one auditioned so far. It’s not
cheap at $4,000 yet it provides accurate performance rivaling
prestige components that cost far more. APJ
Designed & Manufactured by:
Aesthetix Audio Corporation
12547 Sherman Way, Unit E
North Hollywood, CA 91605
Phone: 818 759 5556

Worldwide sales agent
Musical Surroundings Inc.
2625 Alcatraz Ave. Suite 501
Berkeley, CA 94705
Phone: 510 420 0379
www.musicalsurroundings.com

No survey of high-end preamps could be started, let alone considered complete, without Audio Research Corporation’s top
dog, which these days is the Reference 2MKII.
Audio Research has been one of the companies that matter in
hi-fi since 1970—the very year this reviewer was born (I’m not
sure if that says more about them or me, but there it is).
They’ve had far more hits than misses over the decades, and
anyone who knows which end of the plug goes into the wall will
tell you that ARC’s enviable stature in the industry has been
earned.
The Ref 2MKII uses tubes like ARC’s other Reference series
components. This latest iteration of the ARC flagship preamp is
priced at $9,995 MSRP, same as its predecessor.
Owners of the original Ref 2 can upgrade to MKII status for $2,995
and Ref 1 owners can step up to the big time for $4,995. The former
receive a two-year warranty extension while the latter get bumped
up for three years, and new tubes are included in both cases. When
you invest in ARC they invest in you too. Let’s talk about what the
consumer can expect as a return on that investment.

Getting to Know You
The Ref 2MKII
is a single-box
chassis with
integral
power
supply.
As for
appearance, the
newest Ref
2 is classic ARC, more than a little retro with industrial-looking
handles, cool-looking knobs and toggle switches. (I have a long
history admiring toggle switches. A buddy of mine once
installed toggle switches for the electrical controls of his ’73
Toyota LandCruiser, including the starter, and I thought that
was just too slick!) The top and sides of the chassis are vented
to let the tubes get as much air as possible and, as you can
imagine, it would be a good idea to give this thing plenty of
breathing room in the rack.
The Ref 2MKII shows up in a box with its eight vacuum tubes
packed in foam inside the front two boards of the chassis. The
toughest thing about getting the tubes in and firing it up is the
time it takes to get all the screws off the top cover, although it’s
likely your dealer would do that for you. The user manual’s
instructions are thorough and simple to execute.
While the Ref 1 used a solid-state power supply, the Ref 2MKII
is even more of a tube preamp—it uses tubes even in the
power supply. Changes to the Ref 2MKII are mostly to the
power supply and the analog input, driver/gain and output
stages.
According to ARC the input board and digital circuits are the
same as the Ref 2. Power regulation has been beefed up to
match the kind of dynamic response that ARC believes its analog circuitry is capable of delivering, and different toroids are
used. The solid-state input stage now uses JFETs, and the
gain/driver stage uses two 6H30 tubes, the Russian so-called
“Super Tube” that is also used in Balanced Audio Technology’s
VK-50SE and VK-51SE preamps, among others. Two more
6H30s are direct-coupled to the gain tubes to drive the output
stage.
The Ref 2MKII’s volume control is a digitally controlled chip-
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ARC Reference 2MKII
based solution with the resistors on the chip of differing values
100k and 10k. The former value resistor operates at higher volume levels, the latter at lower levels. The volume control features 125 steps of 0.5dB until the volume level gets down to
about -40dB, at which point the increments grow to 1 and then
2dB. Each channel uses four mono volume control chips—two
for each leg of a balanced signal, per channel, for a total of
eight chips for balanced stereo operation. The Ref 2MKII is
indeed fully differential, balanced from input to output.

their listening room and so was a well broken in unit. After just
a few hours of listening it was up and in its performance envelope.
The first things that are going to jump up and grab you about
the ARC are its incredibly vivid and lifelike midrange and striking dynamic contrast. No matter what the program material, the
ARC has that magic. It’s not a Conrad-Johnson style tube glow
by any stretch—that’s not ARC’s tube signature. It’s more of a
sheer vibrancy that makes vocalists in particular sound like
they’re standing right there in the room with you.

Features and Functions
The Ref 2MKII has eight inputs that can be used with either balanced or single-ended connections. One of those cool toggle
switches on the front panel switches between balanced or single-ended for the selected input and the Ref 2MKII remembers
which mode was last selected. One of the eight inputs is labeled
“Processor” and as the name suggests this input is configured
for unity gain so that the front channels of a surround processor/controller can be connected and the controller’s volume control is used. As you’ve read in this issue of the Journal, this is
critical for high-end music listeners interested in cobbling surround sound around their music playback rigs.
The aforementioned, cool-looking knobs are inset in the front
panel. The volume, balance, input and record source selection
controls all operate in the same fashion—crank them once in
either direction and you move in a single increment; hold them
down in either direction and you move continuously.
In addition to toggles for power on/off and balanced/singleended mode operation there are switches for inverting phase
and muting. Virtually all of these controls are also accessible
from the small, slim line remote. This fully-featured preamp is
very simple and straightforward to use.
The only feature I would like to see in a preamp at this price
that’s not here is a standby mode (the ARC is either all the way
on or off) like the one in Aesthetix’s Calypso that keeps the solidstate circuits heated up when not in use (only the tubes sleep).
This reduces warm-up time and also increases the tubes’
longevity. Aside from that, the ARC has everything.

Performance
The Ref 2MKII that ARC sent for audition had been in use in
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Once you’ve heard the Ref 2MKII’s midrange that could very
well be it for you—there may be no going back. Along with this
midrange resolution and allure, the dynamic snap and speed of
this preamp are also hard for the other products in its category
to match. While VTL’s 5.5 is the only preamp reviewed that
matched the ARC’s jump, it couldn’t resolve nearly as much
fine detail and musical texture.
Now, the midrange magic is undoubtedly the Ref 2MKII’s
strength, and paradoxically it’s the most controversial aspect of
its performance. None of the other preamps reviewed have the
Ref 2MKII’s splashy and spellbinding midrange magic. Does
ARC know something about midrange reproduction that none
of the other manufacturers know or is there a little Technicolor
in that frequency range? I think there might be some truth on
both sides of this question.
It does seem a little more human than human, if you get me. In
spite of the midrange’s grab-you-by-the-lapels vividness, I
never felt it push far enough forward to be bothersome, nor did
I detect any glare or grain. I never felt like any particular instruments or piano keys jumped out any farther than any other.
On the other hand, I did come to believe that, in comparison
with the other preamps I reviewed, the ARC is slightly leaner in
the bass, especially the mid-bass. Loads of speed and texture
make up for that, but I think there’s a possibility that the slightly
lighter bass makes the midrange and dynamics stand out just a
bit.
The treble doesn’t sound closed down at all in comparison, just
very airy and extended—very natural with cymbals and piano
decay that’s extremely engaging. If you enjoy listening to it as
much as I did (and I think you will) then who cares why?
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ARC SP16L
But there are other things going on here that I need to talk
about. In reviewing products that span the price spectrum from
$1,000 to $12,500, there are some things I noticed about what
you get when you spend more money for a preamp and the Ref
2MKII exemplifies some of these attributes.
The Ref 2MKII and some of the other more ambitious designs
have an ability to play loud, with contrast, without sounding
congested or any less refined. The Ref 2MKII can crank up
loud enough to do heavy rock or orchestra and it just holds
together in a way that the less expensive preamps can’t
approach.
There is also a difference between preamps like the Ref 2MKII
and the lower priced products in wringing the nth degree of
detail and spatial refinement out of the music. While the lower
priced preamps get the music right, the ARC gets much farther
into the recording space and draws out more nuance, texture
and shading.

Conclusion
Simply put, the ARC Ref 2MKII is a blast to listen to, and is
unquestionably a must listen for anyone shopping for a highend preamp. It holds its own with any preamp I’ve heard at any
price in virtually every regard and its combination of dynamics,
speed, texture, and vibrant life in the midrange is unparalleled.
More than anything, this is a preamp that will let you sit down
and listen to any kind of music—and get off on it—for hours on
end. The Ref 2MKII is another compelling product from ARC,
another product that matters. APJ

tures users are looking for, albeit in a more utilitarian and less
splashy fashion than its big brother, the Ref 2MKII.

Looks and Features
The SP16L
has a boxy
look to it with
none of the
retro-looking
knobs or toggles that
adorn other ARC gear. On the left side of the front panel is a
section housing a row of LEDs that indicate volume level, with
another row of LEDs above it showing the input source, as well
as indicating if the signal is muted, if the processor loop is
being used, or if mono playback has been selected. Next to
that section on the front panel is another with several black
buttons—power, mute, processor, and up and down for volume.
The SP16L is pretty light and the front panel buttons have a
plastic feel to them. Rogue Audio’s Magnum Ninety-Nine costs
a little more at $2,395, but has an aluminum chassis with solidfeeling knobs and an external power supply. All of the
$3k-and-up preamps feel more substantial as well.
The back panel reveals six single-ended inputs including a
processor input that’s set for unity gain. I don’t have to say at
this point how cool that is. There are two sets of main outputs
and one tape/record loop output, all single-ended. Hey, it’s a
single-ended preamp! The input connectors have the same
solid and substantial feel as those on the Ref 2MKII. The AC
cord is removable of course.
The remote control is a small wand and fully functioned
although there is no provision for inverting phase from the
remote or front panel. Can’t say I personally miss it—that’s not
a feature I use.

The SP16 is ARC’s answer for a cost effective, single-boxed,
tubed preamp solution available with a phono stage for $2,495
(SP16) or without for just $1,995 (SP16L).
The phono section is rated at 54dB gain, which is borderline
for a low output moving-coil cartridge like the Linn Arkiv I use,
so I stuck with the SP16L line stage-only version. In spite of its
diminutive price tag the SP16L delivers a full suite of the fea-

Inside
The SP16L uses a solid-state power supply and it’s all tubes
beyond that. The input/gain and output stages use 12AX7s—
three in the line stage only version, six for the phono version.
The volume control is a less sophisticated version of the Dallas
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ARC SP16L
chip solution used in the balanced Ref 2MKII—the resistors
that attenuate the signal are on the chips in both cases. There
are 70 precisely tracking steps of attenuation.

hear the notes themselves, but not so much of the fingers on
the strings. And let’s say Ray Brown plucks a big, fat, open
string—it doesn’t bloom and boom as much as it does on the
more expensive, higher resolution preamps.

Performance

Similarly, the SP16L doesn’t fully open up on top. Piano decay,
for example, sounds a little truncated and lacking in air. Now, all
of this is pretty much what one would expect from a preamp in
this price range. In other words, something has to give at $2K.

This review is quite literally a tale of two preamps. I reviewed
the initial SP16L and found a number of undesirable characteristics in its performance. It didn’t sound like a tube line stage—
it sounded very solid state, and in all the wrong ways.
It was very fast, very whitish, and had a very transistorlike
sound that is not what I think people expect when they buy a
tube line stage. It reminded me of a TV with the sharpness
cranked up too high. In all honesty, if I hadn’t installed the
tubes myself when the SP16L arrived I wouldn’t have believed
they were in there.
The soundstage was extremely compressed front to back, and
very flat. The expected family resemblance between it and the
Ref 2MKII simply wasn’t there. I described the initial review
sample’s sound as being like a diamond—almost transparent
and among the hardest substances known to man!
ARC was taken aback by my findings when they received my
review for fact-checking. They listened to the returned sample
and agreed that something was amiss, attributing what I heard
to the Electro Harmonix 12AX7s having gone bad. They
promptly sent a replacement with new tubes that did indeed
sound different, mitigating or eliminating many of the issues
cited with the first preamp.
The re-tubed SP16L is nowhere near as hard and white as the
first sample. It has a respectable semblance of depth in the
soundstage and good clarity overall.
Products in this price range simply aren’t going to be as truly
revealing and transparent as something like the Ref 2MKII, but
the SP16L provides an illusion of this clarity to a degree. Through
the midrange and the vocals the sound is still a bit dry for my
taste.
The bass is lean and quite taut, but fast and rhythmic as all
get-out. You may be so enthralled with this aspect of its performance that you won’t notice its lack of fine texture, inner
detail and extension. On an acoustic bass for example you’ll
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But you’d also expect from this description that a tube line
stage that’s rolled off on top and bottom would have a warm,
tubelike “midrangey” sound, but even with the new tubes that
isn’t the case. I wouldn’t describe this as “laid back” or “forgiving” under any circumstances. If the Ayre K-5x is a solid-state
preamp that some tube guys should look at, then the SP16L is
a tube preamp that some solid-state guys are going to love.
The plus side of these characteristics is that fans of this kind of
sound will get off on the speed and apparent clarity the SP16L
provides. And it is fast and surprisingly dynamic. If it were paired
with an amplifier—tube or otherwise—that was softer and forgiving in the midrange it could make rhythmically involving music
that you could tap your foot to with no apologies. The only
caveat I’d throw out there is that such a system would be one of
mutually beneficial coloration, so when and if you replace those
components you may want to replace both at the same time.

Conclusion
For just $2K ARC’s SP16L is as fully featured as one could
expect. Its sound is not a tube-lover’s sound in my opinion.
People who prefer its sonic characteristics will admire its clarity
and transient speed, while others might want to live with a
more relaxed and classic brand of tube sound in this price
range. I confess to being in this latter camp, but I encourage
you to listen for yourself and see if you agree. APJ

The ARC Reference 2MKII is an outstanding preamplifier. It is
characterized by a slightly lean yet rhythmically satisfying bass
and a minor emphasis, or “spotlight," on the midrange, particularly the vocal region. I won’t pretend to end the argument
about whether this vocal range clarity is an artifact. I suspect
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Ayre K-5x
that the ARC is slightly less transparent rather than slightly
better than the others, and some are likely to be enthralled by
the lifelike midrange presented by the ARC, whether it’s better
or just different. I liked it.
I agree completely with Shane’s assessment of the ARC
SP16L. The only characteristic shared between the SP16L and
the Reference 2MKII is the nameplate. I didn’t hear the second
review sample. APJ
Audio Research Corporation
3900 Annapolis Lane North, Plymouth, MN 55447-5447
Phone: 763 577 9700 www.audioresearch.com

Ayre’s Charlie Hansen isn’t the first product designer to tell me
that the greatest challenges in audio aren’t in the megabucks,
all-out assaults on the state of the art. Far trickier, it’s said, is
to design an audio component that challenges its pricier competitors in quality for a lot less money. Just how close can Ayre
get to the performance of their reference quality K-1x ($7,000$8,600) preamp for a mere $3,000? The answer to that question is the K-5x.

Design, Form and Function
The K-5x
is a fully
differential (balanced)
solidstate line stage preamp with remote control. Like the K-1x (and
per Ayre design philosophy) it incorporates no global feedback.
The chip-based, digitally controlled volume controls that are
common at this price point weren’t good enough for Hansen
and company, so the K-5x features a proprietary volume control
with FET switches that switch discrete metal-film resistors.
Hansen is extremely proud of the performance of this volume
control versus the off-the-shelf solutions that are available. It
sports 66 levels in 1dB increments.
Where the K-1x features a separate outboard power supply
and is built entirely with discrete circuits, the K-5x is a single

box (with a removable power cord) that relies on monolithic circuits in the signal path similar to those used in Ayre’s CX-7 CD
player and AX-7 integrated amp. The K-5x cannot be outfitted
with a phono section, and it’s no wonder—there’s no room in
the box! That sucker’s packed!
The K-5x has a cool looking silver aluminum case and, overall,
it matches the industrial-style CX-7 and AX-7. Good looking in
a spare way, the K-5x’s look is all business with one exception—the mystical touch of using celestial symbols instead of
names or numbers for input selection.
A row of buttons on the front panel features these lucky
charms: a star, a planet, a comet and a moon. Just above
these celestial input symbols is a display with blue characters.
A single knob for volume and a mute button are the only other
features on the front panel; the K-5x is on all the time so no
power button is needed.
The K-5x features two balanced and two single-ended inputs.
Outputs are also one each balanced and single-ended, in addition to a pair of single-ended tape loop outputs. Any input can
easily be set to Processor Pass-Through mode, which means
the input is set to unity gain, allowing the external source component to control the volume for that input. As the name indicates
this allows you to connect a surround sound controller/processor
to your hi-fi without the hassle of swapping wires.
As you’ll read elsewhere in this issue of APJ, it’s critical for
avid music listeners and audiophiles to have an alternative to
using a surround controller as a line stage. To set up an input
for Processor Pass-Through you simply unplug the K-5x for ten
seconds and then plug it back in while holding down the input
selector for the desired input. Now the K-5x’s display will show
“PP” when that input is selected.
According to Ayre the microprocessor that commands all of this
impressive functionality in the K-5x stays in “sleep” mode until
it receives a command, which it executes before returning to
sleep mode again to negate noise contamination from the
microprocessor.
The Ayre K-5x is fully featured, and yet it’s also easier to use
than just about any I’ve experienced. You can control everything from the remote, and its user interface is so clean and
simple I just don’t see how it could be any better.
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Ayre K-1x
Performance
The K-5x user manual states that it needs 100-500 hours of
music played through it before it breaks into its full performance envelope. While I found this to be true I’d also note that it
does make very good sound right out of the box. It sounds just
a hair cold and a little mechanical, maladies that disappear
after a few hundred hours are on it.
As for listening, the K-5x right away struck me in much the same
way as the other Ayre components I’ve heard. Sonically it’s very
much in tune with the house sound over at Ayre. I immediately
took notice of the detail I was hearing.
Right out of the gate I was somewhat stunned by how revealing
and detailed the K-5x is. It just doesn’t sound like a $3K preamp. As with other Ayre components, the background is velvety
black and quiet. Words like “purity” and “clarity” come to mind.
The focus is exceptionally sharp, and the soundstage has
depth and dimension. Is it a baby K-1x? Yes, I think you could
say that. The K-5x does many of the things that the K-1x does,
just not to the same degree.
The most noticeable areas of performance in which the K-5x
falls short compared to its big brother are that it doesn’t match
the K-1x’s staggering amount of dynamic contrast, nor does it
focus to quite the same razor-sharp degree, and its resolution
of inner detail isn’t up to the same level of “you are there”
transparency. And for $4-5K less, it damned well shouldn’t!
There are small criticizms. This preamp sounds killer and, like
the K-1x, it has as little of its own signature as I can imagine. In
other words, I couldn’t detect any nip or tuck from neutrality. This
thing just lets you hear the music and the components connected to it without imposing its own signature on the music. You can
absolutely plug this thing in and just dive into your record collection.

or defined. And the VTL 5.5 isn’t as quiet or refined as the
Ayre, but is in some ways more spectacular to listen to with its
light and airy tube glow.
The Ayre is more ergonomically refined than the VTL or the
Rogue, has a more sophisticated volume control, and it’s the
only preamp we looked at below $4K that’s fully balanced. The
Ayre K-5x is a very compelling package to be sure.

Conclusion
The Ayre K-5x is a killer preamp and a hell of a deal for $3K. Its
performance truly transcends its price point, making it the choice
for fans of solid-state sound at that price. I can unequivocally
state that you should NOT buy a solid-state preamp anywhere
near this price before looking up an Ayre dealer.
What’s more, the K-5x is so liquid and musical that those who prefer the less golden-sounding tube gear may want to give it a listen
to see if Ayre’s brand of solid-state sound is something they could
live with. My experience with preamps to date indicates that highend performance starts at $3K with the Ayre K-5x. APJ

I agree. This is where the high-end starts for solid-state preamplifiers. The K-5x sounds crisp and clear with lots of resolution
and it provides three-dimensional imaging that’s not often
encountered in solid-state components. It’s a very attractive
piece that’s easy and convenient to use. It’s made with high
quality parts like other Ayre products.
The K-5x compares favorably with any solid-state preamplifier,
except its big brother, the K-1x, which stands alone and establishes the performance standards for the class. Compare these
preamplifiers with any surround sound processor for an earopening experience. APJ

Comparing this product to the other preamps in its price range is
interesting fun. Although the ARC SP-16L is a tube preamp, it
sounds more solid-state than Ayre’s brand of solid-state! The Ayre
is far more liquid sounding and yet is noticeably more resolved.
By comparison, if the K-5x has a polar oposite, the Rogue
Audio Magnum Ninety-Nine is it—not as extended at the frequency extremes, not as spatially resolved or as dimensional
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In the course of my career in audio I have listened to many,
many solid-state preamplifiers, including those marketed primarily to the carriage trade with list prices that regular people like
us never actually pay. Although some were beautifully built—
and beautiful—I have been disappointed by the performance of
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Ayre K-1x
nearly all of them. Solid-state preamplifiers tend to deliver
music that has a slightly sterile sound and an image that is
somewhat two-dimensional. This sound may seem clear and
detailed to some but the results are often musically unsatisfying for me. The Ayre K-1x is an exception.

channel inputs and outputs are duplicated by those for the right
channel, and the left and right channel connector groups are
inverted to provide the shortest possible signal path internally.
There are 3 balanced, and 3 unbalanced inputs for each channel, with the optional phono stage input placed at Balanced 2.

The K-1x is an all-transistor component that offers all the clarity
of the best solid-state products along with exceptional dynamic
contrast and remarkably three-dimensional imaging. This
results in a more natural presentation that allows the listener to
become more involved with the music.

There are unbalanced tape-outs for each channel and a centrally located ground connector. There are two pairs of balanced outputs and one pair of single-ended outputs positioned
near the outer edges, at each side of the back panel.

Outside
The Ayre K-1x is sturdy
and functional in
appearance. The
inductor-filtered
power supply is
housed in a separate enclosure with a
removable power cord. This power supply enclosure is
attached to the main chassis with an umbilical cord that can be
disconnected only at the supply end.
The thick, nicely finished front panel of the main chassis is
rather spartan in appearance. The large volume control knob
sits in a milled recess towards the upper left. Two knobs,
roughly centered, are used to select the input and direct that
signal, or another, to the record outputs. You can listen to one
signal and record another at the same time if desired.
There are three indentations near the right side of the front
panel that contain the IR (infrared) receiver to accept the
remote control signals, a mute/operate switch, and an LED that
displays operational
status. There
is no power
switch. When
the power supply is plugged
in the circuit is hot. If
power is interrupted, there is a
delay to allow circuit stabilization.
The rear panel contains a mirror image of connectors. The left

With the exception of remote-controlled mute and volume, this
preamp is operated manually. There are no visible frills and no
mechanical gadgets to fail. This is high-end audio with few concessions to ergonomics.
The lack of fancy automation is likely to render a product that is
both quiet and bulletproof in operation, which is confirmed by
my personal experience.
The optional remote control is housed in an aluminum extrusion and there are few buttons. You can raise and lower the
volume and mute the output from the remote control. The input
must be manually selected and manually directed to the tape
outputs. I’m old-fashioned and this suits me fine.

Inside
The K-1x incorporates all the features that an audiophile could
imagine in a solid-state preamplifier, and implements these features with the finest parts available.
The power supply includes inductor-input filtering, and multiple
“Ayre Conditioners” (power-line RFI filters) are applied at
strategic points. The signal path is incredibly short and almost
no wire is used. Attenuation is accomplished by mechanical
switches with solid silver contacts that place precision resistors
in the signal path.
The preamplifier is a discrete, all-FET design with no negative
feedback and the attenuators utilize Shallco solid silver contact
switches. The signal path is remarkably short with all input and
output connectors, along with the active circuitry for the line stage,
placed on a single circuit board that is mounted near the back
panel. The circuit boards are made from special “high-speed”
material. The preamplifier features balanced circuitry throughout.
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Ayre K-1x
The dual-mono, balanced
phono boards (optional)
reside along the sides of
the enclosure and have
adjustable gain and
loading. Adjustments
are accomplished by
inserting precision resistors in sockets and tightening
setscrews, which firmly attach these components to the circuit
boards. It’s not convenient but it’s very effective.
You can select the exact amount of gain necessary to match
virtually any cartridge and that cartridge can be loaded with
exactly the impedance required for the best sound and damping. Many resistor values are furnished with the preamplifier
and you can add anything that you desire.
Much of the enclosure is filled with air that is interrupted only
by control shafts that run from the front panel knobs to the
switches located on the board at the back of the chassis. The
chassis is rather tall to accommodate the Shallco switches,
which are linked together by an ingenious system utilizing a
cogged belt and a stepper motor to facilitate exact level tracking and remote volume control.
The Shallco switches are solid silver contact mechanical
devices that act as stepped attenuators by selecting fixed, precision resistors to control volume. Four units are necessary to
provide attenuation on each leg of each channel in order to
provide completely balanced, dual-mono operation.
The mechanical arrangement is functional and beautiful and
represents a real engineering achievement, in my opinion.
When volume is adjusted, either manually or remotely, a slight
“clunk, clunk” sound announces your accomplishment. A real
man enjoys some audible confirmation.

Sound and Performance
I have used the Ayre K-1x as a reference preamplifier for about
two years. During that time it has performed flawlessly while
providing me with musical enjoyment and serving as a reference
tool and as the centerpiece for Audio Perfectionist seminars.
The sound from thispreamplifier is almost completely transparent with virtually no audible flaws. I’m a very experienced listener and I was unaware of any shortcomings and probably
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would be still if I had not directly compared this preamplifier to
state-of-the-art tube units that sell for about fifty percent more.
Among solid-state units there are none better and, in my experience, no all-transistor device sounds as good.
The K-1x is virtually free from additive coloration. It offers a
transparent window to the performance, which is presented with
dynamic authority and an excellent rendition of rhythm and pace.
SOTA tube products, which are usually somewhat less reliable
and generally cost much more, can provide slight but perceptible
improvements in the resolution of subtle details in the recording
along with a sense of greater extension at both frequency
extremes. That’s the only criticism that I can muster.

Conclusion
The K-1x is the finest solid-state preamplifier that I’ve heard. I
have lived with it as a reference component for an extended
period and I still have immense respect for it. You can pay a lot
more but you can’t buy a component that is made with better
parts and you can’t aspire to a transistor device that is quieter
or sounds better, in my humble opinion.
The optional phono stage in this preamplifier is the quietest and
most functional phono preamp that I’ve experienced. It has provisions for adjusting gain and loading, making it one of the most
adaptable phono stages available. Oh, and it sounds great, too.
Phono cartridges are inherently balanced and the Ayre phono
stage has completely balanced circuitry. You’ll have to alter
your phono cables slightly to take full advantage of this capability (see the Ayre web site), but you’ll probably be rewarded with
the blackest background and the widest dynamic range you’ve
ever heard from vinyl.
The line stage version of the K-1x costs $7,000 and the fullyloaded version that I have with the optional phono and remote
sells for $8,600. I’ve listened to products selling for triple the
price that can’t equal the performance of the Ayre K-1x. I never
thought I’d call a product that costs more than $8K a bargain
but that’s probably the best description for this audiophile component. It’s the best solid-state preamp I’ve ever heard and it’s
far from the most expensive. APJ
Ayre Acoustics
2300-B Central Ave., Boulder, CO 80301
Phone: 303 442 7300
www.ayre.com
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BAT VK-51SE

BAT is just seven years old as a company and yet they’ve
already created an enviable reputation with high-end enthusiasts in that relatively short period of time. Their product line is
ambitious, including source and amplification components
(both pre and power), vacuum tube and solid-state gear, as
well as multichannel power amplifiers with a statement digital
controller for surround sound on the way. But the reputation I
spoke of was created primarily by the company’s tube preamps
and power amps, and the subject of this review is the VK-51SE
line stage, BAT’s flagship preamp.
The “SE” in VK-51SE stands for “Special Edition” and is undoubtedly a statement product implementing designer Victor Khomenko’s
utmost philosophy on circuit design. It costs $8,500 without a
remote ($9,000 with) and is a line stage-only with no provision for a
phono stage. (BAT sells three stand-alone phono stages.)
Before I jump in, let me say that I’ve been using BAT’s preamps as
a reference for the last two-plus years, starting with the VK-50SE
then upgrading to the VK-51SE. This review will contrast the
improvements made in the new model, and another point that
shouldn’t be missed is that BAT offers upgrade paths throughout
their line to support those consumers who’ve supported BAT. VK50 and VK-50SE owners can send their units in for upgrades at
incremental costs.

Outside
The
styling
of the
VK51SE,
like a lot of BAT gear, is masculine by any standard if not quite
Krell-like in that regard. Very guy to be sure. The VK-51SE’s
styling changes what was a pretty plain black faceplate to a
more refined, very thick silver and black that I admire for reasons that have almost nothing to do with being a die-hard
Raiders fan.
The volume knob is silver, with a blue vacuum tube fluorescent
display that’s reputed to be less noisy. Below the display are buttons to select the five inputs. In addition to a power/standby button, users can access the menus, mute the signal, invert phase

and switch between mono and stereo operations. As you’ll read
later the VK-51SE is an exceptionally full-featured preamp, and
both the front panel and the remote harness its capabilities.
All of the VK-51SE inputs and outputs are balanced, so
adapters are necessary to accommodate single-ended sources.
I bought a few pairs from BAT at $90/pair, both for inputs and
for outputs.
There are five inputs, a tape output and two sets of main outputs. The AC cord is removable, although the VK-51SE ships
with a heavy duty job that is just fine.

Inside—Construction and Design
The VK-51SE
is built like a
tank with high
quality parts
like Vishay
resistors,
WIMA
capacitors,
and a
whole
slew of those custom-made oil-filled caps used in Six-Paks and
Super-Paks, which you’ll read more about below. There are lots
of parts, they are by name and repute high quality parts and,
really, this thing looks like it costs $9K.
It features a dual mono design with separate solid-state power
supplies with dedicated toroids for each channel. The transformers are way up in the front of the box to physically separate them from the audio circuits as much as possible.
The VK-51SE uses eight 6H30 “super tubes” in the input stage,
gain stage and output stage. By contrast, the VK-50 uses
twelve 6922s. Let’s compare some of the other differences
between the VK-50 and its two Special Edition successors, the
VK-50SE and VK-51SE.
In addition to using fewer 6H30s instead of more 6922s, the VK50SE added a “Six-Pak” of custom-made oil-filled capacitors to
the output stage, and a “Super-Pak” of the same capacitors to
the power supply, effectively doubling the energy storage of the
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BAT VK-51SE
VK-50. The VK-51SE goes farther still, swapping out the power
supply bypass caps with the custom oil-filled jobs, a switch
Khomenko and company found improves sonics even more
while increasing the capacitance to an eye-popping 350 joules.
BAT believes this translates directly to increasing the preamp’s
freedom from compression, and lack of strain at all volume levels across all frequencies. As you’ll read the VK-51SE certainly
has that, whether Six-Paks or Super-Paks are the reason. And
as you’ll read, dynamics isn’t the only place the VK-51SE outshines its predecessor.
Volume control on the VK-51SE is interesting and inventive
because Khomenko, like a lot of other designers, simply wasn’t
content to use an off-the-shelf solution.
A conundrum for a lot of designers is that chip volume control
solutions with resistors on the chip offer a lot of very precise
steps, which is desirable for obvious reasons, but is generally
considered to be sonically inferior. Yet you want to have that
kind of fine control, and remote control, but don’t want the signal going through a chip.
Khomenko’s solution is a shunt attenuator with a single resistor
(per phase) per channel in series with the signal path. A microprocessor uses analog switches that change the resistor’s
value, which determines how much signal passes through the
volume control and how much is attenuated by shunting, or
bleeding it off to ground. As a result the VK-51SE has 140 discrete steps of 0.5dB.

Features and Functions
The BAT is loaded with features, including a remarkable ability to
name inputs with a wide variety of characters including numbers
and hyphens. Any input can be set for unity gain making the integration of a digital controller for surround sound quite easy. You
can also configure a “maximum gain” setting for any input to protect the uninitiated from blasting the sound so loud as to damage
your gear. Come to think of it, that’s really to protect you.
The VK-51SE has a standby mode, but the tubes are heated
up too, which means their life is being used up to some degree
while it’s just idling. It comes up to speed quickly when it’s fired
up from standby, but the tubes’ longevity won’t be that of the
Calypso, which has the nifty standby that heats up everything
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except the tubes, which come up to speed fast anyway.
The optional remote (with which my unit is equipped) controls
all of the front panel functionality, and is heavy aluminum finished in matching black and gray. It’s as simple and easy to
use as can be, and I simply couldn’t ask for more.

Performance
I began my listening with the VK-50SE and the first striking
thing about it is that break-in takes a while. It sounded pretty
fat and opaque for several days, which BAT’s Geoff Poor had
conditioned me to expect. It took major leaps in transparency
and dynamic life as it approached 100 and 200 hours, respectively, and another leap somewhere in the vicinity of 300 hours
(I lost track by that point).
Normally I’m leery of manufacturers who tell me their gear only
sounds good after hundreds of hours, as that sometimes
means that’s when you’ve listened long enough to forget what
your reference gear sounds like. In the VK-50SE’s case, however, the improvements were distinct at each point in time and
made an impression. Beyond that point it settled into its performance envelope, and was always quick to come up to speed
unless unplugged or completely turned off for a time.
The VK-50SE was a very lush, full-bodied tubelike sound. The
low end was heavy, making things sound slightly slower in
pace, gauzy in the middle and a little soft on top. Things
sounded natural and accessible with a dense kind of image
focus that was really quite dimensional. Dynamically it could be
driven hard without losing its footing, and overall I would say it
was a fun preamp to listen to if just a hair on the dark side if
the rest of the system wasn’t very much on the open and transparent side.
The VK-51SE changes virtually everything about the sonic signature, and all for good. If you’ve got a VK-50 or a VK-50SE I
believe the upgrade is a no-brainer.
The VK-51SE is faster and much more transparent. Its sense
of rhythm and timing is especially improved, and gone is the
low end bloat that put some gauze in the midrange. The top is
more extended, and the overall picture is more revealing and
transparent. The VK-51SE is a substantially improved component over its predecessor.
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BAT VK-51SE
The positives held over from the previous incarnation are the
rich tonality, spooky image focus and density, all of which are
more prominent and exciting as a result of the improved airiness and clarity the VK-51SE imparts.
The VK-51SE, according to BAT, uses no global feedback in the
circuit topology, and it has enough cohesiveness and natural
image focus to suggest that’s true. Images are very much “there”
in space, and layered convincingly front-to-back on the soundstage. In fact, only the VTL 7.5 surpassed the VK-51SE in depth
and focused dimensionality by a small but discernible margin.
The VK-51SE is also a full-range preamp, with a very powerful
and extended low end. Bass is deep but articulate with involving texture. The VK-51SE renders acoustic bass with authority
and details, and drum kits are produced with punch and veracity. Listening to this preamp I was often floored by how each
skin in a drum kit had a distinctive texture, a sonic signature of
its own (old Fleetwood Mac records were great for that). To me
that says good speed in the bass and mid-bass. In any case,
the low end of this preamp is stirring, and it’s more likely that
your other gear will give out before it does.
As I’ve mentioned, one area in which the more expensive,
complex and ambitious preamps separate themselves is in
their ability to play louder without strain or grain, along with
their ability to maintain dynamic range no matter how hard
you’re already pushing. The VK-51SE will drive your system
(and I do mean drive it) to high volume levels and hold itself
together as gracefully as anything I’ve heard while doing so.
It’s an interesting phenomenon and I’m not sure what the
mechanism is. Is it distortion that gets amplified along with the
signal becoming audible at higher levels? Power supply? Who
knows? What I do know is that if you like to blast Metallica at
11 or like trying to reproduce the full measure of a symphony
orchestra’s sonic output, the VK-51SE is your huckleberry.
While I typically aim to do neither of those things with my system, I do occasionally let it fly with some heavy rock, and even
when I listen to small jazz ensembles I appreciate the dynamic
swing the VK-51SE has along with its ability to deliver delicacy
and inner detail at more realistic volume levels.
Comparatively speaking, the VK-51SE is right in there with the
upper echelon of the preamps reviewed in this issue. In my

review of this preamp for The Absolute Sound, I mentioned that
the Ayre K-1x has what I perceived to be slightly better dynamic contrast, but that I’ve consistently preferred the VK-51SE’s
accessibility and musicality, which lets me forget I’m listening to
a system and gets me more connected to the music.
I stand by that, and reiterate that this is a preamp that I could
live with, and indeed have lived with and made excellent sound
that I could turn on and listen to night after night. And what’s
more, it’s revealing enough that I’ve used it to determine the
sound quality of virtually all the audio components I’ve
reviewed for the last couple of years.
Perhaps the most interesting comparison, however, is with the
Audio Research Ref 2MKII, a preamp that’s very similar in
price and scope. How does the VK-51SE hold up against the
Old Guard of audiophilia? "Very well" is the short answer. I
don’t think the differences between these two products are
qualitative as much as matters of taste.
The VK-51SE is more full-bodied and more extended in the bottom end; the Ref 2MKII is leaner, a little more forward, and in
some ways more exciting. As noted in the ARC review, the Ref
2MKII has a more dynamic, engaging sound than just about anything out there, but part of that sound comes from a slightly lean
character that highlights the midrange just enough to emphasize
leading edge transients. It’s not that that’s false, just a little technicolor.
I think the VK-51SE images in a more cohesive, holographic
fashion. The Ref 2MKII, on the other hand, has more snap and
jump and is spooky-good with vocals, and is a bit airier and
more extended on top. You have to wait for the BAT to come to
you a little bit, while the ARC just jumps up and grabs you.
The BAT’s proponents would say the ARC is lean and whitish,
while the ARC’s proponents would say the BAT is dark. I think
that’s a less sophisticated way of describing how they both
sound and, as much of a cop-out as it is, I think there’s some
truth in both arguments. I could honestly live with either one,
and I encourage you to listen on your own and decide which
floats your boat.
The BAT has never so much as hiccupped during the entire time
I’ve used it. No glitches, no burps, no trouble of any kind for a
solitary second. No blown tubes, nothing but fun and great sound.
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Linn Linto
I’m not suggesting this isn’t true of the other products reviewed
here but, while the other products were used for a typically
short review period (three months or so), I’ve experienced the
BAT for a much longer period. If my experience is any indicator, this is a tube product with solid-state reliability.

Conclusion
The BAT VK-51SE is an excellent preamp by any measure. It
has grip and drive with dynamics that seemingly have no limit. I
know from experience that this is a preamp that I can listen to
day in and day out, and it’s a product that can connect you to
the music in a profound way. APJ

Outside
It’s a classic black box
with a steel chassis
and aluminum
top cover.
It weighs
just a few
pounds
with a black
power button on the front. On
the back panel there are two single-ended inputs and a singleended input with a ground. That’s it!

Inside

I felt that the VK-50 had compromised bass performance,
which seemed to slow the pace of the musicians and make it
more difficult to follow the rhythm of the music. I found this
characteristic to be unacceptable.
The VK-51SE is much improved in this regard. It’s an excellent
preamplifier with deep and focused imaging that many will find
to be completely gratifying. The BAT failed to provide complete
musical satisfaction for me. APJ
Balanced Audio Technology
26 Beethoven Dr., Wilmington, DE 19804
Phone: 302 999-8855 www.balanced.com

It’s no secret that Linn practically invented the concept of a
high-end turntable. To this day their LP12 is available as a thoroughly updated high-end table, and one of the LP playback
accessories
you can buy for use with it today is the $1,600
LINN
Linto phono stage.
Both Richard Hardesty and I have been using this mysterious
little black box with our LP12 rigs for the last few years. It’s still
available, and our experience with it indicates that it’s a product
you should know about and, ironically, one that we’d like to
know a little more about, as you’ll read.
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Wish I knew! As an unwise man (Sgt. Schultz) once said, “We
know nothing!” Richard contacted the people at Linn, who were
unwilling (or unable) to provide any information about how this
product actually works, referring us back to the owner’s manual.
Here’s what we know from that: Linto uses the Linn Brilliant
switch-mode power suppl; it has 64dB of gain; and the input
impedance (analogous to cartridge loading value in this case)
is 150 ohms. It’s made for moving-coil cartridges only.
The manual states that high amounts of feedback are bad, but
doesn’t really say if the Linto uses any or, if so, how much. It
also talks about typical cartridge loading networks being wasteful of signal power and noise-inducing, and says that the input
stage direct-couples the cartridge’s signal to the amplifying
transistors without discussing exactly how that’s done.
Inside the box there are two cans—one that obviously houses
the Brilliant power supply and another that’s placed over about
2/3 of the audio circuit board. But I don’t know what’s in there.

Performance
The Linto is a very “Linn-sounding” phono stage, which is to
say it’s got musical and rhythmic drive and rightness like you
can’t believe. It’s as detailed and lively as can be without veering into brightness. It throws a deep and wide soundstage with
exceptional focus, extending beyond the far sides of the speakers. Sound overall is very clean and musical, but also high in
resolution and revealing without losing sight of the musical
message in its resolving power.
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Rogue Audio Magnum Ninety-Nine
Although the Linto’s got an extended, airy and open top end, it
does tend to emphasize surface noise too. It’s tonally pretty
neutral with one exception: the bass is tucked back just enough
to let the midrange take on some extra speed and clarity. The
Linto is just plain exciting and fun to listen to and is exceptional
by any standard.
Comparing the Linto further with the Aesthetix piece, it’s clear
that Rhea has more natural and extended bass. Piano’s lower
registers have more natural weight and body with Rhea, which
suggests to me that it’s the truthful one in that regard. Rhea
isn’t quite as spectacular on top, but has more spatial dimension and focus and less propensity to emphasize audible surface noise. Rhea sounds a bit thicker and less exciting in some
ways, but overall I think it’s more truthful. While the Linn is liquid enough, tubes are a different story. That’s strictly a matter
of taste, of course.
I’ve lived with the Linto for a few years, and in that time I’ve
never enjoyed listening to music more, especially LPs played
through it. And the Rhea isn’t the only higher priced competitor
that the Linn has held its own with. An industry acquaintance
brought over a phono stage of high-end name and reputation
that is said to have once carried a retail price of nearly $6K.
This was not an apples-to-apples comparison—I don’t know
how the “Brand X” stage was configured with respect to its
loading network, or if it was even adjustable.
The listening was brief but, for what it’s worth, the Linto killed it
and danced on its grave. Even if I like the Rhea a bit more, the
Linn is damned good and it’s only $1,600. Non-Linn owners will
have to figure out if Linto’s rigid loading configuration works for
them, and if it does, and it’s what you can afford, you can buy a
Linto without looking back.

Conclusion
The Linn Linto at $1,600 is more than competitive with products
that cost substantially more. In some cases it will ruthlessly
expose the pretenders. It’s not the most flexible thing out there,
but if its configuration works in your system you’d better check
it out before you spend more. APJ

The Linto is quiet, dynamic and rhythmically involving. It leans
slightly towards the bright side and raises the prominence of surface noise a little. I have used this product as a benchmark and
compared
LINN it to prestige components at ridiculous prices. The Linn
always holds its own and often wins.
The Linto is best matched to preamplifiers with no tendency
towards brightness and cartridges that are suited to its unalterable
input impedance and gain. Works great with my Linn Arkiv. APJ
Linn Products Inc.
8787 Perimeter Park Blvd., Jacksonville, FL 32216
Phone: 904 645 5242 www.linninc.com

For the last two years
Rogue Audio has
been making sound
that stands
out at CES
and other
industry shows with
their Magnum Ninety-Nine
preamp and Zeus power amp—in
conjunction with Meadowlark loudspeakers and Acoustic Zen cables.
I was shocked to find out that the preamplifier at the front end
of these systems costs just $2,395 as a line stage, and just
$2,895 with an integral phono stage. This is a product that got
my attention, so just who are these self-proclaimed “Rogues”
of the audio industry?
Rogue Audio was founded in 1994 and, although it began
worldwide distribution as recently as 1999, it boasts a sales
network of over sixty dealers. Mark O’Brien is president, general manager and primary designer of all Rogue Audio electron-
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Rogue Audio Magnum Ninety-Nine
ics. Mark has a degree in science and an MBA as well.
All manufacturing is performed by “skilled technicians” right
here in the US of A. And Rogue is very upfront and focused on
the mission to design and build tube amplification products. No
solid-state components, no source components, no multichannel, just two-channel with tubes. And that’s pretty much right up
my alley, so let’s take a closer look.

Outside
The Magnum Ninety-Nine will get your attention right away—
you won’t find many two-box preamps at this price point. The
external box, connected by two umbilical cords, is the power
supply. The Ninety-Nine’s look is decidedly spartan, but heavy
with a very solid look and feel to the aluminum chassis and
buttons that adorn the front panel.
You won’t mistake the Magnum Ninety-Nine for a toy by any
stretch. It’s much more substantial than the ARC SP16L, which
is plastic in feel and weighs almost 1/3 what the Rogue does.
And Rogue throws in some machined arches for aesthetic effect.
All of the Rogue’s ins and outs are single-ended—five inputs,
plus a record loop and a single set of outputs. On the front
panel you’ll see a trio of knobs smack in the center of the unit.
The largest middle knob is volume, flanked on one side by a
gain adjuster and an input source selector on the other side.
Complementing the power button are push-ins for mute, record
loop, and mono operation.

caps from Germany. And according to Rogue, silver wiring is
used throughout. Another point of interest is that the Magnum
Ninety-Nine utilizes a zero global feedback design.
There are two significant options that can be purchased with
this preamp. The first is a unity gain home theater bypass circuit that can be ordered for just $75. That’s a no-brainer if
there ever was one. In addition, Rogue offers “new old stock”
RCA and Sylvania tubes that can be purchased at the same
time with the preamp for $100 for a set of four, or later for
$150. I enjoyed the sound of those tubes enough to recommend this option as well.

Performance
The stock Magnum Ninety-Nine, with its Electro Harmonix
tubes, has a retro, chewy brand of tube sound that could be
considered ”classic” tubes. In other words, there’s a lot of
midrange with little extension at the top or bottom. It sounded
musical as hell, but certainly soft and round.
Swapping out the Electro Harmonix tubes for the Sylvanias
opened up the top end quite a bit, but also resulted in a
midrange character that I found a little on the dry side with flat
perspective front to back. It was preferable, but still not quite
where I wanted to be. With the RCA tubes the Magnum NinetyNine sounds much more to my liking with the added sparkle
increasing top end air but also adding some depth to the
soundstage without any of the slightly dry, granular sound I
heard with the Sylvanias.

The look and overall feel of this preamp is very straight-ahead
and businesslike. Keeping with that theme, the silver aluminumfinished remote is volume control only. At this price point it
seems that there’s a choice to be made between convenience
features and functions and trying to eke out as much performance as you can, and Rogue, as their outsider company name
suggests, has taken the latter road, and good for them!

The fact that you can change out the tubes to tailor the sound
of the Magnum Ninety-Nine is kind of cool for a hobbyist. Once
the RCAs are in, its ability to focus at the sides of the soundstage is strong, and the front-to-back depth and layering are
improved as well, to a degree that’s very respectable, if not
quite the equal of the more expensive preamps. The bass is
still full and round, and not the last word in extension, but
midrange in particular takes on a new and more vibrant life.

Inside

Images are solid, focused and dimensional—that’s this preamp's strength, and a trait that speaks to me a lot. The sound is
well integrated and coherent, and the dynamics are very punchy
and authoritative. At this price point there are compromises that
must be made, but Rogue has made the choices shrewdly. This
preamp is eminently listenable, with none of the analytical col-

The outboard power supply is solid-state using a toroidal transformer. The stock Ninety-Nine’s input stage and gain stages are
populated by four electro-harmonix 6SN7 tubes. The volume
control is an Alps pot, and other high quality parts used in the
Ninety-Nine include Vishay resistors, and Mundorf coupling
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orations that impose on the sound of the SP16L or Emmeline.
Vocals sound wonderful, if perhaps just a hair warm, and this
preamp is very easy to listen to. If there’s any issue with it, it’s
that you’ll probably find yourself mating this preamp with components that are a little light on bass to maintain the airiness
the RCA tubes impart. You definitely wouldn’t want to mate it
with anything that’s warm or has a big bottom itself, because
that would surely close things down some.
I’ve already given some indication of how the Rogue’s performance compares to the SP16L, but let’s talk about how it compares to the other preamps here. First, listening to the Rogue
on its own, you’ll want for very little. When directly compared to
the Ayre K-5x and the VTL 5.5, the Rogue sounds a little rolledoff on top, with less extension at the low end. In the midrange
the Rogue holds its own.

money to get better performance, making this preamp a very
solid value and a great place to start your journey into hi-fi. APJ

The Rogue preamp is very sensitive to the type of vacuum
tubes that are installed. It is furnished with tubes that provide
classic tube sound, reminiscent of the Audible Illusions products of the 1980s. The optional tubes move the sound substantially towards greater accuracy but the Rogue still sounds
slightly more “tubey” than neutral.
The Rogue preamp could effectively soften a system using an
amplifier tending to sound slightly sterile, like an ATI or
Bryston. APJ

The VTL is a bit more vibrant, and has a little more snap, but
then the VTL has more of that than even the more expensive
preamps, and it costs a full $1,000 more than the Rogue with
the RCA tubes. There’s no shame in that whatsoever. The Ayre
is just a different animal. It’s more ergonomically refined than
the VTL or the Rogue, and it is an excellent solid-state preamp.
Your preference in that regard is likely to come down to your
response to tubes versus solid-state—the Rogue and the Ayre
are both solid performing examples of each school of design.
If subjected to torture I’d admit that the Ayre has more overall
transparency, but I’d also say there are listeners who’d rather
live with the Rogue’s inviting and natural tube sound.

Conclusion
The Rogue Audio Magnum Ninety-Nine is an unqualified recommendation at $2,495 with the RCA tubes, which is to say I’m
not quite as sold at $2,395 with the stock Electro Harmonix
tubes.
The “retro” tube sound I heard in the base configuration softens
things up enough that my chief concern would be that you’d
need to mate it with an amp that’s colored in the other direction—lean and rather mean.
Rogue spent the money wisely on this preamp—it’s in rugged
construction quality and in components and design choices that
enhance sound quality. Even at $2,495 you'd have to spend more

Rogue Audio Inc,
2827 Avery Rd., Slatington, PA 18080
Phone: 570 992 9901 www.rogueaudio.com

I actually hadn’t heard of this gear until Dick informed me that
it had been acquired for review in the Journal. Since I’m the
review guy, I said, Sure, send it on over!
All I knew going in was that these were products sold direct on
the internet, and that they retailed for somewhere in the neighborhood of $1K each ($995 for the CA-2 and $1,050 for the

XR-2). When the box from Dick arrived I found four black boxes
from Ray Samuels inside—both the CA-2 and XR-2 come with
separate dedicated power supplies. In both cases it’s the
Emmeline power supply, which is also sold separately as an
aftermarket device for $325. So, what can $2K buy you in a line
stage/phono stage combo?
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Outside
Not a lot to report here, just small black boxes. The CA-2 has
two single-ended inputs, a ground, and one single-ended output. The front panel has a single button that switches between
the two inputs and a volume knob. The XR-2 phono stage has
one single-ended input with a ground and a single-ended output. No remote control here, this ain’t a frills product.

Inside
The CA-2 and XR-2 are both built on Analog Devices’ AD 797
IC op amps. All the connectors appear to be of high quality
and, according to Samuels’ web site, all the components are
soldered by hand. The CA-2’s quality parts lineup includes
strict tolerance (1%) film resistors, polypropylene caps and
both the CA-2 and XR-2 use mil spec PC boards. Obviously
the power supply and all gain devices are solid-state.
The Emmeline power supply uses a toroid with separate windings and bridge rectifiers for each channel. RIAA is implemented
with active circuitry and the CA-2 uses a Noble pot for volume
control. One thing is for sure, this is a very short and simple signal path without a lot of places for things to get tripped up.
The XR-2 has virtually no controls or knobs, but there is some
hidden flexibility. Opening the box and flipping some DIP
switches allows a slick and easy change of cartridge loading to
any of the following settings: 47k, 470 ohm, 100 ohm, 80 ohm,
50 ohm, and 30 ohm. If you’re a real fancy pants there’s an
open socket for a resistor of your desired value.

Performance
I started with the XR-2 phono stage with my Linn LP12 rig. I
had recently installed Linn’s new Akiva cartridge in place of the
Arkiv I’ve been using for the last two or three years.
I’d determined that the 250 ohm setting worked best with the
Aesthetix Rhea, and I started with the loading at 470 ohms with
the XR-2 only to find it a little hot and flat. It sounded whitish in
tone and lacking in dimensionality, so I moved to the 100 ohm
setting, which remedied those issues right away, increasing
front-to-back depth and mellowing out the sound a bit.
The XR-2 performance is very good overall, and gives up surprisingly little in comparison to the Linn Linto that’s my refer-
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ence. It’s very quiet both in terms of background and surface
noise, and has a very fast sound. Extension at the frequency
extremes is very good and the deep bass is especially robust.
Although the deepest low end is big and heavy, the mid-bass is a
little lean and/or the midrange is just a little on the forward side.
The lower notes of a piano, for instance, sound just a little light in
foundation in spite of the impression made by the low bass.
Overall resolution is solid, and the soundstage has good frontto-back depth and focus at the sides. My biggest issue with the
XR-2 is that its sound is just slightly cold and not as musically
gripping compared to the Linn Linto. Images aren’t as dimensional, and the players aren’t quite as focused and separated
on the stage.
So, the Linn Linto is better, but at $1,600 is it $600 better?
Actually, yes, although I think that says more about the Linto than
the XR-2. The Linto more than holds its own against competitors
that cost several times its already higher price tag, and is truly a
product that transcends its price point by a good distance.
The XR-2 isn’t quite as quiet with good vinyl, but the Linn
emphasizes surface noise more and is more open and extended on top. On top of that the Linn is simply second to none at
communicating the emotion of the music. Relatively small nits,
but significant improvements in all for $600. Nevertheless, if
$1K is your price cap, the XR-2 is a very solid choice.
At first pass the CA-2 line stage gets your attention. It has a
tonal signature that’s very similar to the XR-2, which is to say
respectable, but with a couple of key differences.
First, the low end is leaner in comparison, but sounds just
about right to me, although it slightly emphasizes the dry character in the midrange. Recordings that are lean already can
sound downright bleached of tonal color. The CA-2’s only other
apparent coloration is a top end that’s just a little reticent.
Piano decay and cymbal splashes sound a little truncated with
less air than I’m used to from more expensive products.
This isn’t surprising—the other preamp I’ve reviewed in this price
range, the Parasound Halo P3 ($800), had similar characteristics. The key difference is that the Parasound had a fat bottom
end that warmed up the midrange just a little bit. But it too rolled
off on top and didn’t quite open up like you’d ultimately want.
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Where the Emmeline falls short of my memory of the Parasound
is that it displays more of the same analytical character I heard
in the XR-2, along with imaging that’s just not coherent and
focused in space. Piano notes and fundamentals sound disassociated in an unnatural way. Soundstage width and depth are
fine, but the instruments and vocalists themselves just aren’t
cohesive in a convincing fashion.
And then there’s this. My memory indicates that the Emmeline
and Parasound Halo P3 are quite comparable in sound quality.
The Halo costs less, and is decked out with some features that
matter, including six sets of inputs and remote control. In this
case I don’t feel like you get more buying direct.

Conclusion
The Ray Samuels Audio Emmeline XR-2 and CA-2 are both
solid performers. In both cases competing products from established manufacturers with traditional dealer networks standing
behind them are right in there with them, and beyond them in
some key aspects of performance.
The XR-2 stands on its own even in light of such a comparison
and can be recommended at $1,000. The CA-2 sounds a little
too much like op amps in a box for my taste. Most of its sonic
characteristics sound fine taken into account separately, but
that’s part of the problem. The pieces of the musical puzzle
never quite fall into a musical whole enough to make me forget
the gear and get emotionally involved. APJ

The CA-2 is a bare-bones preamp that costs little and performs
well for the money. The XR-2 is a very good phono stage that
costs very little. The Linto is better, features discrete components and costs very little more. APJ
Ray Samuels Audio
8005 Keeler Ave., Skokie, IL 60076
www.raysamuelsaudio.com

The first in VTL’s new “Reference” line of products, the VTL 7.5
is a preamp I’ve had an eye on since I saw a preproduction
model with a clear plastic lid at CES a couple of years back.
Looking inside and learning how the 7.5 is made, it’s hard not
to let the gear head side of me take over. The proof is always
in the listening, but knowing that a piece is clearly a smart run
on the state of the art gives me a charge.
At a hefty $12,500 with no phono stage, the 7.5 is a two-box
hybrid design that uses mostly solid-state components and just
two tubes in the gain stage to provide what VTL refers to as
“harmonic opulence.”
This preamp keeps all the “dirty” (read noisy) stuff, like the control microprocessor and power supply, in a separate box from
the audio circuits. As you’ll read below you’ll also get as feature-laden a preamp as there is out there. The very idea of
reviewing a component like the VTL 7.5 is an opiate to a
reviewer like me.

The Two Boxes
First, don’t stack
the 7.5’s two
boxes—they
need ventilation.
Make room
for them
somehow,
some way. The smaller of the two boxes that comprise the 7.5
is the control box with the display and volume control knob and
buttons on the outside. In addition to selections for input
sources, tape and processor loops, there are also buttons for
inverting phase, balance and muting. The mute button also
doubles when held down to disable an unused input entirely.
The solid-state power supply and control electronics are on the
inside of this box, with two toroids that look like they’d be just
as comfy in a power amplifier. An umbilical carries power to the
audio circuit box, and two control cables, one for each channel,
with SCSI (physical) interfaces carry control signals that switch
inputs and shift relays that switch discrete resistors for the volume controls of each channel. Only two relays and two resis-
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tors per phase, per channel, are in signal path at all times.
The audio box is fully balanced from input to output in a mirrored, dual-mono topology. There are four labeled inputs and
two tape loops and two sets of outputs, all with balanced and
single-ended connections. The only tubes in the box are two
12AX7s used in the input/gain stage, which is direct-coupled to
a MOSFET output/buffer stage. This makes for longer tube life
and less expense when they do finally need replacement—very
user-friendly, as the VTL motto says.
The output stage employs high-output MOSFETs creating superlow output impedance (rated at 25 ohms with a maximum of 150
ohms at 10Hz) making it a match for virtually any amplifier or
cable run imaginable. The volume control has 95 steps of
approximately 0.7dB performed by discrete relay attenuators.
The overall topology is short and simple, with a very low 1.5dB
of negative global feedback.
As you’d expect with a product of this caliber, the parts and
construction quality are rock solid and of the highest order. The
only thing I’d interject, although I feel bad about mentioning
something so seemingly superficial, is that for this amount of
money some consumers might expect a little more tactile sensation on the fit & finish front. Although the 7.5’s two boxes are
finely finished in aluminum (especially in black), at least one
big, bitchin volume knob would be good—the 7.5’s volume control is pretty much a nondescript dial.

Features and Functions
The VTL 7.5 is incredibly well thought out and is one of the
most versatile products I’ve ever encountered in any category.
For starters, VTL is clearly aware that two-channel audio isn’t
the only game in town and that many listeners (like me) have
built, or may want to build, a home theater system around their
music playback rigs. The 7.5 is ready. Any of its inputs can be
configured for unity gain for processor pass-through.
There are four programmable trigger outputs for amplifiers,
controllers, screens, et cetera. And, on top of that, the remote
commands have been designed to operate in a discrete fashion
for each command—separate on and off commands instead of
a single button that switches between the two states, for example—so that the 7.5 fits right into a Crestron/AMX-style automated control system.
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Beyond that, holding down any of the input selection buttons
on the front panel switches that input between balanced and
single-ended operation and, of course, the 7.5 remembers the
selection. An LED at each input glows blue for balanced and
green for single-ended. Additionally, holding down the mute
button with a particular input selected will disable the input, and
holding down the input and the mute button will reenable.
Volume offsets can be established to compensate for varying
gain levels between source components with a simple combination of button pushes, and another combination of button
pushes can lock out the programming features so you don’t
walk into your listening room one day to find that someone’s
messed with your setup once you have it all dialed in.
The 7.5’s remote is a heavy aluminum job and the only issue I
have with it is that the buttons are all the same color and size
and the font explaining each button’s function is tiny black
scrawl. Beyond that, all of the inputs can be directly accessed
and, in addition to balance, mute, and phase inversion, there is
a “fade” button that gently drops the volume down from its current level to 20dB. Also, a “soft” start-up sequence fires up the
7.5 over 90 seconds with a countdown on the front panel displayed for the duration. Among other things, this is supposed to
be easier on the tubes for increased longevity.

Performance
The 7.5 has more neutrality, clarity, and inner detail than I’ve
ever heard from any preamplifier component. It’s free of distortion and color of any kind and yet is so relaxed and at ease
with the way it goes about its business that you almost take it
for granted.
When I had the 7.5 in my system it simply wasn’t making the
impression on me in the same way that the ARC or even the little VTL 5.5 were. I kept noticing astonishing little pockets of
detail and things that weren’t quite apparent with any of the
other preamps, but it’s so completely neutral that none of these
things hit me over the head. And hey, sometimes reviewers
need a product to stand and wave its hands in the air and say,
“Look at me.” The 7.5 doesn’t do that. It’s confident waiting for
you to figure out how damned good it is.
The first thing that started creeping up on me is the sheer delicacy of its resolving power. Details are so remarkably free of
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any form of grain or glare or anything resembling stridence. It’s
completely nonmechanical and antithetical of any form of “hi-fi”
sound. It’s smooth, clear and easy, and yet you can look more
deeply into the music, which hangs together in between and
around the speakers (never at them) in an entirely convincing
fashion.
Spatially, none of the other preamps reviewed here were in its
league. The 7.5 pushed vocals and instruments way back in
the soundstage, with layers of music in between in clearly
delineated spatial planes. Musical events were focused in
space in a more precise and holographic manner than any of
the other preamps could deliver.
While what’s been said already applies mostly to the midrange,
let me assure you that extension at both frequency extremes is
nothing short of remarkable. It’s unbelievably clean in both
directions and it just keeps on going. Piano keys and cymbals
splash and light up the soundstage, and then the decay just
floats onward and upward naturally and convincingly.
With the deepest bass the 7.5 seemed to have an extra octave
of extension that the other preamps didn’t. And yet, it was clear
that this was not an emphasis of any kind, just clear authoritative and articulate bass that will go down as far as your speakers allow.
Most of these revelations came to me only after the 7.5 had
gone and I was left wondering if the music had gone with it!
Listening to the other preamps in the 7.5’s wake made them
sound woolly and colored in comparison, and altogether less
refined. The 7.5 is a remarkable piece, lacking only in the
dynamic contrast and authority that the ARC and the little VTL
(!) have in spades. I can’t find a reason why this would be,
especially since the VTL 7.5 had as black a background as I’ve
heard—I mean pitch black and lined with plush luxuriant velvet.
Since the 7.5 was still coming into its own when it had to leave
I was left wondering if that swing might have been a week or
two away in break-in. It’s hard to imagine that the bigger, outboard power supply of the 7.5 couldn’t match its little brother’s
dynamics and I hope to follow up on that aspect of its performance in a future issue.

Conclusion
Simply put, the VTL 7.5 is the finest preamplifier I’ve heard. It

sounds exactly like what it’s intended to be: the ultimate combination of the noise-free clarity and focus of solid-state, with just
enough tube sound to impart some of the vividness, life and
musicality that will keep you listening for hours on end.
As if all that weren’t enough, the 7.5 is the most fully-featured
preamp I’ve seen, with extraordinary capability for assimilation
into the most complex music/cinema systems. The VTL 7.5 is
the pinnacle of technical innovation and performance in preamplifiers. APJ

Vacuum Tube Logic’s tag line is “Making Tubes User-Friendly”
and their $3,500 attempt at doing just that is the TL5.5 line
stage. This tube preamp has six inputs, one of which is a
phono input that can be configured with an integral phono
stage for an additional $750. As you’ve read, we were fairly
wowed with the big VTL preamp, which appears to have put its
stamp on the state of the art. So, how’s the little brother?

Outside
Good looks aren’t what you get for the dough you throw down
on a VTL 5.5. Its look is decidedly retro, and is utilitarian even
by that standard. On the other hand, the performance-oriented
among you will be stoked that what’s inside is what you’ve paid
for. There are three large knobs for input source selection, balance and volume, in addition to some toggle switches that
switch in the tape and surround processor loops, and another
double-duty toggle with a status LED that inverts phase and
mutes the preamp.
The 5.5 has five line level inputs, plus a unity gain processor
pass-through input, a tape loop in/out, and an input for the
optional phono stage with a ground (all single-ended). There
are two sets of single-ended outputs and a single pair of balanced outputs. And, of course, the AC cord is removable.

Inside
The 5.5 is a dual-mono design with two surprisingly large
toroids in its solid-state power supply. There are six tubes
inside the 5.5. The input stage runs directly to two 12AX7
tubes, which are the first differential gain stage. The two other
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pairs of tubes are output to the differential buffer
stage—
one tube
for each
leg of the
signal for the left
and right channel so it has a
balanced output section.
When phase is inverted, different tubes are selected, and when
you use the single-ended outputs just one signal leg per channel
is selected. The volume control is a continuously variable, lasertrimmed, motorized pot by Alps. Although much of the circuitry in
the 5.5 is balanced, the inputs aren’t and the primary reason is
that the 5.5 would have to be much more expensive in order to
have a properly matched, fully differential volume control.
Another thing you’ll notice in the 5.5 is the expanse of real
estate along one side of the box. That’s for the $750 optional
phono stage, which adds six more tubes of its own to the box.
Two of the tubes are used for left and right channel gain for
moving coil cartridges, and two others are used for l/r channel
gain for moving magnet cartridges. The RIAA network is active
with a feedback loop varying gain at different frequencies. The
final two tubes feed the buffer stage and the phono stage as a
whole shares the 5.5’s main power supply.
The 5.5’s remote control has volume, mute and phase inversion but not input selection or selection of the tape or surround
processor loops. Those must be addressed on the front panel.
Further, with a continuously variable pot volume control, fine
volume adjustments from the remote are difficult to make. But
what the 5.5 lacks in convenience it makes up for in pure performance, as you’re about to find out.

Performance—The Life of the Party
The first thing that quite literally jumped out at me with the VTL
5.5 is that it has dynamic swing and contrast up the wazoo.
The bass is big and robust without bloat, and the midrange is
full and rich with a very airy and lively form of tube life. It has
air and transparency up top and is a driving force of musical
intensity and, well, fun!
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This preamp had me pulling out my records one after another.
Not audiophile records to dissect and discern what it was doing
and what it wasn’t doing, just records of stuff I like, old and
new, all genres. All the adjectives I can come up with revolve
around snap, crackle and pop, as well as musical bloom and
life. The music erupts to life with authority and shocking
amounts of texture.
All the 5.5 gives up to the big boys that cost 2 to 3 times more
are small amounts of microdetail, a diopter of spatial focus and
image holography, and greater ability to play louder without strain.
The 5.5 is a little rough around the edges when it’s pushed hard.
You’ll hear just a bit more musical expression and articulation in
an A/B, head-to-head with one of the big boys but that’s about it.
And the system in which you perform this comparison must be at
the very tiptop of its game to reveal these differences.
Unless you’ve got something right next to the 5.5 that goes to
the nth degree, you’re going to be too damned busy listening to
music to worry about any of that. It’s spatially defined, especially front-to-back, and the soundstage is expansive. This thing is
just right on the money. And I mean that. This isn’t a good,
entry-level preamp, it’s a damned good preamp, period.
As the review period was coming to a close, VTL sent over a
5.5 outfitted with the optional $750 phono stage. The loading
was fixed at 750 ohms, and was used with my Linn LP12 table,
and Linn’s Akiva cartridge which has a specified output of
0.4mv. The 5.5’s phono stage seemed to have very high gain.
A fair amount of “tube rush” was audible, and while it diminished
significantly once the needle was dropped onto a record it didn’t
disappear entirely. The solid-state Linn Linto was dead quiet in
comparison, and the much more expensive ($4K) Aesthetix
Rhea, which also uses tubes, was also much quieter through
the 5.5’s line stage than was the 5.5’s integral phono stage. The
Rhea’s tube noise disappeared completely once a record began
playing, where the 5.5’s phono seemed to let more noise
through during quieter passages than I wanted to hear.
Beyond that, the integral phono sounded like the 5.5, which is
to say airy, lively, and fun, through the midrange and on top,
with snap and musicality to spare. The bottom end is a bit
bloated and lacking in articulation.
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What Did We Learn Today?
The 5.5 didn’t quite come to life with its own phono stage the
way it did with the Linto, which is lighter in the bottom but also
more articulate and fast. There is definitely a good degree of
that vivid tube sound that I like so much in the 5.5 with other
sources, and perhaps enough to recommend the integral phono
at an additional $750. I found more magic pairing the 5.5 with
the Linto at $1,600, so in that case you do get a little more for
the extra bucks, in my opinion.

Conclusion
Except for Ayre’s K-1x, there isn’t a single preamp I’ve listened
to that beats the VTL 5.5 for apparent dynamic swing and
impact. Its only rival is the ARC Ref 2MKII, which costs nearly
three times as much.

The VTL 5.5 was perhaps the most musically satisfying preamplifier in this group. It couldn’t be singled out as the most
detailed and revealing. It didn’t have the most up-to-date cosmetics or the newest remote control features. It lacked balanced inputs and it used a motorized pot for attenuation. But
the VTL 5.5 reached out and grabbed me by the soul and
implored me to simply sit back and enjoy the music.
This is perhaps one of the most enjoyable preamplifiers ever,
regardless of cost. It gets the music right and faithfully follows
the rhythm and dynamics of the performance. No musical
nuance ever sounds wrong and the thrill lasts through many
hours of extended listening. I urge every Journal reader to
seek out and listen to the VTL 5.5. When you do, you’ll know
what high-end audio is all about. Finding out that you can buy
one for just $3,500 will surely add to your excitement. APJ

While some of my initial fascination with the 5.5 was what it
was doing relative to its price point, that only lasted during the
initial listening period. Even after extended listening to the
other excellent preamps reviewed for this issue, I could always
sit right down and listen to the 5.5 with a big grin on my face.

Vacuum Tube Logic
4774 Murietta St., Suite 10, Chino, CA 91710
Phone: 909 627 0350 www.vtl.com

I enjoyed it in its own right under all circumstances. The VTL
5.5 is one of the most continuously engaging components I’ve
ever experienced. If you’re shopping anywhere near this price
point and don’t check this thing out, you’re just plain nuts. APJ
It may seem at some points here that I’m balancing quite deftly
in comparing some of the products, and hesitant to draw ironclad conclusions. And that’s because I am!

The VTL 7.5 combines neutrality and transparency with a
unique blend of accuracy and emotional satisfaction that beats
all rivals. It has all the transparency and freedom from coloration of the finest solid-state designs and resolves every subtle detail in the recording. This resolution is combined with the
most natural and satisfying presentation of music I’ve heard.
Nothing in the recording jumps out and becomes more or less
prominent to the listener, but substituting any other preamplifier
allows the listener to become clearly aware of what’s missing
without the VTL 7.5 in the system.
The VTL 7.5 was the best preamplifier I’ve auditioned and it
made the others sound slightly colored by comparison.

I’m happy to report that most of the preamps we’ve looked at
here, particularly the ones that cost the most, are excellent in
virtually all ways. While I think the VTL 7.5 stands apart in ultimate resolution of inner detail and depth/dimensionality, I can
also say just as firmly that anyone could make an excellent
sounding, high resolution hi-fi with no apologies to be made
whatsoever using any of the following preamps: Ayre K-1x,
Aesthetix Calypso, Audio Research Ref 2MKII, or the BAT VK51SE. All of these products are outstanding performers with the
features and ergonomic usability you’ll need not only to have a
kick-ass hi-fi but to build a seamless home theater system
around that hi-fi if you desire.
For the most part, the differences between these products are
simply different strokes for different folks. These things are just
not as out there in the woods, not as obviously “right” vs.
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“wrong,” the way a lot of the loudspeakers are, for instance.
The one standout, in my opinion, is the Aesthetix Calypso,
which costs less than half as much as some of the others on
that list and, frankly, Jim White deserves credit for building
something that’s so competitive with the ultimate in performance at a fraction of the price.
At just $4K Calypso doesn’t sacrifice any ergonomic features,
and actually includes one or two that the higher priced competitors don’t have and, for all that, Aesthetix deserves a tip of the
cap.
Now, ferreting this out further, after having listened to these
preamps, I’m of the opinion that the high-end of preamplifier
performance starts at $3K with the Ayre K-5x, followed hotly by
the VTL 5.5 at $3,500.
The Ayre K-5x is quiet, neutral, and sounds nearly as liquid as
solid-state can (among solid-state preamps we’ve heard, only
the K-1x betters it in that regard) and is fully featured and more
ergonomically refined than the VTL 5.5, but the 5.5 has some
tube magic and an engaging quality that’s just infectious and
fun as hell to listen to. Either way, these are two excellent
choices in preamplifiers that can be made at $3K and $3,500.

The Rogue really isn’t far behind either, and its position here
says more about its expensive competitors than the Magnum
Ninety-Nine’s performance. The fact is, the Rogue hits a very
attractive price point and makes music that’s very hard to fault
until you hear a more expensive competitor.
And today’s tube gear sets the bar high, with far fewer sacrifices made in exchange for the tube magic than was the case
in years past. The Rogue is solid, but so too are its higher
priced competitors, which means you pretty much get what you
pay for in preamps from $2,500-$4,000.
In addition, we looked at three stand-alone phono stages that
excelled at their respective price points: the Ray Samuels
Emmeline XR-2, the Linn Linto, and the Aesthetix Rhea.
The $4,500 Rhea is the most flexible and user-friendly, and I
liked its overall sound the best. But the Linto holds its own and
then some, and the Emmeline is none too shabby either. All in
all, there are lots of choices to be made in high quality preamplification components and hopefully this survey can be a guide for
you to find the gear that best suits your tastes and system. APJ
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The input signal is actually used to modulate the
amplifier power supply. Comparing an amplifier to an
enlarging copy machine would provide a better analogy of the actual process. The signal you hear from
your speakers was created by the amplifier power
supply. It is a large replica of the small amplifier input
signal. The quality of that replication is vitally important to the sound you hear.

What’s in This Journal?
A Better Example
Equipment reviewers often describe the perfect
amplifier as a “straight wire with gain.” This is somewhat misleading because it causes the reader to
envision a small signal that is somehow made bigger.
An amplifier does create a powerful output signal
from a small input voltage but not in the way many
imagine.

This Journal will not attempt to teach you how to
build an amplifier. It will attempt to help you choose
one to buy. Although I can repair a broken amplifier
and I have a basic understanding of what amplifiers
do and how they do it, I am not qualified to design an
audio amplifier circuit or tell you exactly how it’s
done. If you want to learn how to select the best
amplifier for your system I have something even more
valuable to offer.
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Amplifiers
Years of selling and servicing audio components have afforded
me a unique opportunity: I have listened to a remarkably large
number of amplifiers using a remarkably wide variety of speakers. Many of these products came home with me and remained
there for an extended period of time. My practical experience
with audio amplifiers is broader and more varied than that of
any designer I know. It can be useful to you and I’ll share my
impressions of different design features as we discuss their
merits and deficiencies.
This Journal will provide technical information that will help
readers to understand amplifiers, and offer subjective impressions of the sonic characteristics of various amplifier types.
This will help to narrow the field of choices and make listening
comparisons more meaningful.

help to simplify the selection process and prevent expensive
mistakes.

Two Purposes
An audio amplifier must perform two primary jobs: it must deliver sufficient power to drive the loudspeakers to a suitable level
in the listening room and it must provide good sound. These
jobs are closely intertwined in a real amplifier. An amplifier
that’s not quite powerful enough is not likely to sound as good
as it could because it will be frequently overdriven.
Amplifiers that are straining to produce enough power sound
hard and then distorted as the output waveform is “clipped.”
The amplifier must be sufficiently powerful so that it is operat-

After I describe some of the design features that distinguish
amplifiers, I’ll tell you how most of the amplifiers of a particular
type have sounded to me. Then Shane and I will offer full
reviews of specific examples of some of these amplifier types
and we’ll tell you what we heard while evaluating the performance of these products head-to-head.
Nothing you’ll read here is meant to suggest that you can
choose an amplifier without listening comparisons, but there are
dozens, perhaps hundreds, of amplifier models to choose from
and few people will have the time or opportunity to listen to
them all. Learning a little about how amplifiers work and studying the specifications can help to narrow the field of potential
candidates and limit the number of listening experiments.
Certain design choices, like bipolar versus FET transistors, or
solid-state versus tube output devices, will often define the
most suitable amplifier type for the job. Readers can study the
information provided here and in the manufacturer’s specifications and then listen to a few examples of the various amplifiers and decide which design characteristics are likely to produce the most pleasing sound in their specific systems. The
final choice can be made during listening comparisons, preferably at home.
All the information presented here will be generalized and simplified. Nothing you’ll read here is absolute (except Ohm’s law)
and you are likely to find exceptions to many statements. A
complete set of absolute rules would make for a dull universe
and a less exciting hobby. General concepts can, however,

2

ing within its limits most of the time in order to minimize this
distortion.
After you have established a minimum level of real power for
your needs you can concentrate on sound quality. You’ll want
an amplifier that can perform capably and produce the best
sound that your budget will allow.
Different types of amplifiers have different sonic attributes and different power capabilities. In our discussion of amplifiers we’re
going to separate these jobs in order to simplify and clarify the
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explanations, not because they can be separated in real life.
Let’s start by defining some terms so that the explanations
make sense. APJ

Here are some descriptions of, and an introduction to, the
terms that will be used in this Journal. To describe an amplifier
you must first define a signal and what the amplifier does to
that signal.

Signal
The signal is the electrical form of the information that you
want to produce acoustically. The input to an amplifier is a
small voltage often referred to as a “line level” signal. Most
amplifiers can be driven to full output by an input signal with
amplitude of about 1-1.5 volts into high impedance. Amplifier
input impedance will typically fall between 10kΩ and 100kΩ.
Little current will flow into such high impedance.
The output from an amplifier is a higher voltage level that can
produce substantial current flow through a typical low impedance speaker load of 4-8 ohms. Power, measured in watts, is
the product of voltage and current (see Journal #10). An amplifier that produces 100 watts into an 8Ω load should deliver
about 28 volts with 3.5 amperes of current. This output signal
has power that can perform work like transforming electrical
energy into acoustic energy (sound) by compressing and rarifying air.

Sections of an Amplifier
There are many amplifier designs and some work very differently from others. For the sake of discussion we’ll separate
the amplifier into several sections: the power supply, which
usually includes a transformer, rectifier and storage capacitors; the input or transconductance section, which usually prepares the line level signal for gain; the gain section, which
makes an enlarged replica of the signal; and the output section, which delivers the energy from the power supply to the
load (speakers).

Devices
Amplifiers utilize various active electrical devices which have
different sonic characteristics. A transistor is a semiconductor
(solid-state) device. A transistor with a bipolar junction is called
a BJT (bipolar junction transistor) or simply a bipolar device. A
field-effect transistor is called an FET (field-effect transistor). A
MOSFET (metallic oxide substrate field-effect transistor) is a
type of field–effect transistor often used as an output device. A
vacuum tube is a device where controlled conduction passes
through a vacuum.
The British
call tubes
valves, which
provides an
excellent
description of
their function.
Tube elements are
enclosed in a
glass bottle
like a light
bulb and the air is sucked out to provide a clear path for electron flow.

Output Device Bias
Most solid-state amplifiers have complementary, push-pull output devices, which are biased to operate in Class AB. Push-pull
means there are two halves of the circuit containing devices
optimized to handle positive-going and negative-going signals,
respectively. Class AB means that each device conducts for
more than half of the alternating waveform.
One-half of the push-pull circuit conducts the signal when the
waveform goes negative (below ground or neutral) and the
other half conducts the signal when it goes positive (above
ground or neutral). The negative circuit hands off the signal as
it starts to go positive and vice versa. Both devices conduct
during the transition.
Two kinds of distortion are generated during this transition.
Switching distortion occurs when a transistor becomes nonlinear as it turns off, and crossover distortion occurs during the
transfer of conduction from one device to another, non-identical
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device. Both types of distortion can be eliminated by Class A
operation.
Push-pull devices never turn off when biased to Class A, but
this wastes lots of energy because current that is not delivered
to the load must be dissipated as heat. Real Class A amplifiers
are very rare.
Imagine a very large device that delivers very low power and
gets very hot and you’ll understand why amplifiers that are
advertised as Class A seldom have true Class A bias. (Think of
a 25-watt amplifier nearly the size of a small refrigerator that
produces more heat than your fireplace.)
Some designs have variable bias circuits that try to anticipate
the signal level (i.e. Krell). Bias is turned down when the amplifiers idle to minimize heat.
The Sunfire “tracking downconverter” amplifiers, created by
Bob Carver, utilize a Class D amplifier to create voltage rails
for a conventional signal amplifier. Both amplifiers follow the
input signal and the rails for the main amplifier are maintained
at a level that is a few volts higher than required to produce the
output signal.

A Class D amplifier uses the input signal to modulate the width
of the switching pulses (PWM, or pulse width modulation). The
switching pulses, which occur at very high frequency, are then
filtered out leaving only an enlarged replica of the original signal. Class D amplifiers are inherently low-pass filtered to
remove the switching signal. The input and output signals are
analog.

Negative Feedback
Most amplifiers are made stable by a negative feedback loop
where some of the amplifier output signal is applied to the input
in reverse phase. If all the amplifier circuits are included in this
loop it’s called global feedback. If the loop encloses only one or
two amplifier stages it’s called local feedback.
A modest amount of negative feedback can regulate gain,
reduce distortion, increase stability and raise the damping factor. Excessive negative feedback degrades time domain performance and produces transient intermodulation distortion.
So-called zero-feedback amplifiers still incorporate local degeneration but don’t have a conventional feedback loop.
Conventional amplifiers and zero-feedback amplifiers sound different and we’ll comment on that later. APJ

Class AB bias allows the amplifier to operate in Class A at
lower signal levels, which is what it’s doing most of the time
when reproducing music. This is the compromise that most
manufacturers choose in order to provide both practical efficiency and good sound.

Digital Amplifiers?
Almost all audio amplifiers work entirely in the analog domain.
Digital circuits can be utilized in switching power supplies or
switching amplifiers but the signal is not converted to digital.
The Wadia Power DACs are different but not commercially
available at this time.
A switching power supply creates alternating current that
reverses direction at a higher rate than the AC that comes out
of the wall socket. Higher frequency alternation requires a
smaller power transformer and less storage capacitance but
switching noise can be a problem and most amplifiers with
switching power supplies are bandwidth-limited by aggressive
low-pass filtering.

4

To deliver real power to the load (loudspeakers) an amplifier
must have a power supply that can generate and store sufficient energy, an output stage that can conduct this energy to
the load under varying conditions, and enough heat sink area
to dissipate the heat generated in the process. You can judge
the potential for a solid-state amplifier to deliver real power by
studying the specifications. This will also provide a rough
gauge of the quality of construction.

Power Supply
A linear power supply has a transformer that sets the working
voltages and creates the main voltage rails in a solid-state amp
and the B+ (high) voltage in a tube amp. Transformers work on
alternating current, which must be rectified (converted to DC)
by a set of diodes arranged in a rectifier “bridge.” The main rail
voltage has a positive and negative DC value in a complemen-
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tary, push-pull solid-state amp. A solid-state amplifier might
have rails of +30 volts and –30 volts, for instance.
The rail voltage sets the limits for power. The output signal
swings between these DC rails, as modulated by the input signal. The voltage rails are filtered by storage capacitors. These

a 2.2kVA (2,200 volt/ampere) transformer.
Capacitance is measured in microfarads (µf). More is generally
better. Each channel of the Theta Dreadnaught amplifier has
40,000µf of capacitance. (I’m using the Dreadnaught as an
example because I have a specification sheet handy.)
You can’t directly compare the capacitance in a tube amp to
the capacitance in a solid-state amp because of the substantial
difference in operating voltage. Capacitance should be converted to joules when comparing actual energy storage capability.
A “switching” power supply works much like a linear supply but
the alternating current switches back and forth at a higher rate.
The AC is created by the power supply and doesn’t come right
out of the wall, which has a fixed rate of alternation (60Hz in
the USA).
When current alternates at a higher rate, the transformer and
storage capacitors can be much smaller. Noise may be created
by the high-speed switching and must be filtered out so that it
doesn’t affect the output signal.

Output Stage
The output devices must be capable of conducting the available current to the load under varying conditions. In solid-state
amplifiers this is commonly done by using multiple devices in
parallel. Paralleling the devices also reduces internal impedance and raises the damping factor, which is a ratio of external-to-internal impedance. Amplifier damping helps to control
speakers at low frequencies.

capacitors smooth any remaining AC ripples and store energy
for quick release during the times when the AC voltage from
the transformer is minimal.

More devices make an amplifier more robust and capable of
driving low impedances but some will argue that an amplifier
with fewer devices sounds better. Each amplifier module (channel) in the Theta Dreadnaught has 16 bipolar output devices
with a total rated capacity of 256 amperes/3,200 watts.

Transformer capacity is specified in volt-amperes. The product
of voltage and current is power, which is measured in watts
(see Journal #10). A stereo amplifier rated at 200 watts per
channel would need a transformer that could deliver 400VA.

Tube amplifiers work a little differently becauses tubes operate
at high voltages and don’t mate well with modern loudspeakers
which have low impedance and require high current. Most tube
amplifiers are transformer-coupled to the loudspeaker load.

A 5-channel Theta Dreadnaught amplifier, for example, is rated
at 200 watts per channel into 8 ohms with 5 channels driven
(1,000 watts total and probably double that into 4 ohms.). It has

Heat Sinks
When current is conducted to the load, heat is created. This
heat must be dissipated by heat sinks, or fans, or both. Most
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solid-state high-end amplifiers don’t have fans, which generate
noise that can be audible in a quite living room. Heat sink area
is a gauge of construction quality.
An amplifier with insufficient heat sink area may overheat and
shut down on the test bench or during high demand as might
be encountered during a home theater presentation of an
action movie.

Cost
The power transformer and the heat sinks are among the most
expensive components in an amplifier. Storage capacitors and
output devices are expensive and consume space. Cheaper
amplifiers can be produced by using parts of lower quality
and/or less of them. This may or may not make much sonic difference.

Examples
A Los Angeles-based amplifier manufacturer makes a fivechannel amplifier that is sold direct on the Internet by a “renegade” company. The same manufacturer also makes a similar
model that is sold only through their authorized dealers and
costs somewhat more. Both of these amplifiers have similar circuit designs and Internet scuttlebutt would lead some to believe
that they are the same product.

In my system the name brand amplifier was noticeably more
powerful and dynamic when used for its intended purpose,
home theater. When used for critical music listening in stereo, I
could discern little difference in the midrange but the bass from
the name brand amplifier had more impact and better control. APJ

A discussion of amplifier sound can be simplified by examining
the functional parts of the amplifier separately. In real amplifiers
these parts are interdependent and work together in unity but
in order to offer opinions about how each amplifier section
affects the sound we’ll consider them one at a time.
An audio amplifier has a power supply to store and supply
energy to the load (speakers) and sections that enable the flow
of that energy. Besides the power supply, the primary functions
of the amplifier facilitate input, gain and output.

Power Supply
The amplifier power supply is what makes the energy that creates the sound you hear from your speakers. The power supply
creates and stores energy and some of it is allowed to flow to
the speakers to replicate the sounds represented by the input

A close investigation of the specifications will reveal that the
“name brand” amplifier has a transformer with a higher rated
output, more capacitance and more output devices. The name
brand amplifier has significantly more heat sink area but the
same power rating. This shows how one product can be offered
for a lower price—but does it mean the two amplifiers will
sound different? That depends.
The lower priced amplifier will perform adequately into a simple
8-ohm speaker load when there is little demand for power from
the other channels. The differences between the two products
may become apparent under more demanding conditions.
If the speaker impedance drops to low levels, particularly at low
frequencies, or if all five channels are required to deliver high
output at once, the cheaper amplifier may overheat and shut off
or the transformer voltage may sag reducing output and compressing dynamic range. Will you hear this? That depends on
your system and your ears.
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signal. The speakers don’t play the input signal; they play a
replica that is created in the amplifier power supply. Obviously
the amplifier power supply is a vitally important factor in the
sound you hear.
An amplifier power supply consists of a power transformer that
establishes working voltages, a rectifier that converts the alter-
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nating current from the wall socket into the direct current utilized within the amplifier, and storage capacitors that smooth
the DC voltages and release energy on demand.
An amplifier with a bigger power supply (a larger transformer
and more capacitance) will tend to sound more powerful and
provide more control over the speakers, especially at bass frequencies, but other factors also come into play like the type of
output device used and the amount of negative feedback
employed.

Other Amplifier Sections
In addition to the power supply an amplifier has three basic
sections: input, gain and output. Different devices may be used
in these amplifier sections. The types of devices used can
affect the sound you hear.
The input section works with
the smallest signals and any
errors will be magnified
along with the signal when
gain is applied. Gain is in
effect an enlarged copy of
the input signal. Errors and
noise will be enlarged along
with the signal. The output
stage delivers high voltage
and current to the load
(speakers). Any omissions
or additions will be heard
directly from the speakers.
The output section is like a
valve that allows some of
the energy to flow from the
power supply to the load (speakers). This energy flow should
be an identical copy of the input signal. The largest signals
(voltage and current) are handled by the output stage.

Devices Used in Amplifiers
Amplifiers are assembled from bipolar transistors, field-effect
transistors and vacuum tubes and virtually every combination
of these devices has been tried. All products with one type of
device don’t necessarily sound the same but I’ve listened to
hundreds of amplifiers and come to some conclusions about

the sound of certain devices used in certain amplifier sections.
I’ll share these with you and you can listen and decide if you
agree. Knowing my biases will also help you to understand my
reviews even if you come to different conclusions.
I don’t like MOSFET output devices. This is based on my listening tastes and the types of speakers I prefer. I listen to a wide
range of music and demand deep and well-defined bass from
my audio system. I like speakers with tight bass control that
don’t require much amplifier damping and I require time- and
phase-accuracy. I would choose an amplifier with superior
imaging capability over one with greater bass control because I
have speakers which can fully exploit a more dimensional
image and don’t benefit much from amplifier damping.
Those with planars or mini-speakers may prefer the slightly fuller
bass they are likely to hear from MOSFET output stages. Those
who listen exclusively to orchestral music may prefer to sacrifice
some of what I perceive to be the slightly more defined sound of
bipolar transistors in exchange for some of what I perceive to be
the slightly smoother sound of field-effect devices.
Tubes have a slightly different sonic character than transistors.
Tubes tend to provide a slightly richer harmonic picture of
instruments in the midrange with a slight sacrifice in definition
and control at the frequency extremes. Twenty years ago this
contrast was more pronounced. Modern transistor amplifiers
are far more musical than they used to be and the performance
of modern tube amplifiers is less compromised. See the product reviews in this Journal for detailed descriptions of, and
direct comparisons between, some of the best amplifiers available today.

Bipolar Transistors
Bipolar transistors cost the least and provide the lowest internal
impedance. Amplifiers with bipolar output devices tend to have
the tightest bass response with the best control of the speakers. A bipolar output stage can have the lowest output impedance and provide the highest damping factor.
Bipolars can sound slightly more mechanical than FETs when
used in other amplifier sections but be wary of drawing conclusions about amplifier sound solely by comparing the types of
devices used. Let me offer some examples.
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Levinson has made some excellent amplifiers exclusively from
bipolar transistors. The Ayre V-5x reviewed in this issue has
bipolar drivers while the Theta Dreadnaught uses MOSFETs.
Both the Ayre and Theta amplifiers have bipolar output devices.
Both the Dreadnaught and the Halo JC 1s have JFET input
devices, MOSFET drivers and bipolar output devices. These
amplifiers sound completely different. The Halos have 29dB of
negative feedback and the Theta amplifiers have none.
The Halos have tighter bass with greater impact and more
sharply defined edges around the sound of individual instruments with good lateral imaging. The Dreadnaught presents an
image with much greater depth and dimensionality and has, in
my opinion, a more natural and musical sonic character.

practical tube amplifiers are transformer-coupled.
Tube amplifiers traditionally have used less negative feedback
and been admired for delivering superior, more three-dimensional imaging and purer, more natural harmonic richness. Zero
feedback solid-state amplifiers have changed this preconception somewhat.
Audiophiles have always dreamed of a practical tube amplifier
with no output transformer. OTL (output transformerless) tube
amps are available and sell for slightly less than a king’s ransom. They usually have limited power and can be dangerous
when failure occurs—which is not uncommon. The practical
tube amplifiers most of us will encounter are transformer-coupled to the speakers and the need for an output transformer
creates another set of compromises.

Field-effect Transistors
FETs tend to sound slightly smoother and less mechanical when
used for input or gain but have a deleterious effect, in my opinion,
when utilized as output devices. Some of my favorite amplifiers
use FETs in the input and gain sections but amps with MOSFET
outputs tend to have soft, full bass and lower resolution in the
midrange and at the top. I wouldn’t go so far as to use the words
“haze” or “glare” but there is something about these devices that I
don’t like when they’re used for output.
Many MOSFET output devices can be used in parallel to get
the impedance down and improve bass control slightly but
these amplifiers have never been satisfying to me. Listen to a
B&K amplifier or one made by ADA to hear what I mean. MOSFET amps from Perreaux and Adcom are inoffensive but not
very good, in my opinion.

Vacuum Tubes
Tubes are linear voltage amplifiers but aren’t well suited to
deliver high current into low impedances. Because of this, most

Output Transformers
Tubes are comfortable with high voltage and high impedance.
Speakers have relatively low impedance and require high current.
Because of this almost all tube amplifiers are transformer-coupled
to the speakers. The science of transformer construction is very

“To deliver high power at low
frequencies a transformer will
have to be quite large.”
complete yet making good-sounding transformers is still an art.
No matter how good it is a transformer will still exhibit nonlinearities outside its useful bandwidth due to hysteresis.
To deliver high power at low frequencies a transformer will
have to be quite large. A big chunk of iron will be required to
make this big transformer work. More core material tends to
make a transformer slower, and the output at high frequencies
may be reduced.
Hysteresis is the tendency of a substance to resist changes in
magnetization. The function of a transformer relies on changing
magnetic fields, and resistance to change makes the transformer act like a kind of flywheel. The output signal won’t want
to start and stop as quickly as it should and may lag slightly
behind the input signal. Resistance is also a problem. The out-
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put impedance of a tube amplifier may be 1.5 ohms as compared to a solid-state unit that may have impedance on the
order of a fraction of an ohm.
A transformer-coupled tube amplifier can’t provide the damping
and control of a direct-coupled solid-state amplifier and it can’t
provide the bandwidth and “air” either. You’ll have to decide if
there is sufficient advantage in midrange purity to make this
trade-off worthwhile to you.

can provide this type of sound along with good construction
quality and excellent value.
Zero feedback designs tend to exhibit slightly softer bass with
reduced impact, but seem to have more “musicality” and can
provide holographic imaging with layers of depth seldom heard
from solid-state amplifiers. The Ayre and Theta amplifiers
exemplify the positive attributes of this group. No tube amplifier
I’ve heard can deliver an image with more dimensionality than
the Ayre V-5x or Theta Citadels. APJ

On the positive side, an output transformer will isolate the
amplifier from the load making it less sensitive to changes in
speaker impedance and reactance. A tube amplifier is likely to
drive a difficult speaker load with ease and is unlikely to damage the speakers should a failure occur.

Negative Feedback
A tube amplifier may have 10-12dB of negative feedback. A conventional solid-state amplifier can have 30dB or more. Negative
feedback provides many benefits but amplifiers with no global
negative feedback sound different. I prefer this sound but those
who choose speakers with wide impedance swings and/or those
with vented woofers or underdamped bass may find amplifiers
with moderate feedback better suited to their systems.
I wouldn’t even attempt to offer a technical discussion of the
arguments for and against negative feedback but I’ll be happy
to share my observances and opinions because that’s what we
do here.
Excessive negative feedback tends to make an amplifier sound
bright and hard. The Nakamichi amplifiers from the late 1970s
provide a good example. Their test bench distortion measurements included three or four leading zeros and they sounded
simply terrible. Imagine .0001% THD and sound that could
heat-seal plastic bags at 100 paces.
Reducing negative feedback to conservative levels allows an
amplifier to retain some of the tight bass and good lateral
image focus associated with negative feedback while improving
midrange smoothness. The Levinson and Proceed amplifiers
present good examples of this sound and so do the Halos
reviewed in this Journal. Tight bass with lots of “slam,” great
lateral focus and excellent detail resolution are characteristics
of this group of amplifiers. The regular Parasound amplifiers

Dave, when we first
met many years ago
you were extolling the
virtues of the Classé
amplifier that you had
carried into my store.
Since then you’ve
been associated with
some of the most
respected companies
in audio—Classé,
McCormack and
Theta—and you’ve been responsible for some of the best solidstate amplifiers I’ve heard.
You could have been designing Mars excursion vehicles or lessinteresting electrical devices but you chose to create fine audio
components instead. What got you started in this industry?
First and foremost, my love of music. Secondly, the technology
to reproduce it. I’ll never forget the first time I heard stereo. As
a young teenager, I was not aware that my family’s two-speaker record player was capable of it, so my older brother and I
had continually bought mono LPs. When we brought home Jimi
Hendrix’s Are You Experienced we realized the jacket said it
was a stereo LP. (Richard, you may have to explain the software nomenclature to younger readers.) The store didn’t have
it in mono, so we begrudgingly kept it. Upon listening to it, with
my head between the two speakers, I experienced “sound
placed in space” and was absolutely amazed. I was astounded
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at the possibility of instruments and voices being purposely
placed across a soundstage. I had to know more about how
this was done!
I was further indoctrinated by building venerable DynaKits and
obtaining my first real system. A few years later, while I was
visiting the same brother who was attending S.U.N.Y. in
Buffalo, NY, we came upon Transcendental Audio, a true highend store that professed the likes of Decca cartridges on manual turntables, tube electronics, and electrostatic loudspeakers.
It was an epiphany. Another enriching experience was attending the Recording Institute at the Eastman School of Music in
Rochester, NY. There I had the opportunity to learn electronic
theory from the likes of Walt Jung (author of the classic IC Op
Amp Cookbook), and rub shoulders with top recording engineers while we learned the ropes on state-of-the-art recording
consoles.
Back in Montreal, I found work at a high-end store that sold
Dayton-Wright electronics and electrostatic speakers. They
were rather, uh, shall we say, temperamental, and I was sent to
the Dayton-Wright factory in Toronto for a week to learn how to
service them. And that, Richard, was the turning point for me.
When I walked through the door of that plant, it may as well
have been a time portal. I was transported into a world of
music, technology, and fascinating people that would propel me
into the industry we call high-end audio. So I really have to
thank Michael Wright for giving me the opportunity, though I
didn’t start amplifier research until about four years later.
Dayton-Wright had been sold and within two years, regretfully,
closed (some may say thankfully—but I beg to differ).
It was actually while working for a musical instrument amp
company that I had some time to begin amplifier research. Why
amplifiers? you might ask. Well, there really wasn’t much out
there to power a highly modified stacked pair of DaytonWrights, with an impedance of about one-quarter of an ohm. And I figured if I could accomplish that, it would
sound that much better
on conventional speakers. A few years later,
was it any wonder why
the one-ohm Apogee
Apogee Scintillas
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Scintillas and the early Classé amps were a match made in
heaven? The Scintillas were a piece of cake compared to what I
had designed my amps to drive. My research led to a very small
start-up company, which was actually the forerunner to Classé. I
sold about sixty 25-watt stereo, pure Class A amplifiers to local
dealers within Quebec, and some in Toronto. That was around
1979-80. After that, I refined the design and called it DR-2.
Classé was formed in 1981 and the DR-2 was its first product.
Amplifiers really can make or break the sound of an audio system. Why are they so important to the sound we hear?
Component audio is a funny thing. I don’t think anyone would
consider buying a car without a motor. Yet that’s exactly what
we do when buying loudspeakers. We leave the job of supplying the horsepower to the amplifier. It’s a difficult task we take
for granted now given that, theoretically, the loudspeaker is part
of the amplifier circuit. It’s taken decades for us to learn how to
minimize the changing effects speakers will have on our amplifiers, and with credit to most designers we’ve pretty much
accomplished that.
Now don’t go thinking I therefore favor internally-powered
speakers. Powering the woofers is fine, but I haven’t heard
much else I care for. I believe it’s best left to those who specialize in it, and it appears most speaker manufacturers agree.
Now with the onset of (truly) digital amplifiers, the varying loads
are once again presenting problems, but at least we can rely
on DSPs to manage part of that problem.
So, to answer your question, the loudspeaker may have the
ability to move rapidly, at many frequencies, with wonderful
accuracy, but it won’t emit a ppp note without the amplifier that
precedes it. With that come the speed, stops and starts, harmonic structure, nuance, soundstage cues, and anomalies that
the amplifier possesses. Start with a bad amplifier and good
speakers and I guarantee you will have bad sound. Start with a
good amplifier and good speakers and you may have good
sound.
Today’s amplifiers utilize vacuum tubes, bipolar or field-effect
transistors, and various combinations of these devices. Can
you give us your impression of the technical advantages and
disadvantages of these components and the sonic differences
between them?
The simplest, and most boring, explanation of these devices is
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well known: tubes and FETs are voltage devices; bipolars are
current devices. But that’s not my answer because, let’s face it,
you can’t have one without the other. Every voltage has current
along with it, and vice versa. So what’s really going on? I prefer
to look at what these devices do in amplifiers.
Tubes are the greatest seducers in audio. They don’t generate
too much ugly stuff, and when they do add something it’s sooo
pretty! Who hasn’t been carried away by the ethereal effects of
a luscious tube preamp or power amp? Alas, for me, it would
always end up as a too much of a good thing affair. I couldn’t
ignore the extras, and particularly in power amps, the oftenflaccid bottom was not acceptable to me. Looking at the elements of glowing tubes always made me think of mechanical
reverb units. I couldn’t help but wonder what all the vibrations
were adding to the sound! That, combined with the device variability and its declining performance over time, provided too
many parameters I couldn’t control, so I opted for solid-state
devices and challenged myself to make music with them.
Initially I worked exclusively with bipolars. I liked their finite
operating parameters, and found that if you manipulated them
in heavy enough Class A, you could eliminate their nasty characteristics. Once I got rid of the bright, edgy hardness of a
bipolar, a wealth of harmonic structure and holographic information revealed itself. The sound of the early Classé designs
was always compared to tubes, yet they were done entirely
with bipolars.
Back then, MOSFETs were just coming along and numerous
designers jumped over to them. They were technically forgiving
so an average design with them yielded reasonably musical
results. But in an output stage, for me, they lacked current.
MOSFETs are much better now, but I still use bipolars in the
output stage of amplifiers. This stage, after all, is purely for
amplification of current. All the voltage amplification has
already been done in prior stages, so why not let the bipolars
do what they do best! Besides, I am a total current and power
hog when it comes to output stages. The possibility of blown
output devices leaves a very bad taste in my mouth, so I
design these stages very conservatively, with gobs of output
current capability. And I think they sound better that way. You
can hear an output stage that is working too hard, as opposed
to one that’s coasting. I’ll take the latter. Of course, you do not
want more devices than necessary so there are trade-offs that

must be carefully evaluated.
Theta builds solid-state amplifiers using FETs and bipolar
devices. Why do you use one type of transistor in the input section and another type for drivers/gain and yet another type for
the output stage?
The previous answer
partially addresses
this, particularly
for the output stage.
We haven’t
mentioned
JFETs. They
don’t get much
attention because
they are almost
exclusively small-signal devices; little guys that can’t handle too much voltage. But do they sing!
Small devices tend to sound superior anyway. I recall a Nelson
Pass design: I believe it was a 10-watt amplifier, supposedly
built with 100 small signal devices. A sweeter sound was never
heard! Their low voltage amplification is incredibly linear, making them ideal for input stages—and preamps, for that matter.
And there are tricks, such as cascoding, that allow you to
implement them in higher voltage circuits. The MOSFETs we
touched on above have earned a solid position in the second
stage and driver stage of my amplifiers. Their input impedance,
like JFETs, is high so they don’t load down preceding stages,
and they set up the signal for the output stage beautifully.
JFETs, MOSFETs, bipolars. It’s a popular configuration in many
good amplifiers.
In your opinion, which sections of an amplifier have the greatest effect on the sound we hear?
By the sheer fact that any given section of an amplifier can
mess up its sound, I am forced to give equal strength to all sections of the product. The power supply, input, driver, and output
stages are so dependent upon each other that, while individually addressed, they operate as a whole system. The effects of
each section must be evaluated with those that precede and follow it. The only exception is the output stage, the performance
of which depends more heavily on the power supply.
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The amplifier power supply is especially important. What makes
a good one? If cost didn’t have to be considered how could you
make a better power supply?
I presume you are referring to the supply that powers the output
stage, and not the low current supply that takes care of the previous stages (that, too, is important). Conventional, unregulated,
linear supplies that most commonly power output stages are
made up of three basic elements: magnetics, rectification, and
filtering—or the transformer, rectifier(s), and capacitors. The
variables of a power transformer for an audio product are so
complex that, in terms of massaging those variables to achieve
great sonic performance, it easily competes with the amplifier
itself. And be sure that we are talking about just a power transformer here, not an audio transformer, which may be even harder to design. If it sounds like I’m paying my respects to transformer craftsmen, I am. A great transformer’s design goes way
beyond its electrical voltage and current requirements.
Rectifiers are important also. In Theta’s Dreadnaughts,
because each channel module has its own capacitor bank, it is
also able to have its own bridge rectifier. Power and speed are
important here, as are some other less familiar parameters.
Now capacitors are lots of fun, and we’ve seen trends go from
giant ones as big as your neighborhood transformer sitting atop
a pole, to multitudes of tiny ones, and everything in between.
And don’t get me started on bypassing. But designers have
come full circle on this, I believe, and, in general, multiples of
moderately sized caps work well. One of them per output
device is even better if you have the space and budget for it.
Credit Steve McCormack for that, who was the first to do it.
As for making a better power supply, that’s what we did in the
Citadel. Power supplies took a giant leap forward when we
added “choke-input filters,” as discussed by Charlie Hansen in
Audio Perfectionist Journal #10. The effect is nothing less
than synergistic, resulting in power supply lines so clean that
the output stage thinks it’s
a preamp. But
these chokes
have to be big
enough, or
dynamics may be
restricted. In
Citadel they are
almost as large as
the
power
transformer itself.
Krell
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Beyond input chokes, that leaves only the fully regulated, high
current supply, which effectively requires its own output stage
as large as the audio stage. Back to the Levinson ML-2, or perhaps some Krells for that, I think. Results have been mixed,
some feeling it left the bass overly taut and the sound restricted. In the other direction, there have been cost-effective
designs with minimalist supplies, building a “loose” supply with
just enough oomph to give a lively and dynamic sound, if not
scrutinized too closely.
Theta’s amplifiers have no global feedback but some of your
previous designs have used modest amounts of negative feedback. What’s your current position on this controversial subject?
Right now, I have to say I love the way our amps sound without
feedback. Feedback is, after all, a case of trying to correct for
something that’s already happened. There’s a freedom from
hash and grain without it that just seems to be saying, “Hey,
I’m running free and I don’t have to double back and cover my
tracks.” I’m not negating good sounding amplifiers that use
some feedback. Hey, I reserve the right to do so in a future
design if I see fit. I will even go out on a limb here and say,
contrary to popular opinion, I think there are some excellent
sounding op amps, and I have employed them successfully in
past designs. Perhaps keeping the overall loop within chip size
helps. But that said, zero feedback is where I am right now.
And Theta’s amps are very happy that way.
Theta makes several amplifier models that share similar circuitry. Can you tell us about how they differ and how these differences affect the sound?
It might be easier to first discuss their similarities. They all have
the following in common:
1) True, fully balanced circuitry. What a pleasure this is to work
with. Mirrored circuitry that can’t be beat for any common mode
rejection of noise, distortion, EMI and RFI. It’s just so quiet and
helps give you a beautifully “black” background from which
pure signals can spring. The way we do it, even our singleended input benefits. With today’s digital sources it helps
achieve greater dynamic range, too.
2) Three-stage circuitry topology, with zero overall feedback.
JFETs, MOSFETs, and bipolars are used for the input, driver,
and output stages, respectively.
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3) Linear, high current power supplies for output stages. Fully
regulated, discreet MOSFET circuits for all preceding stages.
I think that covers the main common features. There are some
component differences between models. The single-channel module in Enterprise is very similar to that in Dreadnaught, but the
loosening of price restraints gave me the opportunity to include
items from my wish list that could not go in the multichannel amplifier. The modules in the Dreadnaught II (225W) and Enterprise
(300W) both use toroidal transformers. Power is shared by two of
them in the Dreadnaught and one in the Enterprise. So they are
quite similar, and you could say the Enterprise is a more powerful
Dreadnaught. But the latter also benefits from being a monoblock,
which brings it closer to our flagship Citadel.
The stereo module for the Dreadnaught (2 x 100W) and each
channel of the Intrepid (100W) are similar. While the low frequency limit of all our amplifiers is below 1Hz, they are not DC
coupled, and capacitor quality bears sonic significance here.
Because of size constraints, these two models use different,
more compact capacitors than the other models. The
Dreadnaught stereo module must share the same power supply
as its higher powered brother, so the power is set by limiting
the regulated supply lines on the actual card. The Intrepid has
its own unique EI core transformer.
Citadel (400W)
stands above all
our other models, sonically
and literally. I
have discussed
its power supply
above. Many
other components have
been sonically
selected for
their specific
application.
These include
custom-made
film capacitors,
Vishay precision
resistors, solid
copper buss

bars, Litz/Teflon Cardas wires, and a custom-made output connector. They all combine to give Citadel the status it has been
awarded by reviewers and consumers alike. Of course this
makes for a successful product, but moreover, as a designer, it
provides invaluable feedback as to how well my applied design
techniques are tied to the way I hear things.
Theta Digital built its reputation on unique digital-to-analog
converters and surround sound processors. Today the company
makes some of the finest analog amplifiers available. What do
you see in the future?
I see both
(digital and
analog) technologies
continuing
and merging,
which comes
from the fact
that each
technology
now has a
solid footing.
They no longer are mortal enemies that prefer to exist at the
exclusionary expense of the other. I find it fascinating that
major semiconductor companies that offer both are extolling
the virtues of analog as well as digital right now, because digital has been an easy sell for so long while the virtues of analog
were nearly forgotten. Closer to home, Theta is doing research
on digital amplifiers now, future products that will be welcomed
for their small size, great efficiency, and good sonics.
It is my task, and Theta's mission, to bring a sense of immersion realism to these new technologies, integrating them with
the rest of Theta's highly evolved designs. The standard we
have is high enough that a lot of the work is in getting the new
technology up to the threshold of the old, so that we're actually
making improvements instead of slipping backwards by going
with the newest way of doing things. Theta's constant offering
of an upgrade path has to stay an upgrade path, after all, not a
sideways or a downward one! This keeps me honest—and it
certainly keeps me busy.
Thanks for an informative discussion of amplifiers, Dave. I’m sure
our readers will learn a lot, as I have. APJ
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more; 2) the 2-channel 777ES SACD player, which, while available, provided nearly equivalent construction quality for about
half the money; and 3) the DVP-S9000ES DVD/SACD player,
which was released as a flagship video product but delivered
SACD audio performance on a par with the more costly audioonly components. I have lived with and reviewed all three products and I purchased the 9000.
I was pleased by its SACD performance in stock trim but intrigued
by what might be possible by upgrading the rather mundane quality of the components in the signal path. Allen Wright of Vacuum
State Electronics, Inc. (http://www.vacuumstate.com), was equally
curious and set about developing a comprehensive modification
for the Sony 9000 and similar SACD players.
Things continually evolve and my reference system has undergone substantial changes. I acquired a VTL 7.5 Reference line
preamplifier and upgraded to Vandersteen 5A speakers. These
are connected with battery-biased Audio Quest Cheetah interconnect cables and Kilimanjaro speaker cables. I have upgraded to a Wadia 861se CD player and had my Sony 9000 SACD
player modified by Vacuum State Electronics. Everything is
placed on “Racks of Silence” from Solid Tech of Sweden.
Reviews of the CD player and racks will appear in the next
Journal. You can read about the Sony modification below.
Last year I demonstrated reference-quality sound from modestly
priced components. At this year’s seminars we’ll pull out a few
stops and demonstrate what is possible in a regular living room.

I had a VSE modification kit, designed by Allen Wright, installed
by Warren Gregoire and Associates in Central California

(http://www.warrengregoire.com) and that mod is the subject of
this review.

DVP-S9000ES DVD/SACD Player

Every so often the Sony people make amazing products just to
demonstrate their manufacturing capabilities. Sometimes they
sell these exceptional components for a surprisingly low retail
price that places them atop the competitive heap in the mass
market. While these products may not quite provide state-ofthe-art audio performance they are always mechanically superb
and are a bargain for you and me.
Three notable components fall into this category: 1) the SCD-1
SACD player, a flagship audio machine with battleship-like construction quality exceeding that of high-end products costing far
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The DVP-S9000ES video player was introduced at a list price
of less than $1,500, which was soon dropped to just $1,299. I
bought one new-in-the-box from an authorized dealer for $900!
This is a pretty good price for a state-of-the-art DVD player
with progressive scan video output but I got it to use as an
SACD audio player.
I chose the 9000 after listening to the SCD-1 and the 777ES
and the newer multichannel 777 player. The 9000ES proved to
be comparable in audio performance for a lot less money. To
be fair, the more costly machines had slightly fuller bass for a
richer and ever so slightly more balanced sound but I found
that I could make up for most of the difference by placing the
9000 on a Townshend Seismic Sink isolation platform.
Atop the isolation platform the stock Sony 9000 was an outstanding DVD player, a so-so CD player, and a very good SACD
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player with bass performance that was just slightly less satisfying
than the more costly Sony players. It had single-ended outputs
only and a low-pass filter fixed at 50kHz for SACD.
I wanted balanced operation to match the rest of my completely
balanced system and I was disappointed by the fixed 50kHz filter in the 9000. The flagship SCD-1 had balanced outputs but

low-jitter precision clock module for the cheap crystal used by
Sony, and provide a separate current source and shunt regulator for this module. He found that he could bypass the capacitors on the Sony digital circuits with a group of exotic devices
and improve the sound—but he wanted more.
In addition to inexpensive passive components Sony likes to
employ lots of integrated circuits with generous amounts of
negative feedback. Wright carefully examined the audio signal
path in the Sony player to find the first place where he could
tap the digital audio signal and improve the sound during the
reconstruction of the analog waveform.

Sony SACD Player Modifications

sounded better when the single-ended outputs were employed
instead (something inside probably wasn’t really balanced).
The SCD-1 had a switchable low-pass filter and sounded better
set to 100kHz. The 9000 had neither balanced outputs nor a
switchable filter but lots of potential.

Sony makes some of the best SACD and DVD players available in the mass market. The DVP-S9000ES represents amazing value for money. It’s beautiful with excellent ergonomics.
It’s heavy with high quality mechanical construction. And it
sounds pretty good.
As a CD player the stock Sony provides inoffensive sound that
is slightly soft and lacking in detail. The image is OK with pretty
good lateral focus but little depth. As an SACD player the Sony

Pretty Good But if Only...
Sony’s flagship products have all been pretty good performers
but have left audiophiles shaking their heads and muttering, “if
only…” Sony’s mechanical designs are tours de force but
apparently nobody there actually sits down and listens to the
results. This has led to the creation of a cottage industry that
specializes in modifying Sony products in order to satisfy the
needs of a more demanding audiophile clientele.
Most of these modifiers simply replace the passive electrical
parts, like capacitors, with higher quality alternatives and add a
precision clock because Sony is known for using the cheapest
available electronic components. These component substitutions can lead to audible improvements but Vacuum State
Electronics is different. Their goal was to fully exploit the potential of the high resolution DSD format, not simply to provide
minor refinements to the sound of the stock Sony players.
The mechanical design of the Sony seemed to be exceptional
but Allen Wright of VSE observed that he could substitute a

is quite good. I have directly compared it to the Classé Omega
and the dCS players and the Sony was not embarrassed. In
fact I preferred it to the Classé, which costs about $12K. The
Sony simply dumps the Pioneer and Marantz players. In my
opinion it’s better in every way.
The Sony sounded good despite the fact that there are four
integrated circuits with generous amounts of negative feedback
in the signal path of each channel! These op amps are completely eliminated by the VSE modification and replaced by a
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single-stage filter/buffer amplifier with no negative feedback.
That’s right. In addition to the precision clock mechanism and
bypass capacitors, the VSE mod includes an all-discrete component, single-stage filter/buffer amplifier. In my case there are
two of these because my modification is completely balanced
and the circuitry is duplicated. This amplifier(s) replaces the
multiple op amps in the signal path of the stock Sony player.
Some gain is lost and the output is reduced slightly but this
won’t be a problem for those with an active preamplifier.
The amplifier module is powered by a separate state-of-the-art,
analog power supply with its own toroidal transformer, Schottky
diodes and VSE SuperReg current source regulator. Balanced

light in the bass and the added detail provided by the modification accentuates this imbalance so you may have to experiment
with supports and isolation devices to flesh out the bottom end.
With some attention to setup the modified Sony competes favorably with high-end CD players up to the $6,000 category.
When compared directly to my reference Wadia 861se the performance of the Sony falls slightly short, providing a more
mechanical sound that lacks the three-dimensionality and palpability of the $10K Wadia. That’s nothing to be embarrassed
about. The modified Sony 9000 can perform well as a CD
source in all but the highest resolution systems.

SACD Sound
The SACD performance of the stock player was more than
respectable. The modified player has vastly more detail and significantly higher resolution. The Sony can’t equal the relaxed and
virtually distortionless sound of the dCS Verdi/Delius when playing SACDs but the dCS stack costs nearly $20K! The modified
Sony 9000 compares favorably with anything else I’ve heard.

output connectors are installed on the back panel for the modified
signal and because the signal for the upgrade module is taken
from the Sony board before the DAC, the original unmodified signal is still available from the stock single-ended connectors.

The dCS combination offers sound that can sometimes rival vinyl.
The Sony can’t. It always sounds slightly less natural and musically involving than my turntable, which, admittedly, costs a lot more.

High Resolution Digital Sound
How Does it Sound?
You can probably buy a Sony 9000 and have a single-ended
modification installed for less than $2,000 total. (The balanced
mod costs about $1,500 and uses two filter/buffer modules
adding about $500.) I wish I could tell you that you’ll end up
with a state-of-the-art CD player that will rival the performance
of the $10K Wadia 861se and an SACD player that will outperform the $20K dCS Verdi and Delius combination but I can’t.
I can tell you that what you’ll get will blow the doors off of anything anywhere near this price and will beat most competitors
at several times the cost of the modified Sony player. Here’s a
more detailed description.

The 9000 is a DVD player and can play 96/24 high resolution
digital recordings (not DVD-Audio discs), which the others
can’t. There aren’t many of these discs available. They sound
excellent and the modified player handles them with aplomb.

DVD Performance
DVD performance appears to be unchanged but I didn’t fully
evaluate the video capability of the player for this review
because the Journal is essentially an audio publication. The
player still provides the ergonomic excellence of the original
and the convenience of a full-function remote control that works
the way it always did.

Conclusion
CD Sound
As a CD player the modified Sony 9000 provides far more detail
than the stock player and the image is substantially improved
with greater depth resolution. This change is likely to be startling at first because it’s not subtle. The stock player was a little
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The VSE-modified Sony 9000 player isn’t the best source I’ve
heard, but it’s damn good and an exceptional value for money.
Warren Gregoire and Associates are so convinced you’ll like it
that they offer to remove the mod and refund your money if you
don’t. You can find more information on their web site. APJ
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Amplifier Survey

The reviews and
observations presented here combine
impressions of products that Dick and I
reviewed over the
years for Widescreen
Review (and in my
case, other publications) and completely
new experiences with
some of the finest
amplifiers currently available. While many of the amps reviewed
in previous issues of the Audio Perfectionist Journal were
reviewed by me or Dick exclusively, all the featured amps in this
issue were reviewed by me and listened to by Dick up at my
place in northern California over a visit that lasted a few days.
We feel the additional perspective of two listeners is immensely
valuable.
Please understand that the current composition of my system—
particularly the presence of Vandersteen Model 5A loudspeakers—has an impact on power amplifier reviews.
My other amplification components include the VTL 7.5
Reference preamp, Aesthetix Rhea phono stage, Linn LP 12
turntable (Akiva/Ekos/Lingo/Trampolin-equipped), and the
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista CD/SACD player.
A future issue of the Journal is likely to include a follow-up on
the VTL 7.5, which I purchased after reviewing all the preamps
featured in APJ #10. The production model I bought sounds
even better than the review unit I heard, which had been
around the block a bit. It’s a divine reviewing tool and a component that has increased my listening enjoyment so immensely
that I have more to say about it than was said in APJ #10!
On the Vandersteen Model 5As, regular readers will know I
bought the review units that I listened to and wrote about in
The Absolute Sound. My only trepidation was what this might
mean when reviewing power amplifiers as the 5As have built-in
powered subs that decrease the load and strain placed on the
amplifier.

The signal is high-pass filtered at 100Hz before the amplifier in
this system. Dick and I spoke about this before I made the purchasing decision and we decided together that this speaker,
aside from being the finest we’ve heard, is the ultimate expression of the Audio Perfectionist philosophy that Dick has cultivated in decades of experience and that I’ve adopted in recent
years as I’ve found its principles to lead to an ideal of musical
satisfaction that I hadn’t been able to realize before.
The chief principles I’m speaking of are Dick’s long-stated practice of employing powered subwoofers with passive high-pass
filters.
Following Dick’s guidelines in this respect allows you to use
amplifiers best suited for their particular tasks. You can find the
amplifier that is the most musically satisfying with respect to
midrange detail, clarity, and imaging, for example, while not
having to be overly concerned about how that amp will handle
the low end of the speaker.
The best amplifiers we’ve heard for bass authority—the
Levinson 33H or the CAL digital switching amps—are inferior in

“We intend our reviews to be a
way to narrow down the list of
contenders…”
all other respects to the Theta Dreadnaught and Ayre V-5x.
Why settle for compromised performance in one way or another when you can have it all by adding a passive high-pass filter
and a powered sub?
The chief drawback to this approach in the review arena, since
not all APJ readers use a similar system, is that relieving the
amplifier of the deep bass duties may not tell some owners of
full-range loudspeakers exactly how the amp will perform in
their systems. One thing I learned using the 5As during the initial TAS review is that, while a degree of strain is lifted from the
amplifier, the 5As still give me a lot of information about the
quality and articulation of the amplifier’s bass output. I can distinctly hear the bass characteristics of the amp under review in
stark relief; I just can’t be 100% sure if the amp would be
showing more strain under full-range use. That’s something for
you to investigate.
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Dick and I agree that’s a key point too. We intend our reviews
to be more of a way to narrow down the list of contenders than
a simple one-stop shopping guide. They’re based on our opinions and biases and should be a beginning rather than an end
unto themselves. We’re able to tell you what we like, and why,
and hopefully that will help you narrow down the field and find
the product you like. As Dick is fond of saying, while he can tell
you what’s worked for him, he’s no more qualified to pick your
hi-fi for you than to choose your spouse!
A final aspect of the reviews worth addressing is that the values used for setting the Vandersteen high-pass filters correctly
are based on the amplifier’s specified input impedance. If that
value is correct the -3dB point should be at 100Hz or as close
to that number as possible to achieve the best blend, and in
this case to make sure that the blend on one amp is similar
enough to the blend on the other that you’re hearing the differences between the amps and not the setup.
To ensure that this critical parameter would be set correctly we
tested each amp’s -3dB point with a signal generator and a
voltage meter with the filters set to the specified input impedance value. In all cases, except for the Nagra VPAs, the -3dB
point was exactly 100Hz, or off by no more than 10 cycles. On
those pesky Nagras we used the signal generator and voltmeter to find the proper setting for the high-pass filter to
achieve the desired -3dB at 100Hz. APJ

For this issue of the Journal, ARC spirited along the VT100
MKIII, a fully balanced 100 watts per channel stereo tube amp
with a retail price of $6,495. The VT100 has been in ARC’s line

since 1996. Upgrading to MKIII status involves replacing both
main circuit boards, swapping the 6922s with the Super Tubes,
changing the rear panel to accommodate the balanced/singleended switch and 12V trigger, and adding the daughter board
that supports these changes. Upgrading from MKII status to
MKIII carries a retail price tag of $1,895, while going from an
original VT100 to the MKIII is $2,695. Once upgraded ARC provides an additional year of warranty (90 days on the tubes).

Outside

Doing a power amplifier survey that includes tube amps but
doesn’t include Audio Research would be like doing a soft
drink survey that leaves out Coca-Cola®. Minnesota-based
ARC obviously has been a fixture in the industry for over 30
years. While competition among tube manufacturers has certainly increased to the point that it’s no longer ARC and then
everyone else, ARC is still manufacturing world-beating products and introducing significant new ones. In fact, the best
sound I heard at this year’s CES and T.H.E. shows was in the
ARC room with an ARC front end featuring a hot new pair of
tube monoblocks (the 200 watts per channel VM220s) driving
Vandersteen Model 5As.
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Classic ARC fit & finish. Our review sample was finished in
sharp black with a single power button and two large handles
on the monolithic front panel. The top and bottom are vented to
provide good airflow. The rear panel features single-ended and
balanced inputs, and a toggle switch to choose between the
two. This is a change—previous models required a shorting link
for the balanced inputs if single-ended operation was desired.
Four- and 8-ohm output taps are provided on very rugged fiveway binding posts. The power cord is removable and a 12V
trigger is also provided.

Inside
The VT100 MKIII features a dual-mono circuit design said by
ARC to be derived from the VTM200. It’s a hybrid design that
uses JFETs for gain in the input stage, with each channel
employing a 6H30 “Super Tube” in the driver stage that’s capcoupled to another 6H30 “follower” (previous iterations of the
VT100 used 6922s instead of 6H30s).
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ARC claims this “driver-follower” topology delivers higher current capability, more headroom, and prolonged life span for the
four 6550Cs in the output stage of each channel. Not a bad
idea since the 6550Cs are big tubes that will typically need to
be replaced more often. Four bias adjustments are available
internally (previous iterations had only two) for more precise
adjustment of the output tubes. ARC told me not to fiddle with
them if the amp sounded fine, which it sure did.
The VT100 MKIII runs hot like all tube amps, and includes an
onboard fan. I had the VT100 MKIII about ten feet from the listening position and I could hear the fan noise, albeit faintly,
when no music was being played. Once the music starts, even
at low volume, the fan noise is gone.

Performance
This ARC stereo amp made excellent even addictive sound
right from the get-go. The first thing I latched onto with this
amp was the holographic, three-dimensional imaging. This is
one of those amps with a full, rounded and airy dimension
that’s utterly convincing. Sound gets out away from the speakers, with a soundstage that’s deep front to back and extends
well beyond the speakers at the sides. Trying to quantify what
tube amps have that solid-state amps don’t is trickier than it
seems. The best description I can offer is that tubes sound less
like electronics and more like music. And you’ll know it when
you hear it. The ARC amp exhibits those elusive characteristics
in spatial and tonal sonic attributes.
The bass of the VT100 MKIII was just a hair light, without the
mid-bass warmth and richness I heard from the VTLs and even
some of the solid-state amps. This contributed somewhat to the
ARC’s lively and detailed midrange, which has a jump factor
and immediacy that are quite arresting. Retrieval of low-level
detail was right in there with any of the amps we listened to,
and the MKIII was in fact superior in this critical regard among
the tube amps reviewed here. Subtle things were revealed with
clarity: a piano player softly humming the tune he’s playing, a
guitar player slapping the body of the instrument. These seemingly small revelations are the kinds of things that take me
closer to the music and the performance.
The top end extension of the VT100 MKIII was slightly rolled off
compared to the solid-state amps reviewed, but was competitive with both the Nagra and VTL amps, both of which cost

much more. So, while piano fundamentals and cymbal splashes had good clarity and impact, the decay of both instruments
wasn’t quite as airy or extended compared to the solid-state
amps especially.
Even though its power rating is lower than some of the other
amps reviewed here, it is powerful enough to deliver heavy
rock tunes and symphonic material without noticeable signs of
strain at reasonably high volumes. It’s not as effortless as the
200 watts per channel VTL MB-450, but neither should anyone
expect it to be.
For the sake of comparison, switching from the ARC to the outstanding solid-state amps like the Theta or the Ayre, the first
things you notice with the solid-state gear are an overall
increase in clarity and improved extension and control at the
frequency extremes. I perceived what I’d describe as a slight
gauze on the ARC’s sound compared to the startling clarity of
the excellent solid-state amps reviewed here. This isn’t something you’ll be concerned about unless you do an A/B comparison such as we’ve done here.

Conclusion
The ARC VT100 MKIII had better midrange resolution than
either of the other tube amps we reviewed for this issue, and
was competitive with them in every other way—with the added
benefit of being priced much lower. The VT100 MKIII has upfront and lively perspective that’s musically inviting and captivating. I recommend it highly without condition as an excellent
performer and an outstanding value. APJ
Manufacturer Information
Audio Research Corporation
3900 Annapolis Lane North Plymouth, MN 55447-5447
Phone: 763 577 9700 www.audioresearch.com

The Audio Research VT100 MKIII proved to be an excellent
all-around amplifier. The ARC had slightly lighter bass and presented the music with a more forward perspective than the
VTL but seemed to offer superior timing (rhythm and pace).
The ARC couldn’t compete with the VTL amplifier’s amazing
power and clarity but the ARC amp costs a lot less.
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Ayre V-5x

I started chasing Ayre’s amplifiers almost three years ago, after
I’d heard and bought a Theta Dreadnaught power amplifier.
Ayre’s president and chief designer Charles Hansen had done
the basic circuit design for the Dreadnaught and Ayre was
coming out with its own multichannel amplifier and I was interested. The first amp I caught up with was the V-6, which was,
like the Dreadnaught, a fully balanced, zero feedback design. I
reviewed the original V-6 for The Perfect Vision and found it to
excel in most regards, with my chief criticism being its bass
performance, which I found too light for a sonically balanced
presentation. Ayre improved on the V-6’s performance substantially with the V-6x.
The amp we’re reviewing here is the V-5x, a stereo amp with
the same amplifier modules used in the V-6x, that costs just
$4,500.

Outside Fit & Finish
The V-5x looks familiar. It shares the plain but timelessly handsome look common to virtually all of Ayre’s products. The aluminum chassis is available in either silver or black and I’m particularly partial to the latter, which has a deeper, richer look to

my eye. Only a single power button and indicator adorn the
front panel and, oddly, when the LED glows green the amp is in
standby mode, with blue indicating the unit is powered up.
Green doesn’t mean “go” here!
Each channel module has its own set of balanced and singleended inputs and a switch to choose either mode of operation.
This amp conforms to the Ayre tradition of staggering the orien-
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tation of the speaker terminals—one channel’s terminal is
toward the bottom of the back panel, the other toward the top,
and they’re aligned diagonally. This has obvious aesthetic
appeal but in practice I’d prefer the more straightforward
approach of horizontally oriented speaker terminals at the top
of the back panel.
I found myself twisting my speaker cables to get one set going
into the top of the terminal and the other in from the bottom
and, in both cases, there was additional torque on the cables
as they leaned out from the diagonal terminals that I’d prefer
not to have. You’ll either love the Cardas speaker terminals, as
I do, or be driven crazy by them—Dick falls into this camp. A
balanced pass-through output is included for each channel
also, and two LEDs to indicate blown fuses.

Under the Hood of the V-5x
Each channel of the V-5x is rated at 150 watts into 8 ohms and
300 watts into 4 ohms. Each solid-state module is a fully balanced symmetrical bridge design that employs no loop feedback anywhere (read the Charles Hansen interview in Journal
10 for more about his design philosophies and his incisive
thoughts on feedback).
The input stage employs JFETs, while the driver and output
stages use bipolars. The output stage of each channel uses
sixteen bipolar devices to ensure low output impedance. As
with all of Ayre’s signature products the V-5x uses discrete circuits entirely, with the paths being as short as possible with
only a single pair of Cardas wires connecting the output board
to the speaker terminals.
Ayre’s proprietary “Ayre Conditioner” operates in parallel with
the incoming AC using a non-ferrous filter to absorb RF before
the transformers and rectifiers and to convert it to heat. As a
parallel device, the Ayre Conditioner doesn’t have the dynamic
limiting issues often exhibited by typical power line conditioners
operating in series with the incoming AC. The Ayre V-5x power
supply uses a substantial EI core transformer.

Performance
The Ayre V-5x is simply an awesome amplifier, but let me get
one detail out of the way first. Like all of the Ayre amps I’ve
heard, it’s light in the bass compared to the other amps
reviewed here. I’ve been using powered subwoofers in my sys-
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tem for the last few years so this wasn’t an issue for me.
While the zero feedback design probably has a lot to do with this,
the Theta amps also use no feedback and they provide a more
solid low frequency foundation. Now, let’s get to the good stuff.
All sonic attributes of the V-5x are enhanced greatly by what
you don’t hear with this amp—distortion of any kind or background noise. The V-5x has what I’ve come to regard as Ayre’s
house sound: plush, dead quiet background, outstanding image
focus and dimensionality, and a highly resolved midrange.
The V-5x is one of the very best amplifiers I’ve ever heard with
regard to focusing musicians in space convincingly. The delineation of spatial cues in the soundstage from front to back, and
especially side to side, is as sharply drawn as anything you’ll find.
The holographic, three-dimensional imaging is outright spooky,
with focus ranking way up there with the very best of the best.
My reviews often include a distinction between components
that capture the music and those that go beyond allowing the
listener to see farther into the recording space. This amp takes
you into the recording space and lets you see very deeply into
the music. Its low level information was on a par with Theta’s
Citadel monoblocks. The Ayre isn’t quite as refined or powerful
as the big Theta, but the fact that such a comparison can be
legitimately made speaks incredibly well of the V-5x at $4,500.
And the Theta Dreadnaught, excellent as it is, isn’t quite as
detailed through the midrange or as quiet as the V-5x. The V5x has resolution to spare.
In addition to all the things the Ayre V-5x does right in hi-fi
terms, musical purity is another hallmark of Ayre’s sound that’s
on display here. The Ayre has a pure and liquid sound that’s
less hi-fi than is typical of solid-state. Strings, in particular,
have a naturally detailed and textured sound that’s crisp and
sharply defined but still organic and musical. Theta’s $16K per
pair Citadel monoblocks are the only solid-state amps I’ve
heard that match, and slightly exceed, the V-5x’s combination
of liquid musicality and resolving power. At its price point the V5x is a revelation.
Both Theta’s Citadel and Dreadnaught outperform the Ayre in
top end extension and openness. But I hasten to add that the
V-5x seems better in this regard than my memory of the V-6x.
The V-5x seems to have a little more sparkle and a little more

openness with cymbal splashes and piano decay, for example,
than the other Ayre amps I’ve heard, albeit with a little bit more
of a visceral sound than I remember. I wish I’d had the V-6x on
hand for a direct comparison. In any case, as well as the Ayre
amps I’ve previously experienced have performed, the V-5x is
yet another step up.

Conclusion
The Ayre V-5x is one of the best power amps available at any
price. I’ve never heard anything with more midrange resolution
or better image focus. It’s quiet and refined, and exceptionally
clean, pure and musical. You have to spend a lot more to get
slightly better performance. The V-5x is a triumph for Ayre! APJ
Manufacturer Information
Ayre Acoustics
2300-B Central Ave., Boulder, CO 80301
Phone: 303 442 7300 www.ayre.com

The Ayre V-5x was particularly outstanding in two areas: the
presentation was incredibly silent and this amp made some of
the most holographically real images I’ve heard. The Ayre was
noticeably lighter in the bass than the others and seemed just
slightly closed down at the top compared to the best solid-state
competitors. This is a remarkable value for $4,500 and one of
the best amplifiers available regardless of price.
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Halo JC 1 Monoblocks
chassis is advantageous because it’s nonferrous and resists
magnetic anomalies and eddy currents.
Parasound has secured a very solid reputation with me over
the years. Every Parasound product I’ve heard, from the power
amplifiers I’ve personally owned to the new Halo P 3 preamplifier I reviewed for TAS, has been an outstanding performer for
the price and a challenge to products costing substantially
more.
San Francisco-based Parasound has undergone a bit of a facelift lately splitting their products into two lines: Classic
Parasound and the new Halo by Parasound series. Both lines
are strong, but the Halo line clearly has star attraction with an
ambitious array of new products including solid-state power
amplifiers, two digital controllers, and very affordable preamplification components.
The focus of this review is the Halo JC 1, a 400-watt (8 ohms)
monoblock designed by John Curl and his team at CTC
Builders and manufactured in Taiwan. I’ve been excited about
this amp since I first saw it at CES a few years back. With
Parasound’s habit of delivering more sound quality at a given
price point than the next manufacturer, I couldn’t wait to hear
what they could do with a $6K pair of monoblocks.

The front panel has a power switch that glows blue until
engaged, at which time it glows red until the amp is operational, then returns to blue. The “P” logo glows red on powerup, and the lower right corner of the front panel houses a thermal warning LED. On the back panel you can also toggle
between manual power-up, auto power-up on detection of an
input signal, or power-up on a 12V trigger connection. For the
autodetect power-up the sensitivity at which the input signal is
detected is also adjustable. There is also a user-adjustable (012 seconds) delayed turn-on for sequencing power-up of any
number of JC 1 amplifiers.
The back panel has single-ended and balanced inputs with a
toggle switch to select the proper mode of operation. The JC 1
is said by Parasound to be balanced from input to output so
balanced connections should be used when possible. In addition to offering two sets of five-way binding posts for biwiring,
toggle switches are present for normal or reduced bias levels
and normal or lifted ground operation. The AC cord is removable and the Halo ships with a nice pair of white AC cords.

Inside
Outside
I had seen a number of photos of the JC 1 but hadn’t seen it in
person since that CES a few years ago. Let me tell you that the

photos don’t do the fit & finish of this product justice at all.
Inside and out you’re unlikely to find a more beautiful or
ruggedly built product.
Each 64-pound JC 1 comes in a black velvet wrap and exudes
the elegance and beauty of a carriage trade product from the
get-go. The JC 1 is gorgeous heavy aluminum finished in silver,
with massive extruded aluminum heat sinks running along both
sides of each amp. In addition to looking good an aluminum
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Much information is readily available on Parasound’s web site and
even in the user manual about the design philosophies and quality
of parts used in the JC 1, which is a good sign. They’re proud of
their work and all that goes into the JC 1. I’m always suspicious
when it’s hard to find information on a product’s design, or if the
manufacturer is evasive about how a product is built.
JC 1 amplifiers are balanced from input to output, with differentially configured JFETs used in the input stage. The driver
stage uses push-pull MOSFETs and is followed by nine pairs of
Sanken bipolar transistors. Parasound’s literature makes much
of their belief that MOSFETs are more “tubelike” and that they
produce less odd-order harmonic distortion making more natural and less fatiguing sound.
Another aspect of the JC 1 design intended for greater musical
purity is a Class AB output stage rated to operate in pure Class
A up to 25 watts. Operating that high at Class A should mean
that the JC 1 will be in Class AB only during demanding music
or movie passages. Stereophile measured this amplifier and
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found that the JC 1 exceeds that specification, and indeed
exceeds virtually all of its specified power ratings. Built like a
tank, the JC 1 apparently backs up its swagger on the test
bench.

avoid clipping that can deleteriously affect sound quality and
even damage your speakers. To provide that an amplifier needs
a big power supply, large voltage rails, and lots of powerful output devices. The Halo JC 1 meets all conceivable criteria.

One distinction between this amp and some of the other solidstate designs reviewed in this issue is that the JC 1 does
employ a modest amount of global negative feedback (29dB).

Performance
The Halo JC 1s have a very visceral sense of raw power that
none of the other amps here exhibited. You’re aware immediately that they are exerting complete control over the loudspeaker in a muscle car kind of way, and yet they always
behave like they’re idling. They’re tonally neutral and have
excellent extension at both frequency extremes.
Compared to the Theta Dreadnaught the JC 1s are just a little
lean in the mid- and upper bass, but also exceptionally quick,
detailed and articulate in this same band. And, if anything, the
zero feedback Theta is just as warm in that region so it could
be that the JC 1s are simply right on the money.

Advocates of judicious amounts of negative feedback fed from
the output of the amplifier back to the input will likely cite higher
power, lower distortion and better bass control as advantages.
Opponents of feedback, like Ayre’s Charles Hansen, will tell you
that any global feedback causes time domain distortion that
sacrifices musical purity in exchange for its positive effects.
The JC 1 power supply consists of a massive toroidal transformer in a steel canister to isolate it from the rest of the circuitry. Each JC 1 employs four electrolytic filter caps rated at
33k microfarads each in the high-current power supply, totaling
132,000µf capacitance per monoblock. Smaller polypropylene
bypass caps are also used to filter the DC supply of noise from
the incoming AC.
Looking inside the JC 1 the only thing that was less than impressive was that it had what looked like a mile of wire in it, a lot
which connected to the circuit boards using plastic jumpers.
Nothing to draw any conclusions on, but most designers I know
would eliminate all the wire in their amps if they could.
As you’ve read in this Journal, power amplifiers need to deliver lots of pure current to adequately drive loudspeakers and

The slightly austere mid- and upper bass performance reveals
the midrange as just a touch on the cool side, but very clean
and resolved. The JC 1s are as quick and lively as can be, and
yet never is there anything approaching strain nor are any of
the “G” words remotely applicable (grit, glare, grain). They’re
just pure and clean and naturally extended.
Comparing the JC 1s to the zero feedback amps from Ayre and
Theta was quite interesting. The biggest differences I perceived
were in spatiality, imaging and overall perspective.
Spatially the JC 1s showed excellent lateral focus across the
soundstage, delineating players from side to side with precision. Front to back, the soundstage was flat compared to the
Ayre and Theta amps, and they compressed musicians to a
single plane rather than layering them from front to back with
convincing foreground and background perspectives.
The Ayre and Theta amps were more holographic with image
density and air that was more natural and convincing. The JC
1s sound a little more like a hi-fi system to my ears, but it
should be noted that my tastes place the utmost priority on
image focus and palpability. The Parasounds do have other
attributes that some listeners might prefer just as strongly.
On the Parasound side, the JC 1s were noticeably more pow-
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Nagra VPA
erful than the other amps, and completely effortless in their
rendering of prodigious dynamic contrast. Their sense of attack
was excellent—very fast, if just a little exaggerated in comparison to the slightly more natural sounding Ayre and Theta amps.
The JC 1s also provided a superior combination of bass extension, authority and control without sounding as light in the
loafers as the Ayre. The Parasounds will drive any conceivable
loudspeaker load to high volumes with dynamics to spare.

Conclusion
True to my initial impression, the Halo JC 1 is a carriage tradequality product at a real-world price. My own preferences lean
toward the more musically pure and spatially convincing sound
of the zero feedback amps reviewed here, but that’s a matter of
taste more than a reflection of quality. For many of you out
there the JC 1 offers the combination of speed, authority and
ease that could be just the ticket, especially for those of you
with large full-range speakers to drive. And the JC 1s will drive
them! Those who would still seek out the Levinson and Krell
sound should look at the Halo JC 1s before opening their wallets that wide. APJ
Manufacturer Information
Parasound Products Inc.
950 Battery St., Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111
Phone: 415 397 7100 www.parasound.com

The Halo JC 1 monoblocks provide Levinson-like build quality
and sound for far less money. If you own Wilson Speakers or
JM Labs or Revels these may be your amplifiers. If you value
three-dimensional imaging you may want to aim a little higher.
The Halos make a sonic image that can be likened to a visual
image projected on a CinemaScope screen—curved back in
the middle yet flat with no real depth anywhere. The Halos are
a great value when compared to Levinson and Krell. They don’t
measure up so well when compared to Ayre and Theta amplifiers, which sound better and cost less.
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At every year’s CES extravaganza the standout experience is
spending time at the cluster of rooms dedicated to Audiophile
Systems Ltd., the importer/US distributor of such brands as
Arcam, dCS, Nottingham turntables, Verity Audio speakers,
and Nagra electronics. Spending an hour or so with ASL’s Gary
Warzin is a multifaceted and always entertaining experience.
The products ASL brings into the US are well designed top
performers and it’s always fun to see what new products ASL’s
innovative companies are offering.
Over successive years
Gary has made a
smashing smoke and
mirrors presentation (literally) on Acoustic
Energy’s Aego multimedia speakers (Dick now
uses these with his
Apple computer), escaping
from a real
straitjacket
before our eyes
without missing
a beat while
delivering a
sales pitch on
ASL’s products!
Gary claims the
straitjacket was
purchased and
is not from a
hospital stay of
his own. That’s
his story, he’s
sticking with it and I won’t contradict a man who can escape
from a straitjacket!
At these CES shows we noticed that outstanding sound follows
the Nagra products from room to room. Nagra is a Swiss company founded in 1951 that has a long-storied reputation in professional audio, especially regarding their reel-to-reel tape recorders,
which have been Hollywood/film industry standbys for decades
earning Nagra several Oscar® Technical Merit Awards.
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Nagra’s efforts in high-end consumer audio have been nearly
as well received. Their line today includes solid-state and vacuum tube power amplifiers, tube preamps, reel-to-reel tape
decks and even a high-end DAC. Notable of their line is that
some of their products use rechargeable batteries so they run
on pure DC.
The focus of this review is the VPA power amplifier. VPA is a
diminutive tube monoblock that offers 50 watts of pure Class A
power in a fully balanced topology with no feedback for $15K
per pair.

Outside
“Swiss jewelry” is a term used in Nagra’s literature and you’ll
see it for yourself when you lay eyes on the VPAs—they’re simply gorgeous. The VPA is a 29-pound machined aluminum box
“about the size of a large dictionary” with two push-pull output
tubes on the top of the
cabinet. Each tube is
encircled by protecting
rods of varied height and
the front panel features a
retro-styled knob to power
the amp into mute or
full output. The overall
aesthetic impact of
this product is as
beautiful and aweinspiring as I’ve seen,
rivaling Theta’s Citadel
albeit in an entirely different fashion.
The back panel features
single-ended and balanced outputs and
jumpers select the operating mode. Four-,
8-, and 16-ohm taps
are provided and the
VPAs employ a unique
load-matching metering
system to help select the
tap that will work best with
your speakers.

The front panel meter on each VPA shows a red pointer for the
cathode current and a black pointer for the anode current.
During music playback if the two needles superimpose and
move in unison the impedance should be correct. If the red
pointer is out in front the user manual suggests using a lower
impedance tap. I found few sonic differences between the 4and 8-ohm taps, and suggest listening as a guide and experimenting some.
Nagra has also provided a fast and simple way to adjust the
bias of the output tubes using two small screws on the sides of
the amp cabinet. With no signal into the amplifier and the mute
button engaged, the red pointer (cathode current) should be
aligned with a small screwdriver to fall in the middle of the designated green zone on the front panel meter, which shows the
front tube settings by default. Pressing the black button on the
front panel shows the rear tube’s cathode current and that is
also adjusted with a screwdriver on the side of the cabinet (the
potentiometers for the front and rear tubes are positioned one
above the other). Like I said: fast and simple!

Inside
The VPAs use tubes for gain exclusively and, while the large
845 output stage tubes that adorn the top of the cabinet must
be installed separately, the input/driver stage tubes are preinstalled in the aluminum case.
The Nagra uses a fully balanced, zero feedback topology and,
according to Nagra, operates entirely in Class A for all 50 watts
of its power delivery. The VPAs are unusual in that they use
toroidal output transformers that Nagra refers to as proprietary.
Detractors of this approach note that, while toroidal output
transformers have excellent high frequency response, their
bass performance may suffer as the transformer saturates. For
their part, Nagra claims their proprietary design avoids low-frequency saturation to provide bass of “absolute authority.”

Performance
As with all of the amps in this survey a signal generator and
volt meter were used to determine the -3dB downpoint in the
bass to ensure proper matching with the Vandersteen Model
5A speakers that are my reference. The input impedance of
theNagrs proved to be far off the specified <100k.
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The VPAs’ input impedance was closer to 50k using balanced
connections based on our measurements of the -3dB point.
This dramatically affects the bass blend for a system using a
passive high-pass filter and powered subs.
The Nagras exhibited spectacular sound, with a very deep front
to back soundstage and knockout, spectacular imaging.
Vocalists and musicians were holographic and even ethereal in
the way they came together and hung suspended in space,
completely separated from the speakers’ physical positions.

“The Nagras exhibited
spectacular sound with a
very deep front to back
soundstage and knockout,
spectacular imaging.”
This aspect of the VPA amps’ sound is likely to set the hook
very deep in a lot of listeners. The only thing that betrayed this
illusion somewhat for me is that, while the imaging was incredibly dimensional, it didn’t have quite the palpability or realism of
what I heard from the Theta or Ayre amps. It sounded wonderful, and this is a nit I’m picking here for sure. But in spite of how
exciting the VPAs’ sonic images were, somehow I was still aware
that I was listening to a hi-fi and not as convinced that musicians
were there in the room with me as with those other amps.
Tonally the VPAs were somewhere between the ARC and VTL
tube amps. Not quite as lively and resolved through the
midrange as the ARC, and perhaps not quite as distant in perspective as the VTLs. The midrange had some tube “ta-da” and
a very visceral and immediate feel to it. Although it fell a bit
short of the ARC’s drawing of shade and texture, particularly
with vocals—I could hear more throat sounds and minute
details with the ARC—the Nagras’ sound was very accessible
and engaging if not outright magical.
The VPAs’ bass was very good, a little fuller than the ARC and
a little tighter and lighter than the VTLs. The top end extension
was terrific for a tube amp, nearly in the league of the VTLs.
The Nagras’ dynamics and power were fine with light material
like jazz quartets, with surprising pop (for a 50-watt amp) in the
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drum kit. But with rock and orchestral pieces I could hear the
Nagras being pushed at moderately high volume levels.
Although the VPAs showed better overall clarity than the ARC,
at times a gritty distortion was evident at higher volume levels
with more challenging material. This amp is going to be happiest with efficient loudspeakers or judicious volume levels with
some material.

Conclusion
The biggest knock on the Nagras is that they’re expensive at
$15K per pair and come with some caveats based primarily on
their power output. If you’re a guy or gal who lives for jazz
quartet, or who uses highly efficient speakers, the magic that
these little Swiss jewels impart could quite simply floor you with
their ethereal image focus. If you’re a little bit more rock-n-roll,
or into reproducing symphonies, the power limits might be
more of a limitation than you can stand.
I know it’s unfair to some extent to review a 50-watt amp and
expect it to be anything more than it is. But I was so impressed
with demos of these amps that I wanted to find out more. There
are purely magical aspects if the Nagras’ limitations don’t apply
to you. APJ

Manufacturer Information
Nagravision S.A. Kudelski Group, Switzerland
US Distributor: Audiophile Systems, Ltd.
8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256
Phone: 317-841-4100 www.audiophilesytems.com

Nagra VPA amplifiers set a new standard with got-to-have-‘em
looks. Owning these amplifiers would be like owning fine jewelry—even if you never turned them on. Their almost-ethereal
imaging might make up for the fact that these amps have insufficient power for dynamic music material played on medium
sensitivity speakers. The tubes glow too brightly for use with a
video presentation. Within their limitations the Nagras are still
great amplifiers. If I were rich I’d have a pair of these in my
bedroom system.
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all try to pretend it’s not about the gear, there’s a commanding
allure about the physical appearance of a component like the
Citadel.
Those who have been reading the Journal for any time at all
know that Dick Hardesty has been hooked on Theta
Dreadnaught amplifiers for the last three years and counting,
and that both he and I bought them and use them as our reference power amplifiers.
The Dreadnaught was based on a circuit topology that Theta
hired Ayre’s Charles Hansen to design, and both Jim White
(now with Aesthetix) and Dave Reich (formerly of Classé and
McCormack) worked on it at Theta’s end. If that’s not premium
design talent I don’t know what is. The Dreadnaught was something of an instant classic, a modular multichannel design that
holds as many as five channels (or ten half-power channels)
that sold for under $7K fully loaded (actually $6,750 for a 5channel Dreadnaught II).
The Citadel is a no-holds-barred monoblock based on
Dreadnaught’s amplifier modules. It’s more powerful at 400
watts per channel into 8Ω, boasts some parts-quality upgrades,
and is wildly more expensive at $15,800 per pair (as reviewed).
But who wouldn’t want an amp that promises to be a more
powerful, more refined version of one of the best of the best
solid-state amps available?

Outside: Form
and Function
Theta’s Citadel is
one of the most
gorgeous pieces
of industrial
design I’ve laid
my eyes upon. It’s
taller than I
expected, and
parked up next to
my speakers it
looked imposing,
stately and beautiful. It’s exactly
as a statement
product should be
and although we

Citadel has the curvature of Theta’s latest designs and its
brushed aluminum front panel is sculpted into gentle waves.
Each pair is designed to be set up left and right aligning the
narrow extrusions on each front panel to the inside. Each
extrusion runs about 2/3 of the way up the face and houses
three LEDs and a badge with the winged Theta logo.
The Theta logo is the power on/off button and the LEDs are
status indicators. One indicator is power/standby, while the
thermal indicator illuminates when dangerous temperatures are
reached in the amplifier. The “DIG IN/LOCK” indicator and a
button below the LEDs marked “ANA/DIG INPUT” refer to an
as-yet-unrealized potential of Citadel to house a DAC board
and accept digital input signals directly.
The side panels and top of Citadel are adorned with curved
vents. The side panels are both lined with the same “advanced
interlocking polymer” used on the Aesthetix Calypso and Rhea
front end components (see review in Journal #10) that allows
them to be removed with no screws.
This stuff really isn’t Velcro™ even though that’s how it
behaves, which makes for a colloquially intuitive description of
what it does. Apparently the
key difference between this
material and Velcro™ is that
the advanced polymer won’t
separate when pulled straight
off (you have to work it side to
side to get separation) and it
actually damps vibration and
resonances in a way that standard Velcro™ and especially
screws don’t. Interesting and
cool.
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In addition to two large handles, Citadel’s back panel has
one each balanced and singleended inputs with a toggle
switch to select between them.
There are LEDs for thermal
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overload protection and one each to indicate if the positive or
negative rail fuse has blown. The main power cord inlet and
power switch are on the lower left of the back panel. On the
lower right are the digital power cord inlet and main switch for
powering the optional DAC board Theta plans to offer in the
future that will be housed in an open bay on Citadel’s rear
panel.
There are remote trigger
inputs and RS232 connectors
on RJ-45 and DB9 connectors. The binding posts are
big, heavy-duty proprietary
things, designed by Theta’s
Dave Reich, that have to be
tightened down with an Allen
wrench (Citadel ships with a
nice one with a logo handle).
The pair I auditioned came
equipped with a second set
of binding posts for
biwiring—a $300 per unit
option. The only issue I had
with these posts is that they’re loaded from the sides and not
the bottom, which makes them a little harder to access and
leaves more pressure on thick speaker wires when they’re
hanging sideways with the spades locked down. Nevertheless,
the connection was exceptionally tight and solid, which means
it does what it’s supposed to do.

Inside: The Design

actually runs quite cool compared to Dreadnaught. Each
Citadel uses an EI core transformer rated at approximately
1kVA and two chokes on the high current power supply to
quench noise. Each Citadel has two filter cap banks rated at a
total of 160,000 microfarads capacitance.
Citadel’s power ratings are interesting. While the ratings are
400, 600, and 800 watts per channel into 8, 4, and 2Ω, respectively, the power rating is specified at <2% THD+Noise instead
of the typical <1%. (Theta’s own Dreadnaught, for example, is
rated at 200 watts per channel into 8Ω at <1% THD+Noise.)
Relaxing the distortion figure on the power rating could be a bit
of specsmanship on Theta’s part to make Citadel seem more
powerful on paper than it really is.

Performance
The Citadels I auditioned had been used before but they still
needed time to settle into their ultimate performance envelope
within a couple of days. Over that time they continued to gain
front to back depth and top end extension in particular. I bring
this up because when I purchased my Dreadnaughts new from
Theta they sounded very soft and almost dull for several
weeks. After a month of continuous use they finally opened up.
If you buy them based on the recommendation I’m going to
make here, please don’t send me a nasty email until they’ve
run for a while. Let’s talk about what you’ll hear after that.
The Citadels are everything that the Dreadnaught is—with just
a pinch more including overall refinement. While there isn't any
single way in which the Citadels are dramatically better than
the Dreadnaught, the total listening experience adds up to

The Citadel is based on the Dreadnaught’s amplifier module,
which is essentially a bridged solid-state stereo amp module in
a fully balanced configuration. The input devices are JFETs, the
driver stage devices are MOSFETs, and the output devices are
bipolars and there are sixteen of those suckers. For Citadel the
modules have upgraded parts that are tweaked to tighter tolerances “by hand.” Like Dreadnaught, Citadel is a zero global
feedback design.

“The Citadels are everything
that the Dreadnaught is—with
just a pinch more including
overall refinement.”

The power supply of the Citadel is tweezed to deliver higher
rail voltage for increased current output. Dave Reich confirmed
that the sixteen bipolar output devices are still more than ample
to deliver the additional current generated. Citadel uses larger
heat sinks to dissipate the heat created by the process and

more than what the number of small (but noticeably real)
improvements suggest by themselves. The Citadels have better bass, improved midrange resolution and an airier, more
extended top end. They have layers of front to back depth, resolution and utterly convincing image focus and dimensionality.
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Other components in your system will set the sonic boundaries
of the soundstage, not these amplifiers.
The Citadels are just as focused as Dreadnaught, but with
images that are larger, more rounded with slightly more convincing air surrounding them. Not only do musicians and instruments throw way back in the soundstage, other players are
clearly drawn out in the foreground on separate spatial planes.
The sound is also as pure and musical as I’ve heard from solidstate, with the natural, liquid, non-fatiguing sound of tube gear.
The Citadels are more refined than Dreadnaught, with a sound
that is just impossibly sweet and purely musical for an amplifier
that’s this revealing and high in resolving power. Part of the
Citadels' magic is unquestionably in how quiet they are; they're
much closer to the standard set by the Ayre amplifiers in that
regard than the Dreadnaught.
The Citadels sound more liquid, never showing anything
resembling grit or grain. That characteristic lack of grain or
glare seemed to me the most obvious form that the Citadels'
higher power rating assumes as well. They sound a bit more
powerful than Dreadnaught, but not twice as powerful. The
additional power results in slightly improved bass weight, control and articulation. But more than that, the Citadels seem to
hold together with more grace during loud, complex passages.
Citadels never sound as brutishly powerful as the Halo JC 1s,
for example, but neither do they run out of gas or veer into any
form of harshness or edginess that would suggest a threshold
being breached.
While the Dreadnaught is a great amplifier, and one I’ve been
happy with for three years with other contenders coming and
going with regularity, the Citadels point out its few weaknesses
in ways that very few amplifiers have.
Taking nothing away from my Dreadnaughts, for the first time
since I’ve had them there was a let down switching back to my
reference amps! I say that takes nothing from the Dreadnaught
because we’re talking about a competitor that’s got more in
common than not, and costs substantially more. You’d be
unlikely to perceive the shortcomings of the Dreadnaught
except in direct comparison to the Citadels.
Standard operating procedure for me during a review is to lis-

ten to the review product for a length of time then, as the
review winds down and I feel I’ve gotten a handle on it, to
replace the review product with my reference gear for a final
comparison. With the Citadels, I found myself putting this off for
days on end—I just didn’t want to replace them until I’d heard a
few more favorite recordings. I think that, more than anything,
expresses my feelings about these amps.

Conclusion
Value must be part of the equation in any review and it’s
always the trickiest question. The Citadels are the finest amplifiers I’ve had in my system, period. As excellent as the other
amps in this survey are, the Citadels are a cut above them all.
But they cost multiples of Dreadnaught’s price and the obvious
question is whether they sound that much better.
Dreadnaught is good enough to make that a legitimate and
tough question. All I can say is that the Citadels are better in
some quantifiable ways, and we’re in an industry where
increased performance can often be obtained only by wildly
disproportionate spending. I think this speaks well of Theta’s
efforts on both counts. The Dreadnaught is an amplifier that
can be bettered only by spending much more.
But given the additional design budget, they’ve managed to
make something that sounds even better still and the Citadels
are an astounding aesthetic achievement to boot. Perhaps the
best way I can make my feelings clear is this: if I could afford
them I’d buy the Citadels in a heartbeat and I wouldn’t look
back. APJ
Manufacturer Information
Theta Digital Corporation
5330 Derry Ave., Ste R., Agoura Hills, CA 91301
Phone: 818 597 9195 www.thetadigital.com

The Theta Citadels are the best amplifiers I’ve heard. They provided dead silent backgrounds like the Ayre, holographic imaging that used to be strictly the province of tubes, bass control
and impact that you could never get from tubes, power and
dynamic contrast along with air and high frequency extension
that used to be available only to those who would sacrifice
subtle detail resolution in the midrange.
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Theta Dreadnaught II
Inside
How could I not be compelled to listen to Theta’s sequel to my
own reference amp? Theta beefed up the power supply and
revised the circuit board used in Dreadnaught’s amplifier modules in order to get a more powerful, gutsy sound. Dreadnaught
II is very nearly the same price as its predecessor: $6,750 for
five channels. Its power rating is a little higher at 225 watts per
channel into 8Ω, compared to Dreadnaught’s 200 watts, but
sounds more powerful still. While that makes Dreadnaught II an
unquestionably better amp in home theater terms, is it on
equal footing with its predecessor with music?

Outside
Dreadnaught II is cosmetically similar if not identical to the original Dreadnaught, which is to say it remains an attractive if not
gorgeous looking component. They’re both available in silver or

Let’s talk first of the commonalities between Dreadnaughts I
and II. Each is configured to hold between two and five channels. Each channel is a balanced, bridged stereo module, fully
balanced from input to output with zero global feedback and its
own bridge rectifier. Each module uses JFETs on the input
stage, MOSFETs in the driver stage and sixteen bipolar output
devices.
Dreadnaught’s main circuit design was done by Ayre’s Charlie
Hansen, with Jim White (now of Aesthetix) and Dave Reich
being part of the team at Theta to bring that design to fruition.
Dave Reich has done design work on some outstanding amplifiers at both Classé and McCormack. Dave is now Theta’s general manager and designer and the changes in Dreadnaught II
are of his design.
Changes include upgrading the MOSFETs used in the driver
stage to the same devices used in Theta’s Citadel monoblocks.
The circuit boards of each module were changed to four-layer
boards, which allows more room on the boards and, according
to Reich, provides greater sample-to-sample performance
integrity than Dreadnaught’s original board.
The greater real estate on the board allowed Reich a separate
dedicated ground plane layer, more power supply filter caps
(increasing capacitance), and wider traces for the voltage rails.
Where Dreadnaught has a single EI core transformer rated at
2.2kVA, Dreadnaught II uses two toroids rated at 1kVA each.
The toroids are in parallel and essentially behave as a single
large toroidal transformer.

black brushed aluminum. One significant improvement is that
rail fuses are now easily accessed and changed at the rear
panel. As one who’s removed a coffee can full of screws from
Dreadnaught’s top cover to change a fuse I say this is a
good thing.
Dreadnaught II no longer has a switch on each channel module
for balanced or single-ended operation; it’s plug and play.
Each module is still assignable to stereo or surround operation,
which is selected on the front panel. If a channel is designated
as “surround” when stereo mode is engaged that amp channel’s output stages aren’t hot, decreasing the load on the
power supply. Cardas Rhodium speaker terminals are used and
are conveniently located at the top of the rear panel.
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Performance
The first thing I noticed is that Dreadnaught II is surprisingly
more muscular than its predecessor, far more than the 25 watts
per channel specified power increase would suggest. Bass
control is better and—especially with home theater material—
it’s a much ballsier, more powerful sound.
I didn’t have the Dreadnaught II on hand to compare directly
with the Citadels, but my memory says it sounded nearly as
powerful as the mighty monoblock. But what had made
Dreadnaught I so special in my opinion is not its power—there
are plenty of powerful multichannel amps out there—but its
musical resolution and soul.
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Vacuum Tube Logic was formed as something of a “pro-sumer”
company in 1986 keeping its feet in both the professional
recording industry and high-end consumer electronics. These
days, under the stewardship of cofounder Luke Manley, VTL’s
singular pursuit is designing and manufacturing state-of-the-art
vacuum tube preamps and power amplifiers.
For this issue of the Journal VTL sent over a pair of MB-450
monoblocks. This powerful monoblock has been in the VTL line
practically since the company’s founding, dating back to the
late 1980s. The MB-450 has been gradually refined to its current form as the MB-450 Signature and sells for $10K per pair.

Conclusion
As you’ll read in this survey Dreadnaught more than holds its
own against every high-end competitor we’ve found so far,
stereo or monoblock. And Dreadnaught II is not quite its predecessor’s equal in depth, dimensionality and midrange resolving
power.
On vocals in particular I felt I could hear a little more texture
and low-level detail with Dreadnaught I that made music listening a more involving and convincing experience for me. I also
felt that Dreadnaught I was more holographic and had more
convincing and lifelike image focus, albeit by a hair. Keep in
mind that these are trifles that only the highest resolution systems will reveal and that Dreadnaught II is overall an outstanding performer at an amazing price point offering five powerful
channels of amplification that will embarrass many high-end
competitors’ stereo or monoblock offerings at the same price or
higher. APJ

The Theta Dreadnaught II was a slightly better home theater
amplifier than its predecessor with more power for noticeable
improvements in dynamics and bass slam. I found the
Dreadnaught I to be more satisfying as a music amplifier but
the Dreadnaught II is damn good nonetheless.

This latest generation features an upgraded power supply and
a new input stage. VTL’s prior iterations can be factory-upgraded to current spec. The MB-450 is rated to deliver 450 watts
per channel into 4Ω in tetrode and 225 watts in triode (the 8Ω
ratings are 200 for triode and 339 for tetrode). The numbers
and VTL’s literature suggest this amplifier will deliver solidstate-like control and dynamics with the soulful effortlessness
of tubes.

Outside
The MB-450s are much heavier than their relatively small size
suggests—85 pounds each. The review set was finished in rich

black with a look reminescent of the ‘80s. Not exactly big hair
and miniskirts but a vintage look for sure.
The front panel has a power button tucked away on the bottom
right and large vent slots of varying width. When the amp is
powered up the tubes’ glow is visible, which is pretty cool. The
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top and back covers are vented as well to keep the MB-450s
running cool.

pletely free and open, separating the music from the system.
The MB-450s have an exceptionally pure and crystalline sound.

The back panel features single-ended and balanced inputs and
a single pair of five-way output terminals (my review sample
was actually made with WBT connectors, which are required in
Europe, but VTL claims typical production units sold in the US
have standard heavy-duty five-ways). One small toggle switch
selects the balanced or single-ended inputs, and another
switch selects tetrode or triode mode. The user manual stipulates that the amp should be powered off completely when
switching between tetrode and triode.

Unlike the other tube amps reviewed in this issue there was no
immediate sense of improved clarity when switching from the
MB-450 amps to the solid-state amps in the survey. A reason
for that must be the MB-450’s top end, which has the best
extension I’ve yet heard from a tube amp, an area in which the
VTLs clearly had the edge on the other tube amps reviewed
here.

Inside
Let’s begin at the beginning. The MB-450 Signature uses the
same fully differential input stage circuits as VTL’s Reference
series Siegfried monoblocks ($40K per pair!), an upgrade over
previous iterations of the MB-450. The tube complement uses
one 12AT7 in the input stage and a 6350 in the driver stage,
and no fewer than eight 6550Cs in the output stage. Lots of
power, lots of tubes.
The 6550Cs are five-element tubes with four active elements
operating in tetrode mode. When switched to triode one tube
element is essentially joined to another with three elements
effectively in operation.

The MB-450s also showed considerable bass weight, with a
bottom end that was slightly loose compared to the solid-state
amps. The ARC sounded faster in the mid-bass, but also leaner and lacking in richness. Astonishingly, while the VTLs were
clearly extended on top, they didn’t resolve as much midrange
detail as the other amps reviewed here, including the ARC
VT100 MKIII.
In addition, while the soundstage overall was impressively wide
and very deep front to back, it was also a bit distant in per-

“ …it had a pure and effortless
sound about it that was simply
remarkable...”

Common to the entire Signature series of components and
another improvement over previous models is the VTL Signature
transformer. VTL claims that this EI core transformer increases
bandwidth and results in superior square wave performance.
They also believe that this “Signature” transformer improves
bass performance without sacrificing any top end resolution.

spective. In other words, while the soundstage was deep, the
VTLs seemed to push everything far back on the soundstage
and didn’t reveal some players on separate front to back
planes as well as some of the other contenders.

Bias can be adjusted easily on each of the MB-450 Signature’s
eight output tubes with a voltmeter and a screwdriver after
removing the top cover. Be very careful when performing such
an adjustment—If you’re not comfortable doing it yourself, take
it into your dealer. A last notable detail is that the MB-450
Signature uses approximately 12dB of global feedback.

But I haven’t described all of the MB-450s thrills yet either.
While I mentioned that this muscular amp had dynamics, I think
it puts things in perspective to note that this amp at least
equaled if not exceeded the dynamic punch and contrast of the
solid-state amps (except for the Halo JC 1). And in doing so, it
had a pure and effortless sound about it that was simply
remarkable and literally dumped the other tube amps we
looked at.

Performance
The MB-450s have an arresting ease about them, a graceful
sense of power and unrestrained dynamics. They sound com-
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And that’s in triode mode. Switching to tetrode on the VTLs’
back panel made for an interesting set of changes. The power
and dynamics increased further still, and the bass tightened up
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considerably and seemed to extend lower.
While the measurements VTL provided show improved top end
extension in tetrode mode, and their literature suggests higher
resolution, I heard tetrode as more of a tone control than a resolution enhancer. Tetrode mode seemed to emphasize the
midrange some, but provided slightly decreased focus and
dimensionality. Further, while listening to female vocals I was
clearly hearing less retrieval of fine detail and texture—there
was less real detail in the midrange.
A more mysterious aspect of the MB-450’s sonic signature
was how it dealt with slowly paced but impeccably timed
music. Listening to the song “New Favorite” on the Live SACD
by Alison Krauss and Union Station, the VTLs slowed the
pace of the song substantially compared with the other amps,
and made the band sound arrhythmic to boot. Quicker tunes
were delivered with the requisite foot-tapping rhythm and
pace, and the VTLs offered a good sense of overall speed.
But with slower music these strange phenomena were clearly
evident with the VTLs in the system although I can’t even
speculate as to the cause.

Conclusion
The VTLs do nearly everything right if not spectacularly well.
They are amazingly open and free sounding with dynamic
scale that tube amps, even powerful tube amps, simply aren’t
supposed to have. Extension at both frequency extremes is
outstanding and the MB-450 Signatures are remarkably pure
sounding and free of tube colorations.
These amps offer much of the controlled, clean power of
solid-state with the richness of tubes. They aren’t the last
word in midrange resolution, but they image like a mother and
never run out of gas. They can be recommended without
reservation as tube amps that will power a broad variety of
loudspeakers and drive them full range under any conditions
with any brand of music. APJ
Manufacturer Information
Vacuum Tube Logic
4774 Murrieta St., Unit 10
Chino, CA 91710
Phone: 909 627 0350 www.vtl.com

The VTL MB-450s offer incredible clarity for tube amplifiers
and appear to have virtually unlimited power and unusually
extended high frequency response. Their Achilles’ heel is timing-related. Rhythmic involvement is an important aspect of my
connection to music and these amplifiers fell short of my
expectations in that regard. Their performance was exemplary
in all other areas and I may be the only one who hears a problem with rhythm and pace.

Anthem PVA 7
Anthem’s components are designed and manufactured by the
same company that makes Paradigm gear in Canada, and at
one time this company also marketed the renowned Sonic
Frontiers line of high-end audio gear.
The Anthem PVA 7 was designed to complement their AVM 20
7.1-channel digital controller and I reviewed both as a package

for The Perfect Vision. While both products were excellent for
the money, the PVA 7 was a real standout at $1,499 for a
seven-channel amplifier, much better than competing products
I’ve heard near its price.

Outside
The PVA 7 I reviewed was as plain a silver box as you’d want
to see—it’s also available in black—with only a small power
button on the front panel. Only single-ended inputs are provided to each of its seven channels, and its five-way binding posts
accept even large spades easily.
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Inside

Outside

The PVA 7’s insides are comprised of three stereo modules
and a single mono module specified for the center channel.
Each channel is rated at 105 watts into 8Ω, and each module
has its own dedicated heat sink. The chassis has a single
toroidal transformer rated at 800VA and a total of 100,000
microfarads of capacitance. Each channel has four bipolar output devices.

The P7 is a utilitarian box, finished in grey or black. Channel
assignments are marked clearly on the back panel, which features single-ended inputs only. Following the channel assignments is key since it results in the left and right speakers having access to a dedicated transformer when listening in
stereo—Arcam is a stereo company first and all their products
are logically designed with stereo music listening as a priority,
even when multichannel is accommodated as it is here.

Performance
At barely over $200 per channel the Anthem amp floored me
with the depth and delicacy of its sound. While not quite as
powerful or ballsy as the ATI amps you’ll find in this price

“At barely over $200 per
channel the Anthem amp
floored me with the depth
and delicacy of its sound.”
range, its resolution and pure musicality are superior, in my
opinion.
The midrange had a striking clarity due in part to the amp
being a little light in the low end. Even with that slight low end
the PVA 7 sounded well balanced and integrated.
Ironically, while it’s a multichannel amp designed for home theater use, I remember thinking it was much more a music lover’s
amp than a comparably priced Rotel I’d heard, which was fat
and slow in the bass, clearly veiled in the midrange, and not
nearly as dimensional in focus. The PVA 7 sounded organic in
timbre, musically cohesive, and imaged with remarkable focus.
A steal at its price and a real find!

Inside
The P7 is THX Ultra2-certified to deliver 150 watts per channel
into 8Ω (and 230 watts into 4Ω). Two toroids rated at 1500VA
are used with separate windings for the various channels.
When run in full seven-channel mode each transformer feeds
three channels, with the center channel pulling one winding
from the transformer for superior “load balancing.” A cooling fan
is included but unlikely to operate often, and each channel
uses four bipolar output devices.

Performance
It’s one of my pet peeves, but after much experimentation I’ve
come to believe that 6.1- or 7.1-channel surround sound is
totally superfluous in most rooms, even for movie soundtracks.
In a really big or really screwed up sounding room, ok, maybe.
But for the most part I think the various forms of “extended surround” are ways for manufacturers to sell receivers and controllers to people who already have them, not to mention that
selling more amplifiers is always better for manufacturers. And
if you’re a company like Arcam, competing with the mass market controllers and AVRs, you have to offer the same bells and
whistles.
I really think it’s too much to ask of a power amplifier to have
enough power supply guts to drive seven channels at high levels. Five channels are a lot, seven are too many, and that’s
what I heard here.

Arcam P7
The $4,500 Arcam P7 was born of a million dollar development
program by Arcam that yielded this seven-channel power
amplifier and its partner surround sound controller. I reviewed
both for The Perfect Vision and while I was knocked out by the
AV8 controller, the P7 left me wanting for an amp at its price.

While the P7 showed a mostly smooth and pleasant sonic
character, it was also dynamically compressed compared to
Dreadnaught. I got much greater dynamic swing and impact out
of the AV8 controller when driving my Theta amps.
Even in stereo mode the P7’s bass was weaker than I expected,
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and it had lower midrange and treble resolution and only soso imaging. I’ve heard better performance for less money and
I can’t help but think Arcam might have done better offering a
more powerful five-channel amp, with a stereo amp as an
add-on for those who simply must have seven-channel surround sound.

BAT VK-6200
Back when we wrote for Widescreen Review Dick and I both
took a keen interest when a company with audiophile roots
ventured into home theater, seeking products that would elevate the aesthetic. The BAT VK-6200 is one of the products I
encountered in that quest.

major design goal: to keep it running cool even when tucked
into an equipment closet or rack.
The back panel features balanced and single-ended inputs for
each channel and toggle switches to choose the proper mode
of operation for each. The speaker terminals and AC inlet are
on the bottom of the panel which makes connections tight with
large speaker wire and terminations. If the chassis is fully
loaded with channels the power cord will almost certainly come
into contact with the speaker wires. With good shielding on
both cables that shouldn’t be a big deal but I’d still prefer them
not to be in contact just in case.

Inside
While Balanced Audio Technology is known primarily for twochannel tube components, they also make a wide range of

solid-state products, including the big, bad VK-6200 multichannel power amplifier. The VK-6200 can be configured with two to
six channels, has zero global feedback, and costs $4,995 in its
base two-channel configuration and $1,250 for each additional
channel (maximum of six). I reviewed a five-channel unit with a
retail of $8,745.

Outside
The VK-6200 is one of the all-time backbreakers. The fivechannel job I reviewed weighed in at 180 pounds. The VK6200 is good looking in an extremely “guy” way, with silver
and black aesthetics made of aluminum that match much of
BAT’s line. It looks good and it puts the “heavy” in heavy-duty.
BAT sees this amp as a premium solution—including high-end
custom installs. The VK-6200 is heavily vented in line with a

Each of the VK-6200’s channel modules is rated at 200 watts
per into 8Ω and 400 into 4Ω. Each module has its own power
supply complete with a dedicated 700VA-rated toroidal transformer. All transistors are bipolar, and each channel’s output
stage uses eight high-output bipolar devices. The VK-6200
uses zero global negative feedback according to its designer
Victor Khomenko, but while most of the VK-6200’s circuits are
balanced the output stage is not.
BAT’s Victor Khomenko also provided the design for Integra
Research’s RDA-7 multichannel power amplifier leading to
speculation on the Internet and elsewhere that the Integra
Research amp is a VK-6200 for less money (the RDA-7 is now
replaced by the RDA-7.1, but originally carried a retail of $5K).
Let’s dispel that myth right now.
The RDA-7 has two toroids rated at 800VA, is rated lower in
power at 150 watts per channel into 8Ω, uses some global

“…excellent bass control and
dynamics, terrific resolution
through the midrange, and fine
top end extension.”
feedback, and has only six bipolar output devices per channel.
Compare that with the specs above and you’ll see there’s no
free lunch there.
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Performance

Inside

BAT’s VK-6200 is a very solid performing amplifier. It has
excellent bass control and dynamics, terrific resolution
through the midrange, and fine top end extension. It’s an amp
that doesn’t do anything wrong at all, yet I never felt connected to it either.

The big Classé uses MOSFETs in the driver stage and eight
high-current bipolar devices (per channel) in its output stages.
It’s balanced from input to output and uses a single toroidal
transformer rated at 2kVA that’s housed in a big, thick “magnetic flux controlled” can (I think that’s a rather fancy-pants way of
saying it resists magnetic field interactions but it’s hard to be
sure). At the time I reviewed this amplifier for Widescreen
Review, I couldn’t get a lot of information on how it works.

Although it wasn’t lacking any warmth per se, my own reaction
to it was just a little on the cold side for reasons I can’t readily
identify. In all cases, when comparing it to the Theta
Dreadnaught, the VK-6200 was right in there in every way, and
in truth I think the bass was better controlled and the dynamics
were at least as good if not better.
The VK-6200 has a lot of oomph in the power supply and it
shows. But it also costs a lot more than the Theta. If home theater is your priority, and particularly if you’re looking for a cool
running amp to rack-mount in an enclosed room, the VK-6200
is a solid choice. For music I responded to the improved
dimensionality and purity of the Ayre and Theta amps.

Classé CAV-500
Since Classé Audio was founded by Mike Viglas and Dave
Reich in 1980 they’ve amassed a reputation for offering components of Levinson-like build quality and performance at less
than Levinson-like prices. Nearly three years ago I was afforded the opportunity to review Classé’s CAV-500, a robust power
amplifier rated to deliver 250 watts per channel (into 8Ω) to
each of its five channels. It costs a robust but not crazy $7,500
and looks like it.

Outside
As with all the Classé gear I’ve seen, the fit & finish of the
CAV-500 is as heavy (125 pounds!) and classy as one would
expect. Heavy aluminum that’s silver on the front and top, complemented with black on the sides where the massive heat
sinks reside. Only an etched Classé logo and power button
reside on the front panel.

Performance
I found the big Classé to be an excellent power amplifier with
both music and film sources. I used this five-channel amp as
just that with multichannel movies as a source, and I also used
it to biamp Vandersteen 3A Signatures for two-channel music
listening.
In all conditions with all material the Classé was powerful and
effortless, with powerful and articulate bass and very good spatial/imaging characteristics. Vocals had impressive texture and
detail. This Classé amp fell just short of the layered resolution
and musicality of the Theta Dreadnaught, but it unquestionably
lived up to its high-end audio pedigree.

Linn Klimax Solo 500
The Klimax Solo is Linn’s latest and greatest monoblock, featuring all that Linn has learned in the way of using efficient,
powerful switch-mode power supplies. The Klimax is a noholds-barred product with a price to match: $9,500 each. Each
Klimax is rated at 290 watts into 8Ω and 500 watts into 4Ω,
and yet they measure only 14” by 14” and are just 2.5” tall.
How much performance has Linn squeezed into this diminutive
package?

Outside
The Klimax Solos make a stunning impression that’s quite the
opposite of most brutishly powerful amplifiers. These flat little
aluminum boxes have a space-age wonder about them, fin-

On the back side are both single-ended and balanced connections. Removing the installed jumpers from the ground and
negative pins activates balanced operation. The speaker terminals are heavy buggers that accept only spades.
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ished in silver with a chassis formed by two massive pieces of
aluminum billet.
The top piece is comprised of the front, side and top panels
and hangs over the back panel and around the billet that is
the bottom chassis. Small irregular gashes on the top cover
allow what little airflow the Klimax Solo requires. On the
front, below the Linn logo, an inlet like a lidded eye lights up
a cool blue when the Klimax is powered up—and it does so
only when an input signal is sensed. There is no manual
power button.
The only downside of the Klimax’s small size and rather stunning aesthetic is that the back panel is cramped for space,
being short from top to bottom and having part of the top cover
hanging over it. Or maybe my fingers are too big. A switch on
the back panel chooses whether the single-ended or balanced
connectors are live, but Linn isn’t big on balanced circuits so
you can bet it’s not a truly balanced differential design from
input to output.

Linn’s Silent Power Supply
A switching power supply is an intriguing option for a power
amplifier because it can be smaller, run cooler and cost less.

“The most exciting thing
about the Linn Klimax Solo 500
is its bone-crunching bass
authority and articulation.”
Less size is required to generate the high current necessary to
drive loudspeakers and consequently the massive amounts of
heat generated by the process that must be dissipated. Much
of the size and weight of a typical solid-state power amplifier
are in power supply and heat sinks.
Linn’s Silent Power supply rectifies and filters the incoming AC
and generates a 300-350 volt DC signal. Lightning fast semiconductor switches (as fast as 20 nanoseconds, according to
Linn) then switch on and off to “chop up” the DC signal into a
high frequency AC signal. Linn claims power transformers can
be much smaller since they deal with such high frequencies—

as opposed to a typical transformer, which sees 60Hz AC signals. Rectifiers and filter caps then convert the “waveform”
back to a DC signal to drive Kilmax’s electronics.
Switch-mode power supplies are much smaller and more efficient and are often used in powered subwoofer applications.
They’re a little tricky for full-range amplifier designs because of
the large amount of high frequency noise created by the
switching process.
Switching noise occurs at high frequencies so typically the signal is low-pass filtered, which filters out the noise but also limits bandwidth. In the case of the Klimax its -3dB point is specified at 60k. That’s still well above the range of human hearing,
but consider that many solid-state designs like Theta’s
Dreadnaught aren’t -3dB until around 200k.
Does this bandwidth limiting, even at ultrasonic frequencies,
somehow impact what we do hear down below 20kHz? Don’t
know for sure, but as you’ll read below, while the Klimax
sounds excellent in many ways it certainly isn’t as open or
extended on top as the Theta amps are. Can’t help but wonder why.
The Klimax’s circuit topology is extensively “surface-mount”
with almost no wire anywhere. The output stages are Class AB
using eight high-current bipolar devices. Each Klimax has a
cooling fan that I never heard—either the amp never ran hot
enough for the fan to engage or it wasn’t loud enough for me to
hear.

Performance
The most exciting thing about the Linn Klimax Solo 500 is its
bone-crunching bass authority and articulation. I’ve never
heard this amp’s equal in that regard.
My reference loudspeakers at the time of the Linn review were
Vandersteen 3A Signatures with 2Wq subwoofers. When I ran
the 3As full range it sounded like the subwoofers were still connected and in line! I heard bass from my speakers that I wasn’t
aware they could deliver. Not only was the extension greatly
improved, the control these amps exerted over the bass and
midbass was simply mind boggling in articulation. It made my
3As sound tighter and faster than I’ve ever heard them with
amazing rhythm and pace.
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I know that the rhythm and foot-tapping thing is a cliché with
Linn gear, but in my experience it’s true. Everything I’ve heard
from them is pitch-perfect and masterfully emphasizes music’s
rhythmic flow. If you have a big full-range speaker this amp is
going to control the low end and make that speaker boogie better than anything else I’ve heard.
On the down side, the Klimax Solos are very expensive at
nearly $20K per pair, and they lack top end extension, image
focus, front to back soundstage depth and overall resolution.
Although my reference Theta Dreadnaughts could not even
come close to matching the low-end grip of the Klimax, it
sounded like twice as much music was coming out of my system with the Dreadnaughts back in place.
The Klimax simply doesn’t have the resolving power or focus of
some of the better solid-state amps I’ve heard, which would be
easier to swallow at a lower price point. Still, I wouldn’t
begrudge anyone who bought these amps because they are
musically involving and they’ll never be fatiguing or grating to
listen to. I enjoyed the time I had with them and they’re in a
category of products that could be plugged into your system
and will keep making music an infectious experience all the
livelong day. APJ

Inside
The B&K amp reverses the topology of many amplifiers by
using bipolar transistors in the input and driver stages and five
pairs of MOSFETs (per channel) for output devices. The power
supply uses a single toroid rated at 1.5kVA, and six large filter
caps are used that total 162,000 microfarads capacitance.
Three heat sinks make for a total of 250 square inches of heat
dissipation per channel.

Performance
While the B&K 7250 offered lots of dynamic punch and slam,
it also was hard in the midrange and on top, and exhibited
glare at higher volume levels. The bass lacked pitch definition
and articulation so rhythm and pace were noticeably and negatively affected, and imaging was so diffuse I remember double-checking the speaker wires to make sure I hadn’t inadvertently wired the speakers out of phase (which I hadn’t). MOSFET haze? Could be.
Either way, image focus was too poor to allow me to get
involved with music, and while the B&K’s dynamics are well
suited to home theater use the grain and glare it exhibits at
loud volume levels aren’t. The 7250 amplifier has been discontinued but based on my experience with it, I’d avoid this amplifier and caution anyone considering any newer B&K power
amps to do some very careful listening to determine if they
exhibit any of this amp’s deleterious sonic characteristics.

Integra Research RDA-7
B&K 7250
I’m a big fan of B&K’s digital controllers, which are designed
from the ground up and manufactured right here in the USA
(Buffalo, NY). In 2001 I listened to what was B&K’s top of the
line multichannel power amp, the $2,498 Reference 7250. It’s
rated to deliver 200 watts into 8Ω and 375 into 4Ω.

Integra Research is the high-end brand of the Onkyo
Corporation, and is not to be confused with plain old Integra
either, which sits in between the Onkyo and Integra Research
lines.
The first products from Integra Research included the RDC-7
digital controller, RDV-1 DVD-A/DVD-V player, and RDA-7, a
$5K seven-channel power amp designed by Victor Khomenko
of Balanced Audio Technology (BAT).

Outside
The Reference 7250 is a classic black box, with a vented top
cover and entirely straight angles. Finesse isn’t the name of the
game here. Inputs are single-ended only and each channel features its own level control. Speaker terminals are for spades or
bananas only.
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The RDA-7 even featured the BAT logo on the front panel! I
should also mention that while the amp didn’t light my fire, the
RDC-7 controller was excellent for its $4K price tag, delivering
balanced ins and outs and surprisingly good sound quality.
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Outside

Outside

The RDA-7 amplifier is finished in a pewter color and its chassis is vented on the top and sides. Single-ended and balanced
connections are on the back panel, with each channel offering
a switch between operational modes.

Only single-ended inputs are supplied—and worse, the speaker
terminals use connectors that I’ve never seen on any other
amplifier and require an adapter from Linn. I didn’t have any
speaker cables with bare wire to which I could connect Linn’s
adapters (!) so I was forced to use Linn’s own speaker cables
about which I’m admittedly skeptical.

Inside
Rumors that this amplifier is simply a cheaper BAT VK-6200
are patently false. Read the VK-6200 review elsewhere in this
issue of the Journal for the skinny on that. The RDA-7 is rated
to deliver 150 watts per channel into 8Ω with all seven channels driven. It uses two 800VA toroids, one supplying three
channels and the other supplying four.
Each channel has 40k microfarads capacitance and highly
efficient heat sinks. In spite of its balanced connections, and
the Balanced Audio Technology logo on the front plate, the
RDA-7 is not balanced from input to output. So much for the
brand name. The input and driver stage transistors are bipolar and the output stage of each channel uses six bipolar
devices.

Inside
In my review of the Linn Klimax Solo in this issue of the
Journal, I mentioned that switch-mode power supplies are seldom used in full-range applications. The signal must be lowpass filtered to eliminate the high frequency switching noise
created in the power supply.
Detractors of switch-mode power supplies for full-range amps
would say switch-mode amps sound slow, dark and rolled off.
On the positive side, due to its use of a switch-mode power
supply, the AV5125 doesn’t need massive power transformers
or heat sinks or a number of things that conventional amps
would need to deliver five channels of 125 watts. The AV5125
is a cute little thing that weighs only 11 pounds!

Performance
I used the RDA-7 in a five-channel setup with four of its
seven channels vertically biamping Vandersteen 3A
Signature speakers. The RDA-7’s overriding sonic characteristic is a cold, mechanical, dry sound born in part by the
amp’s anemic low-end performance. It was quite muscular
sounding, even during taxing home theater passages, and
imaged surprisingly well.
It’s a better home theater amp than a music listening amp
though. With music it’s simply too dry and analytical to establish a firm emotional connection with the listener.

Linn AV5125 Switch-Mode Amp
Just before leaving Widescreen Review in late 2001 I wrote a
review of Linn’s $3,950 AV5125 that was never published. The
AV5125 is a five-channel amplifier rated to deliver 125 watts
per channel into 8Ω and 250 per channel into 4Ω. Linn advertises the AV5125 as a switch-mode power supply amp with a
“Class V” topology. Linn’s literature claims this amplifier delivers
“audiophile performance while minimizing waste heat.”

Performance
Unlike the Linn Klimax Solo, the AV5125 simply didn’t offer
enough positive performance attributes to overcome the negatives of using switch-mode power supplies. It didn’t grab the
speakers and control them in the exhilarating fashion its big
brother did, and it was more than dark and slow—it was outright opaque with a noticible lack of transparency with music
material.
My hope had been that at the least the AV5125 would provide
some dynamic thrills so that I could call it a good home theater
amp, but I found it to be far less gripping in that regard than
several amps costing far less from Parasound, ATI and others.
The Linn AV5125 simply wasn’t competitive.
The only caveat of my review is that because of the bizarre
connectors used on the AV5125’s back panel I was forced to
use Linn’s speaker wire, which looked like black tire rubber. I
terminated that cable with spades and used it with my reference amps and found it to be quite dark, so some of the opacity I heard with the AV5125 could be due to that wire. But given
how poorly the AV5125 fares against products costing half as
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much, and its use of those peculiar connectors, I simply can’t
come close to recommending it based on my experiences. APJ

I feel we did our job almost too well in selecting the amps for
this issue—not a single one of the amps we chose in our feature reviews performed poorly! We’re not being too easy on any
of these guys. They were all good in most ways, although I
have some firm preferences I want to share here.
Two products from this survey, at opposite ends of the price
spectrum, stood out to me: the Ayre V-5x and the Theta
Citadels. The Ayre is a stereo amp that costs $4,500 and
challenges the state-of-the-art, cost-no object Citadels, which
come in at over $15K/pair. The Theta is better in some key
respects, like top end air and bass authority and articulation,
and it is overall the finest amplifier I’ve heard. But no one
would have to make any apologies whatsoever for a system
built on an Ayre V-5x. The V-5x is good enough for the highest of the high-end systems. It has image focus, musicality
and resolving power to spare.
Charles Hansen deserves high praise as he created the basic
circuit design for both the V-5x and Citadel and the now discontinued Theta Dreadnaught—altogether the three best amplifiers
I’ve heard.
It’s difficult to speak in absolutes, but all three of these solidstate amplifiers have two things in common with tube amps.
Low or zero feedback topologies and natural, organic sound
quality that’s less like hi-fi and more like music. Charles
Hansen would say that this is not coincidence, and after listening to the number of amps that I have I’d agree there’s something to it.
The zero feedback solid-state amps have a purity and musicality about them that stands out from other solid-state designs.
What we heard here are amps that have some of the addictive
sonic attributes of tube amps, like the spooky holographic
imaging of the Ayre V-5x and Theta Citadels for example, without the colorations or limitations of tubes (and obviously no retubing either). Without overstating the case, these zero feedback solid-state amps are looking more like a watershed point
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in industry history.
Before moving on from the solid-state amps, this survey also
shored up my already high opinion of the original Theta
Dreadnaught, which stands on its own against all of these
products and is embarrassed by none. No amplifier I’ve come
across yet outperforms it to a significant degree cementing its
status in my mind as a modern classic.
As for the tube amps, it’s not that they weren’t impressive or
even excellent in most respects. Some of you will find you can’t
live without them and I won’t begrudge you that. As natural and
purely musical as the solid-state amps above are, there’s still
something to that old tube magic.
The ARC has some vestigial (albeit minor) tube grunge, the
VTL is just a little soft and distant in perspective, and the Nagra
isn’t suitable for playing all types of music at satisfying levels.
And none matched the extension and authority at the frequency
extremes that the Theta amps showed, although the VTL MB450s had less of these drawbacks than the others by far.
The ARC was remarkable for its vivid midrange, but the VTL
MB-450s were amazingly free and effortless with shocking
dynamics. Nothing I threw at the MB-450s made them sound
like they had to breathe hard. They had no tube grunge, and
thus a remarkable clarity about them, and the top and bottom
end extension was remarkable. Still not a match for the Theta
Citadels in bass articulation or top end air, but better than the
other tube amps we listened to. All in all the ARC represents an
excellent value in a $6,500 stereo tube amp, and for more
money the VTLs step up with performance increases of their
own that are extremely impressive.
This is a good group of products. Do some listening and see if
you don’t agree. APJ

Twenty years ago tube and solid-state amplifiers would not
have been as competitive on a level playing field. Things have
come a long way since then. Even in 1990, nobody could have
convinced me that after listening to a selection of the world’s
finest amplifiers I’d choose a solid-state model for myself.
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imity of sources and the reduced amount of metalwork.
Each channel of audio amplification is a separate entity so, in
theory, it makes no difference whether an amplifier is a
monoblock or a multichannel device. In practice the audible differences between a single channel amplifier and a multichannel device may be insignificant or substantial.
Three obvious differentiating factors appear with little scrutiny:
cost, size and heat. The power supply is less obvious but probably even more critical to sound quality. Each channel may
have its own supply, or part of one, or all channels may share a
common supply.
People expect to pay less per channel for a multichannel amplifier. They expect to save space by combining all channels in a
single chassis and they expect the product to be just as reliable even when driving a home theater system that will probably be played at significantly higher volume levels.

Cost
The chassis and front panel represent significant costs to the
manufacturer. Considering only these items makes a multichannel amplifier seem like a good idea. Why duplicate the costs of
metalwork when one chassis and front panel will do.
The chassis will have to be bigger and heavier and much more
heat sink area will be required. All the same connectors will be necessary for the inputs and outputs of each channel. A high quality
multichannel amplifier could cost somewhat less but the price difference probably won’t be as great as you might first imagine.
Figuring the cost per channel is easy—simply divide the total
price by the number of channels. Some amplifiers can be configured with two channels and additional channels can be
added. The first two will cost more because the initial cost will
include the chassis and front panel.

A smaller amplifier will take up less shelf space but the number
of connectors will be the same and the wiring is likely to be
more difficult because all the connectors and wires will be in
close proximity. You’ll have to use longer speaker wires and
that will depreciate the sound and lighten your wallet.

Heat
Dissipating heat can be a problem. Even if each channel has
its own heat sink, they’ll share heat because they’re positioned
tightly together and there is less metalwork to absorb and reradiate heat. A multichannel amplifier may use less shelf space
but require more open space around it to provide adequate
cooling. An enclosed space may require a fan.
Some multichannel amplifiers use the same circuit designs as
their stereo counterparts but operate at lower bias levels to
control heat. Compare bias specifications (if available) to see if
you may be sacrificing sound quality due to reduced bias when
identical circuits are used in multiples.

Power Supply
Each amplifier in a multichannel design may have its own power
supply and its own transformer, or a common power supply may
be shared by all channels. Some designs use a common transformer and individual rectifiers and capacitors for each amplifier
module. There are pros and cons to each design choice.
Separate transformers provide complete channel isolation for
the best (theoretic) imaging and the lowest crosstalk between
channels. Some advocate the use of separate, albeit smaller,
transformers in multichannel amplifiers.
A single, larger transformer can provide more potential power
to an individual channel in operating conditions where all channels aren’t demanding full power at the same time. This is how
things will be most if not all of the time in actual operation.

Size
A five-channel amplifier is likely to be smaller than five singlechannel amplifiers because of the shared metalwork. Five
channels will create as much total heat whether packaged in a
single chassis or mounted on five separate chassis but the
heat will be harder to dissipate in a single unit due to the prox-

Trade-offs can provide some of the advantages of each choice.
For example, a single, large transformer can be combined with
individual rectifiers and capacitor banks for each channel providing some of the isolation of multitransformer designs along
with the power reserves of the larger, common transformer.
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Conclusion
A well-designed multichannel amplifier can provide near stateof-the-art sound for a stereo system and provide extra channels for vertical biamplification and surround sound use.
A system that provides an all-out assault on sound quality will probably utilize monaural amps to power the stereo speakers and a threechannel amplifier for the center and surround channels, if used. APJ

When reminiscing
about amplifier
development I have
to admit that I built
my first amplifier kits
more than 50 years
ago. Obviously I’m
older than I feel.
As compensation for
my long involvement
with electronics I got
to watch the evolution of audio amplifiers through the period
when the first transistors were introduced into consumer products. I listened to amplifiers before, during and after the switch
to solid-state devices.
I sold and serviced high-end amplifiers during this revolutionary
change and listened to music through both tube and solid-state
components for over half a decade. During that time amplifiers
got much better and became less of an impediment to my
involvement with music.

My First Portable
When I was a kid, in the days of wooden ships and iron men, I
carried around a Motorola portable radio that contained four
vacuum tubes. It weighed about six pounds due largely to the
fact that it took two enormous batteries to provide the necessary power. One of the batteries was rated at 90 volts and
could produce quite a jolt, as my mother can attest. Once I spit
on the terminals and touched them to the back of her arm to
see what would happen. She got a shock and has never
seemed quite the same!
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This early “portable” radio was about 14 inches wide and nearly
a foot high. It had a rotating antenna on top that doubled as a
carrying handle. It was far too heavy and much too large for
the journey into space, as were the bulky computers of the day.
That’s one of the reasons why we didn’t make it into space until
the transistor was invented.

The Transistor Revolution
Transistors made it possible for us to go to the
moon because they allowed us to make lighter
spacecraft. They made it possible to miniaturize consumer electronic components and produce them for far less money.
Transistors made it possible for everyone to have a hi fi system.
A good tube receiver cost more than a month’s salary in the
1950s and a solid-state receiver with more bells and whistles
sold for the equivalent of about one-third of that in the ‘60s.
When I got into the audio business in the ‘70s, everybody
could afford to own a respectable hi-fi system and everybody
did. It was a good time for middle class Americans but not
such a good time for those discerning individuals who wanted
the best sound.
The first solid-state amplifiers appeared on the market in the
1960s and they sounded pretty bad. The sound was sterile and
harsh but the guys who worshipped their test instruments told
us that we must be deaf if we couldn’t recognize their superiority. The early solid-state amplifiers were clearly more accurate,
they said, because they had less distortion.
See how much better they sound? they asked as they showed
us the measurements. Everything will be fine as soon as the
recording engineers learn how to use this new, improved tool,
they said. (This same argument popped up again when digital
was introduced in the ‘80s, and yet again when surround sound
was introduced, for the second time, in the ‘90s.)
I think I’ll take a break now and go downstairs and listen to an
analog stereo recording on vinyl played through my tube preamp.

Japan Conquers Consumer
Electronics
American companies fell by the wayside as
Japanese manufacturers took over the consumer audio market
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in the 1970s. Venerable American brands like Fischer, Scott
and Marantz either failed or were purchased by Japanese companies. Everybody tried to jump on the transistor bandwagon.
Audio Research, who had developed an enviable reputation as
a maker of fine tube gear, completely converted to transistors
in the mid-1970s with the SP-4 preamp and the D-100 amplifier, both of which were completely solid-state. This proved to be
financially disastrous and ARC soon resurrected their tube
products, which were produced alongside the solid-state stuff
then as they are today.
Tube products were available from high-end companies like
ARC, Conrad-Johnson and Counterpoint but most regular folks
settled for affordable solid-state components. Many audiophiles
simply held on to their US-made Marantz or Harmon Kardon
tube amps until the first really good solid-state amplifiers
arrived in the late ‘80s.

Fads
The test bench “experts” kept insisting that
solid-state amplifiers were superior to tube
amplifiers but discerning listeners knew better. Some of these
listeners were engineers and they set about trying to discover
why the early transistor amplifiers sounded bad. They could
hear that the “perfect” solid-state amplifiers sounded different
from one another, and many explanations were proffered to
explain these differences.
We went through a series of fads that eventually proved to be
more about marketing than sound. Amps were produced with
ultralow distortion, “high current,” incredibly high slew rates,
and amazingly broad bandwidth, but the sound didn’t get much
better until the smart guys started to find reasons for what the
discerning guys were hearing.

Low Distortion
Early solid-state amps had about one-tenth as
much harmonic distortion as comparable tube
amps but still sounded harsh and sterile. Some thought that even
less distortion was the answer. Amplifiers were made with incredibly low distortion measurements. Lots of negative feedback made
the distortion measurements better and the sound worse.
Walter Jung and Matti Otala studied solid-state amplifiers in the

‘70s, identified new kinds of distortion and offered these newly identified distortions as an explanation for amplifier sound. Reducing distortion caused by current-limiting or voltage sag, preventing slewinginduced distortion and minimizing transient intermodulation distortion
became fashionable. Some of this actually worked.

High Current
You can’t cause current to flow without voltage
so just what is a “high current” amplifier? It’s an
amplifier that can deliver the required current when the load
impedance drops. Most high-end amplifiers don't have a problem driving low impedance speakers but many mass-market
amps did and still do.
In the early days it was fashionable to make cheap amplifiers
with puny power supplies and high voltage rails because these
amps could produce a high power rating into an 8Ω resistor,
which looked good on the specification sheet. When the load
impedance dropped creating a greater demand for current,
either voltage would sag in the inadequate power supplies
and/or current limiting would kick in preventing damage but
compressing dynamic range.
Amplifiers with adequate power supplies were then advertised
as “high current” amps as if some new miracle had been discovered. They cured a problem they had created while attempting to keep the specs high and the costs low.

High Slew Rate & Broad Bandwidth
In an unfiltered amplifier, slew rate is a corollary
of bandwidth. An amp that can deliver high frequencies can slew pretty fast. This too was carried to extremes
until people realized that some of the best sounding amplifiers
had reasonable slew rates and reasonable bandwidth.
Excessive bandwidth can actually cause problems as the
amplifier tries to amplify radio frequencies (RF) and other
garbage along with the audio.

Solid-State Comes Around
The tube amplifiers I built in the 1950s sounded
a lot like the tube amplifiers of today. The solidstate amplifiers that dominated for the next thirty years certainly didn’t sound like today’s best solid-state amps. Towards the
late ‘80s the sounds started to converge.
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Tube amplifiers got better and more reliable thanks to the
development of superior parts. Tube amplifiers still provided the
most musical sound and delivered far more dynamic contrast
than solid-state amps with similar power ratings. They were
deficient at the frequency extremes and usually exhibited
rolled-off highs and softer, sometimes bloated bass. Tube
amplifiers always had higher noise levels and still do.
In the 1980s the best solid-state amplifiers ceased to be harsh
and generally provided a more musical sound than their solidstate predecessors. Backgrounds were quieter and bass was
tighter with more punch than tube amps could deliver. The best
solid-state designs were often more open on top with a lighter
and airier sound but the best tube amps still presented more
harmonic detail and a richer, more lifelike midrange. Tube
amps always won the imaging battles.

Trade-offs?
Twenty years ago there was a clear trade-off
between tube and solid-state amplifiers. Tube
aficionados sneered at solid-state heathens who had yet to see
the glowing light. Solid-state guys snickered at tube fans

because they preferred “coloration” over “accuracy.” Things
have changed. Let me tell you about our recent adventure.
For this Journal we assembled a collection of the best amplifiers we could find and listened to them in head-to-head comparisons in the same room with the same reference components. Things didn’t turn out as I expected. The clear-cut tradeoffs of the past were blurred or nonexistent.
We’d collected a group of outstanding amplifiers. There is no
question that I could make great sound with any of them and
truly excellent sound with all but a few. I was really surprised to
find that the amplifiers I liked the best were completely solidstate. Following these comparisons, I ordered a pair of Theta
Citadels because they were the best sounding amplifiers I had
ever heard. I didn’t feel that I had to compromise at all.
I’ll bet that you can get just what you want in an amplifier
today. You won’t have to settle for inferior performance in one
area to get superior performance in another. Go listen to
today’s best amplifiers and hear for yourself. APJ
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Speakers
INTRODUCTION

by Richard Hardesty

In previous Journals we’ve explained at length why
loudspeakers can’t reproduce a signal that your other
components don’t send them. The following is also
true: a bad set of speakers can take a perfect signal
and make bad sound.
Are the speakers that reproduce the
signal more important than the system
that creates it? That question has no
definitive answer because you can’t listen
to either separately. While it’s unrealistic
to expect that a great set of speakers will
make a bad system sound better, it’s just as
foolish to think that you can get great sound
without great speakers.

opposed to those components which “artfully” create
a pleasing sound, which might stimulate some listeners in a way that reminds them of some music, some
of the time.
How does an accurate audio system differ from one
that sounds good to some people when playing some
types of music? First
let me define high
fidelity and then I’ll
tell you why I think it’s
the best way to choose
components.

In this Journal we’ll start from the beginning
and explain how speakers work and then
describe why most of them can’t begin to
accurately reproduce the signal that your
audio components created.
Speakers are by far the most inaccurate
and colored part of an audio system. Why
should they be accurate, you might ask, if
they sound good to me? Let me tell you.

Journal Explained

41
Conclusion
42
Dispelling
Common Myths

PART 1

The Audio Perfectionist Journal takes a
different path as we try to help you
choose a satisfying home audio system.
The Journal follows Richard Hardesty’s high
fidelity approach to audio reproduction. The high
fidelity approach states that good audio components
should accurately reproduce the recording, as
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Why The High
Fidelity Approach?
An audio system creates a
reproduction of the original
event. The result is a
simulation. Real musicians aren’t playing in
your listening room—
but it should sound
like they are. If a certain coloration could
be proven to
improve all types
of music it would
be hard to
argue
against
it. No
such coloration has ever
been found.

Speakers
The Journal Format

“…good audio components
should accurately reproduce
the recording…”
Instead, some components are designed with inaccuracies
complimentary to certain kinds of music and detrimental to others. Many audio components and most speakers fall into this
category. My observations have led me to believe that this is
not the best way to choose components or assemble systems.
If your car system can satisfyingly deliver the repetitive thump
of rap bass it probably won’t reproduce a cello worth a damn. If
you listen to nothing but rap this coloration may be acceptable,
even desirable. If you enjoy a wide variety of music, and I
believe that most audio perfectionists do, then you’ll want an
accurate audio system that faithfully reproduces the
recording—whatever it contains.

Each Audio Perfectionist Journal concentrates on a certain
section of the audio system. We start by explaining how a certain component works. We highlight the sections of that component that make the biggest sonic differences. We gather a
selection of these specific components, which contain the various design choices, and describe what we heard when evaluating these components in direct comparison, in the same room
using the same reference system and the same pairs of ears.
Journal 12 is all about speakers but time and space limitations
mean that we’ll only scratch the surface of this complex subject. Speaker function will be explained in terms you can understand and an informative interview, with one of the best speaker designers in this country, will be included. I’ll tell you why
most speakers sound like nothing you’ve ever heard before—
and why that’s bad—and I’ll review the speakers that I chose to
buy for myself. APJ

Bias or Astute Selection?
Let me Share my Wisdom Grasshopper
I have observed hundreds, perhaps thousands, of folks on the
same quest. Their common goal is a satisfying musical experience in the home. I have found that more people will be happier longer with a high fidelity audio system that accurately reproduces the recording.
The engineers and technicians who make the recordings try to
produce an accurate replica of the live performance they
recorded. Their results vary but for the most part they do a
pretty good job. If you assemble a system that accurately
reproduces what they recorded you are likely to hear a pretty
good representation of the original event.
If, on the other hand, you choose an amplifier or speaker system that adds a pleasing coloration you are likely to find that
the enhancement works only for a certain type of recording and
negatively impacts all others. Artificial ambience, for instance,
may enhance the reality of classical music recorded in a large
venue but it is unlikely to add realism to an intimate recording
of a solo vocalist accompanied by a single guitar.
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by Richard Hardesty

Are we biased towards certain components? I know I am. I purchase only the best things I can afford. I choose carefully and
with good reason. I am certainly biased towards the things I
have chosen and against the things I have rejected. These
biases are reflected in my writing in the Journal. How does
that compare with advertising-supported publications?

Freedom From Advertising
versus Freedom From Bias
Publications that are supported by advertising cannot risk
offending advertisers. They deny this fact but it’s true and easily verified.
In a perfect world a free press would provide thoughtful criticism. In the real world, salaries of the writers of the not-so-free
press are paid by advertisers. The costs of producing, printing
and mailing a magazine are also paid by the advertisers.
Readers often pay less than the cost of printing and mailing the
publication because the subscriber list establishes advertising
prices. Magazines are written for advertisers not readers.
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“In a perfect world a free
press would provide thoughtful
criticism.”
Everything “reviewed” in an advertising-supported publication
will be praised and any criticism will be soft-pedaled or hidden
between the lines. Who would buy advertising space in a publication that printed a negative report about their product?

Advertiser Bias, Price Bias
I read denials of bias in magazines every day. The editorial staff
will claim complete separation from those who sell advertising. Is
this true? Ask them to show you some of their product criticisms.
Is everything they review good?
Do they simply ignore products that aren’t any good or those that
cost far more than their performance justifies? Or does every

talking about free stuff. Did they buy their equipment or did they
get it for free?
Do they really like the carriage trade products they rave about?
Do they fork over their own cash to buy these products or do the
manufacturers give them “long term loans”? Would a magazine
reviewer dare to announce that certain components outperform
the ones the advertisers have provided? What would he or she
listen to if the manufacturers got angry and asked for their products back?
It’s true that manufacturers seldom loan products with a specific
agreement that they will receive positive ink. They don’t have to—
It’s implicit.

Is the Journal Free From Bias?
We are certainly not free from bias. Would you listen to the opinions of someone who didn’t have any?
Of course we’re biased. We evaluate groups of the best products we can
find and provide candid opinions about the sound we heard, even if it falls
short. We buy the best examples with our own money if we can afford
them. We tell you when something sounds better than what we can afford
to purchase and we fear no retribution from the manufacturers of the components we use because we own them! Do I need to explain this difference any further? The Journal is written for you. There are no advertisers
involved.

“Would you listen to the
opinions of someone who
didn’t have any?”
component perform better than anything that costs less, as the
magazines would have you believe?

Owning Your Own Components
Free components are another major factor influencing magazine
reviews. This bias is consistently denied and you may question
who is telling you the truth. I challenge you to write to any magazine editor and ask what audio components they have actually
purchased for their own use. Discounts don’t count. Editors can
get a discount on anything, which levels the playing field. We’re

Our biases represent our real, honest opinions based on actual
product performance. Magazine writers can’t even tell you what
they really think. They work for advertisers not you.
In the Audio Perfectionist Journal you’ll get real information
about home audio systems.
Before we start the discussion of loudspeakers I’d like to bring
you up to date on a couple of items that I’ve added to my reference system. Here is a review of the Solid Tech rack system and
the story of the evolution of the Wadia 800-series CD player. APJ
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Solid Tech Racks

Solid Tech Racks Review

by Richard Hardesty

Your audio components must be supported and displayed on
something and that something may negatively impact the performance of those components. I’ve discovered a rack system
that actually sounds better than most. It looks good, too, and it
can be assembled in a wide variety of ways to suit almost any
system configuration.

Mass and Isolation
A heavy object is hard to move. A massive equipment rack is
a heavy object especially if it’s loaded with high quality components. If large forces have a difficult time moving an object
like a high-mass equipment rack it seems like smaller forces
would have little effect at all. Based on these observations it
would be easy to assume that a massive equipment rack
would provide good isolation from the various vibrations that
affect the sound of your components.
Contrary to intuition a massive rack, coupled to the floor with
spikes, could actually introduce more vibration into your audio
components and blur the sound they produce. How can this
be? Let’s forget about audio for a minute and look at the situation as purely a matter of physics.

High Mass and Energy Storage
Mass is related to the weight and density of the material being
considered. Total mass will include the objects that are
mechanically coupled to that material. A heavy-duty equipment
rack loaded with high quality components will be a formidable
object with a lot of total mass. Massive structures look cool but
do they minimize vibration or simply change the frequency of
that vibration?

“…a massive rack, coupled to
the floor with spikes,
could actually introduce
more vibration into your
audio components…”
If we ignore damping and methods that convert energy into
heat we find that everything vibrates and everything will resonate at some frequency. Objects with higher mass will vibrate
slower and resonate at lower frequencies. Lower mass objects
will vibrate faster and resonate at higher frequencies. More
massive objects can store more energy because there’s more
storage material. Objects that resonate at lower frequencies
will store energy for longer periods of time because the period
of a lower frequency is longer than the period of a higher frequency. These facts may lead us to the following conclusion,
although I readily admit that there’s more to it than I’m capable
of explaining.
Higher mass objects can actually store and release more energy after a greater delay in time. This is not a desirable characteristic for an equipment rack. Since most audio components
are built on a chassis that provides some isolation from vibration entering from the shelf below (at audible frequencies), the
most desirable characteristics in an equipment rack might
instead be described as structural rigidity combined with low
mass and isolation of each supported component from the
other components and from the rack as a whole.

Large Surfaces Exposed to Sonic Vibrations
An audio system usually includes loudspeakers that fill the
room with energy in the form of sound pressure waves. Sound
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Solid Tech Racks
cones or spikes and no center pillar in the back to interfere with
cabling. Vertical columns are available in three heights and the
racks can be configured in a variety of ways.
With the Rack of Silence the usual shelves are replaced by
ridged, low-mass cross members with minimal surface area.
The components are supported on steel balls that decouple
them from horizontal movement. The cross members can be
suspended with springs, which act as low-pass filters and provide additional isolation, separating the components from each
other and the rack structure. The attractive racks are fully
adjustable and can be customized to suit your exact component requirements.
pressure waves will have a greater effect on large exposed surfaces because there will be more area to intercept and vibrate
in sympathy with the sound pressure variations. Big horizontal
shelves will expose maximum surface area to the effects of
these vibrations.
A stack of 3 to 7 of these shelves, closely coupled together, will
tend to make the rack and all the components sitting on it
vibrate as one large mass. Cones or spikes between these
shelves, or between components and shelves, will assure that
everything is coupled together both horizontally (if the spikes
are attached) and vertically (whether the spikes are attached or
not).

Do They Sound Better?
I have compared the Rack of Silence to several massive component racks and believe that the Solid Tech racks do provide
better sound. The differences you’ll hear vary from component
to component but can be quite substantial. I have heard some
improvement in virtually all cases.
The Rack of Silence is particularly effective with devices which
may be adversely impacted by vibration such as turntables,
disc players and electronic components that utilize vacuum
tubes, but they also seem to provide audible benefits with

Based on these observations it appears that shelves should be
eliminated and each component decoupled from the rack structure if possible. Components should be supported on the minimum possible contact area and horizontally decoupled (at
least) or completely decoupled with a spring suspension system that isolates each support from the rack assembly.

The Solid Tech Solution
Björn Ohlssona, a crafty Swedish toolmaking engineer and
audiophile, was not pleased by the available component racks
and set his sights on a better solution. The result is the Solid
Tech Rack of Silence. This equipment rack combines all of the
sonically desirable characteristics into a practical device that
supports all your audio and video components and looks good
in your listening room.

solid-state amplifiers. The Solid Tech Rack of Silence tends to
make everything sound a little less mechanical and a little more
musical. I bought five of them. My sensitive components are
supported by suspended cross members.
Solid Tech components are imported into the USA by
Audiophile Systems, Ltd. For more information visit their web
site. http://www.aslgroup.com APJ

The Rack of Silence has a skeletal structure with four extruded
aluminum pillars and no high-mass components. There are no
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Wadia 861se

by Richard Hardesty

I have used a Wadia 800-series CD player as a digital reference source for many years. I started with an 860, which was
upgraded to an 861. My player is now an 861se. Since I have
lived with each one I thought readers would be interested in
my experiences and Wadia’s progression in performance.

The CD As a Source
The “Red Book” compact disc is inadequate as a high quality
source for audio. This has become glaringly apparent in recent
years with the introduction of high-resolution digital formats and
the final realization by many music lovers that an analog
turntable, playing “obsolete” vinyl records, simply sounds better.
In spite of this I have a wall covered with a large selection of CDs.
In many cases the music I want to hear is available in no other format. CDs are the most popular almost-high fidelity source available and will be for some time. And they play in my car.
I have published a number of eulogies for the compact disc
with “I told you so” glee because, well, I told you so. I disliked
the format when it first arrived more than twenty years ago
because I recognized it as a giant step backward in fidelity. I
tried to get people to buy records and turntables instead of the
convenient new compact discs and players and suffered financially because of it. Compact discs were definitely more userfriendly and the ads told us that they offered “perfect sound forever.” Most people fell for it.
I resigned myself to the CD format, and both the players and
the recordings improved immensely over the years. I continued
to use records and SACD discs for evaluation and demonstration because the sound was so much better but I often listened
to CDs for pleasure because much of the music I wanted to
enjoy was available only on compact discs. Then something
happened that changed my formerly ridged position.

“This player changes
everything!”
Wadia introduced a new player, the 861se. It might slip by as
just another upgrade to a familiar product because it still has
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the old number with only an se designation added, but believe
me, this is more than a Special Edition of an old standby. This
player changes everything!

Wadia Changes the Picture
I have used a Wadia CD player for many years and compared
it to every contender that came along, including separate transport/DAC combinations. It started as an 860 and was upgraded
to an 861. When Wadia introduced the 861se, a Special Edition
version of the 861 with an entirely new transport, they were
eager for me to hear it. I agreed to let them upgrade my player
yet again, well aware of the risk that I might not like it better.
I felt that my experience with the three versions of this machine
would make interesting reading and was worth the gamble on the
sonic expertise of the engineers at Wadia. I wasn’t prepared for
what I got back—it’s hard to imagine that a mechanical change
could make such a difference! The 861se makes listening to compact discs a generally satisfying musical experience at last.

My History with the Wadia CD Players
I got my Wadia 860 in the 1990s. It was the best available CD
player then and it has remained the best performer ever since
due to a series of improvements described below. I was
momentarily seduced by some performance aspects of other
offerings but always returned to the Wadia because it proved to
be the most enjoyable player for compact discs.
There are some common traits shared by all three models
described here so we’ll start with those. All three versions have
monolithic aluminum construction, dual isolated power transformers, the DigiMaster™ filtering system, and the ClockLink™
jitter elimination system utilizing full-clamping disc transports
slaved to master clocks placed near the DAC chips.
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Wadia 861se
Monolithic Chassis

Transport Superiority

The Wadia chassis is robust to say the least. The fifty-pound
unit feels like a solid block of steel but is made entirely of
machined aluminum. This beautiful enclosure provides a highly
effective shield against radio frequency interference and vibrations that might adversely affect the delicate electrical and
mechanical components. There is a separate isolated chamber
for the transformers, which provides shielding for stray magnetic fields and mechanical damping for transformer vibration
while allowing a low-impedance path for instantaneous power
delivery from transformers to power supplies within the main
chassis.

The 800-series has always used a transport mechanism that
clamps the entire disc to the platter for vastly superior mechan-

Dual Transformers
The Wadia players have two transformers. One transformer
powers the transport and servo controller and the other one
drives the digital-to-analog circuitry. This prevents digital noise
from contaminating the analog circuits. The transformers “float”
in a machined aluminum isolation chamber and are clamped
into position by neoprene damping material. They are not otherwise mechanically attached to the chassis. You can’t hear
them in the room or through the circuitry.

ical integrity. This makes a bigger difference than I thought and
my eyes were opened (wide) by the audible improvement still
possible through mechanical means.
The dCS Verdi, the ARC CD3 MkII and the new se version of
the Wadia 861 have convinced me of the importance of the

DigiMaster™ Upsampling Filter
The patented DigiMaster™ software runs on a powerful DSP
computer and offers 24-bit resolution. It upsamples to
1.4112MHz (32x) and provides a digital reconstruction filter
with superior time and phase performance. Long before
“upsampling” became a buzzword Wadia was doing it. The
Wadia machines always delivered superior imaging with
greater depth information and a more musical sound compared
to ordinary CD players because they perform better in the time
domain.

ClockLink™ Jitter Elimination System
Most CD players have a single clock placed near the transport
and the clock signal is transmitted to the DAC chips, which
may induce jitter. Jitter is a well-known source of distortion
because the digital code must provide the amplitude of the
analog signal at exactly the right time or disaster ensues.
Wadia’s ClockLink™ system locates the master clock at the
DAC chips and slaves the transport to it, virtually eliminating
the problem of transmission-induced jitter. Full clamping transport mechanisms reduce mechanically induced jitter.

transport mechanism. No, you can’t use just any old CD player
as a transport and get great sound. The Wadia transport is the
most impressive in terms of mechanical integrity and sounds
the best in my opinion.
The Wadia players are not simply modified mass-market
machines. They are thoroughly engineered products where
every detail has been considered. Let me offer my impressions
of the three stages of development that I’ve observed with the
Wadia 800-series CD players. I’ve lived with each one for an
extended period now and my opinions are well considered.

The 860
The Wadia 860 was clearly a superior player in its day. It delivered a more three-dimensional image and a consistently more
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How Drivers Work
musical presentation than other CD players. Shane and I used
it as a reference for comparison as we auditioned dozens of
other players. Then along came the Ayre D-1x. The Ayre player
offered a more detailed presentation and provided the first real
challenge to the superiority of the Wadia 860. The Ayre had the
new Burr-Brown 1704 DACs and a zero feedback current-tovoltage converter. This challenge was answered by the Wadia
861.

The 861
The Wadia 861 retained the musicality of the 860 and added
the detail and dynamics of the finest players, some of which
had surpassed the 860 in those areas. The 861 had new BurrBrown 1704 DACs, a revised DigiMaster™ filtering system
(version 2.4) and Wadia’s patented Swift Current™ current-tovoltage converter with no negative feedback. This player stood
alone at the top of the heap and still would—but the Special
Edition was introduced anyway.

The 861se
The Wadia 861se sets a whole new standard! The most significant change offered by the Special Edition is an entirely new
transport mechanism. This transport has improved engineering
precision on all surfaces including the clamping device and
platter, which is now an aluminum and brass hybrid stained
green to reduce undesirable laser reflections.
The platter is supported by a composite bridge composed of
20mm-thick machined aluminum and 5mm-thick carbon tool
steel. This new transport allows the 861se to deliver blacker
backgrounds, even better imaging than before, and resolution
of detail that I previously didn’t believe was on the recording.

Conclusion
If you have a collection of CDs—and who doesn’t—you’ll be
glad to learn that there actually is satisfying music hidden on
them. If you have a Wadia 860 or 861, an upgrade to the
Special Edition version is a no-brainer. If you want the best
available CD player, buy a Wadia 861se. APJ
Now let’s examine the perplexing subject of loudspeakers.
We’ll start by explaining how they work in the simplest terms
possible.
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How Drivers Work

by Richard Hardesty

The most basic elements of a loudspeaker are the drivers and
the crossover network that divides the signal into frequency
ranges. We’ll discuss those parts first, then we’ll examine how
they are assembled into complete speaker systems.

What is a Driver?
A drive element, often simply called a driver, is a mechanical
component of a loudspeaker that actually makes sound. This
speaker component converts electrical energy from the audio
signal into mechanical energy that you can hear.
A driver has a moving diaphragm that stimulates the medium in
which we are immersed, usually air, which in turn stimulates
our eardrums allowing us to hear the sound the driver makes.
Development of a truly full-range driver has proven to be illusive and no drive element, despite claims to the contrary, can
actually provide full-range response. Most speakers, even planar designs, employ two or more drivers in order to reproduce
all frequencies within the range of human hearing.
A driver specifically designed to reproduce low frequencies is
commonly called a woofer. A driver optimized to reproduce high
frequencies is commonly called a tweeter. A driver that reproduces frequencies in the midrange is, not surprisingly, called a
midrange driver.

What is Hearing?
Hearing is the perception of sound, however that is defined.
The brain interprets the information gathered by the ears,
which respond to mechanical stimuli and produce electrical
nerve stimulation. Humans are very good at this. We can hear
a wide range of frequencies, over an enormous range of amplitude, from extremely subtle sounds to the audible results of
catastrophic events.
We can hear a range of frequencies with a ratio of 1,000-to-1
or more, and perceive changes caused by frequencies beyond
the (assumed) audible range of clear tones. The bones in our
inner ears compress or expand the levels of sounds enabling
us to hear usable information with a loudness ratio of one trillion-to-one.
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20,000 times a second, we are likely to hear it. Loudspeaker
drivers can produce that force but you’ll probably need at least
two—one for the lowest frequencies and one for the higher frequencies.
The signal from an audio amplifier is electrical and our ears
require a mechanical force to produce eardrum movement.
Loudspeakers convert electrical energy to mechanical energy
through a process called transduction. This same word is used
to describe the biological process of converting the mechanical
motion of our eardrums into electrical impulses in our nerves.

Transduction
The process of converting an electrical signal into mechanical
movement is called electromechanical conversion or transduction. The conversion device is often called a transducer.

We are extremely sensitive to the relationship between time
and sound. We can easily detect the differences in arrival times
between sounds reaching our two closely spaced ears and this
is one mechanism our brains use for determining the direction
of the source of sound. The time it takes for sound to decay
(reverberation time) helps to define the environment we’re in.

What is Sound?
Scientists would have you believe that they know the exact
nature of sound and how we perceive it. If you carefully scrutinize the supposed truths they offer you’ll find that many mysteries still exist.

“…many mysteries still exist.”
Sound is assumed to be a series of waves composed of compressed and rarefied air (high- and low-pressure zones) but it’s
interesting to note that sound travels faster and farther through
water, an essentially noncompressible medium. A 30Hz bass
fundamental supposedly will create a sound wave 40 feet long
(the distance between the pressure peaks) but we can easily
hear a 30Hz signal in the cabin of a car that may be less than
6 feet in length.
One thing is fairly certain: if some force moves our eardrums
inward and outward 20 or more times a second, but less than

Most drive elements employ the interaction between two magnetic fields to create mechanical movement. Moving coil, planar
magnetic and ribbon drivers work this way. Electrostatic drivers
use electrostatic fields instead. Virtually all practical loudspeaker drivers employ either electromagnetic or electrostatic fields
to move a diaphragm that stimulates the surrounding medium—
which, in the case of a high fidelity audio system, is air.
Most transducers rely on the simple physical laws of attraction.
Magnetic poles that are alike repel, and those which are unlike
attract. Like electrostatic charges repel and unlike electrostatic
charges attract. Speaker drivers rely on these principles to convert electrical energy (signal) into mechanical energy (sound).

Magnetism for Electromechanical Conversion
The most common means of electromechanical conversion in
speakers utilizes the interaction between two magnetic fields.
Moving coil (dynamic) drivers employ magnetism for energy
conversion, as do planar magnetic and ribbon drivers.
A dynamic driver (see following illustration) has a permanent
magnet attached to the frame with the magnetic force concentrated in a gap between the pole piece and the front plate. The
voice coil is suspended in this gap and surrounded by it. The
voice coil produces an electromagnetic field when fed the alternating current signal from an audio amplifier. This voice coil is
attached to the diaphragm and the entire mechanism is allowed
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to move back and forth within the limits of a spring suspension
system, comprised of the spider and surround. (Tweeters don’t
usually have spiders and rely entirely on the surround for
diaphragm suspension.)

conductor (voice coil) reacts to the fields surrounding the permanent magnets attached to the chassis, and the diaphragm
and voice coil (which really isn’t coiled) moves back and forth
within the limits of the elasticity of the diaphragm material.

A planar magnetic driver has magnets attached to a perforated sheet of metal (or other material) and a diaphragm made of
a thin plastic sheet stretched across a frame. A wire or other
conductor is bonded to the diaphragm and acts as a voice coil,
which is energized by the signal. The magnetism induced in the

In either case the signal current creates an electromagnetic
field that reacts with the permanent magnetic field and moves
the attached diaphragm back and forth. This mechanical movement creates sound. With a dynamic or planar magnetic driver
the permanent magnet(s) is fixed and the electromagnet, energized by the audio signal, moves as the fields interact.

©2004 Richard Hardesty

Dynamic Versus Planar Magnetic Drivers

10

Dynamic drivers have a better power-to-weight ratio because
the permanent magnetic force is concentrated in a small gap
and the voice coil provides an efficient electromagnet. Planar
magnetic drivers rely on the permanent magnetic force radiating from the magnets themselves and the interaction of the
magnetic field induced around the conductors, which are bonded to the diaphragm.
The driving force is significantly weaker in most planar magnetic designs and the highly touted reduction in moving mass is
debatable. A large planar magnetic driver may have lower moving mass than a dynamic woofer but an increased moving
mass when compared to a dynamic tweeter. Measurements (or
listening) will show that planar magnetic drivers don’t perform
well at either frequency extreme. Bass performance is depreciated by partial cancellation due to dipole radiation and by
excursion limitations. High frequency performance is depreciated by relatively high moving mass and relatively low magnetic
forces.
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Dynamic drivers can have nonlinear distortions caused by
changing voice coil inductance and energy storage problems
due to diaphragm resonances and chassis reflections. These
faults can be largely eliminated by techniques that will be discussed in the interviews with speaker designers in this Journal
and the one that follows.
Some planar magnetic drivers are single-ended and have magnets on one side of the diaphragm only. This driver type is
inherently nonlinear. As the diaphragm moves closer to the
magnetic structure the magnetic force increases, and as the
diaphragm moves away from the magnetic structure the force
decreases. Linear travel is very limited and the large excursions required for bass are likely to cause intermodulation distortion of higher frequencies applied to the same diaphragm.

The biggest problem with planar speakers is energy storage.
The source of this time smear can be traced to the tympanic
nature of an edge-clamped diaphragm and the lack of damping
from an enclosure along with the rear wave radiated from an
open-back source.
Some people are drawn to the sound of planar speakers
because they are free from box resonances. Eliminating the
enclosure eliminates the negative effects of panel resonances
but it also eliminates the damping effect of an enclosed volume
of air and allows the rear wave to escape into the room where
it will reflect off the front wall and be returned to the listener
delayed by an additional period of time defined by the added
path length from the source to the wall and back.
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Ribbons
A ribbon driver uses a conductive material, often a thin strip of
aluminum, suspended within a powerful magnetic field. The
conductive material is energized by the audio signal but is
often coupled
to this signal
by a transformer to provide an
acceptable
impedance
match. The
ribbon acts
as both the
diaphragm
and voice
coil.

This time smear may be interpreted as “openness” or “transparency,” but it’s really artificial ambience that is unrelated to
the signal. Time smear actually depreciates the reproduction of
real detail and some serious listeners will eventually learn to
hear this artifact for what it is. Others will prefer the sound from
planar speakers even though it’s not an accurate representation of the recorded signal.
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The diaphragm in any speaker that radiates from both the front
and rear sides must be very large in order to produce low frequencies due to partial cancellation. Very low frequencies will
be inaudible because a high-pressure zone created on one
side of the diaphragm will try to rush around to fill the low-pressure zone created simultaneously on the other side.

True ribbon
drivers have
the potential
to react very
quickly
because of
the low-mass
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The signal can be used to modulate the voltage charge on the
plates so that the diaphragm becomes attracted towards one
plate and repulsed by the other. Much like the human dating ritual, the diaphragm will move towards the attractive plate and
away from the repulsive one. When the polarity of the signal
reverses, the diaphragm will move in the opposite direction.

Many planar magnetic drivers are incorrectly called ribbon drivers. A true ribbon driver does not have an edge-clamped plastic
diaphragm with a conductor bonded to it. The diaphragm is the
conductor and it’s usually attached only at the ends.

Unlike a planar magnetic driver, the diaphragm in an electrostatic driver is driven over its entire surface rather than just at
the conductors. The electrostatic diaphragm is also lighter
because it doesn’t have the heavier, signal-carrying conductor
bonded to it. Like a planar magnetic driver, the diaphragm in an
electrostatic driver is clamped at the edges causing it to perform more like a tympanic membrane than a piston.

High Voltage for Electromechanical Conversion

An electrostatic driver has a conductive diaphragm suspended
between two conductive, perforated plates and all three are energized with high voltage. As in an electric motor, the plates are
often called stators and the diaphragm a rotor. The stators are
fixed to the chassis and the diaphragm, which is typically stretched
over a frame, is allowed to move within its limits of elasticity.

dipole

An electrostatic field surrounds a conductor that is energized
with high voltage. Electrostatic fields interact much like magnetic fields and can be used to make speaker drivers that rely on
relatively high levels of voltage rather than current.
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moving element but the inherent hysteresis of the required
matching transformer and the elimination of damping from
behind the diaphragm negate much of this potential. It’s hard to
justify the claims of superiority of ribbon drivers by examining
the measurements. They simply aren’t demonstrably better, just
different.

Curved electrostatic drivers
are inherently nonlinear.
When the diaphragm
moves forward (toward the
apex of the curve) the tension increases, and when
the diaphragm moves
backwards the tension
decreases. Curved speakers made from an array of
flat segments are more linear but suffer from interference patterns sometimes
derisively called the
Venetian blind effect.

bipole

Electrostatic drivers are not
damped by an enclosed
volume of air and are usually dipoles with significant
radiation towards the wall
behind the speakers.
Dipole radiation is an
inevitable source of time
smear unless there is no wall behind the speakers. Edgeclamped diaphragms are inevitable sources of time smear.

Diaphragms
The diaphragms in dynamic drivers are usually cone- or domeshaped because these shapes provide the greatest rigidity and
©2004 Richard Hardesty
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stiffer diaphragms are more likely to move as perfect pistons
over at least some of their frequency range.
Dynamic diaphragms are commonly made from paper, treated
cloth, various plastics or metal. Diaphragms made from aluminum or titanium may be anodized, creating what is advertised as “ceramic coated” material, or hard anodized, creating
what is advertised as “ceramic.” Carbon fibers are often added
to damp resonances and various materials may be sandwiched
together for the same purpose.
Planar magnetic and electrostatic drivers use thin plastic film
with conductive materials bonded to the film. A diaphragm in an
electrostatic driver may simply be painted with a conductive
material allowing it to be charged up with the high voltage
required to create an electrostatic field. The diaphragm in a
planar magnetic speaker will usually have a wire or flat aluminum conductor bonded to the film to act as a voice coil. This
conductor must be sufficiently robust to carry the audio signal
but light enough to allow some high frequency response. A planar magnetic diaphragm of the same size will be significantly
heavier than an electrostatic diaphragm. Because the
diaphragm in a planar magnetic speaker is usually significantly
larger it may be significantly heavier than the moving mass
found in a dynamic dome tweeter.
The diaphragm in a planar magnetic or electrostatic driver is
usually stretched across a frame preventing it from acting in
the desirable piston-like manner. A diaphragm that is clamped
around the periphery cannot move back and forth as a unified
entity. It acts instead like a tympanic membrane storing and
releasing energy over an extended period of time.
Visualize this effect as ripples on the surface of water in a large
tub. If a rock is dropped into this tub ripples will emanate outward from the point of entry. When the ripples reach the edge
they will be reflected back and will form interference patterns
with the originals.
Like a tympanic membrane, a stretched diaphragm will usually
exhibit a prominent resonance in the lower midrange, or at a
higher frequency if the diaphragm is smaller.
Ribbon drivers use a thin strip of conductive material, which
acts as both the diaphragm and voice coil. This material is
often accordion shaped and attached to the driver frame only at

the ends. This is a fragile arrangement but it allows the
diaphragm to behave more like a piston than a tympanic membrane. Unfortunately it also presents very low impedance to
current flow, usually requiring a matching transformer to present an acceptable load to the amplifier.

Woofers
A woofer is a driver engineered
to reproduce low frequencies.
Its diaphragm must be either
very large or allowed to travel
back and forth over a substantial range in order to deliver
deep bass frequencies at audible levels. Two sources of distortion tend to keep dynamic
bass drivers within reasonable
size limits.
A very large diaphragm will
“break up” and fail to perform
well at higher frequencies, where it will cease to act as a piston
and start to behave like many smaller drivers moving at random rather than in unison with the voice coil. Distortion will
also rise with an increase in diaphragm travel, due to various
nonlinearities, preventing small diaphragms from delivering
ideal performance at low bass frequencies.
©2004 Richard Hardesty

Drivers with dipole radiation patterns (open back) will suffer
from cancellation at bass frequencies. Planar woofers will need
very large diaphragms in order to produce a semblance of bass
and simply can’t deliver very low frequencies with impact.

Tweeters
A tweeter is a driver engineered to reproduce high frequencies.
Its diaphragm must be quite small so that it can accelerate and
stop rapidly in order to accurately replicate higher frequencies,
and so that it will disperse high frequencies over a wide area.
A tweeter diaphragm will generally be one inch in diameter or
less. A larger diaphragm will extend the lower end of the driver’s response at the expense of the higher end, and will result
in a speaker system with less uniform polar response (dispersion pattern).
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Midrange Drivers

“Tweeters with diaphragms
made from various metal alloys
can offer response that extends
to 30kHz and beyond.”

©2004 Richard Hardesty

Tweeters with soft diaphragms will start to break up (perform in
a nonpiston-like manner) at about 10kHz. Virtually all manufacturers with access to laser-interferometry equipment realized

this fact decades ago and converted to diaphragms made from
stiffer materials. Some think soft dome tweeters sound more
musical but I believe that they are being seduced by the time
smear that results from a diaphragm in completely incongruous
motion (unrelated to voice coil movement).

Tweeters with diaphragms
made from various metal
alloys can offer response
that extends to 30kHz and
beyond. I think this extended
response is necessary for
accurate musical reproduction.

©2004 Richard Hardesty
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There are valid arguments
supporting ribbon or electrostatic tweeter drivers but I’ve
never heard an effective blend
with planar tweeters and
dynamic low frequency drivers.

A midrange driver is used to reproduce the critical frequencies
in the midrange and to balance the radiation pattern of the
loudspeaker. The driver needs to be small enough to produce
midrange detail with wide dispersion up to its higher frequency
limits. It needs to be robust enough to provide adequate output
levels.

“A 6- to 7-inch driver is a
woofer, not a midrange…”
The best midrange drivers are 3 to 4 inches in diameter in my
opinion. A 6- to 7-inch driver is a woofer, not a midrange, and
when a driver this big is used for midrange frequencies, detail
suffers and the polar pattern (dispersion) gets ragged. A speaker system with an uneven pattern of dispersion will be very
sensitive to placement because the energy reflected from the
room boundaries, particularly the side walls, will have a different tonal balance than the direct energy radiated toward the listener.

Horns
Conventional dynamic drivers may be horn-loaded or a compression driver may be used with a horn. Compression drivers
and horns are commonly found in sound reinforcement systems
but have no place in high fidelity audio in my opinion.
Compression drivers are inherently nonlinear and their only
valuable attribute is high sensitivity. Horns have been studied
for decades and their distortion characteristics are well known.
In my opinion, their only attribute is sensitivity. Directivity is a
desirable characteristic for sound reinforcement where both
compression drivers and horns are used effectively but has little value in the living room.
A speaker system using horn-loaded drivers can be driven by a
3-watt, single-ended, triode amplifier. You may find this combination desirable but I don’t. I’d rather use a speaker system
based on more accurate drivers with less coloration, and drive
it with a readily available amplifier that produces more power.
The results will be every bit as dynamic but more reliable and,
more importantly, will sound better! APJ
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by Richard Hardesty

A crossover or dividing network is used to separate the audio
signal into various bands of frequencies and direct each band
to the appropriate drive element within a loudspeaker. A
crossover network is comprised of various filter networks,
which may be described as high-pass, low-pass or band-pass
(a combination of high- and low-pass filters).

from there. A second-order slope is 12dB/octave and so forth. A
third-order slope is 18dB/octave and a forth-order filter provides
24dB/octave slopes in the stop band.

Slope
Slope refers to the rising impedance to current flow and the
commensurate reduction in driver output. Frequencies in the
stop band encounter rising impedance, not a wall. These fre-

Bands
The pass band is a range of frequencies that is allowed to pass
to a specific driver relatively unimpeded. Frequencies that fall
outside this range are presented with increasingly rising impedance, which attenuates rather than blocks the frequencies that
fall in the stop band(s)—the range of frequencies outside the
pass band.
A filter system handling the midrange might provide a pass
band of 500Hz to 4,500Hz, which would be an acceptable
range of frequencies for a midrange driver. Frequencies below
500Hz and above 4,500Hz would fall into the stop bands of this
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quencies are attenuated, not actually stopped. As the impedance rises, current flow is reduced and less current flows to the
drive element that is fed by the network. Reduced current
results in reduced output, which means less sound at the frequencies that are attenuated. The quicker the impedance rises
the steeper the slope.

Phase Shift

©2004 Richard Hardesty

network, which would consist of a 500Hz high-pass filter combined with a 4,500Hz low-pass filter, and would be presented
with rising impedance. The impedance would rise at a rate
commensurate with the slope of the filters.
Common crossovers contain filters, which are designated as
first- to forth-order, specifying the slope of attenuation. A firstorder slope is 6dB/octave and they increase in 6dB increments

A filter network will induce a phase shift of about 90 degrees in
the stop bands for each order of magnitude. This is a simplistic
statement meant to illustrate the problem, not provide engineering instruction. Voltage will lead current through a primarily
inductive filter and current will lead voltage through a filter that
is primarily capacitive.

Active Networks
Active crossover networks utilize active components like transistors, which require AC power. Active networks work on the
line level signal that precedes the amplifiers. The line level signal following an active crossover network, which has been
divided into frequency bands, must be amplified. The separate
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bands are amplified independently creating a biamped or triamped (etc.) speaker system.
Active networks have less insertion loss and are often used in
sound reinforcement speakers but are seldom found in high
fidelity speakers. High-end audio speakers generally employ
passive crossover networks, which allow impedance compensation and frequency response correction tailored to the specific drive elements used in that speaker.

Steeper slopes are attained by using multiple reactive components. A capacitor in series with a tweeter followed by an
inductor in parallel (shunt) will provide a 12dB/octave (secondorder) high-pass filter.

Inductors
An inductor is a coil of wire with or without an iron core.
Inductors with air cores are represented by a continuous line
with humps (rounded wiggles) to indicate varying impedance to

“…a crossover is an important
part of a loudspeaker…”
Passive Networks
Passive crossover networks utilize passive components like
resistors, and reactive components like capacitors and inductors. These components work on the speaker level audio signal
and don’t require external power.
A passive crossover network can tailor the response of each
driver to eliminate frequency peaks or dips and impedance fluctuations allowing flat response with a wide variety of amplifiers.

Capacitors
A capacitor blocks DC and provides impedance to current flow
that rises in inverse proportion to frequency as the component
becomes reactive. The frequency where the capacitor becomes
reactive is determined by its time constant and defined by its
value.
Capacitors are used as high-pass filters because they impede
the flow of lower frequencies starting at a frequency determined by their value. Capacitors are represented by a symbol
that shows their construction: two plates divided by a dielectric
material with a wire attached to each plate.
A single capacitor in series with the tweeter will act as a firstorder high-pass filter and attenuate frequencies below the
crossover point at a rate of 6dB/octave. The crossover point
will be established by the impedance of the tweeter and the
value of the capacitor.
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current flow. An iron core inductor will have one or two straight
lines below the wiggly line to indicate the presence of the core.
Inductors store and release energy through the creation and
collapse of a magnetic field. Inductors provide impedance that
rises with frequency above the frequency where the inductor
becomes reactive. They are used as low-pass filters and
placed in series with drivers to attenuate high frequency information.
A single inductor in series with a woofer will act as a
6dB/octave low-pass filter. Steeper slopes can be achieved by
using additional components. An inductor in series with a
woofer followed by a capacitor in parallel (shunt) will provide a
12dB/octave (second-order) low-pass filter.
Iron core inductors can provide more inductive reactance with
less wire and therefore have lower DC resistance. Reducing
DC resistance can increase speaker efficiency but iron cores
can saturate and create distortion. Iron core inductors are seldom found in high quality speakers except when used only for
very low frequencies.
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Resistors
A resistor is represented by a line which zigzags to suggest a
component that resists current flow. A resistor impedes the flow
of current at a constant rate regardless of frequency. Resistors

How Speakers Work

by Richard Hardesty

A loudspeaker is assembled from drivers, a crossover (dividing)
network, and an enclosure that provides the mechanical support and acoustic loading for the drivers. A complete speaker
system provides electromechanical conversion so you can hear
the electrical signal that an audio system creates, and offers an
acceptable esthetic design for use in the home.
Each driver makes sound over a limited range of frequencies.
This range is determined by the crossover network, which
directs the proper band of frequencies to the appropriate drive
element, and the acoustic loading provided by the enclosure
which tailors the response of individual drivers.
The complete loudspeaker unit
should provide an accurate
acoustic replica of the electrical input signal, and be
small enough to fit comfortably into the domestic
environment. It should be
sensitive enough to allow
operation with readily
available amplifiers and
should play loudly enough
to provide acceptable
dynamic range.
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are used to reduce driver output in order to balance a speaker
that utilizes multiple drive elements. Resistors will also be
found in shunt elements that adjust impedance curves and driver response irregularities.

Assembled Networks
A crossover network is an assembly of high- and low-pass filters that tailor the response of the loudspeaker. A 3-way speaker, for instance, might have a low-pass filter preceding the
woofer so that it will only reproduce bass frequencies; a highpass and a low-pass filter preceding the midrange to limit its
response to midrange frequencies; and a high-pass filter preceding the tweeter to limit its response to high frequencies
exclusively.
Other elements in the complete crossover network will adjust
for impedance variations and driver response irregularities as
well as level differences between the various drive elements.
To say that a crossover is an important part of a loudspeaker is
an understatement. APJ

A stereo speaker system will include at least two loudspeakers.
A surround sound speaker system will include additional units,
often totaling six or more. There is no reason that a surround
sound speaker system shouldn’t be held to the same performance requirements. An individual speaker is either a high fidelity transducer or it isn’t.

Bandwidth and Frequency Response
A speaker system that qualifies as an acceptable entry-level
high fidelity transducer should have frequency response of at
least 40-15,000Hz and this response should be accurate to
within ±3dB from about 50Hz upward. A speaker system that
doesn’t meet these requirements can’t possibly reproduce
music recordings accurately. But a speaker system that does
meet these requirements won’t necessarily sound good
because there are additional requisites for good sound.
The following statement may be the most important in this
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Journal: Measured accuracy
is required for good sound but
measured accuracy alone
doesn’t guarantee good
sound. The opposite is true:
Measured inaccuracy assures
that accurate performance is
impossible.
Flat frequency response is the
cornerstone of accurate reproduction. If some frequencies
play louder than others, some
notes (or parts of notes called
harmonics) will be louder than
others. Accurate reproduction
of musical timbre requires
accurate frequency response
(within close limits) over a
wide range. Accurate reproduction of musical rhythm and
pace (called tempo in music)
requires accurate frequency response (within reasonable limits). Period.
Personally I require a speaker system with useful response
from about 10Hz to about 30kHz. I demand a speaker system
that provides time- and phase-accuracy so that the output
waveform is a respectable facsimile of the input signal. These
requirements are easy to talk about but very hard to achieve.

Phase
Phase is a way of expressing the time relationships between
frequencies, which are usually depicted as waves, which can
be divided into sections. A complete wave starts at a reference
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line (0), goes to a positive peak and back to the reference line,
then goes to a negative peak and back to the reference line.
This complete waveform, called a period or cycle, can be divided into 360 degrees. The instant when a second wave starts or
stops can be expressed in terms of phase lead or phase lag
relative to the first wave, describing their relationship in time.
There are two primary factors that affect the time domain accuracy of a loudspeaker: phase shift caused by crossover components, and the physical position of the drive elements, which is
dictated primarily by the rise-time of individual drivers. A timeand phase-accurate speaker requires careful attention to both
factors.

“Measured accuracy is required
for good sound but measured
accuracy alone doesn’t
guarantee good sound.”
The natural sounds of voices and instruments are made up of
fundamental tones and harmonic overtones. The combination
of several sound waves results in the unique timbre of the
voice or instrument. We perceive the unique timbre of the
resultant combination of sound waves, which allows us to identify the voice or instrument that produced the fundamental tone.
A piano and a violin can play the same note at exactly the
same fundamental frequency. They sound different because
each instrument produces a combination of frequencies made
up of the fundamental (same frequency) and a unique set of
harmonics (different combinations of overtones). This combination and balance of frequencies create the character or color
(timbre) of the note. The same is true of the human voice.
You can easily identify your sister’s voice—no one else sounds
exactly the same. She may be able to sing the same note that
the piano and violin play. If the voice and each instrument produce the correct note, the fundamental frequency will be identical. Each of the three entities will sound different because of a
unique set of harmonics at various frequencies that provide
timbre.
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The time relationships between the various frequencies that are
perceived as a musical note with distinct timbre are critical in
real life and are considered important in virtually all audio components except speakers. Why? Because it’s hard to make
time- and phase-accurate speakers and many manufacturers
will simply tell you that it doesn’t matter. They’re wrong.
A speaker with a third- or fourth-order transition between drive
elements cannot produce an output waveform that resembles
the input signal, no matter how the drivers are positioned.
Phase shift is caused by the crossover components and varies
with frequency. You can’t simply realign the drivers to correct
for this problem—it’s a moving target.

midrange driver in such a speaker will be out-of-time by an
entire cycle due to a complete rotation of phase (360 degrees).
How do you tell if a speaker is time- and phase-accurate? By
observing the step response graph. The step response stimulus resembles half of a square wave. A time- and phase-accurate speaker will produce a triangular output in a positive direction (above the reference line). A speaker can’t reproduce the
flat line at the top because a speaker can’t reproduce the DC
portion of the step. (A speaker only makes sound when it’s
moving.) Most loudspeakers, which are not time- and phaseaccurate, will produce an output that is scrambled in time and
phase. See the illustrations below.

A speaker with third-order filters will typically have every other
driver wired out-of-phase to enable flat frequency response.
The phase shift produced by the crossover components will
bring the drivers back into phase in the transition (overlap)
range preventing amplitude cancellation. The drivers will be
out-of-phase in their pass bands.

“Flat frequency response is
the cornerstone of
accurate reproduction.”
A 3-way speaker with third-order filters will have a midrange
driver that is out-of-phase with the woofer and the tweeter. The
woofer will push while the midrange pulls. A note with a fundamental that occurs at the upper end of the woofer pass band
may have the first few harmonic overtones reproduced by the
midrange driver in reverse phase. The upper harmonics may
be reproduced back in phase with the woofer.
This is clearly audible as an alteration of timbre and image and
I have demonstrated this fact to thousands of people. It may
also alter the perception of musical rhythm and pace and
dynamic range. Phase really gets to be a nightmare when combining 3-way and 2-way speakers with different crossover
points in a surround sound system.
A 3-way speaker with a fourth-order network has a crossover
with about 360 degrees of phase shift. A network can be
designed that allows all drivers to be wired in phase but the
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Bass Loading
Dynamic bass drivers may utilize different loading techniques.
Loading is required because the driver diaphragm creates two
sound waves in opposite directions. These waves are out-ofphase and may cancel if they are not isolated from each other.
The wave that comes from the front of the diaphragm is called
the front wave and the wave that emanates from the rear of the
diaphragm is called the rear wave.
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The front wave may
radiate directly
towards the listener or
that radiation may
reach the listener indirectly. The rear wave
may be completely
isolated from the front
wave by a sealed
enclosure or the rear
wave may be used to
augment the front
wave by a vented
(ported) enclosure
tuned to resonate at a
certain frequency.
A vented enclosure
uses the resonating
volume of air in a port
(vent) to augment
bass output and minimize driver excursion
at the resonant frequency. This technique can be effectively employed to
extend the bass
response of a fullrange speaker that utilizes the bass driver to
also reproduce part of
the midrange. A vented speaker will ring
twice as long as a
sealed design (after
the signal stops) and
will tend to emphasize
the vent resonant frequency.
A true transmission
line may be used to
delay the rear wave
until it can be added
to the front wave in
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phase. Even in theory this can only work over a narrow range
of frequencies and the line needs to be about one-quarter of
the target wavelength. A speaker with a true transmission line
needs to be quite large if low bass is to be reproduced.
I have heard every engineering compromise possible and built
many for my personal edification. My subjective impressions
are pretty simple: low bass sounds best from a sealed enclosure. Vented enclosures can be used with a reasonable compromise in performance in full-range speakers but have no
place in subwoofers designed for music. Transmission lines
work well to manipulate impedance but smear bass frequencies
over time and deliver bass with a character that I find less than
satisfactory.
You may come to different conclusions and your ears should be
your guide. Read the literature carefully as you listen to make
sure you know what you are listening to. A passive radiator is a
vent substitute and a system that utilizes a passive radiator can
be considered along with conventional vented enclosures.

Impedance Effects of Bass Loading
A sealed enclosure will have a single resonance and a single
impedance rise that coincides with this resonant point. A vented
enclosure will have two impedance peaks that straddle the vent
resonance. A well-designed transition line will have a welldamped impedance rise or none at all.
A self-amplified and equalized woofer system can have no resonance in the pass band and no impedance rise. Examples
include the Bag End and Vandersteen subwoofers, and the
Vandersteen 5A speakers reviewed in this Journal.

Dispersion Pattern
The dispersion pattern, or polar response, of a loudspeaker will
have a substantial effect on how that speaker sounds in a
room. A speaker with a broad and uniform dispersion pattern
will produce reflected waves from the room boundaries that
have a similar tonal balance to the direct radiation from the
speaker. This requires drivers that have a small diameter relative to the wavelengths produced and usually means that a 3way or 4-way speaker system will be necessary.
There are many speakers in today’s market that are actually 2way designs with augmented bass. These have “midrange”
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Vandersteen 5A Review
drivers, which are actually woofers and are too large to reproduce fine details or deliver wide dispersion in the midrange.
These speakers will be very critical to positioning because the
reflections from the side walls will have a completely different
tonal balance than the direct radiation from the speaker. Some
will attribute this problem to incredible accuracy but it’s actually
a design fault.
Planar speakers are seductive to many listeners but they simply can’t be called accurate by even the least strict definition.
Planars can’t produce any real bass due to partial cancellation,
so many are hybrid designs. Some try to combine dynamic
woofers with electrostatic or ribbon tweeters. Some try to position woofers and tweeters side by side. Most allow the rear
wave to radiate into the room and smear the signal over time.
Sound pressure from a line-source, which many planar speakers try to emulate, falls linearly with distance. Sound pressure
from a point-source, which all woofers become at low frequencies, falls with the square of distance. A hybrid speaker with a
point-source woofer and a line-source tweeter will be in balance at only one listening distance. Reflected waves will have
a different tonal balance.
A speaker with the tweeter beside the woofer will deliver a different tonal balance to every listener in the room because a
small lateral movement will change the relative distance
between the listener and each of the drive elements. The
reflected waves, like the splash off the wall behind the speakers that occurs with all dipolar radiators, will have an entirely
different tonal balance.

Baffles
Most dynamic speakers are mounted on a baffle. A baffle
changes the frequency response of the drivers and the sound
of the speaker. Baffle reflections are a major source of time
smear and these reflections are delayed and distorted signals
that interfere with the signal that emanates directly from the
drive element.
A speaker with a baffle the size of a refrigerator will produce a
sound that is closed down and confined even if the enclosure is
completely dead. You can simulate the effect by holding up two
album covers, one on either side of your mouth while speaking.
Have someone listen to your voice with and without the “baf-

fles” and observe the difference.
Even if the enclosure is made from fairy dust by skilled craftsmen from Mars, a speaker with a large baffle will sound like a
big box because that’s what it is.
Nonresonant enclosures are admirable but can’t make up for
average-quality drivers or large baffle surfaces. APJ

Segue
You can learn a lot about how a complete loudspeaker functions by examining an outstanding product and evaluating its
component parts. The following review of the Vandersteen
Model 5A explains the speaker system that I chose to purchase
for my own use and makes the reasons for my choice obvious.
This review shows how the Vandersteens differ from alternative
products and mentions some of the speakers that I used for
comparison.

Vandersteen 5A Review

by Richard Hardesty

The Model 5A
speaker system was
developed
over a period
of nearly thirty
years and
evolved from
previous
Vandersteen
systems that
had been
refined to
their performance limits.
This is not
simply advertising hype—I sold Vandersteen speakers from the
beginning and I was there to watch the innovations occur and
the products progress.
This review is a first-person report with observations from
someone (me) who is intimately familiar with Vandersteen
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speakers and virtually all the other top brands developed over
the last several decades. I sold, installed, repaired and compared all the major competitors. Many speakers were used in
my home system over extended periods so that I could become
thoroughly familiar with them.
My retail store was an authorized dealer (at one time or another) for Magneplanar, Audire and Eminent Technology planar
magnetic speakers—Acoustat, Quad, Sound Lab, DaytonWright and Martin-Logan electrostatic speakers—Decca and
Sequerra ribbon speakers—Thiel, KEF, B&W, Dahlquist, Gale,
Braun, Mirage, Snell, Ohm, Spica, and many other dynamic
speakers. Within this mix, Vandersteens were always leading
contenders for top performance and were unrivaled for value.

Evolution not Revolution
They didn’t
have to reinvent the wheel
to produce the
Model 5As.
Since the first
commercial
products were
delivered, all
Vandersteen
Aligned
Dynamic
Design speakers have
embodied certain principles.
Good sound
3A Signature
was important,
of course, and Vandersteen speakers were required to accurately replicate the signal, just like other high fidelity audio
components. This may seem like a joke but it’s not.
Few people would accept an amplifier that delivered midrange
frequencies out-of-phase with the bass and treble frequencies,
but that’s exactly what most speakers do. While some speakers
are capable of providing fairly accurate amplitude response,
phase relationships are often ignored.
All Vandersteen models have flat frequency response within
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narrow limits of error and exhibit excellent performance in the
time domain. Flat frequency response assures that the speakers are free from euphonic colorations, and accurate timedomain performance allows the speakers to produce an
acoustic replica of the electrical input signal—a task that
remains unachievable by most speaker systems sold today.
The original goals of Vandersteen Audio haven’t changed. The
products have been refined and improved again and again as
better parts have become available and new facts have been
observed.

Preserving Phase Integrity
The correct reproduction of musical timbre requires accurate
frequency response and precise timing and that requires accurately replicating both the amplitude and phase of the input signal. Delivering a properly focused, three-dimensional image is
also dependent on correct time-domain performance, a fact
that can be easily demonstrated.

“All drivers are wired in
phase and the crossover
networks are designed to
keep them in phase.”
Producing an acoustic output that correctly follows the electrical input signal requires time- and phase-accurate speakers
with a minimum of energy storage (time smear). Three major
sources of energy storage which smear transients over time
are resonances, ringing and reflections. Vandersteen speakers
are engineered to produce fewer of these time smear aberrations while maintaining the phase integrity of the original signal.
All drivers are wired in phase and the crossover networks are
designed to keep them in phase.
In addition to first-order acoustic transitions between drive elements and temporal alignment of the drivers, Vandersteen
speakers incorporate many innovative methods to eliminate
resonances, reflections and stored energy, as well as other
causes of time smear. Minimum-baffle enclosures and patented
reflection-free midrange drivers, along with resistive acoustic
transmission lines that absorb rather than reflect rear waves
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are among the unique attributes of Vandersteen speakers.
Damped high-loss materials are used in the construction of
driver diaphragms and enclosure panels to further reduce resonances and mechanical energy storage.
Many design breakthroughs originated at Vandersteen Audio.
These innovations were quietly incorporated into a relatively
inexpensive line of products, which became known primarily for
value.

First Designs Based on FFT Analysis
Vandersteen pioneered the use of FFT (fast Fourier transform)
computer analysis years before other speaker manufacturers
started to use this technology. Before MLSSA and CLIO there
was General Radio.
The General Radio #2512 instrument was among the first of
this product type to reach the market. Vandersteen started
examining speaker performance with this exceptional device in
the 1970s and the GenRad’s 100kHz bandwidth keeps it in the
forefront of technology even today. Vandersteen also uses the
industry standard MLSSA measuring system for both quality
control and hand adjustment in the anechoic chamber.

“Vandersteen pioneered the use
of FFT (fast Fourier transform)
computer analysis...”
Richard Vandersteen trained with the late Richard Heyser at
Cal Tech on the use of the (then) newly introduced Crown (now
Gold Line) TEF (time, energy, frequency) analyzer.
Time- and phase-accurate speakers were developed as a
direct result of this research and the time smearing effects of
energy storage and reflection became clearly evident for the
first time. The use of computers and the Fourier transform
changed loudspeakers forever by providing designers with
insights that couldn’t be obtained any other way.
Today, new Vandersteen designs are evaluated utilizing these
techniques to assure accuracy, and newly manufactured products are measured to assure consistent performance.

Eliminating Reflections
Vandersteen’s time- and phase-accurate designs have always
provided a more detailed and transparent sound than planar
speakers. The “boxless” minimum-baffle configuration produced
a more open and spacious sound with better transient
response than conventional speakers, which were hampered
by baffle distortions. Control of diffraction and reflected energy
was of paramount concern from the beginning.

“The ‘boxless’ minimum-baffle
configuration produced a more
open and spacious sound”
The introduction of the patented reflection-free midrange driver
in the 1980s erased the last vestige of planar superiority by
eliminating the early reflections common to dynamic midrange
drivers.
Versions of
this driver
first
appeared in
the
Vandersteen
Model 4 and
later in the
Model 3. The
standard version is available today in
the 3A
Signature speakers and the Model 5. The latest version, with
an entirely new woven diaphragm, comes only in the Model 5A.

Resonance-Free Subwoofers
In the early eighties, when Vandersteen developed the first
aperiodic subwoofer that accomplished a first-order transition to
the main speakers, many dealers (including me) discovered the
benefits of active subwoofers and passive high-pass filters.
The 2W subwoofer system utilized a first-order, passive highpass filter that was inserted in front of the main amplifier to roll-
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off the bass response from the main amplifier and speakers.
Low frequencies were handled by specialized amplifiers in the
subwoofer, which were optimized for the job and the load. Bass
amplifiers sampled the output from the main amplifier to provide a perfect blend between the main speakers and the subwoofer(s). This resulted in amazing performance gains and
subwoofer integration previously unknown.

“First aperiodic, first-order
subwoofers…”
The 2W was aperiodic (had no
response resonance) within its
pass band and
used slot-loading
to equalize the
pressures on each
side of the
diaphragms and to
provide a predictable interface
with the room. Slotloading also made a first-order transition possible without coloring the midrange.
Feed-forward error correction and a unique “preview circuit,”
which analyzed the incoming signal and modified the output
preventing electrical or mechanical misbehavior, were introduced in the 2W subwoofer. Vandersteen subwoofers simply
can’t be overdriven and won’t make unseemly noises regardless of the signal they are fed.

frequencies, thus relieving the main amplifier and speakers of
this difficult chore, could greatly reduce intermodulation distortion and increase dynamic range providing vastly improved
bass and midrange performance. These subwoofers were
designed for music not sound effects.
Years before home theater was conceived, thousands of music
listeners enjoyed enhanced satisfaction by combining
Vandersteen 2 speakers with a 2W subwoofer or Vandersteen
3A speakers with one or two 2Wq subwoofers. These wise buyers got vastly improved performance and spent a lot less
money than less thoughtful consumers. These high-value, ultrahigh-performance speaker systems were hard acts to follow but
improvement was still possible for those with bigger budgets.

Battery-Biased Crossovers
Vandersteen was the
first to offer crossover
networks in commercial
speaker systems with
battery-biased film
capacitors. A constant
charge on the capacitor dielectrics allows
the speakers to sound
as good when first
turned on as they do
after several hours (or
days) of playing.
This technology has
since been applied to cable dielectrics and it works very well.
There are batteries all over my audio system and this advance
stems from the first Vandersteen Model 5 speakers.

The 2Wq subwoofer introduced a control to vary the “Q” of the
device in order to adjust the contour of response. The introduction of the 2Wq gave users greater latitude in subwoofer placement allowing the main speakers to be positioned for best
image and the subwoofers to be positioned for best bass
response.

Adding it all Up

Better Bass, Better Integration

The Model 5A system embodies every performance breakthrough that Vandersteen has produced over nearly three

Vandersteen proved that using a specialized amplifier for bass
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The Vandersteen Model 5 speakers were introduced in 1997
and provided an evolutionary improvement in performance and
a new benchmark in value. They combined all the features of
their high-value predecessors and added a fine-furniture
appearance. Continuous refinement in virtually every area has
resulted in the Model 5As.
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the absence of reflective surfaces.

decades of research and
development and represents
the culmination of everything
the company has learned
about making truly accurate
speakers. The Model 5A is a
Model 5 with a new power
supply for the bass amplifier,
improved midrange and
tweeter drivers and even
more refined sound. The
Model 5A speakers advance
the performance standards
set by the systems that preceded them and set new
standards for cosmetic elegance.

There is far more technology incorporated within this speaker
than is available anywhere else at any price. I’ll try to describe
it piece by piece as space and knowledge permit.

Sub-Bass System
The Vandersteen subwoofer system takes advantage of the following facts. A low bass driver in a sealed enclosure has very
predictable response characteristics. An internally amplified
and equalized bass system can correct for any deviations (roll-

“There is far more technology
incorporated within this speaker
than is available anywhere
else at any price.”

Product Description
The Model 5A is a 5-driver, 4way, time- and phase-accurate speaker system that
incorporates a unique aperiodic, push-pull, powered sub-bass system using the most
sophisticated driver made, a battery-biased passive high-pass
filter and an 11-band equalizer—in a Vandersteen “boxless”
minimum-baffle, nonresonant enclosure system.
The Model 5A utilizes a transmission-line loaded mid-bass driver with a proprietary Kevlar®/poly laminated cone—the patented Vandersteen “reflection-free” midrange driver with a linear
surround and a tri-material, woven diaphragm—and a unique
Vandersteen multichambered, ceramic coated alloy dome
tweeter with an investment-cast chassis that is hand-adjusted
to eliminate virtually all resonances to 30kHz and beyond. The
midrange and tweeter drivers are also loaded with terminated,
resistive transmission lines and feature ferrofluid-cooled voice
coils.
All drivers operate in phase and are temporally aligned. The
system is integrated with a completely balanced, battery-biased
crossover network that provides first-order acoustic slopes to
assure accurate waveform reproduction. There is a rearwardfacing auxiliary tweeter that is only used in very large or very
dead rooms to compensate for excessive absorbent material or

off) or aberrations (response errors) and provide flat frequency
response and impedance to well below the range of human
hearing. The additional roll-off created by a passive high-pass
filter in front of the main amplifier and speaker can be easily
compensated for as well.
Slot-loading the front wave from the bass driver equalizes
the pressures that the diaphragm will encounter as it
moves back and forth and allows predictable coupling to
the room. (The slot is placed at floor level facing to the
rear.) An indirect radiation path from the front of the driver
also helps to absorb any out-of-band frequencies that
might sneak past a first-order low-pass filter, preventing
midrange coloration.
Some nonlinearities may occur in dynamic drive elements
due to changes in inductance as the voice coil moves
inward (encountering more iron) and outward (encountering less iron). Copper rings and shaped pole pieces can
help but creating a complete push-pull bass system can
eliminate virtually all sources of distortion.
Amplifiers that operate only below 100Hz can be optimized
for performance in the low bass region. Specialized bass
amplification can be tailored to the exact characteristics of
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the drive elements for exceptionally refined yet powerful
bass that extends to infrasonic frequencies. Feed-forward
error correction can assure that this bass is extraordinarily
accurate to well below the range of human hearing.
So how is all this accomplished? By skillful engineering
that takes everything into consideration and leaves nothing out. (See my review of the Vandersteen 2Wq subwoofer on the Vandersteen web site for even more information.)

amplifier and corrects for roll-off created by the high-pass filter
and the response characteristics of the bass driver in the
enclosure. This compensation results in flat bass response that
can be further tailored with the built-in 11-band equalizer to suit
the speaker’s position and the position of the listener, correcting for additions or subtractions contributed by the room.
Feed-forward error correction and a unique “preview circuit” are
included in the subwoofer system. The preview circuit analyzes
the incoming signal and modifies the output as necessary, preventing electrical or mechanical misbehavior.

Bass Crossover

Because the bass amplifier(s) samples the output of the main amplifier,
it passes along the sound and propagation speed of the amplifier that
drives the main speaker system
providing an ideal integration of
subwoofer and main speaker. No
other crossover method can provide
this kind of seamless blending and
transparency.

A completely transparent, battery-biased, passive high-pass filter is inserted before the main amplifier. It creates a first-order
(6dB/octave) bass roll-off starting at 100Hz (-3dB). The main
amplifier is relieved of the task of delivering high current at low
frequencies and deep bass frequencies are removed from the
main speaker (not the subwoofer).
Intermodulation distortion is
greatly reduced and dynamic
range is greatly increased
because the main amplifier no
longer has to strain to produce high
energy at
low frequencies
and the
drivers in
the main
speaker can
produce mid-bass and midrange frequencies undistorted by the
large excursions required for bass.
This results in better sound. The main amplifier seems to be
more powerful and the midrange seems clearer and effortless.
Bass frequencies are delivered with control and authority by a
true subwoofer driven by amplifiers designed specifically for
this purpose. Deep bass capability improves impact, transient
response and the ability to follow the rhythm and pace of
music, and helps to expand the sound of the performance
space.
The bass amplifier(s) samples the output signal from the main
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There are internal high- and lowpass filters that limit the subwoofer
response to frequencies between
about 7Hz and 100Hz. In addition to the eleven bass equalization controls, there are easily accessible controls to vary bass
contour and overall bass level. These additional controls allow
the speakers to be positioned where they image best and permit the bass to be tailored precisely to that location within the
room and to the tastes of the listener.

Bass Enclosure
The unique
Vandersteen
push-pull
subwoofer
driver and
balanced,
bridged
amplifier
assembly are
enclosed in a heavily braced, constrained-layer enclosure
shaped like a trapezoid and mounted on a plinth made from a
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crossover network are also
mounted in the
lower portion of
the speaker.
The plinth,
beneath the
enclosure within
an enclosure, is made from an exotic high-pressure epoxy-laminate material that other manufacturers advertise as proprietary
and magical. It is neither. It is, however, extremely stable and
nonresonant. It’s also very expensive and difficult to machine.
This material is shaped with diamond cutting tools and is also
used for the replaceable driver baffles on the front of the upper
module.

©2004 Richard Hardesty

Bass Driver

high-pressure epoxy laminate. This bass section represents the
bottom two-thirds of the speaker and is finished like fine furniture. (We’ll consider the upper module, which is concealed
behind the removable grille, separately.)
The main bass structure is an enclosure within an enclosure.
The internal structure is heavily braced by a series of crossmembers with varied shapes. Resonances are randomized and
dispersed and all are isolated from the external structure with a
layer of adhesive that remains semi-viscous—the constrained
layer which separates the two structures. The visible outer
enclosure is acoustically decoupled from the inner structure
that houses the bass driver. The modular bass amplifiers and

The 12-inch
Vandersteen
subwoofer
driver is
unlike anything else
available. It
has two complete motor
systems with
precision-formed magnet assemblies and copper faraday rings,
which allow more than an inch of perfectly linear diaphragm
excursion. These motors oppose each other and are supported
by a rigid die-cast chassis, which resembles two driver baskets
mounted face-to-face.
A single voice coil former, with a voice coil wound on each end,
runs between the two motors and drives the diaphragm mechanism, which is comprised of two curvilinear aluminum cones
sandwiched together with an exotic honeycomb material to
form the most ridged diaphragm possible. This diaphragm is
centered on the voice coil former and performs like a perfect
piston within its pass band and well beyond.
Each voice coil is driven by its own amplifier and everything—
mechanical and electrical—is mirror-imaged to cancel any nonlinear distortion. One motor pushes while the other pulls. One
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voice coil encounters more iron while the other encounters
less. One amplifier pushes while the other pulls.

Bass Amplifiers
There are four Class B bass amplifiers
in each Model 5A speaker. They share
a power-factor-compensated switching
power supply but the amplifiers themselves have high-current linear circuits
operating in a bridged configuration.

thick and the layers are laminated together using several adhesives to vary and disperse resonances.
The completed module is a solid billet of material that has been
machined into the required shape, only stiffer and far less resonant. It positions the drive elements and provides the resistive
transmission lines that load each driver. But that’s not all.
A hidden cavity that contains a “secret sauce” of semi-viscous
damping material surrounds the entire module. This produces
an enclosure that has virtually no measurable resonant modes.

One bridged pair of amplifiers drives
one of the opposing voice coils and
another bridged pair drives the other
voice coil. Amplifier nonlinearities are
canceled along with driver nonlinearities
in this completely balanced system.

The drivers are mounted on removable plates
made from the exotic
high-pressure epoxylaminate material used
for the subwoofer plinth.
This allows drivers to be
replaced with new
designs should they
become available.
These baffle plates provide an extremely rigid
mounting surface for the
drive elements and further isolate the drivers
from the enclosure
structure.

Each amplifier uses a single pair of ultraheavy-duty bipolar output devices engineered to deliver very high current into the low
impedance load of the subwoofer driver. The amplifiers, amplifier power supply, and subwoofer driver have been designed to
work in complete harmony.
Because the driver has extremely long excursion capability and
very high compliance and is mounted with the diaphragm in a
horizontal position, the weight of the diaphragm and voice coil
assembly would tend to allow the moving parts to be offset
(sag) towards the floor. The amplifiers provide a levitating force
to center the diaphragm and counteract this tendency so each
bass note begins from dead center within the driver’s range of
excursion.

Upper Module Enclosure
The upper module
houses the drivers that
produce mid-bass and
higher frequencies.
While the upper module
is an integral part of the
complete speaker, it is
constructed separately
to enable it to resist
resonances in the upper frequency ranges. This module is
made from 22 layers of machined MDF. Each layer is .750"
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The front faces of these minimum-sized baffles are covered
with a thick layer of felt. This eliminates any residual reflections
that might emanate from the baffles, which are just big enough
to support the drivers effectively. This is the Vandersteen “boxless” minimum-baffle design fully realized.
The upper module contains the drive elements that reproduce
frequencies from 100Hz to 30kHz and beyond. This range is
divided into three parts, which are handled by the mid-bass
driver, the midrange driver, and the tweeter. We’ll examine
those next.

Mid-Bass System
The mid-bass driver is a 7-inch unit that has a rigid die-cast
frame and a precision-formed magnet assembly with a copper
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faraday
ring to
reduce
magnetic
distortion
and allow
maximum
linear
excursion.
The surround is a
unique coinjected fluoroelastimer rubber material molded into a distinctive shape that enhances performance. The diaphragm is a
proprietary Vandersteen curvilinear poly/Kevlar® composite.

diaphragm material twenty-five years ago. Poly is a new
moniker that describes a blend of plastic materials loaded with
various minerals for damping. Let me inject a bit of history
here.
The British speaker manufacturer, KEF, pioneered plastic
diaphragms with the introduction of polystyrene cones.
Polystyrene was light and stiff and easily produced but had little internal damping. KEF added layers of PVA (polyvinyl
acetate) front and rear to damp resonances and called the
diaphragm material Bextrene. Damped polystyrene sounded
pretty good but was no longer light and fast, resulting in speakers with very low sensitivity. Polypropylene materials were tried
next because they provided high internal damping with less
weight. Internal damping was probably excessive because
polypropylene drivers sounded dead and lifeless (to me).

This driver is assembled by Scan-Speak using Vandersteen
parts. Some manufacturers of more expensive speakers use
the Scan-Speak catalog part with an off-the-shelf paper cone—
as a midrange. You know the driver I’m talking about—it has
razor cuts on the cone to break up resonances. This driver is
actually a woofer and is too large to provide the speed and
detail necessary for accurate reproduction of midrange frequencies. It’s also too large to balance the polar pattern (dispersion) in the midrange.

“Contrary to what you might
have heard, Vandersteen hasn’t
used polypropylene in
decades.”

Vandersteen uses this driver only as a mid-bass unit operating
up to 600Hz and utilizes a special composite cone to ensure
that it performs as a perfect piston within its pass band and
well beyond. It is loaded by a resistive transmission line, which
vents at the rear of the upper module. The purpose of this line
is to eliminate in-band resonances and to flatten the impedance
curve while preventing reflection of the rear wave back through
the diaphragm, not to augment bass.

Materials have come a long way. Today manufacturers can
blend plastics and add damping materials as needed to produce diaphragms with nearly ideal characteristics. Diaphragms
can be light to increase sensitivity and reduce rise-time, stiff to
perform in a more linear, piston-like manner over a wider range
of frequencies, and highly resistant to resonances due to high
internal damping. Contrary to what you might have heard,
Vandersteen hasn’t used polypropylene in decades.

Diaphragm Materials
Vandersteen uses the best available materials for each driver
diaphragm. The materials are not all the same because each
one performs a different task. Each is optimized to perform
over its range of frequencies while adding or subtracting nothing. The homogeneity of the sound of the complete speaker is
a tribute to the success of this approach.

The diaphragm in the Model 5A subwoofer is made from aluminum and honeycomb. The cone in the Model 5A mid-bass
driver is made from Kevlar® with a laminated, mineral-filled
poly skin. The self damping diaphragm in the Model 5A
midrange driver is made from three different plastic fibers,
which are woven together. The diaphragm in the Model 5A
tweeter is made from an exclusive metal alloy that has been
anodized to produce what is advertised as ceramic coated, and
critically damped to eliminate resonance.

One further note: poly and polypropylene are not the same
thing. Polypropylene is a milky-white plastic that was a popular
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Midrange System
The unique 4.5-inch
linear-surround
midrange driver in
the Model 5A is protected by worldwide
patents and features
several unusual
design features. It
has a “reflectionfree” aerodynamic
frame and magnet
assembly with a copper faraday ring and small diameter alnico
magnet, and features a diaphragm made from a proprietary
woven material. It has a “linear surround” that can’t go out-ofphase with the diaphragm as many surround rolls do.
Planar speakers sound very “open” partly because there is no
reflective surface directly behind the diaphragm. Most midrange
dynamic drivers have a large ceramic magnet, and the chassis
to support it, positioned directly behind the diaphragm. The
magnet and chassis can reflect the signal back through the
diaphragm with only a slight time delay, smearing transients
over this period of time. The Vandersteen reflection-free chassis has a small diameter magnet made from powerful alnico
(aluminum, nickel and cobalt alloy) material. There is little
behind the diaphragm to reflect midrange frequencies back to
the listener, delayed in time. Reflections are minimized in other
significant ways as well.
The Vandersteen midrange driver doesn’t have a conventional
surround roll that might reflect small vibrations back into the
diaphragm material from the surround or produce distortion due
to nonlinear behavior (flapping unrelated to cone movement or
even out-of-phase with cone movement). Instead the
diaphragm is terminated in a flat, nonreflective ring that acts as
a suspension member allowing diaphragm movement while dissipating energy.
The diaphragm is made from a newly developed material that
is comprised of three different plastic filaments, which are
woven together to provide a highly damped and extremely rigid
cone. This driver has flat frequency response to more than an
octave above the crossover point to the tweeter.
The back of the midrange driver is loaded by a resistive trans-
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mission line designed to control driver resonance and impedance
while absorbing rather than reflecting rear wave energy. This line
is closed and rear wave energy is completed dissipated.
Each midrange driver and its crossover components are handadjusted in an anechoic chamber to produce linear frequency
response (±1.5dB) and an exact acoustic match (±0.1dB) for its
mate in the other speaker.

Tweeter System
A dualchamber
tweeter is
one with a
hole through
the pole
piece that
opens into a
rear chamber that can
be adjusted
to counteract
diaphragm resonances. The first chamber is the volume of air
between the diaphragm (dome) and the pole piece, and the second
chamber is the volume of air in the hole and the cup at the back of
the pole piece.
The Vandersteen tweeter has a proprietary resistive transmission
line configuration that is inherently nonresonant and the diaphragm
is meticulously hand-damped to eliminate the so-called “oil can”
resonance that occurs at the first break-up frequency.
The diaphragms in all soft dome tweeters, including the fashionable ring radiators, start to break up (behave in a chaotic
manner unrelated to voice coil movement) at about 10kHz.
Stiffer metal alloys can be engineered to perform in a pistonlike manner to a range beyond audibility. Eventually they too
reach resonance and start to break up. Chaotic behavior
ensues. At this frequency, usually 25-28kHz, they will exhibit a
large rise in output (often 15dB or more) and a commensurate
increase in impedance.
This ultrasonic resonance is ignored by many manufacturers
because it’s above the supposed range of human hearing.
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John Atkinson (Stereophile) has said that only bats can hear it.
I disagree. Empirical evidence gathered through listening tests
shows that we can hear the results of ultrasonic sounds even if
we can’t perceive pure tones at those frequencies.
Vandersteen eliminates rather than ignores the resonance by
employing an exceptional anodized metal alloy diaphragm and
critically damping this diaphragm with careful hand-adjustment
in an anechoic chamber. This results in specified frequency
response to 30kHz (±1.5dB) and substantial output, albeit at
reduced levels, to well above this frequency.
Each tweeter and its crossover components are hand-adjusted
in an anechoic chamber to produce linear frequency response
(±1.5dB) and an exact acoustic match (±0.1dB) for its mate in
the other speaker.

Crossover System
Firstorder
acoustic
transitions
and compensation
for driver
frequency response anomalies and impedance variations are
accomplished by a battery-biased, balanced crossover network
employing the finest parts available.
The Model 5A crossover uses metal film resistors with copper
leads, premium film capacitors from Wima and InfiniCaps® with
batteries to keep the dielectrics charged for optimum performance, and solid-core pure silver wire. Caps and hand-wound
inductors are encapsulated to minimize microphonic effects.
The first-order crossovers look complicated but all compensation components are in shunt, not in the signal path. The signal
follows the shortest and simplest path possible.
The crossover is completely modular and can be easily
replaced or repaired. Each crossover network is hand-tweaked
in an anechoic chamber to perform as specified with the exact
drivers used in that matched pair of speakers. Left and right
speakers are adjusted to produce frequency response from
20Hz to 30kHz with a maximum deviation of ±1.5dB. Left and

right speakers are adjusted for output that matches within
±0.1dB across the entire spectrum.
You can spend a lot more but you can’t buy another product
with this level of engineering. So how does it sound?

Sound
I’ve spent a lot of time explaining the engineering features and
the performance potential of the Vandersteen Model 5A speaker system. Let me assure readers that it all works just like it’s
supposed to. This is the most sophisticated design that I’ve
ever examined and it provides the best sound I’ve ever heard—
by a substantial margin.
The Model 5A’s vertical array of drivers can provide a time- and
phase-accurate simulation of a point-source over a limited vertical range (adjustable with spike shims) at a distance of 9 feet
or more from the speakers. Listeners above or below a normal
seated position, or closer than 9 feet from the speakers, will
still hear good sound that won’t be quite as phase coherent. A
side benefit to this limited vertical dispersion is reduced floor
and ceiling bounce, which means the room will typically have
less negative impact on the sound of the speakers.
The model 5As have a balanced and uniform horizontal dispersion pattern, which means that they will be less sensitive to
their position relative to the side walls. A three-dimensional
image will require that they be positioned well forward of the
front wall, a requisite that applies to virtually all speakers.
Positioning the speakers a reasonable distance from the side
walls—2 feet or more—will improve image focus.

“…instruments and vocals float
in space with a holographic,
three-dimensional reality
that can only be described
as palpable.”
And focus they can! The near-complete absence of resonances
and reflections provides a clear window to the performance.
There is absolutely no sense of the speakers’ locations and
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instruments and vocals float in space with a holographic, threedimensional reality that can only be described as palpable. It
feels like you can reach out and touch the performers. Each
one has a precise and specific position on the soundstage.
Speakers with steep filters can deliver a good “mono-in-the-middle” image but instruments and voices towards the sides of the
soundstage tend to pull forward towards the speakers. Time- and
phase-accurate speakers can deliver images with depth and
dimension across the entire stage. The Model 5As do this in
spades producing the most convincing images I’ve heard.
The sound is remarkably smooth and free of distortion, yet
incredibly detailed and resolved. Bandwidth is outstanding. No
passive speaker system can rival the range of the Model 5As
and none sounds as homogeneous.
In my room the system measures flat to below the range of my
test instruments and I can hear low frequency information that
is simply thrilling. Low bass and mid-bass are delivered with
detail and authority that is unrivaled. I have reviewed more
than 60 subwoofers and have never heard bass that can equal
what the Model 5As can deliver. No full-range speaker even
comes close.

“…this is the best speaker
system available regardless
of price.”
Bass is not simply low and loud—it is finely detailed and textured. This speaker system allows the listener to hear more of
what’s going on in the music—all the way down to the deepest
audible frequencies. There is an absolutely seamless transition
from the lowest frequencies, which are produced by the subwoofer, through the mid-bass region where most musical fundamentals and vocals are delivered by the direct radiating midbass driver. If you have never heard a properly set-up pair of
Vandersteen Model 5As, you have only heard a vague semblance of what’s on the recording.

tively easy load to drive but it will reveal everything about the
system components that drive it and the recording that stores
the music.
Components with sins of omission are preferable because
flaws that include additive colorations will be clearly exposed.
Poor recordings are well tolerated by the Model 5A speakers
but production flaws can be easily identified. When the best
recordings are played through the finest components the
results can be magical.
It’s difficult to criticize any aspect of the high frequency
response. It’s clean, clear, extended and completely free from
zing and exaggeration. There is virtually no sound from the
enclosure providing an openness and image focus that is unrivaled in my experience. The tweeter doesn’t stand out like a
ribbon or provide an artificial sense of detail like some inverted
domes. It blends perfectly with the rest of the speaker providing
a completely integrated sound.
There is a clarity and freedom from strain that allows dynamic
contrasts I didn’t know were possible from an audio system.
This is mostly the result of reduced distortion, but freedom from
resonances and reflections probably contributes to this relaxed
sense of ease. I have a preamp that can deliver more than 30
volts and mono amplifiers rated at 400 watts each, which can’t
hurt. The system is dead quiet and can play loud enough to
make your ears bleed. Dynamic range is startling.
Proponents of speakers with steep filters claim that first-order
speakers won’t play loud and suffer from driver strain.
Vandersteen has overcome these supposed deficiencies with a
powered bass system and a 4-way design that uses exceptional drivers. Think your horns have greater dynamic range and
less distortion? Come visit my house.
I could continue with additional superlatives but an audition
would be better than another thousand words. I think this is the
best speaker system available regardless of price. I put my
money where my mouth is and bought a pair for myself.
Although I’ve probably owned more speakers than most people, I suspect that this is my last pair. APJ

The midrange is mercilessly revealing. Does that mean that
Model 5As can only be used with bleeding-edge associated
components? Not necessarily. This speaker system is a rela-
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Pat McGinty

AnInterviewwithPatMcGinty

by Richard Hardesty

When Dunlavy
Audio closed, the
small assemblage
of established
manufacturers
making time- and
phase-accurate
loudspeakers
shrank by a substantial margin.
Pat McGinty,
speaker designer
at Meadowlark
Audio, along with
Jim Thiel and
Richard
Vandersteen, of Thiel Audio and Vandersteen Audio, respectively, are in an elite group that continues to make speakers
which create an acoustic output that replicates the electrical
input signal. I’m convinced this matters, and in this interview
we’ll find out what Pat thinks.

“...combined harmonics provide
the timbre or color that
identifies the instrument.”
Each musical note has a fundamental frequency and each
instrument or voice includes a unique set of harmonics or overtones. The combined harmonics provide the timbre or color that
identifies the instrument. Experience has shown me that these
multiple frequencies need to be reproduced with the proper
phase relationship in order to provide tonal accuracy and correct rhythm and pace (called tempo in music). Many speaker
manufacturers, and publications supported by their advertising,
would have you believe otherwise: that time and phase relationships are inaudible and only frequency response matters.
Let’s get Mr. McGinty’s opinion.

Pat, tell us something about your background. Why did you
choose a career in the audio industry?

Looking back, I realize that I began at a very early age to
acquire the skills that would later coalesce into a career in
audio. I have been very fortunate to have a few excellent
teachers starting with my dad, who had been working on the
frontier of radar technology with the Navy during WWII and
returned to become an instructor at the Naval Academy for a
time, then entered the civilian sector and dug right into another
emerging technology: television. He took part in RCA’s successful crash program to be first with color TV and to establish
the FCC standard, vanquishing Zenith. So he really, really
knew his stuff.

You sort of inherited an interest in the science that is the basis
of our industry?
Those were the times of Dr. Spock so my dad had the clever
idea that a child could learn electronics at the same time he
acquired language. I did just that, having no way of knowing it
wasn’t exactly normal until I entered kindergarten with a very
good understanding of DC electronics and discovered that I
was completely alone. My education expanded from there and
a more caring and masterful instructor has never taught!
We journeyed through much of classical physics too. I still
recall being fascinated by the details of the Michelson Morely
experiment as a bedtime story! I’ve made it a point to maintain
a ready knowledge of the Classical Physics as well as to stay
conversant in the Einsteinian and Quantum branches. One look
at my darn library would really give me away!

You also have amazing skills in woodworking. How did that
come about?
During my teen years I found a strong love for the art of woodworking, built several boats from my own plans and did some
other pretty tricky and showy projects. Later in life I had the
remarkably good luck to have studied cabinetmaking under Mr.
Ian Kirby, the undisputed Planetary Grand Master of fine hand
cabinetmaking, during his tenure at Palomar College in
California. I learned from Ian the subtleties of method, design,
construction and philosophy that I was unable to teach myself.

I assume that an interest in music was intermingled with these
mechanical and scientific endeavors.
Let me back up a few decades. Music, particularly classical
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music, was an ever present part of my upbringing. I lived close
enough to New York City to make frequent trips to enjoy
Leonard Bernstein and the New York Philharmonic and to
attend concerts at Carnegie Hall. I was just the right age to
enjoy the amazingly beautiful NY rock scene during the years
from 1968 to 1971. I was a regular at the Fillmore East during
its heyday.
Anyway, at a point about twenty years ago, those three key
factors—a comprehension of electronics and the sciences, an
ability to create the right cabinetwork, and a love of music—
somehow precipitated into a fascination with speaker building
on the hobbyist level.

How did you get beyond the “hobbyist” stage?
For a few years I hit the books pretty darn hard to firm my grip
on the subjects of wave mechanics, magnetics, materials, resonance and filter design all the while building a ton of crazy project speakers. A constant stream of experiments overflowed
from my garage to the rest of the small home that I shared with
my two daughters and a wife, who, upon reflection, was more
indulgent of my obsessions than made any sense at all. Worse

yet, large sums of money went into the purchase of a rather
extensive test bench that was to eventually allow me to pry out
the secrets of speaker design and performance.
I do regret having not kept a journal with photos that, today,
would make for an interesting and very funny story. In a world
where many speaker designers seem to wrap themselves in the
purple robes of genius, I’m not ashamed to tell you that I built
somewhere between 100 and 200 pairs of speakers before they
started to actually sound really good and before the ideas that
were to form my design philosophy finally began to emerge.
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During that time I took on numerous custom jobs that were
ascendingly complex and ambitious; some knockoffs, some
commercial jobs. So, other people’s money funded a period of
intense experimentation and discovery that began, oddly
enough, with the idea that the “way to go” was fourth-order
closed boxes!

But that position changed as you progressed towards becoming a commercial enterprise?
As my understanding and experience grew it became clear that
Time Coherence was fundamental and that transmission line
bass systems worked quite well. I began to look at all of the
aspects of accurate waveform reproduction and incorporate
them into projects that began to look more and more like production speakers.
Early in 1994 I began to think that my latest project might be as
good as the speakers being offered by the “big boys.” So I
loaded the pair into the truck and headed off to offer them to a
prominent retailer in LA. He bought them on the spot! I remember driving home and thinking, “Darn! Now I’ll have to remember exactly what I did!” Anyway, he told his buddies, who told
their buddies and business just took off like a rocket. The original Kestrel was a floor-standing, time coherent, transmission
line that sold for $995/pr. I spent the next four or five years
straining to make enough of them and, believe me, the business challenges were just as difficult as the engineering challenges.

“As my understanding and
experience grew it became
clear that Time Coherence was
fundamental”
In retrospect we had done the impossible: we entered the
national market with a single speaker—not a whole product
line—with hardly any money, no marketing and no plan. The
endearing qualities of the Kestrel were enough all by themselves.

It’s far more difficult to make time- and phase-accurate speak-
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ers than it is to make speakers that have flat frequency
response only. Why is time domain performance important?

means a bunch of other things—paramount among them is, for
us, time coherence.

You’re right. I’ve designed at least as many steep filtered
speakers as coherent ones and it certainly is true that coherent
designs are both more challenging and much more time consuming. Any competent designer can take a set of qualified
drivers, put ‘em in an enclosure and force a flat response with
a complex filter. It’s easy with the help of today’s filter design
software and a good pair of ears. You can finish up in a few
hours, days maybe.

Ultimately, coherence will be recognized as a minimum requirement in speakers just as it is now for microphones, cables, cartridges, players, preamps and amps. But for the moment, it is
the province of a very few, highly dedicated speaker companies
with clear design philosophies.

On the other hand, the qualifications for drivers in a coherent
speaker are much tougher. The work must begin with establishing correct timing and the filter work is much, much more

“Ultimately, coherence will be
recognized as a minimum
requirement in speakers…”
The whole issue of coherent vs. incoherent really boils down to
this: Do you want to reproduce the waveform? Yes or no?
If you believe that the whole idea of audio is to come as close
as possible to reproducing the sound heard by the microphone
at the original performance, there’s not much more to think
about.

So you feel, as I do, that speakers must be time coherent to be
truly accurate?

tedious and drawn out, easily taking many days or weeks.
Sometimes you can’t reach your goal and have to go back to
the beginning. That doesn’t happen on steep filtered designs.
So, aside from the issues of increased cabinet costs and the
necessity of an increased driver budget, you can see why any
designer employed by one of the bigger speaker companies
would not risk a venture into the realm of coherence; a few
weeks of filter work would never fly!
Really, achieving a flat response is no trick at all. Take that box
of drivers and you can come up with any number of flat solutions, most of which will sound bad. What does that tell you? It
tells you that a flat response is not an appropriate design goal.
Instead, a flat response is the RESULT of good design, which

Let’s be clear about what’s happening in the audio chain beginning with the performer who creates sound, which arrives at the
microphone diaphragm in the same form in which it arrives at
your eardrum: a two-dimensional function consisting simply of
pressure and time, where it is transduced into a simple voltage/time function for storage and later reproduction.
It is interesting to note that the inventor of sound recording figured out the pressure/time thing over one hundred years ago!
Thomas Edison realized that he could transduce the
pressure/time function at a diaphragm at the bottom of a big
horn to a displacement/time function at a pointy stylus and that,
if he moved something impressionable like wax past that stylus
at a steady speed, he could store the sound as a displacement/length function and later reverse the process! My hero!
Both your phonograph and your CD player do excellent jobs of
spitting out the waveform that was impressed upon them, which
is then amplified—a process that merely increases the magni-
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tude of the voltage in the voltage/time thing, after which the
signal is sent to the speakers where, in most cases, the time
part of our simple two-dimensional signal is badly mangled.
Why does this happen? The first aspect is really just an artifact
of the way woofers and tweeters are physically made: their
ordinary shape and mounting scheme mean that simply mounting them on a vertical baffle board actually causes the tweeter’s acoustic output to arrive at the listener a discrete measure
of time earlier than that of the woofer.
The second aspect is that the filters used to send treble to the
tweeter and bass to the woofer are bound by their fundamental
nature to make a mess of the signal’s timing. This is an interesting thing that is well understood and descends from the
basic physical laws of the universe. Think about the relationship between velocity and acceleration. Any change in velocity
causes a very predictable acceleration. Acceleration is the
derivative of velocity. We employ filter circuits in a speaker to
achieve attenuation of the signal with either ascending or
descending frequency. Therein lie the Devil’s details: as when
we change velocity quickly we cause big acceleration, when we
attenuate quickly we inescapably cause big timing errors
because they are tied to attenuation as its derivative.

“…all that can be achieved in a
filter circuit is attenuation and
delay.”
Keep in mind that all timing errors are delays—because, as we
know, time only goes in one direction! So, once an error
occurs, it cannot be undone; all that can be achieved in a filter
circuit is attenuation and delay.

Some people believe that simply staggering the drivers can
correct for timing errors.
The situation is a bit more intricate than just that. The errors do
not occur in discrete measures of time, otherwise we could
easily “fix” the mess by merely moving the tweeter, whose signal might have been delayed by some discrete amount, forward
towards the listener in order to make up for the delay caused
by the filter. The problem is that the delays come in bits called
“phase,” which is an amount of time that changes with wave-
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length. Worse, because the pressure/time thing naturally
swings between compression and rarefaction, just the wrong
amount of phase applied to compression will turn it inside out
into rarefaction. So, you have the situation where not only is
the relative timing between bits and pieces of the waveform
rearranged, some bits of the waveform are inverted with
respect to others. You can easily imagine that a signal passed
through such a device would bear little resemblance to the
original signal.
It always strikes me as ironic that a great number of audiophiles pay intense, careful and loving attention to the tiniest
aspects of their system’s design and performance—right down
to worrying about the dielectric in their interconnects—but are
oblivious to the severe timing distortions occurring in their
speakers!
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Some people believe that you can’t hear phase errors but we
know better, don’t we?
The question remains: Why is it important? Some argue that
human hearing is oblivious to those timing errors and I don’t
doubt that for some individuals that is entirely true. On the
other hand, I hear constantly from experienced listeners who
just cannot tolerate incoherence. In the middle are the majority
of audiophiles who, I think, have just not yet recognized the
value of accurate timing in terms of their own perceptions.

Now there’s a gross timing error that few would argue is inaudible.
When you listen to time incoherent speakers the situation is
somewhat better, but what happens is the processing system in
your mind has to work a whole lot harder to form a perception.

Human perception of sound is complex. Our hearing system
evolved, as it did in other species, as a means of survival. Your
two ears present a subconscious part of your mind with two
discrete signals that contain the pressure/time information
impressed upon your eardrums for processing into a perception
that is then presented to your consciousness. Both the relative
amplitude and relative timing information are employed to get
the job done.
You are quite capable of very fine discrimination in the time
domain. Imagine you are in the woods at night and you hear a
twig break nearby. What you are actually hearing is the original
twig break followed very shortly thereafter by numerous reflections from nearby trees and the ground. If your conscious mind
were presented with all of that data to process, you might soon
be something’s dinner. But your mind can sort things out rather
nicely and, it is important to note, effortlessly based on very
tiny timing clues.

“…when the data conflict,
perception suffers.”
In stereo we are doing our best to create a perception of a
soundstage that is clearly not true, but an illusion. Your mind
sorts out the pressure/time signals and forms a perception just
as it does in the “real world.” But when the data conflict, perception suffers. Take an extreme case—wire one speaker outof-phase. Now, you’re getting good amplitude info, but conflicting timing info. So, that part of your brain that is in charge of
sorting things out just cannot get the job done and no perception of a soundstage or focused image forms at all.

That, I believe, is the primary cause of listener fatigue.
Personally, I experience a lack of emotional connection to the
music and an increased awareness that what I’m hearing is not
real. It’s a thing called musicality, or the lack of musicality.
The most often reported complaint about incoherent speakers is
that they seem to fail to engage the listener over longer periods
of time. That explains why guys have rigs that seem to be doing
everything right, but fail to hold their attention and interest in the
music. They sit down to listen, their mind wanders and the next
thing they know they’re in the kitchen making a sandwich!
Too, perception of sound is a learned skill. For instance, you can
readily identify your wife’s voice in a crowd but I cannot. But that
situation would change easily if I got to know her. Once a listener
cues in to the sonic problems that are caused by timing errors,
they will bother him forever, or until the problem is corrected. For
example, a while ago I pointed out to a fellow, who was immensely proud of his rig, that there was a very tiny, unnatural sound that
occurred at the moment of hammer fall on piano; kind of a little,
springy “oink” instead of the flat “clack” that you’d expect if you
knew how a piano really sounds. It was, of course, the timing
screw-up generated by his fourth-order filters. He’d never noticed
it before but was, from that moment of recognition, driven crazy
by it until he finally dumped the speakers.
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Similar perception problems occur most often on transient and
asymmetrical waveforms: percussion, strings and horns. Perhaps
the more familiar the sound is to you the more critical you are of
timing accuracy. I suspect that’s why I personally find coherence
to be the key to believability of reproduction of the human voice.
Certainly, we’ve all had the experience of buying audio gear
that sounded good to us the day we bought it, only to like it
less and less as time passed. That scenario seems to play out
much more frequently with speakers and I suspect that poor
timing is the reason why.
In the end, incoherence is wrong and takes us a step away
from the objective of realistic sound reproduction and the goal
of complete believability. When you’re trying to reproduce a
pressure/time function keeping the timing correct is obviously
not just a good idea but a necessity.

Proponents of steep crossover slopes will cite increased intermodulation distortion and reduced dynamic headroom as negative aspects of first-order crossovers. How would you respond
to these criticisms?
Yes, there certainly are things that you can attain by trading
away timing fidelity. But the real question is: Are the things I’m
trading towards worth more than what I’m trading away? You
constantly hear of the advantages claimed by the steep filter crowd.
If they really think that giving up proper timing for some other
objective is a good idea, then they should do it. But, invariably, a
good explanation of why those trades were made is lacking.

To answer your question, if your number one objective is to get
maximum peak SPL from a given set of drivers, then yes, by all
means, apply a steep filter! But admit that you’ve just made the
deliberate decision to trade away time coherence for big output!
In practice, it doesn’t matter because if you’re building a coherent speaker, you already know that you’re going to have to use
“more driver” to achieve the same peak SPL as an equivalent
steep filtered design. So, there’s no problem. You spend a few
bucks more on drivers, the same few bucks that the steep filter
guy spent on all those caps and coils!
IM is a different situation. If you’re trying to set up a time coherent speaker and it exhibits audible IM, your next choice is certainly not to apply a steep filter. It’s hard to imagine that you’d
deliberately trade one form of distortion for another. Your
choice is very simply to reduce the IM to a level that is below
the audibility threshold. Happily IM is both easy to measure
and easy to perceive. I experience it as subtle clicking sounds
that seem to originate right in my ear canal.

“It’s hard to imagine that you’d
deliberately trade one form of
distortion for another.”
But, frankly, it’s a nonissue. Audible IM or even high levels of
measured IM are just not part of the everyday problems we
face when putting together coherent speakers.
The truth is that most vexing problems of speaker performance
can be completely worked out within the context of time coherence and that, most often, the choices that are made by steep
filter proponents are made for some combination of economy
and expedience. The criticisms of time coherence are mostly
defensive ones made by sellers of incoherent products. As one
of my customers so aptly put it, when he realized that he had
allowed another speaker maker to fill his head with doubt, “He
sure put a monster under my bed!” referring to a scary fiction
from childhood.
There is no doubt that, in speaker design, choice has its price.
But I say: make your design choices for good reasons that you
can explain and that you can stand behind. In our case time
coherence tops the list.
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Besides time domain accuracy what, in your opinion, are the
most important requirements for good sound from loudspeakers?
By now you should not be surprised when I tell you that most
of the important performance criteria fall under the general
heading of waveform fidelity. Time coherence plays a big part
in seeing to it that the speaker faithfully reproduces the waveform, but there are other key ideas as well.
On the frontier of our art is the problem of dynamic linearity. In
a case of ideal dynamic linearity the magnitude of the acoustic
output increases exactly as the magnitude of the input signal,
at all frequencies within the band. Every time you double the
input, you should see a doubling of the output. When you see
less than that, the waveform is not being accurately reproduced, but rather is being “compressed.” This effect is one of
the main reasons why stereo sounds like stereo instead of
sounding like the real thing.

“This effect is one of the main
reasons why stereo sounds like
stereo instead of sounding like
the real thing.”
A speaker can have flat amplitude response, correct timing,
excellent detail resolution, wide bandwidth, freedom from ringing and other artifacts and still sound completely unrealistic
due to the very common limitations on dynamic linearity. Our
top-of-the-line speaker cuts some new ground in this regard
and the perception of explosive ease across the entire band is
really quite thrilling. Good dynamic linearity does not come
cheap, but it is certainly worth the price.
Another key issue is bass ringing, or rise- and settle-times in
the bass. In a market that is very much driven by specs, one of
the prime measurements by which customers compare speakers is F3 [the low frequency limit of the system or –3dB point—
Ed.], which is the customary indicator of bass extension.
Bass systems are in fact resonant systems. They store energy
and release it later—just like a bell and, so, they involve another
of audio’s many ugly trade-offs. All other things held constant, the
price that is paid for a lower F3 is increased ringing.
When we look at bass systems on the test bench we excite them

with a transient
waveform and
watch for the
amount of time it
takes for them to
reach full amplitude.
About the worst I’ve
seen was another
maker’s subwoofer
that, at 20Hz, took
10 cycles to
achieve full amplitude, as it stored
energy. Then, when
the signal was
removed, it took another 10 cycles to quiet down as it released it.
Now, 10 cycles at 20Hz is a half-second! Now that’s ringing! The
funny thing is that the speaker was definitely producing all of the
bass its maker claimed it should, but just way too late. But, hey, it
had a great—and completely honest—spec! The problem, of
course, is that the system was definitely not reproducing the
waveform, not even close.
We also look very carefully at our systems for rise- and settletimes across the entire band because that is a crucial indicator
of waveform fidelity.
Another, more obvious area where a speaker can make noises
that are not part of the input waveform is cabinet radiation. When
a cabinet panel is storing energy and releasing it later, it certainly
bears no resemblance to the input signal. Stiffness and mass
combined with the right strategies for damping are the keys to
licking that problem. For us, the numerous internal partitions that
we need to form the transmission line do double duty as cabinet
stabilizers. Today, accelerometers are cheap and testing methods
are easy, so there’s really no excuse for a noisy cabinet.
Internal reflections from within the cabinet and from the drivers
themselves can also present troublesome deviations from
waveform fidelity. Driver suspensions can be pretty noisy and
very many tweeters make prominent reflections from their pole
pieces and cavities.
So, you get the idea. We approach the problem from the perspective of whether or not the speaker is accurately reproducing the waveform and, of course, no other noises. We know
that our job is to recreate sound in your room that is identical to
the sound recorded by the microphone. A simple idea, I think.
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You’re fond of transmission lines for bass loading. Can you tell
us why?
A properly designed and executed transmission line does a
remarkably good job in the bass unlike an ordinary vented alignment, which is a resonant system consisting of the driver, the
elasticity of the trapped air in the box, which acts like a spring,
and the mass of the air in the port, which lowers the fundamental
resonance frequency.
The vented system really works by ringing, hopefully not too
much. In a TL we introduce the principle of a resistive load that is
fundamentally more damped than the simple spring/mass idea of
a vented box. The trade we are making is in favor of lower F3s
with less ringing so our bass systems track the input waveform
much more faithfully. The price we pay is that TLs are bears to
design and much more difficult and expensive to manufacture.
I’ve been working with TLs for many years and still approach
each new design with the expectation that I’ll need to go through
numerous prototypes to get it right. The process is an iterative
one of building and testing, first by looking at the impedance
curves alongside rise- and settle-times, then by finding the limits
of dynamic linearity and finally by listening. My crew usually takes
the chance to poke fun at the pile of castoffs that often builds up
in the corner of my lab as I work to get it exactly right. We call it
“dumpster fodder!”
It’s hard to imagine a designer who works for one of the biggies going
through that kind of process anywhere near his boss. Vented boxes are
much safer, but they just don’t work quite as well.

Are special manufacturing techniques required to make highperformance speakers?
Sure. Early in our history as a company we were limited in
what we could do to designs that could be accomplished in an
ordinary cabinet shop. Our first line of speakers reflected the
limitations imposed by table saws and hand-held routers.
But in 2001 while much of the industry began outsourcing to
China, we built a wonderful new factory in the nether regions of
northern New York with just the right tooling to build our next
generation product. Today, I’m pretty much free to build whatever I can imagine.
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But one of the beautiful things about our plant and our methods
is the freedom we have on the business side of the equation.
Most methods, particularly the outsourcing or subcontracting
methods of making cabinets, rely on enormous batches to work
properly. The problem there is that, for each new model you
wish to bring to market, and for each finish color you wish to

“Our first line of speakers
reflected the limitations
imposed by table saws and
hand-held routers.”
offer, you need tons of inventory. So the main obstacle to
advancing new product is often money, not design. Here, we
have pioneered a totally new, non-batch process that allows us
to turn raw materials into finished speakers in about one week,
thereby mimicking inventory without the horrible expense. So
we are now free to expand our line without the usual financial
drag. We can also do something that very few speaker makers
can do, and that is to respond quickly to orders for custom finishes and variations. That niche business has proven very
valuable to us and to our dealers and customers.

What can we expect to see in the future from Meadowlark Audio?
We are on a roll. In the past few months we have introduced
the new American E Series of below $1K/pr. time coherent
speakers, a new subwoofer and a few big, all-out, time coherent center channels.
At present I’m working on a completely new idea for a petite
series of very exquisite speakers made from exotic materials
and extremely esoteric parts. They’ll be expensive, they’ll look
expensive and they’ll sound expensive but I’m going to keep
the details under wraps until we’re ready to go.
Following that we have a wonderful idea for, of all things, an inwall speaker. And there seems to be very strong demand for a
$30K statement model but the ideas have yet to form about
exactly what that will be like.
I think you’ll see constant refinement of our products and I can
promise you that we will continue to pursue improved technolo-
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gy of waveform fidelity and, too, we’ll continue to make ‘em
right here in the states.

Thank you, Pat, for an informative discussion. I’m sure Journal
readers will learn a great deal from your explanations. APJ
Meadowlark Audio Inc.
800 Starbuck Avenue
Suite A-103 Watertown NY 13601
(315) 779-8875 www.meadowlarkaudio.com

Conclusion
While most audio components can deliver high fidelity performance—where what comes out is an accurate representation of
what goes in—most speakers cannot. The vast majority of loudspeakers available today can’t produce an acoustical signal that
replicates the electrical signal delivered by the amplifier. Even
though I’m confident about my position, the degree of importance
of this fact is debatable.

High Fidelity?
I believe that you’ll be happier, longer with high fidelity loudspeakers that accurately reproduce the recording. Others can effectively argue for other approaches. In the end, if you aren’t pleased by
hearing what’s on the recording, then arguments about the accuracy of reproduction are moot. We’re talking about home entertainment after all. The most important factor is that the listener be
entertained and that can’t be neatly quantified.
Maybe a certain coloration, though technically an inaccuracy,
makes your listening experience more pleasurable. If that’s the
case, and it’s particularly likely for those who listen mostly to a
single musical genre, stand tall. It’s your house and you should
furnish it with things that make you happy.
I have no problem with people who choose speakers that produce
sound that pleases them, even if that sound is unsatisfactory to me.
The information offered here is my attempt to make sure they aren’t
being fooled. If you choose speakers that are demonstrably inaccurate, buy them because you like the sound they produce, not
because you’ve been told that an exotic design changes the laws of
physics or advances the science of audio reproduction.

If you choose speakers that cost a lot more than I think they
should, buy them because they offer something you want—pride
of ownership, prestige, great appearance—not because you think
that a high price guarantees better engineering or higher quality.

Other Ways to Satisfaction
The distinctive sound of horn speakers reminds some listeners of
what they heard from the sound reinforcement speakers used at
live concerts or in the theater. This can trigger a favorable
response in some people that provides exactly what they are
looking for in reproduced music. Would I tell them they shouldn’t
like what they’re hearing? Not on your life.
The sound of planar speakers reminds some people of the spaciousness of the concert hall and allows them to forget that they
are listening to a reproduction rather than a live musical event.
This may produce “goose bumps” or whatever the desired emotional response is, from recorded music. Should I denigrate their
choice because my measurements show a difference between
the input signal and the acoustic output of the speakers?
If you like what you hear, by all means buy it. Don’t force yourself
to live with something you don’t like because I said it was more
accurate. A home entertainment system should entertain you in
your home. But be aware of what you’re buying. Remember
some simple facts that can prevent you from being conned and
then spend your money any way you see fit.

Facts About Performance
This Journal explains why most speakers aren’t capable of accurately reproducing the signal from the amplifier. You’ll have to do
some listening to determine whether accuracy is important to you.
Some products are inherently inaccurate yet provide some sonic
characteristics that some people find appealing. Some products
are actually designed to be inaccurate in order to provide a sound
that is seductive to some people some of the time. Compare
these products and come to your own conclusions.

Facts About Cost
Planar speakers are cheaper to manufacture than dynamic
speakers. If they cost more, be sure they offer some other quality
that you value more than measurable performance.
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Dispelling Common Myths
Augmented 2-way speakers don’t have a real midrange driver
and can’t provide the detail and dispersion characteristics of 3way (or more) speakers that do have real midrange drivers. Many
of the most expensive designs available fall into this category
(augmented 2-ways). Be aware that you’ll be paying for something other than performance.
If a $30,000 speaker system provides you with prestige or pride
of ownership, then it has justified its cost for you. Don’t buy it
because you assume it performs better because it probably doesn’t. Don’t buy it because you assume that it is made to higher
standards of quality because it probably isn’t. How can you tell?
Read Journal 13.

fundamental and the harmonic structure that adds timbre.
Examine the graphic at the end of this Journal and see the actual
frequencies of musical notes. Then consider the following facts. The
piano keyboard spans the range of the entire symphony orchestra.
Only a few pipe organs, which are not conventional symphonic
instruments, can play lower and no acoustic instruments can play
higher. The highest “C” on the piano is the highest note there is and
it’s only 4,186Hz. The lowest note on the piano, an “A” at 27.5Hz, is
7 keys below the lowest note on a bass, an “E” at 41.2 Hz!

What’s Coming

Bass is much more than a sound effect—it’s the foundation,
tonally and rhythmically, of all music. Nearly all melodies are confined to the single octaves above and below middle “C.” The
lower notes provide bass harmony and rhythm. The upper notes
provide harmony, and harmonic overtones create timbre.

You can’t tell everything about how a speaker sounds by examining measurements but you can certainly tell if the speaker has the
potential to accurately reproduce the signal. These measurements are readily available in Stereophile Magazine (and from
other, less reliable sources) but most people have no idea how to
obtain useful information from them. In Journal 13 I’ll tell you
what the measurements mean and explain how to interpret them.

A bass voice can sing nearly two octaves below middle “C” and
a soprano voice can reach two octaves above middle “C.” The
bass voice will dip into subwoofer territory at 80Hz or so, and
that ultrahigh note from the soprano will still be only slightly
above 1kHz, nowhere near the range of the tweeter in a typical
3-way speaker. Surprising huh?

Most speakers have compromised bass performance and I’ll
show you why and explain why most subwoofers only make the
problem worse.
Journal 13 will include an interview with Richard Vandersteen
and maybe another influential speaker designer. Readers can
learn a great deal from interviews with the engineers who struggled with the design choices that resulted in the final product. APJ

The frequencies shown in the illustration are fundamental frequencies. You’ll need an audio system with the capability of producing much higher frequencies (well above the range of human
hearing) in order to accurately recreate timbre. Timbre consists of
the fundamental note and the exact combination of overtones,
which distinguishes one instrument or voice from another by
adding unique musical characteristics (color).
You’ll need an audio system that preserves the timing relationships between the fundamental and harmonics in order to accurately recreate timbre and a correct acoustic image.

Dispelling Common Myths
This Journal is all about speakers—specifically speakers that reproduce music. It is commonly believed that speaker crossover networks
divide up the musical notes into various ranges and send each of
these to the appropriate driver for reproduction. It’s not that simple.
If, like most people, you assume that high notes emanate from a
tweeter and low notes come from a woofer—think again. Music is
far more complex than that and the notes occur at much lower
frequencies than you might imagine. Each note is made up of a
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The Whole Speaker
The entire speaker may be utilized to reproduce parts of one
note. The fundamental that defines the note may emanate from
the sub-bass or bass driver. The harmonics that provide timbre
may emanate from the midrange and tweeter drivers at the
same time. Don’t let anybody tell you that timing (phase) doesn’t matter. They’re either selling speakers that can’t do it right
or they have not yet learned to hear this form of distortion. APJ
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Speaker Measurements
Objective Gauges of Fidelity
This Journal will explain how to interpret speaker
measurements so you’ll know what the test results
mean and what they can tell you about a
product’s potential for accurate performance. These objective measurements can be very valuable to
consumers because they show
which products to avoid thereby narrowing the field of contenders and minimizing the
number of components
you’ll have to audition.
Objective measurements
don’t tell the entire story of
course, and they raise the
age-old questions about
objective versus subjective
product evaluation.

The Debate
A debate we encounter frequently in audio
involves the validity of “objective” versus “subjective”
evaluations. You’ll notice that I have enclosed both
terms in parentheses. That’s because neither word
has an exact definition when it comes to audio, and
it’s easy to become involved in a semantic argument
that simply diverts attention from the real issue.
Objective usually means an evaluation based on
repeatable “scientific” tests. Subjective usually
means an evaluation based solely on the
emotional reaction of the reviewer. Ah,
if life were only that simple.

isfactory conclusions about audio components. I’ll
offer examples in an attempt to explain why.
If you hate listening to a component
or system, no group of measurements can magically
make that experience
enjoyable. On the other
hand, if a component
or system is demonstrably inaccurate
you’ll learn to hate it
sooner or later
(based on my experience) when you
learn how to hear
the flaw(s) that may
initially have gone
unnoticed.
I’m convinced that you
have a far better chance for
long-term satisfaction if you follow the high fidelity approach and
choose from those components that
accurately reproduce the signal according to accepted standards. You can
still rely on your subjective
responses as you choose from
those components which are
objectively accurate.

In reality neither method can be
employed alone in order to come to sat-
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We live in a touchyfeely world and many
will try to convince you
that “if it sounds good,
it is good.” While there is

Intro
an element of truth here, there are objective measurements to
gauge fidelity and many will try to ignore this fact or downplay
its significance. Why do they do this? Because in a world
where no objective standards exist, anybody can be a “designer” and everybody is an “expert” or qualified “reviewer.” Where
would all these pundits be if they were forced to learn something about engineering?

Semantics
An argument about the meaning of the words can divert attention from the real issue. That issue is deciding which method of
component evaluation produces the most satisfactory results.
What’s objective? A conclusion based solely on “facts” perhaps? Whose facts? Which facts? Can we come to a truly
objective conclusion based on only a few selected measurements (facts)? If so, which ones count? Among those that
count, which are most important? Do measurements reflect all
the facts we need to examine in order to come to a satisfactory
conclusion?
And what’s subjective? A position
based purely on emotion? Is
the emotional
response of the
examiner a
faulty basis for
conclusions?
Isn’t
an
audio system designed
solely to produce an emotional response
in the listener?
I can always
identify my
wife’s
voice
and
usually iden-
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tify the brand of piano playing. Doesn’t that make me a skilled
listener who doesn’t need measurements as a guide? On the
other hand, couldn’t I be fooled by products with colorations
complementary to my wife’s voice and pianos?
If a certain coloration reminds me of a certain kind of music
some of the time, isn’t that enough? However, if I like a certain
coloration won’t my listening be limited to a genre that benefits
from that coloration? If I listen exclusively to that musical genre
does it matter that measurements may show that the sound I
enjoy is not accurate? If I hate listening to an audio system will
my opinion change if I’m presented with a set of impeccable
measurements?

Extremes
Must we choose between these extremes or is it possible to
combine the best elements of both objective and subjective
evaluation and arrive at the most satisfactory conclusion?
I believe that it is not only possible but absolutely necessary in
order to reach musical listening nirvana. I think we need to
select those audio components and systems that provide emotional satisfaction from among those that are demonstrably
accurate according to accepted standards. Accepted standards
include, but are not limited to, reasonably accurate measured performance.

Yes, Virginia,
Facts Exist
Facts are simplistic, but
they can be very useful.
They don’t necessarily
demonstrate the value
of something but they
sure can help to expose
a fraud. This Journal
will explain speaker
measurements and
show their value. This
knowledge won’t provide a
substitute for personally auditioning
components but it will narrow the
field.
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Why Flat Response?
Objective measurements can’t tell you everything about how a
component or system sounds but they absolutely can tell you
when the search for accurate reproduction is hopeless.

Why Are Certain Facts Important
In this
issue I’ll
explain
why certain performance
characteristics
are
important
for the
accurate
reproduction
of
recorded
music.
These
articles
will offer
my opinions and
illustrate
the logic
that led me to these conclusions. Then I’ll explain how to
tell which transducers provide these characteristics and
which ones can’t possibly present an accurate reproduction of the recorded information.

How Do You Tell Which Products Work?
After each of the articles that describes desirable performance
attributes there will be an article that explains how these attributes can be measured and how you can interpret the measurements. Yes, objective facts exist and they can be of value to you.

Also In This Issue
Shane Buettner reviews the Thiel CS2.4, an outstanding, highvalue speaker system. And we’ll present my interviews with Jim
Thiel and Richard Vandersteen. APJ

Why Accurate Speakers Must Have Flat
Frequency Response
by Richard Hardesty
All audio components, including loudspeakers, must have reasonably flat frequency response in order to accurately reproduce the timbre of musical instruments and voices. This fact is
clearly evident and here’s why.
Every sound produced by a musical instrument or voice is
made up of a fundamental frequency and a series of harmonic
overtones. The fundamental frequency defines the note being
played. The harmonic structure allows the listener to identify
the specific instrument playing or voice singing the note.
The complete sound of each note the listener hears is a combination of fundamental and harmonics. The fundamental establishes pitch and the harmonic structure defines the unique
characteristics of each instrument or voice based on tone
rather than pitch or volume. These unique tonal characteristics
are called timbre.

“...instruments sound different
because each has a unique
harmonic structure (timbre)...”
A piano and a violin can play the same note with the same
fundamental frequency. The pitch and volume of the notes
from the piano and violin may be identical. The instruments
sound different because each has a unique harmonic structure (timbre). The waveforms from these instruments have different shapes when displayed on an oscilloscope and each
delivers a unique sound to the ear even when playing the
same note at the same volume. The fundamental frequency of
that note is identical but the harmonic structure is different.
The tonal characteristics (timbre) are different and easily
identified by the ear.
The unique timber of each instrument or voice is established by
the quantity and ratio of harmonic overtones which determine
the shape of the wave. The exact relationship of these overtones must be preserved in order to reproduce timber accurately. This requires that audio components exhibit flat frequency
response and maintain proper timing relationships. Flat frequency response is required in order to preserve the amplitude
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How Can You Tell?
sound. A speaker system
that delivers midrange harmonics in reverse phase
can’t possibly recreate
musical timbre accurately
yet that’s exactly what most
speakers do.
The information that follows
will explain how to tell
which speakers are correct
in the amplitude and time
domains. While the articles
in this Journal will be
specifically about speakers,
the facts apply to all audio
components. Speakers
serve as good examples
because they tend to be the
least accurate of components and exhibit the grossest deviations from accurate amplitude response
and phase. APJ
relationships between the fundamental and each harmonic
overtone. Proper timing must be maintained in order to preserve the phase relationships between the fundamental and
harmonic overtones.
If the speaker system or other component deviates from flat
response, signals at some frequencies will sound louder or
softer than they should. These response deviations may alter
the level of various harmonics and change the timbre of the
sound. Some overtones may be emphasized and/or some may
be diminished in level. A speaker system with response deviations of just a few decibels will alter the timbre of musical
instruments and voices. A speaker system with response that
deviates beyond a window of ±3dB can’t possibly recreate the
timbre of instruments and voices accurately.

If a speaker system or other component alters the phase of any
group of frequencies, the wave shape—and the sound—will be
altered. Slight changes in phase will slightly alter the timbre of
the sound and phase reversals will substantially alter the
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How Can You Tell if
a Speaker System has
Flat Frequency Response?

by Richard Hardesty
You can test speakers yourself with readily available computerized instruments like Clio (www.mclink.it/com/audiomatica/
home.htm) and MLSSA (www.mlssa.com/) or you can refer to the
measurements printed in trusted publications.
John Atkinson of Stereophile magazine, for instance, has
measured hundreds of speakers. He uses methods generally
accepted by the industry and achieves useful results.
Stereophile speaker reviews are available free on the web at
www.stereophile.com and they can show you that most of the
speakers that Stereophile reviewers recommend are incapable
of accurate performance.
The frequency response graph will tell you what you need to
know about the ability of the speaker under test to deliver an
accurate replica of the recorded information in terms of amplitude. Flat frequency response is the cornerstone of good
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speaker design and must be considered before any other
parameter but it’s not the only important factor, as we’ll see.

ond are two names for the same thing—100Hz is 100 cycles
per second. One thousand Hertz is often called a kilohertz
(1kHz).

A frequency response graph displays frequencies on the horizontal scale across the bottom, sometimes called the “X” scale,
and amplitude on the vertical scale at the left side of the graph,
sometimes called the “Y” scale. You can use this graph to
determine if the speaker under test deviates from flat response,
and to pinpoint the amplitude and frequency of that deviation.
Don’t be intimidated, it’s very easy to do. All you need to know
is what the gradations on the graph mean and how to interpret
that information. I’ll try to explain that in the simplest terms
possible.

The frequency range of an engineering instrument may be from
10Hz to 30kHz. The range displayed by instruments often used
by reviewers may be limited to 20kHz. The 20kHz upper limit covers the range of human hearing but can’t show ultrasonic tweeter
resonances, which can have an audible effect on the frequencies
we can hear. The “oil can” resonance of an alloy dome tweeter
will typically occur at frequencies of 25kHz to 27kHz, which won’t
be displayed by a test instrument with a 20kHz bandwidth but
may affect the sound of the speaker under test.

Frequency

Amplitude

The frequency scale across the bottom is usually logarithmic
(abbreviated log) rather than linear, which means that the frequency goes up in powers of ten—ten, one hundred, one thousand, ten thousand.

The vertical scale at the left side of the graph shows amplitude
in decibels (abbreviated dB). The decibel scale is logarithmic,
not linear, and this is important to remember. This scale may
show numbers in a range of perhaps 60dB-95dB, or it may
have a point marked zero with ranges graduated in decibels
above and below this point so you can determine how far the
speaker under test deviates from flat response.

On a logarithmic scale more space is devoted to octaves at the
bottom of the scale than to those at the top, which correlates
well with the actual frequency ranges of musical instruments

This scale indicates the volume of the output from the speaker
under test. We’re not concerned with the actual volume of the
output. What we want to know is the relative volume across the
frequency scale so we can see which frequencies are emphasized and which are diminished and by how much.

The Stimulus
The test signal is called a stimulus and speakers are typically
stimulated to produce an output of 80-85dB SPL at 1kHz but
that doesn’t matter much. As noted above, what we’re interested in is how much louder or softer the speaker plays at various
frequencies with an input signal at a constant level.

(see Journal #12). Frequency is shown in cycles per second,
now called Hertz (abbreviated Hz). Hertz and cycles per sec-

Most speaker measurements use quasi-anechoic techniques to
eliminate the effects of the room in which the speaker is measured. The test signal for a quasi-anechoic measurement is
called a Maximum Length Sequence (MLS), sometimes
referred to as pseudo-random noise, which is converted into an
impulse by a computerized test instrument. The impulse is then
converted by the computer into frequency and phase informa-
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How Can You Tell?
tion utilizing the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which is a mathematical method of converting between time domain and frequency domain information.
You don’t have to understand how this works in order to realize
the limitations and benefit from the results. (If you do want to
understand read Testing Loudspeakers by Joseph D’Appolito
from Audio Amateur Press.)

Quasi-anechoic measurements minimize the effects of ambient
noise and reflections from the room boundaries and allow
speakers to be tested in regular rooms rather than anechoic
chambers. The measurement window starts when the first
sound arrives at the speaker and ends with the arrival of the
first sound reflected from the room boundaries. The room
boundary nearest to the test microphone will usually be the
floor, which limits the accuracy of low frequency measurements.
If the speaker under test is standing on the floor the accurate
lower limit of the measurement will be about 500Hz. If the
speaker is elevated that limit may be extended to 300Hz or
slightly below. The measurements you see in magazines have

6

been spliced together with the frequencies above about 500Hz
measured at a distance of three or four feet using quasi-anechoic techniques, and the frequencies below 500Hz created by
combining a close-microphone measurement of the woofer(s)
and a close-microphone measurement of the vent(s) using
mathematical techniques to add the outputs at appropriate frequencies and calculate the difference at frequencies where the
driver(s) and vent(s) would be out-of-phase.

The Graph
The “X” and “Y” scales together show how loud the speaker
plays at each frequency in response to a test signal with a constant volume or one that can be correlated to a constant volume. A perfect speaker would produce a straight line across
the frequency range at 80-85dB on a scale marked in dB, or at
the zero line on a scale that shows zero with ranges above and
below that point graduated in decibels. An imperfect speaker
will produce a horizontal line with small deviations above and
below the zero line (or a horizontal line drawn through the
amplitude point at 1kHz).
A deviation above the zero line means that the speaker under
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test will emphasize signals at that frequency. A deviation below
the line means that signals at that frequency will be diminished
by the speaker under test.
You can determine the amplitude of the deviation by following a
horizontal line from the tip of the deviation to the scale at the
left side of the graph. Be sure to note whether the scale is
graduated in 5dB increments (typical) or other increments. You
can determine the frequency of the deviation by following a
vertical line down to the scale at the bottom of the graph. (See
the illustration.)
Deviations are usually referred to by the difference in amplitude
between the level at 1kHz (1,000Hz) and the level at the deviation. If the specification says frequency response is 40Hz18kHz ±3dB, that means that when tested the response of the
speaker never deviated more than 3dB from flat response
between the speaker’s bass limit at 40Hz and the highest treble it could reproduce at 18kHz. In other words no output peak
was more than 3dB louder than the signal at 1kHz and no output dip was more than 3dB softer than the output at 1kHz. This
6dB window of error over this bandwidth is the minimum performance that I would consider acceptable for high fidelity
music reproduction.

The Real World
Speakers that utilize D’Appolito arrays (two midrange drivers,
one above and one below the tweeter) will measure better than
they sound because the microphone will be exactly centered
between the midranges and the response differences of the
two drivers will produce a smoothing effect on the frequency
response. In the real world a listener will never be exactly centered and the resulting time smear will simply blur definition.
Speakers with dipole radiation patterns will sound better than
they measure because the horrendous response deviations in
the direct signal will be smoothed by the rear-wave energy
reflected off the wall behind the speakers. In the real world this
time smear will prevent any real definition but will provide an
artificial ambience effect that some find pleasing.
Speakers with bipolar radiation will create even more time smear
than those with dipole radiation in most rooms because they radiate substantial energy to the sides increasing the amount of
reflected sound that arrives at the listener. Some people like this
sound but it’s not related to the recorded signal.
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Importance of Time & Phase
There’s More to Accuracy
A speaker that can’t produce a fairly accurate frequency
response graph can’t reproduce an accurate replica of the
recorded information but there’s much more. Phase and energy
storage are separate issues that will be considered in the articles that follow. APJ

Why Must an Accurate Speaker System be
Time- and Phase-Correct? by Richard Hardesty
As described in the articles about frequency response, correct
timbre cannot be reproduced by a speaker system that alters
the amplitude of any harmonic overtone because that will surely alter the shape of the resulting waveform. The same is true
of phase. Reversing the phase of portions of the frequency
spectrum changes the shape of the waveform. No audio component—except the loudspeaker—does this.
Stereo imaging is of great importance to some (like me) and
couldn’t matter less to others. This effect has a more subtle
influence on musical realism than the accurate reproduction of
timbre but is significantly impacted by the time domain performance of the speakers.

Arguing about whether an alteration to the shape of the
resulting waveform is audible is like arguing about whether
a frog is waterproof. Observation provides irrefutable evidence. You can observe frogs in a pond and you can
observe waveforms on an oscilloscope. A frog emerges
from water completely unscathed and musical instruments
produce different waveforms on an oscilloscope. Changing
the phase of any wave component alters the shape of that
waveform. Period.
Of course we can distinguish between waveform shapes with
our ears. How else could we hear timbre and distinguish
between various voices and instruments? Helmholtz demonstrated this fact 150 years ago and modern day musicians are
well aware of it even if they can’t necessarily provide an explanation. Piano tone can be altered by changing the point where
the hammer strikes the string because this alters the relationship between the harmonics that string produces. If the piano is
in tune the fundamental frequency will not change, regardless
of where the hammer strikes the string. If the piano is not in
tune it can be adjusted with an electronic tuning device that
displays the fundamental frequency (pitch) of each string. The
same tuning device can be used with other instruments even
though they have unique timbre.

Guitar players can alter the tone they produce by changing the
place where the string is plucked or altering the way in which

Timbre
The harmonics of real instruments or voices add to or subtract
from the fundamental frequency which creates pitch. This
results in unique tone called timbre that allows us to identify
the instrument or voice. A piano doesn’t sound like a violin and
Sheryl Crow doesn’t sound like Ray Charles even when they
each play or sing the same note. The pitch is identical but the
timbre—and the waveform—is different.

the string is set in motion (nail, pick or flesh). If the guitar is in
tune the pitch stays the same. The switch at the bottom of a
Fender Stratocaster changes the electrical phase relationship
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of the three pickups positioned beneath the strings. This 5position switch alters the tone of the instrument, not the pitch,
which is established by the fundamental frequency of the
vibrating string.
Phase does matter and those who suggest that it doesn’t probably make speakers which are not time coherent.

ed to appropriate drive elements. Phase shift varies with frequency and can’t be corrected by changing the physical position of the drivers.
Driver position can affect the time relationship between drivers
because each has a slightly different rise-time and driver position may have a minor effect on cancellation in the overlap
region where two drivers are reproducing part of the same signal which has been phase-shifted by the crossover filters.

Imaging
The effect of phase on stereo imaging is more subtle but can
be observed with experience. Time- and phase-accurate speakers produce a stage that is rectangular (as viewed from above)
with depth that is apparent well to the sides of that stage and
not only at the center. Stage width can extend well beyond the
loudspeakers.
Typical speakers produce a stage that is triangular (as viewed
from above) with an illusion of depth only at the center and a
reduced sense of depth toward the speakers (sides of the
stage). Time incoherent speakers will usually define the outer
edges of the soundstage. APJ

Speakers with steep filter slopes can’t be made time- and
phase-correct. Speakers with first-order acoustic slopes will
also require that drivers be carefully positioned to compensate
for differing rise-times. Read this paragraph again because it’s
very important.
A time- and phase-accurate speaker will have gentle filter
slopes and physically aligned drive elements. One without the
other won’t do and all talk to the contrary is simply rhetorical.
Time and phase do matter and there is a sure way to tell when
these timing relationships are correct.

When the Green Flag Drops the Bullshit Stops

How Can You Tell
if a Speaker System is
Time- and Phase-Accurate? by Richard Hardesty
Speaker manufacturers and reviewers have presented loads of
meaningless misinformation about the importance of phase
and you’ve probably seen dealers or manufacturers meticulously adjusting the position of drivers or speaker tilt-back, as if this
has an effect on phase coherence. It doesn’t.
Phase shift is primarily the result of crossover filters which
divide the spectrum into ranges of frequencies which are direct-

The step response graph tells whether a speaker system is
time- and phase-accurate, clearly and without ambiguity. If
some drivers pull while others push, the speaker is not phase
coherent and this will be revealed by the speaker’s step
response.
A speaker that is not phase coherent cannot accurately reproduce timbre or image correctly. The shape of the step response
graph tells all. Here’s why.

The Step Response Graph
A step response graph displays time on the horizontal scale
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across the bottom, sometimes called the “X” scale, and amplitude on the vertical scale at the left side of the graph, sometimes called the “Y” scale. You can use this graph to determine
if the speaker under test is time coherent or if some drivers
push while other pull.
The factor important to us is the shape of the output signal, not
the increments which may be significant to designers but not to
listeners. The step stimulus is like the top half of a square
wave or an impulse with extended duration. I’ll try to explain
that in the simplest terms possible.

The Square Wave
I’ve heard it said that we don’t listen to square waves but the
lowly square wave is the test signal that most resembles music.
A square wave, like a musical wave form, is composed of many
sign waves—in fact an analog square wave generator creates
a square wave by generating a sine wave at the fundamental
frequency and adding sine waves for all the odd harmonics.
The resulting square wave is a combination of many sine
waves with precise amplitude and phase relationships, just like
music. If everything is right the result looks square. Deformation
indicates deviation—showing that some part of the signal has
been altered.
You can learn almost everything about amplifier performance
by observing the square wave response. Most speakers can’t
even come close to reproducing a square wave because
some drivers push while others pull and there can be no output when a drive element is stationary. To gauge the time
domain performance of loudspeakers we use the step
response instead.

The Test Signal for the Step Response
The step response is actually derived from an impulse correlated from an MLS stimulus but for understanding think of it like
an impulse with extended duration or the top half of a square
wave. The signal starts at zero, rises quickly to a level that is
maintained for a time at a positive DC potential and then
returns to zero. The signal never goes negative, which is
important to remember. This signal tells you which drivers
move in which direction and when, but the speaker can’t produce a step that exactly matches the input signal because
there is no sound when the drivers reach maximum excursion
in response to a constant current (DC).
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Sound occurs as a drive element moves and stops when the
drive element stops, even if it stops at the end of a long excursion. Why? Because a stationary driver diaphragm can’t move
air and create sound.
If you apply direct current (DC) to a loudspeaker the woofer will
be displaced in direct proportion to the amplitude of the current—and stay there until the current is removed. The capacitors that act as high-pass filters for the other drivers will block
DC allowing only the upper harmonics to pass. The stimulus
exercises the entire speaker just like music, but only momentarily. With computerized test instruments that’s all we need to
determine which drivers move to create positive displacement
(outward) and which ones are out-of-phase (move inward).
These facts are important to know if we want the output waveform to mimic the input signal, which is absolutely necessary
for accurate reproduction of the recording.

Step Response
The step response graph shows only the output of the speaker
under test. Think of the stimulus like the top half of a square
wave. The output from a time- and phase-accurate speaker
should look like a triangle above the reference line with a sharp
rise and a slow decay. The beginning rise will slope slightly
because the step stimulus rises almost instantly (straight up)
but the speaker has limited bandwidth and takes some time to
rise. (Bandwidth and rise-time are corollaries.)
The speaker makes sound as the drivers respond to the stimulus and then output ceases so the signal on the graph decays
back to zero, and maybe a little beyond due to inertia
(rebound), over a period of a few milliseconds.
The test signal never goes negative so any significant output
that extends in a negative direction (below zero) is out-ofphase. You can’t tell for sure which part of the frequency spectrum is out-of-phase but the output from the tweeter usually
arrives first followed by the output from the midrange (if there is
one) and then the woofer.
A speaker with a third-order crossover will typically have the
midrange driver wired out-of-phase. A speaker with a fourthorder crossover will typically have the drivers wired in phase
but their output will be smeared over time and a portion may
still go negative due to crossover phase shift.
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Examples
The following examples show an ideal step response and the
step response from a typical speaker. A step response graph
that is not a positive (upward) triangle indicates a speaker that
is not time- and phase-accurate. Trying to extract additional
Step Response – volts (ideal)
0.66 –
0.56 –
0.46 –
0.36 –
0.26 –

Why Must Energy Storage
be Minimized?

by Richard Hardesty
Speakers contain electrical and mechanical components that
tend to store and release energy after a short delay in time.
This tendency must be minimized if the speaker is to reproduce
an accurate replica of the recorded information and nothing else. What we want
to hear is the recorded information. We
don’t want to hear sounds created by the
speakers or sounds that originated from
the recording but have been delayed and
reradiated by the speakers.

0.16 –
0.06 –
-0.06 –
-0.04 –
-0.14 –
-0.24 –
-0.34 –
auto
9.0

10.0

11.0

12.0

13.0

14.0

Time – msec

Musical instruments are designed to
deliver rich and pleasing resonances.
Accurate loudspeakers are designed to
reproduce recorded sounds rather than
create sounds of their own. A recording
should capture resonances produced by
real musical instruments and speakers
should accurately reproduce the recording and nothing else.

Step Response – volts (out of phase)
0.10 –

The audible output from stored energy
can be attenuated by damping and what
remains will be released after a delay.
The amount of attenuation will be determined by the damping qualities of the
resonating material. The delay will be
determined by the amplitude and frequency of the stored energy. This reradiated (stored) energy will produce inappropriate sounds that may blur or obfuscate the actual signal.

0.08 –
0.06 –
0.04 –
0.02 –
0.00 –
-0.02 –
-0.04 –
-0.06 –
-0.08 –
-0.10 –
fixed
9.0

10.0

11.0

12.0

13.0

14.0

Time – msec

data from the graph is not within the scope of this article or the
experience of most readers.
Don’t be fooled by the appearance of a speaker or rhetoric
from the manufacturer. The step response graph shows which
speakers are time- and phase-correct and which ones aren’t.
Most of them aren’t. APJ

Perfect speakers will deliver the recorded
information at the right time and then stop producing sound.
Imperfect speakers will deliver the recorded information and
store some energy that will be released later when there should
be silence or when other recorded information should be produced. Nothing is perfect, of course, but well-designed speakers will reduce stored energy to an absolute minimum.
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Sources of Stored Energy

Electrical Resonances

Resonant energy can be stored in enclosure panels and driver
diaphragms. Electrical energy can be stored in crossover components. Reflected energy can be radiated by enclosure baffles, driver frames and internal enclosure structures. Some of
these sources will subtly degrade the signal and some will have
a profound negative impact on sound quality.

Capacitors and inductors are used as high-pass and low-pass
filters in speaker crossover networks. Capacitors resist a
change in voltage and inductors resist a change in current. Both
elements cause a phase shift between voltage and current.

“A good speaker design will
address all these sources of
stored energy and reduce
each one to inaudibility.”
A good speaker design will address all these sources of stored
energy and reduce each one to inaudibility. A poorly designed
speaker will deliver a signal that combines part of the recorded
information with the stored energy from the speaker itself. The
frequency response graph may appear to be flat with dips in
the signal reproduction filled by resonant peaks created by
speaker components and vice versa. That’s why no single
measurement can be trusted and even a group of measurements must be viewed with skepticism. The measurements can
be useful to narrow the field of contenders but must not be
used as a substitute for careful listening evaluations.

Mechanical Resonances
Enclosure panels can resonate and this tendency can be minimized by making the panels thicker; constructing them from
dense, well-damped material; adding cross braces to larger
panels to raise the frequency and reduce the amplitude of the
resonance; and/or constructing the panels from exotic materials, or laminates that contain exotic materials, with high internal
damping characteristics.
Driver diaphragms can be constructed from materials with high
internal damping and/or drive elements can be used only to
reproduce frequencies that are substantially below (or above)
the diaphragm resonant frequency. This is particularly difficult
with first-order speaker systems where each driver must cover
a wider frequency range than would be necessary in a speaker
with steeper crossover slopes. (See Journal #12).
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In an inductive circuit voltage leads current by about 90
degrees. In a capacitive circuit current leads voltage by about
90 degrees. Certain values can result in resonant electrical circuits. Generally, a crossover network with fewer components is
better but many crossover components may be used to compensate for driver anomalies.
The crossover networks in well-designed speaker systems
have been carefully engineered to divide the frequency spectrum and direct the divided bands to the appropriate drivers;
compensate for driver anomalies in frequency and phase; and
provide a constant and acceptable load to the amplifier. This is
a very tall order.
If you think you can build a speaker system in your garage that
is competitive with today’s finest designs, think again.

Reflected Energy
The most prominent source of reflected energy is the baffle that
surrounds the speaker drive elements but there are others.
Energy radiated from the back of a drive element can be
reflected by cabinet structures and reenter the room through a
woofer port. This rearward radiation can be reflected by the
magnet structure and frame of the drive element and reenter
the room through the diaphragm that produced it, delayed by
the additional path length from the diaphragm to the structure
and back.
Regardless of the source, reflected energy travels farther than
direct energy and smears the signal over time, blurring definition and degrading imaging.

Stored Energy is Bad
Some speakers are designed to create artificial sounds by storing energy in shimmering Mylar™ panels or purposely directing
energy toward the walls where it will be reflected back to the
listener. Some people enjoy this artificial “ambience” but it’s not
related to the recording and can’t be called high fidelity reproduction by any stretch of the imagination. APJ
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How Can You Tell if
a Speaker Stores Energy?

by Richard Hardesty
I use the phrase “energy storage” to describe a variety of flaws
which result in time smear. Resonances and reflections fall into
this category. Stored energy is a major source of coloration
and a primary reason why speakers that measure well in other
areas sound different.

It’s easy to hear these flaws but the exact source of the problem is often difficult to pinpoint and correct. That’s why we still
get a broad range of sound from speakers which appear similar
in design and have reasonably accurate frequency response.
An amateur builder can order excellent drivers from Denmark
and use a computer program to design a crossover network
and still end up with a loudspeaker with substantial colorations.
There are some very vocal “geniuses” on the internet who
would have you believe that speaker design is a simple matter
that has been reduced to mathematics. They’re wrong. A good
engineer will consider all aspects of his design and energy
storage encompasses several important factors. You’ll want to
consider only those speakers which were designed by good
engineers.

Measuring Stored Energy
Energy storage is not as simple to measure as other parameters but you can get some idea from spectral decay plots and
accelerometer measurements of cabinet resonances. The
spectral decay plot shows which frequencies linger and for how
long but the source of these lingering frequencies is not easy
to identify. An accelerometer attached to a cabinet panel can
show the resonant energy stored in that panel, identify the frequency of that resonance and show if it’s well controlled or
potentially audible.

“The spectral decay plot shows
which frequencies linger
and for how long...”
An accelerometer may spotlight a panel resonance but can
only suggest how deleterious this resonance may be to the
sound from the speaker so you’ll have to use common sense
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(uppermost trace).
Instruments frequently
“autorange” (self adjust
levels) so pay attention
to the amplitude levels
displayed. They won’t
necessarily be the same
for all graphs.
The graph consists of a
series of wiggly horizontal
lines. The one at the top
is the first one, which
shows the response to
the test signal, and each
line below that is the
response at a slightly
later time, as indicated on
the time scale at the right.
This is an example of the poor cumulative spectral decay plot produced by a planar-magnetic speaker. The graph starts
with the line at the top. Each line below that shows the spectrum of response at a later time. This graph clearly displays
critical midrange energy that persists for several milliseconds after the signal ceases. Some listeners will mistakenly
interpret this as “ambience” but the source of this energy is the speaker, not the recording.

during final evaluation by listening. Designers have to try to
solve problems. Consumers can simply avoid them.
Problems at the front of the speaker will tend to be more audible than problems at the sides and rear. Stored energy at lower
frequencies will tend to blur details more and stored energy at
higher frequencies will tend to be more directly audible. Here’s
an explanation of the graphs in the simplest terms possible.

The Spectral Decay Plot
The spectral decay plot is frequently called a “waterfall”
because of its appearance. It displays three parameters—time,
frequency and amplitude—in a two-dimensional representation
of a three-dimensional graph. This graph is slightly more complicated than the ones that show just two variables but not as
difficult to interpret as it first seems.
Frequency is displayed along the bottom usually in log form.
Time is displayed at the right side usually in milliseconds.
Amplitude is displayed on the left side of the graph usually in
dB. An amplitude level like -24dB means that the signal at this
point is 24 decibels softer than the original signal at the top
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The wiggly horizontal
line at the rear (top)
shows what is essentially the frequency response of the speaker under test and each
successive line toward the foreground (bottom) is the spectrum
of response after a period of time has elapsed. These traces
show which frequencies emanate after the signal has stopped
and how long they persist. A ridge indicates substantial stored
energy, probably from a resonance.

“A real speaker will deviate
from flat response and
keep singing after the
song has ended...”
A perfect speaker would produce a nearly horizontal line at the
top and nothing else because it would store and release no energy after the signal ceases. A real speaker will deviate from flat
response and keep singing after the song has ended—continuing
to produce sound for a period of time after the signal has
stopped. A well-designed real speaker will produce little sound
after the signal stops and that sound will be well down in ampli-
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tude so it won’t intrude on the signal from the recording. So how
do you gauge the performance of the speaker under test?
Examine the spectral decay plot.

has diminished since the initial trace. Sounds that linger after
the signal stops should be well down in level when compared
to the original trace, perhaps reduced in level by 24 to 30dB
after a millisecond or so has elapsed.

Interpreting the Spectral Decay Plot

In a typical quasi-anechoic measurement setup, frequencies
below 400Hz or so will not be accurate. If the measurements
were taken at a greater distance in a large anechoic chamber
accurate bandwidth may be extended down to 200Hz or so.
Anything below this frequency should be
ignored.

The top of the graph is offset slightly to the right to show the
three variables in a simulation of three dimensions. The test
instrument will allow the tester to place a curser at the point of

Accelerometer
A cumulative spectral
decay plot (waterfall)
can be made using an
accelerometer instead
of a microphone as a
sensing device.
Inexpensive accelerometers are readily available and can be
attached to cabinet
panels. The output from
the accelerometer is
fed to the test instrument instead of the outThis is an example of a pretty good cumulative spectral decay plot. With the exception of a fairly prominent resonance at
put from a microphone,
about 10kHz, residual energy is greatly reduced in level and virtually gone after an interval of less than 2.5ms.
as in most tests. The
a deviation and read the frequency directly but you’ll have to
resulting measurement will display any prominent panel resofollow a vertical line to the bottom of the graph (moving slightly
nances, identify the frequency and suggest the extent of the
problem.
to the left) to determine the frequency that is being sustained.
You can determine the duration of the sustained frequency by following a horizontal line to the time scale on the right side of the
graph. The graduations here show the amount of time which has
elapsed since the initial trace. Two milliseconds is a long time in
speaker terms and a substantial output after that length of time indicates an audible coloration, which would be unacceptable to me.

Determining how this will affect the sound from the speaker
under test is a subjective matter best left to experienced
testers. You can see from the graph when there may be a problem and listen to determine if that problem is sufficiently audible to be problematic to you. APJ

You can determine the amplitude of the sustained frequency by
following a horizontal line to the amplitude scale at the left. The
graduations here show how much the amplitude of a deviation
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The Importance
of Bass

Real Bass

by Richard Hardesty
You may have heard that clear midrange is all that’s necessary
for a satisfying experience from recorded music. If you believe
this I can make you a great deal on a large bridge in San
Francisco. Midrange isn’t an entity unto itself. It exists partly as
a result of bass and treble. The idea that bass plays a small
roll in music is simply not true. Bass is more than a minor
attribute of music—it’s a vitally important component.

We’re not talking about “car stereo” bass, which is really
emphasized mid-bass. We’re talking about real low frequency
fundamentals below about 80Hz. These bass frequencies are
an important part of a live musical performance and must be
present for a reproduced performance to sound like a reasonable facsimile of the original. You can hear music without bass
over the telephone but it’s only a vague suggestion of the real
thing.

There is a small kernel of truth in the big bass lie: you probably
are better off without the poorly defined and badly timed bass

To fully convey the musical message, bass must be present
and it must be tightly controlled and presented with impeccable
timing. (Refer to Journal #12 for
the actual frequency ranges of
real musical instruments.) I can’t
be satisfied by an audio system
that lacks outstanding bass performance and once you’ve heard
a system that presents bass correctly you probably won’t be satisfied with less either.

You can subjectively evaluate
bass performance by observing
your rhythmic involvement with
the music. Good bass makes it
easier to follow the beat and it
makes the band seem to be playing together in tighter unison.
Percussive elements define and
punctuate the experience.
produced by most speakers. But a true aficionado will never be
satisfied by reproduced music with poor bass. Bass is the foundation of all music and a major component in both of the factors that separate music from noise: the rhythm (beat) and the
melody (tune).
A percussion instrument like a drum often sets the rhythm and
establishes the pace of a piece of music. Bass instruments add
body to this rhythm while playing a tune in harmony with the
instruments that create the melody. The upper harmonics produced by bass instruments provide a substantial contribution to
the melodic content of the music, which is typically perceived
as “just” midrange.
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You can subjectively evaluate the contribution of bass frequencies to the overall presentation. With good bass, music sounds
fuller and more balanced. Bass harmonies add complexity and
interest to the musical score. Deep bass notes can deliver a
thrilling comment to an otherwise subtle tune.

It’s more difficult to objectively evaluate bass performance but it
is possible to gain some vital knowledge by examining measurements. Let’s learn how. APJ
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Evaluating Bass
Performance
by Richard Hardesty
It is possible to accurately measure
low frequency performance outdoors (even very large anechoic
chambers are too small) but this is
seldom practical for magazine
reviewers. What you’ll see in most
reviews is a measurement made by
placing the microphone very close
to the radiating diaphragm or vent
opening and splicing this measurement, or the complex sum of these
measurements if there is a vent, to
the quasi-anechoic graph that
shows frequency response from
400Hz or 500Hz on up.

The blue line is frequency and the gray line is impedance.

This low frequency graph gives a pretty good idea of the
speaker’s response with no indication of the room’s effects. I’ve
found that these measurements correlate well with what I hear
when auditioning speakers tested this way. You can get additional information by examining the impedance plot.

Impedance Plot
The impedance plot tells us a great deal about the design of
the woofer section of the speaker and reveals clues about transient response. Of course it shows a number of other interesting things that are beyond the scope of this article, but we’ll
use it as part of our bass performance evaluation.
The number of resonant peaks in the impedance plot and the
frequency of these peaks indicate the type of bass loading, as
does the rate of low frequency roll-off. The speakers we are
likely to encounter will have sealed enclosures or vented enclosures.
The vented designs will probably have tuned ports, passive
radiators or transmission line loading.

Sealed Enclosures
A sealed enclosure will typically have a single resonant peak,

which will coincide with the –6dB point or low frequency limit of
the speaker under test. Output from the speaker will roll off at
about 12dB/octave below this point. A well-designed transmission line will behave more like a sealed enclosure than a vented design. It will probably have a single resonant peak with
reduced amplitude as compared to a sealed enclosure. The
resonant peak will probably occur at a slightly lower frequency
as compared to a sealed enclosure.

Vented Enclosures
A vented enclosure will have two resonant peaks and the bottom of the trough between them will define the resonant frequency of the air mass in the vent. The resonant frequency of
the vent will coincide with the minimum excursion point of the

“...an impedance plot with
two peaks is the least
desirable indicator of
bass performance.”
bass driver demonstrating that what you hear at this frequency
is the vent resonance not the output from the bass driver.
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the filter “rings” (oscillates after the
signal stops). Ringing in a woofer is
often referred to as “overhang.”
Overhang is an undesirable characteristic that muddies bass definition
and makes the rhythm and pace of
music more difficult to follow.
A sealed enclosure typically delivers a
second-order high-pass characteristic.
It rolls off at 12dB/octave with the
least oscillation (overhang). A vented
enclosure typically delivers a fourthorder high-pass characteristic. It rolls
off twice as fast (24dB/octave) and
oscillates twice as much after the signal stops. A passive radiator design is
a vented enclosure with the passive
radiator replacing the volume of air in
The blue line is frequency and the gray line is impedance.
the vent. They work the same way
Output from the speaker will roll off at about 24dB/octave below
and perform pretty much the same except that a passive radiator
this point.
can be weighted, allowing it to work in a much smaller box.
Midrange frequencies, which might find their way into the room
through a bass vent, will be blocked by a passive radiator.

Passive Radiators

A design with a passive radiator will behave very much like a
vented design. A band-pass design will behave like two filters—
one at the bottom, which could perform like a sealed enclosure
if one side of the band-pass woofer is sealed, and one at the
top, which will perform like a vented enclosure in reverse, providing a fourth-order low-pass filter.

A vented enclosure reduces driver excursion near the resonant
frequency of the vent. This allows the bass/mid-driver in a fullrange speaker to deliver reasonable midrange performance
and go a little lower than it otherwise would. A vented subwoofer will play louder than a sealed design while sacrificing
bass extension and transient response (acceptable for home
theater but not the best choice for music).

Impedance Peaks
Two impedance peaks are the least desirable indicator of bass performance. Two peaks are produced by a vented design with the
steepest roll-off and the poorest transient response. One peak is
better, indicating a sealed design with more extended bass
response and improved transient performance. No peak is best,
indicating a design with little or no resonance in the pass band. This
may be achieved by an ideal transmission line or a sealed enclosure operating below the fundamental resonance of the system.

Filter Analogies
A woofer is a mechanical high-pass filter. The design determines
how steeply the response rolls off at the bottom and how much
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My Observations
I don’t like the sound of speakers that use vented bass loading.
Transmission-line loading sounds a little better to me but not
enough to justify the added cost and complexity. Sealed enclosures require equalization or enormous size for real bass
extension. These are definitely potential drawbacks but EQ is
the compromise that I choose to make in the real world.
These are generalizations and there are near-infinite possibilities for design compromises. Use my opinions as guidelines as
you listen and make your own determinations about what
sounds best to you. APJ
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THIEL
CS2.4
Speaker System Review by Shane Buettner
There are few companies in high-end audio with the welldeserved reputation for innovation and performance that Thiel
Audio enjoys. Thiel has been manufacturing high performance
loudspeakers in the U.S. since the late 1970s. The Thiel 2.4 is
one of the company’s latest designs, and is a relatively diminutive three-way floor-stander that sells for just $4,200/pair in
satin black. (Thiel’s typically lavish finishes can be applied for
an additional charge.)

I’m very excited to be
reporting on
Thiel’s 2.4
loudspeakers,
which are truly
high-end, high
performance,
time- and
phase-correct
and handcrafted in the
USA. In an
industry riddled with overpriced and
under-performing components, a
speaker like
this is a breath
of fresh air.
While many magazine reviewers would have you believe that
the carriage trade products they have on long-term loan are
truly reference-quality, here’s a speaker that many people can
actually afford (without a second mortgage) that’s demonstrably
superior to those pretenders in a number of respects.
Regular readers also know that the Journal is a big proponent
of time-domain fidelity in loudspeakers and that Thiel Audio is
distinguished as one of the few remaining manufacturers of

time- and phase-accurate loudspeakers. Since the demise of
Dunlavy, Vandersteen and Meadowlark are the only others I’m
aware of.
I share Richard Hardesty’s opinion that time- and phase-correct
speakers represent a higher standard of performance and a
more sophisticated level of connoisseurship compared to conventional loudspeaker designs. For those who value convincing
dimensionality in imaging and soundstaging I don’t believe
there’s a substitute.
By their very nature, time- and phase-accurate speakers
require more work and ingenuity on the part of the designer,
and very high quality parts in the drivers and crossovers. It’s no
wonder most designers prefer to tell you that time-domain performance isn’t audible—it’s very difficult and expensive to properly execute a time- and phase-correct design.
If you’re a new subscriber I heartily recommend Richard
Hardesty’s article Time and Phase, Not Just a Craze from the
Audio Perfectionist Journal combined issues #6&7 for an outstanding primer on the importance of time-domain performance. That issue also contains an in-depth look at Thiel’s
design philosophies and an account of Richard Hardesty’s visit
to the Thiel facilities in Lexington, Kentucky.

Design and Construction
Many loudspeaker designs that sell for ludicrous sums are sold
on the alleged integrity of construction in their cabinets and/or
the rarity, quality and expense of the materials used in the cabinets, drivers and crossovers. After reading about the design
techniques and materials used to create this $4,200/pair speaker from Thiel, I hope you’ll cast the same jaundiced eye that I
do toward the companies selling 7” two-way speakers (or a 7”
two-way on top of a vented woofer box) for over twenty thousand dollars per pair based on spurious claims of construction/parts quality.

Cabinets
Perhaps the most unique appearance aspect of the Thiel 2.4 is
the sloped and sculpted front baffle. The slope is used to maintain physical temporal alignment of the drivers, which, along
with the coaxially mounted midrange/tweeter, obviates adjustment of the speaker’s tilt in order to maintain optimal image
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focus or tonal balance. The
contoured edges of the baffle are designed to break
up any early reflections
from the drivers that
could arrive at the listener’s ears close enough
in time to the primary
signal to cause degrading time smear. Thiel
believes the contoured
baffle results in a
more open and
focused soundstage
and my listening
experience with the
2.4 backs up that
assertion.
The 3”-thick MDF
front baffle material is robust and
rigid. The rest of
the cabinet is
1”-thick MDF,
and is braced
to a truly
extreme
degree. The
Thiel 2.4 cabinet is inert.
Rapping the cabinet with your knuckCS2.4
les produces the dullest of
thuds, with no sensation of resonance whatsoever.

that are mirror-matched on each speaker pair. You simply won’t
find finer craftsmanship or greater aesthetic appeal in a speaker cabinet no matter how much more you spend.

Drivers and Crossovers
The CS2.4 uses a newly developed coincident aluminum tweeter/midrange driver (1” dome tweeter, 3.5” midrange) that’s

I assisted Richard Hardesty a few years back when he updated
the drivers in Widescreen Review’s Thiel CS6 speakers to a
newer model. I haven’t seen any speaker at any price that surpasses Thiel CS6 structural integrity. Although the CS6 front
baffle is made of a more advanced material, the 2.4 cabinet
seems to be constructed to similarly high standards in spite of
the price differential.
I had Thiel send the review speakers in satin black, but for an
additional charge Thiel offers a number of exquisite veneers
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A potential drawback of using a coaxially mounted
midrange/tweeter is whether the drivers stay effectively decoupled from one another and avoid intermodulation distortion. In
other words, does movement from one driver cause unwanted
movement in the other, which results in distortion? Thiel combats this by shaping shallow midrange cones to form a proper
surround for the tweeter.

“...the midrange and tweeter
are temporally aligned by
sharing the same space...”

unique among coaxial drivers in that it uses a single voice
coil—the so-called “unicoil” design. This coaxially mounted
midrange/tweeter relies on a mechanical crossover (no electrical network) between the two drivers that Thiel claims conforms to a phase-coherent 6dB/octave acoustical slope.
As with any high quality speaker there is substantial cost tied
up in a Thiel speaker in its drivers and crossovers. The unicoil
system offers a very high performance-to-price ratio by using
only one motor/magnet system and eliminating the electrical
network. Jim Thiel told me that, while this driver is more expensive than a separate midrange and tweeter, it’s not as costly to
implement as a typical dual motor midrange/tweeter, especially
with the crossover eliminated. He essentially considers this
design to offer “three-way performance at a two-way price.”
Coaxial drivers in general have advantages in a time- and
phase-correct speaker. One is that the midrange and tweeter
are temporally aligned by sharing the same space. A gentle
slope of the cabinet is all that’s required to align the coincident
driver’s output with that of the woofer, and the typically narrow
vertical listening window of a time- and phase-correct speaker
is expanded greatly. I’ve never found the narrow vertical window troublesome as my critical listening is done from the same
chair at the same height every time. But some people may
appreciate being freed from the perceived “head in a vice” constraint.

The 2.4 uses a single-layer aluminum midrange material in its
unicoil driver, where Thiel’s more costly designs (such as the
CS6 and CS7.2) use a three-layer sandwich material for
increased rigidity and damping.
Using aluminum for the midrange driver material has tradeoffs.
Aluminum is lightweight but very stiff and can operate over a
broad range of frequencies with high resolution and low distortion, which is a prerequisite for drivers in a speaker with firstorder crossovers. Aluminum drivers exhibit a so-called “oil can”
resonance at certain frequencies, a malady Jim Thiel engineers
around by making sure the resonances occur beyond the frequency range at which a given aluminum driver operates in his
speakers.
Objectively, an impulse response test will show aluminum drivers as prone to ringing. For example, the driver resonates over
a longer period of time after a transient than drivers made of
softer materials. On the other hand, softer driver materials
don’t operate in linear, pistonic fashion over as broad a range,
and tend to absorb energy, either of which can result in lower
resolution and compressed dynamics.

Subjectively, the most obvious drawback of aluminum in a
midrange driver is that attentive listeners will hear the distinct
sonic signature of the metal cone in this critical band.
Aluminum midrange drivers have a sound that will appeal to
some and turn others off. It’s my opinion that Thiel gets the
most out of this design choice, absolutely minimizing, if not
negating entirely, the potential pitfalls.
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The 2.4 uses an 8” aluminum woofer with a 7.5” x 11” passive
radiator. Vented/ported woofers resonate the mass of air in the
port to increase the low frequency output of the driver. A passive radiator does the same thing by using the mass of the
passive radiator instead of the mass of the air column of the

hung” voice coils—short voice coils in a long magnetic gap. A
typical long voice coil/short gap motor system produces distortion in bass drivers because the power of the magnetic field
acting on the coil and the amount of iron in the coil vary as the
voice coil moves back and forth, toward and away from the
magnet structure. With a short coil in a long gap, even when
the coil has moved a long way, it’s still in a uniform magnetic
field within the gap. Thiel further eliminates these distortions by
using copper sleeves over the pole piece and copper shorting
rings around the pole base to stabilize the magnetic field acting
on the coil.
Thiel’s crossover networks are all hard-wired (no circuit
boards) using the finest quality parts, including polypropylene
and polystyrene capacitors, along with very pure, low oxygen
copper, and air core inductors. The network in the 2.4 conforms to a first-order, 6dB/octave acoustic slope between the
woofer and the coaxial midrange/tweeter. Thiel’s networks are
complex as they compensate for impedance and phase deviations between the driver elements as well as damping driver
resonances.
All in all, there’s enough engineering innovation and quality
parts and construction in the Thiel 2.4 to flat-out embarrass
many of the ultra expensive designs out there.

Adding Multichannel Capability to a Thiel
Speaker System

port but has the same time-domain characteristics as a vented
box, which means more phase shift and group delay than a
sealed box. When listening, that translates to bass that plays a
little slower than the band is actually playing, which has obvious repercussions to rhythm and pace.
Passive radiators, however, are superior to vents in eliminating
port chuffing (air moving through the port that’s annoyingly
audible at the listening position), and eliminating any potential
for the backwave from other drivers in the enclosure coming to
the listener through the port too close in time to the primary
signal.

Another consideration that may be enticing to some is found in
Thiel’s unique options for adding multichannel based around
their stereo speaker pairs. Their PowerPoint® surround speakers are attractive, versatile beyond belief (they can be easily
installed on floors, ceilings or front, side or rear walls!) and
constructed to Thiel’s exacting standards using high quality
drivers similar to those in their floor standing designs.
Thiel’s MCS1 is designed for center channel use and employs
a coaxial midrange/tweeter very similar to the one used in the
2.4. The long-awaited SmartSub® system is among the most
innovative subwoofer/room correction system designs around,
which I hope will be enough to one day lure Dr. Boom himself
(Richard Hardesty) out of retirement from the field of reviewing
subwoofers.

Another unique design choice by Thiel is the use of “under-
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Setup and Reference System
I achieved the sound I liked best with the 2.4s just under 7 feet
apart (center to center), with a distance of just over 9 feet from

reviewing them for the Journal), and Ayre’s P-5xe phono
stage. Source components included Ayre’s D-1xe CD/DVD
player, and a Linn LP12 turntable with all the latest accoutrements: Cirkus bearing, Lingo power supply, Ekos tonearm,
Akiva cartridge, and the “Speed” carbon fiber mat from
Extreme Phono.
My system cables are all AudioQuest’s battery-biased lines:
Sky and Cheetah interconnects and Kilimanjaro speaker cable.
My power cords are AudioQuest NRG-5 and Richard Gray’s
Power Company High Tension Wire power cords. I also use
RGPC 400S power line conditioners.

Listening
As soon as the Thiel 2.4s were set up in my room, they made
great sound, immediately exhibiting the expansive soundstage
and convincing image focus that sets time- and phase-coherent
designs completely apart from conventional speakers.
Conventional speakers tend to create a strong image deep in
the center of the soundstage that compresses sharply front to
back at both sides, rather like a triangle. The Thiel 2.4s maintained layered image depth and excellent focus far out to both
sides, and far behind the speakers. The imaging capability of this
speaker can’t be described as anything less than spectacular.

each speaker to the listening position (an included angle
between the speakers and listener of considerably less than 60
degrees, which is less than Thiel’s user manual recommends).
In my 24.5' x 17.5' room the distance from the coaxial
mid/tweeter to the respective side wall was just over 5 feet and
each speaker was more than 5 feet from the front wall. This did
not optimize bass performance in the room as there was little if
any boundary reinforcement from this position, but produced
the best soundstage with the most coherent, convincing, precise imaging and best soundstage depth.
The amplification components in my system during the Thiel
review consisted of VTL’s TL7.5 preamp, Theta Citadel
monoblock power amplifiers (both of which I bought after

“The Thiel 2.4’s soundstage
was completely and utterly free
of the physical boundaries
of the speakers…”
The Thiel 2.4’s soundstage was completely and utterly free of
the physical boundaries of the speakers, and very open sounding. Not only did this speaker never sound boxy, it never
sounded like it was there at all, even in the bass.
Vandersteen’s 3A Signature, which I owned for nearly three
years, has better bass extension, but that comes at the price of
sounding a tad boxy in the lower registers.
The Thiel 2.4 doesn’t go as low, but you never hear the box
either. I suspect this is a tribute not only to the cabinet con-
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Low bass (50Hz and below) is where I’d describe this speaker
having a slight subtractive coloration. Although its -3dB point is
specified at 33Hz, low bass lacked size and impact in my room,
but also sounded just a bit loose at the same time.
Big acoustic bass sounds, for example, were a little thin on
body sound and the strings didn’t snap quite as tautly as I’m
used to. I’m certain I could have improved the bass extension
by moving the speakers closer to the room boundaries, but my
biases are such that I’d prefer to maintain the spatial performance derived from having the speakers out in the room.
If you want more bass from this speaker it’s my opinion that
you should add a quality subwoofer to your system and leave
the speakers out in the room where they image best.

struction but also to Thiel’s distortion-minimizing woofer
designs, explained in detail earlier. Superior components like
the Thiel 2.4 make your system sound less mechanical, less
like a system and more like music naturally occurring in space.
To that point, “free” and “open” are two words that pepper my
notes on the listening sessions I spent with this speaker.
Occasionally I felt this speaker gave up a rather teensy bit of
ground to the dense, fully rounded 3-D imaging I get from my
reference speakers. But take this nit-picking in its proper context. No conventional [phase incoherant] design I’ve heard at
any price is even worthy of comparison to the spatial precision
and dimension of the Thiel’s soundstage.
Time is not the only domain in which the Thiels are coherent.
Tonally the 2.4 is exceptionally balanced from top to bottom, as
even and neutral a presentation as I’ve heard from a speaker.
The top is airy and extended without being zingy or calling
undue attention to itself, and the midrange is resolved, if a little
cool (more on that in a minute). The mid-bass (50Hz-100Hz)
sounds noticeably quicker and cleaner than typical vented
designs, if just a tad over-damped. Combined with the aluminum midrange, this gives the 2.4 the cool signature Thiels
are known for.
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What about that aluminum midrange driver? Does it have a
sound? Yes, in my opinion, it does. The Thiel 2.4 unequivocally
does NOT have anything resembling the harsh, metallic sound
of other speakers I’ve heard using aluminum midranges.
(Monitor Audio and RBH are two examples of speakers I’ve
heard using aluminum midranges that sound just plain nasty.)
There is a damped, restrained coolness in these Thiels, and
the midrange of the 2.4 is certainly not as relaxed as other
speakers that don’t use aluminum midrange drivers, including
the Vandersteens I own. But there is a big difference between
sounding cool and sounding metallic, and in my system these
Thiels never crossed that line.
On harder recordings there’s definitely less forgiveness than
some are used to hearing, but there was no bite or glare either
and this sound didn’t prevent me from getting deeply involved
with the music and thoroughly enjoying this loudspeaker. So
long as you stay away from components with a pushed, hard
midrange you’ll hear open, highly resolved, slightly-on-the-coolside-of-neutral sound from these speakers.
Further expanding the 2.4’s charm is a very engaging sense of
transient speed, dynamics and lifelike snap. Drum kits had outstanding pop and excellent dynamic contrast. Micro changes in
voice level or the intensity of plucked strings were clearly
apparent.
While the 2.4s were in my system they pulled double-duty for
home theater playback and did an excellent job. I used Theta’s
powerful Citadel amplifiers (400W per channel into 8 ohms),
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and was more than pleased with how the Thiels performed in
my system even when driven at demanding levels.

match its high standard of performance is the icing on the
cake. The Thiel 2.4 is the kind of product that high-end enthusiasts should celebrate! APJ

“I think at $4,200 a pair
this speaker is one of the
finest values in audio.”
In terms of overall resolution this speaker outclasses nearly
everything I’ve heard at or near its price point, and is frankly
superior to many speakers I’ve heard that cost multiples of its
price. If pushed I’d admit that I believe the Vandersteen 3A
Signature can take you farther into the recording space, and
reveals more low level detail, but I also think a lot of listeners
will gravitate to Thiel’s clean, open and lively sound. And if form
factor becomes an issue, the Thiel has scoreboard, although
that comes at a price.

Thiel Audio
1026 Nandino Blvd., Lexington, KY 40511-1207
(859) 254 9427 www.thielaudio.com

An Interview with…

JIM THIEL

by Richard Hardesty
I’ve known Jim Thiel (cofounder and chief designer) and Kathy
Gornik (co-owner and company president) since the late ‘70s
when I became a dealer for their speaker products. I sold,

Another factor in the valuation of this speaker is what’s happening with the dollar. It is not my intent to get jingoistic here,
but current events dictate that buying speakers made right here
in the US of A has never been a better deal. With the poor
position of the dollar in the world economy, and the fact that
importers and distributors have to add a good percentage to
the price of their products to cover their expenses and make a
profit themselves, the odds are you’ll pay more and get less
from an imported speaker.

Conclusion
The Thiel 2.4 is simply superb. It occupies a small footprint inroom for a full-range, floor standing loudspeaker and can be
purchased with a gorgeous furniture-grade finish that makes it
an attractive and practical speaker to share your living space
with. I feel compelled to mention the price because I think at
$4,200/pair this speaker is one of the finest values in audio, but
I also feel that mentioning the price denigrates this speaker in
some respect. The Thiel 2.4 is not a terrific speaker at this
price—it’s a terrific speaker in its own right, regardless of all
other factors, and I thoroughly enjoyed listening to it.
The Thiel 2.4 is a hand-crafted, high resolution, time- and
phase-coherent speaker that will simply embarrass many conventional designs costing much, much more. That its looks

installed and repaired Thiel speakers for many years and am
quite familiar with the quality of their construction and the people who make them.
Jim, Kathy and I have maintained our personal friendship and
Jim has been one of the truly knowledgeable engineers upon
whom I have relied for education over the years. If I needed
business advice I’d call Kathy and she was always ready to
help. When I wanted to know about the function of an audio
component I’d call Jim and he’d always share his experience
graciously while supplying concise answers to my questions.
A few years ago my wife Paula and I visited the Thiel factory in
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beautiful Lexington, Kentucky. This was an enjoyable experience that provided an indispensable glimpse into the sophistication of the current state of the art in speaker manufacturing.
The value of Thiel products can best be realized when you see
what goes into them before and during construction. Thiel
speakers are among the most thoroughly engineered products
available and an interview with Jim Thiel is sure to provide
valuable information to Journal readers.
Jim, tell us a little about yourself and how you got into the
loudspeaker business.
I’ve liked music a lot since I was young. I took piano lessons
when I was 6, 7 and 8 years old. I played in my high school
band. So that’s part of it. I’m also a technical person who likes
to work on challenging problems and great sound reproduction
is, I think, a challenging problem. Nobody has succeeded in
doing it perfectly, so we can always strive to get better results.
It’s interesting to me to apply technical effort toward music
reproduction and to think that when you’re all finished what
you really have is an audio product that’s made out of metal
and wood and plastic—and music comes out! And that’s kind

of magical. So this work suits my personality well and I really
like it.

Had you been experimenting with making audio components
for a long time, before you got into the business?
Yes, electronics was actually what I knew much better than
acoustics and speakers and I had built amplifiers and preamplifiers and also band equipment, including guitar and PA
amplifiers.
When I decided I wanted to start my own business I considered
doing electronics like amplifiers and other electrical components. But I thought, rightly or wrongly, that there was more
room for improvement in loudspeakers—and particularly more
room to make improvements that people could appreciate. I
thought that I could make a better amplifier but it might not be
obvious, or appreciated by that many people, that it was a better amplifier. I thought that I might be able to make speakers
that were enough better that a lot of people, just on hearing the
product, would realize that it was better. So I decided to build
my business around speakers, even though when I began I
didn’t really have any professional experience in loudspeaker
design, other than having built my own
speakers as a hobby through high
school.
I’ve been happy with speakers because
electronic engineering is involved,
mechanics and acoustics are involved—a
lot of different things, including material
properties. Also, certain aspects of speaker designs don’t readily lend themselves
to measurements or pure simulations or
solutions by mathematics alone. So you
also have to bring a fair amount of intuition into the mix.

Time domain performance has been
ignored by most of the major loudspeaker manufacturers and the magazines that
review their products. Why are Thiel
speakers time- and phase-accurate?
The approach I’ve taken to speaker
design from the beginning is to consider it
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a problem with solutions and my job is to find the solutions.
Loudspeakers don’t sound like a live musical performance. Why
is it that when you close your eyes you can tell whether you’re
listening to the sound from a speaker or an actual musician?
I continually ask myself this question: what are loudspeakers
doing that makes them sound like loudspeakers? And I’ve come
up with a lot of ideas. For example, each note—from a piano or
a guitar or whatever—is composed of a series of harmonics
that, in real life, arrive at your ear at precisely the same time
with precise phase relationships. A typical speaker takes that
signal and breaks it down into different frequency bands, each
of which gets to your ear at a different time with the phase relationships between them obliterated. So that is something that a
speaker does to alter the signal and that would be one reason
speakers don’t sound like live musical performances.
I set up an experiment to test that theory. I built a loudspeaker
that was phase- and time-coherent and did not have any of
those distortions. I compared that speaker, when it was wired
up to be time- and phase-coherent, with the same type of
speaker wired up not to be phase- and time-coherent to see if I
could tell the difference.

Here is, I think, one
of the interesting
things about loudspeakers. This was
not a scientifically
controlled experiment
in the sense that the
only difference
between these two
speakers was that
one was time-coherent and the other
was not, because it
was not possible for
me to make products
that were identical
except for that factor.
So the test probably
wouldn’t convince a
skeptical person
beyond a shadow of
a doubt that timecoherence makes an audible difference. But fortunately I don’t
have to convince everybody else—I only have to convince
myself that it’s worthwhile. Nobody has to agree with me, but if
I’m going to make speakers I want to know for myself whether
something is worthwhile. And I do think it’s worthwhile and I
can do it whether it’s been objectively proven or not.
Anyway, listening to these two speakers, there was actually
more of a difference than I expected, almost a jaw-dropping
experience! The phase- and time-coherent speaker seemed
much more realistic to me. There was much more sense of
space and depth and clarity.
There were other tonal differences that probably could have
thrown off an inexperienced listener, but when you have some
experience with what tonal differences sound like you can hear
through that and appreciate the difference that the other characteristics are making. So I became quite convinced that this
was an important aspect of speaker performance—to make
loudspeakers that sound more realistic.

Many of the diaphragms in Thiel speakers are made from aluminum. Why did you choose this material and what advantages
does it provide?
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because,
although it’s
much stiffer and
offers a wider
bandwidth that’s
free of distortions
produced by the
diaphragm, at
some high frequencies there
are resonances
that need to be
compensated for
or corrected. And
some manufacturers aren’t
compensating or
correcting these
resonances,
which create
audible problems. These resIdeally we want a driver diaphragm to be infinitely stiff and light
enough so that we can maintain reasonably high efficiencies.
The benefit of an infinitely stiff diaphragm is that it could move
as one piece at all frequencies and not introduce any distortions or colorations that would result if it were internally resonating. We can’t make a material that is infinitely stiff so we
use a material that is as stiff as possible for it’s weight and aluminum performs very well in that regard.

onances can make the diaphragm sound like a metal
diaphragm, which of course you don’t want. So it becomes a little bit more involved to use a metal diaphragm effectively. The
reason I consider it a better material is that we get drivers that
perform well over a wider range of frequencies using aluminum
diaphragms.

There are also other considerations and those have to do with
the material being affordable, formable, and able to give very
consistent results from unit to unit. Aluminum is very good in all
these areas. You can easily form it into all kinds of shapes, it
gives very consistent results and it’s a very practical material.

As the voice coil in a conventional drive element moves inward
and outward it encounters a varying amount of ferrous material.
This can produce variations in the inductance of the coil and is
a mechanism for distortion. You use underhung voice coils in
many drive units to eliminate this nonlinearity. Can you tell us
why you chose this unusual construction method and how listeners benefit?

The old paper diaphragms were really not bad at all. The wood
fiber material that they’re made of was in nature’s R&D department for a billion years to evolve into strands with very high
strength-to-weight ratios and they actually do a very good job.
The biggest problems with the paper diaphragms had to do
with inconsistencies from unit to unit, and from batch to batch.

One of the reasons is exactly what you describe. Normally, as
you said, the voice coil has varying amounts of iron inside the
coil, depending on whether it’s moving inward or outward while
producing the sound and that changes the inductance of the
coil and, therefore, changes the frequency response of the
speaker.

Metal diaphragms are much more consistent but there’s a complication with metal. You can’t use aluminum indiscriminately

So every time the cone moves in and out the frequency
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response is changing, as you described. By using the short coil
and a long magnetic gap instead, all of the coil is always within
the gap and, therefore, the amount of iron in the coil does not
change and the amount of inductance doesn’t change and,
therefore, the frequency response does not change. But that’s
actually what I consider the second most important reason.
The larger benefit is that, because the short coil is always
entirely within the magnetic gap, it always experiences a nonchanging magnetic field strength. Therefore, it’s able to produce

I didn’t invent this. It’s like phase- and time-coherence that
have existed in text books for many decades. Often, engineers
don’t choose to execute things because of cost or engineering
difficulty. And I think there’s some cynicism too, that nobody will
hear the difference anyway.
In the early days of my business, I used to wonder, Should I be
spending all this money and time doing this? Will anybody hear
it? My answer to myself was, If nobody hears it and nobody
cares, that doesn’t mean I want to design speakers the normal
way anyway. It really
means that I would
want to find another
line of work. If I’m going
to design speakers I
want to try to design
them well.

You want to design
speakers that you can
take personal pride in.
Exactly!

That’s how everything
good gets made, isn’t
it?

a force that is proportional to the input signal from the amplifier.
Normally a voice coil is longer than the magnetic gap and,
therefore, as it moves in and out, the amount of magnetic field
acting on it changes. And that’s the major distortion-producing
mechanism in a loudspeaker. Usually, 90% of all the distortion
produced in a loudspeaker comes from that mechanism within
the driver motor systems. We can reduce that to a tenth or less
of what it would otherwise be by using the short coil and a long
gap. The only problem is that then you need a much larger
magnet than you otherwise would and you also need bigger
front plates and the cost of the driver is higher, but the distortion is much less so you get a much cleaner, purer sound.

I guess so. But it’s a
pleasant surprise that it
turns out there are people out there that can
hear the difference—maybe not “most” people, maybe not a
large enough group to allow me to buy a great mansion. But
there are people who appreciate it a lot. We get letters all the
time from customers telling us they’ve gotten so much enjoyment from our speakers, even the ones they bought 15 years
ago, and thanking us for doing what we did. And that’s pretty
neat!

Many Thiel speakers use coaxially mounted midrange and
tweeter driver units. Why did you go to the trouble of developing the special drive elements required to accomplish this physical arrangement?
That way, we can insure that the sound from those coaxially
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mounted drivers gets
to the listener’s ears at
exactly the same time. I consider that important, as we talked about earlier. The other methods (positioning the drivers on a sloped baffle) that we originally used, and still use, to achieve that timecoherence work very well in most cases, but not necessarily in
all cases. A slopped baffle puts a limitation on the speakers
that they can’t be mounted on the ceiling or put up on a shelf
because then you lose control over how far away the listener is
going to be from each of the drivers. By mounting them coaxially, we can insure that no matter where the speaker is placed
and no matter where the listener is, he will always hear the
sound from those two drivers at exactly the same time.
Like a lot of things in loudspeaker design, solving one problem
can create other problems. In this case, we found that you can’t
simply mount a tweeter in the center of a woofer because that
affects the response of both drivers. Even though you can do
that fairly easily to get correct time-coherence, other problems
are created. For example, the tweeter really does not like being
in the acoustic environment of the throat of a horn, which is the
shape of a normal woofer cone. Even if you have a perfect
tweeter, when you mount it in the center of a deep cone woofer
its response gets screwed up. So we had to do something about
that problem before we could use the coaxial mounting method.
With attention to other factors, it does give you a great and precisely accurate way of achieving time-coherence.

Some of your coaxial elements have separate voice coils and
use conventional crossover networks, and some use a single
voice coil and a mechanical crossover to drive both
diaphragms. Can you explain this for us?
As you said, many of our coaxial drivers are more or less conventional in that there is a self-contained tweeter with its own
motor system that is mounted within the self-contained
midrange with its own motor system. But we do make some
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coaxial drive units that share
the same motor system and
use a mechanical crossover.
There’s only one magnet system and one voice coil, but
that voice coil is connected to
a mechanical crossover system that allows only the lower
frequencies to reach the
midrange diaphragm, whereas
all of the frequencies go to the
tweeter diaphragm, including
the very high frequencies.

So that compliant ring that
separates the two decouples
them at higher frequencies?
That’s exactly right. The coupling suspension, as we call it,
decouples the midrange
diaphragm at higher frequencies so it stops moving, leaving only the tweeter to move exactly the way a tweeter would normally move. The benefit of this
system is that the costs for three-way speaker performance are
really not much more than they’d be for a normal two-way system where you have just a woofer and a tweeter.
Here, we have a woofer and this mechanically coupled coax,
but there is no additional electrical crossover network between
the midrange and the tweeter and there’s no third magnet system required for a midrange driver so the costs are not much
higher than they would be for a two-way system, but you get the
performance of a three-way system because the tweeter doesn’t
have to come all the way down to meet the woofer. You have a
larger diaphragm than the tweeter operating in the midrange so
I consider it a way to get much better performance for a small
price than you can with a normal two-way speaker system.
I’m really happy about how this has worked out. This is an
example, by the way, of one of the ideas we use that I did think
was original but on investigation it turns out that this concept
also was patented and used back in the 1930s.

Really? I’d never encountered that before. I’ve seen “wizzer”
cones used in attempts to extend high frequency response of
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can hold them in the positions that cause the sound to reach the
listener at the same time. Another task the baffle needs to perform is to not reflect or diffract any of the energy from the drivers
so the driver is putting out its energy into the room unaltered by
the edges or steps or angles in the baffle itself. That’s the reason
we round the edges of our baffles—to achieve as little interference as possible with the sound of the drivers.
The baffle, and the rest of the cabinet, should not generate any
sound of its own and the only way to accomplish that is for it to
be inert and not vibrating at all. The best loudspeaker enclosure would be made with thick, reinforced concrete or something that’s extremely strong and won’t vibrate at all—but that’s
impractical. Although we did use concrete in some of our big
speakers. We approach this problem in the more moderately
priced products by using very thick materials in our baffles.
Depending on the model, our baffle material is 2 inches or 3
inches or 4 inches thick to minimize vibration. So if the baffle
holds the drivers in position, does not reflect or diffract or interfere with the energy radiated by the drivers into the room, and
does not vibrate itself then we consider that it’s doing its job
very well.

CS7.2

midranges but I’ve never seen one with a mechanically decoupling crossover… I looked at that and thought, Gee, if he tells
me how this works he’ll probably have to kill me! This has got
to be secret.
No, it’s not secret. The difficulty is in making it work in practice.
We literally had to make over 100 experimental drivers before
we worked out the exact material and geometry needed for this
coupling system in order to make the thing work well so it was
a long project. It’s kind of simple in concept but to have it work
properly in practice was not so easy.

Many of your front baffles are sloped to temporally align the
drivers and they are exceptionally thick and contoured to minimize stored and diffracted energy. Can you elaborate on how
you arrived at your baffle configurations?
We’ve pretty much covered the high points. The baffle has several tasks to perform. The basic one is to hold the drivers in the
position that you want. In our case, the baffles are sloped so we

Besides the beautiful finishes what other special characteristics
are incorporated into Thiel cabinets?
Stressing what we just talked about, ideally the whole cabinet
needs to be so rigid that it will not vibrate. You have these drivers that are producing sound by vibrating in and out and sound
is radiated from the front of the diaphragm and that’s what we
hear. But sound is also radiated from the rear of the diaphragm
and goes into the speaker cabinet. The job of the enclosure is
to completely contain that energy so it doesn’t get out into the
room to distort the sound that you’re hearing—and that
becomes very difficult.
Like I said, if we had foot-thick concrete cabinet walls it would
be a lot better but that isn’t practical. We use 1 inch-thick material for our cabinet walls and a lot of bracing inside the cabinet
to reinforce the strength of the cabinet walls so that they vibrate
much less and radiate much less distortion to the listener.

Your speakers are time- and phase-accurate so I assume that
they use first-order acoustic slopes to integrate drive units.
What other special design features do your crossovers
employ?
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crossover. If you were a great enough engineer to develop drivers that had first-order acoustic roll-offs in themselves, then
you wouldn’t need an electrical crossover network except, possibly, to keep low frequencies from passing to the tweeter.
So designing a first-order crossover is much more complicated
than designing an electrical first-order network.

What the crossover network has to do is whatever is required
so that when you add its response to the response of the driver
the net result will be a first-order acoustic roll-off. The
crossover network needs to work with the driver so you can’t
generalize about what such a crossover needs to do because
the response that it needs to provide is different depending on
which drivers it’s working with.

Your assumption is correct; we do use first-order acoustic
slopes to integrate the drive units. As you implied, that is the
only way to achieve true time- and phase-accuracy. First-order
crossover systems achieve not only accurate frequency
response but also completely accurate time response and
phase response and energy response. So they’re completely
accurate in every way and it’s the only type of crossover that
does have those characteristics.

“What the crossover network
has to do is whatever is
required so that when you add
its response to the response of
the driver the net result will be
a first-order acoustic roll-off.”

In addition to the general requirement of working with the driver’s response to produce the first-order roll-off characteristics,
the crossover also has some other things that it must do. It
needs to correct the response irregularities of the drivers themselves. And it must correct for alterations in response that the
cabinet contributes. And, of course, it must precisely match the
levels of all the drivers.
Another thing that we do, that usually isn’t done, is to include in
the crossover network additional compensation for the impedance changes of the speaker. That allows the speaker to present a much more uniform and resistive load to the amplifier.
Now, technically that’s not changing the sound of the speaker
at all because these circuits are not in the signal path. But creating a consistent load allows some amplifiers to sound better
than they otherwise would. It really depends on the amplifier

You’re also correct in pointing out that it’s the acoustic slopes
that are important, and not the electrical characteristics of the
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but some sound better—sometimes significantly better—by
working into a resistive load rather than a reactive load.
So a crossover network has a lot to do and I think it’s the most
important element of the speaker. All the basic elements of a
loudspeaker—the drivers, the enclosure, the crossover network—are very important, obviously. But I think the crossover
network is perhaps the most critical.

I believe that speakers should be demonstrably accurate and
provide good sound. What measurements do you find the most
informative? Do you measure in any unusual ways?
Measurements are absolutely necessary but are not sufficient
to evaluate loudspeaker performance. The one I consider to be
most valuable—and the oldest one probably—is frequency
response. I think that the only frequency response measurement that’s of any value is a true anechoic frequency response.
To my way of thinking, it’s of no value to measure the so-called
“in room” response of the speaker because you’re really just
measuring the response to the room and…well, that’s another
story.
I think you really need to know what the response of the speaker is independent of the room and, therefore, your frequency
response measurements should be anechoic measurements.

“For lower frequencies I
need to measure outside.”
Unlike 20 or 30 years ago, the equipment now is low in cost
because we use computers to achieve anechoic measurements
without actually building an anechoic environment. But we still
need the same size and space that was needed with the old
anechoic chambers in order to get resolution down to workable
low frequencies. So even today, you can’t make useful anechoic frequency response measurements of a speaker at low
frequencies in a normal room. For example, the room that I use
has a 20 foot-high ceiling and the speaker is suspended
halfway up and even that only allows me to get accurate readings down to about 200 cycles.
For lower frequencies I need to measure outside. It’s tricky to
get such measurements but the frequency response measure-

ments are by far the most useful. There are some caveats
about that. What would look good on paper might not sound
like a good frequency response measurement.
Your ear is so fantastically sensitive that, I believe, you can
hear frequency response deviations of as little as one tenth of
a decibel if they’re across a whole octave. It’s practically
impossible to take measurements that accurately, and even if
you could there are all kinds of things going on in the performance of the speaker that result in errors greater than .1dB.
Even a great speaker will have frequency response errors on
the order of ±1dB, which is audible. But complications arise
because it depends on what causes those irregularities. If you
have a minor diffraction mechanism that’s causing a response
irregularity of 1dB, I’ve found that it’s usually not very noticeable. But if you have a high-Q resonance that’s causing a
response irregularity of 1dB it can be quite audible and irritating. So you can’t just say that if the speaker measures flat within ±2dB it’s good—and if it doesn’t it’s bad. One speaker could
measure flat within ±2dB and not sound good at all, and another might not measure any better in terms of frequency
response but sound quite good.
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It would be a boring world if we could measure everything,
wouldn’t it?
Yes, and we wouldn’t be having this conversation and all
speakers would be perfect and we’d be doing something else.
But that’s not the way it is. There are other measurements that
can be taken—but I find that I don’t take very many of the time
response measurements or even phase measurements
because all of that can be either calculated or is connected
with the frequency response anyway.

Especially if you use an impulse as a stimulus...
Yes, that’s a good excitation signal so that you can theoretically
get all the information that is to be gotten in every domain from
that signal. The real question about measurements becomes
not which measurements to use—and you said this almost in
these same words a few minutes ago—I think great measured
performance is absolutely necessary but it is in no way sufficient. It’s a starting point.

The Audio Perfectionist Journal is primarily about accurate
music reproduction but many of our readers also watch movies.
Thiel makes a variety of home theater products. Do you do
anything differently when you design a speaker for film sound?
Well, yes and no. In terms of the basic performance values of
accuracy, time-coherence, low distortion and wide dispersion
and on and on, we don’t do anything different at all and the
reason, of course, is that an accurate speaker will reproduce all
signals accurately and it doesn’t make any difference to the
speaker if the signal comes from a music source or a movie
source. So a speaker that is accurate enough to be great for
musical enjoyment will also be perfectly accurate for movies.
So, in those ways we don’t do anything differently. However,
there are some practical differences and most of them have to
do with how loud the speaker can play.
A lot of people want the speakers to play excruciatingly loud
with movies. So something had to be done about this because
speakers we traditionally make for listening to music won’t play
that loud. So what can be done is to make a speaker that’s not
nearly as extended in bass response. That doesn’t directly
compromise any musical values in terms of accuracy but it limits the range that the speaker is trying to reproduce.
That works well for movie systems if you have a good sub-
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woofer in the system that’s integrated well. So you could make
speakers that would be good for movie systems that have a

“A lot of people want the
speakers to play excruciatingly
loud with movies.”
subwoofer and would not necessarily be particularly applicable
to a music system that didn’t have a subwoofer. So most of the
differences have to do with how loud they’ll play and how low
they’ll go and if there’s a subwoofer or not.

Tell us about your subwoofers.
I’ve been working on subwoofers a lot longer than I planned!
It’s been five years now and we finally have several products
on the market.
The idea of great deep bass has always been very appealing to audiophiles. That’s one of the things we love to have
in our music reproduction. Unfortunately, great deep bass is
difficult; it tends to make the speakers large and inefficient
and expensive. Subwoofers came along and now we think
we can have great deep bass. But in musical terms, most of
them don’t really sound very good at all. And they can sound
kind of horrible! So many audiophiles think that a good
music system shouldn’t include subwoofers because they
don’t sound good. So what we’ve tried to do is to develop
subwoofers that sound really great in musical terms—and I
think we’ve succeeded.
There are a couple of problems that subwoofers have that
other speakers don’t have. Probably the simplest issue is that
subwoofers are usually placed against walls and in corners and
those placement positions really mess up the bass response of
any speaker—not just of subwoofers.
You’d never take your great two-channel full-range speaker and
put it back into a corner because, in addition to the other problems that would cause, it would really screw up the bass
response. But that’s where people often put subwoofers and
when they get screwed up bass response they wonder why.
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So we’ve developed a really nice way of correcting that problem right at the source, right at the subwoofer. You tell it where
it is positioned in the room, how far away from the side wall it
is and how far away from the front wall it is. Then it can know
what effect that placement will have on its response and precorrect its response internally so that what it puts out in that
position will give you the sound that would’ve been produced if
it weren’t near any walls.

This allows the addition of a subwoofer—which can provide
deep and powerful bass that is up to the standards of the most
finicky audience, in my opinion.

Thank you Jim for an informative and enlightening interview!
Richard I really appreciate your interest and willingness to do
this. I think what you’re doing is great—not only for your readers and the industry but for me and our company. APJ

And you do that with that “smart” crossover.
This part of it we actually do inside the subwoofer itself where
you tell the subwoofer on the back panel what the side wall distance is and what the distance is to the wall behind the subwoofer. One reason this is done inside the subwoofer is that
you may have multiple subs in different locations and may
need different compensations. Another reason is that you might
not have our smart crossover.

An Interview with…

RICHARD VANDERSTEEN by Richard Hardesty
In the nearly thirty years I have known Richard Vandersteen we
have become close personal friends. My retail store was one of
the very first dealers for Vandersteen speakers and I have firsthand knowledge about the engineering behind each of the

We’ve developed a new type of audio equipment. We call it the
SmartSub® integrator. It’s similar to an electronic crossover and
its purpose is to blend the subwoofer with the main speakers and
that’s the other big problem. Even if subwoofers do produce high
quality bass, which is a big if, their output is usually not well
blended with the main speakers and what you end up with is a
very separate sounding, disconnected bass with a different character, which sounds unnatural compared with the midrange.
So with the SmartSub integrator, you tell the unit about the characteristics of the main speakers and then it calculates the shapes
of the crossover filters that will give you perfect results with that
speaker. All the settings—what you want the low-pass frequency
to be, what you want the phase characteristics to be—are automatically calculated for you to make the subwoofer blend with your
main speakers, which it knows about because you have told it.

That sounds like a very complicated device.
It was complicated to design and yet it’s very simple to explain.
And I can tell you about it because we have a patent on it.
S+M=1 and so 1–M=S. So that’s what this unit does. It takes
the input signal, 1, calculates what the main speaker is going
to be contributing, M, and subtracts that from the input. The
result is the subwoofer output, S.

products in the line. I sold, installed and repaired Vandersteen
speakers and offered my opinions about design and component choices for decades. My prejudices lean toward
Vandersteen speakers because they embody the engineering
choices that I have found to be important.
Richard and I don’t see each other frequently but we communicate by phone several times a week and share ideas and
observations about audio components and systems as well as
a myriad of other subjects. We certainly don’t agree on everything but we are in close agreement about how live music
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sounds and about which audio components best replicate
recordings of this sound. I believe that each of us has helped
to mold the opinions of the other and I hold his engineering
prowess in the highest esteem. He answers my questions
about audio engineering and I tell him what I hear when these
engineering concepts are applied to audio components.
Richard Vandersteen and I have arrived at many mutually
agreed upon opinions. We have reached these conclusions
individually and together. We are predisposed to the ideas
which we believe to be correct yet eager to adopt new positions
when they are proven to provide a better explanation of the
reality we observe. I own Vandersteen speakers.
Richard tell us about your personal background.
My parents came to the United States from Holland, the
Netherlands. I was born into an immigrant family here in
Hanford, California [between Visalia and Fresno], and like
many families from Europe and Scandinavia we had no televi-

sion set but there was always music in our home. My sisters
played piano and my father was an accomplished singer. Music
was always very important to us.
We had a console with two turntables, one of which was capable of recording by actually cutting lacquer discs, which we
used to communicate with the family in Holland. We sent these
discs back and forth by mail so that the family could hear the
kids and also for basic communication. This device couldn’t
provide high resolution but it was an excellent introduction into
recording technology.
In my youth I started experimenting trying to improve the sound
of the family audio system—which of course was mono in those
days—on a budget. I built some amplifiers and then some
speakers, which I was continually improving as time went on. In
the Air Force I studied electronics and after my stint in the military, I continued experimenting with loudspeakers as a hobby.
Eventually that hobby became a business called Vandersteen
Audio.

Isn’t it amazing that vinyl discs are still the highest resolution
source we have!
I’d agree, but I don’t know that there’s anything amazing about
it. It’s a simple system; it has more resolution than anything
else we typically play in the home and I think it’s charming and
there’s a little bit of a ritual to it but that’s part of the enjoyment.

How did you actually get into the speaker business?
Havens & Hardesty, in southern California, and California Audio
Systems, in Visalia, were the first dealers to place orders for
the early Vandersteen products. I was reluctantly dragged to
the Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago in 1977…

…Where you displayed speakers with response measurements
that I made …
Yeah, and we ended up with a bunch of dealers and a bunch of
orders—and that’s what I’ve been doing ever since… Almost 30
years now!

Many manufacturers would have us believe that loudspeaker
time domain performance is inaudible. Why are your speakers
time- and phase-correct?
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The very first speakers that I experimented with weren’t timeand phase-accurate. I started by making speakers that provided different “flavors” of sound. At that time there was the “east
coast sound” and the “west coast sound” and few talked about
accurate sound.
When I considered building speakers professionally I gathered
together a group of friends with high-end audio experience and
asked which sound would be the most commercially successful. There was no unanimous agreement. After a few beers, I
said, “Now wait a minute. What does the signal really sound
like? What is coming from the amplifier? Shouldn’t we replicate
that as best we can?”
Accurately reproducing the signal from the amplifier became
the new standard for this group. We would have long listening
sessions in which we’d compare real sounds to recorded
sounds. This predates our early experimentation with FFT computer analysis of speaker performance and we had to gather
information empirically—by listening.
Using a Revox tape machine we’d record all kinds of things:
various musical instruments, including piano, shovels scraping
on the concrete, piling cardboard boxes, keys jingling on a key-

chain, just all different kinds of noises and different sounds, trying to determine which of these speaker designs most accurately replicated the actual sound. We could determine that the
signal passed through the playback chain including the amplifier with low distortion. All that was left was the loudspeakers
and we’d listen to what came out of those and compare it to
the actual sound.
During that process, we came to some conclusions about what
was required for accurate reproduction. We decided that
speakers needed only one driver per frequency range, firstorder filters, minimum sized baffles and flat frequency
response.

“We decided that speakers
needed only one driver
per frequency range”
The original speaker models had multiple drivers and large baffles with frequency response tailored to deliver a certain
“sound.” We ended up removing redundant drivers and the baffles in order to get rid of reflections from the box and reproduced sound became
more like the source.
Flat frequency response
was necessary in order
to accurately reproduce
a variety of recordings.
First-order filters
unquestionably provided
better replication than
filters with steeper
slopes.

And this just evolved
over time until the very
first commercial model
that we made was timeand phase-correct, with
first-order filters and
temporally aligned drivers mounted on minimum-sized baffles. In
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the opinion of this listening panel, that’s what it took to most
accurately replicate these different sounds that we’d recorded.

So, your speakers are time- and phase-correct because you
think that sounds better.
Whether something sounds better or not is a matter of opinion.
What I was trying to do was to replicate the sound we’d recorded when playing it back through speakers right after having
recorded it.

Why don’t more manufacturers make time- and phase-accurate
speakers?
It’s a very, very tedious process. It requires high quality drivers,
most of which must be custom-designed in order to provide a
wide linear operating range. You cannot just design one and
then duplicate it en masse or buy an off-the-shelf product.
It’s important that the drive elements be reasonably flat in
amplitude response and reasonably low in distortion and the
crossover networks must be adjusted for each speaker to
ensure that. So basically, what you’re talking about is custom
designing, in an anechoic chamber, a crossover for each and
every loudspeaker made. That’s very time-consuming and not
really conducive to mass production.

It’s expensive to do that engineering correctly and to manufacture these products. And although our cabinets are sophisticated, they can be made with automated machinery and the finish
is not important. So you end up with about 16% of the cost
invested in the cabinets as opposed to 50-80%, which is typically the case with loudspeakers. Creating speakers with simple exteriors wasn’t really a deliberate thing, but in order to do
what we wanted to do at these different price points it was pure
economics.

So, you’re providing more performance for the money by not
providing that fancy furniture.
Well look at it this way. First-order time- and phase-correct
loudspeakers wouldn’t otherwise have been possible because it
couldn’t have been successfully done. We couldn’t have afforded enough high quality drivers and enough time to do the hand
tuning of the crossovers if we had invested instead in cabinetry.

Why do Vandersteen speakers have a “family” sound?

Why do many of your products have simple cloth-wrapped
enclosures?
The high labor quotient required for tuning and hand-making
the crossover and the high quality drivers that are necessary—
and the fact that we use more of them to produce four-way
designs—leaves little money for fancy furniture, which really
doesn’t contribute to sound quality.

You can’t really get satisfactory time- and phase-correct performance with only a two-way speaker. All of the criticisms that
we hear about first-order filters are relevant only when there
are too few drivers to share the spectrum. As the critics say,
the IM distortion and power handling would be seriously compromised in a two-way speaker. So that means you’re automatically relegated to using at least a three-way—we select fourways in most models—and to divide the spectrum sufficiently
so that each driver can handle the range in a linear way.
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We do use slightly modified OEM units where that is adequate
to the task because it’s the most economical thing to do. The
best examples would be woofers or subwoofer drivers. There
are many commercially available woofers, for instance, which
are perfectly adequate to operate up to 500 or 600Hz.
Midranges and tweeters present a different situation. These
drivers must be more sophisticated than what’s available offthe-shelf. In many cases it became necessary to design special
drive elements when no acceptable commercial units were
available.

Vandersteen Audio is all about preserving the waveform as
passed to the loudspeaker from the amplifier. If speakers are
reasonably flat in amplitude, and reasonably low in distortion,
and if they are time- and phase-correct, and if they’re replicating the waveform as accurately as possible then they’re all
going to have similar sound.
I’ve never understood these designers who create a line of
speakers which all sound totally different from one another.
They don’t seem to have an actual opinion. All our speakers,
on the other hand, are based on the same design principles
because those are what I think are most important for reproducing live music, or reproducing music in a way that
would remind you of hearing it live—in a piano bar,
for example. So they
should all sound very similar to one another. For
more money, you’re either
getting lower distortion or
better power handling or
retrieval of more information—but the basic sound
should be the same.

Our midrange unit, for instance, has a unique construction that
eliminates reflections from the frame. That’s a design I came
up with and received a patent on. Because nothing like that
was commercially available, we were forced to design and
source our own components and have them assembled. The
push-pull subwoofer driver used in the Model 5 is another
example of a completely unique drive element. I designed it
and made the tooling to manufacture it. It’s actually assembled
from my parts by another company that specializes in this type
of work.

Your crossover networks appear complex but the signal path is
often very simple. Can you explain this for us?

Many of your drive elements are uniquely constructed while other speaker manufacturers use offthe-shelf drivers or slightly
modified OEM units. Why
was this added expense
necessary?
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Because each filter is first-order the signal path is inherently
simple This is the only crossover type that has the potential to
be—but isn’t necessarily—time- and phase-correct. However,
for speakers using these filters to function acoustically all those
extra crossover components are required to manipulate the driver’s frequency and phase characteristics so that everything
truly comes together at the listening position. The individual
response characteristics of the driver and the crossover are
less important than the acoustic signal that actually arrives at
the listener’s ear. All of our research considers the combined
results at the normal listening distance.

So then, many of those components are to compensate for
driver aberrations and aren’t technically in the signal path.
None of the compensating components are in the signal path.
All of them are in parallel circuits used to correct the frequency
and phase response of the driver so that the speaker does
what we want it to do at the listening position.

Doesn’t that kind of debunk some of the naysayers who say,
“Look at how complex these networks are”?
Well, the naysayers will always have something to say.

found that it made crossover networks using these capacitors
sound a lot better.

...a properly designed PC board
always sounds better than a
hard-wired crossover...
I did some experimenting at the time and found that the same
was true with film capacitors. Most of us have noted that
there’s a kind of warm-up that occurs in the first half-hour or
hour of listening to even an excellent amplifier or an outstanding and well broken-in pair of loudspeakers. It is my opinion
that the audible change that occurs in that first 30 minutes to
an hour or so is due to dielectrics forming. The whole idea of
battery biasing is to keep the capacitors in the same state
they’d be in if they’d been played for 24-hours or so. There’s
nothing mystical about this and it certainly does work.

Speaking of dielectric materials, what capacitors are used in
Vandersteen crossover networks? What resistors and inductors
do you prefer?

You pioneered the use of
batteries to provide a constant bias voltage for
capacitor dielectrics in
crossover networks. Many
people have called this a
“snake-oil” approach. Is
battery bias simply hype
or does it really work?
Battery biasing was actually not my idea. Many
years ago, before everyone became aware of how
important it is to use film
capacitors in the signal
path, there was rampant
use of electolytics. A certain listening panel applied
a bias voltage to electrolytic capacitors and
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We wind our own inductors; we use only air core inductors in
the signal path. The capacitor dielectrics vary. They do sound
different. We haven’t found one particular dielectric to be a
favorite in all instances; we often use combinations of three different ones for any capacitance that is in the signal path. We
use styrene, polypropylene, and in some cases even Teflon™.
We use non-inductive resistors that are made without any steel
parts and have copper leads and we’ve found that makes an
audible difference. They’re only available up to 5 watts so we
often have to use multiple units.

Hard-wired crossovers are heavily advertised by some manufacturers and touted as superior. Why do you use supposedly
inferior circuit boards?
Over the last 25 years I’ve found that a properly designed PC
board always sounds better than the hard-wired crossover from
which the board was designed because all the electrical characteristics are far more predictable and uniform. Exact component positioning and consistent electrical impedance assures
uniformity and helps to ensure that the left and right speakers
will be identical.
Stereo imaging is enhanced when the left and right speakers
are exactly the same. Even with speakers that aren’t time- and
phase-correct, closely matched speakers will image better than

those with even slight differences between left and right.
We’ve recently released a new model called Quatro, for
instance. We first brought the prototypes to the CES show two
years ago. Everyone at this year’s show commented about how
much better the Quatros sound now. There was no design
change; the only difference between these two products is the
crossover, which went from point-to-point wiring on the prototypes to PC boards on the production units. They both have
exactly the same drivers and design. Many of our dealers
asked, “What did you change? It sounds so much better.”

Vandersteen speakers have used minimum sized baffles to
support drive elements since the beginning. How does this
affect sound?
Speakers with large baffles are easier to make because the
baffle reflections randomize and “smooth” the response from
the drivers, especially in the crossover region. Time smear is
the negative result of this smoothing.
Obviously we have baffles, but very small ones to hold the drivers. If you minimize the size of the baffles you no longer have
this reradiation support and you have to achieve flat response
by using better drivers and more closely matching thecrossover
networks. By eliminating this time smear, Vandersteen speakers achieve far better transient performance and provide more
detail while remaining smooth.

What other special
construction techniques are used in
your enclosures?
Loudspeakers create
a tremendous
amount of energy
and that can be a
big problem. We do
lots of different
things at different
price points to eliminate or compensate
for the energy that
vibrates the enclosure rather than producing sound.
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It’s very expensive to make an enclosure that’s totally inert and
impossible to completely achieve that goal. We attempt to
make speakers that are acoustically inert by using different
sizes and thicknesses of different materials. If there is some
secondary radiation it’s spread out so that there is less energy
over a wider range of frequencies rather than more energy concentrated at a couple of frequencies. Also our Models 1, 2 and
3 are tuned to make sure that that residual energy is in an upand-down (vertical) motion not a fore-and-aft (horizontal)
motion, which could affect the performance of the drivers.

Do the dowels that support the cloth wraps on Models 2 and 3
have a negative sonic impact?

cynic and I set one of the brooms right smack in front of the
driver—not 120 degrees out to the right or left as the actual
dowel supports are. The other speaker didn’t have a broom.
We used a mono source and compared A versus B. The guy
agreed that he couldn’t distinguish between A and B and when
we removed the blindfold he was quite shocked to see this
broom handle, which is about the same diameter as the dowels
in our loudspeakers, sitting right smack in front with no perceivable effect on the sound. Now if that is true, and we proved
that it is, then moving those dowels far away from the natural
radiation pattern should be even better.

Some Vandersteen
speakers are specially designed for
home theater use.
How do these
designs differ from
your purist audio
products?

That’s a good question and we’ve been criticized about that a
lot over the years. I have proven by actual demonstration that
the effect of the dowels is completely inaudible.
I love to give seminars because it puts me in touch with consumers. I can learn what’s on their minds and how they’re
using the stuff; it makes me more aware of their situations.
There’s always a cynic in every group and at one particular
seminar he just kept coming after me about the dowels. I borrowed a couple of brooms from the dealer. We blindfolded the
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Well, they don’t
really. They’re all
time- and phasecorrect and have
flat frequency
response. If there is
a need for accurate
waveform replication it may be more
noted by those
who’re into home
theater because,
unfortunately, most
people are more
familiar with the sound of car doors slamming and phones ringing than they are with live music.
They may not be familiar with what a piano sounds like without
amplification in a little nightclub but they’re certainly familiar
with the everyday sounds that they hear in the movies. I know
these sounds are done with foley effects and are not necessarily accurate but the foley artists are very good and they create
sounds that are remarkably lifelike.
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The first year we introduced our center channel at CES in
Chicago, my wife and I and a sales manager from another
company were in the back of our long, skinny room. On the
right wall of the room was a counter with a phone above it.
Over the three or four days of the show we were showing the
film “Always” and during a tense control tower scene, a telephone rings in the tower (on screen). Everyone viewing the film
in our room would look over to the right side wall and wonder
who was going to answer the real phone. It’s an interesting
effect and I think that replicating the waveform is every bit as
important in home theater as it is in audio. To do home theater
properly you need a very fine audio system.

“…most people are more
familiar with the sound of car
doors slamming and phones
ringing than they are with
live music.”
You have a unique center channel speaker, the VCC-5. Can
you tell us about it?
The VCC-5 is a point source that uses four drivers. Because
you don’t know where it’s going to be located it needs to sound
the same no matter where you are, or it is, in the room—right,
left, up or down. This was a real challenge.
There was demand from the dealers for a bigger center channel speaker that could play louder. Our small VCC-1 is a coaxial design, point-source radiation, time- and phase-correct center channel speaker. So we built a prototype of a larger center
channel speaker carefully adding two woofers—one to the
right, one to the left—and set the crossover very low at 100Hz
in order to get more dynamic range and more low frequency
reach, and also lower distortion, because that’s what a bigger
center channel should do.
With these added drivers we encountered a comb filter effect
and the speaker sounded different to each listener in the room.
This is exactly what a center channel speaker is not supposed
to do! A center channel speaker is supposed to anchor dialog

to the screen for listeners sitting off-axis. The VCC-1 does that.
Our challenge was to make a center channel that played louder
and went deeper but still worked as it was supposed to.
We needed to find a way to add two woofers in order to get
higher levels with lower bass and lower distortion and to blend
them physically with a coax to make the speaker sound as if it
were a triax, so that all of the sound comes from the same
point. This would provide a center channel speaker that was
time- and phase-correct in all positions in the room—not just
for the guy sitting on the crack of the couch but the person on
the right and the person on the left and the person standing up
or sitting on the floor.
All this work culminated in a patent-pending design that’s called
the VCC-5. It took us a year to accomplish that and we’re very
proud of it even if few people understand how it works.

Vandersteen makes some unique subwoofers. How do the 2Wq
and V2W designs differ?
Well, the 2Wq is based on the 2W that’s been in the line now
for about 20 years. Many things have changed over those
decades and the V2W provides an answer for some of the new
requirements that have arisen.
Twenty years ago, sub-woofers had a very bad reputation
because people couldn’t get them to blend, they stuck out like
a sore thumb and there was a lot of negativity about them. We
spent many years perfecting a subwoofer that would blend
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seamlessly with the main speakers. We wanted to make it
sound like your main speakers got bigger and gained authority.
We found that the mids and highs were improved and imaging
got better when the low frequencies were removed from the
main speaker structure and from the amplifier driving those
speakers. We found that the character of the main amplifier
could be retained into the deep bass with a passive, firstorder high-pass filter system that also helped provide a seamless blend.
We still get calls every now and then from customers who say,
“I bought one of your 2Wq sub-woofers for $1,300 and I can’t
hear it.” To me, that’s a compliment not a complaint! But for
some people, when they spend $1,300 they want to hear it,
they want to know they got their money’s worth. That’s not
what we were attempting to achieve with the 2Wq.
2Wq

are using one of each. The 2Wq and the V2W subwoofers
look identical so they set a 2Wq in one corner so they can run
their main speakers full range while they’re listening to music
and have the benefit of a subwoofer. In the other corner they
put a V2W that is fed by the LFE output from their surround
processor. When they’re watching movies both the 2Wq and
V2W are working and when they’re playing music they’re
using the 2Wq only.
When you select “small” for the main speakers with surround
processors you’re introducing at least a second-order (if not
higher) high-pass filter. If you have all Vandersteens you have
a time- and phase-correct loudspeaker system but you do not
have a time- and phase-correct signal chain.
The advantage of using the 2Wq for the main speakers is that
it allows you to designate the main speakers as “large” thereby
getting a first-order transfer function and avoiding that secondor higher-order filter that’s in the processor. You can experiment with that just by switching between “large” and “small”
and listening to what happens to the naturalness in the mids
and highs.

The passive high-pass filter used for integration of the 2Wq
subwoofer and the subwoofer sections of the Quatro and
Model 5A speaker systems is claimed to offer some unique
advantages. How does this system work and why is it better?
Audiophiles get very nervous when you put an extra component in the signal path because we know that any time you add
an extra component there’s going to be some degradation. This
is simply a fact. Although the battery-biased high-pass, which
now has a biased cable on its output, is very neutral and is
made with extremely high quality parts, we know that it still has
some negative impact.
The V2W, on the other hand, uses the same three drivers, slotloaded and everything, but it is a little more traditional although
it still has good transient behavior. It uses a large passive radiator to allow it to play substantially louder and accepts a linelevel input. In home theater, people require and enjoy more
energy. They don’t quite want to hear it the way it really is. The
V2W doesn’t have the ability to mimic the amplifier driving it
because it’s driven line-level not speaker-level by the customer’s amplifier. But it’s got more punch.
In systems doing both music and home theater, some people
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However, high-passing the amplifier driving a loudspeaker makes
such a stunning positive difference that it’s like taking one step
back and four steps forward. That’s still a net gain of three steps.
Years ago, a company came out with a thing called a “warp
knot” that was a device that plugged into your amplifier input. It
was simply a subsonic filter to get rid of noise from record
warps and other deep energy that you can’t hear anyway, with
a first-order transfer function. Even though it was made with a
very low quality capacitor and it had a fairly significant sonic
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character, it was still deemed by many people to provide a positive sonic contribution.
Vandersteen high-pass filters perform a similar function at an
even higher frequency allowing the amplifier to have an easier
life. Even “arc welder” amplifiers sound better when they’re not
having to work hard at infrasonic frequencies. So do speakers.
If you can make a high-pass filter so transparent that the step
backwards is very small, one has to focus on the fact that
you’ve moved four steps forward in all other areas. Your amplifier and main speakers will sound better and you’ll have better
bass from the subwoofer(s) you’ve added.
To demonstrate these facts at seminars we’ve misadjusted the
high-pass frequency to below 30Hz so the speakers were running pretty much full range. Then we’ve compared the highpassed speakers to speakers that were actually running full
range. Virtually everybody has preferred the sound of the system with the high-pass filters in the chain because, even
though they’re hearing all the information that’s on the recording, the subsonics and so forth have been attenuated. In all the
times I’ve done that experiment, I’ve never had anyone prefer
the system without the high-pass filters in the signal path.

Then what happens? After you’ve high-passed the main speakers, the woofers replace that information by…
The woofer sections in the 2Wq subwoofer, and the Quatro and
the Model 5A speakers, apply the inverse of the roll-off created by
the high-pass filter. Additional equalization is applied to adjust for
the falling bass response of the sealed enclosures and the result
is fed to an amplifier(s) specifically designed to drive the load of
the driver(s) used.
Many people think that if you set a high-pass filter at 100Hz,
99Hz disappears. Actually it’s only reduced slightly in amplitude
and the signal level continues to fall as it goes lower in frequency at 6dB per octave. The entire signal is still there; its
amplitude is simply reduced. It’s like the RIAA curve for a
phonograph record. That’s why the amplifier likes it. And the
main speakers like it.
All that low-frequency information is dramatically diminished
from the amplifier circuits and the loudspeaker structure. The
subwoofer amplifiers have the inverse of that built in, to restore

flat frequency response. The only penalty is noise because
we’re building back on top of something that’s been rolled off.
However, with modern solid-state technology the noise floor is
so low that that’s not a factor.

Tell us about the unusual subwoofer driver in the Model 5A
speakers.
Around the factory here,
it’s commonly called the
jackhammer. It’s a completely unique driver that
continues our commitment to reduced bass
distortion.
We’ve always done
proprietary things in
our low-frequency
drivers, which are
required for long
excursion. A woofer
does not behave linearly on its inward
stroke versus its
outward stroke and
that’s partly
because of nonlinearities in the suspension and partly because when
you drive the
voice coil inward there’s
Model 5A
more iron in the coil versus when
you drive it outward there’s less iron. In all of our speakers, we
extend that iron out and add faraday rings to minimize the
inductance change. Even with these additions some slight nonlinearities remain.
The push-pull subwoofer driver in the Model 5 has a sandwich
cone attached to a voice coil former that goes all the way
through it from one motor to another. The cone is shaped like a
very thin flying saucer and there’s a motor on both ends of the
voice coil so it’s truly driven push-pull and it’s truly linear over
its one and a quarter-inch stroke. Motion is always identical in
positive and negative directions.
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Engineering Double Standard
Thank you Richard. This has been an enlightening interview
and I’m sure the information it contains will prove useful to our
readers. APJ

The Engineering
Double Standard

by Richard Hardesty
The magazines and the reviewers who influence the high-end
audio industry have adopted a double standard for engineering
competence that has had a negative impact on all of us. This
double standard is pervasive. They expect all audio components other than speakers to meet certain minimum standards
of objective performance. At the same time they treat speakers
as if they were works of art to which no objective standards
apply. This position is both false and misleading.

So all the nonlinearities would be cancelled because you’ve
got everything duplicated and the two systems are operating in
opposite directions?
Exactly. There are four amplifiers with a bridged pair driving
each of two voice coils wound on the opposite ends of a single
former that goes all the way through the cone. Each voice coil
has its own motor system and magnet with the whole thing
operating push-pull.

So everything is push-pull all the way, electrically and mechanically.
Right. The Model 5A and the Model 5 have four amplifiers in
each speaker. There are two balanced bridged pairs, with one
pair to drive each voice coil.
The Quatro uses two 8-inch drivers (the same ones that are
used in the 2Wq) and two amplifiers that are paired into a fully
balanced bridge to drive them. Using multiple small drivers,
we’re not trying to hit as high a peak level and linearity is not
as much of a problem. Of course the Quatros are half the
money of the 5As.
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There are objective tests to gauge the fidelity of speakers and
these tests are frequently more comprehensive than the recognized tests that gauge the fidelity of other components.
Objective tests can’t tell the entire story but they certainly can
expose those products which are poorly engineered and can’t
possibly reproduce the recording accurately.

Amplification Components
Preamplifiers and amplifiers are expected to have wide bandwidth and low distortion and they certainly should. An amplification component with more than 1% total harmonic distortion is
looked at with suspicion and a product with bandwidth that is
limited to below 200kHz is often viewed critically. An amplification component with frequency response variations of ±2dB
would be severely criticized.
I’ve read comments like “this product measures like it’s broken”
in reviews of amplification components but never in reviews of
loudspeakers, many of which measure far worse!
Even digital switching amplifiers, which exhibit high frequencies
that are audibly soft and “closed down,” typically have bandwidth to 60kHz or above, which is three times the generally
accepted limit of audibility. No one would recommend that you
buy an amplifier that delivered the midrange frequencies out-ofphase from the rest of the spectrum and no amplifier that I’ve
seen does this.
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Engineering Double Standard
Magazine reviewers hold amplification components to strict
standards of objective performance. Contrast these standards
for performance with the rave reviews you’ll read about speakers with frequency response variations of ±10dB, high frequency response that falls like a stone above 10kHz and midrange
drivers wired out-of-phase with the woofer and tweeter.

page after page of accolades yet produced a frequency
response graph that resembled a profile of the Grand Tetons.
These measurements were described as “enigmatic.” What’s
truly enigmatic is the response of the reviewer. Couldn’t he
hear these gross flaws?

Some magazines publish these speaker measurements, showing that the products are poorly engineered but the reviewers

Analog Source Components

“No one would recommend
that you buy an amplifier
that delivered the
midrange frequencies
out-of-phase from
the rest of the spectrum.”

Turntables are expected to turn at the correct speed within narrow limits and exhibit low levels of wow, flutter and rumble and
these are reasonable standards for good audible performance.
These factors are much more difficult to measure so you’ll hear
far more about picoseconds of jitter from CD players and signal-to-noise ratio misrepresented as dynamic range from compact discs.
Vinyl records clearly have greater dynamic range and wider
bandwidth than compact discs and this fact is easily heard
when the caparison is made using accurate loudspeakers.
Could the popularity of the compact disc be partly due to factors other than convenience? When the magazines discarded
the notion of high fidelity in loudspeakers did they doom a generation to a life of musical dissatisfaction?

often love them anyway. Other magazines use these conflicts
to “prove” that measurements don’t mean anything. They’re
wrong because the measurements do mean something—the
reviewers can’t hear!

Disc Players
Digital disc players are expected to have flat frequency
response and low jitter and these are necessary requisites for
good performance. Jitter is measured in picoseconds, which
are incredibly short periods of time. Do you think these errors
will be audible on a loudspeaker that is totally incoherent in the
time domain? If the high frequencies arrive at the listener several milliseconds before the fundamentals will a few picoseconds of jitter be detectable?
I recently read a review of an SACD player that was criticized
for frequency response that didn’t exceed 30kHz. In the same
magazine there was a rave review of a loudspeaker system
with a ribbon tweeter that was described as “the star of this
show.” It had virtually no measurable output above 12kHz
where a sharp resonance appeared.

Speakers
I think all high-end audio
components should be held
to high standards of objective performance.
Loudspeakers are an important component in an audio
system. As this Journal has
explained, speakers—like
all audio components—
should have flat response
with minimal energy storage and they should be
time- and phase-accurate.
It’s time to hold speakers to
the same objective standards as other audio components. Let’s expose the
pretenders even if it costs
the magazines some advertising revenue. APJ

Another speaker system with an exorbitant price tag received
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Audio Perfectionist Journals #14 and 15 will provide more information about source components continuing on from the general introduction to this component category offered in Journal #9. This issue will
concentrate on vinyl record playback and the next
one will cover digital sources. I’d like to start by
commenting on some information that was
presented previously.

early 80s. The convenience of the compact disc,
along with a misleading advertising campaign that
promised “perfect sound forever,” allowed CDs to
supplant vinyl records and dominate the
recorded music business for the
next 20 years.

Audio Perfectionist Journal #9 was
all about source components. We
mentioned most of the possible
sources of recorded music and I
offered opinions based on my experience with commercial products during my years as a high-end audio
retail merchant. The number of
sources now available for high fidelity reproduction is shrinking and vinyl
records have risen to the top of the
list again. My past experiences with
certain design choices are still valid
but that doesn’t mean that products
using methods that I’ve found less
than completely satisfactory can’t
perform reasonably well. Let me
elaborate.

Today FM radio has been
largely supplanted by
satellite and Internet
radio with compressed
digital streams that are
not suitable for high
fidelity reproduction.
DVD-Audio, which was
promoted almost exclusively as a multichannel
format, seems to be
completely dead. Sony
failed to deliver “single
inventory” SACD/CD
hybrid discs as promised
and SACD seems to
have been relegated to
cult status. That leaves
vinyl records and compact discs as our primary
sources for music listening.

Fewer Choices
In the beginning, analog records
were the primary source of recorded
music suitable for reproduction by a
high-end hi-fi system. Tape and
radio were available of course but
records reigned supreme until the
advent of the compact disc in the

In the late 90s more people began to recognize
that the fidelity of CDs
was simply inadequate to
provide the complete listening satisfaction that
music lovers were seek-
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ing. By the time they realized this the high-end audio business
and the music industry itself had been in decline for more than
a decade. During this time home computers and the Internet
became established with a mainstream audience and forever
changed the landscape of entertainment. Home theater and the
iPod siphoned off a number of casual music listeners and our
little corner of the world shrunk. Some high-end manufacturers
tried to be all things to all people and most failed miserably.
The reasons are simple in my opinion.
Mass-market manufacturers, like Yamaha and Denon, can do a
better job with home theater than any small specialty company.
They can deliver more for less and they can create new products with new “features” much faster. The sound from compressed digital formats like Dolby Digital and DTS has limited
fidelity and sophisticated high-end audio components are just
not necessary in order to provide a satisfactory experience.
Some manufacturers tried to create a high-end home theater
market but these efforts have been largely unsuccessful. The
rich can spend their money any way they like, of course, but
high-end home theater simply is not needed and few seem to
want it. Ask Levinson.
Computer companies, like Microsoft and Apple, can do a better
job of providing digital downloads on the Internet and portable
players for listening to them. Compressed digital music formats
typically use bit rates a little higher than home theater sources
but this sound is not high fidelity by any stretch of the imagination. An iPod is fine when jogging or traveling by air but MP3s
sound inferior to regular CDs even on my Bose car stereo system and horrible on my home audio system.
All these products are clearly here to stay and they provide satisfactory sources for movie viewing or casual music listening.
They are convenient and give people access to a wide range of
music and film that might not otherwise be heard or seen. The
Internet and the iPod give today’s kids the taste of music that
FM radio provided to those from my generation. Movies are a
substitute for books for many of today’s time-challenged folk.
But what if you still find that listening to music as a primary
activity is among life’s most satisfying activities? Why not
assemble a high-end audio system and collect recordings to
play on it? That’s what we’re writing about here in the Audio
Perfectionist Journal. What if you’re also an audio component
manufacturer who wants to stay in business? I’d advise you to
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abandon the product categories where you can’t compete and
concentrate on the areas where you can deliver superior products.
Music lovers can be most satisfied by a high quality two-channel audio system that incorporates vinyl records for the highest
resolution playback and CDs for more casual listening.
Specialty manufacturers can best compete by delivering high
quality products that require the expertise and care in construction that mass-market manufacturers can’t afford—or don’t
know how—to provide.

Vinyl Rising from the Dead
In the early 80s those in the high-end audio industry tried to
jump on the CD bandwagon because they thought they could
appeal to a mainstream audience. They were wrong. The mainstream was perfectly happy with the CDs they heard on massmarket audio systems and car stereos. They seem to be even
happier with sources of even lower quality, like MP3 and Dolby
Digital compressed
formats. The mainstream audience has
demonstrated that
they want low prices
and convenience
above all else.
Repeated attempts to
introduce higher resolution formats, like
SACD and DVDAudio, have failed to
make an impact with a
public who either can’t
hear the difference or
simply doesn’t care.
Vinyl records, which
supposedly became obsolete in 1981, outsold SACD and DVDAudio discs combined last year but that total number was still
comparatively small. Apple sold 40 million iPods and a billion
songs to play on them. Draw your own conclusions.
Discerning individuals make up a small minority of the public at
large. Most people can eat at McDonald's and drink wine out of
a box. McDonald's won’t try to go “high-end” because they’re
doing just fine. Fewer people will eat at fine restaurants but
there is a market, albeit smaller, for better quality food and
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service. And there is still a market for better audio systems and
components. That market will never be as big as the market for
iPods but I believe that realistic goals can be achieved.

for the record. The tonearm has a unipivot bearing and looks
flimsy but, for reasons I can’t explain, it works very well and
sounds very good.

Generalizations Versus Specifics

New Motors

I was a retail
merchant, specializing in
turntables, for
more than two
decades. I sold,
set up, installed
and repaired all
brands of turntables, tonearms
and cartridges. I
graphed the primary resonances of every tonearm/cartridge combination we recommended and many others. I graphed frequency response variations caused by load impedance changes for every cartridge
we recommended. I did turntable A/B comparisons and listened
to an enormous number of vinyl playback systems. I came to
some general conclusions about the performance characteristics of various design choices and some of these were
explained in Journal #9.

In earlier days DC motors had brushes and commutators. They
turned faster if the voltage increased and slower if the load
increased. Servo systems were always used to keep them turning at the right speed. Servo systems continually sample and
change, effectively creating flutter distortion at the sample rate
of the servo. Times have changed.

In my experience, suspended turntables delivered deeper and
better-defined bass performance than mass-isolated tables and
they were less affected by environmental disturbances.
Turntables with plastic platters sounded thick and dull compared to turntables with metal platters, which were generally
more lively and dynamic. AC motors outperformed DC motors.
Tonearms with gimbaled bearings and rigid construction generally outperformed unipivot tonearms. Pivoting tonearms generally outperformed straight-line tracking tonearms.
In this Journal there is a review of a VPI turntable that I could
happily listen to for extended periods of time. It is mass-isolated, has a plastic platter and a unipivot tonearm. Based on the
generalizations listed above it’s not worth listening to. Based
on listening to records using this playback system it’s very
good! There are some caveats. The table is mass-isolated but
sounds much better on a Ginko Cloud suspension base. The
platter is plastic but has a remarkable metal periphery clamp

I am not an expert on electric motors but I’m going to attempt
an explanation. Today there are motors referred to as “commutatorless” or “electronically commutated,” or “stepper motors.”
Sometimes these are referred to as DC motors but they don’t
work the same way. Short bursts of current are delivered
sequentially to specific poles in order to make the motor rotate.
Current may change from none, to a fixed and specific level for
a fixed and specific time, and back to none. Even if current
flows in only one direction these are essentially alternating current motors with the current alternating from one level to another (stepped or pulsed DC).
Turntables with the older DC motors sounded pretty bad but
this problem seems to have been solved. All the turntables
Shane and I listened to together sounded virtually pitch perfect
with no audible wow or flutter.

RIAA Equalization
Phono preamps must provide RIAA equalization with a curve
that is exactly the inverse of the EQ that was applied when the
records were recorded. In the old days cheaters loved this and
they still do. They could differentiate their product from the others with slight EQ “errors” that would fool unsophisticated listeners for a while.
The defining differences between various phono stages should
be significant but shouldn’t consist of obvious changes in tonal
balance. Beware of products that sound too different. They’re
probably cheating with RIAA EQ! Very small alterations in playback EQ, even at frequencies well above the range of human
hearing, can be very audible. Ultrasonic errors do create audible
effects and can potentially damage your other components. APJ
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AUDIO
RESEARCH PH5

By Shane Buettner
Several years ago at CES I experienced what was the best
stereo and vinyl playback I'd ever heard at a show. Audio
Research was "off-site" at the Golden Nugget and using
Vandersteen Model 5 speakers with their Reference Series
front-end components—the REF 2 preamp and Reference
Phono stage. The sound was transparent, dynamic and completely alive.
Flash forward to CES and its offshoot T.H.E. Show in 2005.
Audio Research was getting the best sound I'd heard from
speakers I don't even like—the Wilson MAXX—using their new
Reference 3 line stage, and a phono stage called the PH5.

Interestingly, ARC's literature makes the point that the input
stage uses no global feedback—a trend ARC has embraced
even more extensively with the new REF3 line stage, which
uses no global feedback in the entire circuit. But ARC claims
that the RIAA EQ circuits of the PH5 are descended from those
used in the Reference Phono, and are passive in the high frequencies but active in the low frequencies. As far as I know
active RIAA always employs a feedback loop. The PH5's one
and only gain setting is 57.5dB.

Outside the Box
The PH5 looks like an ARC preamp, with the aluminum faceplate and classic ARC handles protruding from either side of
the faceplate. The handles cost an additional $80. I've always
loved the ARC look, which is timeless in its way. So for me, the
handles are a “when in Rome” kind of must-have.
Facing the unit, there are two inset areas in the front panel. The
left inset houses a bank of LED indicators, and on the right inset,
a row of four buttons—Power, Mute, Mono/Stereo, and Load.
The left bank LEDs light for power, mute, mono and whichever of
the five load settings is selected: 47k, 1000, 500, 200, and 100
ohms. All front panel adjustments are repeated on the PH5's
diminutive remote control for the ultimate in convenience.

They could have easily convinced me that what I was hearing
was a successor to the $7K Reference Phono, but the truth is
that I wasn't hearing ARC's flagship phono stage. Hard as it
was to believe, I was hearing a new ARC phono stage priced at
just $2K. I was dying to hear that phono stage in my own room
and now I have. The PH5 is yet another new ARC component
that you have to hear for yourself.

A Hybrid For Your Listening Room
Everything you want to know about this phono stage is available on ARC's web site, which is unusually thorough. What follows here is an overview of the important design details.
Audio Research has been making hybrids a lot longer than
Toyota or any of the car companies. Of course in this setting the
term indicates that this design uses both tubes and solid-state circuits in the same box. The input stage uses JFETs, while the gain
and output stages use four 6922 twin-triode tubes.
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The power cord is removable and there is one single-ended
input with a grounding post and a single-ended output. The top
and bottom of the chassis are meshed so the tubes get a lot of
air-cooling. About as straightforward as can be, especially considering this is such a full-featured phono stage.
Feature-wise, there's only one thing I'd like to see added to the
PH5: a standby mode that turns off the tubes but leaves all the
solid-state circuits powered up when the unit isn't in use. This
would raise the price a few hundred bucks, but would be well
worth it, in my opinion. I found that the PH5 sounded quite a bit
better when it had been on for a day or two before listening
and I'm pretty sure that's not due to the tubes in the circuit, but
rather the solid-state components.

Performance
Simply put, the PH5 not only lived up to my expectations—it
exceeded them handily. The PH5 is "tubey" in all the right
ways, and none of the wrong ways. It has a sparkling, vibrant
liveliness through the midrange, and none of the old-fashioned,
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warm, syrupy sound that defines tubes in the minds of some
audiophiles and manufacturers.
The bass is ample, but also tuneful, nuanced and rhythmically
involving. Rhythmic rightness (rhythm-and-pace) has long been
regarded as the province of Linn, and some other British manufacturers. But for my money, ARC's front-end components have
never been far behind. The reason you read about this critical if

got noisy, as some tube components do over time.
I compared the ARC PH5 to the Ayre P-5xe, which has been
my reference for several months. The Ayre is a 100% solidstate, FET-based design with discrete, balanced circuits that
uses zero global feedback and entirely passive RIAA equalization. If you'd expect (as I did) that these two substantially different designs would sound substantially different from one another, you'd be… 100% wrong!
Much to my surprise, Ayre's P-5xe and ARC's PH5 had much
more in common sonically than not. Tonally, the two were so
similar and so neutral that it took some time to ascertain and
quantify the sonic differences between the two. Playing games
with the RIAA curves apparently isn't something these two
companies engage in. If you hear either of these two phono
stages, and then hear another that's noticeably different tonally,
you should be suspicious.

elusive sonic attribute is that it's the stuff that gets your foot
tapping—and when that happens your emotions are engaged in
the music whether your head knows it or not.
The midrange and treble are open and revealing but also
exceptionally organic. The PH5's sound is very fast, engaging
and incisive without being analytical in the slightest. The
dynamics are concussive, with genuine and expansive contrast
between the softer and louder sounds. Musical events and
transients happen suddenly in a remarkably free and natural
way, evolving from free air and decaying with just the right
amount of grip on the room. Some refer to this as “bloom.”
Whatever you call it, it's a good thing and the ARC has it in
spades.
Just as important as what you hear with the PH5 is what you
don't hear—noise of any kind. It has the least amount of tube
rush I've (n)ever heard from a tube phono stage when the
music isn't playing, and has nearly as black a background as
I've heard from any phono stage—tube or solid-state—when
the music is playing. Anyone with negative preconceptions
about tubes will be challenged by the PH5 to reconsider their
thinking. And not only did the PH5 start quiet, it stayed that
way. During the several months I had it in my system, it never

The Ayre had slightly tighter bass, with just a touch more
extension in the very bottom and the very top, and a pinch
more midrange resolving power. The ARC had a slightly
more relaxed, easy presentation and yet didn't suffer any
significant loss in precision or clarity in order to achieve this.
The ARC had a smidge more dynamic snap; the Ayre had
better coherence from top to bottom, and slightly more convincing image density and focus. Both had a combination of
resolution and musicality overall that was hard if not impossible to fault.
Those who have read my work before know that I'm never hesitant to make the call on what I like, and what I don't like.
During the months I had them both, I'd switch from the Ayre to
the ARC for weeks on end, waiting to see if a moment or a
piece of music arrived that would make me desire the component that wasn't in my system at the time. Never happened.
Both pleased me so completely and thoroughly that I know I
could live happily ever after with either.

Conclusion
The ARC PH5 is an outstanding phono stage in all regards. Its
feature set and functionality leave practically nothing to be
desired, it's sonically beyond reproach, and the $1,995 price
probably takes it into the "steal" category of value. And yet I'm
not sure accolades such as those do the PH5 full justice. How
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about this: like ARC's best components, the PH5 does everything right in an intellectual sense, and yet never fails to make
music. Going farther, not only does the PH5 make music, it
makes music an event. It also earns a high and boundlessly
enthusiastic recommendation from this reviewer. APJ

record (pun fully intended!) describing the design of this phono
stage. Charlie Hansen likes discrete, fully balanced circuits with
no global feedback and he hates op-amps because they inherently contain lotsa feedback. The P-5xe is fully discrete, balanced from input to output, and has zero feedback.

Product Information
Audio Research PH5 Phono Stage
Inputs: One single-ended
Outputs: One single-ended
Dimensions (WHD): 19" x 5.22" x 10"
Weight: 11.3 lbs.

Like all Ayre gear the P-5xe is all solid-state, FETs are used for
gain, and there are three gain settings: low (44dB), medium
(54dB), and high (64dB). If you're using the balanced outputs
add 6dB to each setting. The medium setting is the default, but

Manufacturer Information
Audio Research Corporation
3900 Annapolis Lane
North Plymouth MN 55447-5447
(763) 577 9700
www.audioresearch.com

AYRE P-5xe
PHONE STAGE

By Shane Buettner
Ayre's flagship K-1xe is the finest solid-state preamp I've
heard. Its optional integrated phono stage is astonishingly
detailed, neutral and drop-dead quiet. In fact, the K-1xe's integral phono stage impressed me so much that I mentioned to
Ayre's president and chief designer Charlie Hansen more than
once that I thought an outboard phono stage would be a heck
of a good idea.
Well, it wasn't my pestering that finally got Charlie to act but,
rather, the fact that it wasn't possible to get a quiet phono
stage built into Ayre's midpriced K-5 preamp. I'd also guess
that the resurgence of vinyl (which sells more units than SACD
and DVD-A discs combined) didn't hurt either. Whatever the
reasons, Ayre's P-5xe phono stage is here and it’s such an
extraordinary performer that its (relatively) diminutive price of
$2,350 also dictates extraordinary value.

Intelligent Design
This product is very Ayre. To those of you who have read my
reviews of Ayre gear before, I'm going to sound like a broken
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it’s very simple to open the top cover and swap the jumpers to
change. And the user manual includes a handy-dandy diagram
and does an excellent job of describing the procedure.
Loading is adjusted with DIP switches on the back panel and
the available factory settings are 100, 1000 and 47k ohms. If
those don't work or you just want to experiment, custom resistors at whichever value you choose can be inserted into the
unused input on the P-5xe, and again the user manual
describes the process with superb clarity.
The P-5xe includes not only a set of balanced outputs, but also a
set of balanced inputs to complement a set of single ended ins
and outs. RIAA is passive, in a proprietary implementation that
improves accuracy by eliminating interactions between the multiple curves required to meet the standard and lowering the noise
floor. Phono stages by their nature employ very high amounts of
gain, making noise suppression of paramount importance.
As you can probably guess, the P-5xe isn't a tweaker's phono
stage. There are more expensive phono stages on the market
that have multiple inputs, more loading and gain settings, and
push-button access to those adjustments. Some will even let
you make these adjustments on-the-fly by remote control. The
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Ayre doesn’t even have a power switch—if it's plugged in and
the blue light on the front panel is illuminated, it's on!
Looking at the P-5xe's functionality as a half-full glass, this is a
purist design that unequivocally gets the job done and sounds
great doing it. In fact, its ergonomics are second to none on a
day-to-day basis since you don't even have to turn the thing
on! Also consider that any additional features would increase
the cost commensurately.

Evolution
Like Ayre's other components the P-5xe is carrying around an
extra "e" these days, which denotes the Evolution series power
supply updates. Ayre is relatively mum on exactly what's
involved, but it's said to be a power supply tweak that's been
applied to Ayre's line across the board. I've been mightily
impressed with the components I've heard both before and
after they evolved, including this one, which I did indeed hear
before and after.
In all cases I've heard more natural warmth, body and dimension to the music from Ayre's e-series components, and in no
case did I hear a decrease in the resolution, extension or focus
that makes Ayre's stuff sound great. To put it in today's vernacular, it's all good.
I get a lot of questions from people who already own Ayre gear,
wondering if they should send their components into the Ayre
factory for the e-upgrades, and my unequivocal answer is yes!
The Evolution updates are reasonably priced and offer performance improvements that are undeniable in my experience, with
zero drawbacks.
Another note on power supply is that the P-5xe includes Ayre's
proprietary "Ayre Conditioner" power line filtering, which is
patent-pending and used in some of Ayre's most highly regarded "1" series components.

Break-In
My review methodology dictates that components under review
undergo a sufficiently long and arduous break-in period. I'm
more anal about this than some (if not most), and if you don't
believe me ask my wife. Our house is always littered with gear
plugged into any and every outlet when not up and running in
my system. I typically regard this as understood and don't

spend time and words on it in a review except in cases where I
feel the component really needs extra time, and if that extra
time has a major impact on the component's sonic signature.
Never, in my experience, has this been more applicable than in
the case of the Ayre P-5xe.
Phono stages are inherently difficult to break-in because you
can't simply put an LP on the platter and hit repeat, as you can
with optical disc players. Because of this phenomenon the best
$50 I ever spent was on Hagerman Technology's stereo inverse
RIAA filter (http://www.hagtech.com). As the name suggests
this little PC board takes a standard stereo input and performs
inverse RIAA equalization and drops the signal level low
enough to allow you to run the output of a CD player directly
into a phono stage. Now you can hit "repeat" and continuously
break-in a phono stage! While the Hagerman device has more
obvious benefits to a reviewer of phono stages, it's cheap
enough that anyone who buys a phono stage and doesn't want
to wait weeks or months to achieve proper break-in might consider it a good value-add.
Now, even though I ran the Hagerman into the P-5xe for almost
two weeks straight, the P-5xe took 2-3 months to come into its
own dynamically. I didn't continue to run the Hagerman filter
into it beyond that couple of weeks because I was already
hearing such excellent sound that I was fooled into thinking it
didn't need more break-in time. The P-5xe was dead quiet and
very extended at both frequency extremes right out of the box,
but I kept thinking it was just a bit flat dynamically.
As time went on I was happy but not completely enamored of the
P-5xe. I tried the high gain setting to see if I could get some more
jump out of it, and tried running the cartridge loading higher than I
typically like. The higher gain setting sounded good but a touch
strained, and didn't exhibit any real increase in dynamic contrast
that I could hear. It was just louder. The higher cartridge loading
just made things zippier, and lighter in weight.
So I returned to the medium gain setting and my typical loading
preference of 100 ohms and then—bam! One day it was like I
had found a DIP switch labeled "slam" and flipped it to the on
position! The P-5xe came to life all at once, dramatically. It
didn't soften, or get warmer sounding. Tonally it remained just
as neutral as it had been, but the jump and snap factor
increased by orders of magnitude. Strange but true. I ran this
by Hansen and he thought that the thick circuit board he's
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using might have something to do with the long and then dramatic break-in. If you buy one of these don't email after a week
and tell me you're not hearing what I heard—wait a while!

sion during a performance to be revealed without ever getting
too fat and quenching the little details, or getting too fast and
lean and robbing the instrument of its massive body.

A last note on setup and placement, the Ayre will hum if it's
close enough to something with a big transformer in it. In fact,
Ayre's own C-5xe has a big enough transformer that I had to
get the P-5xe two shelves down from it to eliminate the hum,
even with an all-balanced configuration.

At the other
end of the
bass spectrum is
something
like Epic's
AC/DC box
set on 180G
remastered
vinyl, which
has electric
bass and
kick drums
that are EQ'd
to be big,
beefy and
sock-in-thegut powerful like a concert in a 20,000-seat arena. This kind of
big, loud bass is short on nuance, but huge on balls and the
Ayre can do that with the proper impact but no overhang or
bloat—just the requisite amount of raw, punishing power.

Performance
With the P-5xe in the full swing of its performance envelope I
heard even better sound than I'd expected, in spite of the fact
that the K-1xe's integrated phono stage prepared me for nothing short of excellence. I heard all of the crystalline clarity and
purity of sound I'd heard from the K-1xe phono section, but I
also heard better extension at the frequency extremes and
more resolution at all points in between. And after the "e"
update, I heard more musicality and warmth too.
The P-5xe is not only as scary-quiet as the K-1xe, it might be
quieter still. In the midrange it has extraordinary resolution of
expression and focus, especially with vocals. It's simply as
resolved as can be with as much openness and inner detail as
I've heard from vinyl playback. And yet it reveals all its transparency in a way that's non-mechanical, very natural and very
relaxed. Only a direct comparison to a tube phono stage in a
very high-resolution system reveals the Ayre's sound as being
solid-state in any way, and even then I consider that an observation and not a criticism.
I've remarked in print before that the hallmarks of the Ayre
"house sound" are incredible amounts of focus and resolution,
with bass performance that's lacking weight and foundation in
the lowest registers. The P-5xe is one of two new(er) products
from Ayre that are a significant and welcome departure in this
regard. The other is the C-5xe Universal Stereo disc player.
The bass of the P-5xe is remarkable not only for its weight and
authority, but for its extraordinary articulation and resolution of
low-level details. Great acoustic bass work has a wealth of
small nuances of expression—microchanges in the intensity of
the string plucks, the hand sliding up and down the neck and
strings, the other hand slapping the cavernous body of the
instrument, and the resonance of the big body of the instrument, all at the same time. The Ayre allows all of this expres-
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Other Ayre hallmark sonic attributes include resolution and otherworldly image focus front to back, and particularly side to
side on the soundstage. Laterally, the P-5xe focuses instruments and vocalists in a line, right across the stage in a tighter
fashion than anything I've heard. On Johnny Cash’s American
Recordings IV: The Man Comes Around—a record I’ve listened
to hundreds of times—I heard better separation between the
dueling guitars and a particularly addictive amount of midrange
detail on guitars. The strings and the bodies of the guitars were
integrated and full, but also detailed, airy and very present. It’s
not easy to pull something off that record that I haven’t heard
before but the Ayre did just that.
While the Ayre’s lateral focus is beyond reproach—the best I’ve
heard—it does compress things a hair from front to back in
comparison to Aesthetix' Rhea, a remarkably full-featured tube
phono stage that sells for $4K. The Aesthetix has the full,
rounded and dense three-dimensional image that places musicians and vocalists front-to-back in layers on the stage to a
startling degree. A prime example is "The Nearness of You" on
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Norah Jones' Come Away with Me LP by Classic Records.
Jones’ vocal hovers in a more coherent and yet more distinct
spatial plane, and there’s a deep front-to-back dimension
between the piano and the voice that’s extremely distinct on the
Rhea and a hair less so on either the Ayre P-5xe or ARC's PH5.
Is this real? Is it something on the record or a hi-fi parlor trick—
a pleasing coloration? I dunno. I’m not sure which is “right,” but
I confess I do like this aspect of the Rhea’s presentation. On the
Ayre's plus side, its background is quieter and has a little more
resolution through the midrange and better top-end extension
too. Cymbal splashes and piano decay light up the stage, but
maintain striking coherence. When cymbals are brushed, for
example, you can practically count the strands.
The Rhea's single minor fault, in my opinion, is that it can be
just a touch on the dark side. As seriously small a touch as it
is, the Ayre's midrange and treble are fully resolved and take
the lid off the music just enough to make it apparent.

Conclusion
A reference product is as extended at the frequency extremes
and as resolved as it can be without being over-emphasized,
pushed or tucked anywhere. A reference component establishes the sensation that what comes out of it resembles so closely
the source material that went in that you've no doubt that it's all
there, warts and all, without embellishment. It's something you
can put in your system knowing that when you audition other
components any colorations you hear must be coming out of
those components, not your reference.
This Ayre P-5xe phono stage is that kind of benchmark. Its
sound is defined by what's on the LPs played through it, not by
any interpretation of its own imposed on the music. And yet in
spite of that neutrality and precision, it in no way sounds analytical, cold or too revealing. The sound it defines is the sound
of the system and components getting out of the way and
allowing us to hear more deeply into the LPs than before—and
believe me there's plenty of music there without the phono
stage adding its own color. You can buy more expensive phono
stages with more functionality and features, and perhaps even
more of some parts of the frequency spectrum. But I'm not sure
you can buy a phono stage that's more truthful. The P-5xe is a
highly recommended, reference quality component in every
way that I could live with and listen to day in and day out. In
fact, I've been doing just that for several months now. APJ

Product Information
Ayre P-5xe Phono Stage
Inputs: One each balanced (XLR) and single-ended
Outputs: One each balanced and single-ended
Dimensions (WHD): 17.25" x 2.38" x 13.75"
Weight: 12 lbs.
Manufacturer Information
Ayre Acoustics
2300-B Central Avenue
Boulder CO 80301
(303) 442 7300
www.ayre.com

HARDESTY ON
PHONO STAGES

By Richard Hardesty
A phono stage must perform RIAA equalization and provide an
enormous amount of gain. As the signal level is amplified, any
noise, distortion or EQ error will also be amplified. The job performed by the phono stage isn’t that complicated but it must be
done very well because any negative effects will be magnified—a lot—along with the signal.

RIAA Equalization
During recording, equalization is applied that boosts high frequencies and reduces low frequencies. This equalization allows
the reduction of groove spacing to extend playing time when
low frequencies are present in the recording, and raises the

level of high frequency information relative to surface noise. A
phono stage must provide equalization that restores flat
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response during playback. Accurate bass response is achieved
by raising the previously reduced bass frequencies, and surface
noise is reduced while eliminating the recorded boost in high frequencies. Recording and playback equalization follow the RIAA
curve established by the recording industry. See illustration.

noisy for my taste and costs about twice as much. The ARC is
quiet and sounds excellent (almost identical to the Ayre tonally)
but I find the Ayre slightly more satisfying and it’s all solid-state
with bulletproof reliability. It has adjustable loading and gain so
it will work with virtually any cartridge.

Equalization must be very accurate or the signal will be modified (equalized) instead of returned to flat, as it should be. Most
RIAA errors aren’t really errors but attempts to make a particular phono stage sound unique. The resulting coloration won’t
be satisfying for long unless you listen to just the half-dozen or
so recordings complemented by this inaccuracy. If you listen to
a wide range of musical genres you’ll be happier in the long
run with an accurate component because no coloration complements all recordings.

If I had an all-ARC system the PH-5 would be an aesthetic
match and could certainly deliver sound beyond reproach. The
most cost-effective buy would be a used Linto, which would
deliver performance that’s right in there, with a Linn cartridge or
one with similar needs for loading and gain.

Gain
Moving coil cartridges typically create about half a millivolt output (.5mV, sometimes expressed as 500 microvolts) at a velocity of about 5cm/second. You’ll need perhaps 60dB of gain to
raise this to an level appropriate for a line level input on a preamp. For lowest noise you’ll want the volume control on the
line stage to operate in the middle of its range, at comfortable
listening levels. If your cartridge output is lower you may need
more gain. If its output is higher, less gain will be required.

My Recommendations
I have been using a Linn Linto phono stage for many years. I
haven’t replaced it because nothing inserted in my system has
unequivocally outperformed the Linto and everything I’ve tried
costs more. Loading and gain cannot be easily changed so the
Linto either works with
your cartridge or
it doesn’t. I’ve
been using
a Linn cartridge so
this combination works
perfectly for me. It’s quiet,
dynamic and neutral and it costs only about $1,600.
If I were to change cartridges I’d probably change the phono
stage. If I were to buy a phono stage today I’d probably buy the
Ayre P-5xe. The Aesthetix Rhea sounds very good but is too
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If cost is no object can you buy more performance? Probably
not. I’ve listened to a variety of very expensive phono stages
and usually what you get—and this is a generalization—is a
romantic addition to the recorded information rather than
increased accuracy or resolution. Compare the ARC Reference
Phono to the PH5 for an example. Two thousand dollars, give
or take a couple of hundred, can buy an excellently engineered
and great sounding phono stage. $10K certainly won’t get you
much more performance, if any. APJ

SME 20/2
TURNTABLE

by Shane Buettner
If you do any poking around to find out who makes today's
highly regarded, high-end turntable designs you're not going to
have to look hard or far to find someone recommending SME.
The Scale Model Equipment Company, known in the audio
world simply as SME, is one of those rare companies with a
foothold in other markets—aircraft instrumentation and industrial machinery, in this case—that are lucrative enough to allow
extraordinary resources to be put into the service of designing
and manufacturing audio products that other audio manufacturers simply can’t match.
SME was founded in 1946 by Alastair Robertson-Aikman, a
passionate audiophile with a now-legendary attention to precision and quality control. By 1959 the company was manufacturing tonearms in steady quantities, and today's SME tables and
tonearms are remarkable feats of engineering. While most
manufacturers are assembling their products from parts made
all over the globe, all the components used in SME's tables
and arms are built to the most exacting standards imaginable
by SME at SME. Even the screws and grommets used in the
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tables are made in-house. And just to be sure, RobertsonAikman still personally inspects every Series 309, IV and V
tonearm, and every turntable that goes out the door with the
SME logo on it.
Although the Model 20/2 turntable is available a la carte for
$10,999 it's also sold with SME's Series IV.Vi tonearm as a
"performance package" for $13,999 at retail. I also used the
20/2 with SME's Series V tonearm and, without playing too
much the spoiler to myself, I was so impressed after the
months I spent with the SME components that I bought a table
and arm for my reference system. Read on to find out why.

Design
SME's 20/2 is a medium-mass, suspended design with an outboard power supply. While it's not dainty by any standard at
nearly 40 pounds, the 20/2 is nowhere near the size or mass of
many of today's enormous "high-end" mass-isolated designs. In
contrast to those designs especially, the SME is remarkably
compact measuring just under 17" across and less than 13"
deep. Density and stiffness matter more than sheer size in
SME's book.
The design rationale for the SME 20/2 is that it has sufficient
mass and rigidity to resist vibration, but that when it does
vibrate the damping shortens the amount of time it takes for

in a heavy-duty, industrial-grade way that speaks to the company's background. The SME table and arms are more Hummer
than Porsche, to put a finer point on it, and obviously built to
last and look the same 10 or 20 years down the road. The only
exception to the 20/2’s brick house approach is the soft cover
that’s supplied to keep dust off of it. It’s actually fine at performing its essential task, but caution must be exercised to
always put your stylus guard on, and to avoid catching the
cuing device if you’re using the cover.
The 20/2's subchassis hangs from 32 O-rings, accounting for
64 strands distributed evenly among the four height-adjustable
towers of the suspension. A hanging suspension means the
state of the suspension materials is relaxed, as opposed to
some spring suspensions, where the springs are in a constant
state of compression. SME believes their approach solves the
so-called "porch glider" effect that makes some suspended
designs susceptible to playback artifacts due to horizontal
movement in the suspension, which varies the platter-to-motor
distance and causes speed variations. The hanging suspension
works in conjunction with a fluid damping system. Energy not
filtered by the suspension passes through a fluid damper in the
base of the table where it's dissipated.
The platter alone weighs just over ten pounds and is matted with
Isodamp, which is softer than vinyl and, according to SME literature, just as sensitive to scratches. According to SME, tiny diamond-shaped cutouts in the Isodamp diffuse vibrations further.
The Isodamp mat has a depression surrounding the label area of
the record, and then a flat washer fits around the spindle and
slightly elevates the area just around the record's cutout. A
heavy clamp screws down onto the spindle, pressing the label
area down into the depression in the mat and tightly coupling the
grooves to the Isodamp mat, and thus to the platter.

that vibration to dissipate. Low-Q, in other words. The 20/2’s
base and subchassis are made from a thick, rigid aluminum
alloy that's dead—with a capital “D”—and covered with a black
powder-coat finish that's quite sturdy with respect to resisting
scratches and blemishes. In fact, I was very impressed with the
ruggedness and durability of SME's table and arms.

There is a cutout area on the left side of the subchassis where
the motor and motor pulley rise from the base, so the only
physical contact between the motor and the subchassis occurs
at the flat belt that wraps around the motor's pulley and the
"driven pulley" that spins the platter. Three feet on the bottom
of the motor rest in three dimples lined with a rubbery material
in the base, and a band similar to the suspension O-rings fastens the motor to the base.

While many high-end tables sport a fine jewelry-like finish with
an aura that suggests looking at them the wrong way will cause
damage of some kind, the SME makes its fit & finish statement

SME feels their approach is most effective at preventing the
suspension and other construction materials from imparting
their own color on the table's sound. While I don't consider the
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Linn LP12's sound to be colored by its spring suspension, I do
think the SME is in another league as far as eliminating any
coloration that its construction materials might impart.
The outboard power supply is only five inches wide and just over
ten inches deep. The power supply connects to the table base
and this is where you actually turn the table on at 33, 45 or 78
rpm. The conveniently narrow footprint of the table and power
supply allowed me to place them side by side on a single (top)
shelf on my rack. Speed can be adjusted for each of the three
settings. SME literature is vague on the design of the 20/2 power
supply, but it appears the power supply sends computer-generated sine waves at the proper frequencies to the motor.
For those curious about SME's step up in the line, the 30/2,
here's the short story. The 30/2 is everything the 20/2 is in terms
of design, only more. A lot more. Although scarcely larger in overall footprint, the 30/2 tips the scales at nearly 95 pounds—more
than twice as heavy as the 20/2. The suspension uses 12 O-rings
per tower, for a total of 48 rings comprised of 96 individual
strands. Instead of a single fluid damper, the 30/2 has a damper
in each of the four suspension towers. Oh, and the 30/2 costs a
lot more: $30K (gulp!) for the table by itself.

Series IV.Vi and Series V Tonearms
These two SME tonearms have much in common, and both are
works of industrial art. The IV.Vi retails for $3,500, but the "performance package" mentioned above hooks you up with that
arm and the $10,999 20/2 table for $13,999—saving you five
hundred bucks. The Series V arm is obviously the top of the
SME line, and SME isn't shy about glossing it "the best pick-up
arm in the world." The Series V arm now retails for $4,500,
making it and the 20/2 an admittedly expensive $14,500 notso-value-priced performance package.
Both arms use precision ball bearings at the horizontal and vertical pivot points, and share the same single-piece, tapered
magnesium arm tube and headshell. Magnesium is claimed by
SME to have an inherently high damping factor, and the constrained-layer, tapered construction of the tube is said to break
up resonances further still. Having the arm tube and headshell
comprise a single piece, with no additional screws or moving
parts, means uncompromised rigidity.
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Both arms employ lateral fluid damping comprised of a screw
dipping down into a thick, viscous fluid, but it should be mentioned that this version of the Series IV arm (with the damping
trough and Magnan internal wiring) is available only in the US
through Sumiko.
The differences between the two arms are slim. Tracking force
is set statically in the Series IV arm, but dynamically with
springs in the Series V. Perhaps the most significant departure
between the two is in the internal wiring. The Series V arm
uses Van den Hul silver wire, while Sumiko's exclusive IV.Vi
uses copper wiring by Magnan. Experimenting in recent years
with speaker wire and interconnects has convinced me of the
sonic superiority of silver wire versus copper in all instances.
When the construction properties have been right (solid-core
pure silver, not silver-coated copper or any other abomination),
silver sounds more revealing and open, but also smoother and
easier on the ears. There are other construction factors at work
here, too, but I preferred the silver-wired Series V arm.

Setup
My hope is that anyone buying a table like this one would buy
from an experienced dealer who would set it up properly. But
frankly, SME has done such a thorough job of ensuring that
their products travel well, and their instructions for setup are so
clear, that I think a novice with a reasonable amount of
mechanical inclination could get an SME table and arm set up
properly in a relatively short time.
Once unpacked from its sturdy box the 20/2 is remarkably
close to being ready to spin. The motor is in place, but
shimmed with cardboard packing strips and held fast by a tran-
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sit screw that's removable by hand. There’s an adapter with a
measured amount of oil to inject into the bearing housing to
supply the bearing with its requisite bath. Two sleeved screws
that lock down the suspension must be removed entirely, and
then four transit screws must be turned counterclockwise with a
ball-ended hex wrench to free the main bearing for play. Pull
the flat belt over the motor pulley and driven pulley, carefully
lower the platter into place and then level the four adjustable
feet on the 20/2's base and you're ready to mount the arm.
The 20/2 is set for an SME arm, and once the arm and cartridge are securely mounted the suspension can be adjusted.
Adjusting the SME's suspension is far simpler than tweaking a
spring suspension by eye and feel for just the right amount of
pistonic bounce. The ball-ended hex wrench raises or lowers
the subchassis at each of the four towers (sounds like a Tolkien
quest, doesn't it?). A rectangular key slips in between the bottom of the subchassis and the top of the suspension tower
sleeves as a way of measuring the distance. It's recommended
that the gap between the two be 3mm, at which point the key
fits snugly yet easily between the two.
The instruction manual states that the gap can be exceeded by
as much as 2mm to increase isolation. Taking a cue from
Silicon Valley turntable guru Brian Hartsell of The Analog Room
in San Jose, I got tighter, more focused bass (and more neutrality) by increasing the gap from the 3mm point just a bit.
Whatever your taste, there's no mystery whatsoever to adjusting the 20/2's suspension.
Once the suspension is dialed in you can finish fine-tuning the
arm setup. Setup of the Series IV.Vi and Series V arms is identically straightforward, and I'll mention only some of the high-

lights. A VTA screw goes down into the base of the arm and
allows fast and precise adjustments that are easily gauged
using the supplied metered protractor and aligning its measurements with the two stripes that run the length of the arm tube.
Drop the stylus onto the middle of a record of the desired thickness and measure the height of the stripes at the stylus end of
the arm tube and then again back toward the arm base, and
adjust to the desired height. I adjusted VTA flat using a 180g
record, letting it go slightly negative for 200g LPs and slightly
positive for standard LPs. Life's too short and my music listening time too precious to adjust VTA for each record I play.
A key is provided to scoot the arm back and forth to adjust horizontal tracking angle (overhang) using the other end of the
same handy supplied metered protractor. The thick, siliconebased lateral damping goop comes in a syringe pre-measured
for a fill and a refill. An adjustable screw paddles in the fluid. If
you want more lateral damping, you just turn the screw farther
down into the goop. If you want less, raise the screw farther
out of the fluid, and if you want none just keep it all the way up.
SME recommends replacing the damping fluid annually and
admonishes you to use only their fluid.
Like adjusting the suspension, the amount of lateral damping
applied to either the Series IV.Vi or V arm offers the ability to
subtly tune the sound of the arm and table. More damping tends
to warm up the midrange and treble, but also seems to have a
positive impact on imaging, adding some dimension and roundness. The less damping that’s applied the more lively and (sometimes) edgy the midrange and treble becomes. Even though I
didn’t want the additional warmth with the Series IV.Vi arm, I
liked what it did to the imaging enough to apply just a little. With
the Series V arm I applied perhaps a hair more damping, but
really just enough to get the spatial dimensionality I crave.

Final Word on Setup
A critical aspect of the design of any component must address
the fact that it will be shipped across the globe and not only
must it arrive intact, it must be ready to be set up properly and
perform within very narrow tolerances. SME addresses this
marvelously, especially considering how many precision (and
moving) parts are involved in the equation of a turntable and
tonearm.
Every objective of setup and tuning for the SME arms and table
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is clear, obvious and straightforward, and there’s no doubt
when you're there. And just as important, the SME gear doesn't
drift from its optimal performance setup over time. It's rock
solid and, unlike some tables that look more impressive the farther away from them you are, setting up the SME arms and
table makes their high quality fit & finish even more apparent.
The SME combos often make other table/arm rigs look and feel
like toys.

Performance
I started with the SME 20/2 and Series IV.Vi arm, and initially
used the Linn Akiva cartridge that I had been listening to on my
LP12 for months. Using the same cartridge allowed me to hear
very clearly what the arm and table were doing, and the differences were stunning.
Whatever I might have been expecting, I did not expect such
an immediate and noticeable improvement in the very basic
business of playing records. I know that sounds odd, because
what the hell else does a record player do? What I mean is that
the SME 20/2, with the same Akiva cartridge I’d had on my
Linn, played back records more quietly, and was particularly
more adept at quieting down noisier pressings. I’m not huge on
owning super-rare and expensive records, but a prized possession in my record collection is a very rare and valuable Nautilus

the bay area. For the most part, so long as a record hasn’t
been skipped across the street like a Frisbee, odds are the
SME will track it and play it with a minimum of noise.
Speaking of dark,
quiet backgrounds,
on pressings that
are inherently quiet
the 20/2’s backgrounds are as
black as night and
freer of noise of any
kind than any table
I’ve heard. This
extended the
soundstage depth
noticeably from
front to back, and
the precision of
image focus
increased as well. But I’m not talking in run-of-the-mill hi-fi
terms. Focus in this case means that the vocalists and musicians take on nearly physical solidity and density. Not just a
voice, but the mouth and head from which it emanates. There’s
image and then beyond that there’s the palpable presence of
the performers, and the 20/2 crosses the line for the utmost in
communication and expression from the artists to you.
Although the 20/2 suppresses the mechanical artifacts associated with vinyl playback to a greater degree than any other
table I’ve heard, it is not among the many, many tables I’ve
heard that also damp the dynamic life and energy out of the
music right along with the pops and clicks—the analog equivalent of tossing the baby out with the bathwater. The 20/2 has
more control and authority and yet the grip is never so tight
that it squeezes the life out of the music.

pressing of Neil Young’s Harvest that is flawless—except for a
good-sized and quite audible scratch right smack in the opening of “The Needle and the Damage Done.” The 20/2 tracked
this song without so much as a tick or a pop! The first time I
played it I couldn’t believe it. I ran over and dropped the needle
again only to be given the silent treatment once more.
Making the records I already own play back quieter is big, but
this aspect of the SME’s performance also lets me take a few
more risks when thumbing through the used record bins here in
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But these black backgrounds aren’t just a matter of suppressing the LP’s mechanical artifacts. More than any other LP
playback system I’ve heard, the SME table and arm(s) simply
don’t have a sonic signature that you can point to. The closest one could come is tapping the subchassis or base and
tying that lack of resonance to the black backgrounds. But
there weren’t any tonal characteristics or colorations of any
kind imposed on the music that made me feel at any time like
I was hearing the LP playback system’s interpretation of the
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LPs I played on it. This system—especially with the Series V
arm (more on this later)—simply and wonderfully sounds
more like the music and less like a record playing machine.
Even digital diehards are going to have a hard time throwing
FUD (fear, uncertainty and doubt) at this record player.
The preceding comments pertain to the SME 20/2 with the
Series IV.Vi arm, and with Linn’s Akiva cartridge. But with the
SME Series V arm and Lyra’s Titan cartridge ($4,500, read
review here) the 20/2 showed me even more.
The SME Series IV.Vi arm delivered terrific sound and I
wouldn’t fault anyone for going that route, especially since the
“performance package” (IV.Vi with 20/2) costs about two grand
less than a 20/2 and a Series V arm. But I liked the sound
more with the Series V arm. In fact I liked it enough to pony up
the extra scratch myself. So, there I said it: I bought the 20/2
and a Series V arm. Here’s why.
The Series V arm has faster, tighter bass and a more strikingly
resolved and open midrange—attributes that are unquestionably interrelated. I also found more sparkle in the treble and
more transparency overall, which made the Series IV.Vi sound
just a touch softer in comparison. Mark those last two words
because, indeed, it takes a direct comparison to a superior arm
to reveal these characteristics, which are subtle, but enough to
get me to open my wallet a little farther. Lyra’s Titan upstaged
Linn’s Akiva (also reputed to be built by Lyra) in some of the
same ways, particularly with midrange clarity and top-end
transparency. The Lyra might be a touch less full in the bass,
but is unquestionably higher in resolution.
With the Series V arm and Titan on board the 20/2, the silent
backgrounds and the elimination of the sound of the mechanical operation of the table took the combo to a dazzling level at
revealing and defining the sound of the recording space. And
while I could certainly cue in on minute details that previously
had not been as apparent, this is something more. There is a
complete and obvious sensation every time a record plays that
the recording space has changed, that the miking techniques
are different, that the players are interacting in different environments. These things are presented in a way that’s bigger
than the sum of the small details. The air in the listening room
feels different as you’re somehow taken into each new recording space on a large scale, which makes the small stuff that
much more convincing.

As for tonality, I might as well describe what’s on my records
since that’s all I hear from this table. But I will say this: I hear
more extension at the frequency extremes than I ever heard
from my Linn and, as is so often the case when that happens
with a component, I also felt like I heard more of what’s in
between. Brushed cymbals have the kind of texture and detail
that makes you see the strands of the brush, and a piano lights
up the room and then decays naturally, in perfect integration
with the fundamental notes. Seductive, lid-off, open detail and
shimmer with no sizzle or any other additive detractors.
The bass is no less impressive, with more outright extension
than any other table I’ve heard, for a rock-solid foundation to
the music. Detail, expression and speed were beyond
reproach, and overall the bass on this table sets the analog
standard among the tables I’ve heard. Consider that this is with
the suspension adjusted such that the subchassis is drawn up
a bit higher than SME recommends initially. At the “stock” position recommended by SME, I did find the bass a little on the
thick side, and a touch slower, but fortunately it’s an easy
adjustment to escape that if you choose. Or not. Different systems require different seasonings.
In the last several months the SME 20/2 has been in my room
along with some other formidable tables, including the Linn
LP12, the VPI Super Scoutmaster, and even Avid’s Acutus. The
Avid made for an interesting comparison as it resides (roughly)
in the same price category at $13K (without an arm), and is
also a new and innovative take on the suspended turntable. In
short, the Acutus uses a suspension hung from springs, as
opposed to sitting upon and compressing the springs. Unlike
the SME, the Acutus’ chassis and subchassis materials are not
critically damped, and the platter itself is very hard. Flicking
your finger anywhere on the SME results in a dull thud, while
flicking the Acutus platter in particular reveals a higher-pitched
sound with some zing to it. And that’s pretty much how I heard
the two tables.
It’s recommended by Avid’s US distributor, Music Direct, that
the Acutus be sold with an SME Series V tonearm. So for the
sake of comparison, I simply moved the SME V with the Lyra
Titan from the SME 20/2 to the Avid. The Avid has a lively, forward midrange, and it projects an enormous but solidly focused
soundstage into the room. But in comparison with the SME it
became apparent that the 20/2's midrange clearly reveals more
real information, especially with vocals. This is a difficult distinction. Many audiophiles are seduced into confusing
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midrange emphasis with increase in detail, especially in short
demonstrations.
The Avid never approached the SME’s bass foundation, making
everything sound leaner. Adjusting the VTA of the tonearm
added some weight and warmth, but at the expense of the
Acutus’ forward but lively midrange. It still didn’t match the
SME, and something was taken away from the Avid’s most
striking sonic attribute.
Fast, aggressive, dynamic piano recordings also revealed that
the Acutus could not keep up with the SME’s rock solid footing
during complex passages of music. Fine details became
blurred, the sound had even more zing and bite, and the image
focus became less distinct on the Avid during such passages.
One of the SME’s many striking attributes is its ability to keep
track of every nuance of even the most complex, dynamic passages with no loss of clarity whatsoever. Nothing rattles the
SME; everything is there and always in the right place. The
Avid isn’t a bad table, but it’s not my cup of tea, and I wonder
what it would sound like with a softer platter material.

Conclusion
The SME 20/2 turntable and Series V tonearm combination is
the best I’ve yet heard, period. If the 30/2, which costs three
times more, is even incrementally better it must be a staggering achievement. The 20/2 is too expensive to be called a bargain, but I don’t think it's overpriced considering that equal performance (or build-quality) is simply not available for less
money. In fact, my experience with turntables to date indicates
that to get even a little better performance would require wildly
disproportionate spending. And my money is where my mouth
is on this one since I threw down my own cash to have a 20/2
and a Series V arm in my reference system. I don't think my
high regard for the SME 20/2 turntable and Series V arm can
be made any clearer than that. APJ
US Distributor Information:
Sumiko
2431 Fifth Street
Berkeley CA 94710
(510) 843-4500
www.sumikoaudio.net
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VPI SUPER
SCOUTMASTER

By Shane Buettner
Back when I was a college student and a fledgling audiophile,
the first audio component I saw that filled me with lust by its
looks alone was a VPI TNT turntable. I was using my roommate's solid but old-fashioned AR table at the time, and the
TNT was wildly exotic in comparison. This VPI, I thought, could
stand alone in my living room as an industrial art masterpiece,
regardless of its abilities as a turntable.
Flash forward these many years, and man, have things
changed. Even VPI's current top-of-the-line HR-X is almost utilitarian in looks compared to many of today's "high-end" tables.
It could even be called relatively cheap compared to many flagship tables. In fact, as I write this, Stereophile's cover is graced
by an outlandish looking $90K turntable system from Australia.
The optional stand for this table is $25K!
While there might be a hedonistic thrill in reviewing a $100K
run at the state of the art that five or ten guys in the world can
afford, I'm far more excited to be writing about VPI's Super
Scoutmaster. The Super Scoutmaster is a table/arm combo that
is far more accessible at $5500, and offers exceptionally high
performance and value for the money. This combo proves
unequivocally that high-end analog playback doesn't require
robbing a bank or blowing your kid's college money.

What You Get For Your $5500
In short, a lot. Super Scoutmaster is, as you might guess, a
suped-up Scoutmaster. As an overview, the SSM is a threepiece, mass-isolated turntable with a separate motor/flywheel
assembly and power supply, and a unipivot tonearm. Some
SSM parts are culled from the HR-X, while others represent a
one-stop shopping package of add-ons available separately for
the Scoutmaster. Let's have a look.
Super Scoutmaster has an inert chassis that sandwiches two
dense layers of MDF around a layer of steel. It's compact, but
denser and heavier than it looks. The synchronous AC dual
motor and massive flywheel are the same as those used in the
top-of-the-line HR-X, and the motor/flywheel assembly is positioned 1/2” from the chassis. Together, the motor/flywheel and
chassis are a fat package, measuring nearly 22 inches wide.
Both components fit on the shelves in my rack, but you should
measure to be sure.
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turn the motors at the correct speed. For both of Super
Scoutmaster's playback speeds (33 and 45 rpm) the SDS
allows adjustment of voltage and frequency of the signal sent
to the motors using simple buttons on the front panel and a
supplied strobe record. Very fine adjustments are allowed; frequency is adjusted in tenths.

Turntable motors rotate the platter via sequential pulses created as the motor poles energize. A turntable designer has two
choices: fewer poles and fewer, stronger pulses, or more poles
creating weaker pulses more frequently. VPI chose the latter—
SSM's two motors operate 7.5 degrees out of phase with one
another, offering the effective smoothness of a 48-pole motor.
The motor/flywheel assembly is heavy: 14 pounds on the flywheel and 20+ on the dual motor. The flywheel spins at 280
rpm and VPI claims it provides the effective mass/inertia of a
60-pound platter for excellent speed stability without the additional bearing strain of such a heavy platter.
The dual motor is fed by VPI's Synchronous Drive System
(SDS), a separate box 16 inches wide, which acts as a combination power supply and power line conditioner. The SDS is
included with VPI's higher end models and is an available
option for the lower end of the VPI line.
The SDS filters the incoming AC and converts it to DC before
digitally generating a pure sine wave at the right frequency to

SSM uses an inverted bearing with a self-lubricating, machined
brass bushing and a low-noise thrust plate made of a 50/50
mix of Delrin and Teflon. Some believe inverted bearings
induce audible artifacts by placing the bearing close enough to
the playing surface that the stylus picks up the bearing noise.
Listening to SSM suggests this is a red herring, or that VPI has

it figured out. It isn’t a problem either way. The platter is acrylic
and has a depressed area around the record label. SSM
includes the HR-X center weight and periphery ring clamp to
cope with warped records. So, the label is clamped down into
the platter depression, and the heavy periphery clamp holds
down the record edge coupling the grooves to the platter very,
very tightly.
The clamping system looks like it works. I didn't have any problems with warped records. But I also admit I don't keep anything around that's more than mildly warped so I can't pretend I
gave the VPI clamp system a real stress test. I would add that
the periphery clamp is heavy, and a lot harder than your
records. As an admittedly clumsy ass who likes to have people
over for wine, food, and music, I was never entirely comfortable
moving this thing around my records and my stylus. I didn't kill
any of my records, but I also retained a healthy amount of fear
and respect for the clamp!
The supplied JMW-9 Signature Memorial tonearm is a 9" alu-
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minum/stainless steel unipivot arm with a two-piece arm tube.
The cup is on the underside of the arm, and rests on a sharp
shaft stabbing up from the arm base. It's fitted with a junction
box so no special tonearm cable is required; just connect the
"Lemo" connector from tonearm to junction box, and then run
standard interconnects from the junction box to your phono
stage/inputs (the review unit came with a single-ended junction
box, but an XLR version is also available). Its mass was fine
for my Lyra Titan cartridge, but I needed to add a headshell
weight for the lower mass Lyra Dorian cartridge.

within .02 of its target tracking force to sound its best and I can
hear very easily when it's not there. It’s time-consuming to dial
in tracking force this tight by moving the counterweight on the
JMW-9.
Adjusting azimuth is clunkier and somewhat frustrating. The
user manual suggests you place "something light and about 6
inches long" (like a fireplace match or coffee stirrer) on the
headshell and check it for level. Then loosen the counterweight

Setup
Setting up the table itself was so simple a reviewer could do it.
Well, almost. As I mentioned, the motor/flywheel assembly is
heavy. While moving the SSM from the top shelf to get at
another component below, I had neglected to move the
motor/flywheel first and had the unpleasant experience of
watching the shelf list sideways and dump the motor/flywheel
onto the floor behind and to the side of my rack with a very
heavy thud. This is the first time in my six-plus years of reviewing equipment that I’ve broken one of my charges—the AC inlet
was broken where it fell on the power cord. VPI graciously forgave my idiocy and sent another motor.
User error notwithstanding, setting up the table and motor is
too easy. Two small, round bands wrap around each motor and
the flywheel, while two larger bands lasso the platter to the flywheel. Leveling the table at the spiked feet is a cinch. Your
dealer will adjust the unipivot arm for you. However, if you
undertake this yourself it's time-consuming to do properly, but
not particularly difficult in scope.
Super Scoutmaster ships with an alignment jig that mounts on
the spindle at one end and the base of the tonearm on the
other. The jig has a dot with intersecting vertical and horizontal
lines. Allow just enough counterweight to drop the arm, then
center the stylus on the dot and align the cartridge with the grid
lines by sighting along the stylus. Lift the arm and slide the cartridge mounting screws in the headshell slots. Pretty simple—
the hardest part is tightening the headshell screws without
throwing the alignment off a hair.
Adjusting VTA on the JMW-9 is a snap; adjusting tracking
force, not so much. A gauge is required and I use a Winds
ALM-01, which is accurate to one hundredth of a gram. My reference Lyra Titan cartridge is equally sensitive—it needs to be
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and rotate until the match on the headshell is parallel. Adjusting
the counterweight for azimuth without affecting tracking force
was almost impossible for me, so a lot of back and forth
between these two adjustments ensued.
The JMW-9 Signature offers mechanical antiskate compensation, which is rather new to VPI. The arm isn't fitted with it from
the factory; it's merely included with the arm in case you want
to use it. VPI and some other turntable/tonearm manufacturers
believe that antiskate is a crapshoot at best because the force
pulling the arm in toward the record's center varies across the
record's playing surface. In other words, the right amount of
antiskate at the outside of the record is the wrong amount at
the inside of the record. At worst, poorly implemented antiskate
solutions can be prone to vibration and induce noise into the
playback system.
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I've used plenty of tonearms with antiskate, including the Linn I
used for several years and the SME I use now, and heard no
deleterious effects. I used the VPI Super Scoutmaster without
any antiskate during the entire review period and I loved its
sound. I'm Switzerland on this one!
Overall the fit & finish of the Super Scoutmaster is more substantial than I expected. The table and the motor/flywheel add
up to 90+ pounds, and everything in the package looks at least
as expensive as it is. I'd prefer that the arm be just a little more
straightforward to dial in precise tracking force, and azimuth,
and in particular I wish those two adjustments didn't affect one
another as much. Essentially, the SSM and its arm offer outstanding performance for the money, especially if your dealer
sets up the arm for you. If you do it yourself, the price/performance ratio is still in your favor to the extent that it's worth the
sweat equity in setup.

Sound
When I was younger I despised sparkling wine, all of which I
thought was "champagne" regardless of where it actually came
from. Served at weddings, it was usually Cook's or Korbel,
which is to fine sparkling wine what moonshine is to single
malt. Later, I discovered sparkling wines done correctly from
Champagne (France) and elsewhere, and when it's right it's as
glorious as any fine wine.
Similarly, I've heard unipivot tonearms, acrylic platters, and
mass-isolated tables that left me biased against such designs.
Unipivots can sound fast and detailed, but also lean and light
on bass. Acrylics have sounded quiet but also flat, dead, overdamped and boring. Mass-isolated tables have never had the
bass foundation or freedom from environmental issues that
suspended tables exhibit.
As with the bubbly, listening to and loving the VPI Super
Scoutmaster has been an attitude adjustment for me. This table
does a bunch of stuff I thought I didn't like, and yet, it rules!
The Super Scoutmaster is lightning fast, vivid, clean and very
open. Its sound is quiet, very lively and very dynamic. Another
word I keep gravitating to in order to describe the SSM is one
I'm not sure I can completely elucidate—and that's free. To me
this means that the SSM is free of the mechanical artifacts of
playing back vinyl records. It is that, but I think it's more. As

touchy-feely as this sounds, with the Super Scoutmaster the
music doesn't seem to play so much as it just happens, defining itself in space with focus and palpability.
Another word I want to use here is musical. But not in the traditional audiophile sense, which typically describes sound that is
soft and lacking in resolution but pleasant to listen to. The
Super Scoutmaster is not soft or lacking in resolution. VPI's
SSM makes music. This table has the rhythmic drive and rightness that gets your foot tapping, its tonal presentation is on target, and most importantly, the emotion of the music is communicated to the listener. We're talking goose bump city. That's
another way of saying this is a hell of a table.
In specifics, the tonality is mostly neutral with bass that's just a
touch light, which probably contributes to the sensation of
speed and clarity. The midrange is spot-lighted a touch, but in
an entirely engaging fashion. This is a minor subtractive coloration, not a deal breaker. You won't have to tweak your system's sound around the SSM. Pianos have enough foundation
that the low notes sound right, and big male vocals (think
Johnny Cash) don't sound emasculated.
With Super Scoutmaster the imaging is focused and present.
By comparison, SME's Model 20/2 surpasses this table's abilities in some areas. The SME's images are denser, rounder and
more convincing, and it projects deeper and farther to the sides
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of the soundstage. That SME's Model 20/2 table with Series V
arm is ultimately higher in resolution (at a combined cost of
$15,500) is a compliment to that combo, not a valid criticism of
the Super Scoutmaster. So, to discuss the few things VPI's
table doesn't do as well as its much more expensive competitors is to miss the point. The Super Scoutmaster is an excellent
table that I can listen to and compare with anything I've heard
(at any price) and still enjoy thoroughly in its own right, even if
some of the big guns do some things better.
These comments are based on the listening experiences I had
with Lyra's Titan i cartridge, which costs $4500. Will many people use this table with a $4500 cartridge? I doubt it. I’d note,
however, that SSM is more than good enough to pair with such
a cartridge, and also ask you to come up with any other
table/arm/cartridge combo at $10K that's markedly better. But
being a thorough kind of dude I also used the SSM with Lyra's
$750 Dorian.
Although my reference Titan i is the Lyra flagship, the baby-inthe-line Dorian bears a strong family resemblance. It's fast,
open and detailed, if tonally just a touch cooler than the Titan.
The Dorian doesn't deliver the dizzying resolution and natural
body of the Titan; nevertheless, the VPI's attributes come
through with clarity. Although the Super Scoutmaster is good
enough to be paired with a top-of-the-line cartridge, it doesn't
have to be in order to deliver engaging, high-resolution sound.

Cloud 11 is two pieces of gloss black acrylic—the top plate
floats on the bottom plate courtesy of five squishy balls (they
look like racquet balls but feel thicker) sitting between the two
pieces. Gingko effectively isolates the turntable from the room
like a suspension. And man, does it work.
I was so nuts over what I was hearing with SSM on Cloud 11
that I had to put the Titan i back on to finish the review.
Spending some extra time on this table wasn't a bother, which
is saying something given my workload. So, what did I hear?
Before Gingko, Super Scoutmaster gave up a noticeable degree
of image depth and dimension to the SME 20/2. On the Gingko

On Cloud 11
I’ve got to come clean here and give credit where credit is due.
Record producer extraordinaire and AudioQuest man Joe
Harley is the one who put the big bug in my ear to review
Super Scoutmaster in the first place. Joe uses this table with
the Lyra Titan. He advised me to nix the antiskate and also
enthusiastically recommended using the table with Gingko
Audio's Cloud 11 base.

Cloud 11, the SSM didn't quite catch the SME in that regard but
the gap closed to a surprising degree. The soundstage expanded front to back, and musicians and vocalists fleshed out considerably, taking on a more rounded, convincing character. The
Gingko clearly allowed the VPI to resolve more spatial information, which is something I value immensely in hi-fi.
While Super Scoutmaster's bass remained lighter in weight and
lacking in texture and detail compared to the SME 20/2, a
turntable that already sounded great got even better in this
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regard on the Gingko. The bass foundation deepened subtly
but noticeably, making the SSM sound a little more full-bodied
and warmer without sacrificing any of the engaging liveliness
and jump that make the table so enjoyable.

While the essential low mass, spring-suspended design of the
LP12 is the same as it ever was, many of the accoutrements of

All told, the Gingko is an incredible value for $600, offering an
upgrade in performance that's more commensurate with a component change than an accessory. In addition to the specific
improvements noted above, Cloud 11 added a degree of refinement to Super Scoutmaster. This is an essential accessory that
performed so well in this application that I may seek out some
other Gingko products for use with my own components.

Conclusion
Fun is a word I don't get to use often enough in equipment
reviews, but it applies here. In addition to being a real high-end
record playing machine, Super Scoutmaster is a fun table to
listen to, and I enjoyed every minute I spent with it. The SSM
not only earns my highest and heartiest recommendation, it's
the kind of product that would grab my vote for Product of the
Year in just about any year. Now, stop listening to me and go
listen to Super Scoutmaster! APJ
Manufacturer Information
VPI Industries Inc.
77 Cliffwood Avenue, #3B
Cliffwood NJ 07721-1087
(732) 583 6895
www.vpiindustries.com

LINN LP12
UPGRADES

the LP12—the main bearing, tonearm, tonearm cable, cartridge, etc.—can be upgraded to new parts developed by Linn
over the last several years. Being a guy who got back into vinyl
by purchasing (and playing the hell out of) a mid-80s vintage
LP12 five years ago puts me in an excellent position to evaluate Linn’s very latest outfitting for the LP12.
Over a period of months, I had the Cirkus bearing and Lingo
power supply installed on my table, followed by swapping out
my Ittok tonearm with the current Ekos, and then swapping an
Arkiv cartridge for an Akiva and T-Kable tonearm cable. The
Akiva cartridge is the most recent of these updates, having
been introduced within the last two years, along with the TKable silver tonearm cable. In addition to telling you about
what I heard from these updates, I’ll also tell you about what I
heard from an AudioQuest tonearm cable and Extreme
Phono’s “Speed” mat compared to the good old Linn felt mat
grunge trap.

The Mods

By Shane Buettner
It’s not all that often I get a chance to review a product that’s
been in production nearly as long as I’ve been alive. This year I
turned 35 and the Linn Sondek LP12, the first high-end
turntable, turned 33, having been in production since 1972. I’m
not here to do a “straight” review of the LP12 itself, which any
audiophile who’s been at the hobby for any amount of time has
already heard and formed an opinion of. This article intends to
find out if LP12 owners can teach their old table some new
tricks.

The Cirkus bearing is a dealer-installed upgrade consisting of a
main bearing and the requisite goop to keep it lubricated. It
retails for $645. I’m sure if I looked into the Cirkus’ lineage that
I’d find a bunch of information about sub-micron tolerances,
and the ludicrous-grade, military precision involved in the bearing’s manufacture, but I think it suffices for me to say that the
Cirkus made the most profound, immediately noticeable impact
of any of Linn’s updates for the LP12. Every aspect of the
table’s performance improved dramatically, but in particular the
bass became more powerful and rich without losing any of the
LP12’s legendary rhythmic drive. The musical background
blackened substantially, expanding dynamics naturally along
the way, without compromising any of the midrange liveliness
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that Linnies love so well about the Linn.
It’s fair to wonder if the original bearing on my table was compromised, but I can assure you it wasn’t. Analog guru Brian
Hartsell (of The Analog Room in San Jose, CA) did the initial
setup on my LP12 and installations of the subsequent
upgrades delineated in this article, and found nothing amiss in
the original bearing before the upgrade or after it had been
removed and further inspected. It appeared to be tiptop. The
Cirkus is simply that much better and any LP12 owner who
doesn’t have it should run to his Linn dealer right about now!
Linn’s $1,600 Lingo power supply upgrade makes the Linn go,
and does so with subtly superior sonic performance compared
to my Linn’s original, pre-Valhalla power supply. The Lingo
takes the motor’s power supply outside the table’s chassis and
uses a digitally controlled sine wave generator to drive the
LP12’s AC motor at a precise 33 or 45 rpm speed, the latter
selected by holding down the On/Off switch for an extra few
seconds.

The $2,995 Ekos tonearm was introduced in 1988 (the year I
graduated high school for those keeping score at home!).
Tracking force is applied dynamically, and precision ball bearings are used at the vertical and horizontal pivot points. Ekos
differs from the Ittok it replaced on my table primarily by its use
of adhesives to affix the arm tube to the (fixed) headshell and
main body instead of screws, providing increased rigidity.
Linn favors reliability over adjustability in general and in the Ekos.
The LP12 is not a tweaker’s table; it’s for someone who just
wants to play records without any fuss or muss. Ekos comes with
a pre-drilled board so no horizontal tracking adjustment or overhang adjustment is needed. Tracking force and antiskate are set
by springs, and VTA by a setscrew and raising or lowering the

The LP12’s speed was spot on and stable over time before and
after the Lingo. The Lingo also improves the LP12’s sound
noticeably but, in my opinion, subtly. Whether I heard $1,600
worth of sonic improvement is more debatable. However, if
you’ve got an older Linn power supply, that also means you’re
using a pulley adapter to do 45 rpm. Some of today’s most
decadently glorious vinyl is 45 rpm, and the convenience and
simplicity of the Lingo bump it up a couple of notches on the
roster of upgrades.

arm base. Once the screw is loose enough to allow the arm base
to move up or down it’s way too easy for the arm to drop all the
way down into the arm board, making fine VTA adjustments more
time-consuming and painstaking than they need to be. (SME’s
arms work the same way but supply enough tension that very fine
adjustments are applied with ease.)

The LP12 is now available with two optional bottom covers: the
standard bottom cover for $170 and the Trampolin bottom
cover for $245. The Trampolin adds four springy, suspended
feet, presumably to provide additional isolation from the room.
While it seems perilous to add a suspension to a suspension,
the Linn people obviously did their homework to ensure that the
compliances of the two suspensions are tuned such that they
don't decrease each other's effectiveness. I use decent quality
racks filled with shot and my floor is on a concrete slab, so I
didn't hear any improvement in the performance of my table
with the Trampolin, but neither did I hear any signs of degradation in any way. As much as I hate to punt on this one, someone with a wood floor above a basement would be in a better
position to comment on the Trampolin's impact than I.

For a work-around I propped a screwdriver (wrapped in cloth to
prevent scratches) underneath the arm tube where it meets the
pivot point and base before loosening the screw to prevent the
arm from dropping into the board. A royal pain, but once it’s set
you’re good to go. If you’re one of those who needs to adjust
VTA when you go from a standard profile LP to a 180-gram LP
(or, heaven help us, from a 180-gram to a 200-gram LP) this
ain’t the rig for you. As for me, I dial in the arm so it’s as close
to perfectly level as I can get it with 180-gram LPs, and live
with the sound I hear with the arm slightly low in the back with
200-gram LPs, and then getting slightly high in the back with
standard LPs. And I don’t obsess about it. Keeping records
clean and in good enough shape to play quietly is enough of a
ritual for me.
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The Ekos’ improvements and charms were more elusive to my
ears, and were not the head-turners that the Cirkus bearing
was and the Akiva cartridge turned out to be. With Ekos the
dynamics improved some, and the image focus became sharper but also fuller and more convincing. But the most consistent
characteristic of the tonearm was that somehow the LP playback system seemed to get out of the way of the music for a
less mechanical, more easily involving presentation—all of
which became even more noticeable and significant when the
$2,995 Akiva cartridge was mounted on it. My initial feeling
about going to the Akiva from the Arkiv was that Akiva is quieter with respect to surface noise, more full-bodied, and per-

haps not as extended and open on top—almost as though
some of the top end is damped along with the surface noise.
Switching between the two over a period of days revealed
more though.
Extended listening revealed that Arkiv isn’t more extended or
open on top, it’s simply lighter in bass weight, tipping its tonal
balance to a little emphasis on the top, which is livelier almost
to the point of being edgy in comparison. Indeed, bass seems
faster with the Arkiv because the lower foundation registers
simply aren’t there! Akiva is not only quieter, but it’s velvety
smooth and more resolved in the midrange with better resolution of low level details, and it maintained superior top-to-bottom coherency through complex passages.
The only minus I found with Akiva on the LP12 is that the bottom end, while truly more extended than Arkiv’s, did play a little
loose on the LP12 table. But putting Akiva on Musical Fidelity’s
M1, and later on an SME 20/2, revealed much better articulation, tautness, and definition in the low end—absolving Akiva
and pointing a finger at the LP12.
I compared the Akiva to Sumiko’s $1,500 Celebration and
Lyra’s $4,500 Titan, and those comparisons only enhanced my

already positive perceptions of it. Akiva sounded even more
clearly superior to the lush Sumiko cartridge than it did to the
Arkiv, and although the Titan was more open and transparent
the mighty Lyra didn’t embarrass the Akiva.
In today's high-end cartridge market the Akiva is a solid value
at $3K and is easily and highly recommended without condition. The Ekos is also a winner, if not quite the runaway that
Akiva is. Its performance is beyond fault really, but it’s close
enough in price to killer arms like the SME IV.Vi at $3,499 to
give me pause. If you can spend that extra money there are
competing tonearms worth investigating.
The $400 (1.1m) T-Kable tonearm cable was an improvement
by several orders of magnitude over the ancient red and
white connector job that had been on my LP12, but it didn’t
withstand a subsequent challenge from AudioQuest’s batterybiased $500 (1.2m) Leopard. The “veil” that the T-Kable lifted
from the table’s performance with the stock (circa 1985!)
LP12 cable was too thick even to call a veil. More like a
thick, woolly blanket! With the T-Kable the LP12 was way
more alive, transparent, open—way more everything, top to
bottom. No downsides whatsoever. Except in comparison to
the Leopard.
When AudioQuest came out with their line of DBS cables, I
immediately started hounding them for a tonearm cable.
Battery-biasing the cable dielectric is a good idea everywhere,
but especially in an LP playback system. LPs aren’t background music and it takes time for the dielectric to charge, or to
“warm up,” which is difficult to achieve playing records one side
at a time. With Leopard the cable dielectric is always at a
charged state and ready to go. The concern with using a tonearm cable instead of a Kable from Linn is defeating the Linn’s
suspension. The Leopard seems scarcely heavier than the TKable, and I made sure it never hung in such a way that the
battery pack pulled down on the clips that attached it to the
LP12’s suspension and I heard great sound.
Leopard took the T-Kable’s midrange clarity and resolution and
raised it to another plane still, all the while sounding just as
smooth, extended and grain-free. T-Kable is a fine cable but
Leopard costs only a hundred more bucks and easily sounds
that much better, if not more.
And speaking of non-Linnie tweaks for the table, it’s time to talk
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about the Extreme Phono turntable mats. Available direct on the
web, Extreme Phono (www.extremephono.com) sells two mats
that I’ve used to great sonic effect with the LP12. Starting with the
first, what else are you going to call an alternative to Linn’s felt
mat? The None-Felt is made of a familiar, industrial-grade rubbery mesh that is best used in its “donut” shape, which as the
name suggests has a hole in the middle that’s slightly larger than
a record label. The label area of a record is thicker than the rest
of the record and this shape allows tight coupling of the mat to
the grooves and doesn’t touch the spindle, avoiding any physical
interaction with it and the main bearing.
It’s been reported that some samples of the original None-Felt
had a nasty interaction with some record cleaning fluids and
left a sound-degrading imprint on LPs. I never had this problem
with the None-Felt, and I do use a vacuum record cleaner with
typical alcohol-based fluids. Nevertheless, the donut version of
the None-Felt mk-2 now ships with a light, meshed fabric “skin”
that prevents the None-Felt from making direct contact with the
vinyl for $42 plus shipping. The None-Felt is thick enough to
require a VTA adjustment, so make sure you do that or you’re
not hearing the mat alone.
With the Arkiv cartridge I had a strong preference for the NoneFelt in my system. I place high value on convincing imaging
and dimensionality, and the None-Felt was superior to the felt
mat in those regards. It also calmed down some of the edginess in the Arkiv’s treble at the expense of slightly decreased
air and detail on the best recordings. When I switched to the
Akiva, which has fuller bass and more natural body of its own,
my preference was for the old felt mat. Then I added some
Speed to the equation.
The Speed is a very thin layer of carbon fiber that rides on top
of the None-Felt. In the preferred donut shape it’s a $99
upgrade if you already have a None-Felt, or $119 for the NoneFelt/carbon fiber combo. This little layer of carbon fiber had a
surprisingly massive and obvious impact on the sound—right
up there for me with the Cirkus bearing and Akiva. The backgrounds got blacker still, increasing both dynamic contrast and
low-level detail retrieval impressively. Bass got deeper and
tighter and the soundstage expanded dramatically front to
back, and image focus became sharper but also more rounded
and full in dimension. I like the word “dramatically” here
because drama is so descriptive of what these changes
brought to the LP12—more of the incisive impact of the instru-
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ments, which in turn gave a more staggering presentation of
the emotions that drive music.
Now, let me reiterate that I am very attuned to spatial refinement in an audio system. While not slow, the Speed mat
sounded a touch thicker in the bass, which subdued the LP12’s
midrange liveliness and diminished its classic rhythmic life just

a tad. For me it was a more-than-fair trade; however, it may not
be for Linnies who think the LP12 was perfect 25 years ago.
The LP12 definitely has a quieter, more “modern” sound with
the Speed, but also a little less of the sound that’s been its
trademark for decades. Some will prefer the Speed's sound,
and others will surely scorn it.
So, what does all this get you? A new, completely decked out
LP12 costs quite a pretty penny—over $10K with an Ekos arm
and Akiva cartridge. That's enough to give me pause and advise
enthusiasts looking at new tables to look around at the options
available from SME, Nottingham and VPI, among others. The
Linn is great, but hardly the only game in town anymore.
But I also think that a used LP12 is a swell deal. They're
always available and often at very reasonable prices. You can
then perform these upgrades over time as budget allows,
enjoying great LP sound all the while. And while LP12 isn’t the
analog tweaker’s dream girl, once set up it just plays records.
No bullshit, just keep pulling out your favorite music. And when
all these updates are implemented the LP12’s ultimate performance reaches a level that can only be exceeded by the very
best and most expensive tables at the SME 20/2 level and
above, in my opinion. And even then it's not night and day by
any stretch.
Specifically, I think the Cirkus bearing, Akiva cartridge and
Extreme Phono Speed mat are rock-solid values that bring big
performance returns for anyone who has an LP12. I think the
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Lingo and Ekos are also solid performers, and the Lingo offers
convenience and reliability benefits as well. My only hedging is
that the prices for these updates add up to major dollars. VPI,
Nottingham and other notable companies offer entire table/arm
combos for less money than it’s going to cost you in total to
update your LP12. The LP12 is still a must-hear for anyone
shopping for a turntable, and it can indeed be brought into the
21st century, and it still makes beautiful music. But all of its
wares are now at such a considerable cost that I’d advise
enthusiasts who can throw money down in a bigger chunk at
one time to look around before jumping in with both feet. APJ
Manufacturer Information
Linn Products Inc.
8787 Perimeter Park Blvd.
Jacksonville FL 32216
(904) 645 5242
www.linn.co.uk

first became friends with Jonathan Carr and subsequently
made the acquaintance of Yoshinori Mishima while he was
working for renowned cartridge manufacturer Supex. Eventually
Mishima and Carr moved over to Scan-Tech, which established
itself with cartridges sold under its own name, and OEM
designs for other brands.
Scan-Tech's inaugural product, the Tsurugi, was released in
1986. This cartridge had a removable body so it could be played
"nude," and its sister design, the Spectral MCR, garnered international fame among audiophiles and drew rave reviews from
audio critics. Lyra still maintains a parts inventory and can
rebuild these cartridges to like-new condition. In addition to
Spectral, Scan-Tech was responsible for designing and manufacturing OEM cartridges for AudioQuest, Linn, and others.
As Scan-Tech's reputation as an OEM manufacturer grew, the
Lyra brand was established in 1991 as a vehicle for Carr's second-generation designs. The Clavis was the first Lyra-branded
cartridge, followed by the Lydian and Parnassus. Lyra's third
generation witnessed the Clavis D.C., and the Parnassus
D.C.t., with that last letter signifying that Lyra had made its first
solid-titanium bodied cartridge.

LYRA DORIAN
& TITAN i PHONO
CARTRIDGES

By Shane Buettner
At practically all price points, Lyra phono cartridges are on
everyone's short list. Formerly known as Scan-Tech, Lyra is a
Japan-based company that has designed and manufactured
many groundbreaking phono cartridges for many companies in
addition to those sold under the Lyra name. Lyra cartridges are
designed by Jonathan Carr, and from the Argo on up, each cartridge in the line is assembled and tuned by Yoshinori Mishima.
Each Lyra cartridge is a handcrafted specialty item.
Over the last several months I've listened to the bookends of
Lyra's line, the $750 Dorian, and the flagship $4500 Titan i,
which is my current reference. I listened to and bought the flagship, and then borrowed a Dorian to use during my review of
the VPI Super Scoutmaster. And that's the order in which I've
written about them, following a brief history of Lyra.

First Scan-Tech, Then Lyra
Before becoming Lyra, Scan-Tech was formed in Japan in 1983
by Stig Bjorge, a Norwegian-born audiophile, audio distributor
and audio writer who had moved to Japan years earlier. Stig

In the late 90s the well-received Helikon kicked off Lyra's fourth
generation of cartridges, followed by the Argo, Titan, and
Dorian. In 2002 the Scan-Tech name disappeared, although
Lyra still OEMs cartridges for several well-known manufacturers. You'll read here about the "i" series revisions to the current
Lyra line implemented in 2005. Lyra's fifth generation Skala
cartridge will debut in spring 2006. It will feature a multi-material structure that reduces the amount of conductive metal dramatically to reduce eddy currents, and will also allow Skala to
be made of very dense and strong materials while keeping the
total cartridge weight manageable.

Titan i
The Lyra flagship has been in the line for years, but was officially updated to the Titan i in August of 2005. The "i" stands
for "improved," and the improvements are focused around a
new suspension, accompanied by revised damping and voicing
of the cartridge. Although Lyra keeps this information a bit
guarded, it appears that in seeking ways to get the cartridges
to track better on some torture test material greater and
smoother movement of the cantilever was achieved, which not
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only improved tracking, but also improved the ability to tune
(and thus "improve") the cartridge's sound substantially.
I say the Titan was "officially updated" in August, because Lyra
informed me that every Titan sold in 2005 is in fact an
"improved" version, but August was the month the company
started silk-screening the "i" on the cartridge body. The price
remained $4500, and each "i" version comes in a new package
that includes a free bottle of Lyra SPT (Stylus Performance
Treatment) stylus cleaner. Owners of original Titan cartridges
can upgrade to the "i" version at the regular rebuild/exchange
cost of $2900.
As far as the basics are concerned, the Titan i is a low output
(though not too low at 0.5mV), medium compliance moving coil
cartridge with a mass of 10.5 grams without its stylus guard.
The body is a "nude" design machined from a single piece of
Titanium, which Lyra claims to offer superior rigidity and low
resonance as the result of titanium's natural properties and
Lyra's shaping during construction. The cantilever is a solid
boron core with an outer cladding of diamond, and the stylus
itself has a Lyra-designed line-contact profile.
The cantilever mounts directly into the Titan's titanium body,
which minimizes the number of mechanical joints and, according to Lyra, reduces distortion by maximizing energy transfer
away from the stylus and generator area. The Titan's magnetic
field is generated by two symmetrical neodymium discs with no
conventional pole pieces—a design attribute Lyra calls proprietary in its literature. Lyra believes this solution allows the coils
and cantilever more freedom of movement, and thus superior
tracking and lower distortion.
Lyra designs its nude cartridge bodies with rails on either side
that allow a large stylus guard to slip on and protect the stylus
and cantilever. Although nude body designs are notorious for
leaving the stylus and cantilever dangerously exposed, the Lyra
design minimizes the risks, and the stylus guard slips on and
off easily enough that it's not a nerve-wracking experience
each time you use your turntable.

Dorian is significantly lower than the Titan at 6.5 grams. When
using the Dorian with the VPI JMW-9 tonearm on the Super

Scoutmaster I had to use a headshell weight to get enough
mass on the arm to balance it properly. The cantilever mounts
directly to the cartridge body, and the Dorian also uses Lyra's
proprietary pole piece-less neodymium magnet structure. While
the solid boron cantilever is a Lyra design, it and the stylus are
sourced from Namiki.
Initial assembly of the Dorian is by the hand of Akiko Ishiyama,
who then turns to Mishima for final adjustment and tuning. As
you'd expect at this price point, the Dorian does not go through
as rigorous a tuning and voicing period as the costlier cartridges in the line, but also doesn't leave Mishima's care until it
qualifies to be called a Lyra.
Lyra sweetens the pot considerably with its generous exchange
prices. As a Dorian owner you can get substantial discounts by
staying with Lyra and upgrading within the line. For example, if
you trade up to a Helikon at $1995 retail, your price would be
$1350—a credit of $645 for a $750 cartridge!

Dorian

Titan i Performance

The Dorian shares many design elements with the costlier Lyra
cartridges. It too is at the high end of low output for a moving
coil at 0.6mV. It sports a nude one-piece body design that's
machined from single piece of aluminum, and the mass of the

I used the Titan i on an SME 20/2 turntable with the Series
IV.Vi and Series V arms, and on VPI's Super Scoutmaster
with a JMW-9 Signature arm. I also heard the Titan i with the
SME V together on an Avid Acutus, and a Sota Cosmos. The
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While I can't speak to the previous iterations, I can unequivocally say the Titan i has all of these attributes in spades.

results were consistently awe-inspiring.
This cartridge's balance of performance is so intricate and so
righteous that describing the Titan i requires a lot of "but without"—as in, I find it to be as detailed as a cartridge can be, but
without any trace of coldness or leanness that would tilt it
toward being analytical. It has as much natural warmth and
body as I've heard from a cartridge, but without being veiled or
gauzy in the midrange. It's as open and extended in the mids
and highs as a cartridge can be, but without any edge or grit
that would make bad recordings completely unpalatable. I find
the bass to be as extended and full as I've heard, but without
being thick or slow. It's as quiet a cartridge as I've heard, but
without being so much so that the music itself sounds overdamped.

Moving from the Akiva to the Titan i, I heard an appreciable
increase in transparency and detail. Akiva's bass is definitely
fuller, but in comparison this comes at the expense of some
speed and lower midrange detail that the Titan i fully resolves.
The best audio components I've heard leave the listener with
the impression that something has been taken away from the
system rather than added to it. The sound of the music itself
begins to describe the system's sonic signature more than the

Essentially, the Titan i goes as far as possible in any particular
sonic direction, but never too far. It's remarkably high in resolution, but in a very pure, natural and relaxed way. I think this
quality comes from the Titan i being freer of the distortions
caused by the physical mechanics of what cartridges do, and I
think that's what lets you relax so you can hear farther into the
music. And it accomplishes this without any of the euphonic
qualities I've heard from cartridges that emphasize such traits
over neutrality and resolution. The Titan i is superbly balanced.
Let me describe where I came from with cartridges just prior to
these from Lyra. I had a Linn LP12 for years, and like a good
Linnie I'd been using the Arkiv B and then the Akiva for the last
couple of years. The Arkiv was made by Scan-Tech for Linn,
and it’s rumored (but not confirmed) that the Akiva is also
designed and made by Lyra. The Arkiv was an excellent cartridge, very lively, fast and detailed. The Akiva at first seemed
warmer to the point of being a little fat and less detailed, but
further listening revealed that in spite of its fuller body and
warmth the Akiva was actually more resolved in the midrange
and treble. The Arkiv did not have Akiva's resolution of lowlevel detail, but initially it seemed to be even more detailed
than Akiva because of its livelier and somewhat forward
midrange and treble.
This was my first exposure to the Titan. It's reputed that a similar evolution has occurred within Lyra's family of cartridges: the
recent Lyra generations, and particularly the "i" versions, have
retained (if not exceeded) all the detail and resolution they were
known for in the past, but with added body, warmth and texture.

components do. There is less a sense of electronic and
mechanical components and more music simply happening. In
this respect the Titan i gets out of the way more than the Akiva,
which has a warm and almost boxy sound in comparison to
Lyra's nude design.
As a listener I get off on dimensional imaging that I can practically see as well as hear, and my system is assembled and set
up with that aspect of performance paramount. The Titan i's
freedom from the mechanical nature of record playback lets the
cartridge (and the turntable, if it's up to the task) disappear,
leaving just the players on the stage, in deep, coherent focus
from front to back and side to side. The Titan i's spectacularly
open and transparent sound captures and recreates the recording space (and the players in it) better and more convincingly
than any cartridge I've heard.
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I also want to mention that the Titan i is superb at what could
be called its core function, which is tracking records. I wrote in
my review of the SME 20/2 turntable how outstanding that table
is with slightly warped and scratched records that had not
played back nearly so quietly on my Linn LP12. The SME 20/2
couldn't have done its thing if the Titan i had not held up its end
of the deal. I didn't throw any test records at it, but I've been
listening to the Titan i for almost a year now. I can unequivocally state that this cartridge is more sure-footed with less tendency to mistrack or produce noise than any I've yet experienced.
The Titan i is very sensitive to setup, and tracking force in particular. In my system it sounds best at 1.70 grams, and you can
hear when it's not right in there. At 1.70 grams it sounds tonally
even and very light, airy and delicate on top, with imaging that
is full and completely three-dimensional. When tracking at 1.68
grams it sounds leaner, vocal sibilants are more prominent, and
images are noticeably thinner, less rounded and less fleshed
out. It sounds pinched. At 1.72 it sounds a little fat, and the
images cloud over and congeal into one another instead of
remaining as distinctly there in space. Crazy perhaps, but true!

Dorian Performance
I listened to the Dorian on VPI's Super Scoutmaster after falling
in love with the VPI sound with the Titan i. That's a tough act to
follow, and yet the Dorian kept bringing a sneaky smile to my
face as I marveled at its performance for the price.
The Dorian is not a Titan i, and in a direct comparison it's not
hard to hear that at all. But the Dorian is definitely cut from the
same sonic cloth, with an obvious family resemblance. And
this, I think, is important. When there is a discernible house
sound to a product line what that tells me is that the designer
has a firm grip on what good sound is and should be, and is
capable of consistently hitting the target. The higher you go in
the line the more of everything you get. But the basic sonic signature is always there. Thiel and Vandersteen speakers are
this way. Electronics by Ayre and Aesthetix are this way, and so
are AudioQuest's cables. And so are Lyra's cartridges.
The Dorian emphasizes the speed and detail of the Titan i, but
not the bass weight and natural warmth. It's cooler, with less
fine textural detail and body. The Dorian isn't genuinely white or
grainy, but it's not warm and fuzzy either. When records are on
the edge of brightness the Dorian makes it apparent in a more
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forceful way than the Titan i. If the Titan i goes about its business in a relaxed and easy way, the Dorian is a bit pushy. It
just can't wait to show off! The Dorian has dynamic swing and
jump that's always involving. And to humanize it further, it's
bounding with energy.
The Dorian's shortcomings are hard to think about when you're
listening to it because of the striking number of things it does
well. It's not as refined as Lyra's more expensive cartridges, but
even the mighty Titan i doesn’t totally embarrass it. I can imagine the life and energy of this cartridge making the mid-level
systems it's designed for really stand up and sing.

Conclusions
Lyra's Titan i is one of the cherished few products I've heard
with no discernible weaknesses, no sins of addition or omission.
I've never heard more information coming out of the grooves,
and yet there isn't a single thing I'd want more or less of from a
cartridge. In two words, the Titan i is reference quality.
The Dorian is no less remarkable given how much performance
it packs into $750. While it's got more of a sound of its own
than the Lyra flagship, this isn't all bad because that sound is
very lively and detailed and even refined compared to other
designs I've heard in its price range. While my purchase of the
Titan i makes as strong a recommendation as I can muster, I
recommend the Dorian with no less enthusiasm. It's an outstanding cartridge and every bit worthy of the Lyra name. APJ
Dorian Specifications (Provided by Manufacturer)
Type: Moving Coil, low-impedance, low-output, medium compliance
Frequency range: 10Hz – 50kHz
Channel separation: 30dB or better at 1kHz
Internal impedance: 9.5 ohms
Output voltage: 0.6mV (5.0cm/sec., zero to peak, 45 degrees)
Cartridge weight (without stylus cover): 6.4 grams
Compliance: Approx. 12 x 10-6 cm/dyne at 100Hz
Recommended tracking force: 1.8 - 2.0 grams
Recommended load direct into non-inverting RIAA equalizer
amplifier or head-amplifier: 100 ohms – 47k ohms (determine
best impedance value by listening)
Titan i Specifications (Provided by Manufacturer)
Type: Moving Coil, low-impedance, low-output, medium compliance
Frequency range: 10Hz – 50kHz
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Channel separation: 35dB or better at 1kHz
Internal impedance: 5.5 ohms
Output voltage: 0.5mV (5.0cm/sec., zero to peak, 45 degrees)
Cartridge weight (without stylus cover): 10.5 grams
Compliance: Approx. 12 x 10-6 cm/dyne at 100H
Recommended tracking force: 1.65 - 1.75 grams
Recommended load direct into non-inverting RIAA equalizer
amplifier or head-amplifier: 100 ohms – 47k ohms (determine
best impedance value by listening)
US Distributor:
Immedia
1101 8th St.
Suite 210
Berkeley, CA 94710
510 559 2050
www.immediasound.com

It will be difficult, but not impossible, to find a dealer who will
perform these demonstrations today. Mounting identical tonearms and cartridges on several turntables, for example, will be
even more costly today. The sale, however, will be commensurately bigger. I wouldn’t buy a $20K turntable system without
direct comparisons that demonstrate that I’m making the right
decision and neither should you. You don’t need the finest components downstream in order to choose the best source components—any reasonably accurate audio system will clearly
delineate these differences.

How We Produced This Journal

HARDESTY ON
TURNTABLES, TONEARMS
& CARTRIDGES

By Richard Hardesty
There is a natural order—or hierarchy—to the source components used for vinyl reproduction. (See The Natural Order of
Things in Journal #3.) The turntable comes first, then the tonearm and then the cartridge. The phono stage follows the
turntable system in the signal path and in the hierarchy. While
this may not seem intuitive at first, these facts can be demonstrated in direct A/B comparisons.
In my retail years I performed hundreds of comparisons for individuals and groups. We compared large numbers of turntables,
tonearms and cartridges. While this was expensive even then,
our business claimed to help listeners choose the most satisfactory audio systems and this was the best way to perform our
function. Certain facts emerged from these comparisons: a better
turntable will always outperform one of lesser quality regardless
of the tonearm and cartridge used; a better tonearm will always
outperform one of lesser quality regardless of the cartridge used.
We found no way to bypass this order though we tried a wide
variety of better arms and cartridges on lower quality turntables
for customers who were trying to save money. Direct comparisons always proved they could get more performance for their
money by tilting their investments “upstream.”

Shane wrote most of the reviews after listening to the products
for extended periods, which often lasted
months. I flew to
Shane’s house
for a listening
session that
allowed us both
to hear and compare most of the
components
reviewed in this
Journal, on the
same system at the
same time, over a
period of a couple
days. The turntable
setup that performed
best cost more than my first house in California but so does the
car I drove to the airport!
We listened to the finest available components in an audio system with extremely high resolution and very wide bandwidth.
The sound was remarkable and virtually beyond reproach even
playing familiar records I had used for demonstration twenty or
more years ago. In fact I was worried that I’d be disappointed
when returning home to my “old fashioned” Linn LP12/Ekos/
Arkiv/Linto sourced system. Surprise—I wasn’t. Records are
better today and record players are, too, but a component that
is inherently right will never become somehow wrong. The performance of older components may be exceeded but that
doesn’t negate intrinsic merit.
My turntable didn’t deliver sound with the complete refinement
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of Shane’s SME/Lyra combo but my system seemed just a tad
more dynamic and lively to me. (My system is tweaked to my
tastes and my room wasn’t “tuned” by ARS.) Is the Linn slightly
underdamped or is the SME (or Shane’s room) slightly overdamped? I can speculate but will never be completely sure.
Whatever the cause, these shadings are subtle and can be
modified with tweaks and/or adjustments. My Linn is slightly
modified with a ModSquad cable box using Van den Hul silver
wire and AudioQuest battery-biased Sky interconnect cables.
My turntable has a None-Felt/Speed donut-shaped Carbon
Graphite record mat. The SME has a myriad of adjustments
that can subtly alter the fine characteristics of the sound delivered by this turntable system.
Yes, I think the SME sounds a little better. If I hit the Lotto I’ll
probably buy one. In the meantime I’ll continue to enjoy listening to my records on my “antique” Linn Sondek.

Our Reviews
Together or separately we
listened to the Avid, Sota
and SME turntables using
the same SME V tonearm
and Lyra Titon i cartridge.
Shane mounted the same
cartridge on the VPI SSM
Avid
turntable system while I
was there but also tried that table/arm with a less expensive
Lyra Dorian cartridge. Shane’s audio system previously included a Linn LP12/Ekos/Akiva source and I own a Linn LP12/
Ekos/Arkiv turntable system. Both Shane and I have listened to
many turntable systems that we didn’t write full reviews about
for one reason or another. We feel that Journal #14 provides a
pretty thorough investigation of what’s available and I’m going
to go a step farther and make specific recommendations.

My Recommendations
If I were to buy a turntable system today I’d buy an SME 20, a
Linn LP12 or a VPI SSM. I’d choose an SME V tonearm for the
SME turntable, a Linn Ekos tonearm for the Linn turntable and
use the VPI tonearm on the VPI turntable because it seems to
be a synergistic match.
I’d put a Lyra Titan i cartridge on the SME rig and use a Linn
Akiva on the Linn. I’d probably stick with a Dorian cartridge on
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the VPI. If I were budgeting I’d look for a used Linn or start with
a regular VPI Scoutmaster and upgrade as finances allowed.
I’ve heard many other good components, including the Tri-planar® tonearm and the Dynavector DRT XV-1s cartridge, so the
products I’ve recommended aren’t the only ones to consider.
For those just starting out there are complete systems available
from Sumiko and Music Hall that cost less than $1K. These can
rejuvenate your interest in music. Trust me.

Don’t Buy it for Looks, Buy if for Life
The SME and Linn turntables are lifetime purchases and the
VPI seems to be well made, too. If the manufacturer you
choose stays in business and continues to make turntables,
any part that does wear out can be replaced. I’ve been using
my Linn turntable daily since 1977, which is… a long time! It
has undergone a number of upgrades, leaving the solid
Brazilian Rosewood plinth (unavailable in this country for many
years), the outer platter and the stainless top plate as the only
major pieces remaining from the original product. Nothing has
ever worn out but all parts have been replaced in various
upgrades. I think the motor may be original but I can’t remember for sure.
A vinyl playback system may seem expensive at first but you’ll
probably never have to replace it. You can’t say that about
many other things these days. APJ

THE VINYL
REVOLUTION

By Shane Buettner
Day in and day out we talk to people who ask what they need
to buy or add to their hi-fi to achieve complete musical satisfaction. What about these new speakers? Have you heard that
new disc player? What about a DAC that goes straight into the
power amps?
We get 'em all, and the simplest and truest answer is one that
some people just don't want to hear: If you're an audiophile and
a music lover you need to have a turntable and play vinyl
records, period. The end. Well, not really the end—just the
beginning in fact. Here's my case for it.
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My Own Analog Trip
My mom was quite young when I was born in 1970, and so I
grew up with the great music of the 1960s and 70s as a soundtrack to my youth. I became interested in audio after high
school, and a college roommate and I shared a system for a
time. I had been between turntables when I moved in with him
and another friend, and when I finished with college in the early
90s the turntable didn't come with me.
I have also had a lifelong passion for film, and I ended up buying a laserdisc player and getting more involved with home theater as the years passed. With the compact disc as my source,
music became more and more of a background activity, something I did while driving and doing other things around the
house. I think this mirrors a movement by society as a whole
that was enabled in large part by the compact disc's shortcomings. As the compact disc took over as society's music medium, music has quite simply receded into background noise, so
that really listening to it is not the primary activity that it once
was for many people.
Let's look at what has transpired during the CD's rise to prominence in the last 20 years. First, multichannel home theater,
based on low fidelity compressed digital sound, has supplanted

has anyone
stopped
to consider
how lowfi
became
acceptable to
so many
people? I
personally believe
that having the compact disc as a reference standard is what
has allowed the masses to accept—and even expect—lower
quality digital sound. If more people were listening to vinyl
records at home I doubt they'd accept low-res MP3. It's no
wonder musical listening isn't a primary activity for most people
anymore—if you listened to MP3 on a decent stereo you'd run
from the room screaming!
I don't say this to beat on the MP3 crowd. My point is that the
frames of reference for most people to compare MP3 are lossy
Dolby Digital and DTS codecs in theaters and on DVD, and the
compact disc for stereo music. They aren't being informed that
there is something better out there. Read any mainstream
newspaper or magazine article and you'll see the term "CD
quality" applied to anything digital. While I think that's mostly
wrong, it's kinda right too. "CD quality" has bastardized society's reference standard.

high-end stereo audio in stores and homes, and has replaced
high fidelity audio reproduction with a sad set of standards and
lowered performance expectations designed primarily around
imitating the glorified PA systems you hear in movie theaters.

In my case, I was brought back to the land of the living by two
things. The first thing was that I bought a high-end laserdisc
player and freaked out when I listened to a couple of my
favorite CDs on it. This digital sound was so much better than
I'd heard that I started listening to music as a primary activity
again, and began weaving my way back from home theater to
high-end audio. And the second thing was that after a few
years of chasing better digital, I heard vinyl again and everything snapped into place.

As the new millennium has dawned, even lower quality sound
in the form of MP3 has now become society's norm for music
reproduction. While any audiophile with a set of ears on his
head will tell you that 128kbps MP3 audio isn't high-end sound,

I bought a used Linn LP12 and started playing records again
several years ago. I got more musical satisfaction out of that
$800 table than I'd gotten out of all the CD players I'd owned
combined. My reliance on analog as a reference standard has
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elevated my expectations of what hi-fi can and should be, and
has even helped me to find digital playback gear that's more
musically satisfying. Analog has increased my enjoyment of
music and the hi-fi hobby immeasurably, and I think it could do
the same for you.

Why You Need Vinyl—Exposing the Myths
Too many audiophiles I know don't want to take my advice and
buy a record player. Instead, they want to keep trying magic
bullets in the form of power line conditioners, exotic wires and

again, I mean it.
Used tables are also a great way to start. When I got back into
vinyl several years ago after nearly a decade of digital, I started with a used Linn Sondek LP12. I got the entire table with
arm and cartridge for $800. I upgraded it as my budget allowed
over a period of a few years before moving on, but what a
great investment that was. I recommend something like the
Linn, or some of the other suspended designs, only to people
who have a local turntable setup expert or already have that
knowledge. If you don't have either, buy something new that's
less reliant on expert setup, like the Music Hall, Pro-Ject or
Rega tables.
Obviously much more money can be spent on a turntable and
the accompanying accessories and electronics. But really
excellent CD playback isn't cheap either. In my opinion, it starts
at around $3K these days, and goes up dramatically from
there. In strict hi-fi terms these digital rigs unquestionably
excel, but even at the lowest levels these turntables have an
indescribable “something” that not a single digital rig will give
you.

power cords, moon pucks or other forms of mysticism. Or they
just keep switching gear. New preamp, new speakers, new disc
players. Whole systems come and go and these guys still can't
sit in front of their systems for hours and absorb the music
without getting antsy and thinking about how it could be better.
Analog? “The gear is too expensive,” they say. “I don't want to
hear any pops or clicks.” Or most often, "I don't want to replace
my entire CD collection." Well, all of these reasons are bogus
and here's why.
There are brand spanking new turntable and phono stage solutions available right now from Music Hall, Pro-Ject and others
that start at about $420 total. That's right. Probably less than
you spent on your last power cord. Each of these companies
has turntables starting at $300 and phono stages starting at
$120. And here's the kicker—these solutions offer better sound
at this price than any CD playback rig at any price. Read it
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While the powers that be are arguing right now about how to
deliver high definition television into your living room, the fact is
that we've had high definition audio for over 50 years. Analog
playback systems have continued to evolve right up to today.
You'd expect that the better the equipment gets the more flaws
we'd find in our oldest stereo recordings, but it's not entirely so.
Although that is certainly the case with some records (especially rock and pop from the 1960s up to now), many recordings—
such as Belafonte At Carnegie Hall, as well as many jazz titles
from the 1950s—show just the opposite. I'm still not sure we're
pulling out everything that's down in the grooves on these wonderful lifelike recordings!
Digital audio is touted by many to be unequivocally superior
technically to analog (i.e., that it measures better), but this is at
least a little misleading. Other than signal-to-noise ratio, and in
some cases channel separation, analog has some significant
points in its favor. Analog recordings have high frequency
extension way beyond CD's 20kHz limit, and analog exhibits
demonstrably better time domain performance. For all of the
LP's mechanical shortcomings, even cheap turntables don't
suffer from jitter or require brick wall filters. Think digital is
invincible? Run a square wave through a CD player and see
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what comes out.
Vinyl sinks a natural sounding, emotional hook into listeners
that digital just doesn't. If you don't know what I mean you
haven't heard it. Why is vinyl so much more involving than digital? At 16/44 the samples that represent amplitude over time
are steps with space representing time between them.
Transferred to redbook CD, the musical waveform is not continuous, but resembles stair steps. Analog and its hook live somewhere in the time between those samples. Maybe our brains
are working too hard to fill in those gaps and that's what makes
digital fatiguing in a way analog never is. Maybe there's more
in those high frequencies, way above our hearing range, than
we think. Maybe the time domain distortions of digital subtly
skew the way instruments and vocals sound in ways we feel
more than know. MP3 has shown us how much data can be
tossed in the digital garbage can and still reproduce something
that sounds like music. But we want more than "sounds like
music," and analog has a lot more.
As for pops and clicks detracting from the vinyl experience, I
don't think that's the case for someone who loves music and
listens with the right side of his brain (literally and figuratively).
Today's LP pressings are predominantly flat, quiet, and everything they should have been decades ago. Taking vinyl out of
the mainstream has been good from a quality standpoint. If
you're truly a music lover, I think you'll be more like me when
these pops and clicks occasionally occur. It's thought that we
can't hear details down into vinyl's noise floor but I think we
can. When I listen to records the pops and clicks that occasionally occur are not tied to the musical experience any more than
hearing my dogs barking outside while I'm listening. It's a
minor, momentary nuisance that doesn't even make me turn my
head unless it becomes excessive.
As far as replacing your entire CD collection, that's not what I
did and it’s not what I’m advocating. Keep your CD collection.
And buy a turntable, and invest in several of your favorite
recordings on LP. An accompanying article in this issue features a list of 40 great records that cover a variety of musical
genres. Start there. Look at vinyl like a gourmet meal, or a
decadent dessert. It's not for every day, or maybe even every
week, but when you have a couple of hours to dedicate solely
to the enjoyment of listening to music, why not indulge yourself
and make it the best it can be?

Follow my advice and buy a modest analog playback rig, then
if you decide to continue collecting vinyl the news gets even
better. The selection of new music available on vinyl today is
eclipsed only by the CD including all tastes and genres—SACD
and DVD-A combined don't come close. While there are still
some classical and occasional jazz titles trickling out on SACD,
DVD-A is dead. If you want high res and you want variety, vinyl
is your ticket.
If you don't have a local spot to score new vinyl, don't worry
about it. Both Acoustic Sounds (www.acousticsounds.com) and
Music Direct (www.amusicdirect.com) have virtually everything
under the sun that's released on the LP these days.
If you live in or near a large metropolitan area, used vinyl is not
only abundant, it typically costs less than half what used CDs
cost. In the San Francisco bay area Amoeba Music, Rasputin,
and Streetlight Records each have several stores catering to
the vinyl crowd. While used CDs typically range between $8

and $12, used vinyl generally runs between $3 and $5. Rare
and collectibles cost more, and sometimes what gets classified
as such is decided pretty liberally. Used vinyl is still cheaper
and it still sounds better. A lot better!
It must be mentioned too that it's a fun part of the hobby to
shop for used records, a trip to the store that both my wife and
I can get with. We're 30-something now and 80s kids all the
way. We find tons of stuff in great shape that we used to listen
to "back in the day" and usually pay only about $3 a pop. And
we have a hell of a good time taking the records home, cleaning and playing them.
I hope this article has made a dent with those of you who've
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been avoiding vinyl. Look for other articles in this issue with
reviews of some hot turntables, tonearms, phono cartridges
and phono stages, as well as the companion pieces, “Essential
Analog Accessories,” and “40 Great Records You Can Buy
Right Now!” The vinyl revolution will not be televised! APJ

Clearaudio Exact $500—The Exact is just that up to 1/10th of a
gram. It's very quick and easy to use. Personally, I prefer
Winds ALM-01, which I recommend if you can spring for the
additional bucks.

ESSENTIAL ANALOG
ACCESSORIES

By Shane Buettner
Owning a turntable for playing LPs is a ritualistic endeavor that
requires at least a few well-chosen accessories to perform, and
perhaps more if you're going to jump into the used record market. I'm going to recommend a few accessories for turntable
setup, and a bunch for cleaning. This isn't a comprehensive
survey, but a starter kit for the uninitiated. What follows is a
breakdown of what you need, based on the products I've used
over the years. If your dealer doesn’t stock these accessories,
virtually all of them can be found at Acoustic Sounds
(www.acousticsounds.com), Music Direct (www.amusicdirect.com),
and often times both.

Stylus Pressure Gauge
Even if you have an ace of a setup man at your local dealer, a
simple, effective stylus pressure gauge is useful to have
around to make sure tracking force is set properly, and that it
remains so over time. And if you're using a unipivot tonearm a
gauge is the only game in town, period.
Shure SFG-2
Stylus Force
Gauge $25—
The Shure is the oldschool standard, but it's easy to use
and very reliable. Its range is spec'd as 0.5-3.0 grams and is
spec'd to be accurate within 1/10th of a gram in its wheelhouse range of 0.5-1.5 grams. Readings are given in 0.5gram increments, which is close enough to start experimenting by ear.

Digital Gauges
Don't worry, using a digital stylus pressure gauge won't make
your analog records sound bad! Quite the contrary, actually. I
have experience with two options out there in digital gauges,
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which are faster and more reliable over a broader range than
the Shure. But you're going to pay through the teeth for this
convenience and accuracy, so the guy who's more confident in
his hearing or simply has more time on his hands is going to
get out of this cheaper.

Winds ALM-01 $799—
As the model number
cleverly suggests, the
Winds ALM-01 is accurate to 1/100th of a
gram. It's just as easy to
use as the
Clearaudio,
has greater
accuracy, and includes a bubble level. This is my current reference.
One note on gauges and how you use them: I'm a reviewer
and I have different needs than you probably do. Your needs
depend, I suppose, on what kind of hobbyist you are or intend
to be. If you are going to set up your rig once and play records,
and then upgrade the table, arm, or cartridge once in a blue
moon, the Shure is probably fine. All you really need is to get in
the ballpark range recommended for your cartridge (by its manufacturer) and then tweak by ear. I flip stuff around and try new
cartridges often enough that the Winds is worth it. It allows me
to try a new cartridge, and then when I'm done pop my Lyra
Titan back on my table and dial right back into its optimal 1.70gram tracking force. For you, it might not be a worthwhile
investment.

Speed Tester
KAB Speedstrobe $90—There are lots of these on the market,
and many tables come with strobe discs. I use the KAB, and
am satisfied with it. The thing that makes the KAB a sweet deal
is that unlike some of the others, it comes with its own "quartzlock illuminator," which is the strobe light you point at the disc
when it's spinning on the platter. The KAB disc uses numbers
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instead of bands, so
it's real easy to
read. I've gotten nothing
but rock-solid
results from
this sucker. I
suppose if you
get a free disc with
your table you might just want to find a strobe light. If not, look
no further!
Your best bet for turntable/tonearm setup is always your dealer.
Some necessary tools are included with some turntables and
arms. But if you want or need
to drill down further in this
area, you can do a good
job with the Mobile
Fidelity Geo-Disc
($50) for basic cartridge alignment, and
a KAB Stereo
Channel Canceler
($80) to fine-tune
azimuth. Azimuth is trickier
to dial in visually, so you plug
the output of your phono stage into a box like this while playing
a mono record. The channels are summed out-of-phase, so
simply adjust the azimuth until you hear the least distortion.
Last, having your
platter level is
essential. If you
didn't get a small,
effective level
with your gear
you need to buy
one. VPI sells one for $11.99 and Sumiko sells the spiffy looking Pro-Ject Spirit level for $20.

Cleaning Accessories
These accessories mostly revolve around one simple idea,
which is to keep your stylus and your records clean so you can
play them with a minimum of noise. This is going to start basic,
with the need to brush your records right before you play them,

and go all the way up to record cleaning machines.
Premium Inner Record Sleeves—These are non-negotiable;
you’ve gotta have 'em. Even expensive vinyl can come with
lousy paper sleeves that will scratch your records every time
they go in and out of these sleeves. There are two distinct
styles to buy, and they each start at around $20 for a 50-count
and get cheaper in greater quantities. The first style, from Nitty
Gritty and others, has a poly-lined paper sleeve. The second is
the one I prefer, which is the VRP style that's not paper on the
outside. Mobile Fidelity sells this type. The reason I prefer the
latter isn't about performance, but profile. Some records come
with inserts and other accompanying material, and/or have
jackets that are tight. The inner sleeves with paper outsides are
bulkier, make tighter fits in the record jackets and sometimes
their seams get caught in the record jacket or inserts too. But
either way you choose, you need to have these lying around so
you never have to put your pristine vinyl back into a scratchy
paper sleeve.
Compressed Air—Having this around to blow dust off your
records is handy, just don't do it around your turntable because
you could blow dust and other garbage from the stylus up into
your cartridge. I don't use anything fancy. Costco carries DustOff in six-packs on the cheap.
AudioQuest Record Brush
$20—This is essentially a
copy of the classic Decca
brush, and everyone who
owns a turntable needs one of
these, period. You need to brush every side of every record
you play, every time you play it. There are variations on this
theme, like the Hunt EDA, which adds a big velvet pad in
between the two rows of carbon fiber bristles. I've used it and
it’s not only slower but the velvet collects particles of debris
that can actually scratch your records if you don't clean the
brush frequently. Why bother? I returned to the AudioQuest
brush and never looked back.
Orbitrac 2 Record Cleaner Kit by Allsop $40—The Orbitrac 2 is
cheap, simple and effective. The kit includes some grippy pads
to lay your record on, cleaning fluid and pads. Spray the fluid
on the pad and then work it around the record. The Orbitrac 2
is the best you can do without a record cleaning machine, and
while more time consuming it's arguably as effective as some
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low-end cleaning
machines. Even if you're
thinking that all you're
going to do is buy new,
clean records, get one of
these babies. Even new
records can come
with some residual
chemicals from the
pressing process,
and/or dust and other
light debris. I give every
new record I buy at least
a quick clean before it meets my stylus. Replacement fluid and
cleaning pads for the Orbitrac are cheap too.

Record Cleaning Machines
If you're serious about getting into the used record market a
cleaning machine is a must. Even if you're not, this can still be
a worthwhile investment that is faster and even more effective
than the Orbitrac.
Nitty Gritty Model 1.0
Record Cleaning Machine
$300—This is the classic
manual vacuum cleaning
machine. You squirt the
fluid on one side of the
record, place a brush in
the fluid, and crank the record around manually. Flip the
record, and vacuum the fluid off and repeat. Nothing about the
build quality or materials is substantial and the process is cumbersome. I owned one of these for a couple of years and often
found my used records piling up while I waited for my wrists to
feel up to the task of cleaning. If there's any way in hell you
can buy at least a semiautomatic machine you
should, especially if you
plan to buy used records in
any serious quantities.
VPI HW-16.5 Record
Cleaning Machine $525—
This semi-automatic
machine is the best deal
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going in record cleaners. First, it's a substantial piece of hardware that more closely resembles a turntable than an accessory. The Nitty Gritty machines are really cheesy in comparison.
Flip one retro toggle switch and the platter spins. The only
thing the user has to do is squirt on some cleaning fluid and
hold the brush down. Flip the other toggle to start the vacuum.
That's it. Squeaky-clean vinyl. Mobile Fidelity makes some
record cleaning brushes that are inexpensive and perfect for
the task. Get some fluid and you're in business.
VPI HW-17 $1200—After wrestling a Nitty
Gritty for a couple of years, I bought one of
these babies a while back and could kick
myself for not doing it sooner. While
it's true that this fully automatic machine appeals to me as
a lazy man at heart, this
machine's biggest plus is that
it lets me spend more time listening to my records and less time preparing
them for listening. (To a guy with a year-old son, that's priceless!) A bristled brush with a built-in fluid applicator drops the
fluid on the record and brushes it. The motor's toggle switch is
two-way, so you spin and brush in two directions before vacuuming the fluid and accumulated debris off. Flip and repeat and
you’re done, or ready for another record. It's fast, ultra-easy and
effective. Although some colleagues have claimed to get better
results from brushing manually, I have not heard a noticeable
improvement over the automatic brush, so that's how I roll. My
used record purchases get on my turntable in record time now.
The HW-17 is more expensive, but worth every penny. How can
you put a price on something that allows you more time to listen
to music?
Regarding the various fluids that are out there—Last, Lyra,
Nitty Gritty, Record Research, VPI—I've used a few and never
heard any discernible differences when playing records. I'm not
saying there aren't differences. I'm just saying that I don't hear
it when I play a record in spite of claims by fluid manufacturers
that better dynamics or bass will result from using their secret
sauce. I admit that the used records I buy are usually in good
condition, so maybe if I had a literal golden moldy on my hands
something heavier duty might be better. But for run-of-the-mill
record cleaning, they all seem pretty much the same to me.
Many cleaners are alcohol-based, but some of the newfangled
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boast that they are alcohol-free (and some guard their recipe
like it's a government secret). Alcohol is an inexpensive and
effective way to make a cleaner, and as far as I know it’s not
harmful to vinyl, so I'm not yet convinced that paying extra for
cleaning fluid will pay off any more than the elixir at the medicine show that will save your soul and shine your shoes.

Stylus Cleaners
Zerodust $70—The
Zerodust is a bubbleshaped lump of selfforming polymer that
you dip your stylus
down into. When you
retract it, the dust and
gunk from the stylus
stays behind. The
idea is that the liquid
cleaners that get
brushed on can get
back into the cantilever and muck up the works inside your
entire cartridge. This is a sound principle, and the Zerodust not
only works as claimed, it can be washed with tap water! I used
this for a while, and would often see the Zerodust tug at the
stylus just a little as I pulled it up from the goop. I never saw
any damage, but I was never comfortable with it and switched
to the Lyra SPT described below. But as I said, it's a solid idea
and if you're not a fraidy-cat like me you could be quite pleased
with this.
Lyra Stylus
Performance
Treatment (SPT)
$45—Lyra's SPT is
a fluid-and-brush
system, but unlike
the similar solution
from Last, the
brush is super tiny
and shaped in such a way that you can easily clean the stylus
tip without any fluid getting up into the cantilever. Very swift
and very clean. Forty-five dollars might be a lot of scratch for
one teensy bottle and a brush, but one bottle has lasted me 8-9
months, and that's with very, very heavy use. APJ

40 GREAT RECORDS
YOU CAN BUY
RIGHT NOW!

By Shane Buettner
Since I've smugly urged you to buy a turntable and a smart
selection of your favorite recordings on vinyl, I'd better back up
my rhetoric with a list of great records that are currently in
print. This list proves my point about the variety and quality of
music that's available on vinyl right now. All of these records
can be purchased from your local retailer or from Acoustic
Sounds and Music Direct online.
I have cheated a little here. Some recommendations are actually multiple records in the form of box sets, or catalogs of a
label or artist rather than a single release. I don't think anyone
will shoot me for making more recommendations than I promised rather than fewer! I've also included the name of the
record label, which can be especially handy in tracking down
reissues.
Notice that some golden moldy audiophile records aren't here.
That's on purpose. I'm assuming you won't have any trouble
finding Kind of Blue, Dark Side of the Moon, or Jazz at the
Pawn Shop, if you want them. This is no statement on my perception of the quality of those records; I just wanted a list of
some fresher music that's here for the sake of being great
music, and not necessarily fodder for listening clips to show off
a hi-fi. To put a finer point on it, I’ve recommended a record by
U2—not a record by an audiophile label group singing the
songs of U2!
AC/DC Box Set (Epic), $199 for 15-album set or $15 each
for individual records
Maybe not the most artistically
important rock band, but what
band can claim more instantly
recognizable rock anthems than
the Australian rockers? These
albums sound better than they
ever have, and even the studio
albums have a big, ballsy sound
reminiscent of an arena concert.
The box set has the band's entire
catalog of 15 albums, or you can pick and
choose individual albums for only $15 each, which
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is a hot price for 180-gram remastered vinyl.

Louis Armstrong Satchmo Plays
King Oliver (Classic Records),
$33
Armstrong is one of the original
greats and this is a musically
great record with sound that will
surprise the hell out of you! In
particular, the image focus and
depth across the stage are "in the room" scary, and Satchmo's
vocals are full of the scratchy, throaty textures that define his
singular style. Classic also offers two cuts from this record—
"St. James Infirmary" and "I Ain't Got Nobody"— on a twosided, 45-rpm single for $18.

Blue Note Signature Mono
Series (Classic Records), $33
each
Another legendary jazz catalog,
featuring artists such as Miles
Davis, John Coltrane, Cannonball
Adderley, Art Blakey, Kenny
Burrell, Johnny Griffin, Hank
Mobley, Lee Morgan and many, many more. Of course the man
behind the board for many of these recordings is nearly as big
a name as those he’s recorded: Rudy Van Gelder. Classic cuts
these records from the original analog master tapes on a genuine all-tube mono cutting system. This is very pure mono on
flat, quiet vinyl.

Johnny Cash Original Sun
Singles 55-58 (Sundazed), $30
For many this is the music that
comes to mind when they think of
the iconic country singer.
Sundazed has done a masterful
job with this double LP set.
There's a sea of Cash recordings
surfacing and resurfacing these days. Don't miss this one on
vinyl.
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Johnny Cash American IV—The
Man Comes Around (American),
$18
The Man In Black redefined his
long and great career in his last
decade of life, the ten years in
which he made "American
Recordings" with producer Rick
Rubin. Rubin's ability to understand the essentials of the artist,
strip the sound down to that bare minimum, and connect the
listener to that essence is so powerful it more than makes up
for JC's aging, ragged vocals. The sound is real and intimate,
and these simple, under-produced recordings sound their powerful best on vinyl.

Eva Cassidy Songbird (S&P
Records), $30
Eva Cassidy is another one who
defies genre labels. This album is
mostly Cassidy’s voice and
acoustic guitar; the songs ranging
from traditionals and standards to
modern songs like Sting's "Fields
of Gold." The productions are spare, and thank heavens for
that. Cassidy's instincts for arranging and emotionally communicating these songs are so perfect and honest I wouldn't
change a thing. Her music will hit you right in the cardiac muscle. Cassidy died an untimely death in 1996 at just 33 years
old, but I'm so thankful her music has survived. Sound quality
is somewhat lacking on the original recordings, but it's rough in
a good way and it certainly doesn’t interfere with Cassidy's
strong emotional pull.

Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds
Nocturama (Anti), $18
Bob Gendron, my former colleague at The Absolute Sound,
loves Cave as much as I do, and
recently surmised in print that no
artist going is branding a hotter
iron of late than Cave and his
Bad Seeds. Cave's eclectic sound defies genres, fusing some
punk with roots of rock, blues and gospel. His lyrical language
consistently evokes themes of love, fire-and-brimstone religion,
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death and violence. But don't worry—there's always enough sly
humor to avoid a gothic melancholy. Nocturama, currently
available on vinyl, has a fiery, live feel to it. Also check out: The
Boatman's Call (1997) and No More Shall We Part (2001).
They're no longer in print, but buy them if you find them.

Classical’s Holy Trinity of
Labels
Decca catalog (Speaker's
Corner), $30-$85 each, depending on number of LPs;
Mercury Living Presence catalog
(Speaker's Corner), $30-$90
each, depending on number of
LPs; RCA Living Stereo catalog (Classic Records), $30 each
These three catalogs contain some of the most cherished
recordings of great performances of music that has, in many
cases, stood the test of centuries—from Solti conducting
Beethoven and Fritz Reiner conducting, well, everything, to
Janos Starker's virtuoso playing of Bach's Cello Suites. These
recordings from decades ago are still astounding to experience.
High definition television is just now being realized; these
records prove that we had high definition stereo audio in the
1950s!

John Coltrane and Johnny
Hartman (Speaker's Corner),
$30
Here’s a jazz record for everyone,
featuring the quintessential male
jazz vocal performance, buoyed
by some of Coltrane's most beautiful work on tenor sax. There’s
enough presence and room sound to make the recording
involving and immediate. This is an essential record for any
collection.

Creedence Clearwater Revival catalog (Analogue
Productions), $25 each; $250 Complete Box Set; $200 45rpm Box Set
Chad Kassem's Analogue Productions has remastered the
entire CCR catalog from the original analog master tapes on
180-gram vinyl, and the results are simply shocking. The sound

on these releases will not be recognized, and that's a good thing.
AP has made the Creedence
"Absolute Originals" collection
available in single releases of
each album, a comprehensive
box set with all the releases, and
a stunning box set of the choicest
tracks from each LP cut on 45-rpm vinyl. Creedence never
sounded this good and it's hard to believe this sound was
buried there in the tapes the whole time.

Bob Dylan Mono catalog
(Sundazed), $19-$30 each
Sundazed has remastered a
number of the enigmatic folk
icon's early works from the analog master tapes of the original
mono mixes. The titles include
Bob Dylan, The Freewheelin' Bob
Dylan, The Times They Are A-Changin', Bringing It All Back
Home, Highway 61 Revisited, Blonde on Blonde and John
Wesley Harding. The work here by Sundazed is warm and brilliant, and the company maintains its impressive reputation for
offering high quality remasters of important music at good
prices.
Eighty-Eight's catalog, $30
each
How about some staggeringly
pure jazz recordings that aren't
50 years old? The Eighty-Eight's
label is nailing it with new records
by Ravi Coltrane, Joe
Farnsworth, Roy Haynes, Clark
Terry and Max Roach, just to name a solid few. The sound is
vibrant and real, with depth and clarity that's to die for. The
vinyl pressings are incredibly quiet and pristine. Eighty-Eight's
are all around greats!

Fantasy 45-rpm Jazz Series (Analogue Productions), $50
each
Chad Kassem's Analogue Productions label dubs this series "the
best jazz ever," and although that's a bold statement it's not
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hyperbole. AP is going through the
greatest titles in the Fantasy catalog, 25 at a time, using the original
analog master tapes, with the mastering team of Steve Hoffman and
Kevin Gray doing their thing. The
results are the most stunning editions of the best jazz music ever
recorded. The series will eventually comprise 100 titles, and the
runs are limited to 1,000 numbered copies of each title. All the
greats are here—Miles Davis, Chet Baker, Count Basie, Duke
Ellington, John Coltrane, Bill Evans, Thelonious Monk, Oscar
Peterson, Sonny Rollins, Ben Webster—and by all accounts
these 45-rpm efforts are the best these records have ever sounded. Many titles in the first set of 25 are sold out or running low,
but the second set is still in stock, and AP is currently moving
through the third set. If you love jazz this series alone makes it
worth buying a turntable. If you even like jazz, follow this series
and hear your favorites sound their glorious best.

I Can't Stop, and really, it sounds like he and Mitchell never
stopped! This terrific record doesn't have quite the resonance
of Reverend Al's 70s classics Let's Stay Together or Call Me,
but it's not far off those high notes either.

Isaac Hayes Hot Buttered Soul
(Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs),
$30
Chef was a hell of a soul singer
before headin' on down to South
Park! Hayes’ second record on
the Stax label is as emotionally
smoldering as the title suggests.
With the Bar-Kays laying down the rhythms, the highlights here
are Hayes’ long, incendiary covers of Burt Bacharach & Hal
David's "Walk on By" and Jimmy Webb’s "By the Time I Get to
Phoenix." There are only four songs, but the record still clocks
in at nearly an hour! This is real Memphis soul, and Mobile
Fidelity does it full, sumptuous justice on 180-gram vinyl.

Peter Gabriel catalog (Classic
Records), $30-$40 each
Peter Gabriel first gained prominence as the front man for
Genesis before embarking in
1977 on an astonishingly broad
solo career during which he created pioneering, ambitious and
intelligent progressive rock; some of the most innovative music
videos ever conceived; and moving film scores infused with
"world music" before that was even a viable term. Classic has
not only done a remarkable job sonically with Gabriel's catalog,
but each record's packaging is a keepsake-quality work of art
in itself. I own every single one of these reissues, and I can't
recommend anything more highly.

Jimi Hendrix Axis: Bold as Love
(Classic Records), $30
My favorite of Hendrix’ studio
recordings, Axis features a fat,
densely layered wall of sound,
even in mono! Hendrix' guitar
expression is nonpareil, but I
think this record also features his
strongest lyrics—particularly "Little Wing" and the whimsical
"Castles Made of Sand." Classic has reproduced the original
mono here in striking fashion. Who needs stereo? OK, we all
do, but buy this record and don't fret about it not being stereo.
This isn't Classic's only Hendrix reissue, it's just my favorite.
Look for the others too, especially Band of Gypsies.

Al Green I Can't Stop (Blue
Note), $15
This 2003 effort sounds like a lost
recording from Green's seminal
70s era when he and producer
Willie Mitchell were cranking out
soul classics, one after another.
Green re-teamed with Mitchell for

Norah Jones Come Away With
Me (Classic Records), $30
I admit to being quite the
“Snorah” fan, as her detractors
label her for being, I guess, a
touch boring. Few records are as
wildly successful—critically and
commercially—as this record. So
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say the 18 million units sold and eight Grammy awards won.
It’s one of the most stunning, airy and natural sounding studio
recordings I've ever heard.

Alison Krauss and Union
Station So Long So Wrong
(Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs),
$30 for 2 LPs
Before O Brother Where Art
Thou? had people pining for that
old-time music, Alison Krauss and
Union Station were doing their
part to bring bluegrass back into the mainstream. Mo-Fi's vinyl
release is fat and rich, with striking detail and texture. A textbook example of how vinyl can be warmer and richer than CD,
but also airier and more detailed with far more information
reconstructing the performance.

Led Zeppelin catalog (Classic
Records), $30-$40 each
During the 1970s rock giants
walked the earth, and Led
Zeppelin is one of the greats.
Recording quality varies for obvious reasons, but the bottom line
is that Zeppelin has never sounded better than this. And again, Classic outdoes itself with the
artwork. Essential for Zeppelin fans.

John Lennon Plastic Ono
Band/Imagine/Mind Games
(Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs),
$30 each
The Beatles are rock royalty and
everyone knows it. Plastic Ono
and Imagine are arguably the
best and most significant releases of John Lennon's solo career (or his Solo/Ono career), with
Mind Games not far behind. Plastic Ono is a tougher listen in
its direct, emotional rawness. It’s an album I respect, more than
one I genuinely love to listen to. Imagine is more accessible
and no less profound lyrically for the most part. Mo-Fi was a little handcuffed with these titles, only having access to Yoko

Ono's approved stereo remixes, not the original stereo mixes.
So comparing these Mo-Fi remasters to the original releases is
futile. But when comparing them to recent CD releases, you
can clearly hear the Mo-Fi mojo. The Mo-Fi vinyl shines, winning by a landslide.

Stephen Malkmus Face the Truth
(Matador), $12
Malkmus was the lead singer and
songwriter for Pavement, one of
the best and most influential altrock bands of the 90s. Face the
Truth is his third solo record, but
the first that sounds (to me) like a
continuation of Pavement's tack from Slanted and Enchanted
through the quirky and underappreciated Wowee Zowee. And
how great is it that the record is actually cheaper than the CD?!

Modest Mouse The Moon and
Antarctica/Good News For People
Who Love Bad News (Sony), $17
each
Good News is better known, but
both of these albums are full of
fresh, vibrant alt-rock with a very
dense, layered and intricate
sound, especially for what's ostensibly a trio. And hey, here's
one of the big labels offering double LP sets for seventeen
bucks!

Thelonius Monk with John
Coltrane at Carnegie Hall
(Mosaic), $30
Wow. It's not every day that, while
searching the Library of Congress
archives, someone unearths
recordings by two towering giants
of jazz playing together that no
one knew existed. That's just what happened here. The result
is an imperfect but perfectly natural and vibrant performance by
a legendary jazz band. This is a pure classic, and an absolute
treasure for jazz fans.
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Oliver Nelson The Blues and the
Abstract Truth (Speaker's
Corner), $30
Here’s another gorgeous reissue
of an essential jazz record. When
you see names like Eric Dolphy,
Bill Evans, Paul Chambers, and
Roy Haynes you can guess
you're going to hear a good record, and in this case what you
hear is in fact a bona fide classic. The mix is pretty hard
right/left, with some loose filler in between, but the tonality is
righteous.

Otis Redding catalog
(Sundazed), $15 each
Before his tragic early death, Otis
Redding established his towering
talent as a soul singer fully
deserving mention among the
likes of James Brown, Sam
Cooke, Al Green, and whoever
else you got. Sundazed has created superlative reissues of
some of Redding’s greatest records, including Otis Blue, The
Complete Dictionary of Soul, In Person at the Whisky A Go Go
and The Dock of the Bay collection.

Roy Orbison All Time Greatest
Hits of Roy Orbison (S&P
Records), $40
Roy was the voice for those
unlucky in love: "Only the Lonely,"
as he put it. For me, Roy never
made an album that was great
from start to finish, but as this
collection shows, he spanned a lot of great songs across a
number of albums. This collection is lovingly and effectively
remastered. Not audiophile quality sound, but "better than
ever" sound for one of rock's undeniably unique and influential
talents.

Uncle Tupelo 89/93: An
Anthology (Sundazed), $25
Some say Uncle Tupelo is the
band that created alternative
country as a music genre. And for
those who don't know, when this
pioneering group disbanded in the
mid-90s, Jay Farrar formed Son
Volt, while Jeff Tweedy and the other remaining members
founded Wilco. Listen to this double LP set and I think you'll
want to track down the individual Tupelo and Wilco records, if
you haven't already discovered them.

Original Jazz Classics, $10
each
The Fantasy catalog is comprised
of records by the greatest jazz
artists the world has known, and
these are blue-light specials at
$10 apiece, brand spanking new.
In my experience the quality is
highly variable—some are great and some unacceptably noisy.
For that reason, I hesitated putting these in this list, but the
lineup is too strong at $10 to not offer this conditional recommendation. Artists include Chet Baker, John Coltrane, Miles
Davis, Duke Ellington, Bill Evans, Charles Mingus, Thelonious
Monk, Art Pepper, and Sonny Rollins, just to name a few. I’d
pay $5 more for quieter vinyl but it is what it is.
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U2 All That You Can't Leave
Behind (Island), $30
This 2000 effort is U2's Tattoo
You—a bold statement reminiscent of the very best of the band's
past works, but new, fresh and
vital. Moments of "Beautiful Day,"
"Elevation" and "Walk On" arc all
the way back to War and Unforgettable Fire. And then there are
quirkier pleasures like "In A Little While" and "Wild Honey."
After so many radical reinventions it's actually kind of nice to
hear U2 being U2 again! The import vinyl is a little noisy, but
still a richer, fuller experience than the CD.

Tom Waits Mule Variations (Epitaph), $18
Someone once described Tom Waits as a "junkyard noise poet"
and that's as good a classification as I've heard for this truly
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singular artist. Just try to identify
the sounds on a Waits record. It
could be instruments, could be
children's toys, or just a bunch of
junk he found in a box being
beaten together. What shouldn't
be lost in Waits' unique musical
stylings are that his lyrics are brilliant, spare poetry. Waits is an analog guy in the recording studio, and the sound on this record is big, open, focused and natural. Rock and pop studio records seldom sound anywhere this
good, or this live, so if you're into Tom Waits at all this album is
a must.

Ben Webster Soulville
(Speaker's Corner), $30
This is another jazz record that
anyone will love. Smooth and sultry, this is a great, great record.
Ben's sax is as breathy and languid as ever, and the guitar is
first-rate too. The sound on this
reissue is fat and ripe, and I mean both in good ways. This is
another no-brainer: even if you're not a big jazz fan, you need
this record.

White Stripes Elephant (V2), $18
This is full-blooded, straightahead, high adrenaline rock. The
Stripes have a Neil Young garage
sound that isn't polished but is
very immediate and engaging.
Big sound! This record communicates, and it rocks!

The Who catalog (Classic
Records), $30 each
Classic is moving through The
Who's catalog, and again, these
are great records—but you don't
need me to pile on and tell you
that. So far Who's Next, My

Generation, A Quick One and The Who Sell Out are in the can,
and they sound as good as one would expect from Classic.
The Who Sell Out is worth buying as a pop-art piece for the
cover and included poster, even if you don't have a record
player!

Wilco A Ghost is Born (Rhino),
$25; Yankee Hotel Foxtrot
(Sundazed), $25
One of today's most innovative
and important bands, Wilco's
roots are in alt-country, but the
band has moved steadily toward a
musically complex and layered
rock/pop sound on more recent albums. The sound on Yankee
is warmer and richer, with a spot-lit vocal that floats impressively in space. Ghost was mastered by Kevin Gray at
AcousTech and released on 180-gram vinyl. It's more tonally
open and live-sounding, but no less expressive.

Lucinda Williams World Without
Tears (Lost Highway), $18
This music is emotionally honest,
intense and raw with lyrics that
mean something. The sound is
raunchy and live, with surprising
dynamics for a country-rock studio record. This music will
appeal to fans of both rock and country, and won’t disappoint
either camp.

Neil Young Tonight's the Night
(Warner), $10
The sound is as raw as the emotions on this record, written and
played after the death (by drug
overdose) of Young's roadie
Bruce Berry, which followed the
death by overdose of Crazy
Horse guitarist Danny Whitten. This is a great Neil Young
record and Warner will sell it to you for $10. This reissue might
not sound quite as "there" as the original, but it's only ten
bucks and you can find it anywhere.
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Neil Young Greendale/Greatest
Hits/Prairie Wind (Classic
Records), $40-$45
Classic sandwiched a terrific
Greatest Hits compilation between
Young's last two phenomenally
strong studio efforts—one with
and one without Crazy Horse.
Greendale is a brave concept record, and a remarkably strong
and daring release for an artist whose career already spans
five (!) decades. The sound on this record is sensational—big,
heavy drum kit and crunching guitars that are the calling cards
of Young's collaborations with Crazy Horse. This release is literally one of the best sounding rock records ever produced,
and the music kicks just as much ass. Classic's release is a
box set with the music sprawled over three 200-gram LPs and
loaded with the paraphernalia that was passed around at the
live concert performances, which I was fortunate to have
attended. Another monster from Classic!
The Greatest Hits compilation is as good as such a thing can
be, and it's only the duration of Young's career and wealth of
quality material that can't be included that mars this experience
in any way. The sound is warm and textured, but also big and
surly when called for on the Crazy Horse numbers. I did some
comparisons between the tracks here and the original LP
releases, and in most cases the Classic remasters blew the
originals out of the water. Only a few tracks were even comparable. The double LP packaging rocks too, with a gorgeous
gatefold and a cool vintage poster thrown in for good measure.

Prairie Wind is Young's latest. It’s a very mellow, introspective
affair written after the death of Young's father and his own fight
with a brain aneurysm. The musical tones are reminiscent of
Comes A Time and the more recent Silver and Gold. These
comparisons are important as the two albums I just mentioned
are considered acquired tastes for big-time Neil fans only.
Prairie Wind ranges from somber to a little silly, but I like it. The
sound is fat and almost too warm, but rich in resolution and
harmonic complexity and shading (it kills the CD too). The
packaging is stunning, even by Classic's high standards. APJ
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HARDESTY ON
RECORDS

By Richard Hardesty
Shane has recommended some great music available on vinyl
right now. I’d like to add a few suggestions from an older man’s
perspective. The first three can be purchased new but the rest
will be harder to find. Some of the rare ones may be expensive
if you do find them. This may seem like a drawback at first but
it can be an exciting quest. Finding out-of-print records is
somewhat like coin collecting. There is a wealth of music available on the used market and these records have intrinsic merit
as well as collector appeal. You can listen to and enjoy the
music in your collection of rare or out-of-print records and show
the cover art to your children. If you decide you don’t like the
music, or simply tire of it, you can recoup at least part of your
investment and may actually make a profit reselling your
excess titles.

Jennifer Warnes The Well
(Cisco Music CLP7009) $16
I’ve been a fan for decades
starting with the LA play Hair
and her TV appearances on
the Smothers Brothers
Comedy Hour. Her latest
album, The Well, is a wonderful piece of work and perhaps
the best of her career. Doyle Bramhall II and Arlo Guthrie occasionally join Jennifer here as she performs eleven great songs.
I’m particularly fond of the Billy Joel tune “And So It Goes” with
its poignant lyrics.

Chicago Symphony
Orchestra: Fritz Reiner,
Conductor; Arthur
Rubinstein, Pianist—
Rachmaninoff Rhapsody on a
Theme of Paganini, Op. 43
San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra: Enrique Jorda,
Conductor; Arthur
Rubinstein, Pianist—Falla Nights in the Gardon of Spain
Two orchestras, two composers, four records(Classic
Records 45 Series) $30-$50
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Paganini wrote music primarily for the violin and his themes are
so beautiful they inspired Schumann, Liszt and Brahms to compose variations for the piano. Rachmaninoff wrote twenty-four
variations on the Paganini Caprices for piano and orchestra
producing some of the world’s most beautiful music and some
of my favorite classical selections.
Manuel de Falla is another interesting composer and this fourrecord, 45-rpm set includes some of his best work, too. The
recording is not quite state-of-the-art quality but it’s more than
good enough to make goose bumps on my arms. A must-have
for your classical collection.

Ray Brown & Laurindo
Almeida Moonlight Serenade
(Jeton JET 33 004)
Beethoven wrote “Moonlight
Sonata,” a classical music
standard. Thelonius Monk
wrote “‘Round Midnight,” a jazz
music standard, many years
later. Laurindo and Ray play
both pieces, together! This album, containing 11 great selections, was originally released as a direct-to-disc recording and
that’s the one you should get if you can find one. I have a 180gram analog remaster that’s nearly as good sonically and just
as good musically. The remaster is available new. Very enjoyable and highly recommended.

Mel Torme and Friends
(Finesse Records W2X
37484)
Recorded live at Marty’s in
New York City in 1981, this is
an SOTA recording that I frequently use at seminars.
Great music, incredible lifelike
sound, two records with ten
songs including two medleys. I’m particularly fond of the duet
with Janis Ian. Mel Torme’s nickname was “The Velvet Fog.”
Get this record and learn why.

Peter Nero The Wiz (Crystal
Clear 45-rpm Direct-to-Disc
CCS 6001)
Many people think of Peter
Nero as just a Vegas lounge
act but I think he’s one of the
great interpreters of pop music
and an outstanding pianist. His
rendition of Sondheim’s “Send
In The Clowns” is worth the price of admission here.

David Lindley El Rayo-X
(Asylum 5E-524)
David Lindley is a musician’s
musician and El Rayo-X is one
of the tightest bands I’ve seen
live. This record was coproduced by Jackson Browne and
mastered by Doug Sax at The
Mastering Lab in LA. Tuneful
and rhythmic rock-and-roll featuring the song “Mercury Blues.”
One of my favorites.

City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra: Louis
Fremaux, Conductor
Massenet Le Cid—Ballet
Music, etc. (Klavier KS 522)
Spectacular Le Cid ballet
music, “Scenes Pittoresques,”
and “The Last Sleep of the
Virgin” from French composer
Jules Emile Frederic Massenet. If you think most classical
music is boring give this a try! Like a shot of espresso this
music will stimulate your vital bodily fluids. Recorded in the
early ‘70s and not without sonic flaws but musically thrilling. I
love it.

Sue Raney Sings the Songs of Johnny Mandel
(Discovery DS-875)
Sue Raney is an exceptional vocalist who never achieved the
fame she deserved, in my humble opinion. Here she sings
Johnny Mandel songs with words by various lyricists including
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Peggy Lee, Marilyn & Alan
Bergman, and Johnny Mercer.
Sue is accompanied by the
Bob Florence Trio with the
incomparable Bob Magnusson
on bass. This album can only
be described as a work of
musical art! Oh, how I wish
Classic would remaster it. I’d
be the first customer in line.

The LA4 Pavane Pour Une
Infante Defunte (East Wind
EW-10003)
Bud Shank, Laurindo
Almeida, Ray Brown and
Shelly Manne play mellow
jazz recorded direct to disc.
This is an audiophile favorite
because of great sound quality but don’t let that stop you—the music is good, too. I enjoy
the title cut even though I can’t pronounce it.

Berliner Philharmoniker:
Karl Bohm, Dirigent
(Conductor)
R. Strauss Also sprach
Zarathustra op.30 (Deutsch
Grammophon SLPEM
13600)
Also sprach Zarathustra has
been called Richard Strauss’
“tone poem after Nietzsche.” Regardless of the inspiration, this is
thrilling and dramatic music that science fiction fans will remember from the film “2001: a Space Odyssey.” This is a typical DGG
recording and the sound won’t be considered very good. But I
suspect you won’t be paying much attention to the sound.
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New York Philharmonic
Orchestra: Leonard
Bernstein, Conductor;
Rudolf Serkin, Pianist—
Beethoven “Emperor”
Concerto #5 in E-Flat Major
(Columbia M 31807). Serkin
is my favorite interpreter of
Beethoven and the “Emperor
Concerto” is my favorite Beethoven work. I have several
recordings of this piece and none are worth writing home about
but the music is simply marvelous. Maybe you can find a better
rendition of this work, which contains some memorable music
that I recommend highly.

Steven Gordon Plays Chopin
(Reference Recordings
RR-2)
I believe Steven Gordon has
passed away and this record
is long out of print but it’s a
gem! Chopin’s work is incomparable and Gordon’s playing
touches me, even if it isn’t
technically perfect. This LP is from 1977 and recording quality
can be criticized but the record blows away the CD, which may
still be available.

Little Feat Waiting For
Columbus (Mobile Fidelity
MFSL 2013)
This is a classic rock album by
a seminal rock group, Lowell
George and Little Feat. It’s a
must-have for students of the
genre or anybody who loves
rock-and-roll with sometimes
thoughtful and often sardonic lyrics. The two-record set contains
27 songs including “Willin’,” a George tune made famous by
Linda Ronstadt; “Don’t Bogart That Joint,” a short memory of a
time past; and my favorite, “A Apolitical Blues.” Recording quality
is outstanding with exceptionally powerful bass.
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John Klemmer Straight
From The Heart
(Nautilus Direct-To-Disc
Recording NR4).
Before there was “new age”
(rhymes with sewage) music,
there was John Klemmer. If
you put Charlie Parker all the
way toward one side and
Kenny G all the way toward the other, John Klemmer would fall
somewhere in between providing easy listening along with
skilled musicianship. The album Straight From The Heart contains six mellow jazz songs featuring Klemmer on sax joined by
some of the best players of the day including the exceptional
bassist Bob Magnusson, bossa nova guitarist Oscar CastroNeves, keyboardist Milcho Leviev, drummer Roy McCurdy and
percussionist Ray Armondo. This direct-to-disc recording is
from 1979 and the sound leans very slightly towards thin and
bright but is still very good.

Boz Scaggs Silk Degrees
(Columbia X698)
Any talk about “seminal
artists” must include Boz
Scaggs, who has been writing and performing great pop
songs for decades now. I
recently watched a “greatest
hits” concert where Boz and
his band did one song after another for two full hours! Silk
Degrees is from 1976 and precedes the Urban Cowboy days
but contains ten memorable classics, performed by Boz and
some of the great studio sidemen of the day including arranger
and sometimes co-writer David Paich.

Stevie Wonder The Secret
Life of Plants (Tamla T13371C2)
I attended a Ray Charles
concert around 1960 and
watched as Ray introduced
another blind musician to the
world—a kid called Little
Stevie Wonder who sang and

played the harmonica. Little Stevie grew up and became just
Stevie, one of the most prolific creators of intriguing pop music
in the latter part of the twentieth century. The Secret Life of
Plants is not Wonder’s best-known work but it may be the most
musically creative. The album cover is embossed in brail. I
can’t guarantee you’ll like this two-record set. Then again, it
just might become one of your favorites.

Jackson Browne Late For
The Sky (Asylum 7E-1017)
One of pop music’s great
poets sings and plays eight of
his best songs accompanied
by exceptional musicians like
David Lindley on electric guitar, slide guitar and fiddle,
and Jai Winding on piano and
organ. This 1974 album probably won’t appeal to younger audiences but will surely resonate with those who are a little older
and perhaps wiser. This is, like, the story of my life, man. APJ

Future Issues
We’ll complete our coverage of analog components for vinyl
playback with reviews of some entry-level products that didn’t
make it in time for this issue and take a look at the latest and
greatest optical disc players as we cover digital source components. We’ll try to provide guidance for those with budget limitations by examining modified mass-market disc players and
entry-level machines with high-end aspirations, too.
Future Audio Perfectionist Journals will provide some facts
about interconnect and speaker cables and discuss power line
conditioners and special power cords, too. You may be surprised to learn that some of these products are essential audio
components and some are simply a waste of money.
I’ve had long-term relationships with many of the innovators who
helped create the high-end audio industry and we can still learn
from their experiences. Interviews with industry pioneers like Ivor
Tiefenbrun of Linn Products and Bill Low of Audioquest have
been completed and we hope to interview Bill Johnson of Audio
Research. As in the past, Journal interviews will provide real
information about real designers and candid views of the audio
industry, not just thinly veiled advertising for their products.
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I’m very fortunate! Years in retail allowed me to
indulge my natural curiosity while experiencing
audio systems and components in ways hobbyists and equipment reviewers can only dream
about. In the course of my work I got to listen to
recorded music for 4-10 hours a day, 4-7 days a
week, 48-52 weeks a year for nearly 3 decades. I
listened to and compared all the top products
and many failures, too. It was a tough job but
somebody had to do it.
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own edification and at
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I had season tickets to the Long Beach
Symphony, spent lots of time in local clubs for
exposure to live jazz, rock, folk music and pop,
and I played my own piano nearly every day.
This constant exposure to live music kept
the real thing fresh in my mind when listening to recorded music and I did plenty of that!

I directly compared all types
of speakers side-byside in the ideal listening environment of my
store, and
individually in
home
environments
that
were far
from ideal. I

and electroncharacteristics of
sold, the products
brought in for
repair, and every
other product I could
get my hands on.
I tested components to
see how the
measured
performance
compared to
what I heard. I
developed some
special tests of my
own to try to measure characteristics that
were audible but not revealed
by conventional testing methods. This experience was
invaluable!

Among the most important
lessons I learned was how to
properly allocate expenditures
in order to achieve the very
best performance for whatever
budget was allotted. Distributing
your budget wisely requires that
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Introduction
each section of the audio system be considered according to
its role. Proper consideration of the roles of each system section requires a complete understanding of the signal flow
through that system. This is so important that it’s time to reintroduce the necessary information.

I prefer calling it the natural order of things to avoid any debate
about what’s more important and to make it clear that this is a
guide that helps you get the most performance for your money.
Understanding the signal path helps in the allocation of
resources when assembling an audio system for the first time
and especially when upgrading that system.

The Natural Order of Things
In Audio Perfectionist Journal #3, I introduced the concept of
the natural order of things to illustrate the signal path through
the various components in an audio system. This is not a theory and I didn’t invent it, it just is.

Grass is green, the sky is blue and the signal flows through
an audio system in a prescribed manner. Speakers are
always preceded by an amplifier. Amplification components
are always preceded by a source component. If you have any
doubts about how the signal flows through your audio system
simply unplug the interconnect cables at the input to your
amplifier and see if the speakers continue to produce sound.
They won’t, but you don’t have to take my word for it. You can
proceed back a section at a time and break the signal path to
prove this concept to yourself.

“This is not a theory
and I didn’t invent it.”
Ivor Tiefenbrun, founder of Linn Products in Scotland, first
brought these facts to the attention of the public more than thirty years ago. (See interview with Ivor in this issue.) In order to
draw attention to the importance of a turntable he called it hi-fi
hierarchy and used an analogy from the computer world:
“garbage in, garbage out.” Ivor’s use of the word “hierarchy”
has stirred much controversy because it seems to imply that
some components are more important than others but that’s
not the actual purpose of this information. After all, which is
more important to penmanship, your hand or your arm? You
can argue about this question but for the best dexterity you
need both. In an audio system, you might get more performance by upgrading your source component before upgrading
your speakers but you can’t listen to either one alone.

“The signal flows through an
audio system in a prescribed
manner.”
The High Fidelity Approach
Remember, Audio Perfectionist Journal follows the high
fidelity approach to home music reproduction. This approach
assumes that our goal is to accurately reproduce the information that was recorded and that the components we choose
are designed with that purpose in mind. Unfortunately, that’s
not always the case. With the exception of some unusual
amplifier designs, most audio components other than speakers are relatively accurate. It’s fashionable today for some
speaker designs to create their own sounds rather than just
recreate what’s been recorded. Some people enjoy hearing
these extra sounds, even though they are not part of the
recorded information.

If you like the sound of the exaggerated reverberence created
by speakers with dipolar or bipolar radiation patterns or you
enjoy the sharper, more forward sound from speakers with
ringing, fourth-order crossover filters, a caveat is in order.
These speaker artifacts—and believe me, they are artifacts—
will be superimposed on everything you hear. When you put a
better signal into a system that includes speakers (or other
components) with these or other artifacts, better sound will
probably come out but the difference may be somewhat less
discernable. Garbage in always means garbage out. Putting a
better quality signal in usually means that better sound will
come out.

Dick Hardesty circa 1999
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Richard Hardesty circa 1999

If you want to assemble or upgrade a high fidelity audio system, the information in this Journal is very important. We’ll
revisit the natural order of things to put the sections of an audio
system into perspective so you can see how each section
affects the others. I’ll interview Ivor Tiefenbrun, founder of Linn
Products in Scotland, who first brought this simple concept to
the attention of consumers. Shane will review some new components and I’ll finish with articles about how to assemble an
audio system for the first time and how to systematically
upgrade that system while getting the most performance for
your money. APJ
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Yes, There is a Natural
Order of Things

by Richard Hardesty

Recording a live musical event requires the conversion of
acoustical energy into electrical energy by the microphone(s).
Air pressure waves from instruments and voices move the
diaphragm in the mic and a tiny AC voltage appears across the
microphone cable. The resulting analog waveform is then
amplified, processed and converted again to some other form
for storage.

If the storage medium is an analog record the electrical energy
is converted back to mechanical energy by the cutter head,
which makes physical grooves in the lacquer-coated master. If
the storage medium is a compact disc the electrical energy is
first converted to a digital code and then engraved into the aluminum foil of the CD. If the information is to be stored on magnetic media, such as recording tape or hard disc, the energy is
converted to a concentrated magnetic field by the recording
heads, which magnetize ferrous particles on the tape or disc
surface. If the original event is going to be broadcast over the
airwaves the electrical energy is used to modulate radio waves.
Audio Perfectionist Journal is primarily about the audio systems we use when playing back this recorded or broadcast
information in our homes

“The electrical signal… flows
through the individual
components in a home audio
system in a prescribed order.”
Reproducing Recorded Music
To reproduce the musical performance in the home the information that represents the original event must be retrieved
from the storage medium, converted back to electrical energy
and then processed and amplified to a level which is sufficient
to drive the loudspeakers. The speakers convert the electrical
energy to mechanical energy in the form of sound waves.

Then your ears convert this mechanical energy back to electrical energy for interpretation by the brain. And you thought
this was simple!

Here’s the most important part: The electrical signal that represents the acoustical information from a recorded musical performance flows through the individual components in a home
audio system in a prescribed order. This is not theory, it’s an
easily observable fact.

Understanding the signal route and what happens to the signal
as it follows this path through the chain of components is
important. It allows us to efficiently allocate our resources when
purchasing or upgrading an audio system. Most of us will have
to set limits on the total cost of our audio systems and spending too much on one component and not enough on another
can lead to disappointing results.

Too Much Here, Not Enough There
The most common error that budding audiophiles make is
spending too much on speakers and not enough on the amplifier that drives them or the CD player that sets the limits for signal resolution well before the speakers get a chance to reproduce anything.

“Speakers cannot
improve signal quality.”
The speakers are the final components in the signal chain and
they certainly are an important factor in the sound of an audio
system, but they cannot reproduce musical information that
doesn’t come down the speaker cables in the form of an electrical signal. Speakers convert electrical signals to mechanical
energy. They should not create information, they should reproduce it. Speakers cannot improve signal quality.

If a low-quality CD player fails to retrieve musical information
from the CD, the best amplifier in the world can’t amplify that
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lost information and the best speakers in the world can’t reproduce that information—it’s gone forever. If the CD player, or
other source component, successfully retrieves every bit of the
stored data from the source but parts of that signal get lost or
distorted by some component along the signal path, the speakers can’t replace that lost information or correct a colored or
distorted signal in any way.

ences between various models. It’s easy to convince inexperienced listeners that speakers are the only components that
make an audible difference and many people steadfastly
believe this. Any amplifier will do because they all have low distortion, they’ll tell you—just get good speakers and you’ll have
good sound. All CD players sound the same, they say—bits are
bits; only speakers make a difference.

“An accurate speaker accurately
reproduces the signal that
appears at the speaker input.”

The facts about speakers paint a different picture and here they
are: Loudspeakers are the final components in the signal chain.
Speakers reproduce only the signal that is fed into them. If that
signal is bad and the speakers are accurate, the sound will be
bad. On the other hand, if you put lots more information into a
simple speaker you’ll get lots more information out.

An accurate speaker accurately reproduces the signal that
appears at the speaker input. If that signal is bad the sound
that comes from the speaker must be bad, no matter how good
the speaker.

Speakers, the Weak Link?
Speakers are almost always considered by novices to be the
weak link in the chain of audio components. This idea is
based on the ancient concept that harmonic distortion measurements determine the level of perfection that components
achieve. Since speakers often have more harmonic distortion
than amplifiers or other system components they must be less
perfect. This is generally a misconception (see Journals #12
& #13).

The idea of the speaker as the weak link has been supported
by dealers, some of whom know better, because dealers make
lots more profit on speakers than on other components. They
want you to spend a larger portion of your budget on speakers
to maximize their profits. Magazines have also supported the
idea because there are more speaker manufacturers than makers of other components and the magazines want to print as
many reviews and sell as much advertising as they can.

Speakers get the most attention from hobbyists and magazine
reviewers because even a novice listener can hear big differ-
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“Speakers reproduce only
the signal that is fed into them.
Any other sound the speakers
make is distortion.”
If you put garbage into an outstanding speaker you’ll get
garbage out. Placing a better speaker at the end of a system of
flawed components may actually make the sound worse
because a better speaker may be more revealing of the flaws
in the components that precede it in the signal chain. Speakers
reproduce only the signal that is fed into them. Any other sound
the speakers make is distortion.

Are speakers important components? Absolutely. Are speakers
the only components that really matter? Absolutely not. This
statement may seem counterintuitive but with experience you’ll
learn that it’s true.

You can easily hear the difference between a good amplifier
and an excellent amplifier through modest speakers. When I
was a merchant, I sold many $10,000 amplifiers by comparing
them to less expensive amplifiers using a $1,200/pair speaker
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system. The demonstration was far more effective because of
the modest cost of the speakers used in the comparison.

An Audio System is Not a Chain
If you hang too much weight from a chain the chain will break
at the weakest link. Hence the saying: a chain is only as strong
as its weakest link. Making other links in the chain stronger will
not make the chain stronger than the weakest link because that
is where it will fail. Audio systems don’t work that way and
here’s why: Each link in a chain is the same and has the same
purpose. Each component in an audio system is different and
performs a different job.

An audio system is made up of a series of components and the
signal passes through them sequentially. The components in
the signal path can’t make the signal better, they can only
make it worse. Each component is imperfect and each one
degrades the signal somewhat by losing information and
adding noise and distortion. Additive degradation includes
noise, distortion and coloration. Subtractive degradation
involves the loss of information or resolution and the compression of dynamic range.

Each component is somewhat dependent on those that precede it in the system but an improvement in any component
will probably be audible because a better component will
cause less damage to the signal providing a better sounding
result overall.

Strengthening some individual links in a chain won’t make the
chain stronger but improving any of the individual components in
an audio system is likely to make the system sound better. Every
component makes a difference and improving any one will probably improve the overall sound. Some improvements will cost a
lot more than others so we should study the purpose of each
component in order to maximize fidelity and minimize expenditures. Let’s consider the components in an audio system.

Elements/Components
The elements in a film or video projector lens make a good
visual analogy to the components in an audio system. Each
glass or plastic element in a multi-element lens bends or focus-

A multi-element lens provides a good visual analogy to the
components in an audio system

es the light rays passing through it. Each element must perform
its particular modification to the light rays that pass through
with a minimum of light loss. Cleaning the surface of any lens
element will improve the image. Audio components work in a
similar way.

Each component in an audio system has a specific job to do.
Each transforms or amplifies the signal in some way. Each one
must perform its task while losing as little musical detail as
possible, and adding as little noise, distortion and coloration as
possible.

No lens element is completely perfect and some light will be
lost and some distortion will occur in each element. If any element is tinted, the entire image will be tinted. A better lens provides a better image because it does less damage to the light
passing through it. A projector lens provides a good analogy to
an audio system. Because the image starts out small at the film
frame and gets larger at the screen, distortions that occur
early-on in the light path will be magnified.

No audio component is completely perfect either. Each component will lose some musical information or detail, and add some
noise and distortion or coloration to the audio signal. If any
component adds coloration the overall system sound will be
colored. Because the signal is being amplified, distortions that
occur early in the signal path will be magnified.
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System Sections

“No audio component can
make the signal better.”
The projector lens can’t improve the image on the film and an
audio component can’t improve the quality of the recording.

No audio component can make the signal better. An accurate
amplifier, for instance, should produce an output signal that is a
higher-powered replica of the input signal. A better amplifier will
make a more accurate replica causing less degradation to the
original signal. It can’t improve upon the quality of the signal
because there is no mechanism for signal improvement.

An audio system can be divided into basic sections: the source
components, the amplification components, and the output
components (usually speakers). The cables that connect these
sections together are important components, too, These will be
considered separately in Journal #16.

Source components are all those devices that recover stored
or broadcast data. These may include an analog turntable, a
CD player, a cassette deck, an open-reel tape deck, a VCR, a
DVR, a DAT deck, a satellite receiver or set-top box, a DVD
player, a laserdisc player, or a tuner—any component that
retrieves information from a storage medium or the airwaves.
These components may have two or more signal channels.

The source component sets the limit for signal resolution. The
amount of signal detail that comes out of the source component is the maximum amount that subsequent components in
the signal path have to work with. A better turntable system
retrieves more information from the record and creates less
noise and distortion by producing less rumble and contributing
less wow and flutter. A better CD player retrieves more data
from the CD and distorts this data less with lower jitter. A better tuner resolves more of the broadcast information and adds
less garbage.

The amplification components include a preamp and an amplifier. The preamp may be part of a surround-sound processor. An
integrated amplifier is a preamp and amplifier on a single chassis. A receiver is a tuner, preamp and amplifier in one box. A
stereo system has two channels of everything and a surroundsound system usually has five or more.

A better amplifier will pass along more information (less signal
loss) and add less distortion, noise and coloration. Replacing
an amplifier with a better one will improve the sound of the system regardless of the quality of the speakers at the end of the
signal path because the signal will be degraded less by the
amplifier along the way.

Amplification components take the low-level signal from the
source components and make it bigger. The preamp is the control unit that provides switching, buffering and volume control
along with some amplification—in the case of a phono stage,
lots of amplification. The amplifier receives the signal from the
preamp and raises it to a level that can drive the speakers.

The signal is actually amplified over and over again until it
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reaches a power level that is high enough to drive the loudspeakers. The concept of a straight wire with gain is a misleading one. Every stage of an amplification component completely
recreates the signal (see Journals #10 & #11). The amplification components can’t replace information that was not
retrieved from the storage medium by the source components,
and the amplification components can’t remove noise or distortion introduced by the source components. If the turntable distorts the signal from the record with speed fluctuations (wow
and flutter) the amplification components will amplify these distortions along with the desired signal (see Journal #9). If the
CD player produces a distorted replica of the signal during digital-to-analog conversion due to jitter, the amplification components will simply raise the level of these distortions. You don’t
have to be a trained engineer to recognize these simple truths.

Output components include loudspeakers or perhaps headphones. A stereo system has two speakers and a surroundsound system has more.

The output components receive the signal in whatever condition it’s in after amplification and convert the amplified electrical
energy into mechanical energy to move air and make sound.

There is no component in any speaker that can make the signal better. By the time the signal reaches the speakers it has
passed through all the other components in the audio system.
Information that got lost along the way cannot be recreated by
the speakers, but noise and distortion can be. Noise and distortion in the signal will be clearly revealed by a high-resolution
speaker system. You’ll hear any noise and distortion that was
contributed by any component in the signal path.

If you trace the signal path through the system it should
become clear that each component can only work with the signal it gets from the component that precedes it in the signal
path. But that doesn’t mean that replacing a downstream component with a better one won’t improve the sound of the system. Since each component degrades the signal a little, a better component is likely to provide a better overall result
because the system as a whole will now degrade the signal a
little less. Added coloration is a slightly different matter.

“There is no component
in any speaker that can make
the signal better.”
Coloration
If one component adds coloration to the signal the sound will
be colored. Trying to cover up that coloration by adding components with “synergistic” colorations is a very bad idea. A coloration will remain until the last colored component is replaced.
For the best results each component should be as neutral as
possible in tonal quality.

You can also see that adding more components to the signal
path will degrade the integrity of the signal even more. Every
additional device will add noise and distortion and lose information. Every additional device will require another set of
cables. The simplest signal path is almost always the best
sounding and the least expensive. Consider adding components carefully.

Adding a stand-alone D-to-A converter, for instance, to improve
the performance of the DAC in the CD player adds another
component with another power supply along with another set of
cables. These additional components will add noise and distortion and may lose signal information. Be sure that the outboard
DAC is a lot better than the one inside the CD player or this
expenditure may not result in an audible improvement.

Sources for the Source Components
The quality of the original recording or broadcast sets the
absolute limit for resolution no matter how good your music
reproduction system may be. The best audio system in the
world won’t make a bad recording sound good. The source
components must retrieve the recorded or broadcast information and they set the limits for the level of resolution possible
from your playback system. If you don’t get all the information
off the disc (or other source) that information won’t come out
of your speakers as sound. Read that last sentence again.

www.audioperfectionist.com
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Time and time again I have seen disgruntled hobbyists with
expensive speaker systems listening to $400 CD players and
wondering why their speakers don’t sound like they did in the
store demonstration. They’re only bits, they say. Some magazines say all CD players sound the same.

“The signal from the source
component sets the limit
for resolution for the
entire audio system.”
A CD or DVD player is the most common source for high-end
audio or home theater systems today. These players read tiny
pits on the discs with a laser beam and perform digital-to-analog conversion on the data that is retrieved from the disc (see
Journal #9). This is an incredibly difficult and demanding task
that requires a precision instrument to achieve high quality
results. A $79 CD player can read a CD but the analog signal
that comes out is an inadequate source for a high-end audio
system.

The signal from the source component sets the limit for resolution for the entire audio system. No component in the
amplification or output sections of the system can recreate
musical information that was lost or damaged by the source
component.

Amplifiers are the most underrated and possibly the most
important single component in an audio system. Many people
believe that amplifiers are nearly perfect because they all have
low harmonic distortion. There is a large and very vocal group
in the audio world that believes there are virtually no audible
differences between high quality amplifiers. Believe me, nothing could be farther from the truth. For an experienced listener,
the amplifier may be the audio component that makes the difference between musical satisfaction and boredom.

The straight wire with gain analogy, which is offered as a
description of the ideal amplifier, is completely misleading. The
input signal to the amplifier and the output signal from it are
merely cousins, and in most designs distant cousins at that
(see Journal #10).

Each stage of the amplifier recreates a replica of the signal
from the stage that precedes it. The amplifier doesn’t just take
a tiny signal and make it bigger—the amplifier creates a big
signal that replicates the tiny one. You could say that the signal you actually hear is created in the amplifier rather than
passed through it.

Speakers
There are many terrible speakers available, of course, but the
good ones are better than most people think. Some time- and
phase-accurate speakers have better impulse response than
the compact discs we play through them! These speakers are
demonstrably more accurate in time and phase than the primary recorded music source of the day.

Amplification
A preamp may not appear to do much more than switch input
signals and provide volume control, and with line-level sources
that’s basically true. (With phono sources, a preamplifier can
provide far more gain than the amplifier.) They may not seem
to be important but preamps make a significant sonic contribution and, because they work with tiny signal levels that will later
be amplified many times over, the sonic character that preamps
impart to the signal will be a major factor in the overall sound
of the system (see Journal #10). Good active preamps are
expensive but worth it.
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Speakers, like all other audio components, are not perfect. But
their faults are remarkably agreeable with the human hearing
mechanism. The acoustic errors that they make are similar to,
and usually no greater than, the contribution from the natural
environments in which we listen.

Modern high-quality speakers have very low distortion above
the bass frequencies. Depending on how and what you measure, speakers may have less harmonic distortion than certain
amplifier types such as single-ended triode tube amps. Most
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high-quality speakers have amplitude response that is sufficiently linear to deliver good sound in real rooms.

“Modern high-quality speakers
have very low distortion
above the bass frequencies.”
A good speaker may have minor frequency response errors,
but if these are balanced so that octave-to-octave energy is
balanced, the errors are relatively benign and will be swamped
by the room’s acoustic contributions. Good speakers won’t
deviate from flat response by more than ±3dB over the full
audible range.

Most speakers have gross phase response errors which have
been accepted in the era of the compact disc because the CD
is a highly compromised medium. High resolution (96kHz or
more/24-bit) LPCM on DVD and Super Audio CD discs may
change all that. Some speakers are time- and phase-correct
today and will be ready for tomorrow’s improved recording
technologies. See Journals #12 and #13 for a discussion of
this whole phase thing.

Good cables are extremely important and the marketplace is
a minefield of scam and hype. Anybody with a crimping tool
can call himself a cable engineer these days. Don’t buy any
expensive cable product without carefully listening to it in your
own system. Most of the mega-dollar cables perform poorly
and should be avoided. There will be more about cables in
Journal #16.

A smart buyer will consider individual audio components in the
context of a complete system. The proper allocation of
resources requires a balance of expenditures between the
major sections of the system. If you spend too much on one
section you will surely shortchange another.

If you are upgrading an existing system and you have one
component that is of substantially lower quality than the others,
change that first. If everything is well balanced quality-wise,
start at the beginning with an improvement in the source section of the system. Then move down the signal path and
improve amplification and finally the speaker system. Trust me,
you’ll get far more bang for your buck this way. APJ

Cables
High-end cables can be the biggest scam in audio and some of
the most expensive ones perform very poorly. But that doesn’t
mean that cheap ones will do or that cables aren’t very important. Cables can dramatically change the sound of an audio
system.

Yes, cables are an important component in the system. If you
connect the world’s best preamp to the world’s best amplifier
with cables that lose information or add distortion and coloration, the signal will be degraded by these cables, just as it
would by any other component with similar aberrations.

www.audioperfectionist.com
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Interview With Ivor
Tiefenbrun
by Richard Hardesty
I’ve known Ivor Tiefenbrun for about 30 years and have visited
his factories in Scotland on two occasions. During those visits I
also had the privilege of seeing and learning about a foreign
land from people who are proud of their country and heritage. I
sampled outstanding beer and tasted single malt whiskeys that
are memorable to this day. I was fortunate enough to directly
experience the teachings of one of the industry’s truly iconic
individuals and the founder of Linn Products.

system is somewhat dependent upon the quality of components
preceding it in the signal path. And the previously ignored
turntable is at the very beginning. Ivor called this “hi-fi hierarchy” and I call it “the natural order of things” but it’s based on
irrefutable facts. The audio signal passes through each component in a definite order. Each component can only process or
reproduce the signal that arrives at its input.

Ivor posited that there are just two differences between noise
and music: the tune and the beat. I call these melody and
rhythm and while I also enjoy other elements of reproduced
music like stereo imaging, experience has shown that there is
no substitute for the basic musical fundamentals. The best
imaging audio system in the world can’t deliver musical satisfaction if you can’t follow the tune the bass plays or tap your
foot to the rhythm of the piece.

Charlatans have hijacked parts of our industry and I believe it’s
time for logic to rear its lovely head again. Three decades of
experience have proven to me that the tenets of Ivor’s original
arguments remain sound but there have been substantial societal changes during this period. Pundits argue whether these
changes are superficial or intrinsic to how we live now. I’d like
to hear about what Ivor’s learned during this time and I suspect
readers will be enlightened, too.

Ivor, the world today seems so different from thirty years ago.
Have people really changed or have I become a curmudgeon?

I think that we have both become curmudgeons. It is probably
inevitable; however I think it’s not that people have changed
but that sometimes they have not changed enough. The problem is too many people still hold on to misguided ideas, which
were misguided even 30 years ago. Music is now seen as less
important than it was, with the focus being on vision, with cinema and games rather than music.

Ivor brought logic and common sense to an industry that had
previously thrived on a sort of touchy-feely mysticism. He was
selling turntables, of course, and to emphasize their importance
he demonstrated that each individual component in an audio
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Music is a universal language of feeling and emotion. Leonard
Bernstein believed that it would in the future replace religion in
a way that would unite humanity and help eradicate conflict, so
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it is tragic that people don’t appreciate its importance or realize
its power. A dear friend of mine, who passed away recently, the
world renowned motoring journalist L J K Setright, once
explained this phenomenon of focusing on vision by noting that
people judge most things with their eyes because most people
can see more clearly than they can think. But the biggest
change over the last thirty years has been the shift in focus
from listening to viewing.

Your background is in mechanical engineering. What prompted
you to enter the hi-fi business?

Just over 37 years ago, when I got married, I bought my first
hi-fi system. I noticed that the sound I heard through the
headphones altered when the speakers were switched off,
so I placed the turntable outside the room, closed the door
and immediately gained substantially improved performance.
I realized that the output from the loudspeakers was interfering with the turntable system. A discussion with a friend,
who was involved with Decca for many years and familiar
with every aspect of audio engineering, quickly convinced
me the task of retrieving the fine information from a record
groove was a challenge vastly beyond my expectations or
previous understanding.

“People judge most things
with their eyes because most
people can see more clearly
than they can think.”
In the closed-loop record cutting process, movement between
the cutting stylus and the acetate faithfully captures all relative
motion occasioned by the music signal, but the playback
process is open with enormous scope for the loss of valuable
music information.

These observations led me to the notion that the turntable, as
the platform for the record/arm/cartridge combination, was the
major determinant of the information that could be faithfully
retrieved from a record.

With invaluable input from my late father, who was skilled in
bearing design, and by employing the precision engineering
skills and expertise that still exist at Castle Precision
Engineering, the company my father founded, I developed and
built a turntable which retrieved more information from the
record. It also maintained more constant and stable rotational
velocity and its operation was not only unprecedentedly quiet,
but far less susceptible to external influences.

The idea that the quality of hi-fi systems was ultimately constrained by source quality offended anyone who believed that
loudspeakers were the crucial components, the view at the
time. Far from seeing the hierarchy of the system following its
signal path from source to listener, most people believed the
loudspeaker at the end of the chain was the most influential
component. Fortunately for me, some open-minded people
were prepared to listen for themselves and make up their own
mind, as some retailers were excited by the prospect of selling
a product that could improve any system and give people more
pleasure from their record collections. The question was how to
sell such an advantage. It seemed obvious that the best way to
simply demonstrate the difference was by comparison and to
let people hear for themselves what an LP12 would do to the
sound quality of a system.

The pursuit of simplicity and innovation led to the continuous
improvement of the LP12 as our knowledge grew. These values, standards and techniques enabled customers to upgrade
their LP12 whenever they wished. This all helped to set Linn on
a path that has made it, to those who use and enjoy our products, a cherished marque. The Linn Sondek LP12 has become,
through many metamorphoses, a classic product that still
excites the most discriminating customers more than thirty-six
years after the first prototype sang its first song.

www.audioperfectionist.com
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I appreciate the opportunity to talk about the start of Linn and
the birth of the LP12 to your readers. The values that built its
reputation and give its owners such pleasure persist in everything we do, but as I have always said, you should be the
judge. All you have to do is listen and decide for yourself!

When we first met I could tell you were seriously interested in
music. You preferred to talk about what message the composer
was attempting to convey rather than the sound of your speakers. Today many forms of entertainment compete for our time.
Do you still enjoy music without other distractions?

My wife listens a lot to the radio and chooses most of the
music and so I’m happy enough to just listen to what’s on
most of the time, and my kids and grandchildren enjoy watching movies. Also, although I am no longer directly involved in
all the day-to-day operational aspects of Linn, I seem to be
busier than ever. Music listening at its most precious is usually a solitary and personal and private activity or perhaps
involves a couple or a few close friends, whereas the cinema
experience is more social, seldom solitary and usually
involves a bunch of friends or kids watching a movie or a big
concert or sports event.

Sound quality is important even when you are acquiring information, we also appreciate good sound quality when listening
to the radio or watching a movie. As I get older I find poor
sound more and more irritating. Of course, good music is as
absorbing and enjoyable as ever and in my view 90% of the
cinema experience is down to the sound if it is well reproduced.
It is not only the dialogue and the sound effects but the emotions transmitted by the soundtrack music. The communicative
power of music depends on it being well performed live or its
pitch-accurate reproduction. In other words, high fidelity reproduction without distortion of the melody as this is the carrier for
the feelings and emotions that the composer intended to communicate. I’m upgrading my CD12, Klimax, Komri system to a
fully active configuration and that will have me listening to
music even more.
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Your company started with electromechanical devices—turntables and speakers—but now makes every part of a home audio
system including recordings. Has this changed your views
about the relative importance of each audio component?

My view on system hierarchy is still the same; the source
comes first. Linn grew out of my interest in music and its accurate reproduction, and it started with a revolutionary product,
the Linn Sondek LP12, which changed people’s perceptions
about the importance of the components in a hi-fi system. It
changed their views because these were wrong. They had not
understood the basic “garbage in, garbage out” hierarchy of a
hi-fi system. They didn’t understand that a loudspeaker, as the
great Gilbert Briggs pointed out, could only detract from its
input signal to a greater or lesser extent. Technology can
change overnight but people take much longer.

“In real music
everything has to be there
in the correct proportion.”
Although I started with a turntable, I didn’t underestimate or denigrate the importance of loudspeakers. Indeed my next product
was the Isobarik loudspeaker, which was developed to deliver
clear undistorted low frequency bass. The dry and extended bass
sound of the Isobarik was as necessary for more accurate reproduction as was the ability of the LP12 to retrieve more information
from the record groove and it contrasted dramatically with the
boom-boom “liquid bass” with which other loudspeaker manufacturers sought to outperform each other.

But my objective from the beginning was to make a complete hi-fi
system and so Linn became the first specialist company to do so
once we made our own turntables, arms, cartridges, preamps,
power amps and loudspeakers.
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We recorded our own music and started our record label because
my view was that you had to be able to monitor and compare the
signal at every stage from capturing the live performance to the
result delivered in the listener’s home. I could not understand how
you could pursue high fidelity if you didn’t control the input to
products, although I came to realize that sales hype sometimes accounts for more sales success than the truth and
many people in the business sought not the most accurate
sound with everything in proportion but the most impressive
one. They made quantitative judgments rather than qualitative
ones. They wanted the most guitar, the most singer, the most
bass, and didn’t understand that in real music everything had
to be there in the correct proportion. It is incredible that so
much nonsense is still talked about hi-fi as is the fact that the
retailers and many customers are misled and confused by
sales hype which is inconsistent with the pursuit of accurate
reproduction of recorded or broadcast music.

“People don’t automatically
appreciate the difference
between listening and hearing.”
When Linn became the first company to make a complete system we were criticized and told that nobody could be good at
everything and that you must specialize in just one of the component categories in a hi-fi system. My view was that if you
were not intimate with all the issues involved in the sound
reproduction chain you were unlikely to be able to be as true
and accurate as you could be if you had expertise in every
aspect of the system. As you can imagine, this approach didn’t
win me many friends amongst my competitors and was resented most by those amplifier and loudspeaker companies who
were primarily interested in having customers spend all their
money on amplifiers or loudspeakers with very little regard for
source quality. In America in particular this led to the absurdity
of people buying very substantial and expensive systems with
a simple $50 changer as their source. It also explains why
there was a big focus on reel-to-reel tape recorders in America,
when in Europe the focus was more consistently on vinyl.

I have never forgotten what it is like to be a customer and so I
try to treat them the way I would wish to be served. My position
always was that the customer should get a fair, honest comparison to demonstrate the differences between carefully selected
products that all have value in a setup that was representative
of what they would have in their home. In other words, the system had to be set up and configured for them with no undriven
loudspeakers present in the room and without using comparators whose switching systems masked the differences between
source, amplification and playback products. It was also important that the retailers had the competence to teach people how
to listen on a qualitative basis and how to trust their own ears
and exercise their own judgement.

People don’t automatically appreciate the difference between
listening and hearing any more than they do the difference
between looking and seeing. A fighter pilot, sailor or artist must
be taught how to look, just like a musician or an audio engineer
has to learn how to listen, so specialist retail staff have to know
how to teach customers how to listen.

You now make home theater products and mass storage systems for background music as well as high fidelity audio components. In this iPod age, is convenience more important than
quality or is there still a market for superior music reproduction equipment?

Linn makes products for applications where sound quality
matters and that clearly applies equally to music, home cinema and multi-room systems, but our target customers are
only those who set high standards so we only address the
highest quality music formats. We have never, for example,
made a cassette deck because the same material was available with better quality on another existing and superior
sounding format, the LP. We only did CD once we discovered
how important eliminating jitter was and when we could reproduce music from CD above the threshold set by our minimum
standard for sound reproduction.
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We define this minimum standard as the degree of pitch-accurate sound reproduction above which the system is good
enough to seduce you into appreciating and enjoying music
you didn’t think you could or would enjoy. In other words, a
system that is good enough to broaden your taste in music.
We believe that the function of a hi-fi system is not to replace
live music but to help you explore, discover, experience and
enjoy the wide universe of music. Only a system that performs above a certain level of performance is good enough to
broaden your taste in music in this way. We know that once a
customer buys a Linn system, the longer they have it, the
more they appreciate it, the more their taste in music expands
and the more prepared they are to invest in its maintenance
and development. This is one of the reasons Linn equipment
retains so much more value and lasts so much longer than
anything else.

It is possible to enjoy music in a genre with which you are
already familiar and which you have learned to appreciate,
even on a pretty poor system, but that level of sound reproduction is not good enough to help a country music-loving person
to enjoy opera or the reverse. A good system will enable listeners to make this magnitude of transition and so expand their
taste in many dramatic ways because all music has merit; and
when we are exposed to live music, whatever its nature, we
are all able to appreciate the merit of the performance and the
message of the composer.

Linn only entered the home cinema market when Dolby Digital
made it possible to exceed our minimum standard in a multichannel home movie system. Our computer-based Kivor music
servers now allow people to access music from throughout
their home through our Knekt system with equivalent performance to our CD players. But we would not make products like
that if their sound quality was compromised, and they also
must offer value and convenience.

The iPod is a very exciting product, but even if it is used to
store uncompressed music, and although what it offers to a listener through headphones might be wonderfully agreeable, it is
not a high fidelity source. A good system makes the limitations
of the iPod painfully transparent.
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This is not a criticism of the iPod. Its convenience and quality
are perfectly adequate through headphones especially when
you are listening to your own compilations of your own music
that you already know and enjoy. Especially for people and
music on the move this kind of product has unrivaled appeal,
but if you want to listen more seriously, or make love or dance
to your music, you still need a superior system that fills a
room with high fidelity music and lets people listen together in
a more natural way than headphones, no matter how good,
can deliver.

The iPod is perfectly acceptable as a convenient source for
music-on-the-go and I suspect that people who collect thousands of songs downloaded from the Internet really like
music. I’ll bet that some of these same people could be interested in better quality reproduction for critical listening. What
are your views?

As I said, I applaud the success of the iPod because it is making music on the move more enjoyable by enabling people to
listen to a large collection of their own music when they are on
the move. As long as young iPod-owning people don’t damage
their hearing with the distorted sound of discos or from too loud
sound through ear-penetrating headphones, then their interest
and tastes will be open to the experience of the superior sound
that is only available from authentic and precision-engineered
sound reproduction components and systems. Digital music
downloaded from the Internet also has the potential to expose
people to worldwide radio and live performances, and as bandwidth availability and choice expand people will be more and
more interested in higher quality sound if only to match the
ever more stunning quality of video reproduction which is now
being delivered. The big challenge for our business is to gain
the opportunity to expose people to the superior sound we can
offer and demonstrate its benefits.

Our industry has drifted from its original position advocating
high fidelity reproduction to an “anything goes if it makes somebody happy” view. The magazines have supported this new
position, which accepts “euphonic colorations,” because it
allows anyone to be a “designer” and everyone to be a “critic.” I
believe that’s why so many music lovers are dissatisfied with
their audio systems. What do you think?
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When an industry is new and raw it is quite simple to participate and make performance improvements but as it grows and
develops and knowledge is distributed, competition and commoditisation result in consolidation with fewer and fewer participants and the scale of investment, expertise and understanding
needed to enter the business or compete increases. For all
these reasons fewer and fewer specialist or hobbyist companies can remain in business or at the front line in the industry.
That is why some of the survivors are driven backwards rather
than forwards and seek to nurture obsolete technologies and
tweaks because they are not being able to exploit new technology-led opportunities.

This happens in every modern industry and the result is that
few genuine manufacturers are left in our industry who actually
conceive, design, engineer, manufacture or indeed originate
any significant aspect of their own products to any meaningful
extent. Basically it is now often all about marketing so more
and more companies start to badge mass-market products
made in China or Southeast Asia or repackage mass-market
technologies from companies like Sony, Philips or Motorola.

“...many retailers are driven by
the market ...rather than any
personal values...”
This process means that now most hi-fi companies are implementers who all use the same standard applications, standard
configurations of chipsets and demonstration software from the
same or similar commodity suppliers. Hype substitutes for the
absence of any real added value and so retailers are also confronted with the same commercial pressures. Real prices of the
products they sell fall and they are now exposed to competition
from mail order, web discounters and from large retail chains.
That is one reason some of them seek to maximize their margins rather than first pursuing better quality and value. That is
why some try to sell people more snake oil cables and other
nonsensical accessories at 60-80 point margins rather than
better hi-fi or video components unless they have no choice.

In other words, many retailers are driven by the market and the
technology adoption cycle and volumes rather than any personal values or a strategy to identify and serve the most demanding target customer group. This might seem really depressing
but it is just the way it is.

Some retailers, when you approach them to sell a product, say
“Why should I sell it? Incentivise me to sell your product. You
have to make it worth my while,” rather than “Let’s hear or see
what it can do.” However, if their customers knew that when
they bought something as much as half or even more of the
purchase cost was going to the retailer, they might be astounded; and when they discover that despite this the same retailer
is unlikely to install or service their products, set them up properly, train their staff or instruct the customer on how to use the
system to its full effect or seek extra payments for these services, the customer might become disgusted, and this only diminishes our industry.

Some companies who have their loudspeakers made in the
Far East and pretend that they are handcrafted in Utah,
England or Tuscany can make very large margins especially if
their products are not going to be compared with more
authentic competitors. Indeed, many seek to avoid any such
comparison. The result is that these suppliers—you cannot
really call them manufacturers—can supply their products with
50-60 point retailer margins on credit terms that can extend
up to a year or more and/or on a sale or return basis. They
buy their retailer’s commitment by paying for his advertising
and by lending him large sums of money and/or stock at no
interest. In this way they try to monopolize the route to market. In many cases they directly financially incentivise the
sales people in the shop and pay them a cash bonus for
every sale made.

Linn does not engage in these practices. I recognize that they
are common commercial practices and are accepted as fair
competition but I feel that any hidden incentive or inducement, because it is not visible to the customer, is inherently
dishonest.
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Linn does not even lend other manufacturers equipment at
exhibitions because we feel that if someone uses our equipment at an exhibition it should not be because we have given
or loaned them stuff for nothing but because they have purchased our products out of a genuine interest of making the
best sound possible and are honest advocates.

Most people only buy two or three hi-fi systems over a lifetime;
typically one when they are young or a student, one when they
are in the home and family-building stage of their life, and one
when their career is mature and they are approaching retirement. In effect this is likely to mean that most people only have
one chance in a lifetime to buy a great hi-fi system.

The first rule of commerce has always been “let the buyer
beware” but I feel that if customers really understood how
loaded the purchase process has become, where their money
goes and the hidden inducements involved, they might quite
rightly feel betrayed by the retailer especially when the manufacturer almost always gets the blame whenever there is a
problem even if it is caused by lack of retailer competence or
integrity. The magazines are also equally diverse in their standards although this obviously varies from country to country
and between publications and individual businesses’ attitudes
and conventions also vary widely. Paradoxically in some countries where all magazine reviews are purchased or where all
reviewers earn a fee every time they consider a manufacturer’s
product, they exhibit more integrity than in countries where the
fact that the reviewer is also a consultant or a manufacturer is
not generally understood. It is especially destructive when
some reviewers in magazines are straight and aboveboard and
others in the same marketplace are anything but. When you
read an inexplicably bad or jaundiced review it is always
because the company involved does not “play the game” that
some live by.

Choosing a genuine hi-fi system is a really important purchase.
It should last and be capable of being developed over a lifetime. People need long-term support and they need to have a
strategy for their system and know how to cope with future
developments. They need real expertise and service, but a
good hi-fi has always cost the price of a family car and a super
hi-fi has always cost as much as a super car so you should
take all the time and care it needs and deserves. It is not a
decision that people should rush into and consumers do not
protect themselves by buying a modest system. All they do is
miss the opportunity to get what they really wanted. In other
words, a system that is good enough to transform their life with
music. If a system is not good enough to change your life, it is
probably not worth buying. A good system should change the
way you live and the way you feel for the better, so you must
choose it wisely.

The first rule of commerce has always been “let the buyer
beware”; that’s why we tell people to make up their own mind.
Customers have to acquire a lot of information and realize that
with an important purchase they have to shop around and find
the best retailer before they have any chance of finding the
best product on demonstration or the best advice and service.

It is also the case that, while customers are very likely to contact a manufacturer whenever they have a problem because
the retailer blames the manufacturer or cannot resolve their difficulty, they are unfortunately reluctant to approach the manufacturer prior to purchase. This is a big mistake.
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“Most people only have one
chance in a lifetime to buy
a great hi-fi system.”
In every field of human endeavour there can only be a few serious contenders. Arguably only one company or product can be
the best in any category so inevitably prospective customers
are faced with 99.9% noise and have to understand that separating the truth from the noise requires a fair bit of commitment,
time and effort and that the final judgement that matters is their
own. They must listen and make up their own minds and
decide for themselves what to believe and what to buy. The
bottom line is that magazines and reviewers will not give you
your money back; the guidance that the best of them can provide should be and is there to help empower the end-user.
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Interview With Ivor Tiefenbrun
Some manufacturers would like us to believe that their speakers are more important than the source that feeds them. Isn’t
this like bragging that the colorations of the speakers are so
pronounced that they swamp the sound of other components?

called engineering. It is the hard and grueling part of delivering
superior performance.

Linn products seem to retain a higher percentage of their value
in the used market. Why do think this is?
I am aware of the fact that some manufacturers believe that
their speakers can improve upon their input. They obviously
lack credibility. The staggering thing is that some of them sell
loudspeakers for up to $100,000 a pair and some retailers sell
them because they can make 60 or more points on the sale. I
suppose discriminating customers will realize that such hype
and faulty reasoning is flawed, and will not believe anything
they say and that such manufacturers and their retailers should
be avoided like the plague.

“The making things work bit is
not at all well understood.
It’s called engineering.”
Isn’t coloration just a polite word for distortion?
Yes.

I believe that an audio system should accurately reproduce the
recording rather than creating euphonic colorations that remind
some people of live performances some of the time. What’s
your position?

My position has always been that we have to be true to what is
captured at the source. I believe we have to extract all the
information in the groove or in the airwaves or from a cable
system or CD. We have to convert all the digital data extracted
into information accurately, and pico seconds of jitter (in other
words distortion in the time domain) are critical to this process.
Linn is an innovative company that produces precision engineered sound and vision components. Our job is about the
application of measurement and making things work.
The making things work bit is not at all well understood. It’s

Typically a Linn product that is 5-10 years old can fetch half of
its original cost, whereas many competitive products are
below 20% within 2 or 3 years. In other words, when you buy
most things if you turned around at the door and went back in
and said “how much would you give me for this?” the sales
people would hide from you. There are lots of reasons why
buying Linn is not like that. Our products are priced honestly.
They represent better value. Our customers usually sell our
products only when they are going to buy something else
from Linn, so they enthuse their prospective customer. There
are many people who would like to buy our products new who
can’t yet afford them so they’re out there in the market
searching for second-hand products. Our after-sales service
is good; when we discontinue a product we are still able to
support it for many years to come. That’s difficult with modern
technology because sometimes the chipsets become obsolete
and so on, and so we always discontinue a product when it’s
still competitive and serviceable. That also contributes to the
resale value. All these things are part of our overall strategy
of looking after our customers and treating them the way we
would like to be treated.

You spent years demonstrating your views at audio shows.
How did people respond? Can you tell us about some memorable experiences?

People are always amazed when we demonstrate the benefits
of silent repetition, the technique of active listening, which
allows them to perceive clearly on a consistent basis any sonic
difference no matter how small. People are always appreciative
of any learning experience that empowers them and helps
them to make sensible decisions. We have always tried to
show people how to judge to give them confidence in their own
abilities and we want our specialist resellers to explain and
demonstrate the hierarchy of a system so that customers know
the best way to build a system and how best to optimize its
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performance or upgrade and enhance what they have. We also
strive to make people think about where they want to eventually end up. If ultimately you want to have music and cinema in
every room of your home you might make very different decisions about your initial component and system purchases than
if you decide that your dream is that you want the very best
sound possible for music only in one room or the best possible
cinema in another. As for the most memorable experiences, I’m
still saving these up and collecting more.

Do you think that people would respond in the same way
today?

People have not changed in this respect and I still find it as
interesting and enjoyable as ever to get involved at public exhibitions because human interaction and imaginative exchange
are the sources of all learning and pleasure. Ultimately the only
thing that I think gives people sustainable pleasure is giving
other people pleasure, so I enjoy meeting and interacting with
people as much as I ever did, and in our ever more commoditised world people are even more appreciative of authentic
products and companies that truly are different and special.

P r o-ject RM-9.1
Turntable/Tonearm

By Shane Buettner
A lot of products caught my eye at CES 2006, but Pro-ject’s
RM-9.1 turntable stands out. Talk about a trade show moment.
When I asked about the price of this turntable, and Kevin Wolff
of Sumiko (Pro-ject's US distributor) replied $1,500, I immediately asked how much extra for the arm. Nope, $1,500 for the
table and its single-piece, carbon-fiber arm tube. That's a real
hot price for a hot-looking piece of kit, and the RM-9.1 jumped
to the top of my review wish list.

In March, when Kevin set up the table for me, the RM-9.1 got
even more interesting. Sumiko packages the RM-9.1 with its
$799 Blackbird cartridge for a cool $2,000. With all the options
available today in phono stages it's obvious that we're talking
about putting together a complete vinyl playback system for
under $3K. Have I got your attention yet?

Ivor, thanks for participating in this informative and entertaining
interview. It’s comforting to hear that you still share my love of
music and that the changes we’ve seen in the world haven’t
tainted or diminished the satisfaction that it brings us.

We only have five senses and our sense of hearing is at least
as important as our vision. The audio industry should be at
least as important to people as the video industry. The fact that
it is not is our industry’s failure and our shame.

Pro-ject
In this sense I must confess to being disappointed by the fact
that I have had so little impact on our industry despite so much
work over so many years; but I still believe that what I do and
what my colleagues at Linn together with our best distributors
and resellers around the world do is worthwhile and hopefully
that our combined efforts help to make the world a slightly better place, and I still wish and hope that I could and that they
will achieve and do more. APJ
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Pro-ject as a company is its own compelling story. A Viennabased audiophile and audio distributor named Heinz
Lichtenegger noticed that, with the ascendance to market domination by the CD in the late 1980's, there were few manufacturers offering entry and mid-priced record players. A devout analog man himself, Heinz didn't like seeing audiophiles and music
lovers of modest means with nowhere to turn. So he set out to
develop and manufacture an entire line of affordable but high
quality turntables.
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In the Spring of 1990 Heinz managed to find a factory just a
few hours away in the Czech Republic that had once not only
been used to manufacture audio gear, but had once upon a
time actually been a home to the manufacture of turntables!

I was both surprised and impressed to find out that Pro-ject is,
in many ways, a mini-SME. And I mean that as a sincere compliment. Pro-ject is a genuine manufacturer, which is distinguished from being an assembler. In addition to manufacturing
the tables and arms, and finishing and painting them mostly by
hand, Pro-ject hand-winds their AC motors at the factory, in the
same area of the factory dedicated to winding motors for model
trains!

Design and Setup
The RM-9.1 is a mass-isolated table with an MDF plinth and a
sandwiched, two-layer acrylic platter that's used with a brass
record clamp that slides down over the spindle. The plinth contains a hollow chamber with a steel mass plate centered on the
inverted ceramic bearing. The mass plate, well, increases the
table's mass and is located proximal to the bearing for maximum energy dissipation. The table is leveled via three welldamped aluminum/sorbothane feet, and is finished in classy
lacquered gray.

Pro-ject's line today begins with the Debut III, a complete
table/arm/Ortofon cartridge combo that retails for $329 and is
available in eight different colors to match your décor, and tops
out with the RM-9.1 that I'm reviewing here. A more expensive
and ambitious RM-10 is on the way, and in addition, Pro-ject
manufactures a number of tables and arm products sold and
marketed by Music Hall.

“A complete
vinyl playback system
for under $3K!”

Here's a quick story that speaks both to Pro-ject's success and
perhaps to whether the vinyl revolution is real or imagined.
About two years ago I was in a Magnolia Audio-Video, which is
a prominent chain out here on the west coast. Seeing a wall of
multicolored Proj-Ject Debut tables I asked the nearest salesman if they were actually selling any of those suckers, and he
replied that they sold them out as fast as they could get them
in. Hmm. Relaying this to Sumiko's Kevin Wolff I was told that
sales of the Debut combo at Magnolia had gone up 40% each
of the last two years!

Inverted bearings are somewhat controversial in some corners,
because putting the bearing so close to the playing surface
theoretically increases the likelihood of the stylus picking up
bearing noise. The quiet, resolved and dynamic playback of
VPI's Super Scoutmaster suggests to me that if inverted bearings are inherently problematic, the problems are solvable.

The synchronous AC motor is totally isolated from the chassis;
it uses a "wall wart" transformer/power supply, and sits next to
the table. Rounded bands connect the motor to the platter, and
two different pulleys are provided that switch the platter speed
between 33 rpm and 45 rpm playback. Speed is adjusted by
manually moving the motor closer to or farther away from the
table, which is actually quite easy to set with a strobe disc, and
it was reasonably accurate switching between the 33- and 45rpm speeds.
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A step-up accessory for the Pro-ject tables is an outboard
power supply for the motor that offers more precise control of
platter speed at the push of a button, rather than moving the
belt. Appropriately named the Speed Box SE, it sells for $550.

The Blackbird cartridge is a high-output (2.5mV) moving coil
with a nude body design, which is the same thing as saying it
has no body. It weighs 9.5 grams, and the internal impedance
is 135 ohms. The cantilever is boron. One minor beef, unlike
Lyra's nude designs, the Sumiko has no provision for a stylus
protector. Whoever does the dusting in our listening room
needs to just keep the hell away.

Sumiko grabbed a first by making a point of showing off
Blackbird's nifty fluted wood box, and claimed that the box had
been stress-tested by throwing a bunch of them against a
wall—with the cartridges still inside! This story wouldn't be
recounted if the cartridges didn't survive unscathed. I'm telling
you this because it gave me the same kind of chuckle I got
from the Samsonite commercials of the 70s featuring orangutans throwing the luggage around.
The 9cc arm features Swiss-made bearings and a conical carbon fiber arm tube that is comprised of a single piece of carbon, with no removable headshell or moving parts for
increased rigidity. In a nifty touch, it even features a sharply-cut
out piece off the headshell area that works as a cuing device.
Antiskate is set with classic string and weight, and a line is
included down the middle of the outside of the arm tube for
precise VTA adjustment. This is a page out of the SME tonearm book, and really aids in fast, reliable VTA adjustments.
Four different counterweights are available on request,
accounting for any conceivable cartridge pairing.
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Overall, the level of fit & finish of this table/arm is extraordinary
for an imported product in this price range. There's nothing
cheap about this table or its workmanship, and everything
about it imparts pride of ownership.

Sound
Speed is the first word that comes to mind when I think of listening to the Pro-ject combo. This Pro-ject rig has very tight
bass and a lively midrange and an impressively large yet
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well focused soundstage. Like the best mass-isolated tables
I've heard there's a rhythmic drive to this table that's relentless
in the best sense, and a real sense of dynamic swing.

Still shocking to me is that a modest turntable rig like this Project produces more convincing imaging than many of the
megabuck CD playback rigs I've heard. There's a much greater
sensation of size, and far more convincing portrayal of the
micro-changes in dynamics that occur naturally in music.

“…more convincing imaging
than many of the megabuck
CD playback rigs…”
Some tables with acrylic platters have a flat, dynamically dead
sound to them, but not the RM-9.1. Pure Pleasure's reissue LP of
Buddy Guy and Junior Wells' Going Back To Acoustic exhibited
this with startling drama. The title is true to the session: Guy plays
acoustic guitar, Wells wails on the harmonica, and they both
share vocals. That's it. Buddy Guy is as expressive a musician
and vocalist as there has ever been. He doesn't play the guitar—
he transforms it into a pure expression of his manic personality.
He moves around, he slides, he slaps. He's just all over the thing.
On the RM-9.1, Guy's guitar jumps completely out of the speakers as a living, breathing thing, open and alive in the soundstage.
The strings, the body, the hands, they're all present and accounted for. Not as fully realized and utterly convincing as on my reference SME 20 (and of course if it were I'd be really pissed off!),
but the musicians still get in the room with you.

The midrange is perhaps just a little forward in an outgoing,
engaging way. This combination goes about as far in this
direction as it can without inducing any edginess or grit. And
I'll temper that by saying that I've heard some of these characteristics in the Blackbird cartridge with other tables, and I
believe it's a by-product of the taut bass and not a genuine
midrange push. The bass borders on being dry, but benefits
somewhat from a full mid-bass presentation that warms things
up just enough without detracting from the engagingly forward
midrange. Still, overall this isn't a warm, fuzzy sounding table
by any stretch.

At $5,500 for the table, arm and outboard speed controller
VPI's Super Scoutmaster is much more expensive than the
RM-9.1. But it's a lot closer to this Pro-ject's cost than my reference SME 20/Series V tonearm combo, which retails at almost
ten full times its price(!). And yes, the RM-9.1 offers way more
than ten percent of the performance!

During my review of the VPI I used it with Lyra's $750 Dorian
cartridge. This combination was smoother, more refined and
more tonally even than the Pro-ject/Blackbird rig. There was
better retrieval of low-level detail from the VPI rig, but the
soundstage and imaging are surprisingly comparable. Both
tables have a terrific sensation of speed, rhythm and pace.

Presence is as good a word as any to describe the way music
sounds on the RM-9.1. The soundstage opens up, and the
music is simply very "there" in the room. There's not a lot of
embellishment, and there's very little in the way of additive colorations—no bloated bass, or romanticized, caramel colors of
any kind. As mentioned, the bass borders on lean, which might
spotlight the midrange just a touch, but in a pleasing way.
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The VPI is unequivocally cleaner and more transparent overall,
but there's no question that the RM-9.1 acquitted itself quite
well at a $4K handicap in price.

This wasn’t my first experience with Sumiko’s Blackbird cartridge. While I like this Blackbird a lot, and especially like the
price break Sumiko offers in combination with this table, Lyra’s
Dorian suits my own tastes a little more. I think it’s more even
tonally, and sounds livelier and yet also more refined and
detailed. I should also mention that Lyra’s Titan is my reference
cartridge, so I’m obviously a fan of the Lyra sound. If you can afford
to shell out the extra couple hundred bucks investigate some.

Conclusion
The Pro-ject RM-9.1 offers an amazing return on investment in
fit & finish, and follows that up with wonderful sound for the
money. The matter-of-fact presentation deftly sidesteps the
negative aspects that can sometimes accompany that kind of
sound.

The dCS P8i

By Shane Buettner
I’ve done pretty well for myself when it comes to building my
audio system, and for the most part it’s now comprised of the
components I’ve reviewed and regard as the best available,
regardless of price. There is one exception. The best digital
playback I’ve heard in my system, or anywhere else, is the dCS
stack I reviewed for Journal #9. That system remains the best
I’ve heard in overall clarity and transparency, and as with the
best components, my respect and admiration for it only grew
with the time I spent with it, which, fortunately for me, turned out
to be several months after the review was completed.

As much as I wanted that stack, its cost was nearly $20K,
which placed it beyond my financial grasp. Not that the P8i is a
lot cheaper, but this latest offering from dCS is an all-in-one
disc player based on proprietary Ring DAC technology, which
was the heart of the digital “separates” system I was so taken
by just a few years ago.

“Wonderful sound
for the money!”
Not only do I highly recommend this table/arm without reservation or hesitation, I consider it a serious challenge to a number
of you out there. With a table like this available for $1,500, and
packaged with a terrific cartridge for $2,000, the excuses for
not having vinyl playback in your system have dwindled down
even further. Hell, even with a good phono stage you could buy
this rig and a smattering of your favorite recordings on LP and
still not top $3K. What are you waiting for? APJ
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At $14K the P8i CD/SACD player is only a bargain when compared with dCS’ top-of-the-line DAC/transport/processor system, which is priced near, gulp, $40K. While $14K isn't exactly
cheap, it’s closer to the realm of reality for those of us without
a money tree in the yard, and unlike so many expensive products the dCS does offer technology and engineering that is
unique and truly proprietary. As you’ll read here, dCS doesn’t
assemble the “me too” digital products that so many manufacturers do. And as you’ll read, dCS has once again redefined my
reference for high-end digital sound.
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Outside
The P8i is an unassuming and surprisingly heavy box. It’s far
more utilitarian in the looks department, especially compared to
the sci-fi looks of dCS' separate components that stack onto
one another in a pyramid-ish shape.

The front panel is finished in silver aluminum with a rather
monolithic fascia that's broken up only by a smallish display, a
half-dozen small buttons and a rotary control. In an odd
touch, the buttons glow red when pushed to play or access a
CD and purple when playing/accessing an SACD or
CD/SACD hybrid disc.

The rear panel has a removable power cord, and unfortunately
the ins and outs are crammed very tightly together in three
recessed areas. Not only are the connections physically difficult
to manipulate, the labels that tell you what’s what are tiny and
inconveniently located. As a reviewer I move things around
more than a typical consumer would. If you buy one of these,
here’s to hoping you just connect it once and don’t have to go
back there again!

In addition to single-ended and balanced outputs, there are
digital inputs and outputs on AES/EBU and SPDIF on RCAs.
There are also ins and outs for a word clock, which allow
using a separate clock for the P8i (which dCS indeed makes
as a separate component), or slaving another component to
the P8i’s word clock. The digital inputs are now currently
active (with 44k and 48k signals) in the V1.10 iteration of the
P8i’s software.

There is also an RS-232 port for updating the P8i’s software,
and I hope there are already some updates in the works to correct a few of this player’s operational quirks!

Inside
As mentioned most companies that manufacture “DACs” build
around off-the-shelf DAC chips and digital filters from companies like Burr-Brown, Analog Devices, Crystal, Wolfson, etc.

I don’t mean any of this to degrade those companies—better
off-the-shelf parts are very sophisticated, very expensive, and
have excellent performance. In addition to that, the power supplies and analog circuitry that have to accompany the DAC/filter chips have an extraordinary impact on the product’s sound,
and the companies that do that the best get the best sound.

The dCS people, though, are very unusual in this market in that
they actually designed and patented their own proprietary DAC
called the dCS Ring DAC. Rather than a pair or two of chips,
the dCS Ring DAC solution is an entire daughter board with an
analog output section.

There are things those at dCS will reveal about the Ring DAC
and things they keep, shall we say, private. What is known is
that the dCS Ring DAC operates at 5-bits/2.8Mhz, which on its
surface is very similar to DSD’s 1-bit/2.8Mhz system. Different
filtering algorithms are used for CD and SACD playback, but
essentially a 64x oversampling of 16/44 PCM has to happen in
front of the DAC somewhere.

According to dCS, multibit DACs use a resistor associated with
a current source for each bit. The higher the bit depth the
greater the distortion, or nonlinearity in the DAC, as inaccuracies become inevitable in achieving correctly matched resistor
values. One-bit sigma/delta DACs eliminate the resistor matching issue since there's only one bit and therefore one resistor.
The linearity is good but high oversampling is required to
achieve good signal-to-noise ratios, and then clocking errors,
jitter and noise become problems.

Instead of using one resistor per bit, the dCS Ring DAC's fivebit system uses an array of resistors with the same value to
reduce clocking errors and nonlinearities. But even then, small
variations in the resistors' values would still degrade the performance of the DAC. The dCS Ring DAC uses a proprietary
algorithm to vary the number and positions of the resistor
arrays from sample to sample, thereby randomizing any errors
stemming from the inevitable variations in resistor values. dCS
likens its variation of the current sources to a circle, or ring—
hence the dCS Ring DAC moniker.
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The dCS claim is that the randomization of errors distributes
white noise throughout the quantizing range that's far more
benign sonically than the distortions that would occur otherwise. dCS further claims the resulting high linearity and resolution are unsurpassed. In addition to the reference quality sound
I’ve experienced from the dCS components I've heard, John
Atkinson (of Stereophile magazine) has measured a number of
dCS components that use the Ring DAC and they have essentially set a standard in resolution for digital playback components. In other words, dCS seems to be on to something.

The transport is a Philips unit distinguished by being slow as
molasses when loading or responding to commands, but it’s
also notable for sounding excellent in every application in
which I’ve heard it, which must be how it earns its keep.

Features, Functionality and Operation
The P8i, like dCS’s separate DAC components, has a volume
control and can drive power amplifiers directly, without a line
stage/preamplifier. Like the other components I’ve heard with
this capability, the P8i sounds cleaner and sharper in some
respects, but also flatter, sterile, and lacking dimension and
image depth when driving amplifiers directly.

As counterintuitive as it seems to get better sound by adding a
component in the signal chain, I recommend using a preamp to
get the best sound from this or any other digital playback system. I've tried a number of the most highly regarded digital
source components connected directly into power amps, including those from Wadia, Theta and dCS. I've yet to find one that
outperforms the sound I hear when a high-end analog preamp
is in the system.
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There are four separate
digital filter algorithms
that can be selected for
both SACD and upsampled CD playback, and
the user manual offers
zip in the way of useful
information about their
sonic characteristics. dCS suggests that you experiment to find
the best one, and thanks for coming. The algorithms are numbered from 1 to 4 with the best time domain performance
achieved using Filter 1 for SACDs.
In addition, the P8i offers upsampling of redbook CDs to DSD
prior to D-A conversion by the Ring DAC. dCS manufactures a
"digital-to-digital" upsampler called a Purcell that does something similar, and I've heard it sound astoundingly good upsampling PCM to DSD with dCS's separates. As you'll read, I was
not only underwhelmed with this feature here, I unequivocally
believe Redbook PCM sounds better on this player with the
upsampling turned off, which actually defaults to what dCS has
informed me is a brick wall filter. More on that later.

The P8i defaults to the SACD layer of hybrid CD/SACD discs
but can also be switched between the CD and SACD layers
with a push of a button on the remote, and the phase can be
inverted. The brightness of the display can also be adjusted
through the menus via remote control. As a wish list item I'd
choose that the P8i include an operation mode allowing someone using an analog line stage to lock the volume and balance
controls and prevent them from being inadvertently misadjusted. My 15-month old son loves to press any buttons he can get
his little fingers on, so I always checked the P8i to make sure
the volume and balance controls were properly zeroed-out
before use. Maybe a future software update will make my wish
come true.

The remote is big and heavy, which is appropriate in the fit &
finish savvy world of hi-fi. Like all good reviewers, the first
thing I wished to do with the dCS was power it up and play a
disc on repeat to warm it up. This revealed a seeming gaffe in
operation in that there is no repeat button on the P8i’s
remote. I contacted Audiophile Systems Ltd, dCS’ US distribu-
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tor, and was informed that a very common universal remote’s
repeat button would work, which it did. The P8i indeed has
repeat capability, it simply appears that they forgot to put it on
the P8i’s own remote! According to dCS the repeat mode was
not forgotten. They claim the US is the only market that covets this feature. Hmm.

go on and on about all the minute low-level details I heard, but
minutiae doesn't do justice to the overall drama of the performance I experienced, or to the simple fact that I heard the instruments and the performance and forgot I was listening to my
stereo. The strings had warmth and air, but were also sharp and
crisp. I could hear murmurs and muffled coughs from the audience, and when Heifetz was spotlighted on the stage, I could

Performance

feel the gentle sawing action of his bow, gauge the speed and
pressure of it, and I could hear the body of the instrument creak
and groan with the action of his playing.

I used this player with Aesthetix's Callisto preamplifier, and
entirely with my Vandersteen Model 5A speakers. In addition to
Audioquest's Sky interconnect and Kilimanjaro speaker wires, I
used Alpha-Core's AG-1 Center Stage speaker wire in threefoot runs and their Triode Quartz TQ2 silver interconnect. For
AC cords I use a combination of AudioQuest NRG-5 and
Richard Gray's Power Company HighTension Wires. The only
power line conditioners in my system are by Richard Gray's
Power Company.

When the P8i first came in it wasn't blowing my skirt up compared to my reference Ayre C-5xe. It sounded good, and there
was resolution there, but my first reaction was, "This player
costs twice as much as my Ayre?" All it needed was a few days
to break in and, man, did things change!

Regular readers know that my musical tastes are diverse, and
that I'm just as likely to play The Flaming Lips as Beethoven
and Mendelssohn. But one day, after the dCS player had been
in my system for around a week, I needed to hear the RCA
Living Stereo SACD of Beethoven's Violin Concerto in D
(CRCA 61391, Boston Symphony Orchestra with Jascha
Heifetz on violin, Charles Munch conducting). I thought a few
minutes would do me, and I could check in on the player while
I was at it. Thirty-something minutes later I was still in my chair
trying to assimilate what I'd heard. (Let me add that the RCA
Living Stereo hybrid CD/SACDs are widely available for about
$10-$12. Pristine LPs’ pressing might sound better, but there's
no better sonic bang for the buck than these discs, and they're
way easier to find.)

This player's abilities came into sharp focus here, along with the
Boston Symphony Orchestra's performance, circa 1955. I could

This is certainly startling, but what really separated this listening experience from others the most is that the natural sense
of air and space from the hall, decades ago, was alive and
charging the air in my room, making the hairs on my arms
and neck stand at attention. While individual instruments were
as completely and convincingly drawn in three-dimensional
space as I've heard from digital, it was the way that the P8i
captured the swelling of the orchestra during the busier passages that mesmerized me. I could feel its dynamic power
building as though the air in my listening room were expanding and contracting with it. Although the music was clearly
breathing in my room in a way that digital almost never does,
I was positively breathless!

This was as close as I've felt to attending a live performance
while still at home, and this single piece of music played back
on the P8i stands among the two or three most transcendent,

“…a whole, believable
and utterly convincing and
coherent sonic tapestry…”
attitude adjusting listening experiences I've had in my years in
audio. I was just swept away. Aesthetix's mighty Callisto preamp had something to do with this as well, for no preamp I've
heard is as adept at dramatically recreating the recording
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The dCS P8i
that, up to now, I've
associated only with
vinyl playback. Music is
more meaningful
through this player due
to the retrieval of every
ounce of nuance and
expression in the
recorded performance.

space. But the Callisto still needed to get all that information
from the P8i in order to relay it faithfully to me.

No matter what recordings I played, musical information and
low-level detail simply poured out of the P8i. Hitting my favorite
SACDs, I consistently heard the kind of detail and transparency
I haven't heard since I last had a dCS stack on hand.
Whether it was the Rolling Stones collection or Peter Gabriel or
Ray Brown, the P8i revealed details that had remained hidden
with other fine players. The P8i is in a distinctly different league
than anything else I've heard with SACDs.

As sensational as the P8i's sound is, what’s even more impressive is that it accomplishes all of this without the noticeable
sins of technicolored addition or spotlighting subtraction. This
player is among the most full-bodied, naturally textured and
organic sounding I’ve heard, which is especially shocking with
CDs. Only Wadia’s 861SE compares, and while I didn’t have
the chance to compare them directly, my memory indicates that
the dCS resolves more real detail, and on top of that the
861SE doesn’t play SACDs.

While the sheer amount of low-level detail that's revealed is
certainly astonishing, what's more impressive is that the P8i's
resolution never detracts from the seamlessness of the entire
musical picture. No matter how many instruments are in the
band or how complex the passages get, everything is not
only there, focused in space, it's integrated into a whole,
believable and utterly convincing and coherent sonic tapestry
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What’s scarier still is
how close the P8i can
make CDs and SACDs sound in terms of relaxed, natural
detail, and yet it doesn’t accomplish this by merely making the
SACDs sound lower in resolution or softer. When you switch
from CD to SACD, whether it’s two layers on the same disc or
separate discs, you can hear the lid come off the music with
the SACDs very clearly. There’s more of everything, but especially air and
transparency. But by the same token, CDs are as highly
resolved as I’ve ever heard, and yet more relaxed and easy on
the ears as well.

Comparing digital to analog is a cliché but let's face it, that's
what we're looking for. Analog is still the best sound there is, so
that's our standard. Where the dCS earns that comparison with
both CDs and SACDs is in the unmistakably natural way that
music flows out of this player. There's nothing clipped or edgy,
forward, bright or etched about it, and yet there's simply an
astonishing amount of pure musical detail and a nearly seethrough kind of transparency.

These are unmistakably similar terms to those I'd use to
describe what makes vinyl record playback sound special,
and why it puts such an immediate emotional hook in discerning listeners.

Now, what's also striking here is that I preferred the P8i's CD
playback without the DSD upsampling feature engaged, which,
as dCS informs me, means a steep-slope brick wall filter is
engaged. I've been more or less on-record in stating that I pre-
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fer gentler slope filters for their more natural and involving
sound and better imaging. So, what's happening here?

“I preferred the P8i's
CD playback without the
upsampling feature engaged”
I can't say I know, other than this: when I engaged upsampling
on the P8i I felt the sound softened and lost a degree of organization in imaging. It simply sounded a hair cloudier and less
focused to me, regardless of my own dogma. The cool thing is
that it's user-selectable, and if you audition or buy a P8i, which
I highly recommend on both counts, you can try it for yourself
and see if you agree. Choices are good!

You may have noticed that I haven’t yet discussed the tonal
balance of this player, but that in and of itself is a clue. There's
nothing to discuss. At no time did the P8i reveal itself to have a
tonal signature of its own. It's as impartial a judge as I've
heard, with neither too much nor too little of any part of the frequency spectrum. Only dCS' own separates may have better
upper frequency extension, and I’m not sure anything out there
has more inner detail and natural texture in the midrange.

In fact, my Ayre C-5xe actually sounds just a bit fat in the midand upper-bass in comparison. But the real story is simply that
the dCS pulls much more musical information off of the discs
and is really in another league in terms of ease and natural
warmth and soul, which is saying something given that the Ayre
is certainly excellent in all regards with all formats. And let's not
forget that the dCS is more than twice as expensive, and
doesn't play DVD-A discs. It should be the better player for that
kind of jack, which it certainly is, and in some very meaningful,
communicative ways.

Verdi/Delius combo was. But I'm also not sure that the separates have as much ease and soul either, and I'm dead certain
I prefer the P8i's performance with CDs. The Verdi/Delius
combo had dizzying resolution to be sure, but I also heard just
a touch of an analytical or sterile sound from it that I don’t hear
with the P8i. To be fair, as time went on with the separates, I
came to appreciate them more and more, and they eventually
made anything else sound colored in comparison.

That last bit makes me wonder. The P8i player isn't soft or
indistinct compared to anything else, but it is just a hair fuzzy
compared to my memory of the Verdi/Delius duo. (John
Atkinson measured this player in Stereophile and found the
power supply a little "dirtier" than he wanted it to be. Could that
be the culprit?) Although this is extremely subtle, over time
would I be more bothered by that? Well, I'd love to spend that
kind of time with this player and find out!

Conclusion
What else can I say, except that dCS has again rocked my
world and redefined my perception of the performance potential
of digital audio. To be sure, $14K is a hell of a lot of money for
a disc player, but since I haven't heard anything better I can't
complain too much. In fact, the only digital playback system
I've heard that's even comparable is a dCS separates system.

For those of you out there who can't afford this player, I feel ya.
I don't think I can either. But if I fall into some discretionary
funds anytime soon, you can bet I'll be on the phone to dCS's
distributor in a heartbeat. If I could afford this player I’d spend
my own money to own it and live happily ever after. I certainly
recommend this player but beyond that, the word that best
describes my feelings for the P8i is lust. APJ

How does this all-in-one player stack up to my memory of the
dCS separates I reviewed a few years back? As transparent as
the P8i is, I'm not sure if it's quite as see-through as the
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Logic versus Emotions
by Richard Hardesty

Suppose you have nothing—no components at all—and you
want to assemble a satisfying audio system. Will you get the
best possible performance for your money by spending a little
less on speakers and a little more on the components that
drive the speakers? Probably. Will you actually do this and allocate your resources as recommended in this Journal?
Probably not. Are you doomed to disappointment because you
invested a disproportionate amount on speakers? Not necessarily. In fact, there may be some advantages to getting the
speakers you really want first.

Try not to let your emotions overcome logical thought as you
choose your first audio components. Your speakers can only
reproduce the signal that the system feeds into them and if that
signal is flawed the sound will be flawed. Speakers are the last

Spending too Much on Speakers
Speakers are often the focal point of an audio system. They
can be big and impressive and most people are more emotionally involved with them than with other audio components.
Many designs are available and some sound strikingly different—from each other and from real music. Use caution.
Speakers that create stylized or exaggerated sound probably
won’t be satisfying in the long term. On the other hand, accurate speakers can deliver lasting listening enjoyment and provide a good basis for evaluating other components.

“Great speakers can’t make
great sound at the end of a
flawed audio system.”
Novices believe that speakers are the most important audio
component and there is no denying that they are very important
to the sound we hear. Most people spend a disproportionate
sum on speakers when assembling their first system—I know I
did. Don’t fret, this doesn’t ensure disappointment in the long
term. Try to get accurate transducers and avoid sound that’s
“like nothing you’ve heard before.” If the speakers you buy are
better than the other components in your initial audio system
that problem can be fixed. Remember, you’re just making a
purchase not a lifelong commitment.
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in a series of three major sections of an audio system. Those
sections are: source components, amplification components,
and speakers. And they should be considered in this order
because that’s the way the signal flows. Considering the system in three sections is the best way to get the most for your
money and the best way to assemble a system that will provide
musical satisfaction for a long time.

The source component(s) sets the limit for the resolution of the
entire system. If the information is not retrieved from the
recording it’s gone forever. The amplification components can
only lose some of this information and/or add noise and distortion. Better amplification components will do less damage to
the signal. Speakers reproduce what’s left of the recorded
information after it has traveled through all the other components in your system, or what has become of the information
after it has been corrupted by the other components.

Great speakers can’t make great sound at the end of a flawed
audio system but you can be enjoying music while you learn
about the other components and make improvements to the
rest of your system. In fact choosing your speakers first may
offer some advantages.
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Possible Advantages to Choosing Speakers First
The sensitivity of the speakers will establish the power requirements for the amplifier and starting with the speakers you will
use for a long time allows you to do lots of experimentation
with placement and room treatment. Speaker placement establishes the length of cables, which will be important when (and
if) you add expensive cables to the system.

If the speakers you choose have average sensitivity, you’ll
probably need an amplifier with at least 100 watts per channel.
Twice as much power will probably be better. Speakers with

high sensitivity will require less power and those with lower
sensitivity will require more. These are “ball park” figures which
will vary depending on the size and reverberation time of your
room, the type of music you listen to and how loud you play it.
Reverberation time can have an impact on power requirements.
When you add absorptive materials to eliminate troublesome
reflections, supportive reflections will also be reduced. If you
make the room too “dead” it may start to sound confined and
unnatural and will probably become an uncomfortable place to
converse. You’ll have to put far more energy into a room that
has been excessively damped to achieve the same sound levels. Amplifier and speaker strain will be increased. Distortion
will increase as these components are taxed to and sometimes
beyond their limits.

Before you can effectively evaluate the differences between
other audio components you’ll have to experiment with speaker
placement and room acoustics. These experiments will cost little or nothing and will provide an invaluable resource of knowledge that can’t be attained in any other way.

Once the components are assembled into a system and positioned for the best sound (and hopefully the shortest cables)
you’ll know the required cable lengths. There will be more
about cables in Journal #16 but for now remember this: all
cables degrade the signal and most cables are costly. Shorter
cables sound better and cost less. For better sound at lower
cost arrange your components as close together as practical.
It doesn’t get much simpler than that.

Assembling a complete though perhaps imperfect audio system
will allow you to insert upgraded components into a system you
are familiar with for evaluation. This will spare you the cost of
“snake-oil” accessories that don’t really improve the sound.

The Ideal Way
The best way to start would be to divide your budget about
evenly between source components, amplification components
and speakers. I have demonstrated this fact to hundreds of
customers with direct comparisons.
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When I was selling audio products, I always demonstrated the
differences between expensive source or amplification components using inexpensive speakers because the demonstration
was so much more powerful. This proved to be successful for
me and for many of my customers, who achieved higher levels
of satisfaction because they learned to allocate their budgets
more effectively.

Listening comparisons can’t be done in print so you’ll have
to learn this for yourself. Remember this simple logic: If you
put a better signal into the system you’ll hear better sound
from even modest speakers. Better speakers can’t reproduce a signal that’s not there but they can faithfully reproduce flaws introduced by preceding components like added
distortion and noise.

“Divide your budget about
evenly between source
components, amplification
components, and speakers.”

your budget allows. Don’t try to “tune” with accessories yet.
Any deviation from neutrality at this point will have you chasing
your tail.

Source Components
If you buy speakers first—and most people do—don’t despair.
Compare source components using the speakers you’ve chosen and buy the best source component(s) you can afford. The
dealer probably won’t demonstrate your $4,000 speakers with a
$200 CD player but you should hear that combination before
buying. Remember, you’ll listen at home with the components
you actually purchased, not the best models the dealer sells. If
you can’t afford (or justify) the best product the dealer sells
compare and find the point of diminishing returns for you.

The point of diminishing returns will change as you gather
experience but it can be simply described. With all audio components, you’ll have to pay increasingly more for increasing
less improvement. There will be a point, or knee in the curve,

If you can find a dealer who will demonstrate this concept for
you I’m sure you will be convinced. I suggest using an excellent but inexpensive speaker system, like one of the entry-level
Thiel or Vandersteen models (I used Vandersteen Model 2s for
my demonstrations). Have your dealer demonstrate the audible
differences between a $2,500 turntable system or CD player
and a $10,000 turntable system or CD player using these modestly priced speakers. Compare a $400 amplifier to a $4,000
amplifier and become aware that you can hear the difference
through modest speakers. It’s axiomatic: put a better signal in
and get better sound out.

For best results you’ll want a source component that retrieves
all the recorded information and adds nothing; amplification
components that amplify all the signal, right down to the smallest details, and add nothing; and speakers that reproduce all
the signal and nothing else. Get as close to these ideals as
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where you’ll hear that more expensive components sound better but the improvements they provide won’t seem to be worth
the added expense. Find the knee of practicality for you at this
time and listen to music at home on the components you
choose until you become aware of shortcomings.

Amplification Components
Buy an amplifier that is sufficiently powerful to drive your new
speakers, and save money here if you must. Amplification components are extremely important to long-term satisfaction but
the differences between competing designs are subtle and
novices probably won’t understand what all the fuss is about
until they attain some listening sophistication. There are plenty
of serviceable but inexpensive amplifiers available. Save
money on your amplification components until you develop the
discernment necessary to choose the products you can live
with for years to come.

Don’t skimp on power. In the early days smaller amplifiers
sounded better than more powerful models. Parts have
improved and high-powered amplifiers today provide comparable sound to tiny models that will be overdriven more often during normal listening. When an amplifier is overdriven, the average level of distortion goes way up. Amplifier clipping is the
most common cause of speaker damage.

Yes, you read that right. You are more likely to cause speaker damage with an amplifier that is too small than with one
that is too large. The bigger amplifier is also more likely to
sound cleaner (average distortion will be reduced as clipping
time is reduced) and more dynamic (instantaneous peaks will
be louder).

Speakers
Speakers receive the signal last but you can’t hear that signal
until the speakers convert electricity into mechanical motion. It
is naïve to expect that the speakers can reproduce a signal
that doesn’t come down the cable from the other components
but it’s also unrealistic to expect that poor speakers can deliver
good sound. This Journal has been emphasizing the idea that

speakers can’t reproduce information that was not retrieved
from the recording by the source component but don’t use this
fact to underestimate the value of good loudspeakers. They
certainly can—and often do—create rather than reproduce
information. If the speakers create information they’ll deliver
sounds that weren’t on the recording. Sounds that aren’t on the
recording are distortion.

“Don’t buy expensive
cables, power cords or
power-line conditioners,
or other accessories when
you’re starting out.”
The best speakers reproduce every nuance of the signal they
are provided while adding virtually no sound of their own. The
concept of “too much information” is false if the information is
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Be extremely careful! The high profits earned by accessory
sales will tempt retailers and reviewers to present these products as far more than they actually are. A $400 amp with a
$1,600 power cord will not perform as well as a $2,000 amp,
no matter what they say. Buy the better amp first and then try
the power cord at home, in a system you’re familiar with, to see
if it actually makes an audible improvement or if it just changes
the sound.

Even accessories that simply change sound can be used to
adjust the nuances of a system that is essentially correct, but
you’ve got a long way to go before your system is assembled
and adjusted to sound as good as it can—without the subtle
“seasoning” that accessories can provide. Save your money
until you acquire good basic components and adjust the system
and the room to the best level you can afford. APJ

real. Unfortunately, it’s fashionable today for speakers to have
a “characteristic sound” and I strongly advise that you don’t
choose speakers with a sound of their own. If you start with colored speakers you’ll be chasing your tail trying to build an accurate system as you continually add components with complimentary colorations in an attempt to get back to neutral sound.

Where to Save
I can tell you from experience that the point of diminishing
returns is higher with source components than with amplifiers
and speakers. Try not to save too much money on source components. Save instead by avoiding accessories which will simply confuse the issue as you attempt to assemble the most
accurate and transparent system you can afford.
Don’t buy expensive cables, power cords or power-line conditioners, or other accessories when you’re starting out. While
some of these products can (subtly) improve an audio system
that already includes excellent basic components, none can
make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear and most only change the
sound rather than improve it.
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How to Upgrade
an Existing
Audio System

ucts have high price tags in order to provide the illusion of high performance. Purveyors of carriagetrade products—and that includes
most reviewers for audio magazines—might try to make you feel
like a pauper because you can’t afford, or are simply too smart to
by Richard Hardesty

If you have a functioning, listenable audio system you can create a
completely satisfying “dream system” with careful systematic
improvements. You can be enjoying music throughout this upgrade
process while acquiring irreplaceable knowledge about acoustics
and your own tastes. Since you’ll never be without music for more
than short periods the improvements can be spread over time to
make them financially painless. You can probably achieve the state
of the art in music reproduction for much less than you think. My
suggestions include the following caveats: use your brain before
your checkbook; don’t believe performance claims that can’t be
demonstrated—always demand proof; concentrate on demonstrable performance and ignore prestige; insist on good value.

Common sense alone can help you save lots of money. If a claim
sounds too good to be true it probably is and you don’t have to
take anybody’s word for anything. Because you already have a
working audio system, you can try incorporating or substituting any
component(s) to hear for yourself whether there is an audible difference. Be sure to evaluate the change to determine whether it’s an
improvement in quality or just a change. Don’t buy anything that
doesn’t make your system sound better.

“Common sense alone can
help you save lots of money.”
Some will try to convince you that a high-end audio system costs
two- to three-times as much as it actually does. That’s because
they want to sell you carriage-trade products or they want to sell
advertising to the manufacturers of carriage-trade products. Be
skeptical, particularly of those who try to pull the wool over your
eyes (or ears).
For the uninitiated, “products for the carriage trade” is a way to
describe a class of components that cost far more than they should
and often don’t perform at the highest levels. Carriage-trade prod-

buy, these products. Ignore them and the overpriced components
they recommend! Demand performance improvements that you
can hear. Make sure any improvement is worth the money it costs,
unless you’re very rich.

“Make sure any improvement
is worth the money it costs.”

Even if you divide their estimates by three, a no-compromise system still represents a substantial investment. You can expend a little more effort and save lots of cash by examining your existing
system and upgrading it systematically. Your cash expenditures
can be spread out over time to minimize the financial impact. You
can insert a component you’re considering into your existing system (or a system just like it at your dealer’s showroom) to determine if the new item really offers an audible benefit. If you have a
working audio system here’s how to get the most for your money
as this system is upgraded.

Analyze the System
Divide the system into three sections for consideration: source
components, amplification components, and speakers. Carefully
consider these sections to determine if the performance of each
one is equivalent to the others. Consider the sound quality and the
allotted investment of each section when compared to the others. If
one section isn’t up-to-speed with the others that’s where to start
your upgrade.
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Consider the individual components
within each major
section and look
for shortcomings in
terms of performance. Maybe you
have a perfectly
good turntable that
could deliver better
performance with a
new cartridge or a
better tonearm.
Perhaps your cartridge and tonearm
are first class and
could be moved to
a better turntable
for improved performance. Maybe your amplifier is significantly better than your preamp. Perhaps your speakers could be upgraded to the latest version for a nominal fee, or maybe they simply need to be replaced.

Level the Playing Field
If your total investment is heavily biased toward one section of the
system, try to balance that investment so that all sections receive
equal consideration. I know this is highly subjective but if you feel

that you have shortchanged one or two sections, upgrade to balance your investment across the entire system.

Upgrade any Weak Components
If one section is not performing up to the standards of the rest of
the system your course is clear. Upgrade or replace the weak component(s) first. You may be able to improve a section of your system by upgrading rather than replacing an individual component.
Many high-end manufacturers offer an upgrade path that allows
earlier models to be converted into the latest versions. If you have
a Mark I version of an amp or preamp, for instance, you may be
able to upgrade to a Mark II version for a nominal fee. These
upgrades are usually (but not always) a good investment and you
can hear the difference before investing by comparing your existing
component to the latest and greatest version in your dealer’s showroom, or at home if you can get the dealer to loan you the newer
version. If the new one doesn’t sound better to you, be skeptical of
anyone who tries to convince you otherwise. It’s going in your
house and it has to satisfy you. Make sure you can hear a positive
benefit and make sure that audible benefit is worth the money.
If no upgraded version of your existing component is available, sell it
or trade it for a new and improved model. Make sure to listen and
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compare the old component to the new contender before parting with
the old one. Sometimes the newer piece is simply not enough better
to justify the cost. Age is far less significant than audible performance.

Pride of ownership is a legitimate factor but try to concentrate on
performance. Your pride won’t last long if you don’t enjoy listening
to the new component(s) as much as the old one(s).

Don’t be afraid of making a mistake. If a new purchase turns out to
be unsatisfactory, list it with Audiogon and try again, armed with
your new knowledge. Audio components are inanimate objects.
They can’t get mad at you and they don’t sue for alimony.

Start at the Beginning
If all your current components are performing at about the same
level, you’ll get more bang for your upgrading buck by starting at
the beginning and working down the signal path. This may seem
repetitive but sometimes facts must be restated in order to be
heard and accepted. Bear with me as I reiterate the high points
one more time.
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The source components set the
limit of resolution for the entire
system. A better source component will retrieve more information from the recording. Putting
a better signal into the system
will result in better sound reproduction. The audible improvement achieved by upgrading
your source component first will
probably be greater than the
improvements you’ll hear from
better amplification components
or speakers.

Amplification components
come next in the signal path
and the preamp precedes the
amplifier. It’s hard to choose between an amplifier and a preamp
because you need both to preserve the signal and drive the speakers. I would probably give them equal weight in terms of importance even though the preamp comes first. I’m glad that I know
exactly what I want from each one and I’m sure you will learn what
pleases you with the experience gained from these comparisons.

Speakers are limited by the quality of the signal that makes it
through all the other components but they’re very important in their
own right. Don’t expect the speakers to be magical components
that create rather than reproduce sound—even though some dealers and speaker manufacturers will try to convince you otherwise.
Even if your other components deliver a perfect signal to your
speakers, don’t expect great sound unless the speakers can accurately reproduce the signal the other components send them.

Cables are a special case. Truly transparent and neutral cables
can be classified as components. Cables with a sound of their own
should be considered accessories. There will be more about cables
and accessories in Journal #16 but for now I’d recommend that
you start with inexpensive cables and purchase high-end cables
only after careful evaluation in your system. Buy the best components you can afford and experiment with speaker placement and
room treatment before attempting to fine-tune the system with
accessories.

When You’re Done, Accessorize
After you have assembled the very best components you can
afford (or justify) and tweaked the system and the acoustics of your
listening room to provide the best possible performance from these
components, try some of the accessories that have been offered.
Don’t ignore your common sense.

If you can define a problem, like power line noise, an accessory
that corrects the problem may provide a real improvement for you.
If there is no clearly definable problem don’t fix it.

“If there is no clearly
definable problem
don’t fix it.”
Don’t accept any claim that can’t be demonstrated. Don’t necessarily believe that an accessory that makes a positive change in
someone else’s system will work the same way in your home.
Products that affect AC power are a good example. The power in
your home and the power at a friend’s home or in a dealer’s
showroom are not necessarily the same or even similar.

Don’t Waste Money on Accessories (yet)
No accessory can make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear. The best
accessories can deliver only subtle improvements and most can
just season the sound with very slight changes. Accessories usually can’t make the signal better but may improve the overall result
by compensating for minor errors or deviations from neutrality that
occurred elsewhere.
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by Richard Hardesty
The room in which your audio system resides will have a major
impact on the sound you hear. Those who sell room-treatment
products or services will try to convince you that achieving
good room acoustics involves solving a series of a complex
problems. Fortunately, that’s usually not the case. Common
sense will help you resolve most of the acoustic dilemmas you
are likely to encounter in domestic listening rooms. Here are
some basic rules to follow:

Choose or Create a Comfortable Listening Room
I wouldn’t buy any gizmo without trying it in my own system in my
own home and proving for myself that it makes an audible
improvement. If you stick to this rule you’ll save a fortune
because most accessories simply don’t improve sound and many
actually make things sound worse. Sometimes much worse. I
know because I’ve evaluated hundreds of accessories. Very few
remain in my audio system.
Cables can make a huge difference but the marketplace is a veritable minefield of hype and confusion. Choose cables only after careful evaluation in your own system. Any other method is like playing
Russian roulette.

If the speakers and the listeners are positioned well away from
the room boundaries the negative impact of the room will be
greatly diminished. The near-anechoic room model popularized
by home theater designers makes a very poor music-listening
environment.

Diffusion is Usually Preferable to Absorption

Be Reasonable
If you have three SACDs and 300 CDs you should be somewhat
more concerned about standard “redbook” CD performance. If you
want access to the world’s musical library you should be concerned
about redbook CD performance. If you want to hear what your system is capable of you’ll want to listen to vinyl records because they
can deliver the best sound.

You don’t need to have duplicate copies of your entire music collection. Collect the music that produces the greatest emotional
response on vinyl. Make digital copies of this music for casual listening at home or in the car. I’ll tell you how in Journal #16. APJ
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A room that is a comfortable place to sit and converse will
probably be a good room in which to listen to music. An ideal
room will be lively but not overly reverberant. If the room is too
“dead” (the opposite of lively) it will feel claustrophobic and
sound smaller than it is. If the room is too reverberant it will
feel cold and the sound will be confused and less intelligible.

Room surfaces that create sonic reflections at random angles
are generally preferable to surfaces that absorb reflections.
Trying to absorb all reflective energy, like many home theater
designers suggest, makes the room sound dead and unnatural.
A nearly dead room works okay when you are listening to
sound effects where everything, including the ambient cues, is
created artificially. The same room becomes a filter when you
are trying to hear ambient sounds that were captured on a
great recording.
Excessive absorption requires that additional power be introduced into the room to create the same sound level. Additional
power means more distortion and less dynamic contrast.
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Position the Speakers and the Listeners as far
from the Room Boundaries as Practical

Create a Symmetrical Environment Beside and
Behind the Speakers

As the speakers and the listeners get farther from the room
boundaries, the sound from the speakers becomes more prominent and the sound from the room becomes less prominent.

In my experience, the environment beside and behind the
speakers is more important than the environment in the rest of
the room. Symmetry is highly desirable for the best imaging.
Reflected energy
that originates from
near the speakers is
usually the most
problematic; it will
be attenuated less
because of shorter
paths to the listeners and it will come
from a direction that
is close to the
source of direct
sound from the
speakers. Reflected
energy from other
boundaries will be
attenuated more
because of greater
path lengths and will
appear to come
from directions that
are substantially different from the
direct sound. Your
brain will work less
as it interprets this
reflected energy as
room sound, separating it from the
desired direct
sound.

This illustration is a starting point only

Everything you hear is a combination of direct sound from the
speakers and reflected sound from the walls, ceiling and floor.
You want a balance that favors the speakers, which are (presumably) producing the sound you want to hear, and which attenuates and delays the reflected energy from the room boundaries.

Carpet will minimize the directional aspect of “floor bounce”
(reflected energy from the floor) and the side walls aren’t
nearly as great a problem as the “experts” want you to think
they are.
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Don’t Position the Speakers Too Far Apart and
Don’t Sit Too Far Away
People tend to position their speakers too far apart and sit too far
away from the speakers. Image specificity is diminished when the
speakers are spread too wide and the farther you sit from the
speakers the greater the room’s involvement in the sonic balance
between direct and reflected sound.

I recommend that critical listeners sit as close to the speakers
and as far away from the room boundaries as practical. You may
need to be at least eight feet from a large speaker in order for the
sound from multiple drive elements to coalesce properly. Use the
minimum acceptable listening distance for the best sound.

Speakers should never be farther apart than they are away from
the listeners (creating an equilateral triangle) and usually they
should be substantially closer together than they are away from
the listeners (at less than a 60-degree included angle as viewed
from the listening chair).

APJ

Alternative positioning for problem room.
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Cables & Accessories
When you have successfully assembled an audio
system composed of the best components you
can afford (or justify) you can fine-tune that system with accessories to achieve all the performance capability from your investment. You’ll want
to be extremely careful when venturing into this
potential minefield. Some accessories have a
small positive effect on sound quality and can be
added to an otherwise completed system to
squeeze out that last bit of performance. Some

Accessories are among the most heavily promoted products in audio. They are also among the
most profitable for manufacturers and retailers.
They seldom perform as well as advertised and
often make the sound worse, or simply different,
rather than better. With religious fervor people
keep buying accessories and hoping they will
somehow turn a sow’s ear into a silk purse. Read
my lips folks: it ain’t gonna happen. If you get an
audible improvement, and that’s a big if, that

accessories are simply frauds that offer only psychological performance enhancements. Some
accessories actually have a negative impact on
sound quality.

improvement will be subtle. If you have assembled a high-resolution system that subtle difference may be worth the effort and expense. If
your basic system still needs improvement,
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Cables & Accessories
accessories are a waste of money. Accessorizing a system
to add compensatory colorations is a big mistake.

When choosing between a power line conditioner for use with
your old amplifier or upgrading to a better amplifier, choose the
better amplifier. In fact that’s pretty much an axiom. A component
upgrade will almost always provide more improvement than a
“performance enhancing” accessory. (The exception is in the rare
instance when the accessory solves an actual problem.)

If one of your components is flawed, replace it. Don’t try to
reduce or compensate for the flaw with an accessory. If you
start stacking one coloration on top of another you’ll become
hopelessly mired in a maze of aberrations from which you’ll
probably never emerge.

“Some accessories actually
have a negative impact
on sound quality.”
Don’t take anybody’s word for it. Make the salesman prove that
his magic moon puck improves the sound of his demonstration
system and make sure he’ll take it back if it fails to work in your
home. Compare the sound of your own audio system with and
without the accessory under consideration. The information in
this Journal will show you how to make valid comparisons and
help you make informed decisions.

Gauging the effect of accessories
There is a simple method for evaluating the efficacy of an
accessory and I’ll show you how to do it. You should never buy
anything without proving to yourself that it has a positive influence on sound quality and if everybody did this, many accessory manufacturers would vanish from the industry (as they
should). You can weed out many frauds in the dealer’s showroom by listening to his demonstration system but the final test
should be in your system in your home.

Measuring the effect of accessories
I can hear things I can’t measure—yet. That doesn’t mean
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these characteristics can’t be measured, it just means that I
don’t know how. Many accessories that aren’t in the signal path
fall into this classification and so do most cables, which are in
the signal path. Don’t ignore things we don’t yet fully understand. If you can hear it, it matters!

After an objectively accurate and subjectively pleasing system
has been assembled it can be fine-tuned with accessories.
When discussing components that are not in the signal path—
and even some that are—measurements can be inadequate
tools for evaluation. When something’s going on that is clearly
audible but is not indicated by our measurements, that doesn’t
mean measurements are worthless. It simply means that in certain areas we can’t rely as much on measured performance.

If a component is hopelessly wrong, measurements will probably alert us but if a large group of components all have acceptable measured performance, then only listening will allow us to
choose. That’s probably because less work has been done to
identify characteristics that some refuse to believe exist. If you
measure the DC resistance, capacitive reactance and inductive
reactance of most cables, for instance, you’ll find little difference. If you compare them in a bypass test you’ll discover
amazing sonic variations. I’ll show you how.

If you believe that the three parameters of DC resistance,
inductive reactance and capacitive reactance completely define
audio cables, you’re wrong and I’ll show you how to prove that
to yourself. If you believe that a power line filter that can be
proven to remove hash from an AC line will necessarily
improve the sound of an audio system, you’re wrong and I’ll try
to show you how to prove that to yourself, too.

If you believe that vibration can’t affect a solid-state component
with virtually no internal wiring… Well we’re getting ahead of
ourselves here. This Journal won’t answer all your questions
about accessories but it will get you started on your own listening experiments. When you listen and compare you’ll save lots
of money that you might have spent on worthless accessories,
but don’t throw the baby out with the bath water. Some accessories really work and some are realistically priced. And some,
like high-quality cables, are indispensable. APJ
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Subjective -vs- Objective
Evaluation
by Richard Hardesty
In this Journal we’re going to examine some of the most
important categories of accessories: Cables, acoustic
room treatment materials, power line conditioners and
vibration control components. Before we begin, I think it’s
important to lay groundwork by addressing one of the most
pressing issues of our day—should we judge components
and systems objectively or subjectively? Making that
determination requires a discussion of what we’re trying to
achieve because before they can be achieved, goals must
be established. I advocate assembling an accurate audio
system and I’m going to tell you why in this article.

The Effect of Accessories Often
Eludes Objective Measurement
Accessories that are outside the signal path may create clearly
audible changes that are difficult to measure using conventional tests. Cables are in the signal path and have a tremendous
sonic impact, yet they may look almost identical on the test
bench when comparing inductance, capacitance and resistance. Measured performance can prove only the potential for
accurate signal reproduction. Whether that potential has been
realized often eludes measurements.

rooms and hope to respond as if the musicians were there with
us. We utilize scientifically designed components to reproduce
an artistic expression that has been recorded. Here’s where
things sometimes get blurry.

The purpose of an audio system is to electromechanically convey an artistic message and the real question about the best
way to do this boils down to the following: Whether the system
should be a neutral window to the art as recorded or an additional expression of art with colorations that make some recorded music sound “real” to some listeners, some of the time. Both
positions can be argued but I’m convinced that the former is
the better route to long-term satisfaction and here’s why.

Over the course of decades, I have carefully observed as
hundreds of people labored to assemble satisfying music
reproduction systems in their homes. My observations led me
to an inescapable conclusion. More people will be happier
more often if they assemble an audio system that is as transparent to the recording as possible and buy recordings that
capture the art of music. Recordings should capture the art
and those recordings should be reproduced without alteration.
Art should prevail until the recording is completed and science should take over when playback begins. What does that
mean exactly?

Does Measured Performance Matter?
Those who believe that measured performance is important are often called objectivists. Those who feel that all
that matters is how a component or system sounds, are
sometimes called subjectivists. You have probably read
many articles about the “war” between subjectivists and
objectivists. This supposed battle is actually a red herring
that obscures a real question which is far more complex
and much more important. That question involves the decision about where art stops and science begins.

Playing recorded music at home provides us with the illusion
that music is being performed in our living rooms. It’s an illusion because real musicians and their instruments aren’t present. Recordings and electronic components take the place of
musicians but we still want to respond emotionally to their art.
We record the actual performance and play it back in our living

Is a Playback System an Artistic Expression?
Music is unquestionably an art form. Those who compose
and play music are artists. We want recorded music to
allow us to respond appropriately to their art, in our homes.
To make that possible we need to capture the artist’s work
and reproduce it at home using equipment that is scientifically designed to successfully accomplish these tasks, not
equipment that makes an additional artistic contribution of
its own. If the equipment makes an additional artistic contribution that enhances some kinds of music, that contribution
will assuredly be detrimental to other types of music.
Thumping car stereo bass may enhance the impact of rap
but it will destroy the sound of a cello.

You wouldn’t buy a painting and then alter the colors to suit
the décor in your room because the colors are part of the
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original expression. Why buy an audio system that imprints
everything played through it with its own unique sound?
That’s just like painting a painting.

We utilize science to capture and reproduce art that actually
occurred elsewhere. Those who produce and record musical
performances are technicians who try to bridge the gap
between art (the creation of music) and science (the reproduction of recorded music). Those who make audio components
should be primarily engineers, not artists, and that’s the basis
of the high fidelity approach to home music reproduction.

hold up in the long run. If a distortion or coloration (or whatever
you want to call a deviation from accurate response) were
complimentary to all kinds of music it would be hard to
argue against it. In fact, if a distortion were complimentary
to all music most manufacturers would build it in to their
products to make everything sound better. Unfortunately, no
such distortion has ever been found. A coloration (distortion)
that is very entertaining when listening to one musical genre
may be entirely offensive when listening to another.

So which do we want, good measured performance or pleasing sound? Who says we have to choose between the two?
Does one necessarily exclude the other?

Two Sides to a Silly Argument
To accurately reproduce the signal, the output from an audio
component must closely resemble the input to that component. Although it may be unfashionable to admit, the accuracy of a component can be objectively measured.
Measurements compare the output from a device under test
to the input, and deviations are called distortion. Objectivists
argue that audio components with substantial deviations
from accurate performance cannot reproduce the signal as it
was recorded. This is absolutely true but avoids the question
of our ultimate goal.

Do we want the audio system to accurately reproduce the signal retrieved from the recording or do we want the system to
simply entertain? Do we want to be entertained by all types of
music or just the one or two genres we listen to the most?

“Measurements compare the
output from a device under test
to the input, and deviations
are called distortion.”
Subjectivists argue that it’s all an illusion anyway and a convincing illusion is all that matters. This seems to be a good
argument at first but my experience convinces me that it won’t
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The answer, of course, is that we should demand both so we
can enjoy any kind of music and explore genres with which
we are unfamiliar.

“Recordings should capture
the art and playback systems
should accurately
reproduce recordings.”
Audio components and systems should deliver impeccable
measured performance and good sound. If they don’t, perhaps someone is trying to fool you.

Flimflam Men
The so-called subjectivists have taken over a good part of
the audio industry today and there are several economic
reasons for this situation. When nothing measurable matters, anybody can be a “designer” and everybody can be a
“reviewer.” The number of manufacturers continues to proliferate. More manufacturers, no matter how unqualified their
designers, can buy more advertising in the magazines and
provide more products for unknowledgeable and underpaid
reviewers to rave about. Dealers don’t have to work to
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demonstrate what’s best; they can simply let customers
choose a sound they find pleasing, even if that thrill will
quickly fade. Dissatisfied customers will probably come back
two or three times—resulting in additional sales for the dealer—before they give up.

Don’t be fooled! If objective measurements indicate poor
performance, that’s what you’re going to get even if you are
momentarily fooled by one or two recordings carefully chosen to deliver pleasing sound. If measurements indicate
flawless performance you are only guaranteed the potential
for good sound. Only listening will determine if that potential
has been fulfilled.
So am I recommending that you become a subjectivist or an
objectivist? Neither! I’m recommending that you become a critical thinker as you choose components that can bring emotional
satisfaction from music into your home.

Choose products by listening but evaluate only those products
that are objectively accurate. Why bother listening to components that can’t possibly provide an accurate reproduction of
recorded music? You may be momentarily fooled but eventually
you’ll learn to hear those flaws and be disappointed. Don’t buy
first and learn later.

Choose products that make you smile when listening to music
through them but make sure that all types of music make you
smile. Why buy something you hate the sound of simply
because it measures well? That would be stupid. If a component or system is objectively accurate and it sounds good
you’re more likely to be happy with it for many years. APJ

APJ

I n t r oduction
to Cables

by Richard Hardesty
Cables are an important audio component and an audio system
can’t work without them. You need power cables to get the AC
power from the wall sockets to the components. Interconnect
cables are required to get the signal from one component to
another. Speaker cables are necessary in order to get the output signal from the amplifier to the speakers. Each of these
cables has a unique and specific job to perform and we’ll
describe those jobs next. First let’s consider cables as a component category.

There are two ways to look at cables: As important components
or as tuning accessories. They can be selected to be as transparent as possible, like active omponents; or colored cables
can be used to tune the system like accessories. Audio cable
companies can be divided into two primary camps: Those who
sell products with significant colorations designed to synergistically compliment the flaws of active components while painting
a picture (artist’s rendition) of a live musical performance; and
those who sell products which are as transparent as possible
allowing the accurate reproduction of the recording. I advocate
the second approach. I know that cables are an important component in a high fidelity audio system but some still think the
entire field of high-end cables is a sham.

Good cables are an indispensable part of an audio system but
the high-end cable industry is filled with flimflam men and many
of the products sold in this segment cost too much and perform
poorly. You need to be very careful when choosing cables or
you’ll get royally ripped off. I’m going to tell you how to choose
wisely but first let’s look at the evidence that shows that cables
really do make a difference.

Do Cables Really Sound Different?
Cables have been very controversial because they’re often
expensive and seldom good. People with limited knowledge
would have you believe that the only factors that matter are
resistance (R), capacitance (C) and inductance (L). Based on
these steady-state parameters they can “prove” that there are
no significant differences in cables because, if you limit your
measurements to resistance, capacitance and inductance, all
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cables look pretty much the same. Empirical evidence gathered
by listening shows that cables have a major impact on sound
and after years of arguing with the self-proclaimed “experts”
who say all cables sound alike, we critical listeners got some
support from Professor Malcolm Hawksford of the University of
York (United Kingdom). He could hear that cables make a difference and he set out to find scientific reasons for the differences he heard.

Regardless of the technical reasons, the sonic effects of a
cable are easy to hear. You simply set up a bypass test and
compare the sound of an audio system without the cable under
test to the sound of the same system with that cable inserted
into the signal path. A bypass test allows you to hear exactly
what effects the cable has on the sound of the system. Ideally,
if the cable is truly transparent, it should have no effect at all.
Realistically it should have the smallest sonic impact possible.

In the early 1800s Faraday arrived at the concepts that
described the conduction of electricity. Later in that century,
Maxwell developed the equations that quantified these concepts and showed the relationship between electric and electromagnetic fields. In the 1980s Hawksford used Maxwell’s
equations to describe audio cables as transmission lines and
showed that many factors besides inductance, capacitance and
resistance could influence sound. Music is transient in nature
and steady-state tests are inadequate for measuring subtle
interactions that are clearly audible. Finally we had a “slide rule
jockey” who could provide scientific reasons for the differences
we had been hearing all along.

Big lies are frequently based on a kernel of truth and synergy is
a minefield you must traverse cautiously. Yes, all the components in an audio system should blend synergistically. Cable
colorations can be used to fine-tune an audio system but a
truly accurate system must have truly transparent cables. If you
start tuning with colored cables how will you ever choose transparent components?

If you want to read Hawksford’s work go here:
www.essex.ac.uk/ese/research/audio_lab/malcolms_publications.html
Or here:
www.stereophile.com/reference/1095cable/
Hawksford offered scientific reasons for phenomena we had
already discovered empirically. Conductor material makes a difference. The exterior finish of the conductor material makes a difference. Dielectric material makes a difference. Geometry makes
a difference. Connectors make a difference. How the connectors
are attached to the cable makes a difference. There are sonic
artifacts associated with stranded conductors, silver-plated copper conductors, and conductors that are too large in diameter.

“Empirical evidence gathered
by listening shows that cables
have a major impact on sound.”

The Purpose of Cables
I have placed cables into a separate class of components.
Within that class are unique and specific jobs that can be further separated and examined. Power cables perform a different
function than interconnect cables, which perform a different
function than speaker cables. Let’s examine the facts about the
purpose of each type of cable.

Power Cables
The purpose of a power cable is to transfer AC power from the
wall socket to an audio component. The source voltage is high
at about 115 volts and high current is available from a (typically) 20-amp circuit breaker. Component power supplies are (typically) designed to operate on alternating current at 50Hz or
60Hz and anything on the line at other frequencies is noise.
Power cables can be further differentiated by the current
demands of the component the cable feeds. Amplifiers need
lots of power from the wall socket. Preamps, not so much.
Some source components even less.

Interconnect cables
The purpose of an interconnect cable is to transfer a phono
level or line level audio signal from one component to anoth-
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I’ve listened to a very large number of audio cables and made
some personal observations. Among the cable brands that
make the biggest changes in sound (to my ear) are Cardus,
MIT, and Transparent. Among the brands that alter the signal
the least are Alpha Core, Audioquest and Kimber. All cables
degrade the signal to some degree. Less degradation is better.
That doesn’t mean you can’t assemble a good-sounding system using colored cables. You may eventually arrive, by trial
and error, at a synergistic blend of colorations that is pleasing.
Or you can carefully select the most neutral and transparent
components and cables by bypass testing. The choice is yours
but I recommend the latter course. APJ

Speaker Cables
The purpose of speaker cables is to transfer speaker-level
audio signals from the amplifier to the speakers. The potential
source voltage is medium at (occasionally) >20 volts. The load
impedance is low at (typically) 4-8 ohms. Current flow can be
fairly high but usually for only short periods of time. Cable
impedance should be low so it doesn’t limit amplifier damping.
In my opinion, bandwidth is less critical (than with interconnect
cables) but should exceed the bandwidth of the speakers—I
think cable bandwidth should be at least double or triple speaker bandwidth. Phase shift should be negligible below 30kHz.
Inductance should be low if your amplifier can remain stable
with a low inductance cable (some can’t).

My Preferences
I avoid cables with (touching) stranded conductors, cables that
use conductors that are too large in cross section (usually 20ga
or larger), cables that use silver-plated copper conductors and,
of course, cables with integrated filter networks. I try to evaluate cables using bypass testing to hear exactly what effect a
cable has on the sound of an audio system. If the system
sounds different with the cable in the signal path the cable has
distorted (colored) the signal. Less is better.

APJ

er. The source voltage is low at (typically) <1 volt. The load
impedance is high at (typically) 50k ohms or more. Current
flow is negligible. In my opinion, which is based on listening
experience, bandwidth is critical and phase linearity is important. I believe bandwidth should be high and phase shift
should be low. This precludes the use of cables with integrated filter networks.
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Interview with…
Bill Low

by Richard Hardesty
I’ve known Bill Low for about 30 years and we’ve had various
business dealings during that period. He was a fellow retail
merchant, a manufacturer’s representative for products I sold,
a customer for my modification services and a supplier of audio
cables and accessories.
In our early days of selling high-end audio equipment, we discovered that the cables connecting one component to another
made a significant difference in the quality of sound we heard.
We began to share our experiences and discuss the wire
designs that sounded good and those that didn’t.

many costly upgrades to amplifiers and speakers. And he recognized the opportunities afforded by this new category of
audio components. He founded AudioQuest to explore and
develop new and innovative wire, connectors and accessories.

He was not alone. At about the same time, Noel Lee started
Monster Cable, which has become the biggest of today’s
wire companies, and the Polk speaker company was distributing a low-inductance wire called Cobra Cable. Since then
many others have come and gone, and some have persevered and prospered. These audio cable companies can be
divided into two primary camps: those who sell products with
significant colorations designed to synergistically compliment the flaws of other components while painting a picture
(an “artist’s rendition”) of a live musical performance; and
those who sell products that are as transparent as possible,
allowing for the accurate reproduction of the recording.
AudioQuest is in the latter group and readers of Audio
Perfectionist Journal know that I also advocate the high
fidelity approach to home music reproduction where an ideal
audio system is a transparent window to the recording.

High-end audio cables are controversial. Bill Low is an intelligent and insightful man with decades of experience listening to
and designing audio cables. Let’s hear his views and see what
he has discovered along the way.

Bill, what prompted you to enter the audio cable business?
Gee, I think I have to be humble for a while after your generous
introduction. My audio-activity beginnings were certainly humble, including the discovery that I could listen to music on a 10inch record using a hand-held safety pin. Let’s just put my age
at that time in single digits, but both an appreciation for the
power of music to make me feel good and an interest in controlling sound were already emerging.

With experimentation Bill found that better interconnect and
speaker cables could make bigger audible improvements than
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As for entering the business, first I spent a decade building
Heathkits and Dynakits for record-buying money. Then I
started an appointment-only audio store in Oregon while in
college. That was followed by complete failure as an independent rep, first in Northern California and then in
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Southern California. In 1978 I went back to appointmentonly retail with a specialty audio store in my apartment in
Santa Monica.
I was progressive enough and informed enough to carry Linn
Sondek, Rogers, Meridian, and Koss Electrostatic among
others, including Denon, which at that time offered a highend line of turntables and cartridges imported by American
Audioport. Polk Audio had opened up the cable business in
June 1976 by showing their imported Cobra Cable at CES in
Chicago. I was aware of cable and wanted something special for my store—the best possible cable.

I had already developed this interest on my own, and would
have done something on my own had it not been for an opportunity brought to me by another small appointment-only dealer—MWK (Middleton, White and Kemp) located farther south in
Anaheim. They had a relationship with Dave Gore, designer of
the hot Quatre DG250 amplifier.

Dave brought a cable idea to MWK which was based on a
1978 article about finely stranded litz cables written by
Martin Colloms for the British “Hi-Fi News & Record
Review.” From that starting point, Dave and MWK used a
door handle, a drill and some 180-strand 15-awg litz wire to
make an experimental twisted-pair speaker cable. Lo and
behold, it blew away the huge welding cable that MWK had
been using as their previous reference.

some seriously sophisticated cables, 43 dealers in Southern
California, including your wonderful store, and one in
Colorado—the still noble Listen Up. I’d put the LiveWire
Green Litz of that day up against many of today’s “best”
cables (sorry, I’m not always humble).

Tell us about what AudioQuest has become.

What AudioQuest has become is “more of the same and then
some.” Today, AudioQuest is a fraction of the size of Monster
Cable, but possibly bigger than all the other high-end cable
companies combined. That implies a lot of growth along with
some changes and, yes, the business is now dominated by
video. I make a lot more models of cable these days, but the
core concept hasn’t changed at all. That is, how a company—
my company—earns a place for itself in the market.

I find it quite ironic that the philosophy considered back then to
be as natural as the air we breathed—and I’m talking about
MWK, Jonas Miller, Mission Bay Audio, Taylor House, John
Garland Audio, Suffolk Audio and Havens & Hardesty, as well
as at least a hundred less specialized stores around the U.S.—
has turned into something so comparatively unusual and is now
a distinct marketing handle for AudioQuest.

As I was a fellow traveler, in the process of converting from
sales rep to retail businessman, and as one who shared the
MWK philosophy, I was invited to participate in an order for
custom-made speaker cable. We agreed on 435-strands per
conductor twisted-pair litz construction—and so was born
what I refer to as “the original recipe.”

Stated simply here, that philosophy was that the best business,
the most competitive position, would come from always trying
to sell the best performing equipment. It was assumed that a
dealer, a salesperson, should have an informed opinion about
the performance of the equipment and that was intrinsic to the
sales process. Duh! Every manufacturer always claims to make
the best stuff, and every dealer always claims to sell the best
stuff. What is said is meaningless. Actions are what make all
the difference in the world.

It wasn’t until two years later, in 1980, after several other
dealers and a Japanese distributor had started buying cable
from me, that I decided to make cable not just for my retail
customers but also to sell to other stores. That’s when I started AudioQuest, and that’s when the evolution of (at the time)
LiveWire cables really began. By the end of that year, I had

There are certainly some excellent dealers out there today, at
all levels of the market, who still breath this air. But there’s not
as much of that air as there once was. Sometimes—due to loyalty, cozy relationships, or laziness—“high-end’ dealers have
stopped paying attention to products they don’t sell. For most
of the market, “sales training” (telling salespeople what to say)
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has replaced asking the store staff to please listen to the product and, if they like it, sell it—hopefully lots of it.
What AudioQuest has become is a more finely packaged version of what it always was. These days we use a $119 stereo
system to give many hundreds of new salespeople every year
the opportunity to hear for themselves how simple, obvious and
explainable are the differences between speaker cables. I’ve
always tried to tell the truth: the audio-be-faithful truth, the
what-I-understand truth, and the why-do-it-this-way truth. But I
do recognize that even the truth has to be sold.

I advocate the High Fidelity Approach to home music reproduction and suggest that an ideal audio system be a transparent
window to the recording. What is your philosophy on the purpose of audio cables?

I believe that a cable should be as close as possible to no
cable at all. Cable can easily be compared against no-cable.
Such comparisons are always disheartening, but cable can get
close enough to neutral that I believe there is no excuse for
any other objective. I cringe every time I hear a reference to
cable being like a tone control that must be chosen to be compatible with other errors in a system.

I also cringe at the whole incorrect fixation on amplitude! It’s so
easy to measure, easy to understand and easy to hear small
differences in amplitude—but this does not mean that amplitude inconsistencies, or the lack thereof, are what make a
product likable or effective.

Certain combinations of very high capacitance or very high
inductance cables can alter frequency response, though in a
relatively linear and non-irritating fashion. However, for the
most part, amplitude variation, either proportional to frequency
or across the range, is irrelevant to understanding the obvious
differences between cables.

You probably also do something between laugh and cry when you
hear someone accuse a cable of having a “bright” or “hot” highend, as if the high frequencies have increased in amplitude. The
next best thing after cold fusion is a cable that can create energy!
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In reality, “bright” is due to forms of distortion that cause our
computer, the brain, to misinterpret the audio information and
then to present our consciousness with aural irritation. Other
distortions, such as skin effect, corrupt the audio data to such a
degree that the brain cannot interpret the information and
therefore presents nothing to the consciousness. The dull top
end from skin effect or a poor output transformer is not due to
a loss of amplitude but to a loss of information.

Let’s go back to some crucial terminology in your question. Of
course I agree that an ideal system should be a clear window.
But I disagree with the industry’s general rephrasing that the
purpose of a well-chosen audio system is to be a transparent
window. All audio systems (this also includes the room) are so
far from real or transparent that the test for success is not
whether they sound real or how clear the window is, but
whether they are effective emotional transportation, whether
they serve the reason we listen to music.

Truth and transparency in a system are absolute values, like
the North Star representing an absolutely necessary reference.
However the absolute failure of an audio system to sound real
doesn’t make the system a failure. Have you noticed that the
only time a system ever sounds real is when you’re not in the
same room? An audio system sounds more “real” with the benefit of a gross filter damping one’s awareness of a system’s
misinformation. Our industry’s fixation on more information
misses the real culprit interfering with believability and with
pleasure, and its name is added misinformation.

Wires differ in materials and geometry so let’s talk about those
factors. What have you learned about cable geometry?

One of the first things I stumbled into was the significance of
the relationship between conductors in a speaker cable, in
cables carrying a significant amount of energy and therefore
having significant magnetic fields. I was fortunate that my very
first cable experiences taught me that twisted-pair is much better than parallel. This is something the phone company and
SMPTE and others had known for ages. So, twisted-pair was
my starting point, and my first accidental progress beyond that
was thanks to a friend of mine who manufactured subwoofers.
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He wanted to be able to recommend something to his dealers
as an alternative to the massive, expensive and unwieldy
Fulton Gold speaker cable. He asked me to please make a
four-conductor version of my twisted-pair cable.

When I received my first production run of this four-conductor
cable, I compared it to a double run of the same conductors
used in twisted-pairs. The significantly better performance from
the four-conductor cable alerted me to the significance of
geometry. The difference between parallel and twisted-pair can
substantially (though not entirely) be credited to lower inductance in the twisted-pair. However, the capacitance and inductance differences are trivial between two twisted-pairs in parallel versus a single four-conductor cable. The relationship
between magnetic fields and the comparative stability possible
with four conductors explains most of why a four-conductor
cable is so clearly superior.

I could bore you for quite a while with more details of cable
geometry, so I’ll skip to the other end of my travels. My top
models use a counter-spiral arrangement with a circle of (positive) conductors spiraling in one direction, surrounded by a circle of (negative) conductors spiraling in the opposite direction.
The relationship between these two tubes of conductors is
fixed and non-changing. Stability of electrical values is crucial
and generally much more important than the particulars of the
electrical value.

reducing distortion caused by interaction between the conductors. The contrast between this arrangement and a braided
relationship between conductors is enormous. In a braided
conductor or a braided cable, there is significant “magnetic
disruption” (not my term; normal cable engineers call it that),
as each strand or each conductor encounters a constantly
changing magnetic environment.

What have you learned about dielectric materials?
You’ve thrown out a fairly sophisticated term in that question.
Insulation is a necessary ingredient in cable construction.
Unfortunately, in addition to some degree of insulating ability,
insulation also has dielectric properties. The only perfect
dielectric is a vacuum, which is nothing at all. So “dielectric”
is a property, not a thing.

The various materials available with which to manufacture a
cable all have different dielectric properties. They all interfere
with the passage of the signal through an adjacent conductor
in different ways and to different degrees. Analogies are only
analogies, not absolute parallels, so I hope your most technical readers will forgive the liberties I take when I compare the
magnetic field around a signal carrying wire to a coin, and
when I refer to the insulation as if it were a bottle of shampoo.

There can’t be electricity in a wire without a directly related
field outside the wire, and vice versa. Those ferrite filters—
that bulge one sees on the cable leading to a video monitor—
are able to stop undesirable high frequency energy in the
cable by stopping the magnetic field. The wire is uncut. There
is no discontinuity in the impedance of the metal wire, and yet
the wire’s ability to carry a signal is severely changed by the
obstacle put in the path of the magnetic field.

However, while positive and negative have a proper constant
relationship, the individual conductors of positive and negative
are crossing rather than paralleling each other, significantly

Well, the dielectric properties of a wire’s insulation are not
usually so severe, but they can be dramatic. In other applications, at much higher frequencies and over longer lengths, the
absorption and loss of energy due to dielectric can be fatal.
The specification of “dielectric constant” is most often used to
describe a material’s interference with signal amplitude.
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However, in our world of fairly short cables carrying audio frequencies, dielectric constant is more deceiving than helpful.
Amplitude loss due to dielectric is trivial to irrelevant. But a 10octave audio signal is incredibly difficult to move around without interfering with its information content—information that is
all about frequency and time relationships.

Dielectric specifics such as “propagation delay” get a little closer to the truth of our problem. Propagation delay is specified as
a percent of the speed of light. A very well designed 75-ohm
coax has a propagation speed just over 80% of the speed of
light. But think about it. What difference would it make if it took
a minute for the music to come through a cable? It would be
like using an early SACD player that took a minute before the
music started. As long as the music all arrived undistorted, so
what if it came a little late?

What propagation delay does hint at is that dielectric slows
down a signal. Much the way shampoo slows down a coin
dropped in it, so does insulation slow down the magnetic field
of an audio signal and, therefore, slows down the signal itself.
Again, this effect alone would be no problem. Unfortunately, the
slow-down, time delay or phase distortion is nonlinear. The
degree of time delay is different for different frequencies and
for different amplitudes, wreaking havoc on a 10-octave signal
of ever-changing amplitude.

For generations, cable design engineers have sought to minimize dielectric-induced problems, whether loss of amplitude or
distortion, by using better dielectric materials and less of them.
“Better” for some applications is not better for others.
Sometimes a material that causes less loss of amplitude causes more nonlinear phase errors. This trade-off explains why
Teflon is so controversial as a dielectric material. Good for a
circuit board, bad for a capacitor, good and bad as wire insulation. Ever heard terms like “cold and analytical” applied to
some equipment? Take a look at the variety of dielectric materials used throughout the signal path and you will often find the
explanation.

and to maximize the use of air (or nitrogen gas or whatever).
Foamed dielectrics, air tubes and several other designs all try
to minimize the amount of dielectric material near a conductor.

Some people don’t understand battery-biased dielectrics but
my system is full of batteries and has been for years. I was
really pleased when you put batteries on your cables and
understood their purpose immediately. Can you explain your
DBS cables for the uninitiated?

Ah, a well-placed setup. Thanks! I’ve just been rambling on
about how a dielectric interferes with the information content
of an audio signal by introducing nonlinear phase errors. This
corruption of the data stream causes our CPUs (brains) to
either misinterpret some of the data or to not understand the
data at all, in which case it can’t provide our consciousness
with any “sound.”

Let’s go sideways for a moment. Skin effect-induced phase
shift—which causes no phase error for the majority of the signal (near a conductor’s surface), but which does cause progressively more phase delay at higher frequencies and greater
distances from the surface—eventually smears time information
to the point that the brain can no longer recognize more delicate ambient information or even an instrument’s upper harmonics. It’s easy to mistakenly think that we can’t hear the
missing treble because it must have been turned down, or that
the amplitude has been turned down, but it’s not the amplitude
that has changed. It’s the information content of the signal that
has been corrupted—in effect turned down such that our computer can’t give us an aural picture.

And going sideways again, also for the purpose of laying a little groundwork: What is noise? Most often we would answer
with descriptions such as “surface noise on an LP” or “tape
hiss.” However, by another definition, this isn’t noise; it’s perfectly well understood information that we wish wasn’t there.
Noise could more accurately be defined as unintelligible energy, lacking sufficient organization to be decodable, so we
can’t actually “hear” it.

So, besides the choice of material, the other long-standing and
well-understood priority is to minimize the use of solid materials
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Back to our little problem of dielectric effects getting in the way
of our music. Back to the dielectric involvement of a cable’s
insulation causing nonlinear phase errors. I know you have
noticed, and I hope your readers have all noticed, that when
they leave their electronics turned on all the time, the system
sounds better. This effect is almost entirely due to decreasing
the amount of nonlinear phase errors caused by circuit board
materials, capacitors, dielectric inside of an FET or transistor,
insulation on wires inside and outside of the hardware, and in
the very big and distortion-causing capacitors inside of loudspeaker crossovers.

The good news is that while biasing dielectric material doesn’t
prevent the material from acting like shampoo, from slowing the
signal, it does reduce the variation in time delay proportional to
frequency and amplitude. And that is the problem we hear.

“Biasing a dielectric” means immersing the material in an electrostatic field. This causes the molecules of insulation to orient
themselves relative to the field, much the way iron particles in
a junior high science lab orient themselves relative to a magnetic field. When a material is electrostatically amorphous
(unorganized) the material causes the most phase errors. The
better organized the material, the more completely polarized it
is, the fewer nonlinear phase errors. When a left-on audio system sounds better it’s because of fewer nonlinear phase errors.

I assume some of those many batteries you are referring to are
the whole bunch of batteries in your Vandersteen loudspeakers. Richard (Vandersteen) was putting significant voltage on
the capacitors in his Model 5 crossovers before I ever made a
cable with a battery pack. Richard harassing me about biasing
dielectric material led to the AudioQuest Dielectric-Bias System
(DBS)—putting batteries on cable.

Those batteries in your loudspeakers do a far more effective
and complete job of biasing the dielectric material in your
speakers’ crossovers than can ever be accomplished from the
outside, even if you played your speakers full blast 24 hours a
day. So, too, the DBS system on AudioQuest cables brings
cable performance to a level impossible when system components alone are putting a charge on the cable. DBS is much

more than just making a new cable sound as good as one
which has been in an always-on system for a long time.

Whatever voltage is applied, it takes about two weeks for
dielectric to adapt to a charged state. Whether it’s the partial
effect of leaving equipment turned on or the more complete
effect provided by Vandersteen’s or AudioQuest’s batteries, it
takes about two weeks for the dielectric to stabilize, and
about two weeks to completely lose the effect by turning off
the equipment or disconnecting the batteries. One can’t judge
the effect of an always-on component or a DBS battery pack
by plugging and unplugging. One must have two components
or two cables to compare.

So, what is it that most strongly describes the improvement
due to a better-polarized dielectric? I really hate to suggest
what others will hear or how they will describe what they hear,
or how the difference will have meaning to them. But, that
said, far and away the comments I hear most often from people who have compared the same cable with and without DBS
have to do with praise for the quiet background, for how the
sound seems to come out of blackness, often seeming louder
thanks to the greater dynamic contrast.

If DBS does that, how can it do that? Remember, now so long
ago, when I asked, “what is noise?” When one listens to a
non-DBS cable, one certainly doesn’t hear any noise, but
when one listens to the same cable with DBS, one gains the
same improvement in clarity and emotional stimulation as if
one had removed noise from the signal.

With hindsight, DBS seems so very simple. It’s been known
for ages that dielectric effects cause problems. It’s been
known for ages that partially biasing dielectric materials by
leaving the equipment on improves performance. So why not
put a full-strength bias on the dielectric material all the time?

Again, with hindsight it seems so simple; hindsight is often
like that. If a cable were simply built with the necessary field
elements in addition to its signal path conductors, then those
elements could be connected to a DC source. This would
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immerse all of a cable’s dielectric material in a sufficiently
strong electrostatic field to seriously improve audio performance—both analog audio and digital audio, which is also
supersensitive to time-related distortions.

Fortunately, just because something appears to be simple
doesn’t mean it isn’t a new idea and can’t be patented! I
often compare DBS to a high-speed quad chairlift. Chairlifts
have been around for a long time. So have gondolas, with
their system of attaching and detaching from the cable so
that skiers can get on and off. It seems that a modern highspeed chairlift is not much more than putting the advantages
of both systems together, but doing so has increased access
to the slopes and revolutionized the economics of the ski
industry. Like DBS, the high-speed lift probably is also a
patented innovation.

Here’s a bit more about the efficacy of DBS. Not surprisingly,
analog video and digital video (DVI-D, HDMI) are not sensitive to this type of nonlinear phase error and do not benefit
from DBS. Packet information, or information used to assemble a picture that changes a maximum of 60 times a second,
just doesn’t have the same problems as our humble but
much-loved low frequency audio signal.

An AC power cable can be improved by DBS, but only for
about the first two days before the effects of 115V or 230V
swamps out the DBS effect.

Tell us about the wire in the wires. What materials do you use
for conductors?

In the beginning, I specified “high-purity” copper for my cables
because…well, why not? It sounded like a good thing. I then
learned that there was such a thing as OFC—also called
OFHC, which is Oxygen-Free High-Conductivity copper. It
turned out that OFHC did sound significantly different. And it
turned out that there is as much difference between OFHC
from different suppliers as there is between normal electrical
grade copper and OFHC.
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Key to understanding such disparity is recognizing the “highconductivity” part of OFHC. It’s not OFLD for Low-Distortion!
The big, bad normal world manufactures OFHC because it is
slightly more conductive, and the test for getting to charge a
premium for OFHC is based on the material’s conductivity, not
its distortion profile.

In our world this difference in conductivity is absolutely irrelevant, but the differences in audio performance are important. I
learned that I must listen to the OFHC from different suppliers
and choose the material with the best audio performance. I
don’t design the metals or the processes by which they are
made. I am simply a professional consumer in a category
most people don’t get to play in.

But there’s even more beyond OFHC! In 1985 Hitachi introduced LC-OFC, a long-grain copper called “Linear Crystal.”
Van den Hul Cable introduced a similar concept with their
Mono Crystal cables at about the same time. I started using
the Hitachi copper in my best interconnect and speaker
cables. Hitachi’s own cables got almost nothing but bad
reviews, despite being some of the best cables on the market.
Prejudice can be a very bad thing! Using Hitachi’s superior
metal in (I believe) vastly superior AudioQuest designs earned
some rave reviews for unprecedented performance.

In 1987 I started using copper cast according to Professor
Ono’s Continuous Casting process, and then drawn through a
process like what Hitachi had invented in order to incur as little damage as possible to the cast copper. The result was a
material with grains of copper averaging 200 feet in length
instead of the huge number of grains per inch in even the
best OFHC coppers.

Then a couple of years later, because AudioQuest was the
largest customer for OCC copper outside of Japan, a team
flew over from Nippon Mining to introduce me to their stressfree 6N copper. It was better and I bought it. Shortly afterwards I also started using solid silver in my top cables, after
finally hearing a silver conductor refined enough to provide
the transparency advantages of silver without the bright irritation common to less perfect solid silver.
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While I was pleased to use first Nippon Mining’s and later
Dowa’s super refined copper in my next-to-top cables,
another potential copper customer was equally impressed
with the performance of Nippon Mining’s copper, but couldn’t
stomach the price. That dilemma inspired him to spend
years figuring out how to get the same or better performance at a lower price.

The delightful fruit of all that thinking and work is the PerfectSurface manufacturing process now responsible for three of
the four grades of metal I use in audio cables. Am I ever glad
he brought an example of this effective process to me, scaring me with a material not much more expensive than OCC,
which I liked as well as the best silver I had ever heard!
Thankfully, in addition to the PSC-grade copper he first
brought me, he also accepted my challenge to try this
process on higher purity copper and on solid silver, which is
much more difficult to work with. And so were born PSC+ copper and PSS silver.

Hawksford showed that the surface finish of conductors was
important. Most people think electricity runs through a conductor so this won’t seem intuitive. What have your experiences shown and how are AudioQuest conductors finished?

Well, electricity does run throughout a conductor, though with
some skin effect-related variation in impedance and inductance-induced phase shift. I can’t resist mentioning here that
skin effect is what keeps you safe from lightning in a plane or
car. Skin effect is the result of a delay in the change of a
magnetic field following a change in current. When lightning
strikes a plane, it is forced to go around the magnetic field
“left over” from the immediately previous state. In an audio
cable, higher frequencies represent a faster change, and so
they’re forced to go around the blockage caused by the previously existing magnetic state, which forces the new current
toward the skin of the conductor.

So, skin effect is part of the explanation for why the surface of
a conductor is so very important. Due to skin effect the surface
of a conductor is the only part of the conductor carrying all frequencies equally, with no variation in impedance or phase.

Current density is 100% at the surface for all frequencies.
The surface of a conductor is also immediately adjacent to the
strongest part of the external magnetic field. Remember that
ever-so-important field which allowed insulation material to
wreak such havoc with the signal inside of the conductor?

As Hawksford notes, the surface of a conductor is like a rail
guide. The electrical current inside a conductor and the magnetic field outside are dependent on the quality (lack of imperfections) in this “rail.” Imperfections at the conductor’s surface
can be thought of as causing turbulence in much the same way
that imperfections on a plane’s wing cause turbulence, except
that in this case the turbulence extends from the very center of
the conductor to significantly outside the conductor.

I remember once getting suckered into buying an overpriced
paint protection system for my car, a 1994 BMW 540i at the
time. The system included thin, clear plastic film over the front
of the hood, and also smaller pieces for the side-view mirrors.
As I headed out of Denver on the freeway, I was subjected to
an astonishingly loud howling sound. I pulled over, pulled the
thin film off the side-view mirrors and, for the rest of the way
home, enjoyed peace and quiet. It doesn’t take much surface
disruption to cause a problem.

Are connectors important? What connectors do you use and
how are they attached to the cables?

I love your leading questions. Many years ago John Atkinson
commented in Stereophile that, much to his disbelief, a new
XLR from AudioQuest really did sound better than the presumably already near-perfect Neutriks.

Yes, connectors and how they are attached are important. As
with the cable itself, metal quality matters. I use OCC copper in
my better connectors. Ironically, one of its occasional disadvantages—its hardness—actually makes it more machineable and
more appropriate for plugs than normal solid copper.

Plating also matters, especially the quality of application to the
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metal. Bare copper oxidizes, and because copper oxides are
semiconductors their conductivity varies in the presence of a
charge, creating a complicated and dynamic distortion mechanism. Silver and tin oxides are conductive and self-healing.
Nickel is an effective oxide barrier, and as long as it’s plated
extremely well it’s not as bad as its reputation. Gold is only as
good a conductor as nickel and aluminum, about 70% as conductive as copper or silver. But gold is noble and good for
protecting materials underneath from oxidizing. However,
other than on AudioQuest’s direct gold-plated speaker connections, gold is almost always plated over nickel, and is
strictly eye candy. Rhodium is very hard so very little is needed to provide an effective barrier layer, but I find even the
thinnest rhodium layer causes an irritating grainy distortion
that I consider unacceptable.

So, I use a thick silver plating directly over the copper on all my
better plugs and connectors. A thin silver plate causes some of
the same obnoxious tweeter-in-your-face sound as silver-plated
audio conductors, but thick silver plate on connectors becomes
a superior parallel conducting path.

I also offer my speaker connectors in gold, also directly plated,
because sometimes one doesn’t want to fight every battle and
some people are scared of silver oxides. But when I use gold, I
use a very thin layer as the-less-the-better applies. My goldplated speaker connectors are almost as good as clean unplated copper, while the silver-plated connectors are a little better
than clean bare copper.

As for how to attach a connector: directly, if possible. All
AudioQuest speaker cable connectors are attached with pressure, with a good crimp or multiple setscrews. In both cases a
cold weld, gastight connection is made between cable and connector. This is better than any connection requiring solder.

Lower priced AudioQuest interconnect cables use very carefully
chosen low-silver content solder (more than 2% silver prevents
a good connection). Soldering is efficient. All the audio interconnects over $100/m have their connectors welded on. The
process of resistance-welding sends 8,000 amps of low voltage
current through the connection between cable and plug, just for
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a few millionths of a second. The resistance of the cable and
plug to so much current, at an inefficient low voltage, heats the
metals to the point that their molecules commingle and form
an alloy. A welded connection serves as an excellent solderbypass when I’m evaluating solders.

There is little current flow with interconnect cables and lots of
current flow with speaker cables. Power cords conduct only a
single frequency. Shouldn’t the design of these cables differ?

Yes they should! Many of the mechanisms that cause distortion in cables are present in all these applications, but the
hierarchy varies and so, therefore, should the designs vary as
well as the allocation of funds for materials and for more
expensive constructions.

An audio interconnect essentially carries information rather
than power. Most of the detrimental effects of an interconnect
cable can be heard in the first inch of cable. The cumulative
effect of these distortion mechanisms over length is not so
much worse. On the other hand, much of what a speaker
cable does wrong, with regard to both inductance and magnetic field interaction problems, continually accumulates. A
longer speaker cable sounds more and more out of focus, no
matter how good its design and/or materials.

Here’s an interesting irony. It’s actually easier to compare short
speaker cables, easier to be aware of a cable’s specific failings. As a longer cable suffers reduced performance because
length is like a camera lens going increasingly out of focus, a
shorter cable is more like a lens in focus. Distortion in a lens
(character flaws, any funny mirror effects) is only more obvious
when a lens is in focus or when a cable is shorter.

So, for speaker cable, use the lowest distortion cable you can
find in a length no longer than you need to get the job done.
On the other hand, as interconnect doesn’t suffer nearly so
much cumulative damage, don’t hesitate to use a longer interconnect when you need to, such as to facilitate the use of
shorter speaker cables.
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Of course, if the interconnect is high capacitance and it’s
being driven by a passive preamp, or a rare high output
impedance tube preamp, then the driving circuit might misbehave badly, but short of going over this cliff, interconnect
capacitance is a minor concern.

AC power cables are a subset of speaker cables. Some of my
tricks to reduce distortion in a full-range speaker cable are
unnecessary in a power cable. SST, where I use multiple size
conductors to reduce awareness of specific conductor size signatures, is irrelevant. But conductor material quality and conductor geometry are exactly as important in a speaker cable.

The detrimental effects in an AC cable of conventional stranding, versus concentric stranding, versus solid conductors, are
not surprising as these are power related distortion mechanisms. The benefit of the counter-spiral geometry used in my
best speaker cables is proportionally even more important in an
AC cable—it’s all about controlling and stabilizing the interaction of large magnetic fields.

Are special purpose cables, like those designed to carry digital
signals and video signals, significantly different from those
designed to carry analog audio signals?

It’s the same story again of overlapping sets. As I mentioned
before, video signals and some types of digital signals are not
sensitive to some of the distortion mechanisms that damage an
audio signal.

For example, in a digital audio cable, S/P-DIF or AES/EBU,
versus an analog audio cable, dielectric involvement is equally
serious. Using better materials and employing DBS are equally
effective. However, because digital audio cables are very sensitive to constant characteristic impedance, I must sacrifice the
dielectric advantages of air tubes in favor of materials that can
guarantee a fixed stable relationship between positive and negative conductors.

Silver-plated audio conductors cause that classic and much-

despised tweeter-in-your-face effect due to discontinuity of
materials. But for digital audio, and for video, high quality silver-plated copper clearly outperforms even the very finest coppers that I use in my audio cables.

The signal-carrying conductors in a DVI or HDMI cable are
essentially a CAT5, consisting of four twisted pairs. But even
here, the same cable basics apply: conducting material (including surface finish), solid conductors, dielectric quality and
geometry (efficacy of design and stability). You just can’t get
away from these ever present basics!

What’s going to happen in the future? Will we continue to make
evolutionary improvements or do you see some revolutionary
changes coming?
The evolutionary model is perfect. As “we” are currently discovering, not only are there fewer genes than once supposed, but
most of the building blocks for genetic evolution appear to have
been around for at least half a billion years. It’s the “expression” of these genes that allows for such incredible diversity.

There are very few ingredients that can be manipulated to affect
cable performance. The particulars of those ingredients will most
likely evolve. Incrementally better materials will become available.
And, as with the evolutionary model, I hope I’ll continue to
encounter the successful result of unintended experiments. Much
of what I have learned has come from noticing a performance
change when none was anticipated and then, as methodically as
possible, working to turn that new awareness into a predictable
means and method for minimizing a distortion mechanism. If I
knew what was next, I would already have done it! Based on my
past experience, bits and pieces of what I can’t see now will
become visible over time. I look forward to incremental progress.

Thank you, Bill, for a very informative interview!

APJ

Company information:
Audioquest
2621 White Road
Irvine, CA 92614
949-585-0111
www.audioquest.com
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Power Line
Conditioners

by Richard Hardesty
Manufacturers and dealers have heavily promoted power line
conditioners. Consumers have spent lots of money on power
line conditioners and cords trying to fix problems that either
don’t exist at all or, in the rare cases where they do occur,
are of minor sonic significance. That money would nearly
always be better spent on improved components rather than
attempting to deliver improved power to inferior components.
Many power line conditioners have no effect on what you
hear and some actually make sound worse.
Catastrophe is discussed above. Noise filtering is slightly
more difficult to understand.

Measurable noise may exist on your power line but some
filters that claim to remove it may limit the current needed
by your components and/or may negatively impact the
sound you hear rather than improve it. Current-limiting compresses dynamics and squashes musical expression.
Applying unequal filtering to parts of the noise spectrum
may sound like re-voicing an audio system, which is usually
not desirable.
These are bold statements so let me qualify them a little. My
experience is primarily in Southern California. We have pretty
good power here, delivered by mostly underground power
lines, and we almost never have lightning storms. In the 25plus years that I operated a repair facility within my retail
store I never saw an instance of lightning damage to an
audio component and I never had a customer complain of a
component shutting down due to low voltage. Of course, you
may not live in Southern California. If you live in an area
where lightning storms and/or brownouts are frequent occurrences you may need protection from these events. If not,
you need to be very wary of the claims made by the makers
and sellers of power line accessories.

The makers of power line conditioners usually claim two benefits in order to justify their use: (1) prevention of catastrophe
due to over- or under-voltage conditions and (2) better sound
presumably brought about by removing noise from the AC
power line. Both claims should be carefully scrutinized.
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Every Power Supply is a Filter
When AC power from the wall socket enters an audio component the first thing it encounters is the power supply in that
component. A linear (or conventional) power supply usually
consists of a transformer that provides working voltages, a

rectifier that converts AC to DC, and capacitors that filter ripples from the DC. A switching power supply usually has the
rectifier first, followed by a DC-to-DC converter and filters to
remove the switching noise. If a switching supply has a
transformer it may come at the end of the chain instead of
the beginning. The power supply is a filter of sorts, and the
working voltages from which the component operates are
isolated from the incoming AC. Can some noise riding on the
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AC get through the transformer or pulse-width-modulator and
contaminate the component power supply? Probably. Is this a
big deal? Probably not.

“High-end audio is all about
subtle improvements and a
power line conditioner may
slightly improve and refine the
sound of your system.”
The Audio Signal Modulates
the Power Supply

Interview with…
Garth Powell

by Richard Hardesty
Garth Powell is a technically astute designer and an accomplished classical and jazz drummer/percussionist who has studied with a host of master musicians and still performs professionally in the US, Canada and Europe. He was employed as a
technician-design engineer with AT&T, Hewlett Packard, Analog
Audio, Holmes Powell and others. Garth is currently Chief
Design Engineer for the line of home theater and audiophile
power management products made by Furman Sound, where
he has worked for nearly 12 years.
This man knows about music and has closely examined the
quality of the AC power that operates our audio systems and
its effect on the sound we hear. Therefore, he’s ideally qualified to shed light on the often confusing subject of power line
conditioners.

A power supply is a filter but it may not be a perfect one. The
audio signal modulates the power supply and the result
appears at the output of the component. Some garbage
(noise) that was riding on the AC power line may sneak
through and contaminate the output signal from the audio
component. Removing this contamination without causing
other damage to the signal might subtly improve sound.

High-end audio is all about subtle improvements and a power
line conditioner may slightly improve and refine the sound of
your system. A power line conditioner won’t make a poor
component sound good and it won’t eliminate the need to
purchase better speakers.

Pros and Cons
I’ve presented many of the reasons for avoiding most power
line conditioners. Now I think it’s only fair to let an expert in
the field offer an opposing view on this controversial subject.
Following is an interview with Garth Powell of Furman Sound
and he will present the reasons in support of the use of
power line conditioners in a high-end audio system. APJ
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Garth, there are several questions that readers might ask about
power line conditioners: Is there really lots of noise on AC
power lines? Can line noise degrade the sound of our audio
systems? Do power line conditioners remove line noise without
causing other negative effects? Do audio systems actually
sound better when powered by AC lines that have been filtered
by power line conditioners? Let’s consider these questions separately and in greater depth.

is nearly five times greater than the average audio signal
level in a preamp! Fortunately component power supplies
suppress most of this, but they CAN’T suppress it all.

The AC power we use to operate our audio components should
be about 120 volts RMS at exactly 60Hz in the United States.
Engineers refer to any unwanted signal as noise so any symmetrical or asymmetrical addition to that 120-volt/60Hz signal is
noise. Can sensitive instruments detect noise on some AC
power lines?

The answer to this question needs to be qualified by comparing
the signal level to the noise level. For example, if my music signal is being modulated by noise that is 50dB below 0dBu, the
negative impact is inconsequential if I’m listening to a dance
mix with 20dB of dynamic range. However, if the source material has a dynamic range of 75dB to 90dB, we have a problem.
It’s particularly an issue for anyone who cares about sound
quality given that the ambient sounds and some harmonic overtones will be at the bottom of the amplitude scale. These lowlevel sounds are the most prized part of an audio signal and
what governs tone color and presence. If these signals are
modulated and/or cancelled by noise, we lose resolution.

Yes, noise can be detected with an oscilloscope via voltage
readings, and with current sensors when measuring an audio
system under load. There are more sophisticated means of dissecting the noise as well.

What is the source of this noise?

Radio Frequencies coupling into the AC line, back EMF from
appliances and motors, and severe wide-bandwidth harmonic noise from switching power supplies. Current noise on the
ground pin (wire) of 3-prong AC cords is also a problem.

Is line noise as big a problem as accessory manufacturers
would have us believe? Does noise really degrade the performance of audio components?

Of course, the fact that an AC filter can eliminate some noise at
certain frequencies is not enough to ensure a superior sonic
result. The filter must be linearized for all AC impedances typical in a system’s operating range, and it must cover a wide
enough bandwidth of frequencies to unearth lost or distorted
audio content.

Is line noise worse now than it used to be?

Shouldn’t the transformers that feed our houses filter and isolate the power we use from the AC grid?

Yes, considerably. There has been a tremendous rise in the
AC noise level in the last 20 to 25 years. The switching
power supplies in personal computers are a huge contributing factor. In 1978 it was common to see considerable noise
at high (RF) frequencies such as 1MHz. However, it was
unusual to see more than 1mV at much lower audio-band
frequencies such as 3kHz. Today you can measure as much
as 3 volts of noise within 20 feet of a computer server room!
To put that in context, if you induce 1 volt of AC noise in a
video monitor, you will lose sync. Three volts of audio noise

Not really. If they were isolation transformers specifically
designed for noise reduction, then yes, it would help.
However, these high voltage step-down transformers are
designed purely for power distribution. The 240VAC centertapped output of the secondary windings of the transformer
that feeds your home does not have any faraday shields to
eliminate capacitive coupling of noise, and further, the potential reduction in symmetrical noise is compromised because
the center tap is probably not true center and the load off
either line phase may not be even.
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You can often measure 3 to 10 volts differential between center
tap neutral/ground and either line phase. Imagine a push-pull
tube amplifier with severely unmatched output tubes! This is a
recipe for noise, not noise reduction.

A power supply is supposed to isolate the working circuitry
from the AC source. Are the power supplies in today’s components inadequate?

other component. There would be no common hard connection
of AC line, neutral or ground.

Think about home theaters. A typical flat screen monitor has 5
to 7 switching supplies in it! Your preamp does not want to see
that noise backwashed into it.

Do power line conditioners really remove all noise from the AC
line?
They always have been and the problem is worse now. In
decades past, when power line noise was lower, that noise
burst through the power supply as current noise, and the
noise on the ground wire that could be capacitively coupled
into the circuit was low enough in signal level not to interfere
in a manner that was noticed. As noise has increased in both
bandwidth and level, there is too much for a power supply or
built-in circuit to adequately reject. Further, many fine electronic components employ switching power supplies today.
These have advantages in size and weight, and utilize a
smaller transformer or no transformer at all to modulate circuitry with a magnetic field. Unfortunately they have relatively
poor noise rejection.

The best power supplies for premium audio that I’ve measured
are actually the ones that were championed in the 1930s! An
example of this would be a transformer followed by a large
tuned choke, built-out with several capacitors and resistors.
Selenium rectifiers also allowed less noise than today’s typical
solid-state counterparts.

Battery supplies for low-current preamps are okay, but only if
the batteries are lithium. Lead acid and alkaline batteries actually produce more current noise—or ripple—than typical linear
supplies run off the AC line!

That would be impossible. As with many endeavors, physics
often reaches up and bites us on the behind. There are many
technologies that can be employed for noise reduction, and
they all have their trade-offs. The trick is to correct as much as
possible without doing harm to the sound of the system—and
most AC conditioners certainly do harm the sound.

If power line conditioners work as advertised, why do they
often make the sound of an audio system worse?

For one thing, many filters are not linear! Most AC filters were
designed for use in a laboratory, not your in-home audio system. Typical AC filter attenuation curves change radically with
the current drawn by the system, and the frequency of the
noise. This creates resonant peaking in most AC filters, which
can actually amplify noise over part of the audio bandwidth.

If the masking effects of AC noise are not reduced as evenly as
possible, it’s akin to removing a veil from your loudspeaker’s
tweeter, while the midrange and woofer are still covered up.
Many audiophiles have noticed that traditional AC conditioners
from many sources have re-voiced their systems in a very displeasing way. Sometimes defensive electrical engineers have
told them that they’re delusional. Far from it!

Can one component pollute the AC power that another component uses?

Yes! This is why an ultimate no-expense-spared AC conditioner
would totally isolate every line level component from every

What we audiophiles prize most is low-level signal content. If
that content is uniformly modulated we suffer but we accept
what we cannot have or what we haven’t yet heard. If we
attempt to remove this noise, but do so inconsistently—say
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reducing noise at 3kHz by 5dB, 5kHz by 40db, 7kHz by 10dB,
and 10kHz by 1dB—we will have a system that sounds like
it’s been poorly equalized or severely re-voiced! Not on the
loudest peaks, but in the low-level signal harmonic content,
which is the part of the signal that audiophiles and musicians
prize the most.

Secondly, we cannot treat all components as if they require the
same thing. Power amplifiers will suffer from some types of AC
noise modulation (particularly asymmetrical noise). However,
current compression will be the primary offender given today’s
relatively inefficient loudspeakers and extraordinarily dynamic
audio content. Amplifiers strain for current at every moderateto-high volume transient signal they attempt to reproduce. Their
power supplies are robust and well designed; it’s simply an
unfortunate truth that the harder they’re pushed, the lower their
supply impedance becomes, and the more it appears to the
transformer that it’s feeding a dead short (albeit for a very short
duration). When this happens a huge surge of current is drawn
from the wall’s AC supply until the amplifier’s power supply is
again stable and free of core saturation and distortion.

If a typical AC conditioner is placed in series with the power
amplifier, the series components—transformers, inductive
chokes, relays, and others—will actually raise the AC impedance making current compression WORSE.

What is “balanced power?”

A one-to-one isolation transformer with a very precise center
tap can provide balanced AC. Ideally the transformer will have
precisely matched windings on either side of the center tap.
The top winding will be half the voltage of the incoming line
voltage relative to center tap ground, while the bottom winding
will constitute the other half. It is critical that these windings are
in opposite polarity to each other so that symmetrical (common
mode) AC noise will cancel. The only drawback other than
weight and expense to this technology is that it should NOT be
used for power amplifiers, as ANY transformer will raise AC
impedance, which may create current compression. Also, this
technology will not work alone to reduce AC noise from line
level audio components because only symmetrical noise is
cancelled. Reducing asymmetrical noise will typically require a
low-pass filter.

What about parallel inductors?

That’s a poor man’s way of creating what balanced power or a
good isolation transformer would do. The problem is that the
parallel inductors are hard to incorporate in a linearized circuit,
and they cover a VERY limited range of RF frequencies.

Are re-generators better?
Furman’s Transient Power Factor Technology actually runs
the power amplifier through a parallel circuit with tuned
capacitance that will function properly with our series-parallel
circuits for the other audio components, while providing power
amplifiers with a current reservoir (for up to 25ms) from a
high frequency source that has lower impedance than a 40amp dedicated service! This extends the dynamic range of
even the largest monoblock amplifiers rather than crushing
their performance.

Typical amplifiers sound faster, with greater extension and control. Power amplifiers are only as good as their power supplies—that’s a great deal of what you’re hearing! Our transient
power factor circuit gives these supplies the current-on-demand
they need.
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It depends on what’s meant by “re-generation.” Some manufactures have used this term to describe isolation transformers.
For comments on that see the preceding discussion. If we’re
talking about active circuits that convert AC to DC then re-generate an AC signal, that’s different.

An active re-generator is typically a voltage amplifier with a limited bandwidth. They’re very inefficient, run quite warm as a
result, and are large and heavy. Ten amps RMS is extraordinarily high current availability for such a design, and in a dedicated sound room such a device will eliminate the need for central
heating in the wintertime. These designs are excellent for voltage regulation—delivering output that is typically ± 0.1 VAC!
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The frequency is adjustable as well, which is superb for
motors. Most audio and video products do not need AC voltage
regulation, however, unless the voltage is well below 114 VAC
or above 126 VAC.

The problem with active regeneration is limited output that can
create current compression by considerably raising the AC
impedance. When re-generators run out of peak current they
will clip far more severely than your AC outlet ever would. Also,
if an AC re-generation power amplifier and its power supply
could eliminate all forms of noise, nothing could get past your
components’ regular power supplies as they are virtually identical circuits. Unfortunately this is NOT the case. Even commonmode noise won’t be eliminated from signals outside the frequency bandwidth of the active circuits in a power re-generator.
A well-designed passive filter has the clear advantage for eliminating AC noise. Additionally, an AC re-generation amplifier will
not be able to isolate ground noise—it’s passed straight
through to your components.

Thank you, Garth, for this illuminating interview!

APJ

Company Information:
Furman Sound, LLC
1960 Corporate Circle
Petaluma, CA 94954
877-486-4738
www.furmansound.com

Vibration Control
P r oducts

by Richard Hardesty
A large group of accessories can be classified as vibration control products. Included are equipment racks and amplifier
stands, points and feet that go under components, record mats
and clamps for turntables, damping rings that go around vacuum tubes, and similar devices. Vibration affects all audio components and the impact that mechanical vibration has on sound
may surprise you. Most accessories don’t help but some can
improve sound to a remarkable degree.

It’s obvious that a turntable is susceptible to vibration.
Everybody who has done any experimentation knows that subtle changes to turntable suspension and record damping
devices, like mats and clamps, can make major changes in the
sound you hear when playing vinyl. It’s fairly obvious that the
stylus that reads the information engraved in the record
grooves can be disturbed by vibration. Susceptibility to
mechanical vibration is less apparent with digital disc players
but almost as important. Preamps and power amplifiers, especially solid-state units, appear to be even less susceptible but
this is an illusion. Vibration affects everything, even cables.

You might ask how vibration can affect a solid-state component
with virtually no internal wiring. Think about accelerometers
and strain gauges. Conduction through these silicon-based
components changes as they are bent or moved. The output
devices in amplifiers are usually mounted directly on large
extruded heat sinks. Run your finger down an amplifier heat
sink to see just how easily these structures can be excited.
Vibration will have some sonic effect on all audio components.
High-gain components will be most vulnerable.

APJ

“Acoustical energy
from the speakers vibrates
everything.”
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Sources of Vibration
There are some internal sources of noise. Turntables and disc
players have motors and bearings that generate mechanical
vibration. Most audio components have big power transformers
that vibrate mechanically. These internal noises are usually
dwarfed by the effect of the loudspeakers, which are the major
source of energy that shakes our audio world. Audio components are attacked externally by vibration created by the loudspeakers as they convert the electrical audio signal into
mechanical energy you can hear. Speakers move air, which in
turn moves everything else.

Acoustical energy from the speakers vibrates everything. You
can feel it by gently placing fingertips on the coffee table or
nearby bookshelves. It can be detected with a stethoscope
placed on or near an amplifier heat sink. This energy can enter
and affect all audio components.

Paths of External Vibration
External vibrations emanate primarily from the loudspeakers
and enter audio components by two paths: 1) through the sup-

port structure upon which the component sits, and 2) directly
through the air from the speaker to the component.

In an ideal world expensive audio components would be
designed to operate in this real environment. Most audio components, however, are designed by electrical engineers, who
are sometimes aided by mechanical engineers. Electrical engineers have no training in vibration control and most mechanical
engineers have little experience in this field. Some audio
designers are self-trained and haven’t been educated much at
all. That opens up a fertile field of vibration control accessories,
most of which were discovered by accident and many of which
simply change rather than improve the situation.

There are exceptions that have been carefully designed by
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experts in the field. The vibration control products made by
Mike Latvis of Harmonic Resolution Systems are among the
accessory products that I’ve heard that make a profound difference in the sound of audio components—even very expensive
high-end components. I’ll interview him next and let him make
his own case. APJ

APJ
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Interview with…
Michael Latvis

by Richard Hardesty
Michael Latvis has devoted his career to vibration control. He
has degrees in mechanical engineering and design, over twenty years of experience and thousands of hours of professional
training including product design, development and manufacturing in industries focused on interior noise reduction and vibration isolation systems for commercial aviation; helicopter rotor
bearing, engine and transmission vibration isolation systems;
army and navy weapon systems shock and vibration isolation
products; and industrial computers and electronics vibration
isolation systems. He holds three US patents and various international patents related to shock and vibration isolation products and has published and presented a number of papers
about vibration and noise control products in various industries.

Mike plays the trumpet and has always loved music and home
audio systems. In 2000 he founded Harmonic Resolution

Systems (HRS) to develop products specifically for high-end
audio and video equipment. His decades of technical experience combined with a dedication to music make him a perfect
candidate for an Audio Perfectionist Journal interview.

Readers may want to know: is the listening room really filled
with lots of vibrating energy? Where does this vibration come
from? Does this vibration degrade sound produced by an audio
system? Can vibration control devices eliminate vibration? Will
eliminating or minimizing vibration actually make sound better?
Let’s consider these questions separately and see what Mike
Latvis has to say.

Can vibration cause audible degradation or is this just another
way for accessory manufacturers to make money by selling
products that “solve” a non-existent problem?

Vibration and mechanical noise cause a significant audible
degradation of the signal. That vibration causes this degradation is somewhat less obvious to many people but the end
result is signal damage. The loss of information and added artifacts caused by vibration and noise can remove the essence of
what makes a high-end audio system a special experience for
the listener. The sonic improvements made with well-designed
noise reduction products are not only significant but also
unique in nature and cannot be achieved by other means.

What are the sources of vibration that affect audio components? In other words, what shakes our audio components?
Does this energy enter the components from the supporting
rack or directly through the air?

There are several sources of vibration in an audio system. The
most significant and obvious sources of noise in the vast
majority of systems are the speakers. The energy from the
speakers takes more than one path to your components where
it becomes an issue.

Speaker-generated noise may take one of two primary paths to
the components. (1) Structure-borne noise is vibration trans-
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ferred from the support structure to the audio components. The
structure can be excited directly from the floor or from the air.
(2) Airborne noise is energy transmitted from the drivers of the
speakers to the air which in turn energizes the components, the
room, and all of the structural devices (shelves, etc.) supporting the components.

Can vibration really degrade the performance of audio components other than mechanical devices like turntables and perhaps CD players?

Our engineering tests, listening tests, and experience with a
very wide range of Harmonic Resolution Systems customers,

using a very wide range of systems and configurations, all confirm that vibration and noise can significantly degrade the performance of an audio system. We find that a majority of components that have electronic circuits that generate, transfer, or
carry the signal directly can be audibly improved by addressing
the impact of vibration and noise that reaches the component
circuit.

How can vibration affect solid-state components, like preamps,
that don’t appear to be microphonic?

This is a great question because at first glance this may not be
obvious to many people. There seems to be a more general
acceptance that turntable performance can be improved by
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reducing mechanical noise that reaches the stylus. It is obvious
that the turntable cartridge is an accelerometer reading the frequency and amplitude of the grooves in the album. The cartridge converts the mechanical motion to an electrical signal,
which is then amplified to drive the speakers. Because the cartridge is converting mechanical motion to an electrical signal,
most people can see clearly that erroneous mechanical noise
that also reaches the stylus will be converted to electrical noise
and that this noise will likely damage signal quality.

What is less well known to audiophiles is that there are many
other devices that convert mechanical noise to an electrical signal. In industry these devices are commonly used to measure
stress in parts, the dynamic response of mechanical systems,
and the frequency and amplitude of vibrating systems. A host of
other measuring devices are used in many processes and
product applications. All of these devices take a mechanical
event and convert it to an electrical signal in order to easily
process and use the information.

One of the most common devices used by engineers to measure mechanical motion is a strain gauge. A strain gauge is very
simple and consists of a relatively thin wire bonded to a film.
The film is then bonded to a mechanical part. A charge amplifier is used to put an electrical signal through the wire. When the
part under test moves, the thin wire changes form and the
result is a change in resistance. The change in resistance is
measured as a change in voltage through the device. The
mechanical motion is now read as an electrical signal. This
mechanical-to-electrical conversion through a simple wire is so
reliable that engineers developing critical aircraft systems and
many other products use it to measure stress, frequency, and
vibration amplitude. Companies all over the world use strain
gauges every day.

Another way to convert mechanical motion to an electrical signal is by use of piezoelectric-based materials. The piezoelectric
devices are often man-made or naturally occurring crystals,
such as quartz crystals, that produce a charge output when
they are compressed, flexed or subjected to any force. The
electrical signals from piezoelectric materials are used daily to
measure mechanical acceleration by monitoring the electrical
response of these crystals.
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The crystals used for vibration and noise measurement are
similar in nature to the parts used in digital-to-analog conversion (DAC) circuits. The fundamental understanding that the
most common way to measure force, pressure, vibration, and
shock is by taking advantage of the many electrical devices

solid-state preamp but this eludes most explanations based on
science I understand. What’s really happening here?

Our experience at Harmonic Resolution Systems Inc. is that
with a wide range of high performance audio systems you cannot change anything that touches the chassis of an audio component without changing the “sound” of the component. Based
on our discussion of how electrical circuits are sensitive to
vibrations, you can see that any time you touch a component
chassis with another object you change the response of that
structure to vibration and noise. The change that you hear
when you place an object in contact with a component is the
change in the chassis’ response to the new object or the
change in location of that object. This change may or may not
improve the sound.

Whether you have just changed the environment or truly
improved the environment depends on how well the product
being used was engineered and how effective this solution is
with the component chassis it is being applied to.
that change characteristics in response to these mechanical
events, provides the necessary insight to see that a high performance electronic audio circuit that contains many different
electrical components is very likely to respond to the vibration
and noise to which these components are subjected.

With this understanding we can then begin to imagine the number
of different locations in a high performance audio component
where the signal quality may be degraded by vibration and noise.
We can then also see that if the environment is changed in any
way we might hear this change. More importantly, if this vibration
and noise are reduced in a significant way we can reduce or even
eliminate the damage to signal quality by reducing or eliminating
the mechanical noise affecting the component. Reducing noise
that degrades the signal provides the listener with a new level of
information. Now he can hear just the signal and a unique level of
detail and nuance from the actual recording.

Do points, spikes and rubber feet placed beneath audio components reduce vibration or just change the frequency? I’ve heard
the sound change when Jenga Blocks are placed beneath a

It seems intuitive that heavy objects are more difficult to move
than lighter ones. Wouldn’t a big, heavy support rack stop
vibration problems?

This intuition is actually true to some degree because Newton’s
second law is that F=MA. For a given force (F) the level of acceleration (A) on an object will be lowered as the mass (M) increases. However, mass has another effect on system response. As
mass increases, changes occur in the natural frequency of a system because mass is part of that relationship as well.

If the natural (or resonant) frequency of the object coincides
with the input frequency (vibration) then you might actually
amplify vibration. Mass also decreases acceleration of an
object in a linear manner. If we want to significantly reduce the
vibration by multiples of 10, 100 or even 1000, mass alone may
not be the most practical way to achieve high levels of noise
reduction. So in general you can make improvements by
increasing mass in a knowledgeable way. But with a more complete approach that takes advantage of mass along with a
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number of other engineering principles you
can reduce vibration
and noise to a much
greater extent.

The reference level MXR
Audio Stand by Harmonic
Resolution Systems does
weigh in at about 500
pounds for a four-shelf
system but it also contains many other materials and technologies that
contribute significantly to the performance of this system. Without
these other technologies the performance is significantly reduced.

Can vibration control products actually eliminate vibration that a
heavy rack can’t?

Yes, the application of many different technologies can actually
be much more effective than just adding mass. If you look at the
Harmonic Resolution Systems M3 Isolation Base we do have a
shelf weight of approximately 65 pounds, but we also use a custom-designed primary isolation stage that is set based on the
load of the component and greatly reduces the magnitude of the
noise before it reaches the mass. The M3 Isolation Base also
contains seven different materials and more than forty parts to
make up a complete system that reduces noise and resonance
within the frame itself. I firmly believe that a well-executed complete system approach will outperform a design approach that
maximizes only one design variable.

In the 1970s people were building isolation boxes for turntables.
Is this still a good idea?

It is a very good idea if they are built in a manner that reduces
the level of noise reaching the stylus in a known way. The principles we have discussed are not new. Accelerometers and the
knowledge of mechanical-to-electrical conversion go back well
before the 70s as do the principles of reducing vibration and
noise. The fundamental principles involved are not new but the
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detailed understanding and the dedicated application to high performance audio, which started with turntable suspension systems
many decades ago, is now being taken to a new level.

At Harmonic Resolution Systems we have spent the last seven
years developing a complete line of materials and products specifically for high-end audio systems that allow you to reduce signal
degrading noise to an entire system at each and every component.
This work, and work by other companies dedicated to the high-end
audio industry, has allowed us to achieve a new level of performance that until recently was not available to audiophiles.

Will we hear an audible improvement that justifies the cost of
vibration control products?

Based on our experience and feedback from our customers over
the past seven years, the answer is yes. You will definitely hear a
very significant improvement that more than justifies the cost of
the products. You must set your well-thought-out and carefully
selected components on something. This is not an option. What
you select to put your components on and in contact with will definitely impact their performance. I think your expenditure should
be proportionate to the rest of your system. We use a general
rule that 10% to 30% of your system cost should be invested in
well-designed mechanical noise reduction products. This will
ensure that the rest of your investment is delivering peak performance and that you will hear the music in a way that can only
be achieved with the application of these products.

Thanks, Mike, for an edifying interview. APJ
Company Information:
Harmonic Resolution Systems Inc.
Great Arrow Industrial Park
255 Great Arrow Ave
Suite 39A
Buffalo, NY, 14207
Tel: 716-873-1437
Fax: 716-873-1434
www.avisolation.com
info@avisolation.com
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by Richard Hardesty
Acoustic treatment materials and systems, often called “room tuning accessories,” can literally make or break the sound of a home
audio system. Attending to room acoustics is necessary in order
to achieve maximum performance from an audio system but room
treatment can be easily overdone. Adding excessive acoustic
treatment materials can depreciate the sound created by even the
finest audio components.

The home theater craze exacerbated the trend to excess
because we were assaulted by an avalanche of misinformation
which resulted in many “custom home theaters” that were virtual
anechoic chambers. The goal, as advocated by many home theater experts, was to eliminate all natural room acoustics and
deliver all sounds, including artificial ambience cues, from as
many speakers as could be included to surround the listeners.
Spectacular sound effects sold home theaters. During the
process of delivering more spectacular sound effects, stereo
imaging and natural music reproduction were forgotten, or at least
relegated to a position of less importance.

Sound effects are fine for movies and video games but have nothing to do with natural music reproduction, in my opinion. Well-made
stereo recordings can provide all the spatial information necessary
for a realistic musical experience if the room doesn’t get in the way.
Touching up the acoustics of a normal room is not that difficult or
mysterious. Overdoing it can render the room useless.

Any room in your home should be a comfortable and attractive
place in which to sit and converse or read or whatever. Such a
room will probably be a good place for a music reproduction system as well. You may have to attend to some acoustic adjustments
to achieve an excellent listening environment but you shouldn’t
have to go to extremes and you may be disappointed if you do.

Anecdote
Let me share a personal experience. Shane Buettner is a friend
and colleague who has written for several major periodicals and
contributed product reviews to Audio Perfectionist Journal. A

couple of years ago, Shane built a custom home with a purposedesigned media room for his audio and video equipment. He had
a specialist company install a complete acoustic treatment system in that room. This installation involved extensive measurements and adjustments that included suggestions about speaker
placement and fine-tuning the ratio of behind-the-cloth treatment
panels that provide absorbsion, reflection and diffusion. The retail
cost of the installation was about $30,000. Yes, that’s thirty thousand dollars! The appearance of the room, which included
designer fabric covering all wall surfaces, was beautiful. Sound
was acceptable but not great.

Shane installed state-of-the-art components and we started to listen, more than casually. We reviewed several product categories,
like preamplifiers, by directly comparing components in groups,
using both his listening room and mine. For many of these comparisons, the major components in Shane’s audio system and
mine were virtually identical—the only major differences could be
attributed to room acoustics. His room was purpose-built and
“acoustically treated” by a major purveyor of acoustic room treatments. My room was a regular living room with a few hundred
dollars worth of readily available materials to adjust acoustics.
Shane’s tastes are slightly different and I’m writing this so the following impressions are mine alone.

Shane’s system/room delivered better than average sound that
was slightly less lively—more dynamically compressed—than
mine. The performers seemed more distant in his environment;
midrange detail was good with a slightly reduced sense of intimacy. Compared to mine, his bass was a little soft, slightly rubbery
and lacked impact. I preferred the sound in my room and the cost
advantage was enormous.
Shane wasn’t entirely happy and, after several attempts by the
company to adjust the installation, he started to slowly remove
acoustic panels from behind the cloth wall covering. The more
material he removed the better the sound, in my opinion.

The speaker positions recommended by the treatment company
were based on a computer analysis of “room nodes” and were
supposed to provide flatter frequency response. Their recommended placement was detrimental to stereo imaging.
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I think you can save thousands of dollars and make better sound
if you just think about what you want to accomplish and use common sense to achieve your goals.

Reflected sound from behind and beside the speakers is more
confusing to the ear because it comes from a similar direction as
the direct sound from the speakers and is only slightly delayed in
time. You want to hear the signal from the speakers primarily and
the sound from the room secondarily.

Room Treatment Goals
A good listening room should be as lively as possible with a relatively short decay time. The reasons for this are simple: a dead
room requires much more power input to achieve the same perceived listening level and higher power means higher distortion
from your amplifier(s) and speakers. An overdamped room will cut
the maximum sound level peaks and reduce the perceived
dynamic range.

Damping
can be
achieved
by introducing
materials
that
absorb
rather than
reflect
sound.
The more
sound
reflected, the livelier the room. The more sound absorbed, the
deader the room. You’ll probably hear slightly more detail in a dead
room but dynamics will be restricted and the punch necessary for
an involving sense of rhythm and pace may be depreciated.
A good listening room will have a decay time that minimizes, but
does not eliminate, reverberation. A room with little or no reverberation sounds closed in and uncomfortable. A room with too
much reverberation sounds cold with blurred detail as new
sounds are smeared by the lingering reverberations from previous sounds.

Reverberation can be adjusted by adding absorption and diffusion. Diffusive materials reduce reverberation by reflecting sound
at multiple angles so it gets bounced around and attenuated
rather than directly attenuated by absorption. Diffusion is generally preferable to absorption but the critical word is balance.
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A measuring microphone integrates the sounds from the speakers and the room but your ear/brain differentiates between them
because of timing and direction. The goal of all room treatment is
to make this task easier. There’s nothing mystical about it. You
want to hear more from the speakers and less from the room
without making the room an uncomfortable place.

Remember, virtually all that you’ve read about acoustics was
based on large venues where sound “waves” could be completely
developed, even at low frequencies. Dimensions in domestic
rooms are often smaller than complete wavelengths. When room
boundaries don’t allow complete wave development the room
starts to act as a pressure vessel and the laws of hydraulics may
be more appropriate than those of acoustics. Large venue
acoustic “rules” don’t always stand up to scrutiny in small rooms.
For some intriguing information read the studies from Dolby
Laboratories about bass from a single location (re: the development of 5.1 channel audio systems).

Room Treatment Materials
The most effective treatment material for acoustic absorption is
Owens 705 rigid, compressed fiberglass. You know those panels
that define your cubicle at work? They’re probably made from
Owens 705 rigid, which is very effective for reducing sound transmission from one open-top cubicle to another. Also very effective
for absorbing rather than reflecting sound from your living room
walls and providing fairly linear absorption over a wide range of
frequencies above about 200Hz.

There are many aesthetically pleasing materials that can provide
acoustic diffusion. My fireplace is covered with stone veneer that
is very stiff for good bass and has irregular angles of reflection for
a highly diffusive surface. My room has windows front and rear
covered with plantation shutters that can be adjusted to deliver
the desired amount of diffusion.
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Bypass Testing

by Richard Hardesty
Bypass testing is often misunderstood but it’s definitely the most
effective method of evaluating audio components subjectively.
Bypass testing, as described below, can be used to evaluate the
sound of active audio components as well as passive devices
and cables. First you have to understand the principle.

Stiff boundaries mean better bass. Flexing walls act like bass
traps. Dispersive panels made from Pegboard™ backed by soft
fiberglass are often detrimental to bass performance because
they make boundaries spongy.

My Usual Method
I typically place absorptive material directly behind and beside the
speakers (usually not in the center) because it is more difficult to
differentiate
between the
direct sound
from the
speakers
and sounds
reflected
from nearby
surfaces.
These
reflected
sounds arrive very soon after the direct sound and from similar
angles and usually need to be attenuated.

I try to use dispersive materials everywhere else unless the room
is too reverberant. Opposing reflective surfaces can be problematic. Carpet the floor opposite a hard ceiling. Break up reflections
between two opposing hard wall surfaces with dispersive material. Don’t try to kill all reflected sound with absorption. Absorb the
worst problems and diffuse the rest. If you can’t hear a specific
problem leave the room alone and enjoy the music. APJ

The goal of bypass testing is to determine what effect a device
under test has on the sound of an audio system. This is accomplished by comparing the sound of an audio system with the device
under test in the signal path to the sound of the same audio system
without the device in the signal path. The difference you hear is the
effect the device has on the sound of the system. If that sounds
simple it’s because it is! Too bad more people don’t actually do it.

Active components and speakers can be easily evaluated on the
test bench to determine which ones have the potential for accurate reproduction and which ones don’t. You can measure the signal-to-noise ratio, bandwidth and common types of distortion but
there are limitations to so-called objective testing.

Objective Testing
The performance of most audio components can be objectively
measured with test instruments. The signal at the output of the
device under test is compared to the input signal and deviations
are called distortion. These tests are compromised to some degree
because the stimulus is usually a simulation and some kinds of distortion have not been thoroughly identified or investigated.

An audio system is designed to reproduce music but test signals
(stimuli) are often steady-state sine waves or pseudo-random
noise. Bandwidth, signal-to-noise ratio, harmonic and intermodulation distortion are well understood. Other distortions, which may
be clearly audible, are not as completely understood and often
not measured at all.

Poor measured performance guarantees that the component
under test can’t accurately reproduce the input signal. Excellent
measured performance only guarantees the potential for good
sound. After potential accuracy has been established, listening
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tests can begin. Only listening can determine which potentially
good components actually sound pleasing.

Objective measurements are very helpful in exposing poorly
designed active audio components and speakers but may be
inadequate when discussing accessories because subtle audible
improvements may not produce measurable change and we
haven’t yet figured out all the parameters which cause clearly
audible effects in components like cables.

Testing Accessories
Want to learn which accessories work and which ones don’t? It’s
simple, really. Listen to the system without the accessory and
then with the accessory and compare the sound. Take the accessory out and listen again. Set up a simple bypass test if you can,
and compare the sound with and without the accessory. This
sounds ridiculously easy but that’s really all there is to it!

When you compare the sound with and without the accessory
you’ll hear just what that accessory does to the signal, good or
bad. Sometimes you’ll be hard-pressed to hear any difference at
all. Sometimes you’ll hear a small difference that you may consider an improvement. Be sure the difference is an improvement and
not simply a difference.

In most cases the improvement in sound won’t be worth the price of
the accessory and in some cases the sound will actually be worse
when using the accessory. I’ve auditioned many accessories that
made the sound much worse, many more that did little or nothing
and a very few that actually made a small sonic improvement. With
the exception of cables, I have seldom heard an improvement that
justified the cost of the accessory, but when you’ve purchased and
set up the best active components and speakers you can afford,
even minor enhancements can be worth their cost.

Bypass Testing
A bypass test allows you to quickly compare the sound of an
audio system with and without the component under test in the
signal path. Bypass tests are usually slightly compromised
because an audio system won’t work when a major component or
cable has been removed from the signal path but there are ways
to get around this compromise.
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Your goal is to hear what the device under test does to the sound
of the system. You’ll hear what it does by listening with the device
in the signal path and listening again to the system without the
device and comparing the sound. With a little practice you’ll be
able to hear exactly what sounds the device adds to or subtracts
from the signal. This is the only valid way to evaluate and compare components subjectively and it assumes that you have
assembled an audio system from components chosen to be as
transparent as possible.

Want to hear the sonic effects of interconnect cables? Get an
integrated amplifier with “preamp out” and “power amp in” connectors. Listen with jumpers between these pairs of connectors
and then remove the jumpers and insert interconnect cables. You
should be able to hear what the interconnect cables do to the
sound of the system. Don’t have an integrated amp? Put the
cables under test in series with the usual cables between your
components and listen. Then remove the cables under test and
listen again. Balanced cables with XLR connectors can be daisychained directly. Unbalanced cables with RCA connectors will
require female-to-female RCA adapters.

It’s harder to
use bypass testing with speaker
cables. I use
mono amplifiers
and the shortest
possible speaker cables to
simulate the
bypass condition. Then I use
eight or ten feet of the cables under test to be sure I’m hearing
the characteristics of the test cables. Put the cables under test in
series with the short wires and listen. Then remove the cables
under test and listen to just the short wires. You should be able to
switch between the cables under test and the bypass cables fairly
quickly but you won’t be able to go immediately back and forth
between the two. You won’t have to.

You can test lots of components this way but you may have to
use some ingenuity. My VTL 7.5 preamp has inputs that can be
configured to unity gain. I can place another preamp in a unity-
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gain loop (preamp out to unity-gain input), adjust the volumes
with a meter and compare sound with and without the preamp
under test in the signal path.

Aesthetix sent over the top-of-the-line $14K Callisto Signature
tube line stage, which is a purist design to the extreme. It's a
three-box design, with a separate power supply, separate input
selector, and separate volume control for each channel. And that
doesn't include a remote control, which is a $2,000 option.

Distortion
Any change in the signal is a distortion to that signal. Additive distortions include noise and coloration. Subtractive distortions
include lost detail and imaging clues. The audio signal can pass
through a perfect component and emerge unchanged. This is the
goal of the high fidelity approach to music reproduction and the
definition of transparency in audio.

From what little I've given you, it's obvious this isn't a product for
the uninitiated or those squeamish about tubes. But for those who
aren't intimidated by this design, the sonic benefits are unparalleled in a number of key respects.

Jupiter Series Overview
Striving for “synergy” means stacking colorations one atop another in an attempt to achieve a “musical” sound. You might end up
with a pleasing system this way but then again you might win the
lottery or be struck by lightning. Anything’s possible. APJ

Aesthetix Callisto
S i g n a t u r e Line Stage
P r eamplifier
by Shane Buettner
I've been waiting for this one for a long time. APJ readers know the
respect we've held for Jim White and his product design work.
Jim's day job used to be at Theta, where he worked on the
Dreadnaught and Citadel amplifier projects, and we've also lauded
his Saturn series of components for his own company, Aesthetix.
But our firsthand experience with Aesthetix' gear hadn't yet extended to its flagship Jupiter series components, comprised of the
Callisto line stage and Io phono stage. For years great sound has
followed these components at trade shows and dealer demos alike.
After reviewing and loving the Saturn series, the Callisto especially
has been at the top of my review wish list, and I finally got my shot.

As mentioned, the Jupiter series consists of the Callisto line stage
and Io phono stage, and each can be configured in a variety of
ways. The Callisto is available in single (though still separate)
power supply versions as the Callisto MK II at $9K. The Signature
version, featuring a number of component upgrades, is $11K, and
the second power supply costs $3K, so the total cost of the preamp reviewed here is $14K.

The remote control option is an additional $2K, making an already
expensive preamp even more so. While it doesn’t offer input selection, it does make the Callisto far more convenient to use by controlling the volume levels of both channels simultaneously. This option
can also be added later, so if you can't spring for the $2K up front,
you can still buy and enjoy your Callisto knowing that you can
upgrade the ergonomics later with the remote option.

The Io is rather fascinating. It too features an outboard power
supply in even its base MK II configuration, which is $6,500, or in
an upgraded Signature version for $9K. However, users can also
purchase the Io with a second input and the same trick balanced
volume control that's used in the Callisto for $9K. This allows you
to use the Io without a separate preamp, although you're limited
to a phono source and one other input source. Kicking that up a
notch to the Signature takes you to $11K, and if you're still not
done, you can add another power supply for an additional $3K.

So, if your sources are a turntable and a single optical disc player, you can do all that for a price that's comparable to the Callisto
line stage by itself. If you're a total madman, you can buy the full-
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on, dual power supply Signature versions of the Callisto and Io,
and you're into Aesthetix to the tune of $23K. For that you get a
total of six boxes to find homes for in your equipment rack, and
over 40 tubes! Now that's a tube front-end!

ply (for a total of 16 between the two supplies), and each power
supply box weighs more than any other preamp I've used, and
more than a lot of power amplifiers out there. This three-box
design is Heavy-Duty with a capital "H" and a capital "D," and
there is no question that this rig has serious curb appeal when
people walk into your music room.

Design
The Callisto is a three-box design with separate power supplies
dedicated to each channel connected to the line stage unit by
umbilical cords. This approach has its supporters and detractors.
To that my only reply is that several of the very best preamps I've
heard use this approach, including Ayre's K-1xe and VTL's TL7.5.
Of the preamps I've heard that perform at the elite level, only
ARC's Ref 3 eschews this approach.

The Callisto is fully balanced from input to output, and when the
balanced inputs are used it employs no global feedback. Six decibels of local feedback are introduced when the single-ended
inputs are used, and it's audible. The Callisto sounds much better
with balanced sources, and can accommodate two of them.

The Aesthetix high resolution volume control is a 46-position
stepped attenuator that Jim White believes is unique in configuration. According to Jim, it's common for a resistor ladder volume
control to have more resistors in the signal path at certain volume
positions than at other positions, often at lower volumes. For
example, if his 46-position resistor ladder were configured in this
fashion, assuming full Off is 0, the signal would be going through
35 resistors in series at volume step 10, with 10 resistors in
series going to ground.

Many stereo components claim to be dual-mono. The Aesthetix
Callisto, in its dual power supply mode, really is. Inside the line
stage unit, the two circuit boards are clearly mirrors of one another and each is clearly isolated in the chassis. On top of that, there
are individual input selectors and volume controls for each channel. The downside of this purist approach is that every time you
change a source or the volume level, you have to do it twice, and
in the case of the latter you need to make sure the gain for each
channel is matched. More on that later.

Each power supply is full tube, with tube rectification and a choke
input filtering network. There are eight vacuum tubes in each sup-
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In the Aesthetix volume control, two switches are used in the
attenuator, and at each position on the volume control there is
only a single series resistor and a single parallel resistor in the
signal path, from steps 1-45. Jim believes that this delivers superior sonic results and eliminates any disparities in resolution and
sound quality throughout the entire volume range. The downside?
Expense and complexity. There are eight very expensive, 46position Shallco silver contact switches used in the two volume
controls needed in the Callisto. For each channel there are two
switches for each attenuator, and two attenuators for each leg of
the balanced signal. There are 360 Roederstein resistors—total—
in the two volume controls. Wow!

Living With A Three-Box Tube Line Stage
It would be a gross understatement to call the Aesthetix collective
an impressive piece of kit. The line stage unit still weighs more
than a lot of single-box preamps out there, even though it contains no power supply or transformers or any of the other stuff
that typically adds weight to a component.
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There are start-up and power-down sequences that must be
observed. Each power supply needs to be turned on and warmed
up before the power amps are turned on (an LED on the power supply tells when it's time) and conversely, the power amps should be
powered down first and the Callisto's power supplies second.

I think the candidates for this preamp already know who they are
just as the people who'd never consider such a beast know who
they are so I don't want to belabor the point, but this is a purist
design, with three boxes, 24 tubes, two input selectors and two volume controls. And, unless you pay extra, no remote control.
This is obviously not the product for anyone looking to have a twochannel system share space with a home theater system. Although
Aesthetix can tell you which volume position would be unity gain for
a processor pass-through, you don't want to be burning 24 tubes to
watch football on Sundays. I didn't use the processor pass-through
at any time during the months I spent with Callisto, choosing
instead to swap cables at the power amplifier end when I wanted to
go from audio to video or vice versa.

I was worried, going into this review, that level-matching between
the two volume controls would be cumbersome, in addition to not
having the remote control option installed on my review unit. But I
had no issues on either front. The volume steps are easy to feel as
the volume is increased/decreased, and there are markings all
around each volume knob like a clock face and it's only difficult to
be sure the channels are aligned if the lighting is quite dim. Of
course, the remote control option solves this issue entirely.

times during the two years or so I owned that preamp due to
excessive noise. (VTL has since changed the tubes used in the
TL7.5 for that very reason.) On the other hand, I've lived with BAT's
VK-51 and VK-51SE and Audio Research's Ref 3 for months on
end without hearing any tube noise at all, let alone excessive
noise. If this kind of thing bothers you, you know who you are and
it's unlikely that you'd be considering this preamp anyway.

Sound
If you read a fair number of recent reviews you'll see references to
the closing of the sonic gap between tube and solid-state components. Even here in the pages of Audio Perfectionist Journal
we've commented that today's best solid-state amps do so many of
the seductive things that tube power amps do. But for the most part,
I think it’s just wrong to suggest that tube and solid-state power
amps sound the same. For example, while I haven't done the headto-head comparison myself, I have a hard time believing a highfeedback solid-state Halcro amp and a top-of-the-line VTL all-tube
power amp sound more alike than not, as one reviewer suggested.

The reference to a convergence of tube and solid-state is meaningful in that the artifacts typically associated with these components
are disappearing. The best tube gear isn't soft, warm and grungy
and the best solid-state isn't analytical, sterile and non-musical.
And yes, the Callisto is representative of this. The Callisto is as
fast, neutral, dynamic and authoritative as any preamp I've ever
heard, solid-state or not. If you want a tube preamp to add a vintage, warm glow to your music, this ain't the one for you.

During my time with the Callisto the tubes did get noisy. But the
truth is that I spent almost a year with the thing, alternating for
months between it and the ARC Ref 3, and I replaced the tubes
in the line stage once. A few times I took the top cover off the line
stage and reseated the tubes and heard it quiet down, only to
gradually ramp up in noise again. I'm not particularly phobic about
tube hiss but when I heard the tubes during quiet passages of
music, I took action.

In fact, I'd call the Callisto spectacularly neutral, if there is such a
thing. What I mean is that sometimes the more neutral a component is, the less exciting it is in a short demo. VTL's TL7.5 is an
example of a component that I had to listen to at length before it
engaged me entirely due to the fact that nothing it did immediately
jumped out. Not so here. While the Callisto is as tonally neutral top
to bottom as any component I've ever heard, it's immediately commanding in listening for its see-through level of transparency and
image focus and extension at both frequency extremes.

This situation isn't foreign to tube components, but in my limited
experience with modern tube gear it's not necessarily a given
either. VTL's TL7.5 contains two tubes, and I replaced them a few

I have never heard a preamp that can match the Callisto's level of
resolution and transparency, nor have I heard one that took me as
far into the listening space, or was as astute at recreating these
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spaces in my
listening
room. Two listening experiences in particular stand
out as testament to this.
When Classic
Records reissued The
Who's Who's
Next on 200-gram vinyl I borrowed a copy of an original British
pressing to compare the two. Not only could I hear every minute
difference between the two, on the British pressing I could hear the
very dimensions of the booth in which Roger Daltrey recorded his
vocals. It was startlingly convincing, and the kind of listening experience audiophiles spend years chasing.

Another stunner was an original pressing of Sinatra at the Sands
with Count Basie's orchestra on vinyl (also on a now out-of-print
DVD-A disc that's nearly as good). Although a touch dry, this is an
amazing recording. Frank’s vocal and Basie's piano are fully realized,
with thoroughly convincing image density. People talking, glasses
clinking, the audience is just there. But where the Callisto steps
beyond is in the way instruments and vocals bloom and decay,
reverberating through and defining the dimensions of the Sands. As I
listened, it was like the music was active sonar, pinging and drawing
the interior of the Sands in three dimensions. I felt like I could draw a
sketch of the place even though I've never been there.

Comparing the Callisto to today's best preamps is fascinating. There
are additional nuances in resolution, and the extra carriage into the
recording space is subtle at this level—the level at which the ARC
Ref 3 and VTL 7.5 dwell. But even so, any additional resolution over
these other fine preamps is weighted differently based on how
superb those other preamps are. The Callisto betters the resolving
power of those preamps, even if incrementally, and that is startling.
The Callisto's closest competitors are very recent ground-up
designs. The Callisto's performance against these formidable preamps is serious testament to its design. The Callisto has been in
production since 1994, with the only significant design update
occurring with the introduction of the Signature version in 2001
and the remote control option introduced last year. What's more,
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even a Callisto manufactured in 1994 can be upgraded to a fully
current Signature version. That's staying power.

Going further in comparison, the ARC Ref 3 resolves nearly as
much musical detail, and is more of a relaxed fit in listening without being soft in the slightest, which is very seductive. It's also got
something beyond that ease in the way that it's completely nonmechanical. The Callisto is detailed as all get-out, but is also not
hard or analytical in any sense. While it doesn't match the Ref 3's
relaxed qualities, neither can the ARC quite scale the heights of
the Callisto's tremendous resolution of detail.

The Callisto is unequaled in dynamic realism, micro and macro.
And really, nothing I've heard comes close. The jump and staggering, genuine dynamic contrast is not quite like anything I've
ever heard. Music played through the Callisto has a raw, almost
"live" intensity, even when the music is studio recorded.

Overall, to my ears the Ref 3 and the Callisto stand tall at the top
of the preamp mountain. The Callisto has no rivals in pure resolution of detail and dynamic punch. The Ref 3 is nearly the
Callisto's match in that regard, and has a non-mechanical purity
and complete lack of musical grain that at times makes the
Callisto sound almost like too much of a good thing.

These two preamps are addictive in different ways, and the simple truth is that I know I could live very happily with either of
these preamps because I have, for months on end. Sonically,
when each was in the system I wanted for nothing, but would
occasionally miss some attributes of the other. Although the
remote control option closes the gap somewhat, the ARC is still
less intimidating in being a single box with only five tubes, and it
still boasts greater ease of use and convenience in functionality.
Even with the remote, the Callisto is a purist design that's more
demanding as an audiophile lifestyle choice.

Conclusion
The Aesthetix Callisto is entirely worthy of the high esteem in
which it's been held for the years it's been in production. I've had
the very good fortune to have a number of the finest preamps in
the world in my listening room over the last few years. Even in
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this heady company, the Callisto is in a class by itself in many
respects, and does things that the other outstanding flagship preamps I've heard simply can't do. If you can acquiesce to the commitments that this preamp demands, the sonic rewards are
beyond reproach. APJ

preamp that's not only among the best of the best, but truly special.
ARC has exceeded all of my expectations with this preamp.

A New Take On The ARC Look
ARC's classic handles and knobs for input selection and volume
control are still there, but gone are the balance and tape monitor
source knobs. Instead of a bank of toggle switches there are four
buttons for Power, Processor Input, BAL/SE, and Mute.

Manufacturer Information:
Aesthetix
5144 N. Commerce Avenue, Suite A
Moorpark CA 93021
805 529 9901

Audio Research
Reference 3
Preamp Review

by Shane Buettner
The Denons and Pioneers of the consumer electronics world
change out their entire lines, year in and year out. Companies like
Audio Research don't. It's a big deal when Audio Research
releases a new flagship preamp. ARC's previous top-of-the-line
preamp, the Reference 2 MKII, was introduced in 2000. Its successor and the subject of this review, the Reference 3, didn't
make its debut until 2005. And man, it was worth the wait.

But the most obvious and controversial way in which the Ref 3
deviates from the classic ARC look is in the single, massive fluorescent display that now sits smack in the middle of the front panel.
The readout is huge and green—the kind of thing that someone
who's legally blind could read from the other room. And people
seem to either love it or hate it. I don't feel strongly one way or the
other about the display, but I do feel that the preamp sounds silkier
and quieter with the display off. I like very much that when the display is set to off, it turns on very briefly whenever changes are
made to input, volume, etc., and then turns back off. Perfect!

The display is a reflection of the Ref 3’s more logic-driven and
“modern” operation. One knob selects input, another controls volume. A button push selects whether the balanced or single-ended
inputs are in use; another button push can turn any input into a
unity-gain, processor pass-through input. With the aid of its small
but properly detailed remote control, the Ref 3 is as functional as
it needs to be to fulfill its roll as an expensive flagship preamp,
and then some, and yet it's simple in setup and day-to-day use.
For this modern age the Ref 3 is an ergonomic triumph for sure.

Design

The Ref 3 maintains its predecessor's $10K price point, and its
looks are mostly classic ARC. But the design is brand-spankingnew from the ground up. The Ref 3 represents a complete
rethinking of the preamp, as conceptualized by Bill Johnson and
company, not an incremental change.
While ARC's reputation is certainly enviable, it's also got to be a
daunting task to go about replacing something like the Ref 2 MKII, a

ARC has a remarkably informative web site, so I'm not taking
credit for much investigative reporting here. The audio circuit is
pure tube, but the power supply is referred to as hybrid, and also
spec'd for 50% more energy storage than the Ref 2 MKII. The circuit boards and power transformers are outfitted with parts new to
this preamp. Other eye-catching specs include bandwidth
increased to 200kHz compared to the REF2's 60kHz, and distortion lowered by a dramatic (and audible) 40%.
As significant as all this certainly is, perhaps the most radical element of the new design is that it no longer uses any global feed-
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back. Eschewing feedback has led to a renaissance of sorts in
solid-state designs, in my opinion, and resulted in performance in
these designs that has much more in common with the musical
righteousness of tubes (particularly the zero feedback designs of
Ayre and Theta that have been lauded in these pages for years).

Ayre’s Charlie Hansen is one of feedback’s biggest detractors,
and in my conversations with him he's described global feedback
as a time-domain phenomenon. While ARC's previous flagship
didn't use much feedback, it used a little and after hearing both
preamps I believe the REF 3 sounds better for eliminating feedback entirely. I think it's possible that this is even more audible
when used with other components that minimize or eliminate
feedback, and when time- and phase-correct speakers are used.
This describes my system exactly.

Touching further on one of those other improved specs, let me talk
about the REF 3's bandwidth expansion to 200kHz. I've written
about this before, but bandwidth has somewhat mysterious effects
on audio gear. Conventional wisdom would have it that 60kHz is
well above our range of hearing and that going beyond that is sonically inaudible and therefore unnecessary. And yet, far more often
than not the higher bandwidth products I've heard have sounded
more open, transparent and dynamic, especially power amps. And
indeed, the Ref 3 betters the Ref 2 MKII in all those respects.

Also, as with the Ref 2, the Ref 3 uses a chip in its volume control circuitry. A number of flagship preamps out there use discrete
solutions—including those by Aesthetix, Ayre, VTL and others.
The REF 3 does better than hold its own with these designs,
which says Bill Johnson and his crew must know something
about getting the most out of such a design!

Sound
I wish that I had the experience to place the significance of the
Ref 3 back through the decades, comparing it to all of ARC's past
designs. (I'm not that old, but maybe Dick will write a companion
piece to this review doing just that!) But I do know the Ref 2 and
the Ref 2 MKII intimately. The former drove two systems I listened to years ago that brought me out of the digital cold and
back into vinyl's warm glow.

How the Ref 3 stacks up against the Ref 2 and Ref2 MKII is
unequivocal: the Ref 3 is the best yet. And it's something of a
departure sonically. The Ref 2 preamps sounded magnificent,
splashy and engaging in all the right ways. Music sparkled with
these preamps. But compared to the very best, the Ref 2 preamps weren't as high in real resolution or detail, with the
midrange just tipped a little forward.

Ref 3 trades some of ARC's trademark pizzazz for a quieter,
more laid back and yet more sophisticated sound that's higher in
resolution and contains much more musically significant detail. It's
no less musical; it's just musical in a different way. Tonally, there's
more foundation in the bass, a less forward but more revealing
midrange and a very sweet, extended top end.

The Ref 3 isn't as flashy in a short demo as its predecessors, but
is far more satisfying over long-term listening. It doesn't jump up
and grab you with a ta-da, but as you sit and listen there's simply
more music there. The Ref 2 preamps sounded like excellent hi-fi;
the Ref 3 just sounds more like music.

The Ref 3 is balanced from input to output, and all of its inputs
can be selected as either single-ended or balanced. Unlike the
Ref 2 there is no tape monitor, so you can't listen to one source
and tape another. The AC inlet has been changed from a 15-amp
connector to a 20-amp connector.

When the Ref 3 came in, VTL's super 7.5 was my reference preamp. That design is nearly all solid-state, with two tubes in the
gain stage. It's dead quiet, and dynamically very powerful. While I
didn't find the Ref 3 to be equal to VTL’s dynamic swing, it didn't
lack in that area. The Ref 3 actually sounded quieter and lower in
distortion in direct comparison. Related or not, the speakers are
dead quiet when the ARC has its volume cranked and there's no
music playing. Not even a soft hiss.

Fitting with its 21st century flagship status, the Ref 3 is outfitted
with discrete commands and is thus compatible with AMX or
Crestron remote control systems, if that's your thing.

But getting away from these typical audiophile references, the
ARC did things more immediately noticeable and important. I
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became instantly aware of each individual recording space as I
changed from recording to recording in a more immediate and
profound sense. I didn't have to think about it or cock an ear to
listen for it, it just happened.

And "happen" is a word I like a lot in relation to the Ref 3. This is
the first preamp that made me hear the VTL as what it is: a solidstate preamp with a pair of tubes in it. This is very subtle, but the
REF 3 definitely sounded less mechanical and gave a purer sensation of music simply happening in the room. It didn't sound like
a hi-fi, it sounded more like music and less like electronics.

Compared to the Ref 2 preamps, I’d also say that the Ref 3's
imaging is superior, more three-dimensional and fleshed out in living space. The soundstage is deeper and wider and yet also
more precisely drawn in between. It's spectacular in these
regards, which I hold very dear as a listener.

I've made some points here that make it sound like I prefer the
sound of this preamp to the VTL 7.5 and the fact is that I do. But
that reads as more significant than it is. My system is ultrahigh in
resolution, and I'd refer to my preference for the Ref 3 in these
respects as just that—a reflection of preferences, not an absolute,
qualitative judgment. In direct comparisons the differences in
these preamps are very subtle and more than a few factors go
into the VTL's favor. For instance, the VTL is superior in dynamic
authority and extension at the frequency extremes. That usually
results in greater overall transparency, but not in this case. I actually felt the ARC was more transparent to the recordings I played.

But my emotional response is far simpler. I responded more to the
Ref 3 and, truth be told, I've been happiest with my hi-fi when I've
had an all-tube preamp in the system, regardless of all other factors.
And overall, when day-to-day use and performance are taken into
the equation, there isn't a preamp I've enjoyed having in my system
more than the Ref 3. But I'm not ready to wrap up just yet either.
Tubes evoke a certain degree of fear and loathing among some
people. Even for you diehard solid-state types, I wouldn't hesitate to
recommend the Ref 3 as your first foray into tubes. There simply
isn't any fussiness or downside to the tubes with an ARC. You don't
hear the tubes, they don't fail very often, and when they do they're
not overly exotic or expensive to replace. Bulletproof is what it is.

The Ref 3 uses four 6H30 tubes, and one each 6550C and
6H30P in the power supply. During the many, many months I had
the Ref 3 one of the big tubes in the power supply went out. I
replaced it and that was that. The tubes never got noisy, and in
fact remained dead quiet, and the sonic picture remained
unchanged to my ears over all those months. In short, you won't
even know the tubes are there. But if you get curious, one of the
nifty new pieces of info that the big, fluorescent front-panel display can give you is a readout showing the hours on the tubes.
Tubes in the Ref 3 are rated for 4,000 hours and a complete set
costs only about $300 to replace. I don't know of a more pain-free
tube component to own than this.

Conclusion
The Audio Research Reference 3 is everything a flagship preamp
should be. It has all the functionality a modern piece should have,
including the ability to blend simply and seamlessly into a full surround-sound system. Yet, in spite of its complex feature set, setting up and using the Ref 3 is downright easy.

All of that would be mere window dressing if the Ref 3 didn't offer
spectacular sound. Like the very best components that we've
raved about here at Audio Perfectionist Journal, the Ref 3 transcends the terminology typically associated with equipment
reviews and requires simpler, broader terms. The Ref 3 sounds
more like not having a preamp in your system, while simultaneously making some of its excellent competitors sound merely like
excellent hi-fi. It's breathtaking in how much musical information it
reveals, and yet it's effortless and utterly relaxed in doing so.

I've heard preamps that have a little more of this and a little more
of that. But none that's as complete, top to bottom, or as satisfying in its presentation of the entire musical picture, weaving each
distinctive element of music into a coherent whole. The Ref 3
goes beyond hi-fi; it's a 21st century classic from ARC. APJ
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Last Thoughts

by Richard Hardesty
After reading this Journal you might be asking yourself, Should I
spend money on accessories or is the whole product category a
big fraud designed to rip me off? The correct answer to both
questions is a
qualified yes.
Well-chosen
accessories
can make
subtle
improvements in
sound but no
accessory
can make a
silk purse out
of a sow’s ear. But subtle improvements in sound are what highend audio is all about. Be realistic about the potential for improvement and choose carefully.

Don’t spend any money on any accessory until you have assembled a balanced audio system from the best components you can

afford. When you can’t improve the components any more,
squeeze the most performance from them with accessories.
Listen to be sure an accessory actually provides an improvement
to your sound.
If you expect an accessory to make a subtle refinement in the
sound of an audio system, not a miraculous change, you are likely to be pleased with a few products offered for sale. APJ
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